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Introduction 

How this thesis came to be written 

This book is not at all the kind of study I was intending to write 

before I started my field research. My original intention was to 

carry out a rather traditional social anthropological study, based 

on a prolonged stay (over a year) in a very limited area, in order 

to provide the sort of "hard" data that cannot be gathered during 

short field trips or casually observed by passers-by. In the 

vast literature on the Kurds vague impressions abound, while con

crete facts and figures are rare. I intended to supply the lotter, 

in order to make statements about de-tribolization, incorporation 

in the world-market, growth of nationalism, developing class con

tradictions, etc. more meaningful. This study, however, contains 

little quantitave data and has a survey-like character; it deals 

with material from different times and places, only part of which 

is based on my own observations and interviews. This complete 

change in research design makes some clarification necessary, the 

more so as several of the ideas basic to the present design occurred 

to me only duri~g the first half of my stay in the field. 

The Kurds hove fascinated me since I first came into contact with 

them (which happened in 1967, on a holiday trip through the Middle 

East). There is something ill-definable in Kurdish culture and 



"national character" that attracts me. Later reading revealed to 

me that many others who had had dealings with the Kurds were subject 

to a similar romantic attraction to them. Beside their amiablity 

and independent-mindedness it is certainly the gallantry with which 

they have been fighting for national rights that lends them a 

special, romantic aura. In each of the countries among which 

Kurdistan is divided the Kurds are at odds with the government -

which appealed to the anarchist in me. Later, when my theoretical 

interests revolved around the complex of related issues of peasant 

revolts, messianistic movements, nationalism and class conscious

ness, I turned naturally to the Kurds again. During this century 

Kurdistan has seen many risings of peasants, with both messianistic 

and nationalist overtones. In the Kurdish war in Iraq, which start

ed in 1961, popular participation gradually increased, and in the 

late 1960's several thousands of Kurds, mainly peasants, took act

ive part in guerrilla warfare against successive Iraqi governments. 

During the year 1974/75 their number was to exceed 50,000. And, 

as I noticed on several trips through Kurdistan, most Kurds who 

did not actively fight identified themselves in one way or another 

with those who did. This was true not only in Iraq, but also in 

other parts of Kurdistano Thus, in terms of numbers this was cer

tainly a people's war, a peasant war comparable to the six Wolf 

described in his major work on the subject (1969b)~+ But whereas 

these six movements were progressive (the peasantry were mobilized, 

al least in part,on the basis of their class interests, against 

their exploiters; the movements were anti-imperialist and aimed at 

the abolition of social injustice), the Kurdish movement had, es

pecially since 1966, a conservative, even reactionary appearance, 

in spite of the justness of its demands. The Kurdish leadership 

seemed to wish for more imperialist interference in the region rather 

than less; Mela Mistefa Barzani repeatedly expressed his warm feel

ings for the United States, whom he wanted to join as the fifty-first 

state and to whom he wanted to give control of the oil in Kurdistan 

+Notes are to be found at the end of the book. 
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(in exchange for aid). The movement was gradually purged of leftist 

elements and it seemed that the traditional leaders, whose authority 

had at first been challenged by young urban nationalists, were able 

to consolidate or recuperate their positions as a consequence of 
2 

their participation in the movement • The vast majority of Iraqi 

Kurds supported Barzani in ihese attitudes. His more leftist rivals 

were followed by a small minority only. The Kurdish movement thus 

contrasts with another liberation movement of a largely tribal 

people, that of the Dhofaris in Omano This movement had the repu

tation of being very revolutionary, it was one of the favourites 

of the leftist press, as the Kurdish movement was that of the con

servative British and American press. There were (and are) two 

obvious reasons for this difference: the former movement fought 

a reactionary, oppressive, pro-western regime, the second an author

itarian, reformist, oppressive, pro-soviet regime, and the leader

ship in both movements had completely different backgrounds. But 

did these two factors alone explain the difference? It seemed to 

me that there must also be internal reasons why the Kurdish move

ment in Iraq became more openly conservative during the years 1964/ 

66
3

• To what degree did tribal organization and other "primordial 

loyalties" (Alavi 1973) prevent poor peasants from defending their 

own rights against tribal chieftains and landlords, and make them 

fight for interests not their own? Were these loyalties breaking 

down, and if so, how and under which circumstances? What precisely 

was the impact of imperialism on "traditional" Kurdish society, and 

could this explain the nature of the Kurdish movement? These and 

similar questions were at the bock of my mind when I started pre

paring fieldwork among the Kurds· (1973). I decided to study ("tra

ditional") power relations at the local level and to investigate 

how Kurdish society in general, and especially the middle and poor 

peasantry's class consciousness ore affected by increasing state 

control and incorporation into the world market. I also thought 

that a particular kind of religious organization, the dervish order 

(see Ch IV), would be an interesting phenomenon to investigate. 
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Two such orders have a quite widespread influence in Kurdistan. 

From what I had read and seen myself during previous trips these 

orders attracted mainly lower class Kurds, while several sheikhs, 

the leaders of these orders, have played important parts as charis

matic nationalist leaders. Besides, islamic mysticism, also in its 

popular manifestations, interests me for its own sake as well. 

The choice of a part of Kurdistan to carry out field research was 

restricted. It was foreseeable that early in 1974 a new war would 

break out in Iraqi Kurdistan, and I did not expect to be welcome 

there. Similarly, Turkey seemed uninviting. The Turkish soci

ologist Be~ik~i had (in 1972) been sentenced to 13 years' impri

sonment for having published a (strongly pro-Kurdish) sociological/ 

politicological study based on research in Kurdistan (Be~ik~i 1969)
4

• 

Only Persian Kurdistan seemed feasible. I had been there twice be

fore, on short trips, and had selected an area that appeared to 

promise good possibilities to study at least some of the phenomena 

I was interested in. It also seemed for enough away from the Iraqi 

border to avoid problems that would be caused by the war in Iraq 

(in which Iran was clearly going to be involved - but I did not 

yet know to what extent). Research permission from the Iranian 

government did not come easily, however, and I went to Tehran to 

press for it (July, 1974). The first application was after some 

time rejected, but I was asked to change the research proposal and 

apply again. I was to do that several times until the ultimate 

refusal, in Nov. 1974. I spent my time in Tehran improving my 

Persian and Kurdish (I had discovered a Kurdish teahouse), .and 

reading travelogues on Kurdistan in the well-furnished library of 

the British Institute of Persian Studies. Being impatient, however, 

I made short trips between the successive research proposals I 

submitted. I made two visits to Khorasan (Iran's northeastern 

province) where there is also a sizeable Kurdish population, one 

to Kurdistan proper. I encountered there a problem that I was 

to face on many later occasions. If one stays at a place for a 

4 



short time, it is almost inevitable that one has intensive contact 

with only the locally powerful and sees but little of the others. 

In the first place this is for the simple reason that the powerful 

want to know the foreigner and understand what he is doing; also, 

tradition demands that they occupy themselves with visitors, and 

a commoner who does so tressposses on his chieftain's privileges. 

Secondly, I was always apprehensive that common people might run 

into trouble for talking to me as long as I did not have a research 

permit. In this respect, talking to foreigners is much more accept

able for the rich and educated than for the others. I was aware 

that too much contact with the top of the social pyramid and too 

little with the bottom may result in considerable misrepresentation 

or at least in exaggerating the importance of "entrepreneurs" and 

other "strong men 115 in society. I could not however ovoid spending 

a large port of my time with village headmen, tribal chieftains 

and shoikhs. Later I found a way to broaden my social contacts: 

I visited preferably villages where I hod on acquaintance whom I 

hod met elsewhere, usually a village teacher or a son of the village 

who studied in town. Thus coming as someone's friend rather than 

as a complete stranger I had much greater freedom to talk to whom 

I wished. Also when I stayed with sheikhs it was generally possible 

to talk to many of the less privileged, for people of all ranks come 

to visit the shoikhs regularly. Nevertheless, in my field notes 

the powerful and their viewpoints ore no doubt overrepresented, and 

that is reflected in this book. 

My visits to the Kurds of Khorason first mode me aware of the narrow 

interrelation of tribal organization and administrative policies 

of the state: tribal confederations here appeared to be originally 

created by the state, and the paramount chieftains that were accepted 

by the tribes had (at least for the past century) received official 

title from the shahs (see Ch. III, sec.i). At first I thought that 

this was an atypical situation; I started to read historical source 

materials in order to find out how this had come about. Loter I 

discovered that most Kurdish tribes have long been affected by 

5 



surrounding states in similar ways. I was more likely to hear this 

kind of information from chieftains than from commoners, and, in 

fact, I collected much of it in this way. I supplemented my field 

research with a critical reading of primary and secondary sources 

of the past four centuries, which gave form to Ch. III of the present 

book. 

On my trip to Persian Kurdistan I spent much time with sheikhs and 

dervishes; I was to do the same when I visited it again in 1975. 

Somewhat to my astonishment I found that there were many other travel

lers on the road, Kurds from Iraq who had come to Iran as refugees 

or on mysterious duty for "the Revolution", as the nationalist move

ment was usually called. In Rezaye, over-zealous SAVAK officials 

hod tried to prevent my seeing the Iraqi Kurds, but when I stayed 

in minor towns such as Serde~t, Bane and Meriwan it was impossible 

not to meet them: we usually shared the same hotel rooms. Thus I 

received my first impressions (apart from newspaper reports) of 

what was happening in Iraqi Kurdistan since the outbreak of the war. 

I became aware also of the extent of Iran's involvement in it, 

which was even more considerable than I had expected it to be. Sev

eral of the Iraqi Kurds whom I met suggested to me that I might be 

able to do research in the liberated areas of Iraqi Kurdistan if 

I applied for permission to the Kurdish representation in Tehran. 

This I did as soon as it had become clear that I would not receive 

permission for research in Iran. The Kurdish representatives were 

very courteous and helpful, and within a few weeks I received a 

positive answer. On Feb. 6 (1975) I crossed the border into Iraqi 

Kurdistan, still intending to carry out research as originally 

planned. It is true that, due to the war,my freedom of movement 

was to be restricted; on the other hand, this seemed a unique op-

portunity to study Kurdish society under conditions of war, a 

situation almost more "normal" than that of peace. And these would 

also be "favourable" conditions to study the problem of notional 

versus tribal or class loyalties. Six weeks after my arrival I had 
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to leave again, however, together with all Kurdish fighters and a 

large number of the remaining civilians, because the Kurdish move

ment had collapsed. The shah, on whom the Kurdish movement had 

made itself completely dependent, had reached an agreement with the 

Iraqi regime, his traditional enemies, (sealed on Morch 6) and 

immediately stopped all support to the Kurds - with dramatic con

sequences. The Kurds sow themselves forced to either surrender to 

Iraqi troops or toke refuge in Iran. Some considered continuing 

partisan resistance; the Kurdish leadership forbade them to do so. 

Villages fled en mosse to Iran; by March 20 almost the entire Bolik 

area (where I stayed then) was evacuated. 

The six weeks that I spent in Iraqi Kurdistan left a deeper impres

sion on me than any other period of my fieldwork. Every day I was 

confronted with human misery, despair, sickness, deathi when the 

collapse set i~many conflicts within K~rdish society and the Kurdish 

movement that hod until then been carefully hidden ~ome out.into the 

open. It taught me much about Kurdish society, but it was a trau

matic experience - I was emotionally strongly involved. After I 

hod returned to Iran, too, I stayed in narrow contact with refugees, 

and hod long interviews with dissidents who now were ready to tell 

me things about which they hod previously kept silence~ 

As a consequence of these events I hod to reconsider my plans for 

further research. It hod become apparent that I would not be able 

to spend a considerable length of time at any one place, for want 

of proper permission. On the other hand, having spent short periods 

among different tribes in different parts of Kurdistan, I felt that 

my knowledge of the situation at one place enabled me to better 

understand that at other places. It seemed a logical decision there

fore to visit a number of other parts of Kurdistan and survey the 

variety of forms of social organization and such processes of social 

change as I could detect. I would do that mainly in Turkish Kurdistan, 

both because it is the largest part of Kurdistan, and because of 

the relatively large freedom travellers have there: if local 

authorities permitted me to stay I would probably not run into 
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serious problems. My sponsors agreed to the idea, and I spent the 

following period (June 1975 - Aug. 1976), with one interruption be

cause of a hepatitis !contracted, in different parts of Turkish, 

Syrian and Persian Kurdistan~ At most places I could not observe 

directly many of the things that I was interested in. Interviews 

therefore constitute a larger proportion of my field material than, 

I think, is usual in anthropological fieldwork. As my interest is 

with social change, a large part of the interviews delt with sit

uations and events in the past. Most informants were, however, 

imprecise as to dates and concrete historical contexts. This is 

another reason why I felt it necessary to supplement my fieldwork 

with extensive reading of written sources. A third reason is that 

comparison of my own observations with those of previous visitors 

of the same districts might shed new light on both. An obvious 

problem in the approach I adopted is that it is very difficult, if 

not impossible, to find really comparable data from different times 

and/or places. Due to the short time I stayed in most places, I 

found it generally impossible to collect quantitative data. Sim

ilarly, the unstructured interviews that were part of my method 

gave me much material at each place, but never exactly parallel 

to that collected at other places. The interviews were guided by 

my informants' interests as well as by mine. On the other hand, 

it was precisely by not leading the interviews too strictly that I 

got really interesting, unexpected material. My own views were 

quite significantly changed by my informants (be it not always in 

the directions they wished). It does not need further explanation 

that all the things that I observed were even less comparable. It 

is rather unlikely to witness, for instance, conflicts of the same 

kind in more than one place. The same may be said for the historical 

sources. The many tomes that I read my way through contained many 

gems for the collector of curiosa, but relatively little that I 

could use. In many cases the kind of material that I was looking 

for, in order to compare a present state of affairs with that in 

the past, was lacking. 
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This study, then, is largely an exploratory one. Only a fraction 

of the material that I collected could be brought together in a 

more or less coherent framework, relevant to the questions that I 

started out with. I do not attempt yet to answer these questions, 

but off er material on the basis of which such questions may be bet

ter formulated. 

Subject of this study 

This book deals with what Alavi (1973) calls ''primordial loyalties". 

Alavi introduced this term to describe group ties such as kinship 

and caste that prevent poor peasants perceiving class contradic

tions and that make them act against their objective interests. 

In the Pakistani case he describes these loyalties are those of 

kinship, caste, and especially patron-client ties. In Kurdistan 

other, but equally primordial loyalties profoundly affect politics. 

Primordial though these loyalties are, they operate within the con

text of the most important conflicts of modern world politics. 

The struggle between USA and USSR and the conflicts related to the 

"oil crisis" affected Kurdistan more directly than they affected 

my own country, the Netherlands. This is not a new situation, 

either. It would therefore be naive to study these primordial 

loyalties without reference to the external factors that influence 

and modify them. 

The primordial loyalties of Kurdistan are firstly those to the 

family and tribe, and to the tribal chieftain (agha). Equally 

strong are religious loyalties, especially those to sheikhs, the 

popular mystics or saints who are also leaders of the religious 

brotherhoods (dervish orders). Strong efforts have been made to 

make a breach in these loyalties, but largely in vain. In Turkey 

it was at first AtatUrk who tried to break the power of aghas and 

sheikhs by measures from above, while over the past decade a gen

eration of young socialists attempted to mobilize the peasantry along 

class lines. Nevertheless, Kurdish peasants and herdsmen continue 

to follow their aghas and sheikhs. In elections the successful 
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candidates are almost always aghas and shaikhs or their men. Even 

where the relation between tribesmen and agha has become more openly 

exploitative, and the exploitation is no longer compensated fur by 

the agha's usefulness, loyalty to him persists for a long time. 

Capitalism is often said to the most powerful agent in the breaking 

up such ties of loyalty; but it certainly does not do so immediately 

upon emerging! On the other hand, it may be apt to stress the fact 

that the existence of primordial loyalties, and their apparent ubi

quity, does not preclude the functioning of other loyalties~ And 

conversely, when new loyalties such as those of nation and class, 

emerge, the primordial ones do not suddenly cease to function. 

Rather, these different loyalties interact with and mutually modify 

each other. It depends on the concrete situation which loyalty will 
6 

be most forcefully asserted • 

At a political meeting of immigrant workers from Turkey I 
talked with a small group of people who were active in a 
socialist work~rs' union. They were quite closs-conscious 
men. When I heard that they were from eastern Turkey I 
switched from Turkish to Kurdish. Immediately the dis
cussion became more cordial; we were temporarily an in
group from which our Turkish friends were excluded. After 
some time I told them that I am friended with an influential 
shaikh from their district, expecting that this would pro
voke them. To my astonishment, however, my standing with 
them rose even more: although they were not very religious, 
they associated themselves emotionally with this sheikh. 

Kurdish nationalism and the tribal and religious loyalties stand 

in an ambivalent relation to each other. On the one hand, the first 

Kurdish nationalists were from the ranks of the traditional author

ities, shaikhs and aghas. It was, in fact, precisely because of 

the primordial loyalties to these.leaders and to the values which 

they embodied that the nationalist movement acquired its moss cha

racter.. On the other hand, the perpetual conflicts and rivalries 

between these traditional leaders prevented and still prevents the 

Kurds from really uniting. The very fact that a certain chieftain 

participated in the nationalist movement was of ten enough reason 

for his rivals to oppose it, and most commoners followed their 

chieftains without questioning. Even in Iraqi Kurdistan in 1974, 
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when nationalist sentiment was quite general, and when a decisive 

war between the Kurdish nationalist movement and the Iraqi regime 

broke out, it was in many cases the chieftains' position that de

cided whether a tribe would join the Kurdish movement, try to re

main neutral, or actively oppose it. 

This book, as I said, deals in the first place with the primordial 

loyalties. I describe tribes and dervish orders as I found them 

functioning in Kurdistan, or as I reconstructed their functioning 

in the past from interviews and literature and I try to explain 

some of their character.istics. Secondly, I try to establish how 

they were and are influenced by external factors, and to trace how 

Kurdish nationalism developed in interacti~n with these primordial 

loyalties. After a first chapter with some general information, 

in Chapter II the structure of the Kurdish tribe is described, at 

first in the abstract, then with descriptions of specific tribes 

of different degrees of complexity. The role of the chieftains 

is studied, and it i~ shown how leadership and conflicts are closely 

interrelated. The importance of sheikhs is also connected with 

tribal confl~ct: they are in an ideal position to mediate in such 

conflicts, and their role as conflict resolvers in turn increases 

their political powers. Ch. IV deals with the sheikhs and with the 

dervish orders of which they are leaders. Both because so little 

has been written about these orders and because of my own fascina

tion with them, I describe much more than only those aspects that 

have political relevance: philosophy and ritual receive much at

tention. I propose an explanation for the rapid rise of one order 

in the past century, and the prominerit role it has since played in 

Kurdish nationalism. The shaikhs' association with the Divine re

presents one external source of wordly power, another one is con

stituted by· surrounding states. Many aspiring chieftains derived 

power in their society from alliance with or vassalage to a neigh

bouring state. In Chapter III I present historical material to 

illustrate my thesis that the present Kurdish tribes are not auto-
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nomous units but are, in a way, creations of the surrounding states. 

Elements from these chapters are brought together in Chapter V, 

where an important Kurdish nationalist revolt is discussed. Pri

mordial loyalties, loyalty to the nation (still an ambiguous con

cept at that time), opposition of peasants to economical exploi

tation by another tribe, and relations of the state (i.e. Turkey) 

with tribes are seen together in operation. 

With its concentration on the primordial loyalties, this book can

not and does not pretend to give a comprehensive view of Kurdish 

society. Important aspects such as urbanization and migration, 

activities of political parties and trade unions, and what is even 

more important, economical relations are not discussed. The topics 

that are discussed here are not sufficient, but certainly necessary 

for an understanding of the political events in Kurdistan during 

the past decades. 

A note on the written sources 

For all chapters of this book I have made extensive use of written 

materials; the bibliography and the notes refer to these sources. 

A short remark might be apt on those- that I frequently used. In 

the first place there are the primary historical sources written 

by oriental authors. Two very important ones are the Sharafname 

and Evliya Chelebi's book of travels (Seyyahatname). The Sharafname 

was written in the last decade of the 16th century, in Persian, by 

~eref Xan, former ruler of the Kurdish emirate (princedom) of 

Bitlis, after he had abdicated in favour of his son. It pretends 

to be a history of the Kurds; in fact, it is the history of their 

ruling families. It is an extremely erudite work, apparently ~eref 

Xan (who had travelled much) had spent a lifetime collecting the 

information for it. The detailed accounts give a vivid picture of 

the political activities of Kurdish rulers and of their dealing 

with the powerful states around them. A French translation (by 

F. B. Charmoy) was published in St. Petersburg in 1868-1875, with 
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a long introduction and critical notes by the translator. I did 

not hove this edition at my disposal all the time, and used in

stead the text edition published in Tehran by M. Abbasi and/or the 

Turkish translation by M. Bozorslon. References ore to Chormoy's 

translation (except where explicitly mentioned), quotations however 

are directly translated from the Persian edition. 

The Seyyohatnome is one of the major sources on the political, eco

nomical and cultural life in the Ottoman Empire of the 17th century. 

Evliyo was a good observer and had wide interests. His travel notes 

on Kurdistan (in vols. 4 and 5) provide a wealth of information. 

A first printed edition of the Seyyahatname appeared in Istanbul 

(1896 - 1938), 8 volumes in Arabic script, the lost two in Latin 

script. The first volumes especially were seriously mutilated by 

Sultan Abdulhomid's censors. No better edition is yet available. 

Later two simplified editions in modernized Turkish appeared. One 

of these (edited by z. DaniJman) is extremely poor, the other one 

(edited by T. Temelkuron and N. AktoJ) follows the first printed 

edition closely. My references ore to this edition; for quotations 

and the precise terms Evliya used I consulted the first edition. 

An important secondary source on Ottoman history that contains re

levant information on Kurdistan is Von Hammer's Geschichte des 

osmanischenReiches. The author used a large corpus of primary 

sources that he had collected as manuscripts. In several respects 

it is still unsurpassed. There is a considerable number of scholarly 

studies dealing with Ottoman history, but surprisingly few refer 

to Kurdistan. Of outstanding quality is the article (''Kurden") 

that Minorsky contributed to the first edition of the Encyclopedia 

of Islam. 

Another class of primary sources ore travel reports. Of these, 

there are enough to fill a library, and I have not been able to 

read all of them. Most useful I found those by Rich, l..oyord and 

Fraser. 

When, in the First World War, the British occupied Iraq, the task 

of setting up administration in the provinces and establishing and 
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maintaining the Pox Britannica fell into the hands of Political 

Officers and Assistent Political Officers, several of whom were 

orientolists. Some of them published books or articles about their 

experiences, which ore interesting reading. Edmonds' book (1957) 

is by for the best of the genre; he was on able linguist and a com

petent observer, and he acquired a profound knowledge of Kurdistan. 

Row material of a similar kind is contained in the British Foreign 

Office files at the Public Records Office: Consular dispatches, 

field reports from officials, etc. I consulted the FO 371 files 

for Turkey, Iraq and Persia for the years 1917 - 1938. 

The lost category of useful written sources ore the local histories 

(usually written by local people). The ones most frequently used 

ore those of Firot (1970) and Dersimi (1952). 

A note on transcription of Oriental words 

Terms and proper names in four Middle Eastern Languages occur in 

this book. Trying to find a consistent and satisfactory transcrip

tion system for all of them is on unrewarding task. Northern Kurdish 

and modern Turkish ore both written in the Latin alphabet, and I 

prefer to spell names and the Occasional quotation in these lan

guages as the Kurds and Turks write them themselves. This tran

scription would however make many well-known Arabic or Persian 

words unrecognizable. I hove therefore refrained from complete 

.consistency: Arabic, Persian and Ottoman Turkish words ore tran

scribed according to a system more "natural" to the English reader. 

Diacritical signs are omitted; three sounds not occurring in 

English ore spelled q, gh and kh. 

q represents an unvoiced guttural stop (resembling a /k/, but 

articulated for back, in the throat), 

gh a voiced guttural fricative (resembling the French "rolled r"), 

kh its unvoiced variant (as in the German or Dutch "ocht"). 
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The Kurdish alphabet consists of the following letters: 

a, b, c, s:, d, e, e, f, g, h, i, i, j, k, 1,. m, n, o, p, q, r, s, 

~, t, u, 0, v, w, x, ~, y, z. 

Some have an other pronunciation than in English: 

a is always long (as in "father") 

c is pronounced as the /j/ of "jam" 

as the /ch/ of "cheese" 

e represents several sounds: the /e/ of "bet", the /a/ of "bad" 

and the short continental /a/, as in French "chat" 

e approximates the vowel in "rate", but more the French /e/ 
l. is a neutral vowel, as the second vowel in "ample" or in "amber" 

i is pronounced as the /ee/ of "beet" 

is pronounced as in French (the English /j/ is written as c) 

~ is pronounced as /sh/ 

u is pronounced as a very short French /u/ 

0 is pronounced as /oo/ of "boot" 

x and ~ represent the unvoiced and voiced guttural fricatives (the 

/kh/ and /gh/ referred to above) 

Kurdish terms or~ written according to Kurdish orthographyr except 

in the case of a few common terms that are well-known outside 

specialist circles; thus I write "shaikh" in~tead of "~ex", "agha" 

instead of "a~a". With proper names, however, I maintain the Kurdish 

- spelling: "~ex Seid", "Hes en A~a". 
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CHAPTER 

General Inf or mat ion 

on Kurdistan 

I. a Geography 

Kurdistan (i.e. "the land of the Kurds") is a strategically located 

region of the Middle East, comprising important parts of Turkey, 

Iran, Iraq and Syria. There has never been a state of that name. 

In the Ottoman Empire the name of Kurdistan was used to denote only a 

part of the entire territory inhabited by Kurds (the province of 

Diyarbekir); similarly Iran has a province called Kordestan, which 

comprises approximately a third of the Kurdish-inhabited territories 

of that country. Map 2 gives a delimitation of the area where Kurds 

constitute a majority of the population. It is based on a map pre

sented to the United Nations by Kurdish nationalists in 1948. I 

found this map correct wherever I had the opportunity to check it 1• 

When I speak of Kurdistan in this book I mean the territory thus 

delimited. Many Kurds live outside Kurdistan thus defined. There 

is a large Kurdish enclave in Iran's northeastern province of Khorasan 

(several hundreds of thousands) and the contiguous parts of Soviet 

Turkestan; there are other important enclaves in Soviet Armenia and 
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The heart of Kurdistan consists of forbidding mountains that have 

always deterred invading armies and provided a refuge to the per

secuted and to bandits. The eastern or Kurdish Taurus and the 

Zagros chain form its backbone, having a northwest-southeastern 

direction. On the southwestern flank a large number of parallel, 

often very high and steep folds gradually lower toward the Meso

potamian plains. To the north and northeast the landscape changes 

into a steppe-like plateau and highlands. The high plateau north 

s. s 

of the gigantic Lake Van, where Euphrat and Tigris have their sources, 

used to be called the Armenian plateau because the population used 

to be largely Armenian; Kurds have lived there only the last few 

centuries. Since the deportation and murdering of many Armenians 

(in the First World War), and the escape of most others, this 
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plateau too is mainly inhabited by Kurds. The lowland plains in 

the south, and the highland plateaus in the east form a natural 

boundary of Kurdistan. This reflects the fact that the Kurds are 

superior mountain warriors, whilst their Arab neighbours in the 

south and the Azeri Turks in the east are masters of war in the 

plains. In the northwest there is no such sharp boundary: Kurdish 

and Turkish groups merge gradually. The southeastern boundary of 

Kurdistan is rather arbitrary: the lur and Bakhtiyari tribes that 

live there share many cultural traits with the Kurds, and many 

Kurdish nationalists consider them as Kurds. I include only those 

lur tribes that speak the leki dialect, who generally consider them

selves as Kurds, while the others do not. 

Due to the continental climate and the high elevation, Kurdistan 

has extremely cold winters. Much snow falls in December through 

February, isolating many mountain villages. As late as April, 

communications may be seriously hampered by heavy snowfall. It is 

thes~ severe winters that are in· part to blame for the rapid de

forestation of Kurdistan: every winter many trees are cut down 

and burnt for heating (kerosene is cheaply available in Iran and 

Iraq only; but even there, wood is still much used as fuel). An·

other evil-doer is the goat, who kills shrub and young trees by 

eating their green parts. From travellers' reports it is clear 

that a century ago much of Kurdistan's mountainous core was forest

clad. little of these woods remains. The results ore obvious: 

erosion and loss of fertility of the valleys because the water is 

no longer retained and then more evenly distributed by forests. 

Kurdistan lies in the earthquake belt, every year ports of Kurdistan 

ore struck by earthquakes. Recent serious quakes occurred at Lice 

(NE of Diyorbekir) in July 1975, and at Muradiye (north of Von) in 

November 1976; both caused many deaths, numbers of 4,000 and 10,000 

resp. circulated in the press. In many coses, poor communications 

and political factors prevent aid from reaching the stricken areas 
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in time or at all, which increases the number of victims dramatically. 

I. b 

Thus, in Muradiye, many more people died after the quake 
than in it. Forced to stay out in the open because the 
tentsthat were sent did not reach their destination. many 
literally froze to death. Foodstuff and other aid goods 
that were sent "disappeared" before they reached the 
earthquake area. Villagers saw themselves f roced to sell 
their animals because thay could not feed them, so that 
many survivors of the catastrophe were economically ruined. 

Geopolitical situation 

The inaccessibility of Kurdistan and the fierce warring capacities 

of its inhabitants have always made it a natural frontier of the 

empires that emerged around it (see Ch. III). None of these empires 

could maintain its sovereignty in more than a part of Kurdistan 

only. As a consequence, Kurdistan become divided by the political 

borderlines of surrounding states. Wars between the Ottoman and 

Persian Empires fixed the present boundary of Iron with Turkey 

and Iraq. British and French conquests in the First World War cut 

Syria and Iraq away from the Ottoman Empire (see Ch. V). These 

inter-state boundaries cut Kurdistan into four parts, often cross

cutting tribal territories. I shall refer to these parts as Turkish, 

Persian, Iraqi and Syrian Kurdistan. Another important borderline, 

which does not cut through Kurdistan proper but touches on it, is 

that of the USSR. The nearness of this border made Kurdistan an 

object of concern to both Soviet leaders and .those of the capitalist_ 

world - a fact which had important consequences for the history of 

Kurdistan in this century. A country that does not have a direct 

border with Kurdistan, but has an obvious and great interest in 

it, is israel. In times of Kurdish-Arabic confrontation the Kurds 

seem a natural ally for it. From 1967, maybe earlier still, Iraqi 

Kurdish leader Barzani received financial aid from Israel. 

There are two overland (car) routes from Europe into Asia (apart 

from those through the USSR). Both pass through Kurdistan. Also 

the important rail routes Istanbul-Tehran and Istanbul-Baghdad 

pass through Kurdistan (see map 3). 
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Very important oil deposits are exploited in Mosul, KerkOk and 

Xoniqin (it is not accidental that all three are in Iraq: they 

were the very reason why Great Britain created the political entity 

Iraq). Minor deposits are exploited in Rumeylan (NE Syria) and 

Batman (Turkey) (see map 3). Other minerals found in Kurdistan in 

significant quantities are chrome, copper, iron, coal and lignite. 

I. c Population 

Estimates of the total number of Kurds vary widely. In population 

censuses Kurds are either not counted separately, or a very narrow 

definition of "Kurd" is employed, so that only a fraction of the 

Kurds are counted as such (e.g. only those who do not speak Turkish 

at all, but only Kurdish). Thus, the 1955 census in Turkey found 
2 

1.5 million Kurdish speakers on a total of 24 million inhabitants , 
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which was less than half the number of Kurds living in Turkey then. 

Later statistics mode no mention of Kurds. In the other countries 

the situation is similar. It is therefore not possible to give 

more or less accurate figures. The following estimates seem to be 

P the most reasonable. 

Turkey: From detailed census results (per sub-province) for 1970 

I calculated that there were 5.7 million Kurds living in 

Turkish Kurdistan. As the population of Turkey had in 1975 in

creased by 13%, that number may have increased to 6.5 million
3

• 

This is the lower limit of the total number of Kurds in Turkey. 

Many Kurds of Turkey live outside Kurdistan. Vanli (n.d.) estimated 

their number as 1.5 million in 1965 (corresponding to 2.2 millions 

in 1975). Moreover, Kurds claim that many people in Kurdistan 

remain uncounted in these censuses, which is not unlikely, given 
4 

the census method • 7.5 million Kurds in Turkey in 1975 may be a 

reasonable, even a somewhat conservative estimate. 

!rag: I do not know of recent reliable statistics. In the censuses 

of 1922-24 and 1935, when the number of Kurds was probably 

counted reliably, they constituted c. 23% of Iraq's total popula

tion5. This percentage may have somewhat decreased as a result of 

many years of war in Iraqi Kurdistan. As Iraq's total population 

numbered ca. 10.5 million in 1975, I estimate the number of Kurds -

reluctantly - at 2 to 2.5 million. 

Iran: The censuses of 1956 and 1966 did not count Kurds separately. 

However, some 10% of the population were registered as sunni 

muslims
6

; this implies that Kurds constitute~ 10% of the pop

ulation. For, apart from the Kurds, only the not very numerous 

Turkomans and a few even smaller minority groups in eastern Iran 

are sunnis, while on the other hand, many Kurds of Kirmon~oh pro

vince, and all Kurds of Khorasan are Shiites. The estimate of 3 
7 

million Kurds, as made in the semi-official Almanac of Iron (or 

3.5 million in 1975, due to natural increase) thus is acceptable 

as a lower limit of the total number. The real number is probably 

higher. Vonli (n.d.) puts forward the number of 4.5 million for 
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1965 (corresponding to 5.8 million in 1975). 

Syria: Most sources agree that there are approximately a half million 

Kurds in Syria. 

USSR: Estimates vary from 60,000 to 100,000. 

These numbers may be summarized in the following table: 

Turkey 

Iraq 

Iran 

Syria 

USSR 

Total 

I. d 

Population estimates for 1975 

total population Kurds 

40.2 million 7.5 million 

10.5 million 2 to 2. 5 million 

34.0 million 3.5 million 

ca. 6 million 0.5 million 

O.l million 

13.5 to 14 million 

Economies: peasant farming, 
transhumant semi-nomadism, pastoral nomadism 

% 

19% 

23% 

10% 

8% 

In contrast to the image many people have of the Kurds, only a very 

small fraction of their number are nomads. The majority are cul

tivators, although many also keep a few animals. Common crops are 

wheat, barley and lentils (st~ple food), tomatoes, melons, cucum

bers and onions; greens and fruits differ from area to area. In the 

mountains, only little is produced above subsistence level; in the 

plains, a surplus of cereals is produced. The plains of Iraqi and 

Syrian Kurdistan are the granaries of Iraq and Syria, respectively. 

Important cash crops are tobacco (especially east of Diyarbekir 

and in northern Iraq), and cotton (introduced only recently in 

some parts of Turkish Kurdistan). 

As a general rule (but one with many exceptions) it·may be stated 

that peasants in the mountains own the land on which they work, 

while in the plains the land is owned by someone else, often a town

dwelling absentee landlord. The peasants of the plains were until 

recently (the 1950's or 1960's) often share-croppers, i.e. they 

cultivated independently and paid the landowner a fixed share of 
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the crop'~(varying from 10 to 80%, depending on circumstances). Others 

were agricultural workers, who received a small fee for working under 

supervision of the landlord or his bailiff. With the gradual intro

duction of agricultural machinery (which started in the 1950's), there 

is a tendency to revoke share-cropping arrangements. Share-croppers thus 

become agricultural workers, who can find employment for a fraction 

of the year only. This encourages seasonal or permanent migration. 

Other factors lead to the.same consequence in mountain villages. 

Landis scarce here, and as a result of islamic inheritance rules 

(which give all sons an equal share in their father's possessions) 

it is broken up into many tiny plots, too small to support a family. 

Deteri6rating terms of trade further aggravate the peasants' lot: 

for their necessities (clothing, tools) or desirable items (a rifle, 

a radio) they have to pay ever more in terms of produce. Lack of 

work and need of cash compel many families to send one or more 

members to areas of intensive cultivation or to industrial growth 

centres, as seasonal workers or permanent migrants. Both ore sit

uated outside Kurdistan. Prospects for improving the mountain 

villages' economy are as yet not very hopeful. Most cash crops 

con ~nly be sold on regional markets. Poor communications make 

transportation costs relatively high, so that they cannot compete 

in other markets. There are no local processing plants. One crop, 

tobacco, could be an exception. Soil and climate conditions are 

favourable,· and Kurdish tobacco is much in demand. However, to

bacco is a state monopoly in the countries concerned, and it is 

permitted to cultivate it in a f e~ areas only. 

In the mountain and hill villages ploughing is still done with the 

wooden plough (with iron ploughshare), drawn by oxen (or, occasion-

ally, a mule) and reaping with sickle or scythe. In the plains, 

tractors and harvesters are almost everywhere in use. Their arrival 

has changed the relations of production considerably. Small and 

middle landowners generally cannot afford to buy them. Big land

owners can, but a typical phenomenon is the urban entrepreneur who 

buys the machinery and hires it out to landowners in exchange for 

a percentage (8 or 10%) of the crop. Frequently such on entrepreneur 
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is also a money-lender and obliges the landowner who borrows money 

from him to rent out his land to him (in return for 50% of the crop) 

until the debt has been paid back. The work that remains for the 

former share-croppers is little indeed. 

The villagers' animals (mainly sheep, also goats, occasionally cattle) 

are herded by young children or by paid shepherds. The fully sed

entary villages have only small flocks, as there is not enough 

pasture for large ones. 

There are, however, villages where a more truly mixed economy is 

practised. The flocks are larger, and in spring the entire village 

(or a large part) sets off, with the sheep, for summer pastures, 

higher in the mountains, where they live under the tent. The dis

tance from village to summer pastures varies from a few hours to 

a few days. When work has to be done on the village lands, the 

men return to the village, but rejoin the tents with their families 

as soon as possible. This restricted form of (semi-) nomadism is 

called transhumance. When in this book I speak of ~emi-nomads, I 
8 

mean people who practice this transhumance • Typically, villages 

with this economy lie rather low, in the foothills ·or the flatter 

mountains (.!l2!. in the plains). Summers can be oppressively hot 

there, and people say that they go to the mountain pastures (called 

zozan in the northern, kOhistan in southern dialects) not only for 

the animals but also because of the freshness and cleanness of the 

air. Also villagers who do not own any sheep pref er to accompany 

the others to the zozan. In former days also the inhabitants of 

towns such as Cezire and Amedi used to spend the hot summer months 

in higher lying camps where they erected tents or huts made of foliage. 

Fully nomadic tribes are becoming rare. Many formerly nomadic 

tribes have settled (voluntarily or under government compulsion
9
), 

while of the tribes that are still nomadic many individual members 

have become sedentary. In Iraq only some Herki (winter pastures in 

the plain of Erbil) are still nomadic, in Iran the Qelxani and 

sections of a few other tribes of the same district (west of Kir

man~ah, near the Iraqi border). In Turkey there are several nomadic 
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tribes; one group of tribes have their winter quarters in the dis

trict of Cezire (Cizre), another in that of Urfa-Viran~ehir. Their 

summer pastures are in the Kurdish Taurus (south of Lake Van) and 

in the mountainous districts NE of Diyarbekir
10

• 

These tribes' nomadism is rather restricted: they spend all winter 

at one place and move in spring to the first summer pastures. Ap

parently the majority of tribes have two or at most three mountain 

pastures, which they use consecutively. The nomads whom I visited 

had two different tents: a heavy, warm and luxurious one on the 

winter pastures (which remained standing there around the year) 

and a lighter tent for travelling. Both are of the same black 

tent type encountered throughout the Middle East - with one minor 

difference11 • Some nomads have built a house on or near the winter 

pastures. Thus the difference between nomads and semi-nomads is 

not a very sharp one. However, nomads do not, in general, conde

scend to agriculture unless forced to. The tribe I visited (the 

Teyyan) owns arable land near their winter quarters, but this is 

cultivated by share-cropping peasants who do not belong to the tribe. 

Nomads also migrate over larger distances than the semi-nomads, 

and own much larger flocks. Semi-nomadism, due to the restricted 

area of posture land, apparently does not allow large flocks. On 

the other hand, pastoral nomadism is only a viable economy when the 

household owns more than a minimal number of sheep (estimated as 

~O - 200, depending on other conditions). 

Nomads have frequent trading contacts with villagers and urban 

merchants. In the post these were supplemented by raiding, a 

cheaper way of acquiring desired goods. They may sell some cheese 

and butter locally, but these ore not much in demand and prices are 

low. The important cash earners are wool and animals sold for 

slaughter. They sell both to middlemen, who give them only a frac

tion of the prices paid in town. 
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I. e Other economic activities: crafts/industries and trade. 

Development and underdevelopment 

Even under the most primitive conditions people use artifacts that 

they cannot (or at least do not) produce themselves: some of the 

clothes, parts of the house, agricultural tools, kitchen utensils, 

luxury items, etc. Until the beginning of this century ~urdish 

villages were self-sufficient in most artifacts: they were pro

duced either in every household or by economic specialists in the 

village (or in a nearby village). Most of the specialized crafts 

were practised by the christian and jewish minorities in Kurdistan. 

The self-sufficiency of the villages was never complete, there was 

always a certain degree of trade contact with the towns of Kurdistan, 

and through these with a world-wide system of trade. Diyarbekir, 

Bitlis, Van, Erbil, Mosul, Sine and many minor towns were centres 

of craftsmanship and trade (see for example the description of 

Bitlis in the 17th century, Ch. III, section h). As a rule, the 

population of these towns was largely non-Kurdish. Beside being 

centres of such economic activities, the towns were (and are) also 

the seats of government (governors, law-courts, police and army) 

and centres of religious learning. Typical urban crafts were those 

of the weoponsmith, the jeweller, the tanner. Until the begin

ning of this century, however, contacts between village and town 

were relatively unimportant, and most artifacts were locally made. 

Two factors cohtributed to the rapid decay or even disappearance 

of crafts in this century. The first of these is the disappearance 

of many (if not most) craftsmen. As said above, many of the crofts 

were practised by the christian and jewish minorities. During the 

First World War, mass deportation and massacres of the Armenians, 

which were the official policy of the Ottoman government, resulted 

in the general persecution of all christians and their evacuation 

from Kurdistan. Especially in Turkish Kurdistan, very few christ

ians remain. Most jews left Kurdistan for Israel soon after its 

establishment. There were only few Kurds who possessed the skills 

necessary to take the place of these craftsmen who had disappeared. 

The fine-woven woollen material out of which the traditional 
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costume of central Kurdistan is mode (fol 0 fopik) is still 
produced exclusively by the few remaining Armenian communities
The christion minorities also possessed superior agri-
cultural skills. Kurds who have token their villages 
ore of ten not capable of maintaining or repairing their 
terrossed mountain plots and complicated irrigation systems. 
This strikes the eye especially in central Kurdistan. 

A second contributing factor is improved (international) communi

cations. As early as the 1830's steam transportation was opened 

on the Block sea, and cheap European products started to flood the 

Anatolian markets. Lot~ in the 19th century Germon companies 

started the construction of the Istanbul-Baghdad railroad, which 

greatly facilitated transportation from and to western Kurdistan 

(which was reached early this century). The cheap foreign goods 

that became available - at first in the large Anatolian towns, 

and from there gradually penetrating Kurdistan - started to replace 
12 

locally mode ones • The construction of motorable roods occeler-

. ated this process, the arrival 6f synthetic materials (after W.W. 

II) speeded it even. further up. Earthenware was replaced by metal, 

this in turn by plastic; handwoven materials made place for cheap 

mechahical weaves, etc. Moreover, many ~ items were intro

duced that came to be considered necessaries. 

Thus, crofts and craftsman$hip gradually disappeared from the vil

lages. In the towns of Kurdistan too, some crafts have disappeared 

or are disappearing, while others were modified and turned into 

simple mechanized industries (textiles, leather, metalwork). Even 

these industures, however, find it increasingly difficult to com

pete with more advanced industries in western Turkey, Baghdad, 

Tehran or abroad. Lack of infrastructure, high transportation 

costs and other factors discriminate against them. In the struggle 

for survival these industries ore compelled to exploit the workers 

even more severely than happens in the centre. Social legislation 

is evaded on a large scale. 

These developments led to a proliferation of middlemen. Itinerant 

merchdnts bring razor blades from Germany, small gadgets from China, 

Hongkong, Japan or India, textiles from Indio, Japan or England, 

oil lamps from China, sooptbiscuits and sweets made in the capitol 
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and many other products to the villages. Usually they have bought 

these from an urban shopkeeper, who bought them from a big merchant, 

who bought them wholesale in the capital from an importer, who 

ordered them from abroad. Sometimes even more middlemen are in

volved. Products from the villages reach the large towns through 

a similar chain of middlemen, each of whom takes a high percentage 

as his profit. Another type of middleman often seen in provincial 

capitals (in Turkey and Iran) is the agent of a foreign company. 

He opens a shop with the company's aid (co-financing, expertise, 

etc.) and undertakes to seli only that company's products. For 

the agent, it is a safe and profitable investment, for the company 

a good method of eliminating (local as well as foreign) competition. 

Trade is by and large replacing these towns' previous industrial 

function. 

These are aspects of a process that deserves the name of under

development rather than that of development. Industrial progress 

is blocked. Kurdistan has become strongly dependent on the centres 

of the states that have incorporated it, and through these on the 

industrial c~ntres of the world. 

The structure of the communication network clearly illustrates this. 

It is not a network grown out of economic contacts, but an un

natural one, constructed by the administrative needs of centraliz

ing governments. Villages ore not connected with each other (except 

by foot-paths) but with district capitals and through these with 

provincial capitals and the state capitals. From any given village 

in Kurdistan it is easier to reach Amsterdam thon most other Kurdish 

villages. 
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Villagers who want to visit relatives in another village 
some 100 km distant have often to travel to their dis
trict and provincial capital, then to another provincial 
and another district capital before reaching the village, 
thus covering 200 or 300 km. 
This network made communications very cumbersome for the 
Kurdish nationalist forces in Iraq, as provincial capitals 
remained in the hands of the Iraqi government. Thus Badinan 
was virtually isolated in winter, resulting in famine. 
Similarly, guerrilla fighters moving from the Silemani 



district to the Bolik district further north passed through 
Iranian territory (district and provincial capitols!) 
because there were no good tracks by-passing the district 
capitols of Iraqi Kurdistan.· 

Thus the situation arose that many Kurds who hod never seen more 

than o few neighbouring villages ore working in Istanbul, Germany 

and Holland now. They left their villages because of land scarcity 

and lock of work. In Kurdistan itself there is no industry capable 

of employing them, therefore they went (and many wont to follow 

them) to the industrial centres and contribute to their development. 

Ironically, some Kurdish capitol goes the some way. Rich people 

invest their money in land (if they con get it, but it is scarce), 

agricultural machinery, commerce, or in industrial capitol in the 

centre. Thus, there is both o Kurdish proletariat and o Kurdish 

industrial capitol, but both ore outside Kurdistan. This hos, of 

course, its effects on Kurdish noti6nolism. Kurdish workers in 

Istanbul, for instance, ore more likely to unite with Turkish workers 

on o class-based platform than rally to vogue nationalist appeals. 

On the other hand, the underdevelopment of Kurdistan makes the 

"primordial loyalties" more enduring, so that these continue to 

_off ect the Kurdish nationalist movement. 

Not only the industrial growth centres (outside Kurdistan), also 

the towns of Kurdistan hove grown. Whereas formerly their popula

tion was in majority non-Kurdish, Kurds now nearly everywhere exceed 

other ethnic groups in numbers. Most immigrants attempt to earn 

o living in the "informal" sector: as hawkers, shoeshiners, petty 

traders, etc. Others, with o school diplomo,found employ as (ill

poid) petty off iciols. The rote of unemployment is high, and these 

towns attract few new migrants, while others leave, so that in 

most the population is becoming f oirly stable. 

I. f Language 

Kurdish is on Iranian language, belonging to the northwestern or 

southwestern group within that fomily 13• There ore o large number 

of different dialects that may be classified into o number of more 
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or less distinct groups that are mutually not or incompletely 

understandable: 

1. the northern/northwestern dialects. These are usually called 

Kurmanci (a complication is that also some southern tribes 

call themselves Kurmanc and their language therefore Kurmanci, 

although it is very different from the northern dialects). 

2. the southern dialects, often called Sorani dialects (properly 

speaking, Sorani is only one of the many dialects of this group). 

These dialects have retained a peculiar construction of the past 

f . . . b 1 . . M. ddl P · 14 
tenses o transitive ver s a so occurring in i e ersian • 

Moreover there exists a separate passive form of transitive verbs 

(while the other dialects employ auxiliary verbs). To outsiders, 

the frequent occurring of the suffix -ewe is a particularly strik

ing characteristic of these dialects. 

3. the southeastern dialects (Sinei, KirmanJahi, Leki). These 

dialects are closer to modern Persian than the others. 

Beside these dialect groups of ("real") Kurdish, two other groups 

of dialects are spoken that belong to another branch of the Iranian 

family (central Iranian). In northern Kurdistan a large number 

of tribes (in Dersim, Erzincan, Bingo!, Sewrek) speak Zaza dialects 

(also called Dimili). Native speakers of Zaza learn Kurmanci 

rather easily, whereas Zaza is extremely difficult for native 

Kurmanci speakers. 

In southern/southeastern Kurdistan a few communities speak dialects 

that are collectively called GOrani or "ma,O" (the word for "he 

says" in these dialects). In the past this language was probably 

widely spoken, now these dialects persist only in Hewraman and in 

DolehO (a mountainous district west of Kirman,ah), and a few tiny 

enclaves elsewhere. On the basis of tenuous evidence it has been 

assumed that Zaza and GOrani are closely related. This may be a 

too hasty and incorrect conclusion, there ore many differences. 

There is, however, too little material, especially of Zaza dialects, 

f d f . . . t t15 or a more e ~nitive sta emen • 

Mop 4 shows approximately the areas where the dialect groups 
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mentioned are spoken. It s~ould be noted however, that no strict 

boundaries exist. Dialects merge gradually; gr9ups speaking one 

dialect may live among a majority of speakers of another one. 

At many places tribes speaking Zaza and Kurmanci inhabit the same 

territory. 

• 

I. g Religion 

Most Kurds are orthodox ~ muslims, of the four systematizations 

of islamic law they follow the sh~feite school. Thus they dis

tinguish themselves from their non-Kurdish neighbours: the Turks 

of Turkey and the Arabs that live to the immediate south of Kurd

istan are in majority also sunni muslims, but follow the honefite 

doctrine of low; Azeri Turks, Persians and Lurs are shiites. 
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Not all Kurds, however, are sunnites and shafeites. In northwestern 

Kurdistan many adhere to an unorthodox form of shiism, they are 

called alevts (after Ali, Muhammad's son-in-law, who is the central 

saint of shiism). Many of these alevts speak Zaza dialects, but 

by no means all: there are Kurmanct speaking alevis as well, and 

maybe the majority of alevis are not Kurds but Turks. Conversely, 

only a fraction of the Zaza speakers are Alevts. 

In southeastern and extremely southern Kurdistan (Kirman~ah and 

Xaniqtn provinces) several Kurdish tribes are shiites (of the 

"ordinary" twelver form of shiism which is Iran's official religion). 

In three districts of southern/southeastern Kurdistan people adhere 

to a peculiar, heterodox religion called ahl-e hagg ("people of the 

Truth"): in the Kirind/Dalehu district (west of Kirman~ah), around 

Sahne (between Kirman~ah and Hemedan) and near Kerkuk (in the last 

district they call themselves Kakai). This religion probably 

developed out of Isma'ili ("sevener") shiism, and has, especially 

as it is practised in DalehO, little in common with official Islam. 

(On this sect and its relations with the alevis of northwestern 

Kurdistan, see Ch. II, sec.m). 

The ahl-e haqq of DalehO are called by their neighbours ~eytanperest, 

"Devil-worshippers". The same term of abuse is used for another 
A 

peculiar sect, the yezidis (Ezidi, in Kurdish). Yezidism is another 

syncretistic religion with many Isma'ili influences. So much non

sense has been sid and written about them that it would require 
16 much space to correct • It is a religion that occurs only among 

Kurds. Yezidis have always been severely persecuted by muslims. 

Many have therefore left their native soil, many others were con

verted. 
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It is interesting to note that the relations of yezidis 
with the local christians were and are better than those 
with muslims, and that they apparently prefer conversion 
to Christianity to that to Islam (if conversion is nec
essary at all). I met one former yezidi who was first 
converted to Christianity and later, under pressure, to 
Islam, and several muslim converts whose parents had 
been yezidis turned christians. 



Yezidis were concentrated especially in the Sinjar mountains (SW 

of Mosul, astride the Iraqi-Syrian border) and the ~exan district 

(E of Mosul), where the important sanctuary of ~ex Adi is. In 

the 1830's·and 1840's many yezidis left the latter district be

cause of persecution, and established themselves in the Caucasus, 

in Russian territory. Sinjar, ~exan and the Caucasus are still 

the major centres of Yezidism. There are also yezidi villages in 

Turkish Kurdistan (in the Tor Abd1n mountains and near Batman). 

Many yezidis from there migrated to Germany as immigrant workers, 

in order to escape continuing oppression by muslims. 

Christian and jewish communities have always lived among the Kurds, 

frequently performing specialized economic tasks. In most cases 

they had politically and economically subservient positions; many 

Kurdish chieftains considered the christian peasants and craftsmen 

of their villages their private property (even now, some still 

speak of "filehen min", "my christians"). The "protection" which 

Russia and Britain offerred these groups, for not unselfish reasons, 

was used as a pretext for a number of bloody massacres of these 

christians. Very few members of these groups remain, for many of 

those who survived the massacres fled to safer regions. 

Originally, there were three ethnic groups, belonging to three dif

ferent churches present in Kurdistan: SOriyani (Syrians) lived 

in Tor Abdin and the Cezire, and in many towns of northern Kurdistan, 

theyw~~e jacobites; A~Ori (Assyrians) lived in central Kurdistan 

(Badinan and Hekari) and in the plains around Rezaye (UrOmiye), they 

. were nestorians. The Armenians, who were probably the largest 

group of christians, lived all over northern Kurdistan and beyond 

its northern and western boundaries, they were Gregorians. As 

early as the seventeenth century French catholic missionaries began 

conversions among these christian groups; they owed their success 

to the French king's negotiating the right to protect the Sultan's 

catholic subjects. Many Armenians were converted, and the western

most half of the Assyrians. The lotter were called Keldani 
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(Chaldaeans) after that conversion. In the 1830's British and 

American missionaries started to work among the Assyrians that had 

remained Nestorians. This contributed to the exabervation of ten

sion between christians and muslims and was not unrelated to the 

massacres of Nestorians a few years later, as will be related in 

Ch III 
17

• 

In the Tor Abdin catholic and protestant missionaries were active 

also, but with less result: the majority of the sOriyani continue 

to adhere to their jacobite confession. Large-scale massacres 

did not take place there, until the First World War. In 1915 a 

general deportation of Armenians from eastern Anatolia was ordered. 

Armenians were outlawed, l.arge numbers were massacred by Turkish 

soldiers and Kurds. Persecution was soon extended to the other 

christian communities. After the war Iraq and Syria were created 

as British and French mandated territories; many surviving christ

ians (especially from Tor Abdin and central Kurdistan) fled there. 

The British and French authorities further exacerbated tensions 

between these christians and the Kurds by levying from the former 

police forces to keep the latter in check. 

Surviving Armenians went to the southern Caucasus, where an Armenian 

republic was founded (see also Ch V). Many others remain in Syria 

and Iraq (where they or their parents were sent by the Turks during 

the war), while again others have swarmed out over the world. Very 

few remain in eastern Turkey. 

I. h The nationalist war in Irag 

Early phases of Kurdish nationalism will be discussed in Ch IV, in 

connection with the role of sheikhs (nearly all early nationalist 

leaders were sheikhs), and in Ch V, where an important revolt is 

studied in detail. Throughout the text there are occasional re

ferences to the Kurdish revolt in Iraq, about which some general 

information must be given here. As this book does not pretend to 

be a history of Kurdish nationalism, I shall trace the bare outline 
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of events only and for further information ref er to selected books 

and articles. 

On July 14, 1958 a military coup, led by Abdolkerim Qassem, over

threw the Iraqi monarchy and the pro-western government headed 

by Nuri Said (who was, by the way, a Kurd). Formerly illegal 

parties such as the Iraqi Communist Party (ICP) and the Democratic 

Porty of Kurdistan (DPK) were allowed to come out into the open. 

Kurdish leader Melo Mistefo Borzoni, who lived in exile in the USSR 

(his militant nationalist activities in 1944-46 had made him one 

of the most wanted persons in Iraq, Iran and Turkey) was invited 

to return. Qassem tried to base his regime on a coalition of Arab 

nationalist, communist and Kurdish elements - a very unstable one. 

The Provisional Constitution reveals the internal contradiction 

in what have remained basic principles of the Republic of Iraq. 

On the one hand, Arabs and Kurds are associated in Iraqi society, 

and their notional rights within the entity of Iraq are guaranteed 

by the Constitution (art 3); on the other, the Iraqi state is an 

integral part of the Arab Nation (art 2) 18• In other words: 

all Iraqis are equal, but the Arabs are more equal than the Kurds. 

Among the Kurds (as among the Arabs) there were many conflicts and 

rivalries. Barzani had his traditional tribal rivals in northern 

Iraq, while he competed with the political bureau of the DPK 

(mainly urban intellectuals and, at least verbally, socialists) 

for leadership of the Kurdish nationalist movement. Qassem qp

parently stimulated these conflicts, in order to prevent Barzani 

and the DPK from becoming too powerful. R~lations between him. and 

the Kurds gradually deteriorated, until there was no mutual trust 

left. When the first clashes between Kurds and Iraqi troops (Sep. 

1961) were severely retaliated by Qassem, war could no longer be 

avoided. A similar chain of events repeated itself a few times: 

Iraqi governments were weakened by war against the Kurds, and then 

overthrown by coups. Abdassolam Aref (Feb 1963) and Hasan al-Bakr 

(July 1968) both started with friendly gestures and promises to 

the Kurds, but were soon to send their air force and armies to 
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northern Iraq because they could not or would not agree to Kurdish 

demands. With but a few interruptions war continued until early 

1970. On Morch 11 of that year on agreement was reached between 

the Kurds and the al-Bakr regime, promising autonomy for Kurdistan, 

and representative participation of Kurds in the affairs of the 

state. 

Over the years, the war hod increased in vehemence and in number 

of participants. The involvement of the neighbouring country Iron, 

too, hod increased. Iron and Iraq were traditional enemies: 

they had disagreements on the demarcation of their border (especially 

the southermost section, where the Shott al-Arab formed the border, 

and Iran's right to use it for navigation was contested), and on 

the control of the Persian Gulf (which the Arabs call "Arab Gulf"). 

For Iran the Kurds appeared a useful means of putting pressure on 

the Iraqi regime and compelling it to concessions. 

In the course of these years of war Barzani become victorious in 

his rivalry with the original DPK leadership. He appointed a 

new political bureau, loyal to him personally (1964). The old 

political bureau, led by Celol Talebani, did not recognize the 

new one and continued to oppose Barzani, from 1966 they even fought 

him actively. This group claimed to be socialist, and had contacts 

with the leftist anti-shah opposition in Iran. They had but a 

limited following, in southern Kurdistan only. The fact that from 

late 1968 they were virtually fighting on the side of the new 

government did not help to make them more popular with the Kurdish 
19 

masses • After the 1970 agreement Barzani's and Talebani's fac-

tions were reconciled, and Barzani remained unchallenged as leader 

number one. 

In the agreement a period of 4 years was set in which the promises 

were to be executed. Some were: a landreform was carried out 

(affecting expecially, I gather, those landowners who had been 

collaborating with Baghdad!), Kurdish education made rapid progress 

(new schools, curriculum in Kurdish; Kurdish studies in academia), 

health care was extended to the most distant districts. Other 
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promises were not carried out, but this may in part be due to inter

national developments. The Iraqi-Iranian conflict was exacerbated 

when Iran filled the power vacuum left by the departure of British 

troops from the Gulf (1971: Iran occupied the islands in the Strait 

of Hormuz which control access to the Gulf). In 1971 Iraq national

ized the installations of the Iraq Petroleum Company (British/Dutch/ 

French/American). A western boycot made it more dependent on the 

Soviet Union, with whom it signed a Treaty of Friendship (1972). 

The regime did not wont to lose direct control of the oil it had 

just nationalized. In order to prevent inclusion of the oil-rich 

districts in the autonomous Kurdish region to be formed it started 

to "arabize" those districts, forcibly replacing Kurds with Arabs. 

Meanwhile the shah of Iran, who could well use a new Kurdish-Arab 

confrontation in Iraq, secured US support for the Kurds (1972). 

The Americans made the Kurds many promises, but when Barzani 

wanted to attack during the Israel-Arab war of October 1973, 

they held him back. In March 1974 the Iraqi government unilaterally 

proclaimed a mutilated autonomy law. Serious cases of repression 

of Kurds had preceded it. War was inevitable, and broke out that 

very month. The scale of warfare was unprecendented. This was 

by no means a guerrilla war, but a conventional one. Wide fronts 

shielded the "liberated areas". In September 1974 Iranian artil

lery entered Iraqi Kurdistan to reinforce the Kurdish fronts. 

Target-seeking missiles kept the Iraqi air force at sof e distance 

from the Kurdish headquarters. Ordinary economic life was seriously 

disturbed in most areas: peasants were afraid to work on the field 

because of the air raids. Hundreds of thousands became refugees 

in the liberated areas and Iran. Secret negotiations between Iraq 

and Iran took place several times in 1974. On Morch 6, 1975 the 

shah theatrically embraced Iraqi strong man Saddam Husain at an 

OPEC conference in Algiers, and signed on agreement with him. 

The next day Iranian troops and heavy arms were withdrawn from 

Kurd~stan, and on March 8 a heavy Iraqi offensive started. The 

Kurds stopped the offensive, but prospects for continuing resistance 
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were bleak. The population of entire districts fled to Iran. The 

Kurdish movement collapsed, not militarily but politically defeated. 

The leadership also took refuge in Iran. 

Since then, Kurdish resistance in Iraq has flamed up again, as a 

reaction to the severe measures of "normalization" by the' regime, 

including mass deportations of Kurdish villagers
20
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CHAPTER II 

Tribes, Chieftains 

and Non-tribal Groups 

Due to its size, the variety of its natural habitats and the range 

of economies, and as a consequence of the fact that historical 

events have affected its regions in quite different ways, Kurdistan 

has given rise to a wide range of forms of social and political 

organization. 

The relevant anthropological studies1 are different in approach 

and vary in depth, reflecting the authors' differing preoccupa

tions as well as the limitations imposed on fieldwork in a polit

ically sensitive area. However, the differences in the descrip

tions are not just the anthropologists~ they are at least partly 

present in the social reality. Nor have these studies exhausted 

the whole range. 

None of these forms can in itself be thought of as "typically Kur

dish''. Superficially seen there is no "Kurdish social organiza

tion"; the differences are too obvious and too wide. Certain 

patterns, however, can be observed in widely different systems, 

and I shall treat those first, as basic to the many real forms of 

social organization. From the abstract level of this discussion 
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I shall move gradually to a more concrete description of specific 

examples. 

The first of those general patterns is a structural one: the 

segmentary tribe, consisting of patrilineages with a preference 

for endogamy. Not all Kurds are tribal; in fact in some areas 

non-tribal Kurds form an overwhelming majority of the population. 

It should be noted that the distinction between tribal and non

tribal Kurds is generally made by the Kurds themselves and coin

cides with the distinction social anthropologists would make: 

non-tribal Kurds have no kin organization beyound the household 

or extended family level. The origin of these non-tribal Kurds 

and their relations with the tribes will be discussed in a later 

section. In nearly all cases they are (or were until quite re

cently) subjected politically and/or economically to tribally or

ganized Kurds, so that tribal structure is, as it were, super

imposed upon quasi~feudal dominance relations. 

II. a The tribe and its subdivisions 

The Kurdish tribe is a socio-political and generally also terri

torial (and therefore economical) unit based on descent and kin

ship, real or putative, with a charateristic internal structure. 

It is naturally divided into a number of sub-tribes, each in turn 

again divided into smaller units, etc. 

If one looks from the bottom up instead of from the top down the 

role of kinship is more obvious. At the lowest level there is the 

single household. Households whose heads are descended from the 

same father, grandfather, or ancestor see themselves as apart 

from the others, and under certain circumstances act together, 

separately from the other households; such a group is called (by 

anthropologists) lineage. Obviously, there are lineages of dif

ferent depths, depending on how many generations back the common 

ancestor is to be found. Kurds do not remember their genealogies 

as scrupulously as many other tribal peoples do, so that for kins

men further remote than, say, second cousins one does not bother 
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to trace the exact relationship. Actual political allegiance to 

a lineage becomes more important than real kinship. Therefore 

the distinction anthropologists generally make between "clan" 

(where common descent is putative) and "lineage" (where a common 

ancestor can be traced) is rather difficult to make. Many line

ages include people who have for some reason attached themselves 

to them, and who define themselves as members of the lineage by 

acting in concert with it when the occasion arises; after one or 

two generations their descendants have come to be accepted as 

full members and hardly anyone remembers thei~ foreign orgins. 

Some clans or line~ges (even entire tribes) hove arisen around a 

powerful family that, because of its military or political succ

ess, was joined by numerous adherents, individuals as well as 

entire lineages. After a few generations these orgins tend to be 

forgotten; the present unity of the clan is projected bock into 

history and the clan virtually behaves as any real descent group; 

common ancestors may even be invented. Rondot2 describes this 

process for the two clans called Etmankan and MehmOdkan that to

gether form the Omeryan tribe. Some old people here still rem

embered that MehmOd and Etman were two quite unrelated chieftains 

whose followers were called after them; a dissident younger son 

of Etman went to live with the MehmOdkan who later made him their 

leader (because of his military prowess), so that both groups now 

had a leader from the same(Etman's) family. Eventually the two 

branches of the family were reconciled and the two groups merged; 

many people now claim that MehmOd and Etmon were brothers, epon

ymous ancestors of the clans (or at least the central and more 

prestigious lineages thereof). 

For the sake of simplicity some features of tribal structure will 

be discussed using a simplified graphical representation of the 

type often employed in textbooks (Fig. 1). This diagram can be 

read in two ways. First as a actual lineage tree, in which case 

the horizontal rows correspond to generations and the single 
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triangle in row I represents the common ancestor of the lineage 

(and every other triangle also represents a real person, dead or 

alive). The simplification consists of the reduction of the number 

of generations and of the number of sons per generation. Secondly, 

it can be read as a representation' of the segmentary structure of 

a tribe, in which case each row corresponds with a level of organ

ization, rather arbitrarily to be labelled that of tribe (I), clan 

(II), lineage (III), sub-lineage (IV), household (v) 3• In this 

case the triangles do not represent individuals but social units: 

1 represents a household, ex a lineage, etc. 4 

The household 

The most obvious corporate unit is the household: nearly all 

economic activities (both among nomads and peasants) take place 

on this level. The household generally consists of the nuclear 

family only: husband, wife and (unmarried) children. Sometimes 

an old father, mother, uncle or aunt is living in. If a man has 

more than one wife - a privilege of the rich that is gradually 
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disappearing now - the wives have separate rooms but form part of 

the same household: they cook together, go out milking together, 

etc. Among the nomads multiple wives have to live even closer to

gether: the tents generally do have a separate compartment for 

men and one for womenfolk, but within the last each woman ha~ 

very little occasion for privacy. 

An exception that often occurs is that a son remains in his father's 

house during the first years of his married life, which gives 

rise to a hybrid situation. The newly-wed couple is as a rule 

not as fully integra~ed in the parent household as a second wife 

with her children would be. Some activities are separate, e.g. 

the son may own some private sheep which his bride milks separately 

and whose milk is not mixed with that of the parent household. 

In many other cases sych a division does not occur however; and 

domestic tasks are as a rule performed by all women together. 

Barth5 made an inventory of household composition in 4 villages of 

southern Kurdistan and found that only just over 10% consisted of 

(patrilineal) extended families. Although I have no statistical 

data to support my opinion I would suggest that in northern Kurd

istan this percentage is rather higher. 

There is, especially among the rich families, a tendency to ad

minister their property in !and and animals· as an undivided estate, 

not to be broken up by inheritance rules, so that there are fewer 

reasons to break up the household. Extensive landownership thus 

is of ten vested in the patrilineage - the descendants of the man 

who first appropriated the land as his inalienable private prop-
5a erty • Rights to the actual use of the land however, are gen-

erally vested in the small-holding or share-cropping peasant 

household (.!!2i in the head of this household; his sons quite 

rightly consider it as much theirs: it is never "my land", but 

"our land"). 

The territorial unit 

Rights in land and membership in a particular tribe, clan or 
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lineage are closely related, but in a rather complicated way. 

Traditional tribal law, islamic jurisprudence, Ottoman and Persian 

f erdal practices, the gradual introduction of the idea of full 

private ownership have interacted to create a rather confusing 

situation that will be discussed in a later chapter (Ch IV, sec. 

1). 

Traditionally, every tribe is associated with a particular ter

ritory (or territories) and vice versa. A region is called after 

the tribe inhabiting it, e.g. Elikan is both a tribe and an area 

(in NE Syria)
6

; some place-names recall tribes that are long ex

tinct or that have moved elsewhere. Although by now agricultural 

land has everywhere become private property, a salable commodity, 

it cannot be sold to just anybody. In a way the land is still the 

tribe's and it should be.sold to a tribesman, preferably even 

one from the same village. In northern Kurdistan (except the non

tribal and detribalized areas) this rule appears to be followed 

rather strictly. 

In February, 1976 armed clashes broke out at the village 
of Kanike (belonging to the Re~kotan tribe) in the Batman 
plain. Here someone had sold his land to an outsider, a 
member of the powerful Bekiran tribe (settled in the 
SasOn mountains, and suffering from a shortage of land). 
When they tried to move into the village with some of his 
relatives the villagers did not allow him to, whereupon 
the Bekiran descended from their mountain; and opened fire 
at the village. After 24 hours' shooting Turkish gen
darme and army troops intervened, with the result that 
the Re~koton have been able to maintain their territory 
intact. 

Rights in pasture land are more clearly collective: every member 

of the clan has the inalienable right to graze his animals on the 

clan's pastures, no one can monopolize these. Among the Teyyan 

(the only nomadic tribe I visited) each of the 8 clans has its 

own pastures within the Teyyan territory; they are expected to 

keep their animals away from the other clans' meadows. The pri

mary territorial unit is thus the clan, but the tribe is the 

more permanent territorial unit. Clans may split or merge, and 

theclan 1 s pastures may be redistributed, but the tribe's territorial 
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boundaries could formerly only be changed by conquest, now 

only by recourse to the state. Smaller territorial 

units than the clan do not exist with this tribe. Both in summer 

and winter postures the clan as a whole forms the tent group (25 -

50 tents). Among the large, formerly nomadic Caf tribe of south

ern Kurdistan (now largely settled) tent groups are smaller and 

are not composed strictly along lineage-lines: all members of the 

tent group belong to the same clan, but one does not necessarily 

camp with one's closest relatives8• The some is true of the semi

nomodic MengOr and MomeJ (near Qale Dize, northern Iraq) whose 

villages split up in a number of tent groups in whose composition 

I could not detect much regularity; they told me that the composi

tion changes from year to year. But here again each clan has its 

own pasture land; within it the tent groups ore free to choose a 

suitable camping place. 

A different situation has arisen in the mountainous dis
trict south of Lake Van. Many villages have been repop
ulated rather recently by small groups of individuals and 
tribal sections that moved in from elsewhere (the area's 
sedentary population formerly consisted to a large extent 
of Armenians, Chaldoeans and Nestorians, most of whom had 
been killed, deported or had fled during the First World 
War and the subsequent turbulent events). Since most of 
these newcomers hod no traditional rights here, legal 
rulings of the Turkish state became decisive: every piece 
of land belongs administratively to a specific village, 
and the villagers naturally consider this as right of pos
session, so that here every village has its own pastures 
which it jealously guards from the inhabitants of neigh
boring villages, even when these belong to the same line
age. 

On their migration route nomads pass territories belonging to other 

tribes. The migrating group (a clan in the Teyyan case) hos to 

pay a collective fee; the clan chief exacts this sum from his 

clansmen and pays it to the village or lineage headman, who gen

erally does .!l2! distribute it among his co-villagers. The pass

age of nomads across a sedentary tribe's lands hardly ever occurs 

without conflicts. Frequently the groups do not reach an agree

ment on the sum to be paid; they accuse each other of stealing 
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animals; often the nomads are accused of passing toe slowly, with 

the result that their large flocks consume too much of the villages' 

grassland; or the nomad's animals eat from the peasants' crops. 

Often, the dispute cannot be settled and armed clashes ensue be

tween nomadic clan and village, both soon reinforced by fellow 

tribesmen. After one or two days' fighting generally someone 

powerful (a religious leader, a "neutral" tribal chieftain, a 

gendarme commander) manages to impose an uneasy truce that may be 

broken at the next passing Ba. 

The territory throughwhich the nomads pass is thus apparently con

sidered collective property of the sedentary lineage or of the 

village (both units claim it as theirs), since the lineage reacts 

corporately at the nomads' infringements. At least part of the 

usuf ruct, however is appropriated privately by the lineage or 

village headman: the monetary fee the nomads pay for passing. 

A few chieftains have, aided by their good relations with the gen

darme and the judiciary, obtained de facto rights to demand passage 

money from nomads for areas that did not traditionally belong to 

a sedentary tribe (or that belonged to a tribe that lost the power 

to maintain those rights). This represents a further step in the 

evolution towards private control over land. Something similar is 

the case with part of the summer pastures of a few clans of the 
9 

Teyyan: these were usurped by the Giravi, a very powerful line-

age (with political connections on the government level) that dom

inates nontribal peasants near ~atag (province Van). The Teyyan 
9a have to pay an enormous rent for these pastures ; but they still 

have traditional rights which the Giravi cannot deny them: the 
I 

Giravi cannot suddenly refuse the Teyyan access and let another 

tribe graze there. These rights belong to the clan as a whole: 

the Giravi cannot refuse to admit certain individuals ar assign 

the best part to a person they want to favor. 

Among the sedentary and semi-nomadic tribes too, units smaller 

than the tribe have their specific territorial rights. Quite of

ten every clan in the tribe possesses its own area, which may 
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again be subdivided in accord with the clan's segmentation. There 

are exceptions, however: the Omeryan for instance are subdivided 

into 2 clans that are co-residential throughout the tribal area. 
10 Thus, both clans are represented in most villages Similarly 

the Iraqi Mame~ (only 5 or 6 villages) consist of 5 clans, each of 

which is represented in all villages. 

The village 

The territorial unit that takes precedence over all others, and 

the only one that can properly be considered a corporate group 

(apart from the nomadic lineage and tent group, of course) is the 

village. Agricultural land has become full private property, but, 

as related above not just anyone can buy it 11
• Grazing land a

round the village (mer'a) still communally belongs to it; among 

the semi-nomads south of Lake Van every village has its own sum

mer pastures. 

As far as I could ascertain, a semi-nomad village takes the de

cision as to when it will start its annual transhumance or return 

on the village level, and not on that of the tribe, clan or of a 

subdivision of the village. 

Governments also dealt with the sedentary population mainly on the 

village level - that is when they dealt directly with it at a11 12• 

Taxes were in the past usually assessed as a fixed sum for the 

whole village. Where feudal dues were levied (labour dues as well 

as exactions in kind) it was again from the village as a whole. 

Religious rites as the Friday prayer13 and prayers for rain are 

performed on the village level. 

Sometimes the village fits into the pattern illustrated by Fig. 1, 

corresponding to a segment somewhat below the clan level: small 

villages often contain just a single shallow lineage. Among the 

(Iraqi) MengOr each of the seven (named) clans i-s dispersed over 

2 to 10 village, roughly along segm~ntary lines, although most 

villages can boast some "foreigners" from outside the tribe or 

from other lineages/clans. Most of these foreigners originally 
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come to toke refuge after quarrels in their own village. Among the 

Bolik the small clan ~ekir occupies one narrow valley of a trib

utary stream to the Balik river. Originally there was only one 

village here. When population increased a segment split off and 

formed a second village higher in the valley; a later split led to 

the formation of a third village, again higher. The orginol pop

ulation of the mother village had come from diverse origins. They 

had settled at this spot because some holy man (a shaikh) was bur

ied here. When the village broke up it was at least partly along 

kin lines: one man had settled oh the new spot and was soon joined 

there by his closest relatives and friends, later also by other 

people who left the mother village because of a conflict. Thus 

the present villages ore genealogically rather more homogeneous 

than the original one. 

In villages where a tribal and a "non-tribal" population ore co

resident, as among the Dizeyi and Hemewend (see below, see II. k), 

the tribal element usually consists of one or two (very shallow) 

lineages. 

In other cases, however, the village does not correspond to any 

level of tribal segmentation but is cross-cut by it. The examples 

of Omeryan and (Iraqi) Mame~, where the clans are dispersed across 

the whole tribal territory and exist side by side in most villages 

have already been mentioned. 

Corporate action on levels other than the village 

Below the village level one rarely finds corporate groups. Among 

the Omeryan the villages are divided into a number of units called 

bavik (from bav: father), lineages reinforced by a sometimes 

large number of unrelated adherents; each bavik belongs to one of 

the two clans (MehmOdkon and Etmankan), and each possesses a speci

fic (spatially separate) part of the village land 130• Corporate 

action is rare, however; the baviks act as unities only when in 

conflict with each other. I encountered among the Goyan of Uludere 

a similar composition of the village: a number of mutually not 
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very closely related baviks, each consisting of a real lineage with 

some followers. I could only recognize it as such, however because 

of a blood feud between two of the baviks (see P• 60 ). 

Similarly, tribe, clan and lineage above the level of the village 

rarely act as a group. All examples I found among sedentary tri

bes were cases of conflict. Also in the perception of the tribes

men themselves is that so. When I asked questions about the 

"function" of the units at the various levels or organization, the 

occasions where they came and acted together, or about the tasks 

and duties of the headmen of these units, I always received an

swers that ref erred to disputes, feuds, or tribal wars. 

Boundaries of the tribe 

Boundaries of the tribe and of the clan are rather vague: each 

has its hard core of central lineages, but there is also a (often 

much larger) number of "free-floating" individuals and lineages 

that sometimes act in concert with the tribe and at other times 

do not. Wh~n a tribe's fortunes are good it is soon joined by 

men of adventure or breakaway sections from other tribes that come 

and seek its protection and a share in its fortune. The first 

European to notice this was Claudius Julius Rich, resident of the 

British East India Company at Baghdad, who in 1820 was invited to 

southern Kurdistan by a Kurdish ruler and made some extremely in

teresting observations. I shall quote him many times in this book. 

On the powerful Caf tribe, many of whose leading personalities he 

knew, he recorded that out of the several thousand tents that com

posed the tribe only 600 were Caf proper; the others were large 

sections of other nomadic or ''re-nomadized" tribes from the same 

frontier district (at that time disputed territory between the 

Ottoman and Persian empires). These client clans Rich sometimes 

called Caf, too; at other times he refered to them by their orig-
14 

inal.tribal name • A century later, in 1921, when some of the 

(Iraqi section of the) Caf had settled, 5400 tents of nomadic Caf 
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were counted. Apparently most of the client clans had by that time 

become "real" Caf. Edmonds, who generally is very careful in his 

distinctions between tribes, does not mention the tribes to which 

part of these ''real Caf" must orginally have belonged, although 

he mentions some other client clans/tribes that had .!!.2.i merged 

with the Caf15• The Caf were then (in 1921) hierarchically or

ganized, with a "royal" lineage and commoner clans, but that seems 

to have been the case already in Rich's time
16

• 

In the 1860's F. Millingen commanded a Turkish army unit in another 

frontier area, Qotur in northern Kurdistan; he noticed similar 

processes: "the tribes of Koordistan are formed of two distinct 

elements - one permanent, the other fluctuating. The permanent 

element consists of the stock of families which are closely con

nected with the chief, while the fluctuating element consists of 

a lot of adventurers and deserters who attach themselves some-
. . b • h. II 

17 H 11 times to one tri e, sometimes to anot er • ow genera y ap-

plicable this statement was at that time is hard to guess 

since it appears to be based largely on his close acquaintance 

with a single tribe, the Milan, who rah into bad luck precisely 

because of their prosperity and success. A coalition of the 

(Turkish) pasha of Van and j~alous neighbouring tribes drove them 

from their lands and inflicted a serious military defeat on them. 

Their numbers decreased dramatically: "when prosperous, under the 

leadership of Omar, (the Milan) mustered 1600 tents. After two 

years of disasters, the same tribe was reduced to 500 tents only. 

All the others had melted away with the apparition of ill-luck1118 • 

The third case of •imil6r dramatic increases and decreases in the 

membership of a tribe that came to my notice is that of the Milan 

(not to be confused with the Milan) under their leader Ibrahim Pa~a. 

Around 1860 the Milan were a tribe on the decline; they were tri

butary to the powerful (Arab) Shammar tribe and counted 600 tents, 

a mere trifle of the size it had 30 years previously when their 

home district was a no man's land between the rebellious Egyptian 

forces and the Ottoman armies. In 1863 however Ibrahim succeeded 
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to chieftainship; he led his tribe in a number of successful cam

paigns against Arab tribes, ultimately even defeating the Shammar. 

The tribe's numbers now increased tremend6usly; numerous small 

tribes avowed themselves to be Milan
18

a. 
These three cases are not unique. It may not be accidental, how-

ever, that all three occurred at a frontier. There is some evi

dence of the previous occurring of similar processes in the fact 

that one sometimes comes across the same clan-names among different 

tribes
19 

(which may, ·but need not recall a common origin), and that 

tribes continually disappear completely while new ones emerge, as 

is apparent from comparison of lists of tribes compiled at different 

t
. 19a imes • 

Among nomadic tribes tribal unity (and thus the boundaries of the 

tribe) is apparent from the communal migrations. Among semi~ 

nomadic, and especially among the sedentary tribes, it was only 

in the case of confrontation with another tribe or with an exter

nal power (such ~s the state, armies, or European missionaries) 

that the tribe might act as a bod~, and that it became apparent 

which of the lineages and individuals in the periphery belonged 

to it. Such mass confrontations belong to the past, however. 

The same is true for clans and lineages: They only act corporately 

in the case of a conflict with a unit of the same level of organ

ization. Their leaders, generally, act as leaders at such times 

only. Conflicts are not simply a consequence or concomitant of 

tibal social structure; they are port and parcel of this structure. 

Only in conflicts the segmentary character of this structure be

comes perceptible. Tribal conflicts are not all of one kind, of 

course. However, thereis one conflict that illustrates better 

than others the processes of opposition and alliance of tribal 

segments, one that occupies a central place in the tribal ethos: 

the blood feud. The tribal Kurds themselves continually ref er to 

the blood feud when explaining clan and lineage solidarity. It 
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will shortly be discussed extensively; but first an analysis will 

be made of Kurdish terminology employed for the tribe and its 

sections, to find out whether this adds anything to our understand-

ing. 

II. b Kurdish terms 

The terms of standard anthropological usage, "tribe", "clan", and 

"lineage", appear to be a straight jacket that ill fits the social 

reality of Kurdistan. Possibly inspection of the terms used by 

the Kurds themselves and the way they are applied will provide a 

better insight. A first glance over the literature, however, 

makes clear that much confusion exists. Not only are the terms 

used ambiguously at any given, place, but they are also applied 

differently in different parts of Kurdistan. Most of the terms 

are used in certain areas only, elsewhere other terms being pre

ferred. In addition, most terms are loanwords from Arabic or Tur

kish (and possibly Persian), and may have brought with them some 

of their original connotations. This confusion is illustrated 

below. 

Leach noticed that among the Balik the terms"e~iret", "taife" and 

"tire" were used, and without much discussion identified them with 

the concepts of "tribe", "clan" and "lineage" he brought with him 

from England, although he remarked that "taife" and "tire" were 

sometimes employed interchangeably. The e~iret is the political 

group, and taife and tire are kin groups, he claimed; every e~iret 

consists of one or more taifes, every taife of a number of tires20• 

Barth, who did fieldwork among the Caf and Hemwend, comments that 

Leach's scheme does not fit. When he asked someone to which tire 

he belonged the man answered: "Caf", which is the name of the en

tire tribe. Usually however this term is reserved for the major 

sub-divisions of the tribe and for the whole the term "e~iret" is 

preferred. Barth claims that the tire "approximates the maximal 

lineage", although not every maximal lineage is called "tire" 

(this suggests, by the way, that the tire is seen by the Caf them-
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selves as a political entity rather than as a kin group). A line

age is called "hoz" and is named ofter its common ancestor: Thus, 

the hozi Brahim is the lineage consisting of the descendants of 

Brahim. Barth's term "taife", it is the exact (Arabic) equivalent 

of the (Kurdish) "hoz1121 • 

Rudolph (19670) gives a more thorough analysis of these terms, and 

shows how they ore employed in different ports of Persian Kurd

istan. He claims that "tire" and "taif e" ore used to denote the 

~ units there (with which I cannot fully agree), but adds that 

"tire" apparently is used as a "formoler Gliederungsbegriff", 

while "toife" may have other connotations
22

• This is, I think, 

an important observation. "Tire", a word of Iranian orgin, can 

also be used in other contexts to dendte fission. In Persian 

"do tiro shoclon" means "to~spli t into two". Therefore it seems 

evident to me that a group is called "tire" when it is thought of 

as being a sub-unit of some larger entity; "section'' would be 

the appropriate translation. It does ,!!2i correspond to our "tribe", 

"clan", or "lineage" but it con be used for all of them, depend

ing on the context. (The Caf as a whole con be called a "tire" • 

when one realizes that they shore their habitat with other groups 
23 ; usually, however, one does not think of these other groups 

but just of the Cof, and then the term "e~iret" is more appropri

ate). 

The term "toife" (from the Arabic) on the other hand, implies real 

or fictitious kinship, somewhat similarly to our "brotherhood". 

Throughout the Middle East it is in use for the extended family 

and lineage (here Borth is correct in identifying it with "hoz"), 

as well as for aggregates that are obviously not real kin groups, 

such as the mystical orders. Expecially in Iran this last usage 

is quite general; if one asks a dervish to which taife he belongs 

he will not mention his tribe or clan but the order that incor

porates him in a brotherhood more lasting that worldly kinship. 

The ahl-e haqq of DolehO 
24

- a religious sect very 
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different from othodox sunnism and from shiism, the re
ligions the neighbouring tribes adhere to - call themselves 
"taife", "the family". TOt,ami, where their chief re
ligious leader resides, someone called "Paytexte taife", 
"capital of the fa~ily''• The ahl-e haqq distinguish them
selves physically from their orthodox neighbours by not 
clipping the mustache; mine was rather longish too, so 
that often people when they first met me asked: "are you 
taif e?" 
This explains why Rudolph, asking an ahl-e haqq Kurd which 
taife lived i~5the direction he pointed at was answered 
"taif e sunni" • 

It is not strange, then, that the term "toife" is not only used 

for real lineages, but by extension also for clans and even tribes. 

Razm-ara in his survey of the tribes of western Iran
26 

calls the 

tribes "toif e" (even so large a con f ederotion as the GO ran), and 

their sub-divisions "tire"; personally I hove rarely heard the 

word "taife" in this sense, except abstractly, in the plural: 

"tevayefe Kurd": "the Kurdish tribes", or "tevoyef~ filan minteqe": 

"the tribes of region so-and-so". 

"E,iret" (from the Arabic 'ashira) is used throughout Kurdistan 

and denotes the whole tribe; also a conf ederationof tribes is 

d "" 27 h ' d calle "e,1ret 11 
; t e term is thus again !!.21 strictly limi te to 

one level of integration. Throughout Kurdistan too it denotes 

"being tribal" as opposed to "being Non-tribal". Sondreczki, 

travelling through the territory of the Herki (near the spot where 

now the Turkish-'Persian-Iraqi borders join) in 1850 remarked on 

the existing two-caste system of (non-tribal) peasants (called 

"g0ran28) and a military caste or nobility called "sipoh" (the 

standard term for the feudal military in the Ottoman empire) or 

~'Assyreta", a name which Sondreczki recognized as "Assyrian", 

but which is evid~ntly a misspelling of 11 e,iret 1129• Rudolph too 

recognizes this dimension of meaning of the term, expecially in 

the plural: "ma osha' er", "we tribal people", as denoting a 
30 social stratum above that of the non-tribal serf-like peasantry • 

Hay - who served two years in Iraqi Kurdistan as on (assistant) 

political officer, remarked that the statement ''I am a tribesman" 

conveys a meaning similar to "civis Rornanus sum 1131 • Further 
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implications of the tribal/non-tribal dichotomy will be discussed 

in sec. II. k. 

The term "il", sometimes used in Iran as a synonym for "e~iret", 

seems not to convey this second meaning
32

• The only Kurdish tri

bes to which I heard refer as "il" are the large confederations 

Ze'firanlO and ~adlO of Khorasan. The paramount chieftains of 

these confederations receive the official title of ilxani. The 

same applies to other large confederations in Iran, such as the 

Bakhtiyari and the Qashqa'i. In the case of the tribes of Khor

asan, the ils were del1berate creations of the state (see Ch III, 

sec. i). Also the other ils seem to consist ~f rather heterogen-

1 h h · · · f 
33 Th eous e ements, t at owe t eir unity to state inter erence • e 

term il seems to me to be on administrative one that hos acquired 

somewhat wider currency. 

In northern Kurdistan the terms "tire" and "taif e" are not used; 

the Teyyon and other tribes in centiol Kurdistan coll their sub

divisions "qebile''• The qebile is the unit immediately below the 

level of the tribe, here it is also the tent group. The Miron 

(originally nomadic in the some area, but now living in north

eastern Syria) use "f e><r" in the some sense - except that here the 

subdivision of a fe><r is again called "fe5lr". In both coses it 

was rather difficult to elicit the terms, some people could not 

produce them even after prolonged interrogation and discussion. 

The terms are rarely used, people just coll the clans by their 

names. It was agreed, however, that the term "bovik" (or "bobik") 

which the sedentary Kurds in these ports employ, is inappropriate 

for such clans. The bavik is a rather shallow lineage that may 

be reinforced by unrelated adherents; generally it is of the sub-

village level. I have not heard of boviks made up of or dispersed 

over more than one village. Clans were thought too large to war-

rant the label "bavik". 

"Mal',', "house", comes quite close to "bavik": it is a pure lineage 

(i.e. adherents are not included), but only lineages descending 
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from v~ry powerful persons ore thus called E.g., in. ~irnox the 

competing families of oghos ore not called boviks but ore ref erred 

to as "mola Teter ~a", "molo Sulimon A~o"., etc. 

A few remarks to conclude this section: 

1. It is striking that nearly all terms used ore foreign borrow

ings (we shall see the some phenomenon with the discussion 

of terms for leaders); only those for the smallest units ore 

of kurdish orgin: "hoz", "bovik", "mal". 

A possible though very tentative explanation is that the hoz/ 

bovik ore the units that frequently manifest themselves pol

itically at the local level, whereas the taife and e~iret 

ore potential rather than actual groups, only mobilized in 

confrontations with other similar units (also non-Kurdish tri

bes) as well as governments. They were the units states dealt 

with primarily (the use of the term "il" certainly derives 

from this), it was their leaders that frequently became in

corporated in military and/or administrative ("feudal") hier

archies. 

One should not exclude the possibility that what I discussed 

here as a secondary meaning of "e~iret" is in fact the pri

mary one, that the term orginally ref erred to the warrior 

aspect of tribesmen, and only later was applied to the units 

into which these warriors organized themselves or were or

ganized by the state. 

2. Leach calls the e~tret a political group, and taife and tire 

kinship groups (Rudolph, somewhat hesitantly, follows him in 

this). Probably he makes this distinction because the e~iret 

so obviously is not a kinship group; but he seems to overlook 

the fact that its sections hove more political functions than 

the tribe itself, and that many taifes and tires are demon

strably not all of one kin. If a tribe is stable (i.e., has 

existed for a long time) its sections will approximate to 
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lineages, because fissions usually take place along kin lines. 

But in tribes that have recently been formed (or that recently 

have incorporated many "foreigners") the sections are clearly gen

ealogically heterogeneous, even so shallow a one as the bavik. 

An anthropological training may easily lead one to overstress the 

importance of kinship in tribal organization. 

Two other competent observers, the government officials Hay and 

Rondot, stress quite other aspects: 

Hay: "A tribe is a community or a federation of com
munities which exists for the protection of its members 
against external aggression and for the maintenance of the 
old racial customs and standards of life. Some tribes 
have no recognized chieftains, some hav34many ( ••• ) The 
large tribes are divided into sections" • 

Hay continues then with a discussion of leadership in the tribe 

as its most important institution (which for the administrator it 

certainly is). Rondot echoes Hay: according to him the tribe is, 

"a small world, inward-looking; an organism of defense; 
a traditional and conservative institution; 
a community which, with regard to groups that do not have 
the same character, has feelings of its superiority." 
A chieftain acquires authority by his deeds only, for 
"in the essentially defensive defensive institution 35 
that the tribe is, the principal activity is warfare" • 

These two authors ignore the role of kinship, which leads to an

other misrepresentation of the tribe. Precisely for this reason, 

however, they saw more clearly its political significance. 

3. None of the terms used refers strictly to any specific level 

of organization. The abstraction of Fig. 1 thus exists only 

in the anthropologist's mind, not in the Kurds'. 

"Taif e" implies both real and metaphorical kinship, "tire" 

and "fexr" the principle of segmentation - the latter are re

lational rather than absolute terms; while "taif e" refers to 

"being a (tribal) unit, belonging together", the other two 

terms refer to "being part of a larger unit". (If once more 

Fig.l is taken to represent a fictitious tribe, then a tribes-
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man may one day refer to A as a taife and to (3 as one of its 

tires; another day he may call C a tire, or d a taife). 

Kinship (of the "we are all brothers" type) and segmentation, 

then, are the basic characteristics of tribal organization that 

these terms suggest. Not the levels of organization them

selves - largely imposed by our model - are important, but the 

fact that at each of these levels a number of sections con

front each other or cooperate. 
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III. c. Blood feud and other conflicts 

••• a life The Koran reiterates the Old Testamentic invection: II 

for a life, an eye for an eye, a nose for a nose, an ear for an 

ear, a tooth for a tooth, and a wound for a wound"; and elsewhere: 

"Believers, retaliation is decreed for you in bloodshed: a free 

man for a free man, a slave for a slave, and a female for a fe-
35 male" • 

Kurds claim that until recently their habits were much harsher than 

this command permits - as were those of pre-islamic Arabs, pro

bably. "When one of us was killed by someone from another tribe 

his close relatives went after that tribe and killed.the first 

one they saw: sometimes they.killed more than one man, four or 

five; then of course the other tribe came to take revenge, kil

ling some of us; and on it went, for years and years; sometimes 

50 to 100 men got killed before peace was finally made". Thus 

an informant from Modki; I was told substantially identical 

stories in many parts of northern Kurdistan. Most of the tribes 

. hera have been involved in protracted feuds. In southern Kurdistan 

bl~od feud seems to be much less frequent, if Barth's findings 

b 1 . d36 may e genera ize • Also in Persian Kurdistan I never heard it 

mentioned spontaneously, out in l"!Orthern Kurdistan it is still 

endemic, though less extravagant than formerly. The numbers I 

was given may be exaggerated: the stories told were rather inex

act because memory had embellished them and brought them more in 

line with what the events should have been like. 

Note that neither in the Koran nor in the stories I was told is 

there any suggestion that the murderer himself should be killed 

for revenge: in the tribal milieu a murder is not primarily an 

individual affair, but one between groups. The difference bet

ween tribal custom and koranic law is that more than just one eye 

is taken for an eye and that revenge is answered by counter-revenge 

(which the Koran forbids). In areas where government control is 

inco~plete and/or corrupt, such as the mountainous southeast of 

Turkey, such feuds still persist: 
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In the large village of Uludere, formerly populated by 
Assyrians, and since their departure in World War I re
populated by Kurds of the Goyen tribe~there are a number 
of seemingly unrelated baviks (see p. 48 ) of quite unequal 
strength, living in physically separate quarters (mahalle). 
A year before I visited Uludere a member of a small, ra
ther weak lineage had eloped with the daughter of a 
powerful member of another, large lineage. Elopement is a 
rather risky affair requiring quite some daring, even 
recklessness. When the young man ran off with his be
loved - whom he had to kidnap from her own house- he was 
discovered, and a fight ensued in which he or one of his 
helpers wounded a relative of the girl's. The young 
couple is far away now, living somewhere in the west of 
Turkey, but that was no impediment to revenge, which was 
severe. Two men of the eloper's bavik were killed; not 
just any two, but two of the best men the bavik had. 
Since then peace, or rather a truce was made between the 
two lineages, the smaller one realizing that it would 
always remain the loser against the much stronger one, 
and therefore pref erring to leave persecution and punish
ment of the murderers to the state (it was also a govern
ment official who negotiated the peace). But the atmos
phere was still very tense (partly maybe because the mur-

derers were still at large). Members of the two baviks con
cerned avoided each other as much as possible, frequent-
ed different tea-shops (there are two in Uludere); and 
occasionally there is some shooting between the mahalles 
where these baviks live. Since I left the feud has re
begun and at least two more people have beeo killed. 

When killer and victim are socially far apart it is often not even 

possible to take revenge against the original culprit himself. If 

a tribal chieftain were killed by a non-tribal, subjected serf 

and the chieftains' relatives' only revenge would be to kill that 

serf, they would in fact be lowering the chieftain to the rank of a 
serf. But the idea that a serf would kill a lord just on his own 

account is incongruous to tribesmen; they would immediately sus

pect another chieftain of instigating the murder, and this chief

tain would be the legitimate target for revenge. This is a highly 

hypothetical case though; neither in literature no during my field

work did I come across a single case of a chieftain who was killed 

by a low status individual (if they are killed, it is generally 

done by relatives or other "equals"). The reverse, however used 

not infrequently to occur. Non-tribal Kurds as well as christian 

groups were formerly kept in very subservient positions, much like 
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$erfs on European feudal estates. Their lords (tribal chieftains, 

usually) considered them their private property, owned in the some 

way as their sheep and mules (even now, some older oghos still 

speak about "filehen min", "my christions"). And just as killing 

someone's sheep is an act that calls for revenge, similarly was 

killing someone's christian. 

Taylor, British consul at Diyorbekir in the 1860's, re
lated that in his time the christion peasants in the dis
trict Boton (called "zerkiri", "bought with gold") were 
bought and sold together with the land on which they worked. 
Each of them thus "belonged" to a (tribal Kurdish) lord. 
With horror Taylor told how, ofter a zerkiri hod been kil
led by (or at the instigation of) another chieftain, his 
lord, as a revenge, killed two of the culprit's zerkiris, 
"although they ~r1 no port in the assassination of their 
co-religionist" • 

Taylor apparently did not notice that it is only in killing ~ in

stead of one zerkiri the lord transgressed koronic low (" ••• a 

slave for Q slave ••• "). Killing someone's serf is indeed like 

killing hi~ mule or stealing his sheep: no one would expect an

imals or serfs to take their own re~enge; such is the lord's af

fair (besides, the christions were not allowed to carry arms, so 

would hardly be capable of taking revenge). Tribal law is by de

finition law from the vie~ point of the tribesman, not from that 

of the subjected. Taylor noticed this particular case because 

the serfs were christions ("Chaldoeans"). Subjected non-tribal 

Kurds, however, ore in the same position: it is always their over

lord who takes revenge on their behalf, up to the present day. 

This is precisely one of the reasons why non-tribal peasants ra

ther lived in serfdom than in independence . ''belonging" to a 

powerful tribal chieftain is the best protection one can enjoy, 

whereas independence would make one vulnerable to f oroys by any 

robber. 

When killer and victim belong to the some tribe, clan, or lineage, 

the Fange of possible targets for revenge is more narrowly cir

cumscribed. This can be illustrated with Fig. 1 again, where we 
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interpret the triangles as households, lineages, etc. Suppose a 

man from household 2 is killed by one from household 14; then the 

whole clan C would be target for revenge, and the whole of A would 

be the revengers (in practice only the victim's closest relatives 

will actively try to take revenge, say lineage a). If the killer 

belonged to household 7 the lineages 0( and j3 would become opposed 

in a blood feud (and j would stay out of the quarrel now), whereas 

if the killer were a member of ho~sehold 4, the range of possible 

targets would have narrowed down to.b, and only a would be the re

vengers. A blood feud thus implies a confrontation of segmentary 

groups on the level defined by the degree of relationship of the 

orginal killer and his victim. 

Now in most parts of Kurdistan it has become unacceptable to kill 

just any member of the target-lineage thus defined. Only the kil~ 

ler himself or his immediate relatives (brothers, sons) are thought 

legitimate targets. But the enmity accompanying the feud is still 

one between lineages, as is shown by the mutual avoidance of mem

bers of the two lineages. The communal character of the feud shows 

itself even more clearly when it is arranged that blood-money (bej) 

will be paid to the relatives of the victim who then renounce fur

ther revenge. (The Koran recommends this solution: "He who is 

pardoned by his. aggrieved brother shall be prosecuted according 

to usage and shall pay him a liberal fine 1138) This blood-money 

is to be paid by the lineage as a whole, and when its amount is 

settled not only the importance of the victim (and thus his "value") 

and that of the killer are token into account, but also size and 

bounty of the entire lineage (the killer's). Distribution of the 

burden of the bej within the lineage is usually unequal, and varies 

according to circumstances, but every member should make at least 

a token contribution. The money is not distributed among the mem

bers of the victim's lineage. If his father is still alive he 

should reveive it, otherwise brothers or the other relatives who 

take care of the victim's family. 
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Ending feuds by mediation 

Such a peaceful end to the conflict is not spontaneously reached, 

it is the result of mediation by an influential person. The threat

ened party takes recourse to someone whose authority it knows or 

expects to be acknowledged by those from whom it expects a revenge 

attack. Sometimes this is the chief of the clan or tribe; if this 

chief belongs to one of the feuding lineages however he is himself 

involved in the conflict and cannot at the same time mediate. The 

higher the level of confrontation between feuding units, the more 

difficult it will be to find an acceptable mediator 
39 

In the 

Modkan district (near Bitlis) someone told me: "In a feud between 

relatives usually bej was agreed upon, and the feud thus ended; 

but feuds between different tribes could never be terminated this 

way, the only way to pay for blood was with blood"~ This seems to 

reflect the fact that there was no one in the area whose authority 

was acknowledged by more than ooe tribe (or even clan}. 
'"-. 

Sometimes the chief of a neighbouring tribe may try to intervene 

in a feud between large clans or tribes, but the powerful men in 

the feuding- groups are very reluctant to let this happen, as this 

gives the mediating chief a certain leverage over their tribe(s); 

it adds to his prestige at their expense. "Ser zehf in, li ser& 

ko ser pi bibih!sine k&m e", says a proverb from northern Kurd

istan 40: "Chiefs there are many, but the chief to whom chiefs 

listen is rare". 

This suggests a (partial) explanation of two well-known phenomena 

in Kurdistan: the conspicubus and influential position of sheikhs 

(religious leaders), and the prevalence of tribal leaders of 

"foreign" origin, i.e. originating from other areas of Kurdistan 

or of Arabic descent (real or reputed). Many leading families in 

Kurdistan used to claim to belong to Arab families that had play

ed an important role in the history of Islam. A person who does 

not belong to any of the major clans/lineages of a tribe and is 

reco~nized as its leader is the ideal person to mediate in intra

tribal conflicts. In fact, his role as a mediator is what keeps 
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him in power. 

Shaikhs are outside the tribal organization, ideally. They should 

have no narrow loyalties to any one tribe, only to God and the com

munity of believers The "typical" shaikh combines a reputation 

for piety, spiritual powers and wisdom with a shrewd political in-

sight~ the ones that achieved prominence were all excellent man-

ipulotors. As close to being God's representative on earth as 

anyone can hope to become, they ore the most obvious people to 

ask for mediation. Nearly all inter-tribal disputes (and many 

intra-tribal ones) that ~ resolved ore so through the mediation 

or intercession by a shoikh. This in turn enhances their position. 

In the period between approximately 1820 and 1860 there was an 

increase in the number of shaikhs, at the some time their politi

cal prominence became more marked. As will be argued below (Ch 

IV. sec. g) the shaikhs' increasing importance was related with 

the dis~ppearance of the lost semi-independent Kurdish rulers 

(in the first half of the 19th century) as a consequence of the 

Ottoman state's centralization efforts. These rulers hod until 

then administered justice and usually were able to impose solutions 

to conflicts. Their disappearance mode the need felt for trusted 

authorities who could mediate. 

For obvious reasons, whenever governments (Persian, Ottoman, (re

publican) Turkish, Anglo-Iraqi, Franco-Syrian) tried to establish 

direct control they forbade revenge, tried to replace tribal law 

with modern civil and penal law and courts of justice, and at the 

same time tried to take over the ruling and mediating role from 

chieftains and shaikhs. (In Iraqi Kurdistan the British tried 

for some time to reinstate a system of indirect rule, which 

disproportionately increased the power of some chieftains). The 

most radical attempt was made by the Turks, who killed or exiled 

many of the traditional authorities after the ~urdish revolts of 

the 1920's and 1930's. This did not produce the desired effect. 

Turkish officials were and are distrusted: sometimes they can 
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impose a peaceful solution to a tribal dispute, hardly ever con 

they negotiate one. Several times the reverse happened: Turkish 

officials, in a deliberate "divide and rule", incited Kurdish 

tribes against each other. If anything, it seems that the removal 

of aghas (tribal chiefs) and shaikhs has made Kurdish society 

more conflict-ridden than it was before. 

Dargund (a pseudonym) is a village in the Modkt area, NW 
of Bitlis. In 1935 the small tribes of this region revolt
ed against the Turkish government, believing that a gen
eral Kurdish revolt was at hand. They laid siege on Modkt, 
the regional center and seat of administration, but the 
first Turkish troups arrived before they could take it. 
Repression was severe: most aghas and shaikhs were ex
ecuted, entire villages were exiled to Thrace after a 
bloody military campaign. Houses were destroyed and the 
(walnut) trees cut, to prevent people who had escaped 
from coming back. Over the remaining villagers a tight 
control was established, with a gendarmerie post for every 
two or three villages, "and this i• how we gradually be
came civilized, real Turks'' (one of my informants). 
The people of Dargund belong to the KtbOran tribe and in 
the village there are two lineages named Memo and Silo. 
No new tribal, lineage or village chieftains have yet 
arisen, nor is there anyone who is economically more power
ful than the others (all are small-holding peasants). A 
neighbouring village used to have a resident shaikh but 
he was killed after the revolt. A son of his still lives 
there. He is still called ''shaikh" and occasionally 
writes an amulet that protects children from the evil eye; 
but he has no serious authority, is not a "real sheikh", 
and he has become the village priest - a distinctly lower 
position than that of sheikh - in which capacity he re
ceives a salary from the state. Minor conflicts (e.g. 
on the demarcation of plots) are sometimes settled by the 
gendarmerie, but this too lacks the authority and credi
bility to play a conciliatory role in serious tribal con
flicts. There is thus a certain power - or rather: in
fluence - vacuum. Social organization and ideology are 
tribal, but the only law-enforcing body present belongs to 
a quite different system of social organization, and acts 
from another ideology. 

In 1973 someone of the Memo lineage killed a Silo, ap
parently by accident (as accidents go). The culprit and 
his brothers, fearing revenge, immediately fled, they are 
somewhere in the west now. All other relatives remain in 
the village; they know that revenge will not be taken on 
them personally. But the Silo feel they are wronged, and 
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a severe tension exists between the two lineages for which 
there is no release, since the killer is out of reach. 
(He was jailed for a short time but came free with the gen
eral amnesty of 1974, and wisely does not let anyone know 
where he now lives). There is no accepted authority who 
can bring the lineages to agree to a settlement with 
blood-money. Members of the lineages still avoid each 
other and mutual distrust prevails. In the evening peop
le rarely leave home~ When there is a wedding there is 
no loud party with outdoor music. The only place that was 
visited by both Memo and Silo was the village school where 
the teachers (outsiders) live and where I also stayed. 
But when some Memo were present and a Silo entered, the 
Memo usually left, and vice versa, sometimes even without 
finishing their tea. Tension will only slowly dissipate. 
It is likely the young, who in school are educated in val
ues different from the tribal ones, that will take a more 
conciliatory stand. One day five of these young, 3 Memo 
and 2 Silo went fishing together (with dynamite). I th
ought that this meant that they didn't care much about the 
conflict between their lineages, but when I saw them march 
about the village where they could buy dynamite I noticed 
that the Memo walked on one side of the river and the Silo 
on the other. When they arrived at the village one of 
each went inside to buy dynamite. Together they walked 
to the spot where they were going to fish, and then split 
up again, Memo and Silo throwing !heir dynamite separately. 

In Dargund, probably due to very close control, no new authorities 

of the traditional kind have arisen. At the same time the modern 

authority of the state and its organs is not really accepted, so 

that conflicts cannot be resolved either in the old or in the mod

ern way. In other parts of Turkish Kurdistan (most conspicuously 

in the southeast) need has again "created" new petty chieftains, 

most of whom could rise to (or remain in) power by some form of 

co-operation (nationalist Kurds call it collaboration) with. local 

government representatives. Few of them possess the unchallenged 

authority required for a peace-maker; by their jealous rivalries 

they tend to increase rather than decrease the number and exten~ 

sion of tribal conflicts. 

I met only one case where members of feuding lineages really "for-

got" the feud without its being formally resolved: 

B. is a young worker whose family left their village (near 
Agri) some years ago because of a. blood feud in which they 
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feared revenge. No one of the older generation ever dared 
go back, but B. does so regularly without feeling any dan
ger. He tells that most of the younger people there have 
some education, and are socialists and Kurdish nationalists 
like himself - their socialism may be superficial but it 
is honest and they try to fight the tribal mentality; for 
the young from the ''enemy" lineage their friendship with 
B. is a matter of pride. 
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Marriage type and tribal conflict 

A factor that may contribute to making conflicts between tribal 

sections more severe and enduring in Kurdistan than in many other 

tribal societies is the fact that tribal sections of all levels 

are largely endogamous. There is a clear preference for marriage 

with the father's brother's daughter (real as well as classifica

tory). In fact, a girl's father's brother's son has the theoret

ical right to deny her to anyone else. If her father wishes to 

marry her to a stranger, he has in theory to ask permission to do 

so from his nephews, unless they have already renounced their right 

of first proposal. (I have never witnessed a concrete case where 

this happened, but I heard of this custom in various corners of 

Kurdistan). And if a boy wants to marry a girl who is his father's 

brother's son it is very difficult for the girl's father to refuse 

him, if not impossible. 

Everywhere the bride-price a FaBrSo has to pay is considerably 

lower than the one for strangers, which - quite apart from what 

the origins, causes or functions of this custom are - favours the 

choice of a father's brother's daughter as a marriage partner. 

It is evident that a consistent practice of this marriage type 

leads to extreme segmentariness (see Fig. 2). Whereas cross

cousin marriage (expecially where both cross-cousins·may be mar

ried) cements multiple relationships between the lineages, the 

strict endogamy resulting from father's brother's marriage only 

enhances the segmentary character of the lineages. As the extreme 

example of Fig. 2 shows, the lineages ore completely isolated; 

there ore no of final relations to soften the potential conflicts 

between them. 

Reality is of course less rigorous: not everyone marries his 

father's brother's daughter (although surprisingly many do). Un

fortunately I have not been able to collect sufficient statis~ics, 

so that the only ones available are still those of Borth from 

southern Kurdistan41 • 

Even when a girl is not married to a father's brother's son, close 
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relatives are preferred to distant relatives, and all (?) relatives 

are preferred to strangers. 

In northern Kurdistan I found an interesting custom ex
pressing the rights of the young men of a village to the 
girls of that village. If the girl is married to an out
sider (i.e. a young man of another village) the young men 
of her village do not let her go with her bridegroom's 
father unless he has paid them a symbolic sum of money. 
On days of such marriages I saw roadblocks (manned by very 
young boys!) at the exit of the bride's village, where 
the party that came to take the bride was held up, and 
"forced" to pay small bribes. 

Other sorts of conflict 

I have treated the blood feud here rather than any other tribal 

conflict for two reasons: it is often used by the Kurds themselves 

to illustrate what it means to belong to a tatfe (i.e. it is part 

of their own definition of tribal social structure), and the col

lective responsibility expressed in the payment of bej expresses 

better than anything else the principle of segmentary opposition. 

Mony,other conflicts follow more or less similar patterns but pro

vide less insight in segmentation. Often such conflicts are 
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between units that are well articulated under ordinary circumstan

ces already. An example is the stealing of animals from a certain 

village by nomads belonging to a certain tent group. In such cases 

retaliation (with a generous rate of interest) is again collective, 

and may in turn lead to counter-revenge. 

Many other tribal conflicts are strongly leader-oriented: they 

are between two competing chieftains with their followers rather 

than between tribal sections as such. This lotter aspect is rarely 

absent from tribal conflicts, even in ''pure" blood feuds it often 

ploys a port. 

All kinds of conflict may result in blood feuds: as a conflict 

escalates blood is due to be shed. 

II. d Higher than the tribe? 

Units larger than the trib& 

It might be supposed that the principle of segmentory opposition 

and alliance as vigorously displayed within the tribe would also 

operate on higher levels: confederations of tribes, emirates 

(such Kurdish principalities, headed by a mlr or bey, and composed 

of quite large numbers of tribes, existed well into the 19th cen-

tury), or even the whole Kurdish nation (as opposed to other na-

tions, such as the Turkish, Persian, Arabic, · . ) 41a Armenian • As 

far as the Kurdish nation is concerned - and we should be reluctant 

in the use of this term even ~s late as the beginning of this cen

tury - this is obviously not the case. Every Kurdish nationalist 

movement was opposed not only by central governments (that were 

Turkish, Persian or British/Arabic) but by quite large numbers of 

Kurds as well. Even in the last war in Iraq (1974/75), when active 

participation was on on unprecedented scale (over 50,000 active 

fighters plus a large number who contributed in other ways) the · 

movement was fought not only by the regular Iraqi army but also 

by Kurdish irregulars who apparently numbered in the tens of thou

sands! There were various reasons for this opposition, of course, 
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but the most important single reason was that success of the move

ment would bestow additional power and prestige upon its leaders 

and those traditional authorities close to the leadership, to the 

inevitable detriment of their traditional rivals, whose interest 

lay therefore with the powers inimical to the movement: its de

feat would add to their own power - as long as nationalism had not 

become a stronger motivating force than tribal loyalty. 

A case could be made for the emirates; in some the mir's authority 

appears to have been strong and unquestioned, his commands to have 

been obeyed by all his subjects As will be shown in Ch. III, 

however, in many coses the unity of these emirates was precarious, 

and broke down in confrontat~ons with othe~ (Kurdish) emirates or 

central government. One out of many examples is the following. 

When in 1832 the expansive mir of Riwandiz (Kor Po~o, "the blind 

~osha") overran the neighbouring emirate of Behdinan and placed 

his brother ResOl in command of its capital Amedi he seems not 

to have met with any serious opposition of the Behdinon tribes. 

The former mir, Ismail Pa~a, tried in vain to find help in the 

emirates Hekori and Boton and with the Ottoman governor of Mosul 

to reconquer his capital. Attempts to raise his tribes against 

the usurper were equally in vain. This was the end of the emirate; 

its unity was never restored. Of the petty chieftains some col

laborated with ResOl Beg, others with the Ottoman governor, others 

again were loyal to none but themselves42• 

Internal rivalries and external sources of power 

Even on the level of the tribe unity against outsider~ may remain 

restricted to the domain of ideology. The tribe should be one 

against outsiders (especially against other tribes), as everyone 

admits, but in fact it very often is !!.21• In case of conflict 

between two tribes it may happen that a section of one of them 

makes common cause with the other one - either because of an in

tern9l (blood) feud that is taken very seriously, or (more fre

quently) because the sectional leader has an axe to grind with 
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the paramount chieftain. Especially before, in this century, 

central governments severely curtailed the chieftains' powers 

there were perpetual struggles for leadership of the tribe. Each 

of the rivals tried to manipulate the socio-political environment 

in order to get the better of the others. For such people the re

levant classification is not "my tribe" vs "the other tribes" but 

"the power sources my rivals are tapping" vs "the power source I 

might tap". From a very early date this environment included not 

only other tribes and powerful chieftains but also powerful states. 

Manipulation of the central state in order to get the upper hand 

in a local, tribal conflict is a recurrent theme in Kurdish history. 
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Around 1600 A.O. the strong MOkri tribe (now sedentary 
south of Lake Rezayeh) was rent by a feud within the chief
ly lineage. At that time northeastern Kurdistan was con
tested territory between the Ottoman and Persian (Safavid) 
empires. From 1603 Shah Abbas was campaigning in Azer-
bay jan, Armenia and Kurdistan and on the 24th Aug 1605 
he won a decisive battle against the Ottomans, thanks to, 
among others, a regiment of MOkri tribesmen. The rival 
section of theMOkri had fought at the Ottoman side, as 
becomes apparent from a storyMalcolm (writing from the 
point of view of the Persians) related, and which is too 
charming not to quote it in full: 

"As Shah Abbas sat upon the field of battle, carousing with 
his chief officers and some of the principal captives, a 
man of uncommon stature and soldier-like appearance was 
led past by a youth, who had just made him prisoner. The 
King demanded who that was. "I belong to the Kurd family 
of Mookree" said the captive. The King happened to have 
an officer of the house of Mookree in his service, of the 
name of Roostum Beg, who he knew had a blood feud with the 
family of the prisoner. "Deliver that captive to Roostum 
Beg" said the King; but that chief refused to receive him. 
"I hope your majesty will pardon me" he said; "my honour, 
it is true, calls for his blood, but I have made a vow 
never to take advantage of an enemy who is bound, and in 
distress." This nobel and generous speech seemed to re
flect upon the King, who, in his irritation, called the 
captain of the guards to strike off the head of the pri
soner. The gigantic Kurd, the moment he heard this com
mand, broke the cords with which he was fettered, drew 
his dagger, and darted upon Abbas. A struggle ensued, 
and in the general hurry of all to aid their sovereign, 
every light was extinguished, and no one dared to strike 



in the dark, lest he should pierce the monarch instead of 
his enemy. After a moment of inexpressible horror, all 
were relieved by hearing the King twice exclaim: "I have 
siezed his hand! I have seized his hand!" Order was re
stored, and lights brought. The brave but unfortunate 
captive was slain by a hundred swords; and Abbas who had 
wrested the dagger from hi~ hand, reseated himself in the 
assembly, and continued (according to the historian) to 
drink goblets f o pure wine, and to rece!~e the heads of 
his enemies, till 12 o'clock at night." 

This is not the first, nor the last occasion where Kurds fought 

Kurds, even members of their own tribe, in the service of opposing 

empires, fights in which, irrespective of the outcome, the Kurds 

themselves would ultimately be the losers. In retrospect, and seen 

from the outside, these self-defeating politics appear irrational. 

But from the viewpoint of the Kurdish participant things must have 

looked quite different. At the time of the MOkri feud the most 

significant sources of power in the environment were the Persian 

and Ottoman armies. It was to be expected that at least one of 

the feuding sections would try. to use their presence to its ad

vantage - if they were not obliged to take sides with one or the 

other. The winning side would no doubt recognize those leaders 

that had sided with them, odd on official title and robes of honour 

tQ their actual powers, and eliminate or at least reduce their 

rivals. And as soon as one section hod joined oneormy, the other 

was forced to join the other one, and put up the best fight they 

could, so that hopefully their side would be victorious. What was 

a decisive bottle for the two empires, was for the MOkri a "cont

inuation of tribal politics with other means", to paraphrase 

Clausewitz. 

Dichotomy of the social universe 

In fact, beside the primary ideological concept of segmentary op

position and alliance (and of solidarity of the tribe against out

siders) one finds sometimes traces of the concept of a dichotomy 

of the social universe that cuts through tribal units: 

In the emirate of Hekari the tribes were grouped as those 
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of the left and those of the right. Central in each class 
was a confederation of tribes, the ErtO~i and the Pinyani~, 
in the west and the east, respectively. A number of smal
ler tribes, interspersed am6ng or at the periphery of these 
confederations were also classed with one of the two "hal
ves", and so were the small lineages living in the two. 
towns of the emirate, in such a way that not only the en
tire emirate, but also each region of it as well as the 
towns contained both "right" and "left". The mir, of 
course, was beyond this classification; he could rule by 
playing one against the.other. 
Now, 130 years after the last mir was deposed, the same 
division still exists, though it is no longer called by 
the labels "left" and "right". In elections for parlia
ment - a serious affair with repercussions on the local 
balance of power - usually both Pinyani~ and ErtO~i put 
up a candidate. Although Turkey - to which Hakkari now 
belongs - has a multi-party system, in Hokkori no more 
than two political parties take port in the elections, the 
ones to which these candidates have happened to attach 

themselves (these ore not always ~he some parties). Since 
Hekari is more conflict-ridden now than in the time of 
the emirate, the dichotomy now also rents individual 
tribes apart. Within each of the confederations there 
are a number of sections whose leaders ore in conflict 
with the established authorities of their confederation 
and/or tribe; these will now ally themselves with 
the opposing candidate. In tribes that do not belong to 
any of the conf ederotions and where there is on internal 
feud the rival sections will wait till one of them hos 
aligned itself, ofter which the other one will immediately 
join the opposite side. In this way all conflicts and 
oppositions, which at ordinary times exist independently 
of each other, ore at the time of elections mode to fit 
within a complete dichotomy of society. 

An interesting feature of this dichotomy is that it is permanent 

in that there are always the two "factions" organized around the 

chief families of the two confederations (and in that it never be

comes a division into three factions), while on the other hand 

allegiance fluctuates: a chieftain may suddenly change sides (he 

may have been promised desired spoils, for instance; or a new dis

pute may have arisen), with the consequence that some of his friends 

follow him and some rivals/enemies go to the side he has left. 
44 

In another context Rondot encountered a dichotomy that was 
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applied to a wider universe, and even more clearly split the tribe: 

It has been mentioned before (p,41,48) thatthe Omeryan 
tribe consists of two clans (MehmOdkan and Etmankan) that 
live side by side throughout most of Omeryan territory. 
Now one of Rondot's informants claimed that not only the 
Omeryan, but the neighbouring tribes as well, split up 
into these same two clans, and that in fact the tribes 
further away all were either MehmOdkan or Etmankan. He 
thus extrapolated the division within his tribe to the 
whole of Kurdistan as far as he knew it. It is conceiv
able, however, that Rondot's informant hod himself made 
up the latter part of the extrapolation, linking the di
chotomy perceived in the own (and maybe in the neigh
bouring) tribe(s) with the quite general legend that or
ginally there were two tribes of Kurds, the Zilan and the 
Milon, from4~hich most present tribes of northern Kurdi-
stan derive • · 

From these coses it may be clear that a certain dualistic world

view is present, but is not well-developed. It is secondary to 

the segmentory view, and where it exists, is co·mbined with this. 

It is worth noticing that Rondot's some informant told that a 

MehmOdkon bovik in his own village hod once ~early gone over to 

the Etmankon (because the other MehmOdkon bovik of the village did 

h l th b h . h" f . ' . . )46 H not e p em to oost t eir ~ ie toin s position • ere too, 

belonging to one of the two "factions" is less than permanent; that 

much the "halves" of both mentioned dichotomies hove in common 

with the tribe. 

But why a dichotomy; why not 3 or more "factions" ? A model like 

Barth's for coalitions among Pothon political entrepreneurs47 might 

go some way towards explaining why the rival petty chieftains of 

Hekori align themselves in two coalitions, but in the Omeryon 

case a similar explanation would not be satisfactory. The ques

tion is not entirely theoretical, since - in my opinion - the dual

istic world-view is one of the reasons why the Barzant-led nation

alist movement took the particular course it hos followed. The 

whole environment (tribes, political parties, factions within the 

nationalist movement, the Iraqi and neighbouring governments, the 

superpowers) was placed into a simple dualistic classification, in 
" 

which my enemy's enemy is my best friend. There never was strategy 
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based on a theory of revolution, only tactics that consisted in 

trying to move units in the environment from the one half of the 

world to the other (i.e. from Barzant's opponents side to Bar

zani's side). 

Chieftains' rivalries and the breakdown of tribal unity 

Returning now to the observation that tribal unity against out

siders often breaks down because of petty rivalries among the 

leaders, who all try to get outside support, I want to make two 

additional remarks: 

1. This tendency mode it relatively easy for (external) govern

ments to establish nominal authority in Kurdistan by simply 

supporting favourite chieftains against their traditional 

rivals and buying their "loyalty" with titles, robes of hon

our, salaries and "low-enforcing" gendormerie that sometimes 

developed into the chieftain's private army. Full control, 

on the other hand, appeared extremely difficult to achieve, 

since every chieftain that hod become "loyal" hod his rivals, 

who were thus forced into "rebellion". Especially the British 

administration in Iraq innocently managed to polarize many 

tribes
48

• Honestly believing in the superiority of their 

rule, they mistook chieftains' pragmatic allegiance for love 

of themselves and called it "loyalty". Of course they were 

horribly shocked when a supposedly "loyal" chieftain "rebel

led". The best known example is that of Shaikh Mahmud (~ex 

MehmOd Berzenct), a leader both power-greedy and sincerely 

nationalistic, whom the British hove never forgiven for try

ing to use them in order to extablish on independent Kurdistan 

instead of allowing them to use him in order to subdue it. 

2. Members of an influential family may also ally themselves to 

opposing external powers of reasons other than on internal 

dispute and rivalries: the wise counsel not to put all one's 

eggs in a single basket is known and followed throughout the 
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Middle East. Maybe it was put into practice most conspicuously by 

Iron's oristrocrocy. These families ensured that at least one of 

their members sot in each of the political parties (i.e., be-

fore these were abolished), so that, whatever the vicissitudes, 

of political events, the family always hod someone close to 

power. In Kurdistan also this is not on unknown phenomenon, 

although more in urban circles than in the tribal milieu 

proper. In southern Kurdistan (Iraq) a number of "great" 

families were (in the time of the monarchy, i.e. before 1958) 

represented in the government as well as in the legal opposi

tion. When the monarchy was overthrown and the communist 

party emerged from illegality some of those families suddenly 

appeared to have someone there too, which was very useful 

during the campaigns against landlords. They could direct 

peasant anger against landowning families other than their 

own. 



II. e Leadership and conflicts 

Leadership and conflict are closely interrelated. Disputes gen

erally need the intervention of recognized authorities in order to 

be settled, and a leader's authority ~s confirmed and increases 

with every serious dispute he resolves. On the other hand, dis

ruptive tribal conflicts result from power struggles between 

rival leaders. An important task of tribal leaders (in the case 

of paramount chieftains it is virtually the only one) is to lead 

in conflicts, to wage war with other tribes or lineage~. In 

periods of peace the function of the tribal chief does not amount 

to much, and the unity of his tribe exists in name only. Often 

therefore, ambitious chieftains actively seek conflicts, in order 

to re-affirm their leadership and the unity of their tribe and to 

enlarge the scope of both. It is no exaggeration to say that 

quarrelling and mediating in other people's quarrels are the most 

important activiti~s by which one can extablish, consolidate and 

extend.one's authority - if we exclude seeking help from outside
49

• 

The central governments that brought Kurdistan under closer con

trol in the course of this century understandably claimed a mono

poly in the exercise of physical violence. As their control be

came more effective, the road to power through the manipulation of 

violent conflicts was gradually closed. In order to rise to power, 

in the tribal domain, knowing how to deal.with government.officials 

(which had always been a useful skil.l)became essential. It seems 

that, even more than before, chieftains began to depend on exter

nal power sources to rise to, or to maintain power. 

Outsiders who had spoils to distribute that ~ould change the local 

or regional balance of power (e.g. British Political Officers in 

Iraqi Kurdistan during the occupation and mandate50) saw a mul

titude of petty and not-so-petty chieftains whose main occupation 

seemed to consist of intriguing with and against each other, in 

ways often too intricate and machiavellistic for those naive and 

"honest" foreigners to gauge their full depth. 
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As the traditional methods of achieving political dominance are 

rapidly disappearing, much of the following sections refers to 

situations that no longer exist, and is based on interviews and 

written materials. In section II. some aspects of the.change 

in methods and style of leadership are illustrated by an extended 

description of two cases. 

Who becomes the leader? 

In a tribe there are usually several contenders for leadership, 

as there is no unique rule as to who should be made leader. 

Lineage structure is symmetrical in that, within any one genera~ 

tion, all individuals occupy structurally identical positions. 

Let the triangles in Fig. 1 represent persons; the whole diagram 

then .obviously represents a lineage. There are no structural 

considerations that could point out any one in the present gen

eration (row V) as the leader; a~parently everyone can make equal 

claims. If there is no other mechanism that unequivocally deter

mines who will be appointed, a struggle for leadership may ensue, 

ending in survival of the fittest~ This is a problem all tribal 

societies face; a mechanism many have adpoted is primogeniture, 

which establishes a consistent ranking of the members of each 

generation. If we assume that in Fig. l the left~to right dimen

sion gives the order of birth, the members.of the present gener

ation are drawn exactly in order, (numbers to 16) from "high 

birth" to "low birth". Generally there is a tendency for people 

far left in the diagram to intermarry, which leads to a definite 

social stratification. Lineages of this type are known as "con

ical clans". 

Conical clans are not encountered in Kurdistan. Primogeniture 

exists, and is paid lip-service to, but it is mainly on the house

hold level that it is generally applied, and not even there strict

ly. When the father dies the eldest son becomes the head of the 

household, unless on (unmarried or widowed) brother of the de

ceased is living in; but this uncle generally has to cede when 
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the son comes of age. 

Leadership of the lineage or the tribe is generally inherited with

in the same family, but there is no fixed rule of sucession. In 

some tribes the eldest son is thought to be the best successor 

(but then the rule is still applied quite flexibly), in others it 

is the elders of lineage or tribe who - in theory at least - choose 

the brother or son or nephew they consider most fit to succeed 

to the position. He should be a "man" in the full meaning of 

the word: strong, courageous, just and generous a good strat

egist and a wise judge, and nowadays it is also important that he 

know how to deal with "government people" (to avoid excessive 

taxation, to help his dependents to evade military service, etc.). 

In practice often sheer power, even brutal violence, and shrewd 

manipulation are involved. This is true a forteriori when leader

ship is taken over from one family by another, as often happened 

in the bigger tribes; thus the very large Heverkan tribe was ruled 

by 3 different dynasties in the past century (the career of its 

last great chieftain, Haco, will be discussed in sec. II. j). 

Somewhat different is the situation among other large tribes 

(such as the Herki and the Caf
51

) where a more or less stable 

chiefdom has developed: each of the clans - of diverse origins 

has its own chieftain or chieftains, but paramount leadership is 

vested in a separate "royal lineage" called Begzade. The Begzade 

enforce their rule through a kind of praetorian guard consisting 

of the best fighting men of the tribe or even from without the 

tribe. Any paramount chieftain should be a Begzade (who form some

thing of a separate caste, not intermarrying with commoners); 

"dynastic" changes are here between different branches of the same 

Begzade lineage. An even more developed political system was that 

of the emirates, which possessed many of the characteristics of 

the state. Here too there were fierce struggles for power, but 

since very few families had such a reputation as to be accepted 

as supreme leaders so widely, such struggles were mainly between 

branches of the same ruling family(see the case studies in sec. 
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III. f). In addition, according to Nikitine, the rulers of a 

d d h f ·1 53 number of emirates belonge to one an t e same ami y • 

II. f Leadership: titles and functions 

It has been said before that' it is difficult or even impossible to 

decide which unit should be labelled "tribe" or "tribal confed

eration", ''clan" or "lineage", and that the Kurdish terminology 

does not strictly correspond with the levels of organization in 

our abstract model. Similarly Kurdish terminology does not dis-
t 

tinguish between leaders of the tribe, clan or lineage: all are 

simply called ".282" (agha) - with a few exceptions: the heads of 

shallow lineages such as the bavik of the Omeryan (see p 48) are 

called "mezin" ("great" or "big man") - or "maqul" (wise man), not 

"axa". Head of the village among the Omeryan is generally the 

mezin of the largest bavik (among the Goyan this mezin is also 

called "axa"). Every lineage has a number of elders or ri spi 

(lit. "white-beards"), who are supposed to advise the agha and 

elect his successor but have no real power. An agha is apparently 
54 a leader who rules , but by extension also his close relatives 

may be given this title. In southern and eastern Kurdistan lead

ers of the tribe or clan are alternatively called "reis" (from 

the Arabic: "headman"). "Xan" and "beg" are originally feudal 

titles bestowed upon paramount chieftains of the tribe; they are 

usually added to the name, e.g. "Eli Xan", "ResOl Beg". They 

have gone out of use now, with the feudal roles they belonged to. 

I have never heard anyone talk of chieftain as "a xan" or "a beg", 

even when the person referred to had a right to one of these titles. 

"Beg" was often employed for urbanized Kurds who had administra

tive positions and were at the same time absentee landlords. 

One of my key informants described the difference as it existed 

around Diyarbekir in the 1920's: "The agha is the tribal leader 

who lives in the mountains among his tribe; the beg lives in town, 

he m~y be and may not be a tribal chieftain originally. A beg 

is literate, an ogha illiterate. The beg is civilized and he 
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engages in politics, the agha fights. Begs posess often large 

land-holdings (in the plains, cultivated by non-tribal peasants), 

the agha of the mountains is not the landlord of his tribesmen, 

who own their own parcels of land".
55 

Among the semi-nomadic and sedentary tribes - to which I shall 

restrict this discussion mainly - the village is the most conspic

uous unit, and it is to be expected that the political (and eco

nomical) landscape in which the villagers live is dominated in 

the first place by village leaders (tribe and clan leaders are 

also leaders of their own village). Leach distinguished village 

agha, taife agha and e~iret agha, but it is only the village 

agha of whose functions he could give a coherent description. 

Leach noticed two things about the village agha among the Balik 

tribe: 

1. He "owns'' the village (in some sense of the word): 

a) he can evict villagers when he wants to (which Leach 

rightly doubts, since he is closely related to most 

of them); 

b) the villagers pay him part of the yield. 

2. He is responsible for the upkeep of the guest house. 

Of these two, the more significant for traditional leadership is 

the guesthouse. It is one of the bases of an agha's reputation, 

and it mirrors his status. Therefore, before discussing Leach's 

analysis, a few words about this institution. 

II. g The guest-house (diwan, diwanxane) 

(Preliminary note: guest-houses, and guest-rooms still exist, 

but most have lost much of their splendour, and villagers do not 

frequent them so faithfully as they used to do until ten or twenty 

years ago. Much of this section is based on interviews). 

Every traveller passing by a village can make a claim to the pro

verbial Kurdish hospitality. Most aghas have a special room or 
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separate building where travellers can rest, are entertained, 

given tea and a good meal, and a bed for the night. If the travel

ler wishes to stay for a few days nobody will object, the agha will 

say "my house is your house, stay as· long as you wish" - although 

there are quite a few subtle ways to make a guest feel he has over

stayed his welcome. 

Since the agha represents his people to the outer world, his 

treatment of foreigners is the honour of the village (or lineage, 

or tribe). Generosity is a requirement for any agha, rarely will 

a miser rise to much influence (unlesa by brutal violence). 

Lavishness shown in one's guest-house adds to one's reputation
56

• 

The degree of this show of hospitality depends on the statuses of 

both guest and host. A village agha who is more generous than the 

agha of the clan encompassing his village becomes a serious rival 

of this "superior" agha, and will soon enjoy. loyalty from others 

beside his co-villagers. 

Entertaining guests has other advantages as well: travellers are 

the carriers of news, and in spite of modern communications as 

radio,this means of information acquisition is still highly im-
57 

portant • Especially aghas who want to play a wider political 

role need the kind of intelligence only travellers can furnish. 

Sometimes aghas also send men of their own on travels to collect 

information in others people's guest-houses. 

But the guest-house has a number of other functions too, as al

ready implied by the names it is given in Kurdish: sometimes 

Mevanxane (guest-house), but usually diwon or diwanxane(court), 

sometimes odaye gund (village room). In their heyday all male 

villagers came and sat here in the evenings, and discussed daily 

matters. Minor disputes were brought here before the agha, de

cisions regarding the village (or lineage, or tribe) were taken 

here, the young were taught traditions and etiquette; also en

tertainment was centralized here58• 

It sl:iould be added that the agha thus monopolized social life in 

the villagei common villagers, for instance, were not allowed to 
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lodge guests in their own houses, but had to bring them to the 

guest-house, so that the aghakept close control of what was going 

on. 

The elaborateness fo the diwan varied from time to time and from 

place to place. Among nomads it was - and is - simply a section 

of the agha's tent, furnished with carpets and cusions (that this 

can be quite awe-inspiring, too,. is shown by the picture of the 

head of the Milan tribe, fig. 2 in Montagn~ (1932)). In the Balik 

area it was in summer "a shady pergola •••• erected close to the 

agha's house and furnished with carpets, seats and cushions", 

while in winter guests were accommodated in the a~a's hQuse
59

• 

When I visited the same area in 1975 most villages had a diwan 

in a separate room in the agha's house, as in most other parts 

of Kurdistan. The most elaborate diwans, and the most luxurious 

ones I found among the Kurds of the northern Cezire ( the north

ermost part of Mesopotamia, west of Mosul); the Kurds who settled 

here at the beginning of the century went through a half-century 

of great prosperity. With the re-introduction of agriculture 

(early this century) aghas usurped the ownership of the extremely 

fertile land (formerly held collectively as the tribe's pasture) 

and demanded a share of the peasants' crops. Much of this income 

was spent on the diwanxanes. In fact, the first solid houses of 

newly established villages were usually the agha's house and the 

diwanxane; the others still lived under the tent, half shepherd, 

half cultivator. Some of the guest-houses were well-known hun

dreds of kilometers away through songs in which they occurred. 

They were maybe not representative, but certainly exemplary; that 

is why I shall give here a description of these, rather than other 

diwans, as the most fully developed form. The diwan is always 

rectangular, and has a "high" and a "low" end; the entrance is 

near the low end. All around, along the walls there are mattres

ses or cushions to sit on. An honoured guest or respected old 

villager may also get many comfortable cushions to lean against 
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(for young men leaning is an offense). The agha's place is, of 

course, at the high end, near him the esteemed old men and impor

tant guests are seated. The younger and lower-status a villager 

or guest is, the further down he has to sit; really low-status men 

do not even sit, but crouch near the entrance. When someone en

ters, everyone of equal or lower status rises to his feet and waits 

for the newcomer to find an. appropriate place and sit down. 

Then, one by one, they greet and welcome him, and he returns each 

each greeting. Sometimes the agho, too, rises to show his de

ference to a newcomer is spite of the latter's lower status; all 

others rise then, too. 60 Similarly when someone leaves people get 

on their feet. 

Near the lower end of the diwan stands a brazier with huge brass 

coffee pots or a samowar with tea, always ready for the guests 

that might come. It is served by the qehweci, a man specially 

employed by the ogho for this purpose (really great oghos hod a 

number of servants for the diwon alone: a tutunci for the tobacco 

that is given around for rolling cigarettes, another to serve 

food to the guests, or to light and ref ill the lamps, or to spread 

the guest's beds; usually however the qehweci performs all these 

tasks). 

The diwan as it was until recently provided a powerful mechanism 

of social control. The villagers were obliged to come every eve

ning; if someone skipped a day he was asked why he hadn't come; 

and the person who had remained absent for a few days was severely 

rebuked by the agha or the elders: "What kind of man ore you? 

You are not interested in the talk you hear here? You pref er to 

listen to your little woman's useless chatter? Are you a man or 

a woman?" Apart from the fact that most men do find men's talk 

more interesting than women's, and that frequently important mat

ters are discussed in the diwan, it would be hard to resist 

such pressure. Similarly young men were criticized in front of 

all other men present if something in their behaviour was dis

approved of. The pressure was the harder since, being the younger 
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men, they were not allowed to speak freely and answer the ac

cusations as they wished. 

In the house of an agha where I lived for some time I 
was a few times thus reproached for not saying by prayers 
often enough. The agha made me feel as naked and help
less as a school-teacher did who once humiliated me in 
front of the class, back in first grade primary. Of 
course he only did this when many people were present; 
when we were alone and I could speak more freely with him 
he never broached the subject, knowing that there would 
then not be enough pressure on me. 

The older men present ga~e the good example of what a man should 

be like. The young had to sit there motionless and listen, while 

their elders spoke; they could only whisper among themselves, 

never speak out loud. They had to sit perfectly straight, cross

leggedf leaning against the wall was "not done", it would give a 

very bad impression of weakness. And so they would sit there 

night after night, and hear the older men discuss ~oily matters, 

plan production, discuss disputes, and organize raids whe~ neces

sary. Sometimes an important decision was taken: the agha asked 

advice from the old 6nd experienced men-but made the decision 

alone, ultimately. And the old men would talk about the old days, 

usually about the exploits of some great chieftain. Many aghas 

had a motirb, a minstrel, who would know a hundred songs and tales 

and epics. Accompanying himself on the fiddle (kemen~e) he would 

sing of love and war. Also, a few times a year, wandering der

vishes came by, stayed for a couple of days and sang, accompanied 

by hand-drums (erban), religious, mystical and pious songs, many 

of them in praise of some great miracle-working shaikh. Thus 

they provided the kind of religious education that stimulated · 

"saint worship'', something different from the scholastic teachings 

the village priest (if there was one) gave. 

Sometimes too, the formal atmosphere would relax somewhat, and all 

men present, young and old, would play communal games ("guess who 

has the ring" etc). 

I have not seen a single diwanxane that still fully operates this .. 
way. Rapid decay had set in during the 1960's (even young people, 
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early in their twenties, remember them as described here). In 

the Syrian part of the Cezire they were closed under government 
-

pressure, apparently they were considered hotbeds of Kurdish 

nationalism. This can, however, not be the sole reason of their 

decay. Aghas continued to entertain guests in their private homes, 

but attendance is not at all what it was like before. The same 

may be observed in the strip of the Cezire that belongs to Turkey: 

guest-houses still exist here, but remain nearly empty (that is, 

in summer, when I was there; people told me that in winter, when 

they have nothing else to do, the villagers still spend most eve

nings in the guest-house). The underlying reasons of the d!

wanxanes' decay lie in the rapid change in economical relations 

of the aghas and their villagers~ The mechanization of agricul

ture (first introduced in the 1950's, becoming more widespread in 

the'60's) made the aghas less dependent on the villagers' labour. 

New relations of production emerged. Share-croppers were generally 

evicted from (at least part of) their plots, small landowners as 

well as many aghas who did not have enough land for the necessary 

investments became dependent on entrepr~neurs who bought advanced 

machinery. In many cases the owners of the land saw themselves 

forced to let such entrepreneurs cultivate their land along cap

italist lines, in exchange for a part. of the crop only. Many vil

lage~s for whom no work (except maybe a few days a year) remained 

now work elsewhere as seasonal labourers during most of the summer. 

Th . 1 t . b t th ' 11 1 . dl 61 h . h . us soc1a 1es e ween e v1 agers oosen rop1 y , w 1c 1s 

reflected in the decline of the d!wanxane. 

In southern Kurdistan Barth had noted another decline {in 1950). 

The most important aghas had moved to town. They had their d!

wanxanes there, but these were evidently lost for the village. In 

the tribal villages there was a small d!wan visited by a faction 

only; in the non-tribal villages a number of ambitious men each 

had a minor guest-room in their private houses62 • The latter was 

true for Turkish Kurdistan already at the beginning of this century: 
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guest-rooms were not very elaborate, and were visited by a limited 

number of men only. The owner of a diwanxane was called "xanedan"; 

he was not necessarily an agha, but each xanedan could at least 

mobilize a faction, a sometimes amorphous sort of clientele. 

In central Kurdistan guest-houses proper hardly exist (anymore?). 

Guests are accommodated in the agha's private house, and villagers 

close to the agha visit his house regularly. 

II. h Economical aspects: tribute to the agha 

To pay for the upkeep of the guest-house the agha usually takes a 

contribution from the villagers. Very often this amounts to a 

share of 10% of the cereal crop, and if the villagers own large 

flocks, 1 out of every 40 sheep or goats. This contribution does 

!!.21 necessarily mean that the agha is the landowner and the vil

lagers his tenants. There is difference between the rent tenants 

pay, and the contribution made for the upkeep of the guest-house, 

as the following interesting case makes clear: 

In Sinare, a village in the Turkish part of the Cezire, 
the former agha was also the landowner of the villa~e. 
In a partial land reform in the fifties some plots had 
been redistributed among villagers, so that it was pos
sible to distinguish between land belonging to the agha 
and the villagers'. When the old agha died his two sons 
divided the inheritance: one became agha, the other one 
took most of the land. Share-cropping villagers have to 
cede 2/3 of the produce to the owner of the land; every
one, sharecroppers as well as small owners, pays 10% of 
his _!ltl income in kind to the agha for the upkeep of the 
guest-house. 

The distinction between the two kinds of prestations is not always 

so clear, however. Frequently land-owners take the same amount 

(of 10%) from the villagers as rent (in the case of absentee land

lords, who obviously do not have a diwanxane in the village, it 

can hardly be called anything else). Other land-owners again, 

(e.g. in the Syrian Cezire) collect this amount and call it rent 

(they also claim the right to evict peasants), but also run a 

guest-house without demanding any extra tribute from the villagers. 

The specifications most frequently given for the agha's due are 
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identical with those for the islamic "alms-tax" zekat, and in Iraq_i 
63 -

Kurdistan the tithe goes by this same name , although the agha 

certainly does not distribute it among the poor and needy and the 

priest for whom zekat is intended. Usurpation? Among tribes that 

call the agha's share "zekat" I found that the villagers do not 

yearly distribute alms, as they do in other parts (many village 

priests (mela) are kept alive by zekat; the land they possess 

does not usually support them); this suggests usurpation indeed. 

Another suggestion: the aghas of ~irnax (in central Kurdistan) 

used to collect their dues by force, about which villagers still 

complain vehemently: "they took 10% even of the onions", and more 

significantly: "they even took the melo's shore!". 

The Bolik tribe as on example 

Exaction of the tribute and responsibility for the guest-house ore 

wh~t Leach calls the "functional characteristics of the village 

ogho". His account suggests that the Bolik villagers were at that 

time landless, shore-croppers on the land that all belonged to the 

village oghas. If that is true64it would be an atypical case, for 

among the tribes of the mountains small ownership is the rule. 

Only some non-tribal and non-Kurdish groups con properly be called 

shore-croppers there, they are generally subjected to a tribal lineage 

(more exactly, to its ogha). Leach is justly sceptical about an 

other aspect of the agha's ''ownership" of the village: the right 

of eviction the agha claims to possess must be difficult to ex

ercise, for the vast majority of the villagers are his close kins-
65 men 

The village agha owes allegiance to the clan agho, who in turn 

stands in the some relation to the tribe agha. Leach notes that 

all three claim to be the sole owners of the villages. According 

to Iraqi low much of the land here was still state land then, to 

which the tribes had usuf ruct rights .9.!:!.2 tribes. Tapu registro-
. 66 d k tion was expecte to ta e place soon, and Leach thought the clan 

agha~ stood the best chance to register the land as theirs. It 

was only the village agha, however, who could levy the tithe 
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(among the Balik, and acc. to Leach). The clan agha "receives 

gifts in proportion to his usefulness"; his main task as the clan 

agha had been "to arbitrate in small-scale feuds, settle disputes 

between neighbouring villages over grazing rights or water, settle 

disputes between neighbouring villages over grazing rights or 

water, settle divorce disputes and so forth", for which he was 

. d b th l"t" t 67 E . L h' d th" l recompense y e i igan s • ven in eac s ay is was a -

ready something that belonged to the past. It can be considered 

a valid description for most parts of Kurdistan previously however; 

and in some parts it still applies. 

The tribe agha's functions are even vaguer. He is also a clan 

and village agha, but "his function as tribal agha does not ever 

seem to have amounted to very much except in time of war, in which 

he automatically became leader of the whole group and doubtless 

received economic benefits accordingly1168• The more distant tribes

men would in time of peace only send him small token payments. 

In most tribes these "token payments" were more institutionalized 

than Leach seems to have realized. At the two great feasts of 

the islamic calendar (the feast ending Ramazan and the feast of 

sacrifice) agha's and/or representatives of every village visit 

the tribe agha and present him with gifts. Hay says this includes 

f . fl k 11 69 h . . a pregnant ewe rom every ma1or oc annua y ; t is practice 

may still be observed among some tribes, but among most the gifts 

are more modest, and consist of (smuggled) sugar and.tea. 

Among the Balik the gradual establishment of external administra

tion in the region concentrated much power, economical and politi

cal, into the hands of the paramount chieftain (whom the British 

found the most loyal chieftain in the area). He received a salary 

and his authority was backed up with state power; when this prac

tice was stopped his influence eclipsed rapidly. In 1975 he was 

no longer alive; he has a son who is devoid of any influence. 

The ~ekir section told me there is no tribe agha anymore. 

In Leach's description it is beautifully simple: 
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there is a three-tiered hierarchy of: 

a) village aghas, who decide on local affairs and disputes and 

levy the tithe or rental from the peasants, who are their 

relatives; 

b) clan aghas, who judge in inter-villages disputes and are re

compensed accordingly; and 

c) the tribe agha, who represents the tribe to the outer world 

and has no practical duties in daily life. 

The simplicity is slightly clouded by two other observations of 

Leach which suggest some of the dynamics of leadership: 

1. An agha belonging to the tribe agha's own clan (where the tribe 

agha is also a clan agha) did not admit his superiority, al

though the tribe agha claimed him as a .!'vassal" (Leach, 17). 

This agha claimed it was he, and not the present tribe agha, 

who had led the tribe against the invading Russians in World 

War I (ibid. 18). "On all sides it was maintained that (this 

agha) was more of a man ( ••• ) than his nominal overlord" 

(ibid. 28). This agha lived in the smallest village of the 

district (only 2 houses!), but he had a reputation for great 

hospitality. 

The tribe agha's main rival was thus not another clan agha, 

but one of the poorest village· agha's! Thinking too much in 

terms of levels of organization and corresponding leadership 

(viliage, clan, tribe) could obscure the real processes. 

2. Some village aghas among the Balik "own" more than one village. 

They live in one, and have a caretaker or agent (called ~Oxa, 

kixa, or koxa) in the others who collects the contribution 

for him. 

II. i Leadership situation among a number of different tribes 

The social organization of the Balik tribe is simpler than that of 

most other tribes, although not so neat and systematic as Leach's 

descfiption makes it seem. In this section a number of tribes 

with a more complex social organization will be discussed. 
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Meng Or 

Among the MengOr, a semi-nomadic tribe living south of the Balik, 

there is no village agha. Up to 1966 the kixa, a local man ap

pointed by the tribe agha, levied the tithe (zekat) on behalf of 

the tribe agha who had strong central power, backed up by aprae

torion guard, a wild bunch of tough men, rowdies recruited from 

all clans, who lived in his house and "would kill their brothers 

if he ordered them to do so". More humiliating than zekat was 

the obligation of unpaid labour (begor) for the ogho a certain 

number of days each year. This work included reaping on the 

ogho's vast lands in the plain (the tribal MengOr live mainly in 

the foot-hills, the plains ore peopled by non-tribal Kurds sub

jected to the tribe ogho), mowing gross and herbs as winter fodder 

for the ogho's flocks, building and repair works. Villagers who 

ref used to perform begor were taken by force through a sudden 

raid by the ogho's retainers. 

There ore clan oghos: the agho of the Cinorei, the clan among 

whom I stayed, owned a village in the plain of Oole Dize which was 

shore-cropped by non-tribal peasants, as for as I could gather. 

The shore-croppers had to pay him 50% of the yield, in the sur

rounding villages (tribal as well as non-tribal), either this 

clan ogho or the tribe ogho - depending on the balance of power 

between the two - would exact the tithe. 

Petty disputes were discussed and settled by the elders of the 

village, more serious ones brought before Eli ~a, the tribal 

chief. The latter would demand some form of payment. According 

to Edmonds, powerfulaghas (as Eli ~a was) frequently imposed 

fines on off enders - to be paid to the agha not to the of fended 
70 

party • People resorted rarely to an official court of justice. 

Nor were there any sheikhs of great repute in the area, Eli A~a 

was therefore the ultimate judge and arbitrator. The small neigh

bouring tribe Mamef also brought some conflicts before him71 • 

At two points of time there occurred sudden changes in the power 
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situation. After Oassem's coup in 1958 there was a considerable, 

officially encouraged anti-landlord agitation; peasants refused 

to pay the tithe or rent, and refused above all begar. Small armed 

bands of students, petty officials and the most activistic of the 

peasantry roomed the countryside and threatened the landlords; 

many rich sheikhs and oghos fled to Iran. Eli A~a was one of them. 

After the storm was over he came back and tried once more to exact 

begar. He failed, but the villagers continued to pay him zekat. 

After the Kurdish war started in September 1961 he managed to 

safeguard his position by joining the nationalist bandwagon, like 

many of the aghas in the region did for sometime. 

Then, in 1966, a forceful personality, Heso Merxan, one of Barz0ni's 

righthand men, was appointed military commander of the region. 

Heso, son of a poor peasant from Behdinan, did not tolerate any 

authority beside him, neither on agha's nor the party's. He mode 

an end to the payment of zekat to Eli A~a, and exacted the same 

as a tax for the nationalist movement instead. He also required 

the villagers sometimes to work for him (for the movement) with-

out recompensation. Further west commander Eli ~aban acted sim

ilarly. This of course antagonized the aghas. Some of them (.!:!.21 

Eli ~a, apparently) took sides with the government, hoping in 

this way to regain their old position. They were forced to leave 

the area with their most faithful followers, and some of their 

land was distributed among poor villagers by Heso. For the common 

MengOr little changed: in the winter quarters, their villages in 

the foot~hills north of the Oole Dize plain, Heso simply replaced 

Eli ~a. The kixa was re-baptized "mes'Oli de" ("responsible man 

of the village", the title of the local representative of the 

Kurdish administration) and was appointed by Heso (not elected, 

as he should be). In the summer pastures however, far from Heso's 

headquarters, Eli ~a continued to exercise his traditionalauthor

i ty as the supreme judge and sole representative of the MengOr in 

dealings with other tribes. 
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From the above it is clear that a rather decentralized political 

organization as among the Balik, where powers are divided among 

tribe, village and clan aghas (and where the role of the village 

agha is the most conspicuous) is not universal. The existence of 

an armed retinue among the MengOr gave the tribe axa a strong cen-
--

tr al control, at the expense of local leaders. 

This armed retinue, or praetorian guard, is a very significant 

institution. It is contrary to the kinship ideology of tribal 

society, as the retainers will fight against their own kin if their 

lord orders them to (common tribesmen talked about them with eth

ical- indignation). For this reason several authors consider the 

formation of a retinue system as "a decisive preliminary step in 

the gradual transition from a tribal towards a feudal order"lla. 

A discussion of the question how "feudal" Kurdish society is seems 

rather pointless to me, but I wan~ to draw attention to the fact 

that in Germanic tribes such retinues (of seminal importance in 

the formation fo European feudalism) arose as a consequence of 

these tribes' contacts with the Roman Empire!llb This suggests 

hypotheses that will be further discussed in Ch III. 

Pijder 

Another type of central organization, combined with a clear strat

ification, we find among the Pijder. Here; as the Balik country, 

each village (or a small number of contiguous villages) had its 

own agha, to whom it paid the tithe(who "ate the village", in 

the plastic Kurdish idiom). These village aghas, however, were 

not related to the villagers here, but all belonged to one and 

the same lineage (called Mirawdeli, after an eponymous ancestor 

Mir Awdel M(a who florished around 1840). In the 1920's there were 

6 recognizable branches of this lineage, of which two were per

petually competing for the paramount chieftainship. The candi

dates were Babekr Axa (d. 1959) and his second cousin Ebbas (d. 

1945). In some areas however members of other branches had an 

important share in regional power. It seems that conflicts and 
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disputes were brought before the village ogho, and if they were 

more important, before the 'strongest' ogho of the locally most 

powerful branch of the chiefly family (who was not necessarily 

of the own agho's branch). Disputes between the branches were, 

prior to 1918, checked by external expansion. Originally the 

Mirowdeli ruled over just one tribe, called NOredini, but later 

they "planted squireens or agents on on ever widening circle of 
. 72 

villages to which they hod no shadow of legal title whatever" • 

After occupation of .southern Kurdistan by the British ( 1918/1919) 

this physical expansion was stopped (but in the 50's it started 

again, see note 71). Conflicts between Babekr and Ebbos ~as 

now became quite serious. The Briti•h (asst.) political officers(A.P.O.) 
73 

all felt strongly attracted to the personality of Bobekr , who 

became the prototype of a loyal kurdish chieftain. Ebbos became 

equally prototypical: the untrustwothy, treacherous type. It 

was the role he was forced into by his rivalry with Babekr, on 

whom the British bestowed great powers and whose not entirely 

disinterested advice they asked on all occasions. Even when, 

ofter a short unsatisf cictory period of indirect rule, all other 

regions were again administered directly by A.P.O.'s;Qale Dize 

and Nawde~t were still being controlled by Babekr ~a "who held 

the official rank of Qaimmaqom (governor) of Qale Dize but acted 

also as the A.P.O.'s counsellor on matters affecting tribal pol-

•t·• · th f . . h 1174 Th h 1 .b 1 ics across e rontier ••• or in ot er areas • e w o e tri e 

now virtually split into the factions of Babekr and Ebbas, who 

were consistently cast into a pro-government and anti-government 

role. The split was not along lineage lines of the rank-and-file, 

it was simply between the two rival branches of the leading 

family. The other branches sometimes stayed neutral, sometimes ' 

took sides with one of the two, depending on the credit the British 

had at that moment. 

When they seemed strong Babekr was joined; when their prestige 

was low, Ebbas. All opponents of the British (e.g. ?ex MehmOd 

when rebellious, and the Turkish agents who were busily making 
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anti-British propaganda in the early 20's, hoping to regain south

ern Kurdistan and incorporate it into the newly founded republic 

of Turkey) could count on support from Ebbas'faction. Because 

the Pijder were the most powerful tribe of the whole of southern 

Kurdistan and because Babekr was the British's staunchest ally, 

Ebbas was an obvious candidate for such recruitment. The balance 

of power was always unequal, and in the favour of the British and 

their man Babekr (who had indeed previously also been the stronger 

of the two rivals: in 1919 he could put 1000 armed men into the 

field, Ebbas only 500
75

). 

In a later stage these tribal or factional disputes were cross

cut by conflicts of another type, those between aghas on the one 

hand and their common tribesmen and non-tribal peasants on the 

other. Even among the tribesmen there were great differences in 

the degree of loyalty and obedience to the chiefly family. There 

was a faithful hard core (probably mainly consisting of their 

oldest subjects, the NOredini), while others, more recently inte

grated, resented their subjection and the high dues exacted from 

them. The Mame~, who managed to escape comp~ete subjection (see 

note 71), still talk with deeply-felt hatred about the Pijder 

aghas. It is understandable that others who were less fortunate 

have similar feelings. In the 1950's when definitive land regis

tration was taking place and the ownership of the land had to be 

legally decided among those who made claims to it, there were 

fierce legal bottles between aghas and commoners. There were 

some minor peasant revolts , as in other parts of southern Kurdi

stan; land invasions and occupations took place. After Qassem's 

coup the anti-landlord movement found strong support among the 

Pijder subjects and after some clashes most of the Pijder aghas 

fled to Iran. They came back after the growing tensions between 

Kurdish nationalists and Qossem's (Arab) government had forced 

the class antagonisms below the threshold. For sometime the aghos 

could benefit from the rather ~eneralized nationalist feelings in 

order to decrease the anti-landlord sentiment - for weren't the 
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aghas Kurds too? Gradually, however, they lost their traditional 

powers to the new authorities, military commanders of the Kurdish 

guerrilla army. In 1969 at last they went over to the government~ 

side,together with their loyal followers, and actively fought 

the nationalists. Their considerable landholdings were partly 

distributed among landless peasants. But after the peace set

tlement of 1970 they returned and regained their lands - up to 

the ceiling set by .the new landreform law of 197o. 75a 

Thus among the Pijder we found a definite stratification: rulers 

belong to the Mirawdeli lineage, among their subjects we can dis

tinguish the"original" commoners (NOredini), more peripheral 

tribesmen (who had either attached themselves voluntarily or had 

been incorporated by conpuest) and in some districts a non-tribal 

peasantry (subjected by force). 

Hemewend 

An even more rigidly hierarchical organization, in many respects 

similar to that of the Pijder, is that of the Hemewend76• This 

tribe, once notorious robbers, already had a disciplined military 

organization when they entered the Ottoman Empire from Persia and 

conquered their present territory, subjecting the sedentary, non

tribal peasant population (now called "misken", i.e. "poor", "ser

vile"). The tribe is led by a Begzade lineage (like the Caf); 

the other lineages have their own aghas. In the past each village 

had to contribute a number of fighting men (10-15), led by the 

village agha, to the tribe's army. These small units were inte

grated into larger ones under the aghas of more comprehensive 

sections, etc. Raiding parties were organized by individual 

aghas, by a number of aghas communally, or - in the case of im

portant operations- centrally by the head of the Begzade lineage. 

Conquest of misken villages was apparently the work of individual 

aghas, who organized a war party with their tribal followers. 

The village was then mode tributary to the ogho that organized the 
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war-party. Some of his men (usually a relative with some followers) 

settled permanently in the village, collected revenue and passed 

(port of) it on to this ogha. In a later stage the local repre

sentotive(s) of the ogho often completely usurped these taxes. 

The misken thus do not own their land, they ore shore-croppers, 

and ore separated by a caste-barrier from the tribal inhabitants 

of the village. Theoretically they do hove the inheritable 

right of tenancy of specific plots, but "such rights may easily 

be infringed upon"
77

• The misken ore not necessarily poor; some 

possess plots that ore so large that they employ completely 

landless agricultural workers (usually of foreign origin). Ex

ploitation by the Hemewend was not much worse than that of tribal 

peasants elsewhere by aghos of their own lineage: 10-20% of the 

cereal crops, a third of irrigated crops (greens, tomatoes, etc) 

were exacted. Thus, in misken villages we find a stratified 

society: ogha, tribal Hemewend commoners, misken with inalienable 

occupancy rights and agricultural workers. 

Before external administration became effectice the "feudal" re

lations of Hemewend and misken were mutually benef iciol; the 

lotter were no,t only exploited but also protected against other 

tribes. The misken also derived economic benefits from acting as 

middlemen and selling in the bazors loot that the Hemewend hod 

made in their raiding parties. But when government made its power 

felt more effectively these relations become antagonistic. The 

Hemewend could no longer raid; so they hod to support themselves 

by taking to agriculture too, and probably by aggravating the 

economic exploitation. Being of higher status, they had better 

contacts with government officials, and could manipulate the ad

ministration in order to get advantages at the expense of the 

misken (e.g~ misken claimed that Hemewend helped the police with 

military conscription by giving them all misken names, and were 

in return themselves exempted
78

). When Borth visited the area 

(in 1950) he found that conflicts between misken and Hemewend 

dominated the scene. They were very intense then because of the 
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land registration that was in progress. Concrete data on the par

ticipation of these misken in the later peasant movement I have 

unfortunately not been able to collect. 

Dizeyi 

Conquest pure and simple is not the only way non-tribal pea$ants 

were subjected, as the Pijder and Hemewend cases might suggest. 

The Dizeyi are a case in point. Political and economical here 

power are in the hands of the descendants of a certain Ehmed Pa~a 

from Dize (?) who became an Ottoman governor of Erbil early in 

the 19th century, and as such managed to appropriate much land' 

in the fertile plain of Erbil, and to impose his domination on 

the sedentary population. It is not clear whether his family's 

chieftainship over the semi-nomadic, tribal population also dates 

from that time, or whether they had been tribal chieftains from 

earlier times. The only thing that is certain is that they are 

from a different origin than the tribesmen themselves. Written 

sources rarely make the distinction between the tribal and "non

tribal" element. 

According to Hay (1921 - 77) the commoners numbered nearly 30,000 

in 1920, and there were 4 rival branches of the leading family. 

The semi-nomadic tribesmen lived in villages at the edge of the 

plain, which they left for the mountains in summer79 The misken, 

in villages .2!l the plain, were submitted to an agha of the leading 

family, who was their landlord. The aghas between them used to 

own more than half the Erbil plain; their ownership is not the 

result of conquest (the Dizeyi tribe "is respectable and does not 

raid 1180), but of the collusion of the leading family with the 

Ottoman administration. This gave them the opportunity to acquire 

legal title to the land, after which the state apparatus could 

help them to maintain this ownership effectively - which proved 

to be necessary repeatedly. 

Hay, ,who had many dealings with the Dizeyi, called Ehmed Pa~a, 

the second most important agha "more a successful merchant and 
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profiteer than a tribal chief", who had become extremely rich 

through corruption, shrewdness and extortion
81

• He soon became 

"anti-government" because the British proved less corruptible 

than the Ottomans (as Hay thinks) or, more probably, because the 

British favoured his rival Ibrahim ~a whom they considered the 

paramount chieftain. The aghas were quite unpopular with the 

misken already at that time. Late in 1918 the British held a 

modest opinion-poll in the occupied part of Kurdistan on the ex

pectations and wishes for the future, expecially on whether or 

not southern Kurdistan should be included in a mainly Arab inde

pendent state. From the plains of Mosul and Erbil it was reported 

that "the view of the country population is that though we have 

freed them from Turkey, we have yet to free them from the tyranny 

of landowners, who are the only class in favour of Arab Govern-
. 82 

ment" - an interesting mixture of nationalist and class sentiments. 

Hay (1921: 68) mentions an occasion "where the Dizeyi refused.to 

assist their aghas in a struggle against the authorities"; he is 

not clear on whether these disloyal Dizeyi were tribesmen or misken. 

Under the Iraqi monarchy the Dizeyi aghas secured their overlord

ship by close connections with the Baghdad authorities. Some of 

them became members of parliament, even cabinet ministers. In 

1953 a serious peasant revolt shook the Erbil plain, probably the 

most serious one in recent Iraqi history. The frightened landlords 

(most of whom were already absentees living in towns) fled from 

the district and were later brought back under protection of the 

army. 

In the nationalist war few of the misken joined the nationalist 

ranks. This did not change even after some members of the leading 

family had started to ploy leading roles in it (the family was 

wise enough to keep a few irons in each fire). In the plains it 

was generally true that the misken (who never were fighting men) 

abstained, while some of the tribal paesants and semi-nomads act

ively joined or opposed the nationalists, usually under the 
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leadership of, or at the instigation of their aghas. Beside their 

lack of fighting capacities the misken had another reason for·not 

participating: their main aim was to become the owners of their 

lands and to achieve some economic betterment, needs more immediate 

than national and cultural rights or autonomy. They were more 

liable to get landreform from the Baghdad government than from 

Barzan~ for the simple reason that Barzani would never be able to 

defend the open plains militarily. 
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II. j POWER AS A PROCESS: colonization of the northern Cezire 

It has been argued that the "purest" form of (western European) 

feudalism existed hot somewhere in Europe itself but in the Cru

sader State in the Levant, where this mode of production and politi

cal organization was implanted in a vacuum, as it were, and could 

develop to its systemic consequences unhampe~ed by any previously 

existing modes83• The usefulness of defining forms of social or

ganization in the abstract, so that reality gives only an impure 

approximation them, may be doubted. It is certain, however, that 

a close study of the Crusader State adds to our understanding of 

the logic of feudalism as it actually existed and developed in 

Europe itself. 

A similar "laboratory" for Kurdish tribal and quasi-feudal organ

ization is provided by the northern Cezire, where some tribes 

from Kurdistan proper have recently settled in previously un- or 

very thinly inhabited areas. One should be careful in extrapolat

ing findings from this area, but some of the dynamics of tribal 

political life may become clearer here. This section is largely 

based on interviews made in the Cezire, May 1976. 

The northern Cezire (the northern part of the Mesopotamian plain, 

corresponding with the extreme northeast of modern Syria and the 

adjoining strip of flatlands in Turkey south of the Karacadag 

and Tor Abdin mountains) is one of the most fertile areas in the 

.world and supported in antiquity a much more numerous population 

than at present. Raids by Beduin tribes from the south and Kur

dish nomads from the north and from the Sinjar hills had made 

cultivation a risky and unprofitable affair. Vast areas hod been 

completely deserted, and only numerous "tells" (the orti ficiol 

hills arisen as the result of centuries of inhabitation of the 

some spot) were there to remind of more secure times. It was the 

most dangerous stretch of the caravan route that linked Baghdad 

via Mosul with Aleppo and Istanbul. Early travellers attest to 

the insecurity, the perpetual danger of being waylaid by marauding 
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B d . y .d. 84 e uin or ezi is • Energetic governors of Mosul and Diyarbekir 

made an end to raiding by the yezidi Kurds from Sinjar and somewhat 

bridled the Beduin in the second half of the last century. Gradually 

the northern Cezire began to be re-settled, partly by nomadic Kurdish 

tribes who had always used these low and warm lands as their winter 

quarters (most of them were still tributary to the (Beduin) Shammar 

tribe at the turn of the century! 85), partly by individuals and 

tribal sections that came from elsewhere, attracted by the rich 

lands. The process of settlement was accelerated by the closure of 

th& border between Turkey and the new mandated state of Syria (effec

tive around 1924). Nomads could no longer make their full annual 

migration, so that some settled south of the border. Persecutions 

of Kurds in Turkey forced many to leave their native lands and come 

to.Syria. Thus in the district of Qami~li "one town, 28 villages, 

48 hamlets, 29 isolated farms (locations of future villages) rose 

f th d • l h f • t t • II 
86 rom e groun in ess t an ive years ime • 

Among the first to settle was the leading family of the DOrikan, 

at that time a nomadic tribe of the Heverkan confederation. Most 

of the commoners of this tribe have since settled much further north, 
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near their summer pastures, but still send their chieftains the 

traditional gift of sheep at the annual holidays. Some of them 

hove individually settled in the Cezire as peasants. 

The first of this family to settle was Ebbos (see Fig. 3); it must 

have been around 1850. In his lifetime the first land-registration 

took place. He hod a very large territory registered in the names 

of his eldest three sons (the youngest, ~uweys, was not yet born). 

This territory coincided more or less with the traditional grazing 

area of his tribe. 
There may have been some non-tribal Kurdish peasants as well as 

members of other tribes who for some reason or other established 

themselves as Ebbas' dependents. It seems that then none of the 

DOrikan themselves had started cultivating yet - an activity that 
87 

most nomads deem unworthy of themselves • The DOriki that I met 

who were peasants had all come and joined more recently. 

When Ebbas died his eldest son Mihemed succeeded him. By then the 

family had adopted some of the ways of the Arab tribesmen and Mihemed 

established a great name among the Arab chieftains - more immediate 

rivals for power and prestige than other Kurds at that time - by 

organizing the most lavish feasts the land had seen in a long time. 

Hundreds of lambs were slaughtered in a single day, their blood 

formed real rivulets at those parties to which all great men of the 

Cezire were invited. Among Kurds and Arabs alike prestige is won 

by military prowess or conspicuous generosity; the latter was Mihemed's 

forte. Till this day his descendants need only mention his name 

and every Arab chieftain stands up for them and shows them the great

est respect. 

Mihemed had other appetites as well, he married no fewer than 40 

women - but respectably, as a good moslem: never more than 4 at 

a time; before marrying a new bride he divorced one of his wives. 

He died young, before his sons were old enough to succeed him. His 

brother Sileman became the new agha. Sileman was more moderate 

and married only 14 women (but, unlike his brother, he kept the 10 

women he divorced in his house). Also the other branches of the 

family were rather prolific, so that the family increased rapidly 
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in numbers. None, however, except the family head had any private 

income worth mentioning. Peasants were free to cultivate where they 

wished (land was abundant), on condition that they surrendered 10% 

of the yield to their agha, the head of the chiefly family. The 

family head then redistributed this among the family members, who 

received a kind of pocket money and thus remained economically 

1 l d d t h . k' 88 u d t d bl t comp ete y epen en on t eir insman • n ers an a y, no every-

one was content with this arrangement, and the family members 'were 

Ebbas was not alone, of course, when he settled; a Kurdish chieftain 

never is. With him were some lesser relatives, a retinue, shepherds 

for his considerable flocks, and dependant peasants of very diverse 

origins. A large proportion (maybe even the main body) of this 

peasantry were Jacobite christians (''sOriyan!") from the Tor Abdin 

mountains. It is not clear whether these Jacobites were already 

living there when Ebbas settled; probably a few were, and many others 

came down from the over-populated mountains, when Ebbas' permanent 

presence gave them a year-round protection against raids by other 

tribes (mainly the Shammar). They cannot have come much later, for 

Ebbas' second son Sileman took one of the resident christians' 

daughter for a wife - after having converted her to Islam of course, 

to the utter displeasure of the father and his co-religionists. 
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looking for ways of securing themselves a private income without 

having to touch the plough themselves. As the number of peasants 

increased, the family had spread over the villages of their territory. 

Dugir, the village where Ebbas had settled, became the "capital" 

where the family head resided, the other family members lived in 

small clusters elsewhere, supervising the peasants. They did not 

yet want to risk a feud with Sileman or later his sons ~ilal and 

Xalib who succeeded him, and did not try to keep the revenue ~or 

themselves. The villagers normally paid the tithe to the village 

headman (ri spi, mOxter; appointed by the agha or elected by the 

villagers), who handed it over to the ag~a~ It seems that there 

were also a number of villages not fully under control. The ri spi 

there collected the tithe, but did not surrender it, and kept it' 

for a local guest house instead. Only in the case of a conflict 

with another tribe (or later with the French) would such villages 

support the DOriki family financially. 

The family members who lived in villages other than Dugir did not, 

as said, keep the tithe for themselves. In the time that ~ilol 

was the family head, however, some stcirted to.make themselves less 

dependent on him in another way. They turned to the really poor 

peasants, who did not own a plough and the animals to draw it, and 

entered a new kind of arrangement with them. They provided them 

with a mule, o plough and seed; in exchange they took half the yield. 

It is not clear from the accounts I heard whether these peasants 

paid the tithe to the paramount agho as well. Even if that were so, 

these peasants were bound directly to the oghas who gave them their 

means of production rather than to the paramount chieftain. The 

latter was, understandably, not very happy with this new development,. 

which resulted in many conflicts. These cannot be understood as 

conflicts over land, for land was without recognized value, it was 

as abundant as the air. Nor were they about sovereignty primarily: 

the head of the chiefly family was not challenged in this field yet. 

One important aspect is the wish of family members to make themselves 
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independent of the family head: family solidarity (among the aghas) 

is seen to break down. It was the new (?) mode of production that 

made this possible. The conflicts in the family had, to a certain 

extent, also the character of conflicts over the scarce asset of 

that time: labour. A new class of peasantry was born (or was first 

perceived)
89

, many wanted to be its master. 

The interesting thing is, that the family's "rebels" did not try to 

change the existing political and economical relationships (they 

did not try to usurp the tithe, and did not challenge Sileman's 

position as the family head), but that they entered entirely new 

arrangements. Thui they initiated socio-political change instead 

of merely practising traditional politics. 

An event that occurred in the late 1920's shows that the political 

author1ty of the head of the family was still recognized then, and 

that he still hod ultimate control over the tribe's land. It involved 

the village where Avde (see Fig 3) lived. The inhabitants of that 

village were all christians (Jacobites, or Suriyant). Among the 

DOrikan and the other Heverkan the christions were less oppressed 

economically and politically than in most parts of Kurdistan. They 

were even, in a way, considered members of the tribe. Nevertheless, 

relations between christians and muslims were not always the most 

cordial. Especially ofter the French hod established their admin

istration many conflicts odcurred: the christians felt protected 

now, and no longer silently resigned themselves to exploitation 

and humiliations. 

Some of the villages in DOrikon territory were entirely populated 

by christians: the French expropriated one of them without compen

sation and gave it to the inhabitants. Probably to prevent further 

expropriation ~ilal, who was then paramount agha,ordered Avde, 

who lived in the other christion village, to sell it immediately to 

the inhabitants. Avde obeyed and sold the entire village, which 

he tQon had to leave, and handed the entire proceeds over to Silal. 

Apparently land was then considered full, alienable {salable) 
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property, but not yet fully private property
90

• It was no longer 

collective tribal land, but was still the chiefly family's communal 

estate, administered by the paramount agha. 

The nature of leadership had changed considerably in the past 50 

years however. As long as the DOriki were nomadic the agha had not 

been much more than a primus inter pares, whose authority was based 

on his military capacities, justice and wisdom (at least, that is 

what they say themselves). Although all his fellow-tribesmen gave 

him gifts of sheep annually, his economic position was not much 

better than theirs. Quite often the agha was not the richest man 

of the tribe, for a good agha has to slaughter many of his animals. 

But here in the Cezire, as agriculture increased in importance while 

animal husbandry relatively and absolutely decreased, the agha's 

position evolved into apredominantlyeconomical one. This develop

ment was speeded up after the French had introduced their admin

istration and courts of justice, which diminished, though not 

eliminated the agha's political powers. It is interesting therefore 

to note which criteria determined succession. If primogeniture 

were decisive (as in nomad ideology, though not practice), after 

Sileman's death Ebbas II, the genealogically eldest, should have 

succeeded. But when I asked why ~ilal succeeded instead, no one 

even mentioned the principle of primogeniture. They gave me other 

reasons why Ebbas might have succeeded: he (and his brother ~exmOs 

too) was much more of a man (mer), more courageous and combative 

than ~ilol. But the lotter hod other qualities, he was much more 

generous (merd) and wiser. 
.. 

His brother Xolib, who become agho 

ofter him, shored these qualities,and knew moreover very well how 

to deal with government officials - which had gradually become the 

first quality any good chieftain needed. 

That it is not just any generosity that qualifies a man as a good 

leader is suggested by the way Xalib's generosity was described: 

"he gives his daughters to his nephews (brazi = (classificatory) 

brother's son) without demanding a brideprice": an ideal way of 
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course to placate those corners from where rivalries and challenges 

. ht . . t 91 mig or1g1na e • 

The further developments we shall follow in the person of Mihemed II 

(whose guest I was for some time). Mihemed grew up in his uncle 

~exmOs' house, because his father had been killed in a fight against 

the French when these first entered the district in 1922. But soon 

he got into serious conflicts with ~exmus, who had some peasants 

working for himself under the arrangement described before, in which 

Mihemed wanted to participate. Mihemed left his uncle and went to 

Dugir, the capital where.$ilal resided since he had become the chief. 

When Mihemed gave a mule and a plough to a poor peasant under $ilal's 

very eyes he predictably got into trouble. Leaving Dugir he esta

blished himself at a place an hour by foot away from there, but his 

relatives at Dugir did everything they could to chase him away. 

Poor and hungry he managed to survive.this difficult period only 

through the help (financial and otherwise) that his first father

in-law (a classificatory maternal uncle) gave him - even his house 

was built for him bythis uncle's men. Soon thereafter his uncle 

$exm0s came and built a house nearby - too close for comfort. 

Mihemed was thus surrounded by inimical paternal uncles. There was 

a short lull when a truce was agreed to, and Mihemed married Sileman's 

daughter Eliya (i.e. $ilal's sister). Soon after however new con

flicts arose. Mihemed was an angry young man, challenging established 

authority, and a tough fighter; never giving up and never giving in, 

he won his independence. A village slowly 9rew around his house; 

and not only poor peasants, whom he had to·provide with implements 

and animals but also. other, "ordinary" peasants settled in his village. 

From them he collected the tithe - no longer for Dugir, but for 

himself. Similar developments had taken place or were beginning in 

other villages, so that in the end Xalib had only income from Dugir 

itself and one or two other villages. In the years 1952-54 there 

was a new land registration, and the newly won independence received 

legal confirmation: all the lands around Mihemed's village were 
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registered in his children's names. 

The relations with his tenants ore changing now, as o result of 

mechanization (early 50's the tractor, late 50's the harvester). 

He does not really need the peasants any more to cultivate the land, 

because he can hire machinery with skilled operators for all necessary 

activities. But the villagers ore "his men", he cannot simply send 

them away. So half of his possessions he cultivates directly now, 

hiring the necessary equipment; the other half is more or less equally 

distributed among the other villagers, who let the same machinery 

cultivate their plots, and give Mihemed 10% of the proceeds. But 

he talks already of how he will decently get rid of them: his lands, 

when divided up among his many children, are below the ceiling for 

land-ref6rm: now he expects his peasants to get some land elsewhere 

under the land reform low. This change is reflected in other things 

as well: not only is the diwonxone (o large separate building) 

closed, but also most of the villagers do not visit his home very 

frequently. It is only the oldest (in terms of residence), those 

who were his retainers, and those who had ossi~ted him in conflicts 

and in minor raids, that ore still frequent visitors to his home. 

The gradual decentralization of authority that was noticed among 

the DOriki was o general tendency among the tribes of this or.ea, 

which hod hod o strong central leadership for some time and among 

whom external administration and the rapid growth of the leading 

family strengthened centrifugal tendencies. But no trend is irrevers

ible. In 1926 o strong personality come from Turkey to Syria and 

managed to concentrate much power into his hands by o combination 

of "traditional" and "modern" methods. This was Haco, lost great 

chieftain of the Heverkan. The recent history of this tribe and 

especially Haco's career are the last case that shall be described 

here. 

The Heverkan conf ederotion and Hoco 

The Heverkon are a large confederation of (reputedly) 24 tribes; 
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some of these tribes are muslim, others yezidi, while there are also 

a number of christianspermanently associated with the tribe. The 

Heverkan belonged to the emirate of Botan. When that still existed, 

it is said, order reigned, there were no inter-tribal fights and 

certainly no intra-tribal ones. The Heverkan had a common chief 

who was a vassal of the mir of Botan. When the latter was defeated 

by the Ottomans and exiled (1847), the emirate fell apart, as did 

many of the tribes, rent by struggles for leadership. The first 

dynasty that ruled the Heverkan confederation was the mala ~exe, 

of which not much more than the name is remembered; soon it was· 

replaced by the mala Eli Remo; Eli Remo was the head of the Erebiyan 

subtribe, who by his "merani" (manliness, prowess) brought the other 

subtribes one by one under his control. His descendants gradually 

lost authority to an other family, the mala Osman, of the Elikan 

subtribe (see Fig. 4). Osman himself had been dead for some time 

when the family started to play a role beyond the own subtribe; Hesen 

was the first to extend his rule over some of the neighbouring 

sections. For a long time there was no supreme ruler over the Heverkan 

as a whole: authority was divided among the mala Eli Remo and the 

mala Osman. Even later, when the latter had won complete control 

over the confederation, they seem to have been considered something 

of parvenus. The mala Eli Remo enjoys more universal respect. It 

is significant that members of the mala Osman stand up for the 
91a mala Eli Remo, and not vice .versa • And in cbnflicts between 

the two branches of the mala Osman the mala Eli Remo would sometimes 

mediate. 

Haco II extended his rule further, but not as yet over the whole of 

the Heverkan. His strategy included war with the neighbouring tribe 

Dek~Ori, strangers 'who had never belonged to the Botan emirate. 

It helped him to unite a significant number of the Heverkan behind 

him, but also brought him into conflict with the Ottoman government 

with which the Dek~Ori were in league. From that time on the Heverkan 

had the reputation of being a rebel tribe - and they lived up to it. 
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In 1896 Haco II was murdered at the instigation of the Dek~Ori chief, 

Cimo. Leadership now passed to Elike Bette and ~elebi, of the younger 

branch of the family. In perpetual conflict with each other, they 

brought all subtribes under the control of their family. Elik, 

brave and charismatic, legendary hero of the tribe, continued a 

guerrilla against the government for over 20 years. Taking revenge 

for his cousin, he killed Cimo with his own hands. In the tumultu

ous days following Ottoman defeat in World War I he seized the town 

of Midyat and tried to establish an independent government. By then 

he dominated not only the vast majority of Heverkan, but other, 

neighbouring tribes as well. The christians, persecuted by Turks 

and other Kurdish tribes, looked upon him as their protector; fierce 

christian fighters contributed to his rise to power92 • In 1919 Elik 

was murdered under mysterious circumstances, and the unity of the 

tribe collapsed. ~elebi and Serhan II, who had meanwhile built up 

a retinue of over a hundred men (an enormous size for a retinue) 

now brought part of the Heverkan under their rule. Some sections 
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remoined independent under their own leaders, others recognized 

Haco III, the hero of the story. Haco was still very young (he was 

born after his father's death), but he had the capacities that go 

into making a great chieftain. He was full of daring and had a 

clear idea of what he wanted, and no scruples when trying to reach 

that; he was an expert at raiding and good military tactician. 

With a handful of loyal men he started harassing partisans of ~elebi, 

managing to avoid major confrontations with ~elebi himself. At 

first he did not aim at the core of ~elebi's following, but at 

.those who were less committed and whom he might easier force away 

from him. A village that supported ~elebi, for instance, but that 

was sufficiently removed from ~elebi's main centers of power, would 

be attacked with superior strength. Haco would only attack if he 

was 100% sure that his men were much stronger than the village's: 

a wise man does not take unnecessary risks, and a climber cannot 

permit himself any defeats. Frequently, too, he and a party of well

armed followers would ride into a village and lead away all the 

animals they could find~ (I did not at first understand this when 

I heard it; it seemed to me hardly the way for a chief to gain 

supremacy over his~ tribe; so I asked Haco's son Cerni!, who told 

me much about his father's exploits: "do you mean that they stole 

the flocks?" Cerni!, aware that Europeans classify these things dif

ferently, answered that Haco did appropriate them, but that this 

was not theft, but talon ("plunder"), which belongs to a quite dif

ferent category. A thief comes in the night, and takes things away 

secretly; real ~ take openly, challenging everyone, showing them

selves the strongest, the masters.) Haco was a good raider, and 

~elebi could not effectively protect all villages, so that for very 

pragmatic reasons many became Haco's followers. In many other villages 

a part of the population was for Haco, another part on ~elebi's side. 

In such villages there was frequently nightly shooting between the 

two factions; often the village had been divided before, but the 

confL~cts became more serious when the power struggle of Haco and 

~elebi intensified them, and gave a new cause to an old antagonism
93
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Gradually but steadily the numbers of those who recognized him as 

the paramount Heverkan chieftain increased. By 1925 the majority 

supported him. Contrary to what one might expect from the segmentary 

appearance of tribes he did not at first establish authority in his 

own lineage and then in successively larger units, but he was active 

in all sub-tribes at the same time. In each some small sections 

joined him, later to be followed by more such sections, etc. Petty 

feuds in groups still beyond his grip could be used to bring one of 

the parties into alignment with him. And long before he had con

trol over the ~hole conf ederotion - he never got so far - Haco was 

invol~ed in politics of a much wider scope: he tried to form a 

nationalist alliance (under his own leadership, of course). 

In 1925 a Kurdish nationalist revolt, led by ~Ix Setd, had broken 

out (see Ch. V1 its participants belonged mainly to the tribes north

east of Diyarbekir. The 1urkish government tried the old stratagem 

of sending other tribes against the insurgents. Among the tribes 

that received orders to march to Diyarbekir and participate in opera

tions against the rebels were theHev&rkan- who had been formally 

submitted in 1921, a year and a half after Eltk's death, and were 

now a "loyal" tribe. Not wonting to risk a confrontati6n with 

government yet, Haco and his men obediently went in the direction 

of Diyorbekir but made sure that they stayed for away from the rebels. 

Loter that year, ofter the main body of insurgents hod been routed 

by the Turkish army, they could return home without the odium of 

having become traitors to the Kurdish cause. Hoco hod on alternative, 

of course: he could have joined the revolt (of which he hod probably 

previous knowledge; he had probably even been invited to). However, 

the revolt hod been planned and was led by others, and he could at 

best have played a secondary role in it; I suppose that is why he 

decided to wait. His time came a year later; in the middle of March, 

1926 his men seized police and frontier posts, chased away all 

government officials, and demanded immediate assistance from all 

important chieftains in the neighbourhood, also those in what hod 

become·Syrio and Iraq. The revolt was ill-planned, and in retrospect 
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it is not clear what exactly may hove precipitated it. Maybe the 

Turkish reprisals against Kurds were also off ecting this region; 

maybe there was some premeditated (but imperfectly executed) plan, 

for in other ports of central Kurdistan there were nearly simultaneous 

minor revolts. Responses to his appeals to Kurdish nationalism were 

not forthcoming, except from some neighbouring tribes that were 

already under his control, and from a number of individuals from 

other tribes that came and joined him (among them was ~ex Seid's 

brother Mehdi, who hod first •ought refuge in Iraq). Most tribal 

chieftains were afraid to commit themselves. Hoco kept the.whole 

area under his sole control for about 10 days, then the Turkish army 

forced him to retreat into Syria. French control over the extreme 

north-east of Syria was incomplete yet, and both Haco and his per-· 

secutors could easily enter and leave again. The (Arab) Toi tribe 

gave Hoco asylum. He remained ''rebellious" for some time, raiding 

into Turkey with small guerrilla bonds (~ete) and attacking Turkish 

patrols, until the French stopped him. 

As a great chieftain, he was generally treated courteously by the 

French. He was less welcome among the Kurdish oghos because he was 

too powerful, too dangerous a rival. His diplomatic capacities 

mode him soon the French's favourite spokesman for the Kurdish tribes; 

on the other hand, his influence with them now supplemented the old 

methods th~t he continued to use in order to bring new groups unde~ 

his control. He never settled to agriculture like the other oghos: 

he was not a former but a warrior and politician. He built a town 

for himself, in collaboration with the French: Tirbe spi. At the 

time of his arrival in the Cezire, he did not hove any possessions 

there. He received the land on which he built Tirbe spi from the 

DOriki oghos. None of the villages hod ever paid the tithe to him, 

but soon ofter he hod arrived some started doing so, hardly voluntarily 

- the muxters thought it wiser to pay a fixed omo~nt regularly than 

to suffer unpredictable, but probably higher losses in the raids 

Haco~s companions continued to make. The quarrelling DOriki aghas 

came together and forgot their conflicts, for fear that otherwise 
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Haco would soon be the lord and master of the whole province and 

there might not be much left for them to quarrel about. They still 

accuse Haco of mean behaviour and theft on an extraordinary scale, 

but it seems that they were mainly worried about his influence with 

the French. For instance, when the French needed workers they al

ways ordered them from Haco, to whom also the salaries were paid. 

Many commoners therefore gravitated towards Haco. 

Beside these ordinary ways of advancing politically (feuding and 

raiding; good relations with the state) Haco still had a third way 

to increase his influence: as a (sincere) Kurdish nationalist. He 

became one of the. foremost members of the Kurdish league XoybOn 

(that did much of the planning of the Ararat rebellion) and when the 

Turkish armies threatened the Kurdish insurgents in the Ararat 

region he made raids into southeastern Turkey in an attempt to divert 

them. With all this Haco became by far the most powerful and in

fluential Kurdish chieftain within a vast area. And he died before 

economical and political developments could undermine his position, 

thus remaining in people's memories as the last great chieftain in 

these parts. 

The political organization of the Heverkan is interesting, because 

it was clearly not yet stabilized: there was no institutionalized 

central leadership, with the consequence that authority moved from 

one sub-tribe to the other (or rather, from one family to the other). 

In the end, however, the sole two claimants to central authority 

belonged to the same family. If developments could have continued 

uninterruptedly the mala Osman might have become a begzade lineage 

as the Caf have. 

Interesting is also the position of the mala Eli Remo, which in 

spite of the absence of real political authority (except, in a way, 

over their own sub-tribe the Erebiya) is more respected than the 

mala Osman. 
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II. k Subject "non-tribal" peasantry and 
their relations with tribal Kurds 

In the preceding sections mention was made of "non-tribal" groups, 

Kurds as well as others, that live in "feudal" subservience to 

Kurdish tribesmen. Non-tribal Kurds generally do not own land: 

they are share-croppers or landless agricultural labourers. As 

the term "non-tribal" suggests, they are not tribally organized: 

they have no kinship-based organization beyond shallow lineages 

without much political significance. There is no noticeable tendency 

towards lineage endogamy. This is, however, not what tribesmen 

refer to when they make a distinction between tribal and non-tribal 

Kurds. For them, these are two castes: masters and servants, 

rulers and ruled. (see the discussion of the term "e~iret", p. 54). 

Tribesmen are warriors and do not toil, non-tribals are thought unfit 

to fight and it is only natural that their lords exploit their 

labour. They are a productive asset, not unlike a flock of sheep. 

"Flock" indeed is the primary meaning of the term "reyet" (Ar.: 

ra'yah) that is widely used in Kurdistan as well as in other parts 

of the Middle East to denote such groups. Many Europeans who visited 

Kurdistan in the 19th century commented on this distinction. In 

their descriptions, the division was very. strict, and much sharper 

than I found it. It is not unlikely that these descriptions were 

somewhat exaggerated, the informants were generally tribesmen who 

boasted of their own superiority. But certainly it is also true 

that the social and economical changes of the past half century have 

softened the differences between the two categories. Typicolly, the 

tribesmen were nomadic shepherds or semi-nomadic shepherds-cum

cultivators, while the non-tribal peasants (and craftsmen) were 

economically and politically dominated by them. Since most tribesmen 

have by now fully settled and have taken up agri~ulture, and since 

both within the tribal and non-tribal segments class contradictions 

are developing, the distinction is not as clear-cut now as it used 

to be. For a discussion I shall therefore lean heavily on written 

reports from the 19th and early 20th century. 
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Economical exploitation of peasantry by tribesmen 

The nature of the relation of the tribal and non-tribal segments, 

or rather, the degree of exploitation of the latter by the former, 

varies from time to time and from place to place. In the districts 

of Pervari and of Hekari (Turkish Ku~distan) I found that the only 

obligation the non-tribal peasantry have nowadays is to mow grass 

as winterfodder for a tribal agha's flocks; no other dues are levied. 

In the ~ataq and NordOz districts (immediately north of Hekari) the 

non-tribal peasants (a vast majority of the local population) are 

not considered the owners of their land, they have to hand over a 

high proportion of the produce to the aghas of the Giravi, their 

overlords
93

• In southern Kurdistan Barth found that the tribal 

Hemewend took (only) 10-20% of their non-tribal peasants' cereal 

crop and a third of the irrigated crop - which is not more than 

aghas elsewhere take from their cultivating fellow-tribesmen. There 

is a difference, however. Among the Hemewend and expecially the 

Dizeyi the misken (as the non-tribal subjects are called here) were 

tied to the land; they were "owned" by the tribal agha and could 

not simply leave one agha for another93a. Even now, in spite of 

the anti-landlord measures taken in Iraq, the Dizeyi aghas can 

still restrict their misken's freedom of movement. In the past 

the non-tribal peasantry were usually just serfs. Taylor, in the 

· 1860' s, found that the (christian) peasantry of the Botan district 

(called "zerkiri", "bought with. gold") were bought and sold together 

with the land on which they worked (Taylor 1865 : 51). Forty-five 

years earlier his c.ompatriot Rich, visiting the Silemani district 

(at the invitation of the Saban prince ruling there) wrote into 

his diary: "A tribesman once confessed to me that the clans con

ceived the peasants to be merely created for their use; and wretched 

indeed is the condition of the Koordish cultivators ••• "(Rich I, 89); 

Rich went on to compare them with the negroe slaves in the West Indies 

- he saw little difference. Another agha told Rich: "I take 

from them my due, which is the zakat, or tenth of the whole, and as 

much more as I can squeeze out of them by any means, and any pretext" 
(Rich I, 96). 
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Ethnic differences 

In some cases the subject, non-tribal peasantry ore ethnically dif

ferent from their tribal overlords. This is most obvious in the 

case of christion peasants, who generally speak a different language 

and hove a different material culture. Not all christion groups 

in Kurdistan lived in subjection to Kurdish tribesmen: there were 

autonomous communities, and even some (Nestorions of central 

Kurdistan) that dominated Kurdish peasants! Most christions, however, 

were politically dominated and economically exploited by Kurdish 

tribal oghos. The precise origins of these christion groups and 

of their relations with the Kurds ore rather obscure in many coses. 

The assumption that "the" christions represent "the" original pop

ulation that was subjected by "the" invading Kurdish tribesmen (as 

historical sources suggest) does not do full justice to tWe complexity 

of relations between these ethnic groups. 

A somewhat exceptional ·case are the relations that ex~tted 
between Kurds and Armenians on the "Armenian plateau" • 
Originally the plateau was nearly exclusively inhabited by 
Armenians, mainly agriculturalists. After the bottle of 
9eldiron (1514), a number of pastoral nomadic Kurdish tribes 
were sent to this plateau, to act as wardens of the Persian 
frontier. An interesting symbiosis of Armenian peasants 
and Kurdish nomads developed. In winter the plateau is 
extremely cold (temperatures of -2s·c ore normal) the local 
Armenians hod developed a house-type, half or completely 
subterranean, that is adopted to these circumstances. The 
Kurds of course did not possess such winter-quarters - they 
were tent-dwellers - and their duties as frontier guards 
f orbode them to go to the worm lowlands in the south and 
southwest. So in winter they went to live with the Armenians 
in their houses, they had stables built in the same village 
to accommodate their flocks. Food and fodder were provided 
by the Armenians. The Kurds "paid" them bock in kind (animal 
products), but not more than they, as the more powerful 
partner,. saw fit. During the 19th century Kurdish-Armenian 
relations deteriorated (influence of the Russian-Turkish 
wars), and oppression of the Armenians by the Kurds increased. 
The formation and arming of para-military units out of the 
Kurdish tribes by Sulton Abdulhamid g~ve them a licence to 
rob and steal and even kill at will (see Ch. III, sec. m). 
Many Armenians emigrated to the Caucasus, many more were 
killed in succeeding waves of massacres; Kurds, settling, 
took their place. 
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But there are also many non-tribal Kurds that live in subservience 

to tribesmen. In the preceding sections we encountered them among 

the Hemewend and Dizeyi (p. 97, 100 ), where they are called "misken"; 

in northern Kurdistan they are usually called "kurmanc". Far south, 

in the Caf territory, they are now also known as misken, but in 

the past the term "gOran" was more common here; the latter term is 

still used throughout Persian Kurdistan as far north as the Rizaye 

district. As a synonym nearly everywhere the term "reyet'.' (Ar: 

ra'yah, pl. ra'oya) is employed. 

Not all non-tribal Kurds live in subjection to tribes; the peasant 

population of the Diyarbekir plain, for instance, was exploited by 

town-dwelling feudal landlords who had positions in the Ottoman 

bureaucracy. 

Two hypotheses concerning these non-tribal Kurds immediately present 

themselves: 

A. they are simply de-tribalized Kurds: their ancestors settled 

down to agriculture, gradually lost their tribal organization 

and the military skill of nomadic pastoralists, and were later_ 

subjected by another tribe; or they had been conquered first 

and been forced to start cultivation for the victors; or they 

are an impoverished segment of the same tribe who settled 

because of poverty 
95 

and lost tribal organization. 

B. they belong to a different stock (ethnically speaking) from 

the tribesmen, representing an older, sedentary, population. 

Present Kurdish culture, in spite of its relatively high degree 

of homogeneity, would then be the result of the crossfertilization 

of (at least) two originally different cultures. 

Although at first sight the former hypothesis might seem to be the 

more reasonable, it is the second one that is ever·and again proposed 

by travellers and researchers, lastly by Rudolph (1959). I think 

there is enough evidence that in ~ cases a variant of ~ is true, 

while in other cases B is more correct, although it might need 

reformulation. In any specific case, therefore, the fact that 
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somewhere else the non-tribal peasantry has different origins from 

the tribesmen cannot be used to support the thesis that the same 

is true here as well. I think Rudolph falls victim to this fallacy. 

In central Kurdistan his expedition found differences in material 

culture between semi-nomads and fully sedentary peasants. This, 

together with observations from southern Kurdistan (the e~iret/gOran 

distinction) leads him to propose an "Ueberschichtungstheorie" identical 

with hypothesis!! above - although the discovered cultural differences 

could easily be ascribed to ecological factors and/or influence of 

the other ethnic groups (Armenian and Nestorian christians) that 

had lived or still live in the area (this objection was also raised 

by HUtteroth (1961, 40-41)). 

That conquest or violent subjection of peasant groups by nomads did 

take place is well attested. The best-known instance is that of 

the Hemewend, who came to their present territory (between Silemani 

and KerkOk) at the same time that Europeans started to frequent these 

parts. Barth recorded in 1950 very vivid memories of how theyconquered 

peasant villages (cf. p97/9;Barth 1953 - 53-55). The Hemewend were 

a somewhat atypical tribe, however: they made their livelihood primarily 
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as raiders, not as shepherds • Another instance of conquest is 

furnished by the Pijder (see p94/7 ~· It should be noted that among 

the vanquished there were tribal as well as non-tribal Kurds. 

A third instance forms an interesting parallel to the Kurdish-Armenian 

"symbiosis" referred to above. Firat (1975) relates how his tribe, 

the Xormek (settled cultivators in the Vorto district, south of 

ErzerOm) were subjected by the nomadic Cibron tribe,who since that 

time spent the winters in the Xormek villages and forced the Xormek 

to build stables for their flocks. The Xormek are called a ~' 

but their position vis a vis the Ci bran resembles that of non-tribal 

peasants. 

It is relevant to notice that the Xormek are olevis, and 
the Cibran sun~i muslims. In the Ottoman Empire the alevis 
were suspected of inclinations to collude with the Persian 
Empire, and their oppression therefore found easy justification. 

Domination of non-tribal peasantry by tribesmen is not always a 
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result of conquest. We have already encountered two instances where 

it is at least partly due to state intervention: the Dizeyi (see 

p. 99 ) and the Kurdish-Armenian "symbiosis'' of the Armenian plateau 

(pJ19). 

The next question is whether those subjected were (originally) 

ethnically different from the tribesmen. Clearly the term "ethnically 

different" needs to be understood in such a way as to avoid tautologies. 

It hos to amount to more than just the cultural differences that 

ore liable to result from economic specialization in endogamous, 

caste-like groups. ''(Originally) ethnically different" should denote 

that their cultures do not have a common origin or have at least 

developed independently for a considerable time. A corollary is 
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usually that the groups originally spoke different languages • 

In one case, that of the gOran of southern Kurdistan, there is 

abundant evidence that they did originally belong to a different 

ethnic group than their tribal overlords. But the situation is 

much more complex than one of straightforward subjection of a non

tribal, sedentary peasant population by Kurdish nomadic tribes. 

Because it provides very significant insights in the dynamics of 

the interrelation of peasants and nomads and the way a nation comes 

into existence from the merging of previously different groups I 

shall discuss this case rather extensively. Not enough is known 

(yet) for the ultimate statement on the GOron. I shall therefore 

not attempt a review of all known facts (this has admirably been 

done by Hadank and Minorsky
98

), but mention only those that ore 

relevant in the present context, including some that have not been 

noticed before. 

II. l The GOran 

Rich was, by my knowledge, the first European to draw attention to 

the fact that the peasants of the Silemani district were, as he 

formulated it, "a totally different race from the tribes, who seldom 

if ever cultivate the soil, while, on the other hand, the peasants 
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are never soldiers" (Rich: I, 88). The peasantry were called "gOran", 

.and these gOran "are distinguishable by their physiognomy, and by 

their dialect of Koordish" (ibid. 81). This last remark of Rich 

invites some comment. It might be thought that he had fallen victim 

to a confusion that later "experts" warn against: the term "gOran" 

refers to two different sets of people that should not be identified. 

In southern Kurdistan it is the common term for the subjected peasantry -

who now all speak southern Kurdish dialects that do not differ much 

from those of the local tribes - but there is also a large tribal 

confederation called GOran in DalehO, a mountainous district between 

Silemani and Kirman~ah+. Of these GOran and some neighbouring 

groups it has been known for some time that they speak/spoke a language 

that is quite different from Kurdish and shows some resemblances to 

a number of central Persian languages (notably Semnaniand Siwandi) 
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and to the Zaza - or Dimili-dialects spoken in northern Kurdistan • 

The fact that the GOran are a confederation of tribes (and non-tribal, 

but not subjected groups) while the gOran elsewhere are non-tribal 

suggests that one should be reluctant in concluding from identical 

names that origins are also identical. Thus it might be thought 

that Rich, when he speaks of the different dialect of the "peasant 

race" was merely taken in by the identity of ~ames, and ascribed to 

the peasantry the linguistic peculiarities of their namesakes. Rich 

was, however, a good linguist who knew Persian and learned Kurdish 

while at Silemani. When he later visited Sine (=Sanandaj, in Persian 

kurdistan, at that time the residence of the wali of Erdelan) he 

noticed that the local notables spoke a GOrani dialect among them

selves. As we kno~ now, a GOrani dialect (Hewramani) was indeed 

th l 't d l"t l . E d l lOO Th" l d d" e po i e an i erary anguage in r e an • is en s ere i-

bili ty to Rich's observations on the dialect spoken by the gOron 

peasantry of the Silemani district. There is indirect conf irmotion 

from Soone, who among the GOrani dealects mentions a "$ehrizori" 

(Soane 1912: 382). $ehrizor is the name of the district south of 

+In the following pages I shall try to maintain this distinction 
in writing: when the peasant class is intended I shall write the 
name in lower case: "gOran", otherwise with a capitol letter "GOran". 
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Silemani; in administrative usage it referred generally to a larger 

area including the KerkOk and Silemani districts). That the gOran 

no longer speak GOrani but a southern Kurdish dialect is not unique: 

in Sine the dialect has also completely vanished, and even among 

the GOran there are but few groups left that still speak a GOrani 

dialect; most have adopted a form of ordinary Kirman~ahi Kurdish. 

McKenzie argues that the main differences between northern and 

southern Kurdish dialects may be attributed to strong influences on 

the latter from GOrani (McKenzie 1961). 

Rich appeared to be uncertain as to whether he should consider 

these gOran as Kurds or as a different ethnic group. Sometimes he 

called them Kurds, and their language a Kurdish dialect (which is 

probably in accord with usage among the Kurds in his time as well 

as in ours), at other times he called the nomads the "proper Kurds", 

and the gOron the peasant "race". Just as the term "gOron"/"GOran" 

denotes different groups which cannot a priori be identified with 

each other, the term "Kurd" is also applied in different ways. 

Europeans hove generally used it as a purely ethnic or linguistic 

name, and assumed that orientals themselves.did so unambiguously 

too - an incorrect assumption. Mediaeval Arab geographers used 

the term "Kurd" (in its Arabic plural form "Akrad") to denote those 

nomadic (or semi-nomadic) tribes that were neither Arab nor Turk. 

This includes tribes that even the most extreme of Kurdish nation-

alists would nowadays not reckon among his notion. Occasionally 

even Arabic-speaking nomads were called "Akrad" (e.g. tribes of 

Khuz1.ston) 100a. Th. h · t d d b ·bl is usage as persis e on may e responsi e 

for Rich's statement that the nomads are the real Kurds. 
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In a religious poem of the ohl-e hoqq I recorded (in some
what archaic Kurdish, not in GOroni as many other similar 
poems) "gOran" and "kord" are opposed. The man from whom 
I heard this poem (a GOran!) explained the terms in this 
context as follows: "a kord lives in a tent and migrates; 
a gOran lives 1 6~ a village, is sedentary" No ethnic difference 
was suggested • The same man used the

1
52rm "Kord" at other 

times in a purely ethnic (or linguistic? ) sense, and 
then included the GOran among the Kurds. 



The inhabitants of Hewraman, who still speak a GOrani dialect (and 

of whom Rich noticed that their physiognomy was that of the "peasant 

race") at the beginning of the century still considered themselves 

to be a different people from the Kurds. They had a tradition of 

having come from the area southwest of the Caspian Sea
103

• Gradually 

(and still very incompletely) the Hewrami's are beginning to consider 

themselves Kurds. Intercourse with the Kurds is intensifying: there 

are many intermarriages, arid many Hewrami's have participated in 

the Kurdish nationalist revolts. Cultural differences are still 

very clear however. Compared with the Kurdish tribes Hewrami society 

is still very closed, and although the Kurdish nationalist movement 

had headquarters in Hewraman during the last years, it never managed 

to be entirely accepted by the local people. 

Ambiguity in the usage of the terms "kurd" and "gOran" thus makes 

it difficult to reconstruct the processes of domination, assimilation 

and amalgamation that took place. It is not that there is little 

historical evidence - in fact, there is an impressive amount of 

documentation - but rather that every simple hypothesis appears to 

be contradicted by at least some of the evidence. 

For Rich matters were still simple: in the Sillmani di~trict the 

tribesmen were a minority only (there were 4 or 5 times as many 

gOran; Rich: I, 177), whereas further north the tribesmen made up 

an increasingly larger proportion of the population, and even further 

north, in the Riwandiz area, none of the peasant race were to be 

found, as he was told (ibid, 101) 104• This he combined with his 

knowledge that the princely family of Sillmoni, the Boban, hailed 

from the (more northerly) region of Pijder, and he concluded that 

the mountainous central Kurdistan is the original homeland of the 

real Kurds, who ore all tribesmen (although they may hove settled), 

and that from there the Kurds have come south and conquered the lands 

of the non-tribal, sedentary gOran population. The Kurdish princi

pality of Baban may thank its existence to such conquest. The 

conquered territory was given in usufruct to relatives of the prince, 
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who in turn had tribal chieftains as their vassals. A kind of "feudal" 

organization came into being, in which the subjected gOran became 

serfs. 

Rich was right in assuming that the social constellation as he ob

served it in southern Kurdistan had arisen out of the interaction 

of (at least) two different ethnic groups. When he suggested that 

one of these consisted of nomads and the other of peasants, he 

made an unjustifiable oversimplification, however. The linguistic 

evidence as well as early written sources (see note 98) seem to 

extablish beyond doubt that the GOrani language was brought here 

by a people that had originally lived south of the Caspian Sea and 

who had relations with, or belonged themselves to, the Dailamites 105• 

From the 14th cent. geographers mention a people called GOran living 

in what .is now southern Kurdistan; much evidence connects the pre

sent GOrani speakers with the Dailamites and the Caspian. But 

it does not follow that all those who spoke or speak GOrani are 

descendants of those immigrants (from now on to be called GOran), 

or that the social stratification into two caste-like groups is 

simply the resuit of subjection of these GOran by Kurdish tribes. 

The assumption that these GOran were not tribally organized is again 

an independent one, and is not borne out by the evidence. 

For Rich, the term "gOran'' implied subject position, non-tribali ty 

and being a peasant (also in the sense of "boorishness''). The tribal 

Kurds at Silemani gladly confirmed this opinion. They laughed ap

provingly when Rich, trying to flatter the Baban prince, told that 

he had heard that the prince of neighbouring Erdelan (an emirate 

in Persian Kurdistan, in extent roughly corresponding with the pre

sent province of Kordestan) was "but a gOran". That is correct, 

his hosts confirmed, although, they said, the prince belongs to 

a very old and venerable family, and it is wrong to mock him. The 

princes of Erdelan (whom one could hardly call "subjected peasants") 

were gOran and spoke a GOrani dialect; all the elite at their court 

in Sine was gOran, too, as Rich noticed later (I, 201). Many Kurdish 
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tribes were tributary to these gOran princes. The soldiers whom 

Rich saw at Sine were not Kurdish (as in Silemani, where the gOran 

were said to be unfit to fight) but fierce-looking Hewrami's, un

mistakably belonging to the ''peasant race". Clebrly, the gOran 

of Erdelan were not socially inferior to the Kurdish tribesmen as 

they were in the Baban territory. The illustrious history of their 

rulers (who were of foreign origins, as were those of many Kurdish 

tribes and emirates) is written in praising terms, also by others 

than themselves 106• The Boban, who in Rich's time looked down upon 

th . d . h 16 h t h . 1. lpl M . f 1s ynosty, were 1.n t e t cen ury t e1r vasso s. any o 

the gOran of Erdelan were peasants, of course; there was, however 

also a GOrani-speaking military element: · Hewramis. 

Another example is the tribal conf ederotion GOran. Its leaders 

(in power until early this century) belonged to the sedentary seg

ment, while at least some of the ~ember tribes are definitely Kurdish 

(they distinguish themselves in language and religion from the main 

body of the GOran who speak (spoke) GOrani and ore ahl-e haqq). 

Thirdly, according to the Sharofname, the princes of the (Kurdish) 

B d t . . l"t f GA d t 108 ra os pr1nc1pa 1 y are o uran escen • 

Thus, in several cases Kurdish tribes were subjects of GOran rulers, 

a situation unlikely to arise if all GOran were just peasants. In 

fact, there is some evidence that the GOron had in the post a two

loyered social organization as found later in southern Kurdistan: 

a tribally organized, military "caste", and a subject peasantry, 

probably not tribally organized. 

a. Such an organization still exists in Hewramon, according to 

Hewramis (of chiefly families) whom I interviewed. In Hewramani 

Text they mentioned 3 tribes called Hesensoltani, Mistefasoltani 

and Behrambegi, reputedly descended from 3 eponymous ancestors 

\'/ho were brothers. The members of the tribes are all "xevanin" 

(pseudo-Arabic plural of "xan", "ruler"), they own (small) plots 
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of land and dominate a landless peasantry (which is not called 

"gOran" here, but "reyet"). The Hewrami are undoubtedly GOran: 

language, physiognomy and material culture
109 

set them apart 

from the Kurds and associate them with the GOran. The Hewramis 

have among the Kurds a reputation for toughness and bravery, 

which contrasts with the low opinion Kurds have of the gOran 

peasantry of $ehriior. 

b. The Egyptian scholar Shihabad-Din al~Umari, writing (in 1343) 

about the Kurds first mentioned the GOran: "In the mountains 

of Hemedan and $ehrizor one finds a Kurdish (sic!) nation called 

Guran (al-Kuroniya) who are powerful, bellicose and who con

sist of soldiers and peasants (jund-wa-ra'aya) 11110• The latter 

remark suggests the two-caste organization ref erred to. 

c• The Sharafname is not very clear about the GOran; it does not 

devote much attention to them and there are a few ambiguities, 

probably due to the usual confusion of tribes with dynasties. 

But whenever GOran are mentioned they are called a tribe or 

tribes ("taife" and "e,iret" are the terms used).. In the in

troduction $eref Xan wrote that "the Kurdish tribes ( tavayaf-e 

kord) are divided into 4 groups: the Kirmanc, Lor, Kelhor, 

and GOran 11111 , which, if intended as a linguistic observation, 

is correct. The interesting thing is that the GOran are reckoned 

among the tribes and are put on a level with the other three 

groups that largely tribal. 

d. The GOran confederation remains the most mysterious group. The 

sedentary population here is not subjected to the tribes of 
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the confederation; indeed, the former leaders of the conf edera

tion (who even became the governors of the whole district of 

Zohab after this had been definitively attached to the Persian 

empire) belonged to the sedentary segment. · Some of the member 

tribes are definitely Kurdish, e.g. two Caf sections who split 

off from the main body of their tribe and put themselves under 

GOran protection
112

• These tribes are still sunni muslims, 

while the other GOran adhere to the ahl-e haqq religion. Of 



these the nomadic Qelxani tribe speaks a GOrani dialect; an 

other large tribe; theTufeng~i (settled), and the sedentary non

tribal GOran have exchanged GOrani for a dialect resembling 

that of Kirman~ah. The origin of the nomadic GOran is unclear. 

They may have been a Kurdish tribe that, in order to get access 

to the rich mountain pastures in the GOran territory, subjected 

themselves to the GOran (as later the Caf did) and have gradually 

been assimilated linguistically and religiously. Or they may 

be "real'' GOran - which would be another indication that (some 

of) the original GOran were tribally organized. 

The fact that the Qelxani are only superficially ahl-e haqq
113 

may suggest the former possibility - but it should be noted 

that muslim nomads are also only superficially islamioized 

and do not participate in religious rites. The Qelxani have 

a typical style of singing which resembles that of the Hewrami 

and is quite unlike that of the Kurdish tribes; this seems 

to point to the latter possibility. At the beginning of the 

century about half of the GOran were still nomadic, so that in 

the past their were most probably more nomadic GOran than sed

entary 114. This makes it very unlikely that all the tribes are 

gOranicized Kurds. I think, therefore, that this confederation 

provides another indication that the original GOran had at 

least a tribal component 115• 

Conclusion: GOran and gOran 

From the above the conclusion emerges that since at least the 14th 

century there lived a people in southern Kurdistan who had come 

from north-central Iran, spoke a central Persian language and were 

known as GOran. Linguistically, culturally and also in physiognomy 

they differed from the Kurds, but like these they had a tribal com

ponent that formed the leading and military stratum, and a more 

amorphous peasant component. It is not clear whether among the 

tribal component there were any nomadic pastoralists. Being moun

taineers, the GOran had apparently so much in common with the Kurds 
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that not only the Kurd $eref Xan but also the Egyptian al-'Umari 

classed them among the Kurds. Towardsthe end of the Mongol period 

a man from the outside, the Kurd (?)Baba Erdel
116 

established his 

rule among them, at first in $ehrizor only. Later descendants 

brought more GOran as well as Kurds under their control. In later 

times Kurdish tribes coming from elsewhere
117 

gradually replaced 

the ruling stratum of the GOran; where this happened the name "gOran" 

came to mean "peasant". 

This happened in large areas; as far north as the Iranian Herki 

territory (west of Rezaye) the peasantry were called "gOran11118 

which suggests that the GOran once had a wide dispersion (or that 

the term came to be used by extension for other subject groups). 

The fact that a GOrani-speaking enclave is to be found at KendOle 

(a valley 35 miles NNE of Kirman~ah; the dialect was studied by 

Mann) suggests a rather far eastward spread - as already mentioned 

by al-'Umari, who located the GOran in $ehrizor and Hemedan. In 

Hewraman the original GOran were never subjected by Kurds. The 

GOran confederation (presently in decay) may have developed out 

of a principality of the original GOran with some Kurds attached. 

Intermezzo: religious peculiarities of the GOran 

Still, there remain mysteries about the GOran confederation. A$ 

said before, they adhere to the ahl-e haqq religion (except a few 

member tribes that have joined relatively recently). This is an 

extremist shiite sect - so extremist in fact that it has very little 

in common with Islam. It was reputedly founded by Solton Sohak, 

whose father (a muslim, and seyyid, i.e. a descendant of the Prophet) 

came from Hemedan and extablished himself in Hewraman in the early 

14th century. Hewraman is where Solton Sohak first spread his 

teaching and where the oldest sanctuaries of the sect are still to 

be found. Many of the ideas preached by Solton Sohak had existed 

long before that time; there are strong Isma'ili influences. An 

earlier form of the religion is known to have had many followers 

in Loristan. The famous (Lor?) poet Baba Tahir (who is buried in 
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Hemedan) is associated with this phase of development of the sect. 

The tradition of Solton Sohak's Hemedani origin provides the link 

with this earlier phase. The teaching may have found easy accept-

once among the GOron; the Doilomites (with whom these original GOron 

ore closely associated, if not a branch of them) ore known to hove 

hod a penchant for shiism, especially in its Ismo'ili form 
119 

• 

The new teaching was thus probably not more than on elaboration 

upon notions already accepted. 

In northern Kurdistan there are communities that hold religious 

notions closely resembling those of the ahl-e haqq. In central 

Turkey there live millions of heterodox, shiite muslims (alevis1 

both Kurdish and Turkish. Because they have always been religious

ly oppressed in Turkey, their religion has never been systematized 

as in neighbouring Iron where it became the state religion. Extrem

ist tendencies have therefore been able to persist. Especially in 

th . . bl D . d. t . th . t · 11 · 120 0 e 1naccess1 e ers1m is rict . ese s 1 survive • ne en-

counters many conceptions and representations that are reminiscent 

Gf those of the ahl-e haqq of DalehO: 

-belief in the divinity of Ali, nephew and son~in-law of 
the Prophet (sunni muslims recognize Ali as the fourth and 
last of the rightly guided caliphs, for shiites he was the 
first imam, and only legitimate successor of Muhammad) 

-the conception of the world as an emanation from the Deity 
· (a central tenet of Isma'ili esotericism) 
-belief in reincarnation 
-the ritual assembly (cem), where the believers sing mystical 

songs accompanied by plucked string instruments (the 2-
stringed "temmir" (tambur) in DalehO, the Turkish saz in 
Dersim), The music of both groups shows resembloncT~l 

-even corresponding legends are found in both areas • 

Part of these Dersim Kurds are speakers of Zaza (which they call 

Dimili themselves, another reminder of Dailam122), a language re

lated to GOrani rather than the northern Kurdish dialects. There 

are other cultural similarities: like the GOran, and especially the 

Hewrami, the inhabitants of Dersim hove excellently adapted themselves 

to the ruggedness of their habitat (which is not unlike that of 

central Dailam), and distinguiesh themselves from the other Kurds 
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by a highly developed horticulture. It is tempting to explain all 

these similarities from a common origin, which con hardly be any

thing but the Dailomites. The Zaza would then hove migrated west, 

the Guron southwest from the original homelands. But this leaves 

much to be explained: 

1- TheHewrom!, who ore most impervious to external influences, ore 

orthodox sunni muslims, and there ore no indications of their 

ever having been ohl-e haqq (Solton Sohak flourished and died 

in Hewramon, but all his immediate disciples are buried further 

south, in DalehO, the territory of the present GOran confeder

ation; this too suggests that the sect never took root in Hewromon 

itself) 

2- Similarly, the vast majority of Zaza-speakers are orthodox sun

nites, not alevis while on the other hand among the olevis 

h Z k . . t 123 t e aza-speo ers ore a minori y • 

3- The present religious tenets of the Anatolian alevis are strong

ly influenced by Bektoshism. Hoci Bekto~ was a popular mystic 

who flourished in Anatolia in the 13th or 14th century. Legend 

about him resemble those about Solton Sohok, his near-contemporary 

who lived 1000 miles further southeast. The interesting thins 

is that Hoci Bekta~· name is known among the ahl-e hoqq; some 

even identify him with Solton Sohak124• This suggests strongly 

that there were contacts between the Zaza and the GOran ~ 
124a 

they had left the Dailamite homelands • 

A mediating role may have been played by a number of linguistic and 

religious enclaves. The Bacilan are a GOroni-speaking tribe whose 

main territory is south of the GOran lands; but as far as Mosul 

small isolated communities of Bocilan live in the diaspora. They 

still speak GOrani, and what little is known about their religion 

resembles atht of the ahl-e haqq 125• Another isolated group of 

ahl-e haqq, the Kakai, live near KerkOk 126• Also the yezidis, 

whose religion is generally considered to be quite different again 

(although little is known about the real tenets) may well have per

formed a bridge function. There are some indications of contact 
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127 
between yezidis and ahl-e haqq • 

The fact that the GOran confederation is religiously heterodox has 

invited some scholars to derive their name from "gebr", "Zoro

astrian" (gebr-an ) gewran ) goran). The conquering muslim armies 

would then have given them this name; this possibility cannot be 

rejected out of hand, especially since in at least one Kurdish text 

h b d . h. 128 H th . t e name appears to e use in t is sense • owever, ere is 

not much evidence to associate the ahl-e haqq with Zoroastrianism. 

Their veneration for Satan has nothing to do with religious dualism, 

for them Satan is not the evil principle. 

Minorsky adduced many arguments toderivethe name of the GOran from 

Gavbarakan, "bull-riders", which again would connect them with the 

Caspian provinces
129

• He apparently supposed that the GOran men

tioned by the early geographers and the present confederation of 

that name are identical and derive the,ir name from Gavbarakan, and 

that the subjected peasantry (gOran) may be completely unrelated, 

and their name derived from "gebr11130• 

It is quite possible that the gOran / GOran have heterogeneous 

origins, but in the light of the evidence discussed above it is 

difficult to deny close relations of the gOran peasantry of ~ehrizor 

and the GOrani-speaking communities, as well as at least some com

ponents of the GOran confederation• 

How Kurdish are the GOran? 

For Kurdish nationalists there is not the shadow of a doubt that 

the GOron (and the Hewrami, and the Zaza) ore Kurds. Linguists 

as Monn & Hadonk and McKenzie just as resolutely reject this. 

Obviously there are many different ways to define implicitly or 

explicitly who is a Kurd and who is not. Definitions of concepts 

such as "nation" or "ethnic group" are usually arrived at from the 

preconceived, unargued opinion that certain specific groups con

stitute a nation and certain others do not; the definition is then 

made to fit these specific cases. Undeniably there is a certain 
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arbitrariness involved. The choice of a particular definition may 

have immediate political consequences, e.g. as for a government's, 

a party's or another organization's attitude towordsthe national 

question. Are some definitions more just or more useful than others? 

An ambiguous case as that of the GOran / gOron may be enlightening. 

Most definitions of "nation'' refer to a community of culture (as 

expressed in, among other things, a common language), a common 

ierritory, and a common history. None of these criteria is in 

itself sufficient for a group to qualify as a nation. They should 

not be applied too rigorously either~ however. In no existing 

nation, for instance, is there a complete community of culture: 

there are many class, occupational, religious, etc. subcultures 

within each. Some definitions include more. Religion is an aspect 

of culture that is given much importance in the Middle East. Many 

muslim Kurds, for instance, do not consider the yezidis, who differ 

from them in nothing but religion, as Kurds. Marxists will look 

for a material base of a group's unity before calling it a nation. 

One particular definition that must be mentioned here is Stalin's, 

which had practical relevance for the Kurds because on the strength 

of it several political parties denied that the Kurdi were a nation 

and therefore did not recognize their right to self-determination. 

Beside the community of culture, territory and history, this 

definition also required that the nation be economically integrated 

to a certain extent, and that its members have closer economical 

ties with other members than with others131 (one of the aims of 

this definition was to deny the Russian jews the status of a nation). 

For a sociologist all these criteria cannot be sufficient: the 

relevant question is whether the group considers itself a unity and 

acts as such (is not only a nation "an sich", but also "fUr sich"). 

Let us turn to the GOran confederation now: may one call it Kurdish 

or not? According to the criterion of language, some member tribes 

would be reckoned as Kurds, others not. Similarly, historical 
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considerations might clas~ify some tribes as Kurds and others not; 

this dichotomy is not identical with the preceding one (some GOrani 

speakers hove been kurdicized; maybe Kurdish speakers had been gOran

icized in an earlier phase as well). The criterion of religion 

would divide the GOran into three: ahl-e haqq (speaking Kurdish 

and GOrani), sunni muslims (speaking Kurdish; these would be "real" 

Kurds) and shiites (speaking Kurdish). The criterion of economical 

interaction would make the GOran part of the Kurdish nation or com

munity: the confederation is no longer a closely knit unit; their 

economical relations integrate thorn with the surrounding Kurds. 

Subjective criteria might set them apart again. Although many GOran 

speak of themselves as Kurds, Kurdish nationalist propaganda does 

not appeal to them. In fact, it is mainly_from them that the Persian 

government recruits para-military units (chr'Ik, "guerrilla") to 

patrol the rest of Persian Kurdistan. They can be reli~d upon be

cause they do not identify themselves with the Kurdish case. Mutual 

contempt of muslims and ahl':"'e haqq plays an important part. 

II. m Nomads and peasants: one or two peoples? 

That the gOran peasantry of the Silemani district and their tribal 

Kurdish overlords have different ethnic origins is beyond doubt 

(although this should not be taken to imply that all gOran descend 

from the original GOran and all tribesmen from the ''original" Kurds). 

It may even be possible to demonstrate something similar for non

tribal Kurds in other parts of Kurdistan. But it would be wrong 

to jump to the conclusion that all "original" Kurds were nomads, 

who conquered the territories of previously present, not tribally 

organized, sedentary populations. To assume that the present pea

santry and tribesmen still represent these two different stocks 

would be a further misjudgement. 

In the first place it is hard io imagine a people that consists 

solely of pastoral nomads. Only under the most severe circumstances 

will people live by a strictly animal diet. Nomads typically have 

frequent trading and/or raiding contacts with sedentary cultivators 
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to provide for their need of cereals (plus many less necessary items). 

The Medes - who probably form the main stock from which the Kurds, 

with many admixtures, descend
132 

- are known to have already con

sisted of a nomadic and a sedentary component. The nomadic sections 

provided the warriors - their way of life prepared them for and left 

them the time for military activities-, the sedentary sections fed 

them. Although tribal, nomadic warriors on the one hand, and non

tribal, dependant peasantry on the other are sometimes presented 

as hermetically closed castes - not least by their members themselves. 

\./hat we know about ethnic and caste barriers elsewhere suggests 

that also in Kurdistan these barriers might be less rigid than is 
133 sometimes supposed • Concrete evidence is scarce, but not entirely 

absent. 

1. Impoverished nomads are forced (by physical necessity) to settle 

and practice agriculture; below a certain minimal number of 

animals it is not possible to live by animal husbandry alone (this 

number is variously estimated at 80 to 200 sheep; see note 95). 

In 1820 Rich estimated that the Caf with all attached clans and 

lineages numbered 10,000 tents of nomads, beside these there were 

3,000 families who had settled (Rich I, 177). In 1920 the proportion 

that had settled was much higher; but, as Edmonds noticed, settle

ment was not definitive. Many of the sedentary families took up 

nomadic existence again when they could afford it, or when this 

seemed more profitable (Edmonds 1957 : 139-156). Within the tribe 

there was thus a permanent flow from the nomadic to the sedentary 

segment and vice versa. Some other tribes settled completely; Rich 

mentioned a few already in his list of tribes of the Silemani 

district (Rich I, 280-281). Such sedentary tribes may gradually 

loose their tribal organization, especially after conquest by another 

tribe ( in which case the lineages largely lose their political 

functions). The position of the tribes that were later submitted 

by the Pijder was very similar to that of the submitted misken; 

they were kept in a similar, nearly feudal dependence. 
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On the other hand, "non-tribal" peasants may, individually or in 

groups, join a tribe that is in the ascendancy. The new tribes 

that came into existence and sometimes increased rapidly must have 

taken their new members from ~where! When he needed men to 

fight for him a tribal agha could not afford to be too selective 

as to the pedigree of his recruits. On the Siwel, one of the tribes 

in his list, Rich remarked: "The pure origin of these may be ques

tioned, but they are at all events now a tribe, and do not mix with 

the peasants" (Rich I, 280 my emphasis). 

In fact, whereas in 1820 there were 4 to 5 times as many gOran as 

there were tribesmen in ~ehrizor (Rich: I, 177), Edmonds wrote 

that in 1920 three quarters of the population of the Helebce dis

trict ( the central part of ~ehrizor) were Caf tribesmen. It 

is true that during the political disturbances around 1830, and 

especially during the plague that harassed the district in the 

early 1830's many peasants had left for safer horizons (attested 

by Fraser, who visited the district in 1834: Fraser(l840):I, 146-

148, 177); still, the change in the number of tribesmen as a pro

portion of the total population is so considerable that one is led 

to believe that some peasants may have become tribesmen during the 

turbulent events of the past century. 

2. It has been remarked before that many tribes have leaders of 

"foreign" origin. This may also be formulated differently: 

many tribal leaders have followers of other orgins. The 

following a leader gathers around himself moy originally 

be tribal as well as non-tribal; it gradually develops 

into a "real tribe". 

An example has been described before (sec. j): the formation 
of a tribe-like unit around the DOriki aghas who settled in 
the northern Cezire. The case is atypical in that the new 
followers were primarily peasants, not warriors. Among 
these peasants, however, the original DOriki did not seem 
to hold more favourable positions. Until 10 years ago the 
aghas still had a retinue, and would not ride out without 
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their retainers. The retinues did not consist solely of 
original DOriki either; the presence of christians among 
them was conspicuous. 

3. Certainly not all tribes in Kurdistan have a common origin. 

At the periphery.Turkish tribes have been kurdicized while 

some Kurdish tribes were turkicized, but that is not the most rel

evant process. All over Kurdistan there lived (and still live) 

Armenian and Aramaean-speaking christians; usually they were sub

jected peasants and / or craftsmen. They too are usually considered 

an older population that lived here before the Kurds, or refugees 

from the plains who found asylum among the Kurds to whom they sub

mitted themselves (although it is quite possible that at least some 

of them are originally Kurds that were christianized). They dis

tinguish themselves from the Kurds by religion, language and a 

superior technology, but not very clearly physiologically. Several 

travellers observed that Armenians and Kurds at one place in Kurdistan 

were more like each other than like Armenians and Kurds, respectively, 
134 

elsewhere • 

I have encountered formerly Armenian communities (between S&'rd and 

~irnax, in Turkish Kurdistan) that have recently crossed the ethnic 

boundary: they have become muslims and speak Kurdish only. Several 

of them are active Kurdish nationalists (although their becoming 

Kurds ~as hardly a matter of choice, in face of Ottoman policy to

wards the Armenians during World War I). However, they are not 

yet so Kurdish that they refrained from telling me (usually within 

the first five minutes) that they had Armenian origins. 

More importantly, until recently there were real tribes composed 

of christians: 

a. In Hekari there lived fierce and independent christian (nestorian) 

tribesmen, the Assyrians. They were the equals of the Kurdish tribes 

and, like these, dominated a number of subjected non-tribal villages, 

the latter both Kurdish and nestorian! Both the tribal and the non

tribal stratum in Hekari consisted of Kurds as well as nestorians; 

both Kurdish and nestorian tribes dominate Kurdish as well as 
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nestorion peasantry • 

b. Among the nomadic tribes of central Kurdistan there was at least 

one that was Armenian, the Ermeni-Vorto. The first to mention them 

was Frodin; HUtteroth writes that in the late 1950's they were 

migrating together with the (Kurdish) Teyyon, and gradually merged 

with that tribe 
136

• 

c. The (jocobite) christionsof Tor Abdin mountains that lived among 

the Heverkon and provided these with some of their best fighting 

men have been mentioned before. 

If these christians could be organized into tribes, there is no 

reason why "non-tribal" Kurds could not, at opportune moments. 

The christian tribes' origin remains noticeable because of their 

religion and language; but it is difficult to distinguish tribal 

from "tribolized" Kurds (depth of lineages might be a criterion, 

but not a very reliable one). 

4. That the non-tribal Kurdish peasants ore not simply another 

stock that has been kurdicized by nomadic Kurdish conquerors 

is also suggested by the f oct that the nestorian tribes mentioned 

above dominated not only non-tribal nestorian peasants, but non

tribal Kurds as well. If the latter were originally of non-~urdish 

stock, how could they have been kurdicized? (Explanations ore pos

sible, of course, but appear rather constructed). 

Again, in the Diyorbekir plain there is a non-tribal Kurdish pop

ulation that·is dominated not by Kurdish tribes, but by town-dwel

ling landlords, formerly mainly Ottoman officials, who could hardly 

hove kurdicized them. 

5. In fact, not all groups subject to Kurdish tribesmen are non-

tribal. There is also the phenomenon of "client tribes", which 

have a status intermediate between that of the "noble tribe" and 

that of the non-tribal peasantry. We have encountered such client 

tribes in the description of the Pijder above (p.95 ). Similarly, 

among the Caf there ore "real" Cof as well as client lineages. A 

somewhat different case is that of the Xormek (see also p.121 ). 
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These were (in the late 19th and early 20th century, the period on 

which Firat gave apparently reliable information) a tribe with some 

degree of independent political organization. They were peasants 

and had been settled for a long time (although some Xormek owned 

animals and went to mountain pastures in summer), and were easily 

subdued by the militant nomadic Cibran. Their position was not 

much different from that of non-tribal peasant groups. However, 

they were still distinguished from other similar peasant groups in 

the same area (Lolan, Ebdalan, ••• ), and had their own, recognized 

chiefly families. In World War I, they were made into militias, 

for the first time the Ottomans gave them arms to carry (they had 

always been denied this right because they are alevis). A process 

of retribalization took place, and they started claiming their in

dependence vis a vis the dominant Cibran (in Ch. V it will be dis

cussed which part this process played in the Kurdish nationalist 

movement of that time). 

6. Another kind of "client lineages" that should be mentioned are 

gypsy-like groups. These have an extremely low status, even 

the lowliest landless peasant looks down upon them. Many of these 

people are nomadic, they travel in groups of 2 - 5 households. 

They do repair work, make sieves, brooms, etc. and are musicians 

(outdoor instruments138). Kurds emphatically deny that any inter

marriage between these outcasts and themselves takes place. In 

the Cezire, the musicians (motirb) are a separate "caste" within 

the outcast group, and do not intermarry with the others (qera~i, 

''gypsy"): musicians, though socially undesirable, are well-paid. 

In Kirman~ah, on the other hand,there are no distinctions within 

the gypsy caste: the same household performs all tasks that are 

elsewhere associated with specific sections. 

Social mobility is extremely difficult for these people, since their 

features and dark skin betray their origins. Even so, the boundary

line between them and the Kurds proper is not completely closed. 

Some of them hove bought land and have settled to a peasant life. 

Of one family of Kurdish aghas (!), in ~irnax, it is said that they 
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were originally motirb, who by a clever political game succeeded 

in imposing their domination on a large body of peasantry. 

Even if this is not true, the story proves that such social mobility 

is perceived as a possibility. Many more motirb and qera~i have 

moved to town and found jobs in public works or construction. They 

are still discriminated, but the work they do is not inferior to 

that of Kurdish migrants to town, and ultimately they will be as

similated - as is their wish. 

7. When Rich asked the name of th~ tribe to which the Baban princes 

originally belong he got inconsistent answers. One of them was 

"Kurmanc". This term appears to be applied to~ of the tribes 

of southern Kurdistan, not as a synonym of "e~iret" but as an 

ethnic label: Soane wrote that the Kurmanc are "of the purest 
. . 137 

Kurdish blood"; the other tribes are simply called "Kord'' • 

In northern Kurdistan the same name "Kurmanc" is frequently employed, 

in two different ways: 

a. it is an ethnic label, applied to all Kurd.s that speak the 

northern ("Kurmanci") dialect. Zaza-speakers are usually excluded, 

although they are considered Kurds. Kurmanci is the northern dialect 

group, as opposed to Zaza and the southern and eastern dialects. 

b. in a more narrow sense it is used to denote the Kurdish subject 

peasantry. The non-tribal peasants of $ataq, who ore dominated by 

the Giravi ore called "kurmanc"; the Girovi are in this context 

called "eJiret" or "a5ea". In $irnax and the surrounding villages 

the non-tribal (detribalized?) peasants are called "kurmonc"; the 

4 lineages that dominate them economically and politically ore called 

"a5ea" (When I visited $irnax for the first time and asked which 

tribes lived there, someone, ofter long reflexion, answered "o5eo 

and kurmanc; there is a strong conflict of interests between these 

two (class-like) groups). 

That the same term "kurmonc" is used in the south for tribal con

querors (even for the "purest" Kurds specifically), and in the 

north for subjected non-tribal Kurds suggests a more complex rel

ation between tribal and non-tribal segments of Kurdish society 
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than any simple "Ueberschichtungstheorie" permits. 

A Kurdish friend with whom I had discussed the terms "misken", 

"gOran" and "kurmanc" later talked this over with on acquaintance 

who belonged to the ruling family of the Dizeyi. This acquaintance 

said that in the Dizeyi territory (north of the former lands of 

the GOron; on the edge of foothills and plateau, so outside the 

heart of Kurdistan as well) these three terms refer to different 

groups: misken ore landless peasants tied to the land, dependant 

on a landlord; the term implies serfdom; 

guron are (landless) agricultrual workers who travel 

around, working as day-labourers whenever and 

wherever they may find employ; 

kurmanc ore usually independent small-holders. 

This fits in nicely with ~hot is said before: around 1830 many 

gOron peasants from the Silemoni district left for the north; in 

the Erbil districts there was already a subject peasantry but 

they were not related to the GOran, so that the name of "gOran" 

here came to be attached to immigrant agricultural workers, land

less but not dependent on a landlord (this does not imply that all 

thbse now called ''gOron" are immigrants from the south or their 

descendants; the term may have acquired an extension of meaning)~ 

Kurmanc ore then tribal (or formerly tribal) Kurds who hove settled 

in this area; as elsewhere when a tribe settles most of its members 

become owners of their land. 

8. Several times already I have hod occasion to point to the role 

of neighbouring powerful states in determining the organization 

of the tribes, expeciolly as regards leadership. Apparently also 

the relation of tribes and non-tribal groups is influenced by 

the state. Rich remarked that the tribesmen in Silemani are called 

"sipoh" and the peasants "reyet" (Rich: I, 88); further north, 

among the Herki, Sandreczki (1857: II, 263) noticed the same. 

Now these two terms ("sipahi" and "reyet"; pl "reoyo"J denote the 

chief two classes recognized in Middle Eastern states, the military 

(who paid no taxes) and the tax-payers (mainly peasants). In the 
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Ottoman Empire the sipahi was a man rewarded for his military services 

with the grant of a timer ("fief"), an area of land with the peasants 

working on it. By way of salary he levied a tax from his peasants 

(for a more complete description of the timar system, see the next 

·chapter). Ottoman law-books contained frequent warnings against 

the practice of allowing reaya to assume sipahi status and take 

possession of a timar. This suggests that it was not an uncommon 

practice in at least some parts of the empire. It would therefore 

not be an anomaly if similar crossings of the caste barrier took 

place in Kurdistan. 
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Conclusion 

To sum up: The Kurds must necessarily have many heterogeneous 

origins. Many peoples have lived in these lands before and have 

disappeared without a trace. They must all hove their descendants 

among the present Kurds. However, it is probably wrong to identify 

the tribes and the non-tribal peasantry with two of the stocks that 

went into making the Kurds. There hos most probably always been 

mobility between the groups, the intensity and direction of which 

were determined by the political and economical situation of the· 

moment. Nomads became peasants, and peasants nomads; people re-

grouped themselves around successful leaders and thus formed new 

tribes. Some tribes subjected others as well as peasant groups. 

Lineage organization is the "natural" form of social organization 

of nomads and - to lesser degree - of warriors. In relatively 

"young" tribes these lineages are shallow, and frequently really 

factions organized around a few leading lineages (as among the Pijder 

(p. 95) and the Omeryon (p. 41 ). Among settled people who have 

not gone to war for some time lineage organization weakens, especially 

when they have been subjected by another tribe, in which case their 

own lineages lose political functions. 

Entire groups may change position from independent tribe to client 

tribe, from settled tribe to non-tribal peasant group etc. In

dividual mobility is more common, and can take more forms. 

All this is summarized in Fig. 5. 
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CHAPTER Ill 

Tribes and the State 

III. a Resume of characteristics of the Kurdish tribe; 
introduction to the discussion in this chapter. 

In this chapter a number of ways in which Kurdish tribes have under-

gone influence from surrounding states will be discussed. Before 

discussing to what extent the present tribes owe their socio

political organization to contact with powerful states, it may be 

useful to resume the characteristic features of Kurdish tribes 

that were discussed in the preceding chapter. 

1. Tribesmen make a distinction between themselves and non-tribal 

people. "Tribe" has the connotation of "(.military) aristocracy". 

2. There is a strong, but by no means complete, correlation between 

being tribal (in the sense indicated above) on the ~ne hand, 

and pastoral nomadism or semi-nomadism, on the other. 

3. Structurally, the most characteristic trait is the segmentary 

organization. This becomes apparent especially in blood 

feuds and other group conflicts, and in the power struggle 

. between political leaders. It is directly related to: 

4. Ideology of common descent. In some cases (small or "old" 
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tribes or sections) a large proportion of the tribesmen may, 

in fact, descend from a very small number of common ancestors, 

in other cases that is not so~ Homogeneity of descent is 

is enhanced by: 

5. A tendency towards endogamy, down to the lowest level of seg

mentation (father's brother's daughter marriage, real or clas

sificatory). 

6. Corporate action at the level of the tribe or- largest subtribe 

is rare. 

7. The economic units (above the level of the household) are the 

camp-group for (semi-) nomads and the village for sedentary 

and nomadic tribesmen. The latter generally is a tribal section, 

the former may have an irregular composition. 

8. Territorial unity is a secondary and. not always present char

acteristic. Sections of the same tribe may live far apart, 

while any territory may be co-inhabited by two or more tribes 

or lineages. Apart from such exceptions tribe and territory 

are often associated, and the name of one is often used to 

denote the other. 

9. The nature of leadership varies considerably from tribe to 

tribe. Most tribes recognize a paramount chieftain, but his 

functions are rather vague. Quite generally it is felt that 

his role was more important in the past. Usually his position 

is associated with warfare and intra-tribal conflicts. In 

the smaller tribes the chieftain (agha) is usually a kinsman 

of the other tribesmen, while larger tribes have often a chiefly 

lineage of foreign origin. 

10. The chieftain of the tribe or section is not only a political 

leader, he holds generally a privileged position economically 

also. Paitoral nomads give the chieftain yearly a gift in 

kind (a number of animals). Among cultivators the presta

tions from the tribesmen or subservient non-tribal peasantry 

to the agha are more considerable. In some cases the agha 

is a landlord who exploits the tribesmen economically. 
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11. In several cases it is clear that Kurdish tribesmen act out 

of loyalty to a certain leader rather than to the~ (for 

instance, the rapid growth of tribes under strong leaders, 

followed by decline after their disappearance). 

12. In order to maintain or extend their influence tribal chief

tains ally themselves with external powers. Rivalries within 

the tribe are thus often brought into association with rival

ries in their enviroment (i.e. between other tribes, between 

political parties). 

Several of these characteristics are related to the specific con

ditions of pastoral nomadism. Kurdish tribes have these in common 

with (formerly) nomadic tribes in most other places. Others however, 

especially those of leadership and social stratification, are more 

determined by concrete historical circumstances and events.. In 

this chapter important historical events will be discussed, which 

have influenced or even brought about structures that are of ten 

called "traditional". I shall describe important political changes 

occurring in Kurdistan in the past four or five centuries. The 

material strongly suggests that the internal organization of Kurdish 

tribes is a consequence of the long-standing interaction of Kurdish 

tribes with surrounding states. 

From my reading of historical source materials and from interviews 

with many elderly Kurds I inferred a number of hypothes~ as to 

how states influence tribes. I present these hypotheses (or, may

be I should rather say, interpretation) before the bulk of the 

historical material (sections b, c and d), so that the historical 

narrative of the following sections reads as illust5ations of the 

hypotheses. Only a part of the material from which the hypotheses 

were inf erred could be presented. It was selected according to two 

criteria: 

1. it should represent crucial phases in Kurdish history, and should 

+efer to tribes or emirates that played important parts in 

Kurdish history; 
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2. it should illustrate the processes with which the hypotheses 

deal. The material cannot, of course,. be used to ~ the 

hypotheses that were inferred from it. It will be seen, however, 

that the hypotheses are very plausible in the light of this 

material. I have not deliberately excluded material that might 

contradict the hypotheses, and I shall try to present the ma

terial sufficiently broadly and within context, so that it may 

easily be rearranged and other hypotheses inferred from it. 

III. b Tribes of Kurdistan not autonomous units 

Even if a "pristine state" of the tribe (in the senses of "original" 

and "untouched by external influences") were imaginable, there is 

no reason to believe that any present Kurdish tribe might resemble 

it. Not even in the most remote and inaccessible parts of Kurdistan 

is such a "pristine tribe" to be found. Tribes with a rather com

plex political organization, such as the Pijder, Hemewend 1 or Caf, 

obviously are not "pristine tribes". One might be tempted to think, 

however, that they have evolved out of more primitive units. i.e. 

that they represent a stage in evolution that is intermediary be

tween the small, amorphous, acephalous band and the state with 

fully articulated centralization of governmental power and delega

tion of this power to specific offices. Such an evolutionary 

perspective seems attractive and, adopting it, one might try to 

explain ~he divergences in political organization among Kurdish 

tribes. For instance, more complex forms of social and political 

organization ore generally found in the transitory areas between 

plains and mountain~ while in the higher mountains and less acces-

sible valleys the organization is generally very simple. The ev~ 

lutionary approach would lead one to investigate factors facilitating 

or inhibiting the development of political institutions. Al-

though I do not deny that differential evolution has played a role, 

I think that the evolutionary standpoint might make one blind for 

a significant fact about Kurdish tribes. They do not simply re

present a stage of evolution preceding the state but they ore, in 
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several ways, creations of surrounding states. 

A large port of this chapter will be devoted to the elaboration of 

this statement. I shall try to show that tribes were sometimes 

literally created by or, more usually, received on indelible im

print from surrounding states. 

The idea of the tribe as a creation of the state imposed itself on 

me during my field research, and even more so during the perusal 

of historical source materials. Loter I found the same idea -

expressed with due reserve - in on important article by Morton 

Fried1• In a related discipline, the historian Thompson pointed 

out that the political organization of the Germanic tribes as 

described by Tacitus was not the result of autonomous evolution 

but had undergone significant modifications under the influence of 

the Roman Empire with which they had been in trade contact for some 

time2• Anthropologists were rather late in becoming aware of the 

great influence that the internal organization of tribes underwent 

from the states with which they were in contact3• This is all the 

more surprising since the earlier generations of anthropologists 

were directly in the service of their states and in some cases 

even involved in the deliberate exercising ~f this influence. 

Classical Middle Eastern authors and, in their tracks, orientalists 

have often taken it for granted that rulers could (and did) create 

tribes by decree. The most famous instance are the Shah-savan 

(lit. "those who love the shah"), a Turkic tribal confederation 

now living in Persian Azerbaijan. This unit was reputedly created 

by the Safavid Shah Abbas out of people who responded to his call 

for loyal followers (ca. 1590)4• Another example are the ~emi~kezek, 

who were probably a conglomerate of Kurds of.diverse origins that 

was moulded into a tribal confederation by the same Shah Abbas 

and sent to Khorasan as frontier guards. It is difficult to es

tablish in how far these historical statements are correc!, in how 

far the new unit was really a tribe and in how far it was really 

created. The instances where state authority directly interfered 
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in the political process of a tribe, and thereby modified its socio

political and economical organization are more frequent and better 

documented. Thus, the introduction of the notion of full private 

ownership of land, or the appointment of tribal chieftains to posi

tions in the state administration could not but have far-reaching 

effects. Even if there is no direct intervention by the state, the 

very existence of a well-developed state with which a tribe has 

contact, however incidental it may be, induces changes in the tribe's 

organization. A dramatic example is the introduction of cash money. 

On the other hand, tribes have always played on extremely important 

role in middle eastern states. Nearly all ruling dynasties were 

founded by tribal chieftains who had taken, and kept, control of 

government due to the coercive power their tribe represented. It 

was only in the 1920's that the last two great tribal dynasties 

fell: in 1923 AtatUrk deposed the lost Ottoman ruler, Sultan Mehmed 

VI Vahideddin, and two years .later Reza Khan dethroned the last 

Qajar shah, Ahmad. {Reza Khan was later to crown himself as shah, 

but he was a military man, not a tribal chieftain). And as recently 

as 1963 Iran's government was seriously challenged by a politically 

inspired revolt of the Qashqa'i (a large tribal confederation of 

southern Iran) 5• 

III. c Some recurring patterns: tribes and the government of 

states in the Middle East 

With some simplification it might be said that the political process 

in the Middle Eastern empires has always been cyclical. It showed 

a Paretian
6 

circulation of ruling elites. A (nomadic) tribe took -
7 . 

by force or otherwise-control of the government and became the 

ruling stratum of society (or, at least, formed the nucleus of the 

ruling stratum). In the course of generations this elite, become 

sedentary, lost its militancy. Its rule weakened, until another 

(nomadic) tribe took over and established a new dynasty. The tribal 

origin of most Middle Eastern rulers left its imprint on many in

stitutions of the state: there is nearly as much justification for 
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the statement that the tribes created the Middle Eastern states as 

for its reverse. Several Kurdish (and other Middle Eastern) tribes 

can be considered simplified replicas of nearby states; on the other 

hand, Middle Eastern states replicate some tribal features. States 

and tribes developed together, in continuous interrelation. There 

is little reason to doubt that the tribe (some sort of tribe) is 

historically prior to the state, but that does not mean that tribes 

such as exist today belong to an earlier stage of social evolution. 

The state has not come in the place of the tribe, but co-exists 
8 

and interacts with it 

Typical of all Middle Eastern empires is the clear-cut distinction 

of a military "caste" ("nobility") and a bureaucracy on the one 
9 hand, and .the mass of the population on the other. A similar 

dichotomy is that of tribal and non-tribal Kurds (a~d other subjects) 

described in the preceding chapter. Even some of the same terms 

are employed. At some places tribesmen were called sipah.i, lO 

after the "feudal" cavalry of the Ottoman empire. The non-tribal 

subjects are quite generally called reyet (beside locally preferred 

terms as guron, kurmanc, and misken), which is the term used in 

most islpmic states for the tax-paying subjects (see also below, 

p.185f). Even a rudimentary bureaucracy is observable: the tribe 

agho may have his deputies (~, eOxa; see p.91/2) who represent 

him in the villages under his direct influence; he may also have 

his scribe and counsellors, etc. When the Kurdish emirates still 

existed, they hod a much more elaborate bureaucracy, with titles 

and off ices that replicated those of the Ottoman and Persian empires 

(see below, sec. h). 

One of the reasons why the bureaucracy in the tribal milieu 
is so rudimentary is the relatively small size of tribes. 
Many current affairs can be handled directly by the chief
tain, where in larger units that is physically impossible. 
Another reason is that in Kurdistan rainfed cultivation 
predominates. Such terrassing as takes place is on a small 
scale; elaborate irrigation systems as in Persia or South-
ern Mesopotamia, which may give rise to a sizable bureaucracy, 
are absent. 
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The military "caste" of the Middle Eastern empires was largely re

cruited from the nomadic pastoralists and warriors who periodically 

swarmed out of the Arab peninsula and the Eurasian steppe belt. 

Often it was these recently arrived "tribal" groups that provided 

these states with new rulers. 

The probably largest single contribution to the genetic 
material of the present-day Kurdish people was made by one 
such wave of immigrants of Iranian stock. These, known as 
"Medes and Persians", moved south along the narrow path
way between Caucasus and Caspian Sea in the last quarter 
of the second millennium B.C., and established themselves 
in western Iran. It seems that the immigrants were welcomed 
there by local rulers, who employed these warriors with 
war carts (an innovation!) in their service. In exT~ange 
they gave meadows for pasturage and cultivable land • 
But in due time these newcomers - or a section of them -
came to form the ruling stratum of these ethnically mixed 
societies. In 612 B.C. the Medes, after several centuries 
of warring with the Assyy~ans, conquered and sacked the 
latter's capital Nineveh • For quite some time they were 
to rule northern Mesopotamia. It seems probable that under 
the protection of the Median armies not only the pastoral 
nomads~ but also Median.sedentary elements moved.west 1 ~nd established themselves in the heartlands of Kurdistan • 

The physical constitution of Kurdistan makes it into a natural 

frontier of empires. It is very difficult for any outside. power 

to establish and maintain its sovereignty there. For the Mesopotamian 

empires it had always constituted the northern and northeastern 

frontier (the Assyrian conquests in the north were made~ of 

what are now the Kurdish heartlands). For the past two and a half 

millennia it has been the buffer between Persia and the great 

empires of Asia Minor: Greek-Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman. The 

Kurdish mou~tains formed a secondary reservoir (if I may call the 

Arab deserts and Eurasian steppes primary) of "tribal" warriors, 

recruited by the surrounding states. This was certainly so after 

the arrival fo the Medes there, but possibly already before that 

time. (Assyrian chronicles make mention of the kings of Nairi, re

doubtable fighters in what is now central Kurdistan). Throughout 

the history of Islam one encounters Kurdish chieftains with their 

· b · h · f h d · d th em 14• tri esmen in t e service o t e great ynasties aroun 
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The most famous of these was Selahedin EyObi (the Saladin 
of European lore), a Kurd of the Rewadi tribe who earned 
fame as a general leading Kurdish and Turkish troops against 
the Crusaders. He put an end to the (shiite) Fatimid 
caliphate of Egypt and set himself up as the new (sunnite) 
sultan there (1171). Later he extended his authority from 
Egypt to include Syria. His descendants ruled until 1249 
in Egypt, and until 1260 in Aleppo. 
Saladin may, however, not have been a very representative 
example of the Kurdish tribesman who entered military ser
vice of a neighbouring empire. He was .!22!. a tribal chief
tain; he was not even born in Kurdistan but in Tekrit 
(Arab Iraq). He earned his power to his appointment as a 
general by NOredin, the independent Atabeg (ruler) of Aleppo, 
and to his qualities as a soldier, not to any tribal backing 
(The many tribal chieftains who served under him in lower 
ranks were much more typical). Probably his very lack of 
strong connections with his own tribe was even an asset, 
in that it became easier for other tribes to be loyal to 
him. His position thus somewhat resembled that of a shaikh 
whose charisma transcends tribal boundaries. In his case 
the charisma was due to his success in war against the un
believers (the Crusaders) and his opposition to the heretical 
Fatimids, so it hod o religious flavour, too. 
The tribal troops of which his army consisted were Kurds 
and Turks, with the latter dominating; conflicts between 
these groups were frequent. Therefore Saladin never took 
the risk of alienating the larger port of his men by stres
sing his Kurdish identity. Tge Eyyubid dynasty was not a 
Kurdish, but on islomic one • 

III. d Some recurring patterns: center-periphery relations 

Processes closely related to the periodical change of dynasties 

in the centre of Middle Eastern empires may be observed in the per

iphery. The role of tribes is even more obvious there. Dynastic 

change in the capitol may, in fact be seen as a •peciol case of 

the processes occurring in teh periphery. 

Generally, then, there is a difference in the administration of 

the central lands of empires, and the periphery. The tendency is 

towordsdirect, centralized control in the central districts, and 

forms of vassalage ("indirect rule") in the periphery. Since 

Kurdistan hos always been - and still is - peripheral to any state 

it belonged to, it is the processes in the periphery that ore 
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relevant. They occur probably in all other peripheral regions of 

empires as well. The central authority chooses, rather arbitrarily, 

a few out of all the locally powerful men, and investsthem with an 

office, The exact terms under which this occurs vary between dif

ferent times and places; the term "vassalage" has to be understood 

in a very broad sense. All dealings of the government with the 

people are then made through these chosen lords, which considerably 

changes the nature and extent of their powers. The appointed lords 

are held to collect taxes from their subjects and also supply mil

itary recruits to the central government, but otherwise retain a 

high degree of autonomy. The only other demand is that of "loyalty". 

In exchange they receive state support to back up their local claims. 

Whereas chieftains without state backing have to rule by consent 

(although a strong band of armed retainers amy compensate for in

complete consent), those whom the state recognizes and invests 

with a title can and generally do afford much more authoritarian 

forms of rule. Through their obligations to the state (taxation 

and soldiers, both of which they can easily levy in excess of 

central demand, and keep the balance for themselves), as well as 

through the coercive sanctions of which they ultimately dispose, 

there grows a rudimentary replica of the central stat~ organization 

around them. They, in turn, have a number of minor chieftains as 

their vassals, whose relations with them replicate their own relations 

with the central authQrity. Thus even rather loose association 

with the state may significantly affect political organization down 

to the lowest levels. Beside these purely political influences 

there are the equally important economical influences emanating 

from the political centre. The effects of trade, or of the influx 

of cash or new products are generally so as to increase social 

stratification, although the processes by which this occurs are 

less predictable. Mechanization of agriculture is the latest, 

but certainly not the only one of these influences. 

A petty chieftain has little to lose, and much to gain by becoming 
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a vassal to a powerful state. He may have to give up some of his 

independence, but is often amply compensated for this by an increase 

in effective power. Now Kurdistan differs from many other peripheral 

regions in that it has, for the past centuries, been contes·ted for 

by two or more big powers, which gave the local rulers some leverage. 

They could try to balance the powers against each other, a dangerous 

but rewarding game. 

The world witnessed the dramatic outcome of the last game 
of this kind in March 1975 with the Algiers agreement be
tween the rival powers Iran and Iraq (themselves clients 
of the USA and

1
5he USSR), as a result of which Barzani's 

vassal kingdom collapsed within a few days and hundreds 
of thousands of Iraqi Kurds fled across the border into 
the relative safety of Iran. Barzani received Iran's 
support because it wanted to harrass Iraq, with which it 
had a long-standing conflict; by always keeping a door open 
to the Iraqi government Barzani had long managed to retain 
a certain measure of independence vis a vis Iran. He 
simply followed the example of numerous Kurdish chieftains 
before him, a chain whose beginnings are lost in the dawn 
of history. 

The presence of more than one big power in the area.also strongly 

affects the course of rivalries among petty chieftains in the 

periphery. The best thing to do for rivals or enemies of a particular 

chieftain who has become a vassal to one state is to try to enlist 

support from the other state (or one of the other states). for 

this other state it is precisely their rivalry with the other 

chieftain that is some guarantee of their loyalty. Usually,. states 

trying to get influence in Kurdistan sought for vassals among the 

enemies of the other state's.vassals. In this way local or regional 

enmities and rivalries became intimately intertwined with the power 

conflicts of neighbouring, and even more distant states. 

Nowhere have I found people so acutely aware as in Kurdistan 
of power conflicts within the state apparatus as well as 
betwe~n different states. In particular I still remember 
vividly a night that I was questioned very thoroughly about 
the present state of relations between the USA, the USSR, 
and China - in an encampment of nomads, almost none of whom 
ryad ever been to school. They were quite well-informed, and 
listened daily to news broadcasts from several countries, 
the contents of which they analyzed together. Their 
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main interest was, of course, in the possibilities for 
Kurdish independence (even if as a vassal state) that the 
news implied. 

Loyalty of such vassals usually only lasts as long as it is profit

able to be loyal. When this is no longer so they may transfer their 

loyalty to another outside power, or proclaim their full independ

ence. As soon as central authority weakens the vassal in the peri

phery show signs of independence. They may continue to proclaim 

their (nominal) allegiance but progressively empty this allegiance 

of content: they stop paying taxes regularly, no longer provide 

military assistance when demanded, and in the end may openly proclaim 

their independence. If the center's weakening is only temporary, 

these vassals may soon reaffirm their loyalty. If, however, central 

authority is not rapidly restored one sees the appearance in the 

periphery of a number of autonomous chiefdoms or mini-states, some 

of which may dominate others and become fully grown states in their 

own right. Decoy of an empire thus creates, as it were, a number 

of new states at the periphery which are smaller copies of the old 

emp~re. It is not necessarily the former vassals who become in

dependent rulers. The turmoil accompanying the decay of central 

·power, and the intensified rivalries between more or less established 

authorities in the periphery makes the rapid rise of new leaders 

possible. 
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As an illustration of this process I take the case of the 
Merwanids, a Kurdish dynasty that made itself independent 
and ruled foy7a century (ca. 985 - 1085) over a large part 
of Kurdistan • The central power in this case was the 
Abbasid caliphate of Baghdad. In this capital the Buyids, 
a Dailamite dynasty, had taken the reins into their hands 
(955) and provided some muscle to the Caliph's too weak 
rule. Officially the Caliph remained the head of state, 
but to all purposes the government was the Buyids'. They 
had reduced the Hamdanids, an Arab dynasty that had for 
some time ruled independently northern and middle Mesopotamia 
(and even, for 3 years, Baghdad itself). Two branches of 
the Hamdanid family were made governors of the Buyids at 
Aleppo and at Mosul. They always remained eager to regain 
full independence and expand the territory under their rule. 
The greatest islamic rival of the Abbasids in this period 
were the Fatimids at Cairo, who also had influence in Syria. 



The third contemporary empire was Byzantium. Minor roles 
were played by the two semi-independent Armenian kingdoms 
of Ani (under the Bagratid dynasty) and Van (under the 
Artsrunians). Religious factors should not be left out 
of consideration. The Abbasid caliphs were accepted by 
all sunni muslims as their ultimate overlords, their 
secular as well as religious leaders. The Buyids, however, 
and the troops through which they exercised de facto authority, 
were shiites of the "twelver" persuasion, which may be one 
of the reasons why they were unpopular with the (mainly 
sunni) population of Kurdistan. The Fatimids were Isma'ilis 
("sevener" shiites). Religious sentiment would thus make 
the sunni Hamdanids the most congenial of the external 
powers. 

We are told of the founder of the Merwanid dynasty, the 
Kurd Bad (or Baz) that he was originally a shepherd, then 
became a robber, and later with a band of followers, took 
the town of Ere!~ and some ~inor town• near Armenia. Else
where he is called chief of the Humeydi, apparently a tribe. 
This need not contradict his lowly position in earlier times: 
when leadership in the tribe is not sanctioned by a state, 
there are no overriding restraints- on rapid social mobility. 
Also, among Kurdish tribes it is not uncommon for chief
tains' sons to work as shepherds in their youth. 
As long as the Buyid Adud od-Dowla, a strong ruler, lived 
Bad stayed in the mountains and kept quiet, but 9$ter the 
former's death Bod's following rapidly increased • He 
marched toward Meyaferqin (the present town of Silvan1 
where a governor of the Hamadanids was in command, and 
easily seized the town, thanks to the inhabitants' co
operation (973/4). Soon he was also master of the towns 
of Amid (now Diyarbakir) and Nesibin, and the districts 
they commanded. Leaving a brother in command at Meyaf erqin 
he went southward and took Mosul, routing troops sent against 
him by the Buyids and the Hamdanids. He even threatened 
Baghdad but was then defeated and had to retire to Meyo
ferqin. A general sent after him, however, was forced to 
leave him f ~ the possession of the entire province of 
Diyar Bekr • The Hamdanids accepted that a large part 
of their territory had fallen into Bod's hands. An arrange
ment was reached whereby Bod - administered the southern 
fringes of his territory (the Tor Abdin and Cezire) as a 
vassal of the Homdonids - who themselves were vossa~5 to 
the Buyids, though with aspirations to independence • 
When in 990 A.D. the Buyid Samsam ad-Dawla died the Homdan
ids tried to profit from the temporary weakening of central 
power. Among other things, they tried to reconquer the 
territories lost to Bod. Bod collected his troops near the 
Tor Abdin, and established communication with the in
habitants of Mosul (who were apparently in favour of him). 
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He would possibly hove token that town if he hod no21been 
killed in the bottle that ensued near the Tor Abdin • 
Three sister's sons succeeded him in turn. They managed 
to withstand attacks from outside (the Byzantines tried 
at that time to conquer the northern shores of Lake Von). 
and established marital relations with the Homdonids. 
But the first two of these brothers faced internal opposi
tion, and it was only the third, EbO Nesr, who managed 
to establish internal peace. His long reign (1010-1061) 
was a period of prosperity and cultural splendour. He 
strengthened his position by establishing friendly rela
tions with2~oth the Byzantine Emperor and the Caliph and 
the Buyids • In the third year of his reign, ofter he 
hod consolidated his rulership, envoys of three great 
powers visited him simultaneously and brought him precious 
gifts and titles (which would make him at least in name 
a vassal of the granter). The first to arrive were envoys 
of the Caliph and his Buyid "protector". They brought 
many gifts, robes of honour, the title "Nasr ad-Dawlo" 
("support of the state"), and a signed charter in which 
all towns and castles of Diyor Bekr were given to him. 
A fe.w days later on envoy from the F atimid ruler Abu Ali 
Mansur of Egypt arrived with many gifts and another title, 
"'Izz od-Dowlo" ("glory of the state"). And another day 
later on envoy from the Byzantine Emperor Basil arrived, 
carrying magnificent gifts. This recognition by the three 
great contemporary powers greatly contribu23d to EbO Nesr's 
independence and .the strength of his reign • He added 
Amid to his dominions, and carried on gove2~ment in grand 
style, resembling that of Coiro or Baghdad • Bureaucrats 
in his service hailed from several corners of the islamic 
world. Political refugees were welcomed, contributing to 
the cosmopolitanism of this new state. 
Unfortunately, the sources do not give much useful infor-1 
motion on the internal organization of the Merwanid state, 
the ethnic origins of its soldiers,ond the composition 
of the population. Minorsky (probably following the 
historian Ibn al-Athir) called Bad leader of the Humeydi, 
and related that for his last confrontation with the ~gmdanids 
he collected a large body of Be~newi Kurds around him ~ 
That suggests that the main body of his army consisted of 
Kurdish "tribal" warriors. The towns' population, however, 
was larg2~Y non-Kurdish; a high proportion were christians 
and jews • Bod's first successor Ebu Eli complained that 
the inhabitants of Meyaferqin, especially the "drunks and 
stupid ones" were not on his side but on the Homdonids', 
and even opposed his troops. If they felt insulted by 
"a soldier or another2~urd", they would kill him without 
recourse to the rule28 • The vast majority. of the peasantry, 
too, were christions (jocobite "Syrians" and gregorion 
Armenians, with a few Greek orthodox). It is highly 



improbable that at that time there were any Kurds practising 
agriculture in this area. They were described as a m~~ntain 
people, living mainly by animal husbandry and raiding • 

In the Merwanid state then, the military caste consisted 
of Kurdish tribesmen; peasantry, craftsmen, traders, etc. 
were mainly christians and jews, while the bureaucrats 
were often Arabs, later also Syrian christians. 
The land regime remains very obscure; it is not clear 
whether the Merwanids ever gave out fiefs, and under 
what conditions. There is one passage in Ibn al-Azraq's 
chronicle that refers to a grant of land, but that concerns 
a rather special case. After EbO Nesr's dedth his most 
able son EbOl Qasim succeeded him, but another son, Seid, 
caused much trouble and

3
aad to be bought off with money 

and a territorial grant • Government of other towns was 
delegated to centrally appointed officials, often relatives 
of the ruler at Meyoferqin. It is probable that these, 
as well as the military commanders of the tribal troops 
received their salaries in the form of grants of land 
(fiefs), as in the other islamic empires, but we have no 
concrete evidence for this. 
Decay of the Merwanid state set in after EbO Nesr's death. 
The main external cause was the arrival in western Iran 
and Mesopotamia of the Soljuq Turks. These 
nomadic warriors had a great love for raiding, which 
their paramount chieftain Tughrul Beg could not control, 
only try to channel into acceptable ways. EbO Nesr hod 
already been confronted with two Soljuq "generals" who 
hod received his dominiohs as fiefs from Tughrul Beg, 
but he could rebuff them. Somewhat later Mosul was taken 
by the Saljuqs and plundered; EbO Nesr again succeeded in 
expelling them from that city. In 1055 Tughrul Beg marched 
into Baghdad, and from that time on the Saljuqs (who were 
orthodox sunnis)- replaced the Buyids as protectors of the 
caliph. EbO Nesr now had to buy off Tughrul Beg's designs 
against his lands with gifts of money. In the succession 
struggle between EbO Nesr's sons EbOl Qasim and Seid . 
(referred to above) the latter enlisted the support of Tugh
rul Beg, and laid siege to Meyaferqin with a large body 
of Turkish troops. These troops could still be bought off 
however: while Seid was contented with a number ~f fiefs, 
the Saljuqs withdrew upon receipt of 50,00 dinars • 
The Saljuqs meanwhile continued to expand. Their main drive 
was directed against Byzantium, but the conf rontotions found 
place in or near Merwanid territory, to the great anxiety 
of EbOl Qasim. In 1071 the Saljuq sultan Alp Aslan 
decisively defeated the Byzantine Emperor Romanos IV 
near Melazgird - on what used to be Merwanid ground. From 
now on, Melazgird and Axlat became Saljuq dependencies, 
governed by Saljuq feudotories. In 1084 a new Saljuq 
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campaign to submit the Merwanids took place. They laid 
siege on Meyaf erq1n and Amid. The Merwanid ruler EbOl 
Muzeffer (a son of EbOl Qasim) left his capital and fled 
to Cezire, leaving the defense to his vizier. The sultan's 
advisers proposed to take only Cezire, and to leave EbOl 
Muzeffer in the possession of both big towns. But the 
latter, at the Saljuq sultan's court to negotiate about 
the new southern borderline of his territories, was 
obstinate, and the Saljuqs therefore took everything from 
him (1085). As a consolation they gave him a small fief 
in Iraq. From then on the former Merwanid districts were 
under the control of Saljuq governors who collected revenue 
for the sultan. 

When, after a period of weakened central control, with its prolifera

tion of petty and not-so-petty independent units at the periphery, 

a new, strong central authority arises (such as the Saljuqs' in the 

preceding example) the independence of the rulers in the periphery 

is reduced or destroyed. 

new dynasty (possibly from 

or it may be the result of 

This new central authority may be an entirely 

one of the independent peripheral units), 

internal reforms in the old empire. In 

the historical narrative of the following sections we shall encounter 

instances of both. 

Since once-independent rulers cannot be trusted to become very loyal 

vassals, the central authority may try to remove them from the area 

or otherwise eliminate them (this may be the reason why peripheral 

chieftains seem to be so quick to offer their submission to any 

new powerful central ruler who turns towards Kurdistan). A rival 

of theirs may be appointed in their stead, especially if he is oc

ceptible to the local population. Alternatively the district may 

temporarily come under a (military) bureaucrat as a governor. 

Especially in the lotter case there often remains a power vacuum 
32 since on outsider cannot easily replace a local ruler • The result 

is a crumbling of the unity the former ruler managed to maintain: 

many petty chieftains fiercely compete to fill up as much of the 

power vacuum as they might. Quarrels between power-greedy individuals 

are ever-present, but when there is no paramount ruler who knows 

how to contain them, the chiefdom or state may fall apart into a 

number of feuding tribes33• Several tribes owe their existence 
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JJ:., 

as separate units to the decay of strong (regional) authority. 
34 

As a wise and experienced Kurdish ruler wrote nearly four centuries 

ago, when describing 

cJL~ c}.b.L,,,: 
~JJ., "-'.,,,.; ...rY.' 

such a 

~~./ 
• 

~/ 

period: 

As 

in 

the country was emptied of 
its ruler (sultan), 

every village the headman 
became its prince. 

The general processes sketched above will now be illustrated. The 

next section describes the historical context for the first set of 

examples. 

III. e The incorporation of Kurdistan into the Ottoman Empire
35 

The Turkish and Mongol invasions in the Middle East (11th - 14th 

centuries) caused great instability and frequent political changes. 

The geographical spread of the Kurds was also significantly affected, 

. h b . h d h d b h A · 36 
in t at y moving nort an west, t ey penetrate pt rmenias • 

A new stabilization took place in the late 15th 16th centuries, 

with the emergence of two strong multi-national states, the Ottoman 

and Persian Empires. Confrontations of these two states took place 

in Kurdistan; Kurdish tribes and chieftains played, naturally, an 

important role therein. In the first half of the 16th century 

Ottoman military success and diplomatic wisdom secured the incor

poration of the greater part of Kurdistan by winning the loyalty 

of local Kurdish rulers (m!rs). The border line between the empires 

thus determine4 was to undergo only minor modifications in later 

centuries. 

Prelude: Qaraqoyunlu and Aqqoyunlu 

After Timur Lang's Death04o4) his empire, which had stretched from 

the Syr Darya to western Anatolia, rapidly fell apart. In the far 

west the Ottomans, rulers of a small Turkish principality, started 

anew to add other similar principalities to their dominiors. In 

Azerbayjan and Kurdistan two confederations of Turkish tribes gained 

independence and became the ruling stratum of territorial states: 
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the Qaraqoyunlu and the Aqqoyunlu. The former had their centre orig

inally in the area northeast of Lake Van; shortly after Timur's 

death their leader Qara Yusuf conquered most of Azerbayjan. The 

Aqqoyunlu confederation had Amid (inwestern Kurdistan) as its capital. 

Its territory was, at that time, still small and hard to delineate. 

Around 1450 most Kurdish emirates (principalities) were under 

Qaraqoyunlu souvereignty, although towardsthe west (Bitlis, Se'ird, 

Hisnkeyf) the Kurdish mirs' vassalage to the Qaraqoyunlu rulers 

was nominal at best 37• Qara Yusuf, who previously had had to flee 

from Timur, gave upon his return his daughter in marriage to Mir 

~emsedin of Bitlis, who in turn gave him part of his territories 

as a gift, and helped him to defeat a Timurid descendant
38

: The 

Kurdish mir seems more an ally than vassal. Further west, around 

Mardin, Amid, Xerput, and Erzincan the Kurds were subject to Aqqoyunlu 

rulers. The Kurds do not seem. to have played any role of importance 

in the armed confrontations between the two ruling dynasties. 

Most battles took place in Mesopotamia, southwest of Kurdistan 
39 proper After 1460, however, the strong and able Aqqoyunlu ruler 

Uzun Hasan started pushing eastward; his Turkish troops took Hisnkeyf 

and Seird. The Qaraqoyunlu could not but feel threatened at this 

eastward push: they considered these occupied territories their 

sphere of influence. Jihanshah, the Qaraqoyunlu ruler, marched 

with an army against Uzun Hasan. In 1467 the army was.defeated, 

and Jihanshah was killed in flight. In the following years the 

Aqqoyunlu subjected most of Kurdistan: in 1470 the Cezire district 

was taken;. the fortresses of Bitlis and ~olemerik (capital of the 

Hekari Kurds) followed in the same or the next year40• All of 

Kurdistan now fell to Uzun Hasan,who, according to the Sharafname, 

"took it upon him to exterminate the leading families of Kurdistan, 

especially those who had shown themselves devoted to or subjects 

of the Qaraqoyunlu sultans 1141 • After defeating a descendant of 

Timur in Iran, Uzun Hasan became the master of Azerbayjan and most 

or Iran as wel~- He made Tebriz his new capi _l. 

Meanwhile, in the west, the Ottoman empire was also expanding. 
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Sultan MehmedII ("the Conqueror", who ruled in 1444, and 1451-1481) 

made conquests in Europe and Anatolia; the latter at the expense 

of other Turkish petty states. The Venetians, who saw their com

mercial interests threatened by this Ottoman expansion, proposed 

a military alliance to Uzun Hasan. And the (Turkish) beylik of 

Qaraman asked the Aqqoyunlu's military support against the approaching 

Ottomans. The troops that Uzun Hasan sent were, after initial 

successes at Toqat and Sivas, severely beaten near Angora (1473/74). 

Venetian assistance, though promised, never materialized
42

• The 

Mamluks, rulers of Syria and Egypt, with whom Uzun Hasan used to 

have cordial relations (he sent them tokens of subjection, e.g. 

keys of towns taken and heads of Qaraqoyunlu leaders killed
43

) pre

ferred to remain neutral in the conflict. As long as the two new 

big powers were occupied with each other, they could not make en

croachments on Mamluk territory. Their confrontation may therefore 

not have been unwelcome. In 1478 Uzun Hasan died. His sons proved 

weak, the empire desintegrated. Kurdish chieftains who had survived 

Uzun Hasan were among the first of his former subjects to reassert 

their independence. Soon a new leader was to take over control of 

the Aqqoyunlu territories, including Kurdistan, and to become shah 

of Iran: Isma'il, scion of the shaikhly dynasty of the Safavids. 

The Safavids 

This dynasty was named after its ancestor Safi ad-Din (1252 - 1334), 

a much respec~d sunni mystic and saint, living at Erdebil44• He 

made many followers, also among the nomadic Turks and Mongols; many 

Mongols were converted to Islam through his efforts. Although Safi 

does not seem to have spread any special teaching, a suf i order 

grew up around him, the adepts of which felt a strong personal loyal

ty towardsSafi and his descendants. Er.debil became a centre for 

the spread of a pious, devotional sufism. A sudden change in the 

nature of the order's sufism occurred with the accession of Junaid 

as its head (1447). This adventurous and militant shaikh travelled 

widely, after having been expelled from Erdebil by Jihanshah, the 
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Qaraqoyunlu ruler. He established quite friendly relations with 

Uzun Hasan - who gave him a sister in marriage - and attempted, 

successfully, to build up a strong following among the nomadic 

Turkish tribes of central and southwestern Anatolia. These tribes 

were only superficially islamicized, and were inclined to rather 

heterodox beliefs. Earlier extremist shiite movements had found 

an enthusiastic following among them. This may have been one of 

the reasons why Shaikh Junaid, and after him his son Haider and 

grandson Isma'il (the later shah) adopted similar heterodox teachings. 

Extreme veneration for Ali was only one aspect thereof; to their . 

followers, the sheikhs themselves came to be seen as (incarnations 

of) God45• Their khalifas (deputies) spread their religious prop

aganda all over Anatolia. It took root especially among the nomadic 

Turkish tribes and the poorer sections of the sedentary rural pop

ulation (settled Turks or the islamicized descendants of the original 

inhabitants). The followers of these Safavid sheikhs came to be 

known as "Qizilbash" ("redheads''), because of the red headgear some 

of the converted Turkish tribes wore. With the mos.t militant of 

these disciples the sheikhs also indulged in "holy warfare" against 

the non~muslim kingdoms in the north (the last Byzantine strong-

hold of Trapezund - which was to fall to the Ottomans in 1461 -

Georgia, and the other Caucasian states, expecially Shirwan). When 

lsma'il was still very young, his father fell in a campaign against 

Shirwan. The young boy had to take refuge in (shiite) Gilan, be

cause the (sunni) Aqqoyunlu, sovereigns of Erdebil, feared the 

power of the Safavid order, and wanted to kill him. In 1499, when 

internal dissension had considerablyweakenedAqqoyunlu power, Isma'il 

left his hideout and came to Erdebil. The next spring he went into 

Anatolia (to Erzincan, according to tradition) to collect loyal 

troops around him. In a short time he had an army of 7,000 devoted 

disciples, from diverse parts of Anatolia, mainly Turkish nomads 

and turkicized peasantry
46

• Probably there were also a few Kurdish 

groups among them, although they are not mentioned among Isma'il's 

troops on this occasion. A few years later two tribes from northern 
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Kurdistan are repeatedly mentioned among the Qizilbash tribes: 

the ~emi~kezek and the Xinuslu
47

• Isma'il did not immediately 

turn against the Aqqoyunlu, but led his followers first in a cam

paign against Shirwan: maybe an act of revenge, for both his father 

and grandfather had been killed in similar campaigns. After his 

conquest of Shirwan, however, the last Aqqoyunlu ruler of Azerbayjan, 

Alwand, attack~d him. Isma'il routed his army, and thus Azerbayjan 

fell into his hands like a ripe fruit. He had himself crowned shah, 

and proclaimed (twelver) shiism the.state religion (middle of 1501)48 • 

In the subsequent years he eliminated the other petty rulers that 

had appropriated parts of the Aqqoyunlu's empire49 

Kurdistan did not fall into his hands so easily as Azerbayjan. Sev

eral Kurdish mirs had been virtually independent for the past few 

decades, and also Amir Beg Mawsilu, a Turk who had under the Aqqoyun

lu been governor of (the province of) Diyar Bekr had asserted in

dependence. A greater danger was represented by the (Turkish) beylik 
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of Zulqadir (Elbistan), the last remaining independent state between 

th Ott E . d th f A 1 d . . 5o I 1 e oman mpire an e ormer qqoyun u ominions • ts ru er 
Ala' ad-Dawla, attempting to expand his sovereignty over these 

former Aqqoyunlu lands, took some fortifications in Diyar Bekr. 

Shah Isma'il marched with a strong army (20,000 men) against this 

rival and defeated his army. Amir Beg Mawsilu of Diyar Bekr then 

tendered his submission to the shah. For this Isma'il rewarded him 

richly; but instead of leaving him in his old function he sent him 

as a governor of Khorasan to Herat, far from Kurdistan where his 

personal influence was too great. As a governor of Diyar Bekr the 

shah now appointed his own brother-in-law Huhammad Beg Ustajlu
51 

The central town of Amid, however, stood under command of Amir Beg's 

brother Oaytmas Beg, who refused to give it up to Muhammad Beg 

Ustajlu, and incited the sunni Kurds to harass Ustajlu's shiite 

Turkish troops. He also asked for assistance from fresh Zulqadir 

armies after the shah and the main body of his army had left. Muhammad 

Beg Ustajlu, however, slaughtered many Kurds, and defeated the troops 

from Zulqadir. In a most bloody way he similarly asserted his 

authority over Hardin, Cezire and Mosul, "killing and plundering 
52 

the Kurds" • 

Shah Isma'li's policy towards the Kurds resembled Uzun Hasan's. 

Both eliminated many Kurdish chieftains and appointed their own 

men as governors. Alternatively, when they left local authority 

with local people, it was not the old, noble families, but rivals 
. 53 of lesser status whom they recognized • Rebellions of Kurdish 

chieftains who resisted this policy and tried to remain or become 

independent were brutally suppressed. A delegation of 16 Kurdish 

chieftains, who had agreed to offer their submission to the shah 

and pay him homage in the hope of a more lenient attitude, were 

taken prisoner when they visited the shah in his winter residence 

at Xoy (1510?)
54

• The shah then sent trusted leaders of his Qizilbash 

tribes to these mirs' territories, in order to subject them. 

The religious factor played a role, too, although it is sometimes 

overestimated. Most Kurds were sunni muslims, while Isma'il had 
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made twelver shi'a his state religion, and (many of) his troops were 

fanatical extremist shiites. This could only exacerbate the antagon

ism between the Kurds and their Turkish overlords. 

The events as seen "from below" 

Most of the contemporary sources on this period have the perspective 

of the ruling dosses (or the ruling strata). History is presented 

as an adventurous struggle between Turkish and Kurdish military and 

political leaders; of the common people and their role we learn 

next to nothing. Exceptions are a few chronicles written by 
55 

christian subjects in the Aramaeic language. One of these relates 

the occupation of Cezire by Muhammad Beg Ustajlu and subsequent 

events. It is a concise account of disaster upon disaster that be

fell the peasantry and townsmen: Qizilbash, locusts, Kurds, etc., 

in seemingly never-ending sequence: 

"Isma'il Shah, who viewed himself as God and who had con
quered the entire East, sent as a governor into Armenia a 
mean, cunning and hard-hearted man called Muhammad Beg. 

· He ordered him to kill <1ny king who would disobey him, and 
to destroy every town that would rebel against him". 'Mir 
~eref, "king" (mir) of Cezire, refused to submit himself 
and to send presents to Muhammad Beg, who therefore sent 
his troops and defeated the mir. "He pillaged the entire 
country; he took away the animals; he killed a large number 
of the inhabitants; he slaughtered priests, deacons, children, 
peasants, artisans, young·people and old; he burnt villages; 
he destroyed the monasteries and the churches and he took 
as slaves many young men and women. King ~eref was then 
obligeG to make peace with him, and give him one of his 
nieces as a wife". 
The next year it was only the locust that made life miserable; 
again a Y.~ar later, mir ~eref revolted. Muhammad Beg 
immediately sent troops into Botan, the region of mir 
~eref's Kurdish subjects. Many muslims and christians were 
massacred. To prevent Muhammad Beg' s taking the town of 
Cezire, mir ~eref ordered all its inhabitants (mainly 
christians) out, and had his Kurds set it on fire. Then. 
he and his Kurds retreated to his mountain fortress at ~ax. 
When the Qizilbash came they met with no resistance upon 
entering the town's ruins. They forced the inhabitants to 
return and rebuild it. 
No sooner was it rebuilt than new misery impended. Hearing 
the rumour that Shah Isma'il had been attacked and defeated 
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by "a courageous people who cover their heads with felt", 
Kurdish tribes everywhere united; they came down from the 
mountains where they had withdrawn, and attacked the Qizilbash. 
The local governor at Cezire was defeated; Muhammad Beg 
sent reinforcements, which where welcomed by the inhabitants, 
who hoped to be delivered from the Kurds. Instead, however, 
these troops pillaged the town and butchered its inhabitants. 
At first the notables, christians and muslims alike, were 
tortured, women and girls raped. Then a general massacre 
ensued; the newly arrived troops killed without discrimination, 
christian and muslim, man and animal, "they even raped each 
other's wives ••• " "The town was burnt down. Muslims, Syrians 
(jacobites) and jews who had escaped the bloodshed were 
taken into ca~tivity. On the way all who could not, for 
fatigue, continue their forced voyage were killed. All 
these unfortunate prisoners were sold on the islands and 
in far-away countries". 

Ottoman - Safavid confrontation 

Considering Isma'il's policy it is not surprising that the Kurds -

or, rather, those traditional Kurdish rulers that survived - were 

looking for help to the one big power that might liberate them from 

Safavid domination, the (sunni) Ottoman empire. As long as Sultan 

Bayezid was in power there (1481-1512), Isma'il's relations with 

this neighbour had been friendly. Bayezid, however, became weak 

in his old age; during his lifetime a struggle for the succession 

already ensued between his sons. Around that same time (1511) a 

social and religious revolt broke out, and spread from its original 

centre Teke (in southwestern Anatolia) over large areas of the empire. 

The evidence56 suggests that it was a Qizilbash revolt, although 

Isma'il seems not to have been directly involved. Only in a later 

stage, when the eastern provinces were also in revolt, Isma'il 

intervened. He sent Nur Ali Khalife Rumlu, his representative 

at Erzincan, into the Ottoman Empire to supp.art the revolting 

Qizilbash there (and, indirectly, Bayezid's grandson Murad, one of 

the pretenders to the sultanate). Nur Ali, aided by the local 

Qizilbash, defeated several armies that were sent against him by 

provincial governors and by Selim I who had meanwhile mounted the 

Sultan's throne. Selim (nicknamed "Yavuz", " the Grim") was the 
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army's favourite; he was a sworn enemy of Shah Isma'il. He had been 

governor of Trapezund (an Ottoman possession since 1461), and his 

incursions into Safavid territory had then greatly annoyed Isma'il. 

One of Selim's first actions as a sultan was the execution and im

prisonment of large numbers of Qizilbash subjects ("40,000", according 

to some sources)57• Both monarchs now had their casus belli. To 

make things worse, Muhammad Khan Ustajlu
58 

(a governor only!) chal

lenged Selim to arms in most insulting terms. In the winter of 

1513-14 Selim prepared for war, and in spring he marched east with 

an army of over 100,000 (!) On his approach Muhammad Khan Ustajlu 

evacuated his dominions. He forced all inhabitants of the Armenian 

plateau to go to Azerbayjan, and burnt all that was edible, trying 

thus to place an impassible barrier between the Ottoman and Safavid 

lands. Thanks to 60,000 camels carrying provisions the sultan how

ever managed to pass. In August 1514 the two empires' armies met 

near ~eldiran (northeast of Lake Van). Isma'il suffered a crushing 

d f t S 1 . · d T b . 59 H l . . bl e ea • e im occupie e riz • owever, ogistic pro ems nec-

essitated the Ottoman army's return before winter set in. Isma'il 

reoccupied Tebriz, and sent back his governors to his western provinces. 

Muhammad Khan Ustajlu had been killed at ~eldiran, so in his place 

he appointed Muhammad's brother Qara Beg, with the title of Khan. 

Two other brothers, Iwaz Beg and Ulash Beg, became governors of 

Bitlis and Cezire, respectively. When Qara Khan arrived in Diyar 

Bekr he found the Kurdish mirs in open revolt. They had recognized 

Selim as their •overeign, and solici~ed his help to get rid of the 

Safavids. 

Ottoman policy vis-a-vis the Kurds 

According to the Sharafname
60

,some twenty Kurdish mirs had already 

sent him declarations of submission before Selim's campaign against 

the Safavids. The man behind this was a Kurd born in Bitlis, Idris 

Bitlisi. He had formerly been a secretary to the Aqqoyunlu ruler 

Ya'qub (son of Uzun Hasan), was an important historian, and an 

accomplished diplomat. From Ottoman sources61 
it appears that he 
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was already in Selim's service - where his intimate knowledge of 

Kurdish of fairs was appreciated - and had been despatched to secure 

Kurdish support. It was Idrfs - whom the Sharofname praises in the 

most florid language - who counselled the Kurdish mirs to bet on 

Selim, and who returned to the capital with their promises of al

legiance ("sincere attachment and devotion", in the words of the 

Sharafname). At the Ottomans' arrival in 1514 the inhabitants of 

Amid opened the gates of the city for them. Elsewhere the Kurds 

started throwing out the remaining Qizilbash occupation troops, led 

by their mirs who tried to regain their strongholds which the Qizilbash 
62 had taken from them • ~ut before winter, as related above, the 

sultan retired to western Anatolia with the bulk of his army, and 

Isma'il sent troops into Kurdistan to reassert his sovereignty. 

Kurdish mirs closed their ranks and jointly opposed these Qizilbash 

troops. They received assistance from the one general Selim had 

left behind as the governor and military commander of the eastern 

frontier, Biyiqli Muhammad Pasha. The Sharofname's story of his 

appointment merits attention. Even if it did not happen this way, 

this is how it ought to have happened, apparently: 

When the sultan left Tebriz for the west, the Kurdish mirs 
sent Idris to him with the demand of recognition of their 
hereditary rights over their respective territories, and with 
the request to appoint one from their midst as the beglerbegi 
so that they could, under an unambiguous leadership, march 
together against Qara Khan and expel him from Kurdistan. 
(It should be noted that beglerbegi was the title of the 
military and civil commander of an eyelet - large province-
in the Ottoman Empire; these post~3were given to the sultan's 
sons and the highest generals only )o The sultan then 
asked Idris which of the mfrs was most worthy of this para
mount leadership. The wise Idris advised: "They are all 
more or less egual, and none of them will bow his head be-
fore any other. For an effective and united struggle against 
the Oizilbash it will be necessary to put coordinating authority 
into the hands of a servant of the court, whom all mirs 
will obey." Thus was done, and Biyiqli Muhammad s~~yed 
behind in Kurdistan as the beglerbegi of Kurdistan • 

Immediately upon his arrival, the Qizilbash commander, Qara Khan, 

laid siege to Amid, the most important town. He received reinforce

ments from the towns that were still in Qizilbash hands, Mardin, 
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Hisnkeyf, and Urfa. The siege lasted over a year, and cost the in-
65 

habitants many casualties (50,000, acc. to Von Hammer's source ),_ 

but the Qizilbosh never succeeded in taking it. During all that 

time Kurdistan was in a rather chaotic state of uncoordinated war

fare, in which the mutual rivalries of Kurdish pretenders and the 

sunni-shii or Ottomon-Sofavid struggle were not easily distinguishable 

from each other. But finally a combination of Kurdish tribal troops, 

under their own mirs, and regular troops under Biyiqli Muhammad 

and other generals despatched by Sulton Selim inflicted a number of 

defeats on the Qizilbosh. The latter received the final blow near 

Qo~hisor, at the hands of mainly Kurdish units. Many, maybe even 

the majority, were killed; the survivors fled to Iran
66

• 

The larger part of Kurdistan from now on belonged to the Ottoman 

Empire: the entir6 province of Diyor Bekr, most of what is now 

northern Iraq, and everything west of there. Selim's successor 

SUleymon was to push the frontier further east some twenty years 

later. A number of tribes and emirates were to remain in the Persian 

sphere of infloence, while a few others were to switch their loyal

ties several times in the centuries to ~ollow. The frontier may 

not yet have been fixed definitely; the administrative organization 

as it was introduced in 1515 was to remain in force with only minor 

changes for four centuries. It was the achievement of Idris, who 

hod received plenipotentiary powers from the sultan. He appointed 

mirs who hod cooperated against the Qizilbosh as hereditary governors 

of districts - on anomaly in the empire, where these positions were 

usually held by military appointees, and were (at least in theory) 

not inheritable. The administrative organization will be treated 

in more detail in section III. h. 

From the Shorofnome, which gives the histories of most important 

leading families in Kurdistan, it becomes apparent that the mirs 

whom Idris appointed all belonged to old families that hod for 

centuries exercized near-regal powers - at intervals. The Aqqoyunlu 

and the Sofovids had followed a policy of breaking these families'# 
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power. When they could, they replaced them with their own (Turkish) 

governors, otherwise with other, less aristocratic Kurds. The 

Ottoman conquest, on the other hand, consolidated the position of 

the old aristocracy: no parvenu was allowed to share in the power 

to be derived from the Ottoman state. In the section that now follows 

I shall try to illustrate these policies by retelling the same 

history from the narrower perspective of a few Kurdish emirates or, 

rather, of their ruling families. 

III. f Political history of some Kurdish emirates 

1. The meliks of Hisnkeyf 

Hisnkeyf is an old town with a fortress on the Tigris, between Amid 

and Cezire. Until very recently the town's population consisted 

mainly of jacobite christians (SOriyani: speakers of Aramaeic and 

Arabic). The 'district surrounding it is still inhabited by SOriyani, 

muslim and yezidi Kurds (tribal and also non-tribal) and some Arabs. 

In the period under consideration the population may have been even 

more mixed (the Sharafname only mentions Kurdish tribes and christian 

subject peasantry). Since centuries the same family had been in 

power here, with only very few interruptions. It claimed descent 

from Selahedin EyyObi. The Sharafname mentions them as one of the 

five families that have, it is true, never arrogated full independence 

and the title of absolute monarch, but that at one time or another 

had money coined and the khutbe read in their own name
67

• They 

bore the title of "melik", "king". Melik E~ref was a contemporary 

of Timur Lang, to whom he submitted himself and pleaded absolute 

devotion (which found, undoubtedly, material expression). His 

rule was long and quiet. After his death (early 15th century) his 

son Melik Xelil "with the unanimous consent of the large and small 

tribes
1168 

succeeded his father. The Qaraqoyunlu never succeeded 

in extending their influence over Hisnkeyf. Melik Xelil recognized 

Timur Lang's son Shahrukh as his sovereign, and when the latter was in 

Van in a campaign against the Qaraqoyunlu Oara Yusuf who had made 

himself independent, Melik Xelil went to pay homage. His rule, too, 
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was a period of peace and happiness: "His soldiers and subjects 

h h . . 11 69 H" were satisfied and content wit is generosity • is successor 

was a brother's son, Melik Xelf, who had to fight several wars against 

the powerful Botan tribes of neighbouring Cezire. In his time Uzun 

Hasan the Aqqoyunlu started his eastward expansion. His Turkish 

troops laid siege to Hisnkeyf. One of Melik Xelf's nephews treacher

ously killed him and opened the gates of the town to the Turks. 

He expected to be placed on his uncle's throne as Uzun Hasan's vassal, 

but such was not the policy of this monarch. He gave town and dis

trict as an hereditary fief to one of his Turkish chieftains. 

Melik Xelil, a brother of the murdered Melik Xelf, had escaped and 

kept himself in hiding in Syria until Aqqoyunlu rule was weakened 

by internal disputes. He returned to his territory and, aided by 

Mir ~ah Mihemed Sirwi - the heads of the ~irwi tribe always acted 

as viziers to the rulers of Hisnkeyf - he called on his family's 

subjects to show their loyalties. Representatives of all the diverse 

tribes and groups gathered under his banner and marched first against 

Se'ird, then against Hisnkeyf, both of which towns they took from 

the Aqqoyunlu. From then on, Melik Xelil enjoyed full independence. 

"None of the princes of Kurdistan equalled him in grandeur or power"; 

all he did was in regal style. He married a sister of the future 

·Shah Isma'il. His independence came to an end when he (together 

with 15 other Kurdish mirs, see above) went to the Shah to pay homage 

and offer his f.l.lbmission. With the others, he was taken prisoner. 

The only privilege his brother-in-law granted him was to send for 

his wife and family. The Qizilbash took possession of Hisnkeyf; 

they left the town in the custody of the (Kurdish) Becnewi tribe, 

which bore a grudge against Melik Xelil, who had killed its chieftain. 

After the battle at ~eldiran Melik Xelil escaped and returned to 

Hisnkeyf. He found the population there divided among itself on 

the selection of a paramount chieftain who could lead operations 

against the Qizilbash. A majority of the tribes supported Melik 

Xelil's son Suleyman, but others preferred one of his cousins. The 
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Botan profited from this dividedness and laid siege to Se'ird, de

termined to take that town from the Qizilbash and keep it for them

selves. Within a few doys, however, Melik Xelil brought unity among 

his subjects. The Botan were forced to renounce on Se'ird, which 

Melik Xelil soon managed to retake. The Becnewi, who held the town 

of Hisnkeyf, also surrendered. Melik Xelil did not punish them, 

and conciliated them by granting their chieftain a village as a 

compens~tion for the killin~ of his father. 

The exact status of Hisnkeyf after its incorporation in the Ottoman 

empire is not clear. Anyway, Melik Xelil continued to govern until 

his death. Between his four sons, however, there was nothing but 

rlvalry. Huseyn, who first succeeded him, threw two brothers in 

jail. The fourth, Suleyman, took refuge with the Ottoman governor 

Khusrev Pasha at Amid, who had Huseyn killed and put Suleyman in his 

place. Rivalry of his brothers, and anger of the tribes, who blamed 

him for his brother's death, made it impossible for him to govern. 

He voluntarily resigned and submitted the keys of all fortifications 

to Khusrev Pasha at Amid. This was the end of the family's rule 

as hereditary mirs. The sultan indemnified Suleyman by appointing 

him as a governor in the town of Urfa, and later at other places, 

while his brothers each received a zeamet (large fief) that guaranteed 

them comfortable incomes. 

2 H k • d . • 70 • e ari an its mirs 

The history of this emirate is interesting because its territory 

remained much longer under Safavid influence; it was always to re

main a frontier province desired by both empires. Although the 

natural conditions gave it a rather efficient protection against 

foreign invasions, the mirs often needed much political skill to 

retain their independence. Among the p~pulation of the emirate was 

a large number of Assyrians (Aramaeic speaking christians, following 

the Nestorian rites). Half of these were peasants subjected to the 

Kurdish tribes, as christians elsewhere; the other half, however, 
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d b bl f . h 71 w h 11 were tribally organized and were re ou ta e ig ters • e s a 

see that they also played quite an active role in the emirate's 

politics. The ruling family claimed descent from the Abbasid caliphs; 

at one time or another they had their own money minted and their 

names read in the khutbe. In earlier times Hekari Kurds were men

tioned in a more southerly direction
72

, but at the period under con

sideration they resided at Van and ~olemerik (the latter town is 

now called ·Hakkori). The mirs ruled over a territory consisting 

of the present Turkish provinces of Hakkari and Van, and stretching 

south into northern Iraq. 

At the arrival of Timur Lang (1387) Mir Ezdin $er ruled over these 

dominions and firmly resisted Timur's incursions. But seeing how 

Timur harassed the non-military population, Ezdin $er at last sur

rendered. A relative, Nesredin, barricaded himself in the near+y 

impregnable fortress of Van and continued a desperate fight against 

Timur's troops; only with great difficulty could this resistance be 

broken. That may have been the reason why Timur contented himself 

with making Hekari a nominal vassal state only. He gave Ezdin $er -

who after all had recognized his sovereignty - his patrimonial 

dominions as a fief, and left administration and government fully 

in his hands. The family remained loyal to Timur and his successors 

after that. When Timur's son Shahrukh led. a campaign against the 

rebellious Qare Yusuf (the founder of the Qaraqoyunlu dynasty, see 

above), Ezdin's son Melik Mihemed went (together with the mir 

of Bitlis, $emsed.ln) to the farmer's camp to pay his respects and 

to receive a renewal of his investiture. 

The Shorafname is silent on the period of Oaraqoyunlu domination. 

It is highly prcibable that the family submitted itself to these new 

rulers, in spite of their professi6n of loyalty to the Timurids. 

The author, a great friend of the Hekari family, may have preferred 

to leave this unmentioned. 

The Aqqoyunlu ruler Uzun Hasan sent his (Turkish) generals against 

~olemerik, the Hekari capital. They managed to take it due to the 

extreme negligence of its ruler, another Ezdin $er, who did not put 
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up any defense in spite of entreaties by all his councillors. The 

mir was killed (and with him, probably, many others who might have 

led future resistance against occupation), and the district was placed 

under the control of the (Kurdish) Dumbili tribe, a fierce lot, 

probably originating from Cezire. The Dumbili used the good relations 

of their chieftain ~ex Ehmed with Uzun Hasan to effect some conquests 

of their own, in the name of the Aqqoyunlu. The eastern subdistricts 

of Hekari were placed under control of the MehmOdi. These were a 

confederation of Kurdish tribes of diverse origins, formed around 

a certain ~ex MehmOd (from whom their name derived), who 

had entered the service of the Oaraqoyunlu. Qara Yusuf had granted 

him the districts A,Ot and Xo,ab, which had at times belonged to 

the Hekari. His son Mir Huseyn Beg enjoyed the favour of Uzun Hasan, 

and received official title to the same or even larger districts 

from him. Thus the Hekari emirate had come under control of two 

"foreign" Kurdish tribes, that were vassals .to the Aqqoyunlu. 

Now some of the Assyrians of the subdistrict Diz (one of the five 

tribal communities) were merchants and travelled frequently to 

Syria and Egypt. In the latter country lived a scion of the Hekori 

family, Esededin, who had greatly distingui~ed himself as a warrior 

in the service of the Circassian sultans there. The Assyrian mer

chants heard of his reputation and met him; then they asked him to 

come with them and regain possession of his family's dominions(!) 

His return was prompt. One of the strongholds occupied by the Dumbili 

was the castle of Diz; christian subjects had the task of bringing 

firewood and provisions up to the castle. Dressed as Assyrians, 

Esededin and some valiant men of his tribe thus entered the castle, 

and, with arms hidden between the firewood, slew the Dumbili. In 

a short time he purged much of the Hekari dominions from occupying 

Dumbili tribesmen. These Dumbili are found in later times in Azer

bay j an, around Xoy, as vassals of the Safavids. The MehmOdi, how

ever, proved more redoubtable rivals. They continued to hold part 

of the former Hekari territory, and, aided by Turkish (Aqqoyunlu) 

troops, defeated Esededin's son several times. Only when the latter 
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hod recr~ited help from Bitlis could the Mehmud1 be repelled. 

Esededin's grandson Zohid Beg submitted himself to Shah Ismo'il, 

who apparently trusted him more than the other Kurdish m1rs (see 

above, p.166) and invested him as a hereditary m1r. After his death 

his dominions were apparently split up into (at least) two emirates, 

Voston (at the southeastern corner of Lake Van) and Hekor1 proper; 

rulers there became his sons Seyd Mihemed and Melik Beg, respectively. 

The events of this period ore rather confusing, and the Shorofnome 

leaves too much obscure; it is clear, however, that rivalries within the 

family were aggravated by Ottoman and Safovid competition for this 

frontier district. Since 1534 Hekor1 belonged nominally to the 

Ottoman Empire; de facto it was independent. One of Melik Beg's 

sons entered the service of Shah Tohmosb (son of Shah Ismo'il). 

Another left for Diyor Bekr, where the Ottomans gave him a large 

fief. He participated in the Ottomon-Safovid bottle for ~ildir 

(1578), was mode a prisoner of war, and was given into the hands of 

a nephew of his in the Sofovid army, who hod him killed. Other 

sons again governed sub-districts of Hekor1 as representatives of 

their father just like Ottoman sultans and Persian shahs appointed 

their sons as provincial governors, for the double reason of central

izing the administration within the family, and of keeping their 

most dangerous rivals for away from the capital). Melik Beg's eldest 

son Zeynel Beg revolted against his father and, aided by notables 

of the tribe, defeated and imprisoned him. Melik Beg, however, es

caped, at fir&t to his brother Seyd Mihemed at Vostan, and from there 

to Bitl!s, where he was received with great honours. Seyd Mihemed 

elicited the support of the large tribe (or confederation) Pinyan!~ 

to chose away his nephew Zeynel from ~olemerik and to unite all the 

family dominions under his rule. Zeynel then went first to Azerboyjon, 

in order to enlist Sofavid support for his reconquest of Hekor1. 

When this proved hopeless because the Safovids favoured Seyd Mihemed, 

he went to Istanbul with the some intention. Sulton SUleymon's 

vizier RUstem Pasho was interested in the improvement of control 

over this virtually independent district but, knowing of Zeynel's 
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flirtation with the Safavids, he demanded as a guarantee of Zeynel's 

future loyalty that he bring his wife, children and other close 

relatives into Ottoman territory. When Zeynel was back in Hekari 

to take his family and belongings, he received the news that RUstem 

Pasha had been deposed. Not daring to return to Istanbul he went 

anew to Iran, and tried to win Shah Tahmasb's favours. But the 

Safavids' relations with Seyd Mihemed were only improving~ and they 

showed no interest in Zeynel. As soon as he heard that his protector 

RUstem Pasha was back in favour and had been re-appointed vizier, 

he left for Istanbul, therefore. But the vizier had apparently 

lost interest in Zeynel, and gave him a fief in Bosnia, instead of 

an appointment to Hekari. 

Meanwhile the vali (governor) of Van, Iskender Pasha, to whom the 

mir of Hekari was (theoretically) subordinated
73

, had conceived a 

strong dislike for Seyd Mihemed. This chieftain had consolidated 

his rule over Hekari, and was in contact with the Safavids74 (pro

bably more as a way of counterbalancing the Ottomans than for real 

sympathies). With the assistance of the MehmOdi (who still held 

Xo~ab) Iskender Pasha managed, using a ruse, to capture Seyd Mihemed, 

and had him put to death. He asked the Court in Istanbul for Zeynel 

Beg to assist him in the pacification of Hekari (in the function 

of adviser or "political officer"). Shortly after his arrival 

Zeynel Beg was sent on a reconnaissance mission on the border. By 

accident he met there his brother Bayendir Beg, who was in the shah's 

service, and on a similar mission. The brothers came to blows. 

Bayendir was killed, and Zeynel brought a few of his brother's 

companions to Iskender Pasha as prisoners of war. The reward for 

this proof of loyalty to the Ottomans was Zeynel's appointment over 

Hekari. 

Thus the history of the family was to continue for a long time: 

perpetual intrigue, recourse to Ottoman and Safavid officials, to 

other ruling families of Kurdistan, and to the tribes of the Hekari 

confederation. Only in the mid-19th century was the last mir of 
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Hekari, a scion of the same family, deposed. But even today the 

politics of Hekari resemble those of the old days. 

3. ~emi,kezek75 

~emi,kezek is now a, not very populous, district of Dersim, (in 

NW Kurdistan), one of the least accessible and least explored parts 

of Kurdistan. The Sharafname describes its ruling family (which 

is .probably of Saljuq descent
76

) as one of the most illustrious of 

Kurdistan, and their dominions are said to have been so extensive 

that they were often simply referred to as "Kurdistan". Many large 

and small tribes obeyed this family; they were masters of 32 fort

ifications. All these belongings remained in the family's hands 

during the turbulent periods when Jinghiz Khan, Timur Lang and 

Qara Yusuf, the Qaraqoyunlu, conquered these parts of the world. 

However, the family's rule ended abruptly with the emergence of 

Uzun Hasan. The Aqqoyunlu ruler strove to eliminate all native 

Kurdish dynasties, especially those that were attached to the 

Qaraqoyunlu if we may believe the Sharafname. He sent the Kharbandlu, 

one of the Aqqoyunlu tribes, to the emirate of ~emi,kezek in order 

to submi~ it. They did, in fact, conquer it, but the young mir 

~ex Hesen energetically organized an army from among his subjects, 

and managed to expel the occupying Turks. He and his descendants 

then held these possessions until the time of Shah Isma'il. The 

family's attitude towards this monarch was very friendly, probably 

because they had Qizilbash, or at ledst shiite; leanings77• When 

Isma'il sent Nur Ali Khalifa Rumlu, military commander and governor 

of Erzincan, against ~emi,kezek the mir, Haci Rustem Beg, gave up 

all his belongings without any resistance. This contrasts with 

his deportment, 30 years previously, towards the Ottomans. In 

1473/4 Sultan Mehmed had routed an Aqqoyunlu army, and the commander 

of the castle of Kemax (in ~emi,kezek's spher~ of influence) wanted 

to submit himself to the sultan, which Haci Rustem forcefully opposed. 

He then gave the same castle away to Shah Isma'il. Then, going in 

person to the shah, he was received in audience and made governor 
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of a district in Iran in exchange for ~emi~kezek. The population 

of ~emi~kezek, meanwhile, was far from content: Nur Ali proved a 

most tyrannical and brutal governor, who even had entire tribes 

exterminated. Soon the entire district was in armed revolt, which 

was undoubtedly stimulated by the approach of Ottoman troops (Sultan 

Selim's campaign of 1514). They sent a messenger to Iran, asking 

Haci Rustem to return, but the latter had left his residence to 

join Isma'il's army at ~eldiran - he was even a member of the gen

eral staff. After the defeat Haci Rustem wanted to go over to the 

Ottomans' side. He found Sultan Selim, and "received the honour 

of kissing his stirrups". The sultan, however, had him executed 

that same day; his grandson and 40 aghas (members of the mir's 

family and heads of vassal tribes) suf ferred the same fate. 

Another son of Haci Rustem, Pir Huseyn Beg, who still resided 

in Iran, decided upon hearing this news to go to Egypt, to enter 

the service of the Circassian rulers there. A wise man, however, 

counselled him to go to Sultan Selim and offer his submission. 

Thus he did. He visited the sultan in his winter encampment at 

Amasya. The sultan admired the young man's courage, and gave him 

the emirate of ~emi~kezek under the same conditions as those under 

which his ancestors had held it. 

The sultan sent orders to Biyiqli Muhammad Pasha to expel the 

Qizilbash from ~emi~kezek and install Pir Huseyn there, but the 

latter, impetuously, gathered the tribes of the district around 

him and drove.out the occupiers all by himself
77

• He reigned in 

peace for another 30 years. The 16 sons he left could, however, 

not reach an agreement on the problem of succession. They there

fore appealed to Sultan SUleyman, who divided the ~emi~kezek 

dominions into 3 districts, of which one (Sexman) fell to the crown 

domains, while the other two (Mecengird and Pertek) were transformed 

into sanjaqs (governorates), the government of which was to remain 

in the ruling family. Poll-tax (jiziye) levied from non-muslim 

subjects, and also the tax on flocks, formerly the mir's, had from 

now on to be transmitted to the crown. The 14 brothers who did 
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not become governors received a small or large fief (timar or 

zeamet, see the next section) each. Not much later one of them, 

by a cleverly formulated appeal to the sultan, succeeded in receiving 

Sexman as his hereditary sanjaq. 

In the above the term "fief" was mentioned and the subject of tax

ation was brought up. These subjects will be discussed more system

atically in the next section dealing with the administrative organ

ization of the Ottoman Empire and the way of inclusion of Kurdistan 

therein. 

III. g Administrative organization of (Ottoman) Kurdistan 
in the 16th century 

Land regime and administrative organizatio?8of the 
Ottoman Empire (15th - 16th century) 

The Ottoman Empire was a heir to three traditions. Its founders, 

and the ruling stratum in its early phases, were Turkish tribesmen, 

whose Turkish traditions had been modified by their conversion to 

Islam. The islamic prescriptions pervaded all spheres of public 

and private life. The entire empire had been conquered from other 

states (of which the Byzantine Empire was the most important). 

Institutions of these states and customs of the original inhabitants 
persisted in the Ottoman Empire, in more or less modified forms, 

which caused rather wide divergences in land regime and taxation, 

and, to a lesser ext~nt, in administration between the different 

parts of the empire~ There are, therefore, many local exceptions. 

to the general statements that follow. 

There were, in the empire, two coinciding administrative networks; 

offices in both were filled by the sultan's appointment. Every 

district was governed by a beg, a military commander, while judicial 

affairs were the responsibility of the gadi. The latter had to be 

an expert in the sheriat, religious law, as well as in the practical 

juridical rulings of the sultans laid down in the ganunnames ("law 

books", regulating taxes, tolls, etc.). In terms of the trios politico 
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the qadi represented judicial authority; legislative authority was 

partly with the sultan (who could issue pratical laws), but was 

ultimately embodied in the sheriat. There were legal experts, 

muftis, in every district, whose duty was to know the intricate 

system of qoranic iaw with its later accretions, and to apply and 

develop it in such new situations as might occur. Anyone could 

bring a juridical problem before the mUfti and ask him the solution 

which islamic law, applied according to the legal school to which 

he adhered, imposed. 
I 

The mUfti answered in a f etva, an ex cathedra 

statement, The issuing of such fetvas provides the only way of 

legal innovation in (sunni) Islam. Executive authority was the 

beg's. As a symbol of his dignity he received a standard (sanjag) 

from the sultan; the district under his command was also called 

sanjag, and he himself a sanjagbegi. Above a number of sanjaqbeyis 

a beglerbegi (later also called .:!2!.i) was placed; the unit consisting 

of the sanjaqs under his authority was called beglerbegilik or 

eyelet. The division of the empire into eyelets and sanjaqs was 

changed several times (each time the units became smaller). 

Originally, the core of the Ottoman army consisted of a tribal 

cavalry (sipahis) that is often called "feudal" because as a reward 

for military services its members received grants of land. The 

"feudatory" had the right to collect for himself revenue from the 

peasants on his "fief", in accordance with rules that were laid 

down in detail in the law-book of each province. His obligations 

were three. Firstly, he had administrative and simple judicial 

tasks (land disputes between peasants, etc.) 1 .as well as the duty 

to collect some taxes for the central treasury. Secondly, he had 

to ensure that the land remained under cultivation (which meant 

that he had to prevent the peasants from leaving en masse). 

Thirdly, he had to arm and maintain a number of cavalry men (jebelU) 

that had to be ready for mobilization (together with himself) at 

any moment. The number of jebelU he had to provide was in pro

portion to the revenue of his fief. This revenue varied widely; 

the merit or rank of a sipahi was indicated by the size of his fief 
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( . h b . 79) as expressed in aqches of revenue, t e asic monetary unit • 

Law distinguished two, or rather, three kinds of fief. The timar 

(with a revenue of up to 20,000 oqches per year; median value 

around 6,000aqches) was granted to the meriting sipahi of ordinary 

rank, while the zeamet (revenues generally in the range of 20,000 

to 100,000 aqches) was granted to sipahi officers or high officials 

of the civil administration
80

• A somewhat different kind of fief 

was the~' granted to sanjaqbegis and other functionaries of 

very high rank. Unlike timar and zeamet, the khass belonged to 

an office, not to its incumbent. It consisted of the revenue of 

certain villages as well as certain other taxes and dues, and 

ranged from 100,000 to 600,000 aqches (for sanjaqbegis) or up to 

a million aqches (for beglerbegis). This system of land grants 

"mapped" the sipahi army and its hierarchical organization on the 

territorial space of the empire. In large villages, in which a 

number of sipahis held timers, these sipahis were organized by 

a subaltern officer, the jeribashi. The timer-holders of a certain 

district, with their jebelUs, formed together a military unit 

under an officer, the subashi (who himself held a zeamet or a khass). 

The subashis of a sanjaq, with t~eir men, formed that sanjaq's 

regiment, under the command of the sanjaqbegi. The sanjaqbegis of 

an eyalet were subordinate to the beglerbegi, .the commander of 

the army consisting of the sanjaqs' regiments. It is estimated 

that in 1475 there were 22,000 timer-holding sipahis in the European, 

and 17,000 in the Asian part of the empire (which did then not yet 

include Kurdi~tan)81 • For the mid-16th century a total number of 

200,000 sipahis (including the jebelUs) is given82 

The timar system differed in several respects from western European 

feudalism·: 
1. Theoretically at least, central control was stronger. 

The land belonged to the state; the fief-holder never owned 
it, but ~ad only the right to collect a stipulated revenue 
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from it. Over-exploitation of the peasantry by the sipahi 
could be a reason for revoking the fief. Although a sipahi's 
son often inherited his father's timar, the fief could be 
revoked at any moment. 

2. Whereas in feudal Europe the feudal lord was virtually the 
sole judge and administered justice according to customary 
law, the sipahi, subashi and beg had only very restricted 
jurisdictional powers. They were responsible for applying 
the Ottoman state's land laws in their fiefs, but other 
cases, civil as well as penal, were to be brought before 
the qadi. 

3. Also otherwise, the sipahi's rights over the peasantry were 
more narrowly circumscribed than in feudal Europe. The 
peasants, once registered, had nearly inalienable, in
heritable tenancy rights, although they could not sell or 
otherwise transfer them. Only if a peasant left, without 
sufficient reason, the land uncultivated for 3 consecutive 
years, could the sipahi take it from him and give it to 
someone else. The peasants' main obligation was to cultivate 
the land. Therefore they were not allowed to leave, and 
the sipahi could force them to return if they did so. 

4. The concept of fealty, so prominent in Europe, hardly ex
isted. The sipahi was a military man, subjected to mili
tary discipline. Other vertical ties of loyalty (both up 
and down) might exist, but were not essential to the system. 

These differences should not be over-estimated, however. Especially 

at times of weak central government the system tended to transgress 

its written rules; sipahis and begs arrogated more privileges and 

the system remarkable approached its western European counterpart. 

As we shall see below, this was especially so in Kurdistan. 

The classification of land-holding is not exhausted by the three 

types of fief enumerated above. Some state lands were never given 

out as fiefs, but belonged to the crown domains (~ or khass-i 

hUmayun, the sultan's khass); their revenue was collected by salaried 

officials. Other state lands had been set apart (by sultan or 

beglerbegi) as pious endowments (vagf, pl. evgaf). The revenue 

of these lands (or part of the revenue) was to be used for the up

keep of mosques, shrines, water-wells, etc. Another category of 

vaqf consisted of lands originally privately owned of which (part 

of) the revenue had thus been endowed in order to prevent its 
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appropriation by the state. 

Only a small fraction of the land was not de jure state land but 

private property (mUlk). Theoretically, this category was limited 

to land in towns and to agricultural land of a few areas only 

(Arabia proper and southern Iraq). In practice, however, many 

locally powerful people usurped state land and treated it as their 

privately owned property. Some sultans recognized this de facto 

ownership in exchange for the owner's obligation to pay 10% of 

the produce (the tithe, ushr) to the treasury. More powerful 

sultans reasserted state ownership of all land and expropriated 

mUlk. 

There was a strict caste-division between the reaya (the tax

paying subjects, mainly peasants)
83 

and the military class. Only 

the sons of sipahis or of the sultan's or begs' gullar ("slaves") 

were eligible to receive a timar
84

; also members of the military 

classes of newly conquered territories were eligible, even if they 

were not muslims
85

• Qullar, who were reckoned to the military 

class, were christian peasants' children who were taken from their 

l d . l . d . 86 Th parents at an ear y age an given a mus im e ucation • ey were 

"owned" by the sultan or other notables, but that implied in no 

way low status. Some of them, it is true, performed menial jobs, 

but also most of the highest off ices of the state were theirs. 

The reaya had neither military duties nor privileges; they were 

not even allow~d to carry arms. The law-books also made distinc

tions within the reaya class, according to the amount of land they 

held. For administrative use the measure of land was the chiftlik 

(approximately 6 to 15 hectares (15 - 35 acres), depending on the 

quality of the land). A rayet could not generally hold more than 

one chiftlik. Laws prevented the splitting up of the chiftlik in

to too small units. Reaya were classified as those holding one 

chiftlik, those with half a chiftlik, those holding less, and the 

landless. The latter category included peasants who had fled the 

land, and peasants not registered for some reason or other: former 
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nomads, sons of reoyo who hod left their father's household, etc. 

If there were vacant lands on a timor the sipohi could rent these 

to such landless peasants for a (fixed) sum per unit of surface. 

When they stayed for three consecutive years, however, they became 

that sipahi's reaya, with hereditary rights to the occupancy of 

those fields. 

The peasantry were subjected to a number of taxes and dues
87

; 

some of these found their base in the sheriat, others were customary, 

or derived from Ottoman legislation. The lotter taxes differed 

widely from province to province. In eastern Anatolia the tax 

system introduced by the Aqqoyunlu ruler Uzun Hasan continued to 

be applied for some time, and was later modified only slightly 

(see Hinz 1950). The most important taxes levied were: 

1. A pall-tax (jiziye, also called kharaj). It was levied from 

all adult male.non-muslin subjects, in 3 rates, according to 

their financial position. In a way, this tax compensated for 

their exemption from military service. As a rule, all jiziye 

went into the central treasury
88

• Fief-holders collected this 

tax not for themselves but for the central treasury. 

2. Certain lands were subject to two other sheriat taxes: the 

ushr (o~Ur, tithe), from freehold mUlk owned by muslims; 10% 

of the produce of the land, or even less. The kharaj (or 

kharaj-i erziye), a tax of 20 - 33% of the crops from certain 

lands held by non-muslims. When these lands were later owned 

by muslims the same taxation continued to be imposed. 

3. On timars, tenants of a chiftlik paid a fixed annual sum, the 

resm-i chift, to the timar-holder. Who held only half a chiftlik 

paid half that sum, etc.
89

• 

4. In addition to the resm-i chift, usually a sum proportional to 

the size (in donUms, the unit of surface
90

) had to be paid: 

the resm-i donUm. 

5. Sometimes the tax paid to the sipahi consisted of a share 

(usually 30%) of the crop, called salariye (originally this 

was food and fodder to feed the jebelUs and their horse). 
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6. Both nomads and sedentary pastoralist paid an annual tax on 

animals, the resm-i aghnam. 

7. Nomads and semi-nomads also had to pay dues .to the timar

holder whose land they used as pasturage. 

Beside these, there were a large number of minor taxes, dues, tolls, 

and fines: marriage taxes, market and rood tolls, etc. 

In the qonunnomes ono_ther well-known "tax", the zekot ("olms
tax") is not mentioned. Some of the spe~\ficotions of 
other taxes remind of those of the zekot • It is not 
clear to me whether the new taxes were thought to have re
placed the zekot or that it continued to be given volun
tarily in excess of the other taxes. 

The re'ayo had also labour obligations to the sipohi. Usually 

these were precisely specified: they could be forced to build 

a barn (but not a house) for the sipohi; carry the tithe to the 

market (but only if this was not too far away), and work on his 
92 

private farm for three man-days per household per year The 

sipohi ~as not allowed more than this at the risk of losing his 

timor. Obviously, this latter restriction was-theoretical only. 

Quite a few sipahis did exploit their peasants more than was allowed. 

Beginning in the middle of the 16th century, as the central trea

sury needed more income than was brought in by the taxes mentioned, 

new dues (subsumed under the term avariz-i divoniye) were imposed. 

These taxes became in the course of time, higher than the older 

d ft . d h d . b d 93 ones, an were o en experience as a eavy on uniust ur en • 

Which taxes were to be levied, and at what rate, was specified by 

the ganunnomas (low-books) that the sultans issued for·each province. 

These qonunnomes respected local conditions and perpetuated 
a number of customary taxes and dues, but generally mode 
taxation more equal and just. This is nicely illustrated 
by a number of Ottoman documents dating from 1516 and 1518 
(published by O. L. Barkan, and analyzed by Hinz (1950). 
These describe taxation in eastern Anatolia as it was 
imposed by the Aqqoyunlu ruler Uzun Hasan, and the much 
simpler tax legislation with which the Ottomans replaced 
it. Uzun Hasan's taxes varied widely from district to 
district (which suggests that they were based on custom
ary taxes) and included a large number of special dues. 
They discriminated strongly against christians: these 
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had to pay higher taxes than muslims, and had to perform 
twelve (instead of only one) days of unpaid labour services. 
The Ottomans made an end to this severe discrepancy, and 
(temporarily) abolished the special taxes. The sources 
specify t~4 following taxes as imposed on muslims in four 
districts : 
resm-i chift: 50 aqches per chiftlik (corresponding to 

150 kg of wheat, see note 79). 
tax on agricultural produce: 20% of cereals, 14% from 

orchards, vineyards and gardens; 
tax on honey: 10%; 
resm-i aghnam: t aqche per animal; 
nomads had moreover to pay 640 grams butter per household 
per year. Taxation of christians was not much heavier: 
instead of the resm-i chift (per chiftlik), they paid a 
tax called ispence of 25 aqches per man, and from orchards 
etc. they had to pay 20% instead of 14%. 

From a 1~5er qanunname of Diyarbekir and Hardin (mid-16th 
century) a similar picture emerges. Both christians 
and muslims had to work 3 man-days per household per year 
for the sipahi; nomads were explicitly exempted from these 
labour dues. Instead of performing these labour services 
one could pay the sipahi 2 aqches per man-day. 

The practice of granting revenue as fiefs to sipahis and, later, 

to non-military officials, made tax-collecting less burdensome. 

Another reason for this practice was the lack of bullion (until, 

in the late 16th century, gold and silver from the Americas started 

to pour into the empire); taxes were largely paid in kind. In 

1523, 37% of total state revenue was distributed in the form of 

timars; previously this percentage had been even higher. The jiziye, 

centrally collected, constituted another 8%. A large, maybe the 

largest, share of revenue came from the imperial khass, the crown 

domains. The remainder consisted of the smaller dues, tolls, and 
96 

taxes • The revenues that were not granted as fiefs or endowed 

as vaqf were collected either by salaried officials (~) or 

by tax-farmers (mUltezims). The latter were also centrally appointed 

(in later times the off ice was ~ by the state). They paid a 

fixed annual sum to the treasury as the revenue of the land under 

their responsibility; their salary consisted of whatever more 

they could squeeze out of the peasantry. As the central state 

apparatus' need for income increased, sultans started to replace 
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the timar system with iltizam, the system o tax- arming • It 

will be clear that this meant an increase of the peasants' burden. 

The modernization of the army, where infantry with fire-arms 

gradually replaced the sipahi cavalry as the backbone, was both 

the main cause of the increased need for state income, and the 

reason why the state could afford to take land away from the timar

holding sipahis. This development, started in the 15th century, 

was not exactly an uninterrupted process. It demanded strong 

central authority, which was often lacking. The last timars were 

not revoked until 183298• Already in the 16th century the sipahi 

army (which resisted the introduciion of fire-arms, of little use 

to a mobile cavalry) had to yield the first place to the modern 

infantry. This army was recuited from quite a different stratum 

than the sipahis: they were all qullar of the sultan's (gapugullari; 

sg. qapuqulu). The famous Yenicheri (Janissaries) were the infantry 

corps of the qapuqulu army; besides, there were also a qapuqulu 

artillery and cavalry. The qapuqulu armies were, in contrast 

with the sipahis, permanent standing armies; there were regiments 

of them in all regional centers of the empire. They were to become 

a state within the state, with a major influence in politics. 

The application of Ottoman administrative organization 
in Kurdistan 

The territories that were incorporated into the empire in the years 
99 

1514 to 1517 ~ere divided into three new eyalets Diyar Bekr 

(comprising most of northern Kurdistan west of Lake Van), ~ 

(which included the present Turkish province of Urfa and the Syrian 

one of Raqqa; it was mainly inhabited by rather prosperous sed

entary Syrian peasants, who were an inviting prey for raids by 

Kurdish, Turkish and Arab nomad tribes, all of which partly settled 

here), and Mosul (approximately .present northern Iraq). Of these, 

Diyar Bekr was the first to be organized administratively. 

As said in the previous section, Idris, who was charged with the 

task of establishing this administrative framework, gave the old 
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ruling families of Kurdistan important positions in it, thus pre

serving and solidifying their dominating position. Some districts 

remained fully autonomous: the rulers received a diploma of re

cognition, but the state undertook not to inter~ene in their suc

cession, which was simply from father to son (selection of the 

succeeding son was the tribes' affair, not the government's). 

These districts, called "KUrd hUkumeti" (Kurdish government), did 

not pay tribute to the central treasury, nor did they perform 

any form of regular military service (no sipahis or other soldiers 

were levied, nor was land in those districts given out in fiefs 

by the sultan). The rest of the province was divided into some 

twenty sanjaqs, of which some were to be governed in the ordinary 

way, by centrally appointed sanjaqbegis, while in others, called 

"ojaqliq", "yurtluq" or Ekrad Begligi" ("family estate" or "Kurdish 
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sanjaq") governorship was to remain within the Kurdish ruling fam

ily100. In these sanjaqs the central government (in casu the 

beglerbegi) had the right to intervene. Every incumbent was in

stated anew by the beglerbegi, but only members of the ruling 

family were eligible for off ice. Thus the state could, in the 

case of internal family rivalries, impose a solution and appoint 

its favourite candidate, but it could not replace the entire 

family •. It seems that until the 19th century, the Ottoman officials 

stuck largely to this arrangement - which may tell more about the 

independent-mindedness of the Kurds than about the Ottomans' 

respecting once made promises. 

Thus when in 1655 the mir of Bitlis
101

, Ebdal Xan, revolted 
against central authority and refused to pay atterition to 
serious admonitions from the vali of Van (to whom he was 
subordinated} the latter came with a strong army and put 
Ebdal to flight. The vali confiscated most of Ebdal Xan's 
belongings and, in accord with the unanimous wish of the 
town's inhabityQts, designated one of Ebdal's sons, Ziyadin, 
to succeed him 02. 

Otherwise, these Kurdish sanjaqbegis had the same obligations to

wards the state that the other sanjaqbegis had. They had to join 

military campaigns and hod to obey the beglerbegi (who was .!22!. a 

Kurdish chieftain but on appointee of the sultan), and they had to 

transfer port of the revenue of their sanjoqs to the state treasury 

(some details on the distribution of revenue will be given for the 

case of Bitlis in the next section). When central authority was 

strong and th~ sultan's troops nearby, these Kurdish sonjaqbegis 

usually fullfilled their obligations. At other times they tended 

to go their own way and not to core about their military and finan

cial obligations. This is, by the way, what is generally meant 

when chroniclers mention a Kurdish vassal's "rebellion'': the sim-

ple refusal to pay tribute or to send military assistance when 

demanded. 

The Kurdish sanjaqs were, like ordinary sanjaqs, divided into timers 

and zeamets, the holders of which had the same obligations as all 

sipa~is. If they forsook their obligations the fief was tak~n from 
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them but had to be given to a son or other relative; it could not 

b ( .I ) 103 h f 1 e given to strangers So t ese iefs were apparent y 

given to local people only; their granting amounted to a fixation 

of the distribution of power and influence at the time of regis

tration. The "hUkumets" did not have zeamets and timars, nor did 

they seem to supply regular regiments to the beglerbegi's army. 

This, of course, did not preclude the possibility of occasional 

requests to their rulers of military participation in campaigns. 

As said before, these rulers did not pay any revenue to the central 

treasury either. Evliya Chelebi has ~he following comment: '~heir 

governors exercise full authority, and receive not only the land 

revenue, but also all the other taxes which in the sanjaqs are 

paid to the possessor of the zeamet or timar, such as the taxes 

for pasturage, marriages, horses, vineyards and orchards 11104• 

According to Evliya, again, the eyalet had in his time (ca 1660) 

730 sipahis or, together with their jebelUs, 1800 men, but only 

a short time before, under Sultan Murad IV (1623 - 1640) it had 

provided 9,000 men105• 

Similar arrangements (both as "Ekrad beyligi" and "Kurd hUkumeti") 

were later made in other parts of Kurdistan. This is apparent from, 

among other sources, the Sharafname, Evliya and later travel reports, 

and von Hammer's summary review of the administrative division 

of the empire in his time (early 19th century). On the eyalet of 

~ehrizor, for instance, he writes (after enumerating its 20 sanjaqs): 

"In these sanjaqs there are also some Ashiretbeyi or princes of 

tribes, who are not subordinate to any sanjaqbegi but have an in

dependent existence, without standard or drum (the attributes of 

the sanjaqbegi). They go to war together with the sanjaqbegis, 

and after their death their dignity is inherited by their sons; 

only in the·case that the family dies out is this granted to 

strangers by the government 11106• Also A. Birken's survey of the 

provinces of the Ottoman Empire (1976), a compilation of data on 

the sanjaqs from the 16th through the 19th century, provides some 
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useful insights. Thus it becomes clear that in later times ~ 

districts of Diyar Bekr were governed by hereditary rulers than in 

1550107: an indication of the weakening of central authority. 

The same happened in other provinces, although - due to the very 

weakness or complete absence of central authority - it is in many 

cases ill-documented. One example be sufficient: 

The Armenian principality of Samtskhe (in the Caucasus, 
north of Kars, now in Soviet territory) became a vassal 
state of the Ottoman Empire in 1514. In 1578/9 it was 
fully incorporated into the empire as the eyelet of Childir. 
Its rulers received the position and title of beglerbegi. 
In the 17th century Childir consisted of 15 sanjaqs, of 
which 4 were "nomadic" or "hereditary'' - which can hardly 
mean anything but that they were governed by Kurdish 
tribal chieftains~ Around 1800 22 sanjaqs are mentioned, 
of which 3 ordinory ones, and 19 Kurdish sanjaqs with 
hereditary begs!108 Apparently the beglerbegi of this 
frontier province could not assert sufficiently strong 
authority, so that Kurdish petty chieftains made themselves 
independent. And thereupon administrative division was 
adapted to the de facto power relations. 

Beside the institution of the Ekrad beyligi and the Kurd hUkumeti 

another policy is ascribed to Idris Bitlisi: the late-19th century 

traveller Lynch was told that Kurdish tribesmen had, after the 

battle of ~eldiran, been moved from their original habitation in 

Diyar Bekr to the Armenian plateau, near the Georgian and Persian 

frontiers: "It is said that they were granted a perpetual immunity 

from taxation on the condition that they would act as a permanent 

militia upon the border which had been given them to guard "(Lynch, 

1901: II, 421). Lynch supported this claim with a quotation from 

an earlier traveller, consul Taylor (mid 19th century), who noticed 

that the Kurds of the Armenian plateau "were originally immigrants 

from the vicinity of Diyarbekr; and there is only one tribe, the 

Momekanlu - said to be descended from the Armenian Mamikoneans -

who are natives of the soil" (ibid.). There is little reason to 

doubt that the Kurdish tribes of the plateau have been brought 

+ . 
Samtskhe was inhabited by settled Armenians and nomadic Kurdish 
tribes. 
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there as frontier guards, but it is unlikely that Idris did this; 

the available evidence109 suggests that this took place much later. 

This practice was quite general in the Middle Eastern empires, and 

there are many exomples of Kurdish tribes in the role of frontier 

guards. An earlier example was the Germiyan, consisting of both 

Turks and (yezidi) Kurdish tribesmen, who had been brought to west

ern Anatolia by the Saljuqs as a militia guard against threatening 

Turkish tribesmen
110

• Two other examples will be treated below: 

the Kurdish tribes that were sent to Khorasan by Shah Abbas in 

order to protect Iran against Uzbek invasions (sectionIII. i), 

and the Hamidiye militias that were formed by Sultan Abdulhamid to 

police the eastern ~rovinces of the empire (section III. m). Such 

militias, however diverse their origins, apparently always acguired 

the characteristics of a tribe or tribal confederation. 

Once the administrative incorporation of the Kurdish emirates in

to the Ottoman Empire was a fact, there were few important changes 

until the 19th century, when modernizers in the Ottoman administra

tion attempted to establish effective central control and abolished 

these emirates. 

III. h Internal organization of the Kurdish emirates 

The recognition of local Kurdish rulers and their appointment as 

sanjaqbegis or autonomous rulers inevitably affected the internal 

organization of their chiefdoms (emirates). Because of the hered

itary rights given to the ruling families of the time, the distri

bution of power was, as it were, frozen. With the Ottoman court 

and the Ottoman state as foci of orientation, the local rulers 

imitated these. Possibly the chiefdoms became more "state-like", 

in that some institutions of the (Ottoman) state were borrowed. 

That is, however, difficult to ascertain. Several of the "state

like" institutions present in the emirates in the 16th and 17th 

centuries may have been present for centuries. "State-like'' 

emirates, fully independent or vassal to one of the great Middle 
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Eastern states, existed long before there even was an Ottoman state. 

The meliks ot Hisnkeyf, it has been said before (p.172), were 

descendants of the Eyyubids. Their emirate was, in fact, an Eyyubid 

successor state, of reduced size, but with most of the apparatus 

of the Eyyubid state. However, as some Kurdish dynasties ruled 

virtually uninterruptedly for centuries as vassals of the Ottoman 

sultans, their rule took on progressively more features of the 

Ottoman state. 

In this section I shall collate information about two emirates, in 

different periods of Ottoman domination: Bitlis in the 16th/ 

·17th century, and Bobon in the early 19th. About none of the 

emirates is sufficient information available to sketch their de

velopment over a long period of time. Comparison of these two 

emirates cannot, therefore, give more than an impression of pro

gressive Ottomanization. The Baban court of 1820 resembled the 

Ottoman court more than that of Bitlis did in 1650, but that may 

largely be due to the special conditions of both emirates. Also 

the personalities on whose descriptions we have to rely had differ

ent interests and preoccupations. The following descriptions do 

not, therefore, have the pretension of being a basis for valid 

comparisons; I give them mainly to put some flesh on the skeleton 

drown in the preceding section. 

III. h. 1. Bitlis 

This is the emirate on which we have the best and most useful ac

counts from the 16th and 17th century. One of its mirs, $eref 

(or $erefedin) Xon, was the author-of the Shorafname {1597), which 

contains a long section on the history of the emirate. In the 

1650's the famous Turkish traveller Evliya Chelebi spent much time 

in and around Bitlis. He went there with his maternal uncle Melik 

Ahmed Pasha, who had been· appointed vali of Van, to which eyalet 

Bitlis then administratively belonged. On their way to Von the new 

vali, his nephew, and the 3,000 soldiers accompanying them were 
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hospitably entertained by the mir, Ebdal Xan. Not long after, 

however, Ebdal Xan raided neighbouring territories and showed in 

other ways his contempt of the Pax Ottomanica. Melik Ahmed Pasha 

sent a punitive expedition against Bitlis, put Ebdal Xan to flight, 

confiscated his belongings, and had the inhabitants of Bitlis 

elect one of Ebdal Xan's sons as a new ruler. Evliya was there 

to witness it all. He spent a third period in Bitlis on his way 

bock to Istanbul. Ebdal Xan chose that time to return to Bitlis 

and take the reins of power into his own hands again. Evliya 

was forced to stay for some time as his "guest" (i.e. as a hostage). 

A large port of the 4th and 5th volumes of his Book of Travels 
111 ore devoted to these events • Around the same time as Evliya 

also the French traveller Tavernier was a guest at Bitlis. What 

little information he gave confirms Evliya's account
112

• 

History 

In the period under discussion the emirate included the districts 

Bitlis (center), Axlat, MO~, and Xinus. A high proportion of the 

inhabitants (expecially of the fertile plain of MO~) were Armenians. 

In fact, until quite late Armenians had remained virtually the sole 

inhabitants of these lands. They had been conquered by the Saljuq 

Turks, but thes~ had never settled there in any considerable number~ 

(Saljuq settlement took place on the northwestern shore of Lake 

Van, in Axlat, only). If there were Kurds here at all in Saljuq 

times, they stayed in the mountains; towns and plains remained 

Armenian. Apparently, Kurdish nomads took possession of the moun

tains of Bitlis in the 12th century. Their contacts with the town 

still consisted mainly of raiding. The Mongol invasions (1231, 

1259) resulted in the partial depopulation of Bitlis. This in

vited new Kurdish invasions from the southeast; several tribes in 

Bitlis still retain memories of having come from the southeast; 

the Sharafname gives such traditions for the most important tribes. 

A d 1375 t l t th t k . f h l . d 113 roun a as ey oo possession o t e p ains an towns -

which they had undoub{edly been raiding at intervals for quite some 
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time. It seems that many Kurds settled early. ~eref Xan wrote 

that the plain of MQ~ was spotted with numerous Armenian villages, 

but that the villages of the surrounding hills were inhabited by 

sedentary (or semi-nomadic) muslims. These must either have been 

former nomads who had taken to agriculture here, or Kurdish cul

tivators who had migrated to Mu~ from less fertile lands. The 

fact that they, muslims, lived in hill villages while the more 

fertile plain was left to the politically inferior christians, 

s~ggests that they combined agriculture with shepherding114• 

If ~eref Xan may be believed in this respect, his ancestors ruled 

Bitlis from the beginning of the 13th century. According to legend, 

their leadership of a large tribal confederation even predated 

their appointment as governors of Bitlis by one of the Eyyubids 

(ca. 1200). This confederation is called Rojeki or RQziki. As 

popular etymology has it, the confederation (~eref Xan calls it 

an "e~iret") was constituted in a single day ("rojek" in Kurdish) 
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when 24 subtribes ("qebile") joined together and chose themselves 

a paramount leader. Thereupon they conquered all of Bitlis and 

of HezO (further west). The conquered lands were partitioned. It 

was said that whoever did not receive a share of land at that 

time was not a true Rojek! (Sharafname II/l: 229). Thus, "true 

Rojeki" were an elite, even among Kurds. The mirs did not belong 

to any of the Rojeki subtribes. The tradition is that, when the 

first paramount chieftain died without issue, the Rojek! sent 

for two brothers who descended from theSasanians (a former ruling 

dynasty of Persia) and had also otherwise good credentials. They 

invited them to become their rulers; one of them, ~zdin ('Izz 

ad-Din) was made prince of Bitlis, his brother Ziyadin ruler of 

HezO (Sh. II/1: 230). 

The tribes and the mirs 

There was an implicit ''contrat social" between the tribes and the 

rulers. The Rojek! had the reputation of being more loyal to 

their mirs than any other tribe of Kurdistan, but when they were 

dissatisfied with any particular mir they deposed him, and appointed 

one of his relatives in his stead. Such already happened to poor 

Ezdin. The Rojek! of Bitlis after some time decided that they 

preferred his brother; so they took Ziyadin to Bitlis and sent 

tzdin to the much less attractive HezO. 

At times when there was no mir at Bitlis, as when they were im

prisoned or sent into exile by such stern sovereigns as Uzun Hasan 

the Aqqoyunlu or Shah Isma'il the Safavi, chaos and confusion 

reigned among the Rojek!. Aghas of the big tribes attempted to 

help members of the ruling family escape and to bring them back 

to Bitlis to restore unity among its tribes. Restoration and 

maintenance of peace and harmony among the tribes was one of the 

main reasons why the tribes needed the mir. For, obviously, 

within such a large confederation of tribes dominating so rich 

a province as Bitlis, there were perpetual rivalries. Not always 

could the mir check the inter-tribal conflicts. For, not unnaturally, 
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it could happen at times that there were two or more candidates for 

rulership, and that the big tribes, in rivalry, supported opposite 

candidates, allying these to their narrow interests (see below, p 201). 

The tribes of Bitlis 

The name Rojek! is used ambivalently in the Sharafname. It gives 

a list of Rojek! tribes, but because legend demands their number 

to be exactly twenty-four115, tribes are included of which it is 

said in another context that they lived already in Bitlis at the 

time of conquest by the Rojeki. The list consists of 5 tribes which 

were ttoriginal inhabitants" (Qisani or Kisani, Bayigi, Modki, Zewqi, 

Zeydani) and two conquering tribes, the Rojeki proper (Bilbasi and 

Qewalisi). The latter are subdivided into 19 subtribes
116

• In 

the historical narrative of the Sharofnome the Qewalisi and Bilbasi 

appear as the "king-making" tribes. In coses of conflict the other 

tribes usually allied themselves with either of these (see the 

illustrative example below, p201). Subtribes of the Bilbasi and 

Qewolisi ore rarely if ever mentioned separately in the Shorofnome; 

only a few times one of their oghas ploys a role in the events 

narrated. The paramount chieftains of the two tribes, however, were 

the mir's closest advisers. They are called Axo so-and-so Qewolisi 

or Bilbasi,they are never named ofter their own subtribe. This seems 

to suggest that these tribe~ hod chiefly lineages that did not be

long to any of the subtribes (as the Begzade lineage among the Caf, 

see p. 80). tvliya's narrative confirms that the Rojek! were an 

elite among the Kurds of Bitlis. The mir was the supreme lord of 

no fewer than 70 large and small tribes 117 (e~iret and qebi1e), of 

which the Rojeki alone numbered 40,000 (Evliya's· figures are often 

inflated). The lotter lived in town, and lacked the courage so 

typical of other Kurds. They were very cultured people with religious 

and mystical inclinations (Evliya IV, 1162). The military might of 

Bitlis was constituted by the other tribes, among whom especially 

the Modki stood out, who could muster 700 soldiers with rifles (ibid.). 

Altogether these tribes could put a considerable number of soldiers 
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in the field. Both Evliya and Tavernier estimated them at several 
118 

tens of thousands • 

The mir's control of the tribes 

During Evliya's visit 70 tribal chieftains were present at the mir's 

court (ibid. 1156). It seems probable that these had to remain 

there as guarantors of their tribes' obedience. The Persian shahs 

followed the same policy towards the large tribes/confederations 

of their empire. Old people in the Tor Abdin mountains - which had 

been incorporated in the emirate of Botan - told me this had been 

common practice there. Each tribal chieftain had to send one (or 

1110re) of his brothers or sons to the mir's residence, where he had 

to remain. "Xizmete mir", "in the service of the mir", was this 

called. These chieftains were, in fact, well-treated hostage•. 

The fact that they were at the mercy of the mir gave him some con

trol of their tribes. 

The mir had yet another means of control: the exploitation of con

flicts and rivalries among the tribes of the emirate. As pointed 

out before (p. 63 ), blood feuds and other conflicts between tribes 

can only be terminated through the intervention of someone whose 

authority is recognized by both parties. For tribes that live close 

together and that have a community of interests it is thus of advan

tage to be able to call upon such on authority. This explains the 

story (whether true or symbolical) of how the Rojeki sent for Ezdin 

and Ziyadin to become their rulers (above, p 19~. It is possible 

that the mirs even willfully maintained a certain rivalry and balance 

between two tribal coalitions, centred. around the Qewalisi and 

Bilbasi, respectively. Similarly, the mirs of Hekari divided the 

tribes of their emirate into those of the left and those of the 

right, as some local people still remember. This method of maintain

ing control is a precarious one, however. It may easily run out 

of hand, as indeed it did several times. At periods when there 

were several candidates for the position of mir, each of the tribes 

or coalitions of tribes might choose its own candidate, with the 
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result that the emirate weakened considerably through intestine 

strife 
119

• 

This happened, for instance, after a period of absence (exile) 
of the mirs under the Aqqoyunlu. Several attempts by tribal 
chieftains to bring them back and help them reconquer Bitlis 
(from the Aqqoyunlu troops who held it occupied) had failed. 
At the end of three decades, only two scions survived: 
$emsedin, living as refugee in neighbouring Botan, and his 
(patrilateral) cousin $ah Mihemed, in exile in Iran. An 
agha with a strong loyalty to the family120 brought first 
$emsedin back to Bitlis; a devoted army of Rojeki warriors 
was waiting for him, ready to take the town and put $emsedin 
on his ancestral throne. However, he was killed in the en
suing fight with Turkish troops. His cousin $ah Mihemed 
was more fortunate. The tribes helped him regain Bitlis 
and he became the lord of town and province. Not much 
later he died (1497). Both cousins had left young sons. 
$ah Mihemed's son Ibrahim succeeded his father, but since 
he was too young, the affairs of the state were handled by 
Ebdurehman AXa Qewalisi and other aghas of the same con
federation. $emsedin's son $eref (grandfather of the author 
of the Sharafname) was made governor of MOf. Apparently 
the Bilbasi did not like the fact that the politically im
portant off ices were all held by Qewalisi aghas: their 
chieftain $ex Emir Bilbasi went to MO~, with his large tribe, 
to pay homage to $eref, against the explicit wishes of Mir 
Ibrahim and Ebdurehman AXa. Relations between the cousins 
rapidly deteriorated. Mir Ibrahim ordered $eref to come to 
Bitlis, intending to blind him; $eref, warned by a dissident 
Qewalisi notable, refused. Ibrahim then sent all the tribes 
that he could mobilize against MO~; $eref received the support 
of the Bilbasi and one or two sections of the Qewalisi, as 
well as part of the PazOki, a neighbouring confederation 
or principality. Ibrahim's units were in the majority, and 
he carried the day. However, several of his allies (aghas) 
were i~ secret negotiation with $eref, whom they apparently 
preferred without daring to say so openly. The next day, 
they turned all of a sudden against Ibrahim. Now it was 
$eref who had the initiative: he pursued his cousin, and 
laid siege on Bitlis. Ibrahim negotiated a partial sur
render: $eref could have Bitlis (centre) and Axlat, and 
he would content himself 'with Xinus and MO~. The cousins 
agreed and made peace. But $ex Emir Bilbasi (who apparently 
had his private interests to defend) had Ibrahim incarcerated 
at the day of reconciliation. He was to stay in jail for 
seven years. $eref was the sol.e ruler of the emirate - for 
some time. (Sh. II/1: 277 - 283). 

One cannot help getting the impression that the rivalry between the 

members of the ruling family, to which $eref Xan gave full weight, 
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were but on epiphenomenon of power-struggles involving not only the 

tribes of Bitlis itself, but also other tribes (the PozOki) and, 

almost certainly, other external powers. Unfortunately our aristo

cratic author gives little information on tribal affairs, so that 

we con only guess what the background of the vicissitudes in the 

mirs' lot ore. After the events described above it took a long 

time before stabilization finally set in. Ottoman - Sofovid rival~ 

ries (Bitlis was a frontier province) and internal contradictions 

and rivalries were inextricably intertwined during most of the 16th 

century. The mirs olternotingly proclaimed obedience to, and receiv

ed titles from, sultan and shah. For a long time they lived in Iron 

and occupied high offices there, until in 1578 ~erefedin (the author 

of the Shorofnome) was invited bock to Bitlis by Sulton Murad III 

and reinstated as its ruler. 

Revenue and military obligations 

Bitlis was a rich province:· it posiessed fertile agricultural lands 

(especially in the plain of MO~) and mountain postures that ore 

famous all over Kurdistan. The town of Bitlis was on important 

centre of trade. It is strategically located: the main trade routes 

of the area hove to poss through it. Some very important merchants 

lived in town; most of them were jocobites, Syrian christions. Bitlis 

was also on important centre of craftsmanship. Evliyo was especially 

impressed by the weaponsmiths, but also mentioned taylors, weavers, 

dyers, tanners, etc. (Evliyo,IV: 1184). The Shorofnome speaks 

of no fewer than 800 shops and workshops (Sh. II/l: 217). Evliyo, 

half a century later, gave the number of 1200 (Evliyo, IV: 1164). 

These were owned by Armenians, Jocobites, and Arabs. 

Bitlis thus represented on important source of revenue. An indication 

of the degree of independence is the high shore of revenue that the 

mir was allowed to keep for himself - much more than other sonjoqbe9is 

hod. To begin with, there was his ~' the sources of revenue 

set aside for him by way of salary for his office of sonjoqbegi. 

According to the imperial edicts instating him 121 this consisted 
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of the revenue of a number of villages and of the market taxes (ihtisab) 

of Bitlis itself, altogether amounting to over 500,000 aqches. 

Five years later, in 1533, the sultan added part of MO~, with a re

venue of 200,000 aqches to the mir's khass (Sh. 11/1: 434). 

Furthermore, the mir kept half of the jiziye levied from his 43,000 

christian subjects. The other half he remitted to the vali at Van, 

who used it for the upkeep of the troops there (Evliya,IV: 1162). 

As said before, ordinarily ill jiziye belonged to the central trea-

sury. The jiziye was no mean sum: according to the Sharafname the 

christian subjects paid in "jiziye and kharaj" 70 aqches per head 

annually (Sh. II/l: 224) 114• 

Ebdal Xan could take even more than his predecessors: as a young 

man he had pleased Sultan Murad IV (1623-1640) so much that this 

ruler granted him for life the kharaj of the entire district of 

MO~ (Evliya,IV: 1161/2). This again was a considerable sum. We 

get an impression of its order of magnitude from a (not strictly 

comparable) figure in the Sharafname. A census made. in the reign 

of Sultan SUleyman (1520-1566) established the revenue of MO~ at 

1.5 million aqches. This figure included the jiziye and kharaj of 

4,000 christian reaya (at 70 aqches each); excluded were those 

villages that were vaqf or belonged to the crown domains (Sh. II/l: 

224). According to Evliya the mir used the kharaj of MO~ to pay 

the salary of the commander of the fortress and the 200 soldiers 

of its garrison (Evliya,IV: 1162). Finally, the mir also re

ceived the road tolls from caravans coming into town (Evliya,IV: 

1161 ). 

Besides, he took, as is only implicitly clear from Evliya's account, 

an annual tax from all flocks in Bitlis. This was probably·a tradi

tional due of tribesmen to their agha, such as now still exists. 

Apparently these dues were not always given voluntarily: the mir 

sent a body of armed men around to collect them. Not infrequently 

these men tresspassed beyond the mir's territories and plundered 

the $Ubjects of other mirs as well. All other Kurdish mirs com

plained with the governors of Van and ErzerOm about Ebdal Xan, saying 
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that "he should have been killed 40 years ago". When 10,000 (?) of 

his men tresspassed into Melazgird and drove off 40,000sheep, killing 

300 men in the process, the mir flatly told the vali of Van that his 

men had been collecting the tax on flocks, and might have made a few 

mistakes (Evliya,IV: 1237-1242). 

The mir was not the only local man to take revenue. According to 

Evliya, there were 13 zeamets and 214 timars in Bitlis, held by 

tribal men. Some of these had the military ranks of alaybegi, jeribashi 

and yUzbashi in the sipahi army. According to the legal stipulations 

(see note 80), these fiefs should supply 31 000 jebelUs. In case of 

war these were to join the army of the vali of Van, under the stand-

ard of their own mir. (Evliya,IV: 1162). These 3,000 men Bitlis 

supplied to the Ottoman army were but a fraction of the numbers th€ 

mir could bring together for his own purposes. 

A third local consumer of revenue were the pious institutions. The 

Sharafname suggests that an important number of villages were vaqf. 

Reading Evliya, one understands why. In the town alone, there were 

5 large mosques, and a great number of minor ones, 4 medreses (rel

igious training centres), no fewer than 70 primary schools (mekteb), 

and some 20 tekiyes (dervish "lodges"). Altogether the town had 

110 mihrabs (prayer niches) (Evliya,IV: 1162/3). All these in

stitutions were endowed: revenue of certain lands was set aside 

for their upkeep. The same was true for smaller conveniences such 

as the 70 fountains and 41 public wells. Possibly a part of the 

Kurdish population of Bitlis, the cultured and pious Rojeki, whom 

Evliya watched playing chess in the mosque, and who did not seem to 

do any productive work, were also indir.ectly supported by the vaqf 

lands. 

The remaining revenue went into the state treasury. The kharaj 

aghasi, inspector/collector of the kharaj, was one of the two of

ficials who were !22:!:. appointed by the mir himself but by the vali. 

Some lands (e.g. in the plain of MO~) belonged to the crown domains, 

and all revenue from these went into the state treasury; from the 

other lands kharaj was taken, as well as some minor taxes. The 
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jiziye, as said before, was divided equally between the mir and the 

vali of Van. 

Other military troops 

There was a Janissary regiment stationed at Bitlis. Its commander 

was the other official who was appointed by the vali instead of the 

mir. Furthermore Evliya mentioned 10,000 retainers (?)
123 

of the 

mir in town, armed with sword, shield and club, and dressed in colour

ful uniforms. In his description they resemble a private slave 

army (Evliya,IV: 1184). The number of 10,000 seems absurd, however. 

These permanent standing troops were in addition to the troops that 

the mir could levy from the tribes in time of need: 20,000 or more 

horsemen and at least as large a number of foot-soldiers (compare 

note 118). 

Offices; jurisdiction 

As said before, only two officials were appointed by the vali of 

Van: the kharaj aghasi and the commander of the Janissaries. 

All others were appointed by the mir. Evliya enumerated the most 

important ones: a gadi, a mufti, a nagib Ul-eshraf124, the military 

commander of the castle, collectors of road and market tolls, and 

a number of minor officials. 

Judicial authority was officially vested in the qadi. It seems un

likely, however, that for the punishemnt of disobedient subjects 

the mir ever ht!cl recourse to the qadi. The latter's role in Bitlis 

was probably limited to affairs of less direct concern to the mir. 

The qadi could hardly afford to act independently (as qadis in other 

sanjaqs did), since it was the mir, and not the central authorities, 

who appointed him - a highly anomalous situation. And, as Evliya 
125 subtly remarked, the qadi's already quite high salary could in-

crease considerably if he had a good understanding with the mir 

(ibid. 1162). Thus, in the field of jurisdiction the mir was in

dependent of Istanbul, and had very strong control. This independ

ence is also affirmed by the fact that the mufti, the legal expert, 
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belonged to the Shafeite rite (which most Kurds follow) and not to 

the hanefite as elsewhere in the empire (even in towns as Mekka, 

Medina and Jerusalem, where the majority of the population were non

hanefites, muftis could only in ,a few cases follow the rulings of 

h B. lA . . 1)126 E t• any of the three ot er rites; it is is exceptiona • xecu ive 

and judicial powers were thus not strictly separated (to put it 

mildly), while,in the interpretation of the sheriat also independence 

of the Ottoman state was asserted. 

Thus Bitlis appears like the capital of a vassal state rather than 

a province of the empire. A high degree of independence had been 

granted to the ruling family; when possible they arrogated even more. 

At the time of Tavernier's passing the mir recognized neither Ottoman 

norSafavid sovereignty, and both empires found it necessary to en

tertain seemingly cordial relations with him, because of the strat

egically important location of Bitlis (Tavernier, I: 303). Melik 

Ahmed Pasha, freshly appointed vali of Van, tried with superior 

military power to show Ebdal Xan the limitations of his independence. 

The effects of this campaign were not lasting, as Evliya was to ex

perience (see p. 196 ). 

Social stratification 

The emirate of Bitlis was a rather highly stratified society. Its 

stratification parallelled that of the Ottoman Empire on a smaller 

scale. 

(1) On top the mir and his family; 

(2) immediately below him the aghas of the tribes, and other notables. 

Advisers were drawn from this class, as well as some of the higher 

officials. A number of the tribal elite held fiefs, which gave them 

an independent income; many of these lived in town (Evliya,IV: 1185). 

Others probably had to live on their flocks (herded by shepherds) 

and gifts from their tribesmen. Those staying at the court were 

probably supported financially by the mir. 

(3) A similar, but non-tribal elite consisted of high officials, 
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men of arts and sciences (in the pay of the mir), and religious dig

nitaries: sheikhs, seyyids, melas, etc. 

(4) Among the common tribesmen one might distinguish two strata, 

although the distinction was probably a very fluid one, and mobility 

may have been high: those with horses and those without. The 

most excellent of these horsemen wereselected as jebelUs by the 

fief-holders. Together with the "slave"-soldiers ("~") the 

tribesmen constituted the military class. It is unclear how the 

noker were' recruited 

(4a) A considerable number of Kurds (whom Evliya identified with 

the Rojeki) lived in town. They were not warriors like the other 

Kurds but rather refined people. Their occupations are unclear. 

(5) There was a Kurdish peasantry (reaya), living in the hills and 

mountains. We know no details about them and their relations with 

the tribes. 

(6) The motor of Bitlis' economy (beside the nomads' flocks) were 

the christian reaya (mainly Armenians, also some jacobite Syrians). 

The sedentary peasantry was largely Armenian; also a large fraction 

f h I l . A . ' 127 p l" . 11 h h d ~ t e town s popu at1on was rmen1an • o 1t1ca y t ey a a 

low status, but many of them may have been quite well-off: there 

were excellent craftsmen among them, and big merchants; others had 

laid out artificial orchards that yielded high incomes. 

Statistics of the ethnic composition of the population of Bitlis 

at that time are not readily available (data are probably to be 

found in the still largely unexplored Ottoman state archives). A 

vague indication is given by Cuinet's statistics (late 19th century). 

Before the Armenian massacres still 40% of the population of Bi tHs . 

(within the boundaries of the former emirate) were Armenian. 15 -

20% of the Kurds were still nomadic
128

• 

The political elite of the emirate consisted of the groups (2) and 

(3). This became clear when Ebdal Xan had been expelled by Melik 

Ahmed Pasha and a successor had to be elected. Out of 3 sons of 

Ebdal Xan one was chosen by a special assembly. Beside the tribal 
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chieftains, also the scholars and clergymen, the shaikhs, the "notables" 

(a'yan) and the seyyids of Bitlis were present (Evliya IV: 1273/4). 

The christian subjects had no say at all in political matters, and 

were never, not even in times of crisis, permitted to play a mili-
129 tary role • The Sharafname only mentions them as a source of rev-

enue. 

Only once, when a mir was faced with desertion by most of 
his tribes, and with the threat of attack by foreign (Ottoman) 
troops, one of the faithful aghas advised him to arm his 
Armenians and let them participate in the defense. ?eref 
Xan, even in retrospect, considered this proposal sufficient 
proof of the agha's foolishness and ignorance (hamaqat va 
nadanI). The mir's other counsellors had similar opinions. 
As a consequence, the Kurds were honourably and totally 
defeated. For some time, the Armenians had to pay tribute 
to another lord (Sh. II/1: 314/6). 

III. h. 2 

The emirate of Baban played an important part in the history of what 

is now Iraq from ca. 1550 to ca. 1850130• Almost all that time 

it belonged (nominally) to the Ottoman Empire. It participated in 

several invasions of Persia - preferably at the expense of the twin 

emirate of Erdelan, which was usually pro-Persian. Its rulers always 

aspired to greater independence, and to this end they collaborated 

sometimes with Iran. Both the vali of Baghdad and the Persians in

trigued and interfered with family quarrels of the mi rs, in order 

to increase their influence in Baban. From early in the 17th century 

on, its mirs received the high Turkish title of pasha (which then 

but few of the sanjaqbegis carried; later that century it was granted 

to many more sanjagbegis). They ruled over a large territory, with 

both tribal and "non-tribal" population. The former were governed 

through their chieftains, the latter through governors appointed 

by the mir, who each had a district in tasarruf (usufruct) 131 • 

Sometimes the appointees were chieftains of nomadic tribes that used 

the district as their winter-quarters, sometimes chieftains from 

elsewhere, sometimes relatives of the mir himself. All belonged, 

of course, to the "military" or "tribal caste". These districts 
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fv1 ap 10 Babari arid surroundinjs 

changed hands rather frequently: as another branch of the ruling 

family succeeded to (or conquered) the throne, they appointed as 

governors their own clients. Each of these governors brought his 

own clientele with him (Rich: I, 90). British visitors to Baban 

noted a few examples of such appointments in the early 19th century. 

Rich related that his host MehmOd Pa~a, the then ruler of Baban, 

conciliated an uncle (Ebdulla) who had been scheming against him, 

by giving him ~me of the best (mos.t productive) districts as an 

appanage (Rich: I, 149). In another case a chieftain of the Piran 

tribe (outside Baban territory), Selim Axa, had been invited to the 

district of ~werte (an outlying Baban dependency), and•was installed 

on a feudal basis as a warden of the marches". In 1919 his descendants 

still were the uncontested squires of the non-tribal villages there 

(Edmonds 1957: 101). 

With his vassals the mir had sometimes the same troubles that the 

sultan had with his Kurdish vassals on the frontier. Yusuf Beg, 

who administered the Pijder district by appointment of the Baban, 
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went to Tebriz and paid homage to its governor Abbas Mirza (the 

Persian crown prince) who was then in the ascendancy. He retained 

the governorate of Pijder - but now as a vassal to Abbas Mirza, who 

furthermore added Serde,t to YOsuf's dominions (Rich: I, 321/2). 

This hod happened a short time before Rich's arrival in 
1820. Not long afterwords, MehmOd Pa,a himself, who hod 
managed to retain a large measure of independence by bal
ancing Ottoman and Persian influences, but who nurtured 
more Persian then Turkish sympathies, offered his sub
mission to Abbas Mirza as well, which precipitated a war 
between the two neighbouring empires. 

Virtually the only source on the condition of the emirate in the 

early 19th century is Rich, who stayed a long time in its capitol 

Silemoni (in 1820). Fraser and Ainsworth, who passed a decode and 

a half later, hove little to odd. Rich's observations on the court 

ore most pertinent. He met chieftains of most of the important 

tribes there, which suggests that the Babon pashas used the some 

method mentioned above for Bitlis .to keep the tribes obedient. 

More interesting maybe is the list of court officials one con extract 

ftom his text. The titles of these officials point at a deliberate 

imitation of the Ottoman court (or the court of Baghdad, which it

self was on imitation of that of Istanbul). 

Officials mentioned by Rich: 

- ''piime minister"; a hereditary function (Rich: I, 115). The 

prime minister wielded much formal as well as informal influence: 

all persons of any rank were to be found in his diwonxone. {One 

conn-0t help being reminded of the KHprUlU family, of which many 

members held the office of Grand Vizier to the Ottoman sultans, 

and who were both the real makers and the executors of the sul

tans' policies). 

- "selikdar, or sword-bearer" (probably: silohdor); this, too, was 

a hereditary function. In 1820 its incumbent was a young boy; 

until his adulthood someone else hod assumed the position in his 

name (Rich: I, 115). (In the Ottoman Empire one of the three 

highest officials of the inner palace service was the silahdar 

ogho; he handled all communications to and from the sultan. 
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Shaw (1976): 115) 

- "ishig aghasi, or master of ceremonies"(Rich: I, 168). 

- "harem aghasi, or guardian of the women's quarters". Rich noticed 

to his astonishment that this man and his assistents were not 

eunuchs but "stout bearded Kurds" (Rich:!, 284). (In the Ottoman 

Empire, the chief eunuch was one of the most powerful men of 

th t . . 132) e en ire empire • 

- "imrahor, or master of the horse" (Rich: I, 366). (the stable

master, emir-i akhor~ was one of the high officials of the sultan's 

outer service. Shaw (1976): 117). 

- a non-administrative but nonetheless important official was the 

mUnejjim bashi, chief astrologer/astronomer (Rich: I, 136). 

(Al.so at the Ottoman court the mUne j jim bas hi was one of the high 

(clerical) officials. Shaw (1976): 117). 

The administrative orgdnization of the emirate was not Rich's primary 

interest; he noted the above offices only in passing. His descrip

tions suggest that the Saban court was very elaborate indeed. 

On economic matters, including the collection and distribution 

of revenue, Rich is less informative, unfortunately. He noticed 

that the large, rich and powerful Caf tribe (several thousands of 

families) paid an annual tribute of 30 purses, sometimes even less. 

Compared to what other tribes paid, this was very little, he remarked 

(Rich: I, 281n). Cleqrly, it is difficult to levy much tribute 

from such a powerful tribe without getting into trouble. 

The governors appointed by the mirs squeezed as much out of the peas

antry as they could, since they were not sure of tenure of their 

office. Rivalries in the ruling family, combined with Ottoman and 

Persian intrigues, caused sudden changes. And as a new mir came 

to power, he brought new_ officials. This uncertainty of off ice re

sulted in over-exploitation, never moderated by patronage relations. 

It was one of the ugliest features that the emirate had in common 

with.the empire at large. A tribe agha told Rich that this insecurity 

was the main reason why the tribes did not settle to agriculture 
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(which might improve their lot): why should they sow if they did 

not know whether they could ever mow? Instead, the tribesmen ag

gravated the burden of the subject peasantry (gOran), from which 

they took whatever they could, without regard for the legal stip

ulations (Rich: I, 89, 96). 

After an invasion by the Persian governor of Kirman~ah 
(prince Muhammad Ali Mirza), the exploitation increased 
even more, because also the Persians demanded their share. 
Then at last, the peasantry left en masse, to places with 
but a single lord to exploit them (Fraser 1840 I, 177). 

It is quite unclear how much revenue Baghdad's or the central trea

sury received from Baban. Certainly it was less than at the apex 

of Ottoman power. At that time, according to the Sharafname, the 

Baban lands belonged to the imperial domains, i.e. they were not 

given out as fiefs but revenue was collected by salaried state of

ficials. At that time, each of the tribal chieftains paid to the 

treasury of the eyalet of ~ehrizor 4 donkeyloads of gold annually 

(Sh. II/1: 144). Baban had apparently become 'more independent 

of the central state apparatus. The exploitation of the peasantry, 

however, had nothing but increased in the process. 

III. h. 3 Some comments 

At this point I want to make some short comments on the material 

presented so far: 

1. The emirates described had a number of institutions in common 

with the Ottoman Empire as a whole. For instance, Bitlis had 
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a timar system and a "retainer army" (the noker), which resembled 

the qapuqullari armies. This does not necessarily mean that 

the emirates borrowed these institutions from the Ottoman Empire 

or that they had been established in the emirates by the Empire. 

Similar institutions had existed in previous Middle Eastern 

states, both in small states and in large empires; they were 

part of the common cultural heritage of the Middle East in 

which both the emirates and the Ottoman and Saf avid empires 

shared (in fact, the Ottoman Empire grew out of a similar emirate). 



After incorporation into the Ottoman Empire, emirates and Empire 

influenced each other's institutions: the empire retained some 

of the institutions it encountered locally, but integrated them 

into a more unified legal-administrative system. Rights and 

duties of the different "classes'' in the emirates were brought 

into line with those elsewhere in the Empire - al least, in legal 

theory (see the remarks on taxation, p. 186f). 

2. The emirate of Saban, as described by Rich, showed the same 

symptoms of decline that were noticed for the Empire as a whole 

in those days. The most salient of these are the frequent change 

of officials and the over-exploitation of the peasantry. Appar

ently, the economical and political organization of the emirate 

declined in a way parallel to that of the Empire (and under the 

influence of the latter, although this should not be thought 

to be a mono-causal process). 

3. The descriptions (especially that of Bitl1s) make clear that 

integration in the Empire was very partial only. An important 

indication is the high proportion of the revenue that the m1r 

kept for himself; another, the discrepancy between the number 

of troops put at the disposal of the Ottoman army and the numbers 

that the m1r could mobilize for his own purposes; a third, the 

m1r's jurisdictional independence, with a qadi who appears as 

his client. The m1r had this independence in spite of the fact 

that the Empire had the physical power to def eat and depose him 

(as happened to Ebdal Xan). His independence can only be under

stood from the frontier position of the emirate. Not only is 

Kurdistan, due to its natural constitution difficult to keep 

\.permanently under control without the consent of its in habitants, 

- it also lay at this time between two competing empires. In order 

to ensure the emirates' loyalty the Ottomans had to grant many 

privileges to the m1rs ($eref Xan of Bitl1s had even been in 

Safavid service, and was invited back by the Ottomans who needed 

him to control Bitl1s, and gave him privileges in exchange). 

It is doubtful, in fact, whether the m1rs would ever have been 
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able to achieve and maintain such power over their emirates as 

they had, if they had not been able to balance two empires against 

each other. To date, little attention has been given to the 

flourishing of such semi-independent political units in the 

periphery of empires or in the buffer zone between two empires. 

Eisenstadt, in his important work on the political systems of 

empires (1963), does not even mention this phenomenon. Historical 

bureaucratic empires (among which he reckons the Ottoman Empire) 

distinguish themselves in his view from patrimonial and feudal 

political systems by having, among others, a "clear territorial 

centralization" (1963: 23). The description of the Kurdish 

emirates shows that the territorial centralization was not at 

all so clear. 

4. The discussion of the timar system and the tax regime showed 

that Ottoman legislation protected the peasantry (including the 

non-muslims) from over-exploitation. This suggests that .£2. 

effective central control by the state was established, exploita

tion of the peasantry decreased. This seems to be the reverse 

of what is generally seen to happen in recent times. This is 

indeed the case, but it is only part of the story. In the 16th 

century, Ottoman legislation did lighten the tax burden on 

the peasantry. It is not clear whether in actual practice the 

tax rate was reduced in the Kurdish emirates also, but it does 

not seem to have been very heavy. As central control weakened 

(in the 17th and 18th centuries), exploitation of the peasantry 

increased tremendously (through the iltizam system etc.). 

When, in the 19th century, the central government reasserted 
#1. 

its authority and started to levy taxes directly, this meant 

this time not a reduction, but a further aggravation of the 

burden on the peasantry: the government was strong enough to 

take its own taxes, but not sufficiently strong (or willing) 

to prevent tribal chieftains from taking theirs as well, so 

that the peasantry was doubly taxed. 

5. The timar system also made (a part of) the peasantry legally 
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subservient to certain tribesmen. The e,iret / reyet distinc

tion did not find its origins here (it was much older), but it 

was legally sanctioned and consolidated; laws ensured that a 

"caste" barrier was maintained. 

6. The mirs maintained control of the tribes in their emirate by 

balancing groups or confederations of tribes against each other 

("divide and rule") and by keeping tribal chieftains under close 

supervision at their courts. Recognition of their position by 

the state solidified their rule. But this by itself is not 

enough to explain the loyalty to the mirs' families. I am 

aware that the term "charisma" is only a label, not an explana

tion, but I find I have to stress the charismatic character of 

the mirs' authority. More than a-century after the abolition 

of the last emirates (see below, section III. k) people every

where still speak with respect of the former mirs' families. 

Actual political power may have been in the hands of advisers, 

the tribesmen were, however, loyal to the mir, and no adviser 

could ever take the place of the mir himself. 

III. i Intermezzo: the emigration to northeastern Iran 

Not all of Kurdistan was incorporated into the Ottoman Empire; quite 

a few Kurds preferred Persian to Turkish sovereignty (or were forced 

to accept it by conquest). I do not intend here to analyze in depth 

the differences in policies towards the Kurds as pursued by both 

empires, but shall confine myself to a few remarks on a group of 

--

Kurds that illustrate one.aspect of Safavid policy. In northern 

Khorasan, Iran's northeastern province, live some hundreds of thou

sands Kurds. Some are still nomadic, most are settled now. Their 

n'umerous tribes are arranged into three groups (called il): ~adlO, 

Ze'fironlO, and KeywanlO. Their language is still recognizable as 

Kurmanci (the northern Kurdish dialect group), but it hos undergone 

much influence from the Turkish spoken by the surrounding ethnic 

groups; some tribes even speak exclusively Turkish. Unlike most Kurds 

of Kurdistan, they are all shiites. According to their own traditions, 
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the majority of them came here as one large tribal confederation, 

called ~emi~kezek, sent here in 1600 by Shah Abbas to guard the 

frontier against the Uzbeks and Turkomans. Smaller groups of Kurdish 

tribes had already been there for some time; others were to be sent 

there by later shahs. Nadir Shah (1730 - 1747) especially was very 

active in moving tribes from one part of his empire to another. 

I intend to write a detailed history of these tribes later; here 

I shall only sketch a few of the developments that are relevant in 
133 the present context • 

The Sofavids had two powerful sunni neighbours, who both found in 

Iron's shiism a convenient excuse for attempts to conquer her: the 

Ottomans in the west, and the Uzbeks in the northeast. The border 

with the former was guarded mainly by Turkish Qizilbosh tribes. 

Kurds were also thus employed, but their loyalty was always doubt. 

ful, even if they had shiite learnings. Frontier tribes and emirates 

let expedience decide to whom they should show "loyalty". One year 

this might be the Safavids, the next year the Ottomans. Even those 

shiite Kurds from western Kurdistan who had come to Iran with the 

other Qizilbosh (such as the ~emi~kezek, see p. 165) might suddenly 

decide to rejoin the Ottomans. It is understandable, therefore, 

that the Safavids preferred to use the Kurds' military abilities 

on the other frontier, where there was less danger of defection. 

Another aspect of Safovid policy was the G>artiolly successful) at

tempt to re-organize these Kurds (as well as other Qizilbash groups) 

into~ tribes or confederations (il), the chieftains of which 

owed their positions originally to appointment by the shah. As 

such~ people who both had a personal tie to the shah and were accept

able to the tribes were selected. 

The ~emi~kezek were, as said before, not the first Kurds to be sent 

to Khorasan. The Sharafname mentions a tribe Gil (or Kil) there, 

and describes how the £ekni went there
134

• This tribe was one of 

the most spirited of Persian Kurdistan. In the 16th century it 

lacked a paramount chieftain; subtribes were dispersed throughout 
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most of western Iran, where they had a bad reputation as robbers 

and raiders. When the government issued orders for their suppression, 

a group of aghas of the ~ekni started to move eastward with their 

followers, intending to go as far as India. On arriving in Khorasan 

(which was partially occupied by the Uzbeks then) they entered the 

service of a rebellious governor of Herat. Shah Abbas (1588-1629) 

ultimately suppressed the rebellion, but decided that the warlike 

~ekni might be very useful in his reconquest and safeguarding of 

Khorasan - if properly directed. In his corps of bodyguards (gorchi) 

there was a ~ekni from a leading family, Budax Beg. He appointed 

Budax as emir (military commander) of a section of Khorasan, around 

Khabushan (Quchan), and sent him to his tribesmen to lead them. 

The arrangement worked. The ~ekni had now imperial sanction to 

continue their old practices. What had previously been called looting 

or theft had turned into a form of taxation. Everybody was (relatively) 

happy, even the peasantry, for although the ~ekni undoubtedly were 

a heavy burden on them, they protected them from the Uzbeks with 

whom they had even worse experience. 

Shah Abbas' predecessors had allowed the empire to decay, and parts 

of the northeastern and northwestern provinces to be conquered by 

Uzbeks and Ottomans (who were in league with each other). Abbas 

reconquered the lost territories and made some additional conquests 

as well. In the east he repelled the Uzbeks (in which the ~ekni 

played a role, too). In order to consolidate the situation on the 

northeastern ffontier he needed a sizeable body of frontier guards 

spread out in the southern zone of the "Turkoman" steppe. This is 

when the forced migration of the "~emi~kezek" took place. There 

were at that time some 40,000 or more Kurdish families living in 

Khar-e Varamin (a district south-east of Tehran). They were mainly 

pastoralists, living under the tent. Some of them were ~emi~kezek, 

who had probably come to Iran with Haci Rustem Beg (see p. 180) and 

remained there. Also other tribes from eastern Anatolia were re

presented (for instance, the name of one of the present subtribes 

in Khorasan, HesenanlO, suggests a relation with the Hesenan tribe 
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of Xinus). Many others, however, were Caucasian Kurds. There were 

numerous small Kurdish tribes in the southern Caucasus, some of 

which were know at that time by the collective name of Yirmidort 

(Turkish for "twenty-four"). Some of these fled into Iran at the 

time of Ottoman occupation of the Caucasus (1576) or during the 

subsequent Ottoman-Safavid wars there. They were not re~eived hos

pitably; there were doubts about their trustworthiness. Shah Abbas 

forced some of them to settle in Gilan, others were sent to Khar-e 

Varamin, where they joined the already present ~emi;kezek. Shah 

Abbas appointed a ~emi;kezek chieftain, $ah Eli Xan, as their para

mount leader (mir); that is probably why later the entire group is 

·referred to as ~emi;kezek. In 1598 a number of these ~emi;kezek, 

under their mir $ah Eli Xan, participated in Shah Abbas' campaign 

into Afghanistan. In 1600 the shah ordered 40,000 families to migrate 

into northern Khorasan (to Darun, near present Ashkhabad). $ah Eli 

Xan was appointed governor of that district, and received the title 

of ilxani. The Kurds did not show great enthusiasm for their new 

job as guardians; many refused to go, or settled on the way; ulti

mately only 15,000 families arrived. 

Darun is in the steppe, and the Kurds found it difficult to fight 

the Uzbeks in such terrain~ Rather soon, therefore, they retired 

southward into the mountains around Khabushan (Quchan), a more 

congenial habitat. Coming there, they partly replaced a settled 

Turkish (or turkicized) population, not without bloodshed. Possibly 

the ~ekni of Pir Budax Beg merged with the more numerous ~emi;kezek 

then, for we hear no more of them in later years. 

In 1627/8 Shah Abbas appointed a new mir to the ~emi;kezek: YOsuf 

Solton, a Georgian by birth, educated as a muslim at the court, and a 

member of the shah's corps of bodyguards (qorchi). YOsuf became 

also governor of Khabushan. If this was intended to break the power 

of $ah Eli Xan's family, it was not very successful: many of the 

tribes continued to consider ~ah Eli's grandson Mehrab Beg their 

leader. Thus there were two ruling families now. YOsuf married a 

Kurdish woman of the ~adi tribe; his descendants and their followers 
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are thence c~lled ?adlO. After some time the ruling families agreed 

to a geographical partitioning: the ~adlO tribes the western part, 

with Bojnurd as the urban centre, the Ze'feranlO (as the tribes 

f6llowing ~ah Eli Xan's descendants were called) further east, around 

Shirwan and Khabushan. Beside these two leading families, some 

minor chieftains emerged and gathered a number of tribes around 

them. At the eastern periphery of the Ze'feranlO territory a con

federation ~alled KeywanlO was at ~imes autonomous (and remained 

under Ze'feranlO influence at other times ). In later times also 

a few other large tribes are mentioned as independent (of both the 

shah and the two "big families"), e.g. the EmarlO (brought here 

by Nadir Shah) and the Oera~OrlO (one of the ~adlO tribes). Their 

independence was, however, temporary only: only the two units whos-e 

chieftains were officially recognized persisted. During Qajar times 

(19th and early 20th century) both families had the title of tlxani 

and the function of governors of their districts. They were frequently 

rebellious, and ruled virtually independently. They collected much 

revenue, of which only rarely a little was transferred to the state 

treasury. Most of it was redistributed in the form of gifts to 

chieftains of their vassal tribes, and to Turkoman chieftains (as 
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a means of making or keeping peace). In spite of their independence, 

it seems that it was the ultimate sanctioning by the state that 

made their rule more permanent than that of other families. 

III. Political changes in the 19th century 

During the first half of the 19th century, two opposite tendencies 

affected the state of·affairs in the Ottoman Empire. The empire, 

which had been decaying slowly but continuously during the preced

ing two centuries, had become so weak that it appeared to be on the 

verge of collapse. This stimulated aspirations to independence and 

separatism in the periphery. The great influence that the European 

powers commanded at the Ottoman court had become conspicuous to all, 

and was rightly interpreted as a further sign of its weakness. How

ever, this European influence also stimulated administrative reform; 

Sultan Mahmud II (1808-1839) started vigorous efforts to re-estab-

lish central control. The tendencies of decentralization and re

centralization were thus simultaneous. This may explain why this 

period, that brought the abolishment of all Kurdish emirates, also 

saw two Kurdish emirates temporarily rise to unprecendented strength 

and splendour. 

When Mahmud II succeeded to the throne Kurdish mirs were certainly 

not the only semi-indepent rulers in his empire. All over Anatolia 

locally influential families had arrogated the functions of govern

ment and became virtually independent rulers ("derebeyi", "lord of 

the valley"). Also many of the appointed governors went their own 

way, without paying heed to Istanbul. Egypt had, after a short 

French occupation (1798-1801), achieved virtual independence under 

its popular governor Muhammad Ali (1805-1848). In the Russo-Turkish 

war of 1806-1812 the empire suffered a new defeat, and an even worse 

one followed in 1828-1829, when the Russians temporarily took Erzerum 

and Trabzon (and thus parts of Kurdistan were temporarily cut loose 

from the empire). In 1828 too, Greek nationalists, whom Mahmud had 

at first successfully suppressed, succeeded in establishing a small 
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independent Greek state; in 1830 European powers forced the sultan 

to recognize the independence of Greece. 

Muhammad Ali of Egypt, feeling wronged by the Sultan, occupied 

Syria (1831). In 1832 his general Ibrahim Pasha even defeated the 

Ottoman army in the heart of Anatolia (!). In 1839 a new Ottoman -

Egyptian confrontation took place near Nizib (in western Kurdistan), 

and again the Ottomans suffered defeat. 

The army that was severely beaten by Ibrahim Pasha had in the pre

vious years been campaigning in Kurdistan and cruelly, but effect

ively, reduced disobedient Kurdish chieftains and punished robber 

tribes. Immediately after the Russian war of 1806-1812 Sultan 

Mahmud had energetically started his policy of centralization. He 

succeeded to a large extent: "by a series of political, military 

and police actions he overcame rebellious pashas and derebeyis 

alike, and replaced them by appointed officials sent from Istanbul 11135• 

By 1826 the Anatolian derebeyis had been subjected, and he could 

start the pacification of Kurdistan. His general Reshid Muhammad 

Pasha (former governo.r of Sivas, later to become Grand Vizier) was 

the military genius that organized the campaigns that now followed. 

By the middle of the century there were no emirates left in Kurdistan. 

Officially, Kurdistan was from then on ruled directly, by Ottoman 

governors. In practice, however, direct Ottoman rule was to prove 

very ineffective indeed. Near the cities, the governors had some 

power; nowhere did they have authority. 

Partly OS 0 reaction to the first attempts at centralization, partly 

in response to the international political situation and the Ottoman

Egyptian wars, two Kurdish mirs revived the old glory of their e~irates, 

conquered vast territories and rebelled against central authority. 

Mir Mihemed of Riwandiz (because of an eye disease called Miri Kor, 

the blind mir) acceded in 1814 to leadership in the impoverished 

emirate of Soran. Two decades later he had conquered most of what 

is now northern Iraq. The vali of Baghdad, not capable of stopping 

the mir, recognized his conquests and granted him the title of pasha -

in the vain hope of thus retaining recognition as his superior. 
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Only when the mir sent troops in the direction of Nesibin and Mardin, 

and was said to be in contact with the Egyptians of Ibrahim Pasha, 

the sultan sent Reshid Muhammad Pasha against him. The valis of. 

Mosul and Baghdad received orders to assist in the punitive campaign. 

Miri Kor surrendered on conditions very favourable to him: he was 

to remain governor of Riwandiz, but had to assert his submission to 

the sultan (1835). He was sent to Istdnbul 1 where the sultan be

stowed many honours upon him; on the return voyage, however, he 

mysteriously disappeared. His brother ResOl then was governor of 

Riwandiz for a few years, until, in 1847, the vali of Baghdad ex

pelled him. That was the end of the Soran emirate: from then on, 

R. d. d b T k. h ff. · 1 136 
iwan iz was governe y ur is o 1c10 s • 

The second emirate that experienced a short period of glory before 

it eclipsed was Baton under its mir Bedr Xan Beg. Many Kurds con

sider his rule and rebellion the first expression of modern Kurdish 

nationalism. 

The rise of Bedr Xan Beg 137 
and the fall of the emirate of Baton 

III. k 

Baton had been ruled for many centuries by a family that claimed 

descent from Khalid ibn Walid, one of the prophet's most famous gen

erals. Once,·according to the Sharofname, 3 brothers instead of 

competing for succession divided their territories. The most im

portant of the 3 parts was thdt depending on Cezire, the main town 

of the emirate. The other two ports had as centres the castles of 

Finik and Gurke!, northwest and northeast of Cezire, respectively 

(Sharafname I/2, 146). Sometimes the three parts made a united front 

- generally under the leadership of Cezire -; at other times there 

were severe armed conflicts between them. Oral epics I collected 

in Botan suggest that the latter was the rule rather than the ex

ception (but then, epics generally deal with extraordinary events, 

not with the ordinary state of affairs). 

The military backbone of Botan (the Cezire section) was formed by 
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two confederations of nomad tribes
138

, the $illet and ~oxsor (as 

Bitlis hod its Qewalisi and Bilbasi, and Hekori its tribes of the 

right and of the left). These two confederations comprised most 

of the tribes that ore still, or were within human memory, fully 

nomadic. The Kurds depending on Gurk1H were known as the Haci 

Beyron (after Hoci Bedr, one of their early mirs). They comprised 

a few nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes as well as fully sedentary 

Kurds without noticeable tribal organization. Those depending on 

F . . k 11 d D h4 h d . · 1 · · 139 B C 4 

ini , ca e e J., a a s·imi or composition • ecause ezire 

commanded the strongest nomad tribes, it could often subjugate both 

Haci Beyran and Dehi. Friction between the three sister emirates 

was unavoidable, since the migration routes of $illet and ~oxsor 

crossed the lands of ~he other two confederations. 

These confederations were not monolithic units either. The last 
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mir of Gurkel, Seid Beg, was killed in a battle in which the aghas 

of ~irnax (which belonged to the Haci Beyran) had joined the mir 

of Cezire against him. After Seid Beg's death these aghas tried 

(with partial success) to take his place as collectors of revenue. 

They long maintained a degree of independence vis a vis the mir of 

Cezire, but never acquired enough power over the Haci Beyran to ar

rogate the title of mir. 

Among the ~oxsor and ~illet two tribes played leading roles, the 

Miran and the Batuan, respectively. When the mir was not a strong 

personality and skilful politician, the chieftains of these tribes 

rather than the mir made all important decisions. "After all", a 

member of the Miran's leading family told me, "the agha is the best 

man of an entire tribe, while the mir only has his position because 

the Turks granted it to his family as a hereditary office. 11140 An 

old saying, still widely known, reflects the same conception that 

real power belonged to these two tribes: 

"Miran mir in, "The Miran are princes,. 

Batuan wezir in the Batuan ministers (viziers), 

~illet seyen pir in" the ~illet old d II 141 ogs 

Around 1821 Bedr Xan Beg became mir of this unruly conglomerate. 

The chieftain of the Miran, Brahim A~a, refused to recognize his 

authority. He did not pay any tribute, and the fact that he had 

made peace in a war between the Batuan and the Haci Beyran Kurds 

is still quoted as a proof that he had usurped at least part of the 

mir's functions. Bedr Xan then had him killed. A war ensued bet

ween the Miran, aided by the other ~oxsor tribes, and the other Kurds 

of Botan. Several hundreds were killed; in the end Bedr Xan Beg 

managed to impose his authority on all. At the same time he started 

showing signs of independence vis a vis the Ottomans. He refused 

for instance to send tribal contingents when, during the Ottoman-
142 

Russian was of 1828/9, these were demanded • 

Bedr Xan ruled the entire emirate (including the Haci Beyran and 

Dehi sections) with iron hand. His application of severe punishments 

for even the lightest offenses made Botan into a haven of security. 
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Where formerly robbery and brigandage had prevailed, now life and 
143 

property were respected. All prospered • 

When important decisions had to be taken, the mir convoked all the 

big aghas and asked their opinions. He alone, however, was the one 

that took the decision. 

The army was slightly modernized. No longer did all tribesmen go 

to war under their own chieftains - although such tribal units con

tinued .to exist. There were now crack regiments, consisting of the 

best men from all tribes, directly under the mir's commands. They 

were a permanent standing army, more loyal to the mir than to their 

own tribes' aghas. People referred to them with the term "Kolam'', 

which is best translated as "retainer"
144

• The establishment of 

these elite units had the side-effect of diminishing the tribe 

aghas' independent leverage, as they lost their best men to them. 

Bedr Xan also made alliances with the other two great chieftains 

of central Kurdistan, NOrollah Beg, mir of Hekari, and Xan MehmOd 

of Muks, and with a number of minor chieftains of the immediate 

vicinity as well as far away (as far as MO~ and Kars)
145

• 

In the series of campaigns against the too independent Kurdish 

chieftains general Reshid Pasha also attacked Bedr Xan's capital 

Cezire and took it after a long siege (1836). Xan MehmOd tried to 

come to his rescue with a large army (accoraing to Safrastian (1948: 

51) consisting of 20,000 Kurds, Armenians and Assyrians), but was 

prevented from crossing the Botan river because the Turks blew up 

its bridges. Temporarily both chieftains had to retire to their 

mountain strongholds. 

The defeat of the Ottomans at the hands of Ibrahim Pasha's Egyptian 

troops in 1839 was witnessed by many Kurds. To them it was another 

proof of the Ottoman state's fundamental weakness. In the inter

pretation of later Kurdish nationalists (among whom Bedr Xan Beg's 

descendants played conspicuous roles, which certainly influenced the 

perception of their ancestor) the mir now started planning the es

tablishment of an independent Kurdistan. For this vision no con

firmation can be found in the contemporary sources. Bedr Xan did 
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revolt, but probably for other reasons and with more limited inten

tions 146. Using the temporary setback of Ottoman re-centralization, 

he conquered neighbouring territories. In 1845 he controlled de 

facto (through military garrisons) the area roughly between the line 

Diyarbekr - Mosul and the Persian border
147

• Two American mission

aries spent four weeks with him in the summer of 1846, and noted 

that "nearly every chief in northern Koordistan came to make their 

respects to him, bringing him presents of money, horses, mules, and 

other valuable property. Even the Hakkari Beg ( ••• ) and K~an Mahmood 

( ••• ) seemed to think th ems elves honoured- by being in waiting upon 

him"; and: "The many spirited chiefs under him, though restive and 

extremely impatient of restraint, dare not lift a finger in opposi

tion to him ••• 11148 • The mir also told his guests that he did not 

intend to break his given word of loyalty to the sultan. This makes 

later interpretations of his nationalist and secessionist ambitions 
149 

doubtful at least • However, other events interfered with what-

ever designs Bedr Xan Beg may have had. The British and Americans 

had "discovered" the christians of central Kurdistan; a not very 

edifying competition for the conversion of the Nestorians had started. 

About half of these Nestorians were tribally organized and very in

dependently-minded, others were peasants subservient to Kurdish aghas. 

All hoped for deliverance from the perpetual political domination 

by muslims, i.e. the Kurds. Defeat of the Ottomans by a christian 

power, Russia, seemed to them a foreboding of better times. They 

welcomed the missionaries because they expected that their govern

ments might help them become their own masters. Inevitably, some 

Nestorians aspired to derive power from association with these for

eigners. The Mar Shimun, the Nestorians' religious leader, ar-

rogated a political power that he had never had before - which 

sowed discord among the Nestorians as well as irritation with the 
150 

Kurds • The Kurds were more than irritated, in fact; they felt 

threatened, and the missionaries did little to alleviate their fears. 

In the Tiyari district American missionaries built a school and board

ing house on the top of a hill, dominating the entire area. This 
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fortress-like structure could only arouse further Kurdish suspicions
151 

Tension between muslims and christians rose uninterruptedly. When 

the Tiyari Nestorians, among whom the Mar Shimun lived, stopped 

paying their annual tribute to the mir of Hekari, the latter asked 

Bedr Xan Beg's support to punish them. A large body of tribal troops 

was sent against the Tiyari (1843). Many Kurds were apparently only 

h . h N . 152 A l too eager to vent t eir anger on t e estor1ans • n ug y massacre 

ensued, to be followed a few years later by an equally bloody in

vasion of another district. 

The echoes resounded in Europe, and were to cause Bedr Xan's fall. 

The British and French exercised pressure on the Ottoman government 

to punish this chief, and prevent further christian massacres. A 

strong army was sent against Bedr Xan, and in 1847 he was forced to 

surrender. He und all his relatives were brought to Istanbul-where 

they were received with great show of honour - and sent into exile. 

Nobody was allowed to succeed him. 

Botan after the dissappearance of the mir 

Nearly immediately the emirate fell apart into a hodge-podge of 

mutually inimical tribes. Without the mir it was not possibe to 

keep rivalries in check. The Ottoman governors were despised and 

distrusted by all, and could therefor~ npt play a conciliatory role 

(even if they had wished to do so); they did not have the power to 

impose' law and order here. The security that had prevoiled in 

central Kurdistan under Bedr Xan turned into its opposite. Travel 

became extremely dangerous. Mutual distrust prevailed. Feuds and 

other conflicts, not timely ended, broke up most tribal units. New 

subtribes, not existing until then, broke away. A few chieftains 

(e.g. the aghas dominating non-tribal $irnax, and the chieftains 

of the Miran) managed to increase their political (and economic) 

power in this turmoil. None, however, could take over the mir's 

position: there were too many rivals. Only later, when Mistefa 

A~a of the Miran was made pasha of the Hamidiye, tribal militias 

formed by Sultan Abdulhamid, did he manage to become the single 
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most powerful man of the area (in the 1890's, see p.236). 

Before that time there was a short period of re-integration of the 

emirate immediately after the Ottoman-Russian war of 1877/8. Two 

of Bedr Xan's sons, Osman and Huseyn were appointed pashas and 

commanded troops in this war; the troops apparently comprised a 

large number of Kurds. When this war, too, ended in a defeat of 

the Ottomans, the two brothers, with their Kurds, went back to Botan 

and took matters into their hands. Osman Pa~a, the eldest, pro

claimed himself mir. It seems that a majority of the tribes gladly 

submitted themselves to him
153

• According to Kurdish nationalist 
154 

sources Osman ruled for 8 months over an area enclosed by the 

line ~olemerik - Midyat - Mardin - Nesibin - Zaxo - Imadiye. 

His name was read in the khutbe. Armies sent by the sultan were 

rebuffed by the Kurdish troops; only by deceit could the mir be 

taken prisoner. Disorder was restored. Even today, many people 

speak of the time of the emirate as a golden age. Nationalist 

propaganda created an even more idealized image of it. 

Conclusion 

Thus, most parts of Kurdistan "fell back" from a relatively com

plicated form of social organization (the emirates) to simpler 

forms (tribes of varying degrees of complexity). Was that a step 

back in social evolution? Or a step forward, maybe? It could be 

thought that the structure of the emirates had to be destroyed to 

make the next evolutionary step possible, the transition to the 

fully developed state, into which the Kurds were to become integrated 

instead of merely incorporated. Only by considerable distortions, 

however, can the concept of social evolution (as a "prime mover") 

be made to fit the events. The Kurds were but little by little 

integrated in the state; the process is not yet completed. Until 

the 1920's, and till much later at several places, the states dealt 

not with individuals but with tribes in Kurdistan. As time passed, 

most tribes became even less complicated social units; they moved 

in a direction opposite to the "ordinary" evolutionary one. For 

instance the Teyyan were at first integrated in the Botan emirate 
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as one of the tribes of the $illet confederation. After the aboli

tion of the emirate, the confederation also gradually fell apart. 

A section of the Teyyan broke away and joined the ~oxsor confed

eration. Not even enmity between the two large confederations 

could keep each of them together After a few decades only their 

names remained. All tribes acted separately. At present the Teyyan 

tribe is not a "real" unit anymore: there is no paramount chieftain; 

the qebtles (subtribes) always remain separate; there is no corpor

ate action on the tribe level. 

It seems that the size of the units and their degree of complexity 

respond to and more or less adapt to, the administrative network 

of the state. As the latter became denser and more complicated, 

the "tribes" became less so. This is not a mono-causal process, 

but one contributing factor of great importance can easily be iden

tified. The abolition of the emirates did not mean the end of in

direct rule and its replacement by direct rule. In fact, in

direct rule continued to be practised for a long time (it still is, 

in many parts of Kurdistan), but it was reduced to ever lower levels 

of integration. After the mtrs, tribe aghas, and later village 

aghas (or the mezins of a bavik) were the persons to whom govern

ment authority was delegated. I believe that this, more than any

thing else, determined the effective size and, therefore, the com

plexity of the tribal units. 

III. i The new land code and its effects 

This is not the place to di~cuss all reforms in the Ottoman Empire 

during the 19th century
155

• The abolition of the emirates was dis

cussed above; I shall now turn to another measure that greatly 

affected the social and economic organization of Kurdistan. The 

Land Code, issued in 1858, was intended to bring about a normaliza

tion of the land regime and to do away with many abuses. Mu~h land 

in the empire had been appropriated as private property, both by 

local aristocracies and by - originally appointed - mUltezims (tax 

farmers). Elsewhere the practice of selling the office of mUltezim 

(by auction!) led to over-exploitation of the peasantry
156

, with 
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massive land desertion as a result. 

Sultan Mahmud II (1808-1839) had revoked the last fiefs (and con-
157 

verted them into tax-farms). The Land Code that his successor 

Abdulmejid issued reasserted that the ultimate ownership of land 

was vested in the state (except a narrowly defined class of land 

that remained private millk, and a small sub-category of vaqf-lands). 

Posses~ion of the land was to be granted to individuals by a special 

government agency (the tapu office: land registry), against the 

payment of a small fee. The possessor was to receive a title deed 

(tapu senedi), stating his rights to the land. All arable land 

was thus to be registered in the name of private persons; communal 

tenure was not recognized (art 8: "the whole of the land of a vil

lage or town cannot be granted in its entirety to all of the in

habitants, nor to one or two of them. Separate pieces are to be 

given to each inhabitant ••• ••). The formulation of the Code reflects 

its European inspiration as well as the reformers' desire to break 

up the tribes. In fact, the Land Code was almost certainly also 

intended to offer nomadic tribes a bait to settle (easily acquirable 

arable lands). Also pasture lands could (but needed not) be pri

vately possessed (art. 24). 

Registration of land by tapu officials soon started, but progress 

was slow, for the task was enormous. In Iraq, where regfstration 

started in 1869 (when Midhot Pasha, a famous reformer, became gov

ernor of Baghdad), it was only partially carried through, to be 

continued by the British after they occupied it (South Iraq in 1914, 

Iraqi Kurdistan in 1918/19)
158

• Soon after its inception, however, 

two tendencies became clear: 

1. Possession soon evolved into full ownership. The Code had made 

possession inheritable, and land was transferable by gift or in 

exchange of money, on condition of permission from the tapu office. 

The holders, however, ignored whatever restrictions there were on 

their rights to the land, and considered it as free mUlk. 

2. While the Code apparently intended the actual tillers of the 

soil to become its legal possessors (see art 8, quoted above), 
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and contained clauses preventing corrupt practices, its actual ex

ecution benefited only a small elite, The "ignorance and venality 

of the Tapu officials11159 aggravated the effects of the common vil

lagers' fear and distrust of a government that only knew them on 

the day of tax collection or recruitment for military service., 

Thus, people who knew how to deal with government officials could 

have large tracts of land registered in their names. In Kurdistan, 

these were aghas, shaikhs, and certain classes of townsmen: mer

chants and higher officials, mainly. The actual tillers of the 

land only realized what had happened when it was much too late. 

Dowson, who surveyed the situation in Iraq around 1930, remarked 

the following on Kurdistan: " ••• many villages appear to be wholly 

or partially registered as the personal possessions of local not

ables, without any consideration of the immemorial rights of those 

who had regularly occupied and tilled the land or pastured their 

flocks thereon. The pinch in these cases seems to have been mainly 

felt when the lands were pledged, and forfeited, to town-dwelling 

merchants for debt. The personal touch and interdependence that 

existed between even the most arbitrary local chieftain and the 

village cultivators appears not infrequently then to have been re

placed by more mechanical efforts to exploit the land from outside 

and by obstruction to such efforts from within" 
160

• In other cases 

the agha himself intensified exploitation; usually he then left the 

village and became an absentee landlord. Dowson's sketch, however, 

is certainly not true for all of Kurdistan; there are wide diver

gences. In many mountain villages of northern Kurdistan most, or 

many of the villagers have title deeds as I was assured repeatedly. 

In others the land legally belongs to the agha, but the villagers 

pay here as rent the same amount that elsewhete is given as tribute 

to the agha ("zekat"). In these,villages it seems the land regis

tration has not (yet) brought great changes. Large tapu holdings 

ore very rare or absent in the mountains; in the plains they were 

(until recent land reforms) the rule rather than the exception. 

An example of a lineage that owes much of its political and economic 
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influence to this land registration was mentioned in Ch. II: the 

Dizeyi. Their ancestors (either Ehmed Pa~a or his sons) had a large 

part of the plain of Erbil registered in their name, and later ad

ded to their belongings by other means. 

The effects of the execution of the land code may thus be summarized: 

1. Reduction of the communal features of the tribal economy; 

individualization. 

2. Increased economic stratification within the tribe. Many aghas 

became landlords, their followers became their sharecroppers. 

In the course of time this was to give some aghas inordinate 

power over the commoners. 

3. A new class, with a new life-style emerged: the urban-based 
161 

landlords • 

4. New forms of cooperation and patronage developed between the 

urbar.-based landlords and tribal aghas who remained in the vil

lages. Thus, when Hay came to Erbil (1919) he found that the 

urban aghas had "magnificent guest-houses". Tribal chieftains, 

when coming to town, always stayed in one of these: "Every 

chief is the client of one or other of the town aghas", a con

nection that may have existed for generations. In exchange 

for hospitality the visitor brought small gifts, and was "also 

expected to look after his patron's interests in the country 

in the event of any tribal disturbances, while the latter will 

sometimes act as the chief's representative in the town". (Hay 

1921: 83/4). 

5. In many cases the actual cultivators lost some of their trm'i

tional rights and became share-croppers or even hired labourers. 

The landlords could evict them if they wished
162

• This latter 

competence remained largely potential, until mechanization of 

agriculture made most manpower superfluous (1950's); many former 

share-croppers ~ evicted then. As the land was legally the 

landlords', these could even count on state support when pea

sants protested. Although this happened a century after the 
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Land Code was issued, it was an immediate consequence of this 

law (or rather, of the way it was executed). 

Land policy of the British in Iraqi Kurdistan 

Under Ottoman domination execution of the Land Code had been rather 

incomplete. Even where it had been executed it was not infrequently 

f d . b . t d163 Th ignored, and the old relations o pro uction su sis e • e 

British occupation revived the tapu office, because an accurate 

land registration was seen as a prerequisite for revenue collection. 

There was no desire to correct the many abuses of land registration. 

As the Revenue Commissioner noted, in 1919: "We must recognize 

that it is primarily our business not to give rights to those who 

have them not, but to secure the rights of those who have them
11164• 

In fact, British policy appears to have quite consciously favoured 

tribal chieftains as against the commoners. Sir Henry Dobbs, High 

Commissioner of Iraq from 1923 to 1929, made this into a corner-

f h . l d l" 165 Th ff . 11 . stone o is an po icy • e e ects were especia y notice-

able in South Iraq, where chiefs of the Arab tribes had become 

owners of vast holdings. Also in Iraqi Kurdistan however, the tend

encies resulting from the Ottoman Land Code were strengthened and 

accelerated under British rule. A few other aspects of British 

tribal policy in Iraq will be discussed summarily in section III. n. 

III. m The establishment of Kurdish tribal militias: Hamidiye 

In 1876 Abdulhamid II became sultan. Although reforms, begun under 

his predecessors, continued under this sultan, several of his poli

cies seemed to work in the opposite direction from these reforms. 

Whereas the reforms aimed at settlement of nomads and detribalizo

tion, Abdulhamid took measures which seemed in flagrant contradic

tion to this general line. He formed (in 1891) a tribal militia, 

or gendarmerie, led by tribal chieftains, to police the eastern 

provinces of the empire. These militias were named Hamidiye, after 

the sultan. The obvious result of the ~ew competences that the 

appointed chieftains / officers received, was an inordinate increase 
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of their powers, leading to unavoidable abuses. Another effect was 

the strengthening of some tribes and, thereby, changes in the regional 

balance of power. 

This, as many of the sultan's other reactionary measures, was a 

reaction to the threatening attitude of the big powers, especially 

Britain and Russia166• Parts of the eastern provinces of the empire 

had twice, in the wars of 1828/9 and 1877/8, been occupied by Russian 

troops. Russia stimulated Armenian nationalism and separatism in 

the east, on the model of the successful Slavic example in the west. 

Armenians had, in fact, aided the Russian invaders in 1877/8. At 

the Berlin Congress(1878) Britain too had assumed an interest in the 

"Armenian question''. In the 1880's Armenian terrorist bands be-

came active, in Istanbul and in the east. The Kurds' loyalty to 

the Ottoman state was doubtful too. In 1880 a sheikh, Ubeydullah 

of Nehri, had led a rebellion with the declared intention of estab

lishing a Kurdish state, and had tried to enlist British support 
167 

for his plans • In times of new crises the Kurds, as muslims, 

might rally to the sultan-caliph's pan-islamic qppeals and oppose 

Armenians and/or Russians;they might as well not. It is against 

this background that the formation of the Hamidiye· has to be seen:. 

as a means of making it more rewarding for the Kurds to be loyal 

to the sultan, and as the most effective way to police eastern 

A l
. 168 

nato ia • 

The Hamidiye were modelled on the Cossacks. They were recruited 

from nomadic or semi-nomadic Kurdish tribes (and an occasional Turkish 

(Oarapapakh) tribe), and were grouped into cavalry regiments led 

by their own tribal chieftains. Some large tribes provided one or 

more regiments, of ca. 800 - 1000 men each; smaller tribes were 

joined into one regiment. Military training wcis provided by officers 

of the regular army. The Hamidiye units were not permanently mo

bilized. They received pay only when on active duty, but their 

families were exempted from most taxes •. The number of Hamidiye 
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regiments gradually increased: there were 40 in 1892, 56 in 1893 

and 63 in 1899169• The direct aims of the establishment of the 

Hamidiye regiments were suppression of Armenian terrorism (which 

did not amount to much yet), and a better control over the Kurds. 

By thus providing paid employment of high prestige and a virtual 

licence to raid, the sultan hoped to install in the Kurds a strong 

loyalty to him personally. He was quite successful in that.: Kurds 

consisered him the sultan most benevolent ~o them, and called him 

Bavi Kurdan ("Father of the Kurds''). Some observers (e.g. British 

consuls in the area) perceived the aim of dividing the Kurds in 

order to rule ~hem: "In some cases the selection of tribes for 

the Hamidiye was used to maintain the balance of power in the region, 

while in others it had the opposite effect. Weaker tribes were 

usually chosen where possible because the better-quality equipment 

and training available to them off set the greater strength of their 

traditional rivals."
170 

Or, in the words of a later, outspokenly 

pro-Kurdish British agent, the very aim of the Hamidiye had been 

" (to use) tribal f~uds so as to create a system which would make 

combination against the government very difficult" 171 • If balanc

ing the tribes against each other really was an .actively pursued 

aim, it was only very partially successful. It is true that in 

the years 1893/4 an increase of inter-tribal feuding was noticed 

(Duguid: 147). A more important fact, however, is that the Hamidiye 

gave some chieftains more power over their neighbours than they 

would otherwise have been able to exert. In fact, in any tribe the 

choice of one agha as the Hamidiye commander rather than any of 

his rivals ended most disputes in his favour. He had now enough 

spoils to distribute (paid employment of a highly valued kind; weapons) 

to win major sections of the tribe over to his side. And he could 

use the Hamidiye against his rivals and enemies. At least two chief

tains rose as Hamidiye commanders to positions of such power that 

they posed a potential threat to the state. 

Th f . t f h M" f p f h MA 172 
e irs o t ese was iste a a~a, o t e iron • Out of all 

the chieftains of the former emirate of Botan, he alone was made the 
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head of a Hamidiye regiment, and received the title of Pasha. Chief-

f h d .b . b d. ff. k 173 
tains o ot er noma ic tri es were given su or inate o icer ran s • 

Both the ~oxsor and the ~illet tribes thus came under his command; 

through them he controlled the sedentary population. Lehmann

Haupt, who passed through Botan in his time, noticed that Mistefa 

Pa,a, soon after his inauguration, had established his own petty 

"kingdom". The Ottoman administration had no influence there, not 

even in the town of Cezire; everything was in Mistefa Pa,a's hands. 

He also took a heavy toll from passing caravans and from the trans

portation rafts floating down the Tigris; his men raided the wide 

surroundings
174

• Thus Mistefa Pa,a acquired some of the powers that 

formerly were the mir's. There were two important differences, how-

ever: 

1. His power was not based on consensus but on violence. That be

came clear in inter- or intra-tribal conflicts. These were 

never brought before him (as they were brought before the mir), but 

before one of the shaikhs
175

• 

2. He could maintain his independence vis-a-vis the civil admin-

istration because he had powerful protection (again, unlike the 

mirs, who depended mainly on themselves). The superior and pro

tector of the Hamidiye commanders was Zeki Pasha, commander of the 

4th Army. Corps at Erzincan and brother-in-law of the sultan himself. 

To the great annoyance of the civil officials, Zeki Pasha removed 

the Hamidiye from under their judicial competences and always pro

tected transgressors. Thus there were, in fact, two parallel, and 

competing chains of authority from the sultan to the eastern pro

vinces. Hamidiye units frequently broke law and order which the 

civil administration considered its concern, but usually they went 
. h dl76 unpunis e • 

Mistefa Pa~a's name is still mentioned with great awe, and his family 

is much respe.cted in the northern Cezire. Major Noel, on reconnais

sance there in 1919, understood that all the nomadic tribes were 

branches of the Miran - a mistake that is significant for the domi-
177 

nonce of Mistef a Pa,a • 
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A Hamidiye commander who became of more than local renown was Ibrahim 

Pa,a, chief of the large Milan confederation (not to be confused 

with the Egyptian general of the same name, who operated in the same 

area a few decades earlier). Turkish and foreign authors have spread 

his fame as a robber of mythical proportions, the "uncrowned king 

of Kurdistan 11178• 

The Milan consisted, at the end of the 19th century, of a fluctuat

ing number of tribes (including, beside sunni Kurdish, a few Arab 

and yezidi Kurdish tribes), grouped around a small nucleus of Milan 

proper. There were fortified headquarters at Wiran,ehr; most of 

the tribes were nomadic in the provinces of Urfa and Raqqa. The 

chiefly family laid claims to supremacy over even more than this 

conglomerate. According to legend all present Kurdish tribes pro

ceeded from two primordial tribes Mil and Zil (or Milan and Zilan). 

Many tribes still acknowledge belonging to either of these two 

groups, that were supposed to have come from the south and from the 

east, respectively. Ibrahim Pa,a claimed that his family were re

spected by all Mil tribes as the paramount heads. Sykes, who travel

led much in Kurdistan, noticed that,in fact, Ibrahim Pa~a was much 

respected by tribes as far away as Dersim and Erzincan - although 

they owed him no direct political allegiance (Sykes 1908: 470). 

This respect in itself had never been sufficient to give members 

of the family actual political power. In the preceding century 

some of Ibrahim's ancestors had acquired great powers, and built 

up a formidable'tribal confederation; under others it rapidly de

clined. In the 1850's internal conflicts made the confederation 

fall apart, of which their neighbours and traditional enemies, the 

Arabic Shammer tribe, profited by conquering parts of their ter

ritory and taking tribute from tribes that were formerly tributary 

to the Milan. Ibrahim became chieftain in 1863, and soon reunited 

some of the sections of the confederation. Coalitions of Arab and 

Kurdish tribes, led by the Shammer, made two great attacks on him, 

but met with failure. For the third attack the Shammer could no 

longer count on their Kurdish allies. The important (Kurdish) Kikan 
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tribe had even changed sides, started paying tribute to Ibrahim Pa~a, 

and helped the Milan defeat their former allies the Shammar
179

• 

From then on, Ibrahim expanded his dominions, subjected ever more 

tribes and took tribute from ever wider territories. The fact that 

such a powerful man was made a Hamidiye commander suggests that the 

sultan had other aims than that of simply balancing the tribes against 

each other. Ibrahim Pa,a always remained loyal to the sultan, but 

the provincial administration considered him their worst enemy. 

His men raided a wide area, and at times even set up their tents 

around the city walls of Diyarbekr and harassed the town population. 

This led to the first open expression of protest against the sultan 

there (!). Young townspeople, among whom the later famous Ziya 

Gokalp, occupied the town's post-office until the sultan promised 

to send Ibrahim Pa,a to the south (as protector of the Hejaz rail

way) 180 • 

In July 1908 the Young Turk revolt made an end to Abdulhamid's rule. 

Then Ibrahim Pa~a revolted: he refused to recognize the new regime, 

and declared himself independent. He tried to incite entire Syria 

to revolt - apparently in favour of the sultan, against the Young 

Turks. Adequate military operations by the Turkish army, however, 

defeated Ibrahim, who was forced to fly south into the Ebduleziz 

mountains (between Urfa and Raqqa). Five thousand of his men offered 
181 

their submission to the Turks • Ibrahim soon died. His son MehmOd, 

however, remained very influential. In fact, a British "exper·t" 

in 1919 pointed him out as one of the two fittest candidates to 

rule the Kurdish vassal kingdom that the British then intended to 

bl . h182 esta is • 

The Hamidiye also played an infamous role in the first series of 

Armenian massacres (1894/96). These followed an Armenian rebellion 

in the SasOn area. The revolt was a protest against double taxation: 

by the government, that had started to collect taxes directly, and 

by the Kurds, who continued to take their traditional share of the 

Armenians' crops. The Hamidiye were sent to suppress the revolt. 
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All over eastern Anatolia attacks and raids on Armenian villages 

were carried out in its woke; mainly on orders of the sultan, but 

also at the Homidiye's own initiative. Thousands, maybe tens of 

thousands, of Armenians were killed; many more were robbed of all 

they hod. In spite of all brutality, however, it should be added 

that (unlike two decodes later) there were no attempts at systematic 

expulsion or extermination of the Armenians. In fact, the civil 

administration tried to undo some of the harm the Homidiye hod wrought. 

A British cohsul reported that "Much of the booty seized by the 

Kurds in the Erzeroum area in August and September of 1894 was in 

the process of being returned to its Armenian owners by the govern-

t
,, 183 

men • 

When the Young Turks deposed Sulton Abdulhamid (1908) they also did

banded the Hamidiye (the sultan's loyal supporters), and demoted 

those sons of Kurdish chieftains who hod become officers in the reg

ular army. However, because Kurdish tribal units appeared a useful 

and even necessary complement to the regular army, especially in 

the difficult terrain of the eastern frontier, the Homidiye were 

soon revived as "militias", more closely integrated in the army, 

but not very different from before. Such regiments fought in the 

Balkan War of 1912-13 (wher~ they suffered heavy losses); and on 

the eastern front in the First World War and the Turkish War of In-

dependence. It was from the ranks of the commanders of these mili

tias, who hod helped Mustafa Kemol (AtatUrk) regain independence 

for modern Turkey, that the Kurdish nationalist party Azodi ("Free

dom"; established in 1923) drew its membership. We shall find 

these chieftains in the background of the great Kurdish revolt of 

1925, which will be discussed in chapter V. 

III. n Changes in the early 20th century 

Trying to give a balanced account of all changes that took place 

in Kurdistan in the first few decodes of the 20th century would be 

too ambitious a project. I shall limit myself to mentio~ing a few 
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withdrawn, such as the salaries. The result was a gradual weoken-

f h h 1 h . 0 b 184 ing o t e og as power over t eir tri es • 

In Turkey a quite different policy was followed from the beginning
185

• 

After the great Kurdish nationalist revolts (1925-31) a systematic 

policy aiming at detribolizotion and assimilation of the Kurds was 

adopted. Aghos were killed, chased away or sent into exile. Lorge 

numbers of tribesmen were deported to other ports of the country. 

Shoikhs too, were persecuted. An increase of feuds and other con

flicts resulted; there were no recognized authorities who could nego

tiate settlements. Gendormerie posts and schools brought the state 

closer to the tribesmen, and taught them that they were Turkish 

citizens. Everything that recalled a separate Kurdish identity 

was to be abolished: longuog~, clothing, names - and, of course, 

the tribes themselves. Both the Kurdish identity and the tribes 

appeared resistent to heavy pressure, however. New chieftains emerged, 

others returned from exile. They are, in general, not so powerful 

as before, but many officials still find it easier to deal with the 

population through these chieftains than directly, so that the state, 

in a similar way as before, supports the oghos' positions. The same 

is more or less the case in the other ports of Kurdistan. There 

are no really big aghas anymore, as a result of the tightening of 

central control, but informal systems of indirect rule persist in 

the interstices of the administrative network. The oghos who know 

how to deal with government officials (province or district governors, 

gendarme commanders, public prosecutors, judges, intelligence 

officers) can increase their influence at the expense of their rivals. 

They hove spoils to distribute among their followers, such as easier 

access to public services, work, and (in a limited number of cases) 

exemption from military service and dismissal of criminal charges; 

this of course enlarges their following. On the other hand, these 

officials find that the only easy way to ~ointoin a sufficient de

gree of law and order is that of using some aghas and shaikhas as 

intermediaries. Interesting forms of symbiosis of .these two types 
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of authorities hove thus developed. The rivals of the successful 

oghos and sheikhs attempt to mobilize public opinion against them 

by adopting a nationalist stand and accusing them of collaboration 

or even of treason. 

A favourite o.ccusotion is that of working for one of the 
intelligence services. I hove heard nearly every ;hoikh 
of whom I know, and many on oghQ, be accused of receiving 
money from and giving information to the intelligence 
service of their own or on other country. The few with whom 
I discussed the subject personally admitted to having 
occasional contacts with such on agency, but claimed that 
they were obliged to, at the risk or reprisals, and that 
they kept the_se contacts as ·non-committal as possible. 
These some informants took it for granted that the success 
of their most influential rivals was primarily due to such 
collusion with high officials. 

In Turkey, friendship with government officials is not the only way 

in which oghos may (attempt to) derive power from the state. There 

ore free elections, both for parliament and senate and for the off ice 

of mayor (in towns and central villages). Each province elects its 

own Members of Parliament (and Senate). Some provinces ore.so small 

that the personal following of some oghos or sheikhs, or else of 

a coalition of oghos, may be sufficient to vote them into parliament. 

Once they ore in parliament, they hove the possibility to do much 

for their followers. They may, for instance, ensure that roods, 

irrigation, running water, electricity, schools etc., desired scarce 

goods, reach the villages of their followers rather than those of 

others. And they use their influence as parliamentarians in the 

capitol to toke core of the legal (and business) interests of their 

supporters. Villagers who ore in serious trouble sometimes go to 

Ankara to ask "their" M.P. to do something about it (of course, those 

who hove local influence to wield receive preferential treatment, 

but others too can make a claim to such assistance). The elected 

mayor hos also, though to a lesser extent, spoils to offer to his 

supporters. Both hove, through their position, great possibilities 

of increasing their local power. For this reason election time is 

a period of intense political struggle. Dormont conflicts are re

vived, new ones break out, traditional rivalries receive new impulses. 
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Kurdish society seems to become more "tribal" in such periods. Us

ually it takes more than a year before the tension generated by the 

elections dissipates. 

III. o A few remarks to conclude this chapter 

Around 1500 Kurdistan, as described above, consisted of a number 

of emirates, the autonomy of which fluctuated with the strength of 

the surrounding empires. These emirates resembled in many respects 

(organization and stratification) the larger states around them. 

There was a subject, tax-paying reaya class (peasants, craftsmen, 

merchants), including many non-Kurdish elements, and a ''military" 

class of tribe$men. The latter were organized in a number of con

federations of tribes, and the sources suggest that corporate action 

at the level of the confederation was not uncommon. At least some 

m!rs had an armed retinue who~e loyalties to them were stronger than 

any tribal solidarity. Loyalty to the m!rs was certainly not restricted 

to his retinue alone: it was one of the factors (maybe even the 

most important one) that kept the emirates together. The fact that 

the rulership of individual m!rs might at times be questioned, but 

that the institution as such was not, may be related to the tradi-

tion of divinely sanctioned kinship in the Middle East: the concept 

of the supreme ruler was present in everybody's education and did 

not need further justification. The Ottoman conquest left most of 

the emirates intact, and consolidated the positions of the then ruling 

families. 

In the 19th century, the administrative network of the Ottoman state 

was refined, and the emirates were abolished. Indirect rule con

tinued to be practised, however, but on lower levels. In this period, 

chieftains of large tribes competed with each other for a following 

among the tribesmen and for power derived from the state. Some chief

tains acquired powers such as previously no tribal chieftain had 

ever had, due to the backing up of their positions by an increasingly 

strong state apparatus. The typical political units of this period 

are the large tribes. The sources mention corporate action of single 
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tribes but rarely of larger groups such as previously seen. The 

only exception is action led by sheikhs, the only authorities enjoy

ing the loyalties of (sections of) more than one tribe. (see the 

next chapter, expecially sections h and o). 

As in this century central state control increased further, great 

tribal chieftains ceased to exist. Several tribes still recognize 

a paramount chieftain, but he has lost his utility, he has no speci~l 

functions any more. Large tribes no longer act as corporate units; 

only the village (the administrative unit par excellence) and the 

bavik (shallow lineage) do so occasionally. It is especially the 

village agha and the mezin (elder) of a bavik who are seen to per

form political functions. This gradual atomization o_f Kurdish society 

is schematically represented in Figs. 6 and 7. As the administra

tive network becomes denser, the autochthonous units become smaller, 

and important political functions are performed by chieftains of 

lower levels. Concomitantly, organization becomes less complex. 

For large tribes or confederations (stage b) it was useful to have 

a ruling lineage that did not belong to any of the tribe's sections, 

and a retinue was often imperative. In the small tribes, clans and 

lineages that are now the basic political units, the chieftain is 

often a relative of the commoners. Where such a chieftain receives 

strong state support, and his position is backed up by coercive 

powers (as was the case with some chieftains in Iraq under British 

occupation) he may·assume a tyrannical rule even over his relatives. 

In cases where less power is delegated, and only informally, the 

chieftain is more a primus inter pares. The latter is now generally 

the case, and has long been the case with the settled or semi-nomadic 

tribes of the mountainous regions. 

Kurdish society has thus, during the past five centuries, passed 

through what are generally recognized as crucial stages in social 

evolution: tribe, chiefdom and (proto-) state, but in descending 

order. This reverse evolution of Kurdish political institutions 

is an immediate consequence of the development of the political in

stitutions of the states into which Kurdistan was incorporated, 
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America's peripheral agricultural regions are not remnants of a less 

developed past, but were brought about precisely by the development 

of the economic centres. Political institutions in the periphery 

even more clearly undergo a similar influence from the political 

centre (at ony rate, they did in Kurdistan). With some exaggera

tion one might even speak of "tribalization". 

Another process of formation of (quasi-) tribal units, in which the 

state is more directly involved is the organizing of militias, frontier

guards and the like. Somewhat related is the practice (especially 

f t . I ) f b k. d t 1. · b 187 Th requen in ran o rea 1ng up an rese t 1ng tr1 es • e 

units thus formed, were of heterogeneous origins but in the course 

of a few generations more homogeneous sections developed within 

these units, partly as a consequence of endogamy. Many large tribes 

may owe their existence to similar developments. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Shaikhs: • mystics, 

• saints and politicians 

IV. a Introductory remarks 

In the se.ctions on tribal leadership (especially section II.e), it 

has been argued that aspirants to power within the tribal domain 

rarely depend on their personal capacities alone. Not only do many 

employ retainers (a mild term for hired thugs) to give substance 

to their claims to respect and influence, and do they ally them-

selves with other contenders for power when such is opportune; 

they also deftly employ whatever external sources of power they may 

find. The last cannot be called a typically Kurdish phenomenon; 

it is one of the few that probably occur in all tribal societies, 

as well as many others. Nor is the range of external power sources 

significantly different from one society to the other; they can gen-

erally be subsumed under the headings of God and the State1• Rare 

indeed are the individuals that rise to prominence in their own 

societies without having had recourse to at least one of these two 

external power sources. The greatest Kurdish leader of this century, 

Mela .Mistefa Barzani, made ample use of both, and to a slightly 

lesser degree the same can be said of his main rival, Celal Talebani. 
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In the preceding chapter the relations between tribal politics and 

those of surrounding states were discussed; this chapter will deal 

with that part of the religious sphere that has the greatest political 

significance. There are several ways in which ·a person may derive 

political and economic leverage from association with the Divine. 

This is done most successfully in Kurdistan by the sheikhs. This 

chapter therefore deals in the first place with these popular saints 

and religions leaders, and with the dervish orders in which their 

followers are organized. 

By way of introduction something has to be said of the context in 

which claims to association with the Divine have to be made: Islam 

and the roles it it recognizes. 

God incarnate 

The most direct way to derive power from God would be, of course, 

to claim to be God. This is a rather risky affair however; even 

for the mystic who has attained union with the Divine it is wiser 

not to say so aloud, as the fate of the illustrioui Mansur al-

Halla j showed2• ·For the orthodox muslim, associating oneself so 

directly with God is shirk ("polytheism"), the grav~st sin. Among 

the sunnites therefore nobody has ever seriously made this claim3• 

The heterodox Safavid shaikhs Junaid and Isma'il (who became shah 

of Iran), however, made precisely this claim, with great success. 

(see p •. 164, 167). Of the present heterodox sects 1 the Ahl-e Haqq 

hold that God and several of his emanations have been incarnate in 

human bodies several times, and may al.so temporarily take possession 

of the bodily vehicle of a living human being. 

Several great religio-political leaders of this sect were reputed 

to possess such a "divine spark". Seyyid Berake (who lived in 

TOt~ami, west of Kirman~ah, early 19th century) was probably the 

most ambitious and successful example in recent times. He reputedly 

functioned as the bodily vehicle for several divine emanations, 

played a regionally prominent political role, and managed even to 

manipulate the entire Ahl-e Haqq cosmology to suit his political 
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among the pious Kurds to identify these two categories. 

Mahdi 

As I intend to limit the discussion of this chapter to sunni muslim 

Kurds I shall not go into the concepts of imam, bob, and others that 

are mainly relevant for shiism and extremist heterodox sects. But 

there is one that deserves discussion, because it provides, at least 

theoretically, a great potential for the mobilization of masses: 

the concept of Mahdi (messiah). This, again, is one for which no 

basis is to be found in the Koran. It originated in popular belief, 

and became ultimately accepted in official Islam, and incorporated 

in islamic speculative philosophy8 (Thus it followed the opposite 

way from concepts such as ghawth, which originated in speculative 

philosophy and then gradually filtered down into popular beliefs). 

My religious teachers fold me that only a few hadith (traditions) 

deal with the Mahdi, and that, moreover, these traditions are "weak" 

(i.e. the chain of transmitters is not very reliable), but that 

the doctors of Islam have agreed that they are genuine. Rather 

than quoting these hadith from one of the books of collections I 

shall reproduce here what a Kurdish mela ("village priest") told 

me of the millennial expectations of Islam: 

Towards the end of the times, wheh religion has become weak, 
when the pious are persecuted, when injustice rules over 
this world, a man of super-human qualities, the Mahdi,will 
arrive. He will be a man of the tribe of Quraish (the Pro-
phet's tribe), and come from Qudus (Jerusalemi He will 
go through the entire world, restoring justice and religion 
to it; he will make all people muslims. He will then rule 
this world for 40 days (which will last much longer than 
ordinary earthly days). After these 40 days, however,the 
Dajjal ("swindler", "impostor"; the equivalent of the Anti-
christ) will come. He too has the appearance of a human 
being, blind but of great power. He will try to destroy 
religion and - due to the power God has given him - will 
succeed in leading many people away from Islam again. This 
will be a disastrous time; there will be but little to eat 
and to drink; the sun will rise in the West and go down 
in the East. 
But then Isa (Jesus) will descend from heaven to Damascus, 
along a white pillar (one of the minarets of the great Omayyad 
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mosque in Damascus is called the Jesus-minaret). Isa will 
call the Dajjal who, hearing his voice, will be frightened 
and try to escape. Isa will pursue him, and catch him in 
Qudus, where he will have him put to death. Thereupon it 
is Isa's turn to rule the world for 40 days (the first of 
which will be as a year, the second as a month, the third 
as a week, the other 37 as ordinary days), applying the laws 
of Muhammad. After these 40 days the gate of repentance 
(tob~) will be closed: who is not a believer then, cannot 
be saved. 
The angel Ezraf il will sound his horn for the first time, 
and all living beings on earth will die. For 40 years the 
earth will be empty; it will rain, a rain that is like sperm. 
With a second call of Ezrafil's horn all will rise from 
death. Before all others the prophet Muhammad will be 
woken up from the grave by angels, and the Buraq (the winged 
horse-like animal that once had carried Muhammad through 
the seven heavens) will be brought. He will mount it to 
witness from above mankind's rise from death, the follow-
ing judgement, and the separation of believers and un-
believers9. 

Seyyids 

Beside claiming divine inspiration there is another, indirect way 

of associating oneself with God and deriving worldly influence and 

power from this association: that of claiming a special relation 

with Muhammad, the uitimate and supreme prophet, or with his Com-

panions (ashab). This is a much less risky affair than claiming 

prophetic status for oneself, but not necessarily an effective one, 

as is shown by the fact that the people most obviously associated 

with Muhammad, his descendants (seyyid, Arabic plural sadat) are 

generally powerless and often despised individuals. They are des-

pised precisely because they have nothing to boast of but their 

descent, the genuineness of which is sometimes doubtful, and on 

the strength of which they make a claim to financial support by 

the community. 

It is, of course, the inverse relation of value and numbers - which 

lies at the bottom of the seyyids' low prestige. They are to be 

found all over Kurdistan and, though Arabic in descent, have been 

thoroughly kurdicised. There is a strong pressure towordsendogomy; 

for a seyyid it is well nigh imperative to marry a seyyide (female 
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seyyid), so that there are typical seyyid-lineages that exist among, 

but apart from the Kurdish lineages. 

One of the seyyids whom I met told me he belonged to the 
ta!f e of Mawelo! seyyids, descendants of a certain Seyyid 
Ehmed Mawelo!. The ta!f e now consists of some 200 families, 
who mainly live near Mehabad (Persian Kurdistan) and are 
appallingly poor (due to the high concentration of seyyids, 
contributions of pious muslims are insufficient to improve 
these seyyids' lot). My informant's father and another rel-
ative had left Mehabad for Iraqi Kurdistan, where they now 
live among the Mengur tribe. The seyyids were the poorest 
people of the village, owning neither land nor sheep; they 
made their living by collecting firewood in the hills and 
selling it in the nearby town of Oale Dize, and by doing 
odd jobs for the other villagers. When my informant wanted 
to marry, there was no seyyide available locally, and none 
of the villagers wanted to give him his daughter. He then 
eloped with a local girl and stayed in a neighbouring vil-
lage until go-betweens (the elders of both villages) had 
pacified the girl's parents. His parents-in-law now help 
him occasi6nally: they gjve him foodstuffs etc. 

On the present condition of the Mawelo! lineage near Mehabad 
I have no direct information. Once, in Seqqiz, I met two 
of them who were from a nearby village; they too were des-
perately poor. They told me there were three villages near-
by that were exclusively inhabited by Mowelo! seyyids, and 
that there were a few well~to-do families among them, but 
that the majority were as poor as themselves. 

There is a contradiction in the position of the poor seyyid. His 

poverty invites the contempt most societies bestow upon the unsuc-

cessful; but his birth gives him a claim to the respect due to a 

descendant of the Perfect Man. Thus there is an ambiguity, an in-

ner conflict in the attitude of most people towardshim, a conflict 

that is often resolved in joking: the seyyid is a favourite - and 

usually very tolerant - object of jokes, as I noticed at several 

places. 

Not all seyyids are poor and powerless, however; and for those who 

do have some power and prestige,their descent seems to add to it. 

The obvious example in Kurdistan are the shaikhs of the Qadiri 

order, nearly all of whom are seyyids, and who, according to their 

followers, are superior to other shaikhs because of their blood-
10 links with the Prophet • 
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In a similar way, not a few Kurdish chieftains try (or tried) to 

give a form of justification to their position by a (sometimes ob-

viously false) genealogy that connects them with great men of Islam -

mainly Arabs, of course. Although it is unclear in how far any of 

these families originally acquired its position through the prestige 

of its descent - possibly it gave them the leverage to mediate be-

tween quarrelling tribes or tribal sections, and ultimately impose 

their authority - it certainly helped them to consolidate their 

positions once acquired. 

Many great chieftains claimed to belong to one of the following 

three lineages: 

1. Omeri - the descendants of the second caliph, Omar 
(e.g. the Giravi lineage, seep. 118) 

2. Xalidi - descendants of Khalid b. al-Walid (b. al Mughira 
al-Makhzumi), one of the early great generals of Islam, 
who received from Muhammad himself the surname "Sword 
of God". The mirs of Botan claimed this descent, a 
claim which is already mentioned in the Sharafname. 
Another claimant is the family Zeydan, leaders of the 
Pinyani, tribe of Hekari. The fact that Khalid is re-
puted to have died without issue seems never to have 
been an important objection to these claims. 

3. Ebbasi - descendants of the Abbasid caliphs. Both the 
mirs of Hekari and of Badinan were said to belong to 
this illustrious family. 

With the growth of Kurdish nationalism the scions of these chiefly 

families tend to under-stress their real or putative Arabic descent. 

Thus the Bedirxan family, descendants of the famous Bedir Xan Beg 

of Botan, derivemuch prestige now from this ancestor and his revolt 

against the Ottomans, which they like to present as the first major 

nationalist rising. Significantly, they now deny being Xalidi! 

To resume: association through descent with the Prophet or other 

heroes of Islam is not sufficient in itself to acquire power and 

prestige in Kurdish society, but it may contribute to the further 

success of already successful people. 

Clerical Functions 

Unlike shiism, sunni Islam does not have a clerical hierarchy; a 

framework for concerted action led by high clergymen - a well-known 
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factor in Persian politics - is thus absent here. 

The highest religious dignitaries ore the qodi and the mufti. The 

qodi's duty is to execute, the mUfti's to preserve and develop re-

ligious low. In the Ottoman empire they formed a (strictly juridical) 

hierarchy parallel to, and independent of the civil administration. 

Until the reforms of the 19th century the entire jurisdiction was -

theoretically - in their hands (in practice, especially in Kurdistan, 

it was often the semi-independent local rulers (mirs) and chieftains 

who exercised low; see p.205/6). The mufti could issue fetvos, de-

crees applying or extending the sheriot (religious low) to new sit-

uations (see p. 182). A mufti could significantly influence the 

course of political events by issuing a fetvo (as on answer to a 

question posed to him, as it should be) at a well-chosen moment. 

Thus the defeat of the mir of Riwondiz at the hands of Ottoman troops 

was facilitated by a fetvo issued by a local mufti to the effect 

that anyone raising arms against the Caliph-Sultan's army is de facto 

on unbeliever, and according to the sheriot divorced from his wife 

(Jwaideh: 171) 11 • 

Especially the qodi's authority (but to a lesser degree also the 

mufti's) though based on God's low, depended heavily on the ultimate 

support of the Ottoman state apparatus. Some muftis and qodis ac-

quired riches and power through the shrewd execution of their office 

and joined the ranks of landed notables in the towns of Kurdistan, 

but - as far as I know - they never built up a personal following 

and rarely played a significant role in Kurdish tribal politics; 

That remained the domain of shaikhs. 

Mull a 

The only really clerical off ice (in the western sense) in sunni 

Islam is that of the mulla ("priest"; in Kurdish: mela) 112• The 

mulla leads religious ceremonies at the village level, and instructs 

+In the Young Turk period (1910's), the sheriat courts came under 
close state supervision. In 1924, the sheriat courts in the Republic 
of Turkey were completely abolished; the function of qadi disappeared. 
Muftis remained, but lost whatever influence they had held. 
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the village children in the Koran. Before the establishment of modern 

schools he was generally the village's best educated man, in religious 

as well as secular matters; he was also better travelled than most 

villagers, since the average mulla had studied {at traditional Koran 

schools) in al least one or two other places. But nowadays in many 

villages some of the young people have a better education than the 

mulla, and many villagers are aware that outside the purely religious 

sphere his knowledge and insights are painfully inadequate. In 

two of the villages where I stayed the mulla was a powerful person-

ality to whom many listened because he was really wise. In the other 

villages, however, many people considered the mulla an old fool. 

(I do not know whether it is simply accidental, but in the two vil-

lages mentioned the mullas were also ardent nationalists, and not 

very strict in orthodoxy). I never heard or read of a mulla who 

attained a politically important position. 

Shaikh 

The last religious role to be discussed is the one with most frequent 

impact on politics, that of the shaikh (Kurdish: ,ex). In fact, 

it is not one role, but a set of roles. All of the roles mentioned 

above have at one time or another been played by sheikhs. Their pri-

mary roles are however, that of holy man,object of popular devotion, 

and that of leader-instructor in mystical brotherhoods (dervish 

or sufi orders). It is because they are the object of a devotion 

that sometimes borders on worship that the roles of prophet, Mahdi 
and (in-an extreme case) God were easily adopted by them or even forced 

upon them by their followers. Because of the respect they enjoy, 

they are ideal mediators in conflicts (which gives them political 

leverage). Through the dervish orders they are in contact with de-

voted dervishes all over Kurdistan, and are therefore potentially 

capable of mobilizing large masses. Many dervish orders exist in 

the islamic world, but in Kurdistan only two are present: the 

Qadiri and Nagshbandi orders. All shaikhs belong to either of these. 

It is to these orders and to the shaikhs that the rest of this chapter 
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is devoted. 

IV. b The dervish and suf i orders 

Mela Hesen Hi~yar, who is in his seventies now and lives in Syria, 

was one of the first to join the Kurdish nationalist rising of 1925 

that was led by Sex Seid. A strong young man with military exper-

ience (in the Turkish army) and a relative of the shaikh's, he be-

came one of the latter's adjudants. I owe much of my information 

on this period of Kurdish history to him. His descriptions of the 

shaikh are quite different from those in the Turkish press of those 

days, which unanimously depict him as a reactionary religious fanatic 

and as mentally retarded. Melo Hesen tokes core to stress other sides 

of the shoikh's personality: his nationalism and opposition to ex-

ploitation. The shaikh once said, criticizing other shoikhs of his 

own Naqshbondi order who would hove no dealings with the nationalists 

and seemed only concerned with their own interests: "That Sahe 

Neqfbend hos established a gangster ring (ferkete 9en9ster) in our 

Kurdistan!" 

"Sahe Neq~bend", King Naqshband, is an honori fie title .of the 14th-

century mystic who is reputed to have founded the order that still 

bears his name and that hos become the most influential one in Kurdi-

stan. Together with the rival Oadiri order it was the only organiza-

tion that cut through all tribal boundaries and was independent of, 

even def iont of the state. It formed a network that spread across 

the whole of Kurdistan as well as the neighbouring parts of the 

Ottoman empire. The comparison the shaikh made with a criminal 
12 . h h . A f gang is rat er to t e point. s ar as its organisational structure 

is concerned the order resembles the mafia. There are hierarchical 

principles involved, but the entire organization is not well central-

ized; relatively independent regional centres exist and the extent 

of their influence fluctuates with the vicissitudes of the day. 

Both have a hard core of active members and a much larger clientele 

that contributes financially. It was not to these organizational 

features, however, that Sex Seid referred when he called his confrerie 
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a gang; it was the docility and submissiveness in which most shaikhs 

kept their countrymen, and the ruthlessness with which they exploited 

them. Fifteen years earlier Bertram Dickson, British vice-consul 

at Van, had expressed a similar opinion: " ••• some of (the shaikhs) 

are little less than brigands, but their power over the petty aghas 

is great, and they can usually force them to do their will" (Dickson 

1910: 370). The same observer also noticed the intense rivalries 

between shaikhs of the same order (local centres in the same, de-

centralized network who were all trying to increase their degree 

of centrality). In his time the Herki-Oramar district (central 

Kurdistan) was in a state of disturbance because of frictions be-

tween the followers of the shaikhs of ~emdinan, Barzan, and Bamerni -

three Naqshbandi shaikhs residing in neighbouring districts who were 

involved in a serious power struggle (ibid.). 

While ~ex Seid was apparently critical of the order he belonged to 

(or at least of the other shoikhs of that order), he and the national-

ist movement of which he was one of the leaders depended on this 

same order to gain a following. Without the Naqshbandi network he 

could not have mobilized so many warriors; without the belief in his 

sancticity they would not have fought so fanatically. 

It was what I knew about ~ex Seid's revolt that first aroused my 

interest in the Naqshbandi and Qaderi orders. It seemed that they 

could - and maybe did - perform a function similar to the one the 

Sanusi drder had had among the Beduin tribes of Cyrenaica, i.e. to 

provide the organizational framework that could transcend tribal 

boundaries and counteract the tendency of the tribes to split into 

mutually antagonistic sections. Here as well as in Cyrenaico it 

was a "mystical" order that made the tribes overrule conflicts and 
act corporately, fighting a war for national independence. Later, 

after I had met several of the surviving participants in ~ex Seid's 

revolt and had studied contemporary documents, I discovered there 

were many differences as well as parallels between both movements: 

in Kurdistan the order as an organizational framework appeared less 
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crucial than l hod at first thought; it was more the role of the 

sheikh as a holy man that mattered. The revolt will be discussed 

in detail in Chapter V • 

. There was another thing about the orders that fascinated me. It 

had struck me (from casual observation on previous travels, and from 

the literature) that the orders drew their following mainly from 
the lower strata of society. This is in contrast to many other orders 

that ore rather aristocratic, even snobbish; therefore the Naqshbandi 

· and Qadiri orders are sometimes labelled "democratic"- which is 

hardly the most adequate term. These orders are the only orgoniza-
tions open to the oppressed, and I expected that in some coses they 

might be used by them as an organizational fram~~ork in incipient 
class struggle. Reading Barth's monograph (1953) I found what seemed 
to be a partial confirmation of those expectations. Barth remarks 

that when he visited the Hemewend area the misken "(were) accused 
(by the oghas) of manipulating the religious brotherhood of Dervishes 
for political purpose, so as to organize all the Meskjin (sic) of 
the neighbouring villages in a movement of resistance" (Borth 1953: 
591; see also p. 97 f above). Of course such an accusation by aghas 
does not mean that the order (the Qadiri order in this case) was 
really de~eloping into an instrument for class struggle; Barth un-
fortunately gives no further information or comment. But my interest 
in the·orders was reinforced. They seemed potential vehicles for 
both nationalist and class action, a most obvious object of invest-
ig~tion for anyone interested in problems of nationalism and class 
struggle. 

Incidentally~ I never found out in how far the misken of 
southern Kurdistan ever used the Qadiri order in the way 
the agha& feared. Because of the political situation I 
could not visit the Hemewend area, and the people from there 
whom I interviewed did not remember any real involvement of 
the order in the few clashes between misken and aghas that 
occurred later. True, after Qassem's coup (1958), when the 
Iraqi Communist Party emerged from clandestinity and land-
lords were attacked by the 4'artially TCP-controlled) moqowoma 
ash-sho'biyyo, the most influential Qadiri shaikh of the 
area, $&x L~ttf, suddenly appeared to be a member of the 
ICP - but this was obviously just a political manoeuver 
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that helped him salvage his lands from confiscation. 

My expectations were rather disappointed during my research in that 

the orders seemed nowhere to ploy on appreciable role- in nationalism 

now, and that in the coses where the orders took o position in class 

antagonisms they chose against the interests of the dispri~ileged, 

instead of serving as a medium for their protest. But then, my 

experience is very limited, while Kurdistan is large. The Qadiri 

order in Mehabad (Iran) is not the same as in AmOde (Syria) or 

Meydan (Turkey), and differences among the Naqshbandis are even wider, 

from the extreme fundamentalism of some branches in Turkish Kurdistan 
13 to the wild extravagancies of the Heqqe ~ect in Iraq • It is 

also conceivable that even at the places were .I come some covert 

activity was going on without my noticing it. I am therefore reluc-

tant to extrapolate my findings and soy that the orders do not ( or 

not any more) anywhere in Kurdistan play a significant role in the 

mobilization and organization of people subjected _to national and 

class oppression. 

I shall describe below the functioning of the orders, and the act-

ivities of sheikhs and their murids (disciples) as I observed them 

or learned about them from interview~. By way of introduction, so~e 

more general information has to be given on dervish or sufi orders 

in general, and on the history of the Qadiri and Naqshbandi orders 
and their coming to Kurdistan. · 

IV. c Sufi and dervish orders: organized popular mysticism 
In a study of the sufi orders there are two perspectives from which 

one can work, and they are not easy to reconcile. One is the critical 

approach of western scholarship, usually working from an outsider's 

vantage point, and basing itself mainly on written sources. The other 

departs from the traditions and practices current within the orders; 

it takes the point of view of people who believe and follow the 

spiritual discipline of one of the sufi orders. This latter approach 

is much less critical and may seem very naive to westerners, portly 
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because it is not so muchconcerned with history as it "really" was 

as with what it means for today's sufi practice. It is basically 

a-historical: whereas western orientalists show a great fascination 

with the development of practices and the etymology of terms and 

the modifications that their meanings underwent in the course of 

history, the "traditionalists" tend to project present practices 

and the way terms are used at present back into the past. On the 

other hand, what they say is rooted in relevant experience, even 

though their experience may seem to be a far cry from that of great 

mystics of the past. People interested in the esoteric teachings 

transmitted in the orders may find western scholarly studies very 

disappointing. On the other hand it is doubtful whether what is still 

being transmitted as esoteric teaching bears any direct relation-

ship with the tea~hing of great mystics of the past, which may well 

have been misinterpreted. 

Ideally, an anthropologist should combine both approaches, a difficult 

if not impossible task since each of them demands a study of many 

years. I am aware that I have not by for reached the stage where 

I can try to arrive at a synthesis of the two; in the rest of this 

chapter I shall swi.tch rather frequently from one. to the other. I 

made use of a number of secondary works by western scholars on suf ism 

and the development of the orders. As for the tradition with.in the 

orders, one may distinguish a. "high" and a "popular" tradition, 

the first primarily concerning the direct mystical experience and 

its interpretations, the second a complex of saint worship, watered-

down ver.sions of the"high" tradition, piety and devotion, techniques 

of inducing ecstatic states, etc. For a study of the social role 

of the orders only the second tradition is relevant: that is the 

one that lives among people and influences their behaviour. This 

is therefore the one I shal pay most attention to. 

The orders represent a relatively late stage in the development, or 

rather, the institutionalization and routinization (Weber) of sufism. 

It is only in the 14th century AD that something resembling the 
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present orders first came into existence; in the 15th and 16th cen-

turies they spread across the whole islamic world 14• At that time 

suf ism (islamic mysticism) had already undergone a long evolution. 

The earliest mystics were interested in nothing but the mystical 

experience itself, the experience of direct communion with God or 

Reality; theorizing about it, constructing speculative systems of 

interpretation for these experiences, was none of their concern. 

Generally they lived ascetic lives in desolate places, where there 

was nothing to disturb their meditations. People gave them the name 

of suf is probably because of the coarse woollen clothes they wore 

(Ar. ~uf:wool). Occasionally, they had one or a few disciples; they 

did not give these any kind of formal instruction but helped them 

to attain the same mystical experiences themselves.· In later times 

the sufi master became more and more of a teacher, until he ulti-

mately came to be seen as an intermediary between his disciples (or 

man in general) and God. At the same time, there was a tendency 

to philosophize about the experience and explain it in terms accept-

able to the orthodox. Theosophic systems were developed, and also 

more or less standardized methods and techniques.of meditation and 

contemplation, so that disciples could in a relatively short time 

produce experiences that at least resembled the masters'. 

Tariqa (mystical path) and silsila (spiritual pedigree) 

With many great masters a specific Way or Path (tariqa) became as-

sociated. Trimingham gives an excellent summary of what a tariqa 

is: " ••• a practical method ••• to guide a seeker by tracing a way of 

thought, feeling, and action, leading through a succession of 'stages' 

••• to experience of divine Reality" (Trimingham 1971: 3-4). Origin-

ally "tariqa" simply meant this spiritual progress; later (13th 

century AD) the term acquired the meaning of school of thought and 

technique associated with a certain mystic. After a great sufi's 

death his tariqa remained, and was transmitted by disciples and 

disciples of disciples (or, rather, initiates, for by this time 

apparently the Ways had become initiatory: knowledge and techniques 
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transmitted were esoteric, not intended for general consumption). 

The chain of transmission of a tariqa was called (in Arabic) its 

silsila or isnad. A sufi master's silsila thus is the spiritual 

pedigree linking him with the founder of his particular tariqa. 

It gives an indication of his status, and is, as it were, his visit-

ing-card. Later sufis took care, therefore, to include as many 

acceptable orthodox sufis in their silsilas as possible, and to 

exclude the less acceptable, association with whom might cause them 

problems with powerful representatives of orthodoxy (sultans, local 

rulers, etc.). Thus, many spurious links were introduced into these 

chains of transmission. Moreover, the silsilas were extended back 

in time from the founder of the tariqa to someone close to the Prophet, 

who could possibly have received some esoteric teaching from him. 

Murshid,murid and ta'ifa 

The sufi teacher of the 9th-13th century AD, called shaikh ("old 

man") or murshid ("teacher"), generally lived in a retreat or rest-

house (zawiya, khanaqa), surrounded by his disciples (murid). 

Originally the murids were very mobile, and moved frequently from 

one sheikh to the other; in later stages the links with one parti-

cular shaikh became closer, the murids had to swear an oath of al-

legiance to the founder of the t~riqa and to his deputy, their 

shaikh. The relation murshid - murid thus became more central: 

the murid owed absolute obedience to his murshid, and it was thought 

that a murshid is indispensible for anyone on the mystical path. 

This close allegiance to the shaikh and to the (reputed) founder 

of the tariqa also bound followers of the same Path closer together.: 

they became like one large family, as the name ta'ifa which came 

to be applied implies 15• 

Another consequence of the increasing veneration for the person of 

the sheikh was that his brothers and sons began to share in the 

holiness ascribed to him: the postion became hereditary. 

Once the ta'ifas (out of which the present orders grew} were firmly 

established they more or less monopolized recognized mysticism. A 
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person who did not belong to one of the ta'ifas, who did not sub-

scribe to a particular tariqa, would find it hard to be recognized 

as a spiritual instructor. There is only one way to become a shaikh 

of one of the existing orders: another shaikh of that order has 

to lend one the authorization (ijaza) to act as an instructor of 

the particular tariqa. In the case of sons of a shaikh it was 

generally taken for granted that at least one of them, generally 

the eldest, received his father's ijaza. Many silsilas therefore 

include father-son as well as teacher-disciple links. 

Khali fa 

Shaikhs who want to extend their personal or the order's influence 

over a wider area may appoint deputies (Ar. khalifa; Kurdish: xelife) 

whom they send to other places to spread the tariqa and organize 

the followers. It will be discussed later how a person may become 

.a khali fa. In some orders khali fas may also become shaikhs in 

their own right they may act ~s independent instructors and 

appoint their own khalifas. In other orders that is not the case. 

The Qadiri order in Kurdistan belongs to the latter category: with 

very few exceptions, only the sons of shaikhs become shaikhs, khalifas 

never do. A khalifa's son may become a khalifa again, but he has 

to be invested anew by the shaikh. In the Naqshbandi order, on 

the other hand,it is quite common for khalifas to receive the ijaza 

to instruct independently. It is this factor that made its rapid 

growth in the 19th c.entury possible (see below, section N. h). 

Another interpretation of the silsila 

At present, the silsila is also popularly understood as the chain 

by which God's blessing reaches the ordinary disciple: from God 

to Muhammad, along the chain of saints to the present shaikh, and 

from the shaikh through the khalifa to the murid. At the same time, 

the very existence of such silsilas that act as conductors or chan-

nels for divine blessing suggests that, in order to receive God's 

blessing, one has to plug in to a reliable silsila, that is, have 
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at least a nominal contact with a shaikh. As it is still said in 

some parts of Kurdistan: "Who does not have a shaikh, his shaikh 

is Satan". This is an idea which, for obvious reasons, the sheikhs 

themselves encourage wholeheartedly. 

Karamat 

Given the circumstance that one may only receive God's blessing 

through the intermediary of a shaikh it becomes desirable to have 

independent confirmation that the shaikh one has chbsen is in~eed 

a favourite of God, so that he can really "distribute" blessing. 

This possibility exists, for a really holy person, a beloved of God, 

is thought to have the power to perform miracles, which is the external 

proof that he is the recipient of "special graces" (karamat, sg. 

karoma, in Kurdish keramet). A great saint's keramet is effective 

even after his death: physically it is present in his tomb, which 

may become a place of pilgrimage, especially when the saint's keramet 
. h" th d" . . d" . t d 16 gives im e power to cure iseases or give ivina ory reams • 

The miracles ascribed to a sheikh's keramet are of many kinds; some 

of them no westerner would call miracles (like curing wounds that 

would without treatment have healed in the same amount of time, or 

converting a sinner to a pious life), others belong to the realm 

of traditional knowledge (such as herbal medicine), others again 

are based on suggestion or imagination, or even on trickery and de-

ceit. A large number would be dismissed by most wester.ners as pure 

accident (such as praying for rain; people tend· to forget the many 

times the prayer was in vain, but remember the few times it was suc-

cessful). A few remain that cannot easily be dismissed and belong 

to the category of paranormal ("psychic") phenomena. Some sheikhs 

(very few, in fact) apparently are clairvoyants or have prognostic 

dreams or visions (see the miracle-story on ~ex Saida on p.326 ). 

Not unnaturally, once one has chosen a shaikh - choice is hardly 

the correct term, since usually entire tribes follow the same 

shaikh - one feels the need to convince oneself that this shaikh is 

a good one, in fact better than other sheikhs. This leads to a 
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proliferation of stories about shoikhs' miracles, more embellished 

every time they ore retold, and also to a - sometimes very intense -

rivalry with followers of other shoikhs. Examples of both will be 

given below. 

Diversity and basic unity of the mystical paths 

Whereas western scholars ore usually mainly interested in the origin, 

meaning and development of the concepts of toriqo, silsilo, murshid, 

and related ones, to the dervishes the silsilo is the chain along 

which on immutable esoteric teaching is passed on. They do recognize 

some of the changes by which westerners ore so fascinated, but find 

them irrelevant since they belong to the exoteric le~el; the esoteric 

- much less susceptible to research by outsiders - is eternal and 

unchangeable, and only this really counts. (The esoteric, to the 

usually ill-educated members of the orders in Kurdistan, includes 

beside the "high" tradition of sufism also what on outsider would 

coll superstitions and pagan survivals). The esoteric teaching ~ 

be immutable since God is one and immutable. And since Muhammad 

was the lost prophet, he is the lost person to whom the true Poths 

(turuq, pl. of toriqoJ may hove been revealed; every silsilo there-

fore leads bock to the Prophet. 

The fact that there ore many ·different turuq seems to contradict 

God's oneness, unless they ore equivalent Ways to the some End. 

And in fact, although some uneducated murids may claim their toriqo to 

to be superior to the other ones, there is a general tendency to 

accept all turuq as equally valid. When attacks are launched they 

are not directed at the tariqa (the respectability of which is often 

expressly stated) but at a particular shaikh (who is then said to 

have corrupted the real toriqa). Several theories are current that 

explain why there are so many orders, each with its own tariqa; 

these theories have in common that they are ahistorical. One Oadiri 

shaikh told me that all turuq are really branches of four basic 

turuq, each of which was transmitted by the Prophet to one of the 
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four "rightly guided" Caliphs: 

thus Abu Bakr received the Naqshbandi tariqa, 

Omar 

Osman 

and Ali 

the Kubrawi, 

the Suhrawardi, 

the Oadiri. 

The Naqshbandi and Qadiri orders do in fact lead their silsilas back 

to Abu Bakr and Ali respectively. My informant may have invented, 

however, the attribution of the Kubrawi and Suhrawardi turuq to Omar 

and Osman to fit his purpose. These two ord~rs do not exist in 

Kurdistan; in the literature I did not find any indication that they 
17 recognize this spiritual ancestry • 

Another Qadiri shaikh explained the differences between the turuq 

in terms of the personalities of the four Caliphs: to each of them 

the Prophet had revealed a congenial path. Abu Bakr was a modest 

and quiet man who used to study the Qoran silently in a hidden spot; 

that is why the Naqshbandi order does not indulge in loud recita-

tions and dance but practices silent meditation. Ali on the other 
hand was a strong and impulsive man who liked to recite the Koran in 

a thundering voice, challenging the unbelievers, making them angry 

and by this very means ultimately guiding them unto the right path. 

The Oadiri ritual therefore is a very loud one, with drums, shouted 

recitations and dance, and a spectacular show with knives, swords 

d . k 18 an poisonous sna es • 

IV. d History of the Qadiri order as an example 

The developments in suf ism as sketched above took place very grad-
19 ually , and not at all uniformly. It is not possible to give speci-

fic dates for any of the transitions. Dates of persons considered 

founders of the orders are very misleading, since often such a saint 

was considered the founder only posthumously, and for obscure reasons. 

Shaikh Abd al-Qadir al-Jilani (or, in Persian and Kurdish: Gilani), 

after whom the Qadiri orders names itself, is a case in point. 

What.is known with certainty about his life contradicts virtually 

every legend current within the order and in popular lore (especially 
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in Kurdistan numerous legends about his life and miracles still cir

culate ; his tomb in Baghdad is one of the most frequently visited). 

( 1 77 166 . AD) b . G · 1 20 d d l t Abd al-Qadir 0 -1 .. · was orn in i an an move ear y o 

Baghdad, where he became a doctor of islamic law (of the Hanbalite 

school). There is evidence (see Trimingham: 41-42) that he was 

in his e·arly life quite averse to suf ism and never really embraced 

it. In middle age he did receive a sufi training though, and for 

several years he lived in the desert as an ascetic; after his fifti-
21 eith he became a popular preacher - but not a sufi master • The 

first account that presented him as a popular saint and miracle 

worker was written a century and a half after his death, and only 

around 1300 AD there is evidence of a few Qadiri centres in Iraq 

and Syria. The spread of the Qadiri order across the whole islamic 
22 world probably did not take place before the 15th century AD • 

The connections between Abd al-Qadir and the order that bears his 

name 'in Kurdistan are obscure. An important shaikhly family, some-

times called the Sadate Nehri, of central Kurdistan (see the Appendix, 

table II) claims descent from Abd al-Qadir through his son Abd al-

Aziz, who is said to have come to central Kurdistan to teach the 

Qadiri Way - which is rather dubious. Somewhat more confirmation 

there is for the origins of the most important family of Oadiri shaikhs 

in Kurdistan, the Berzenci (Appendix, table I). Around 1360 AD two 
A 

seyyid brothers, Seyyid Musa and Seyyid Isa, came fr~m Hemedan to 

~ehrizor, where they established themselves at Berzenc. They are 

said to have introduced the Qadiri order into southern Kurdistan • 
...... 

Seyyid Musa died childless; from Seyyid Isa the Berzenci shaikhs 

descend23• In fact, except for the Sadate Nehri and the Talebani 

family all Qadiri shaikhs that I know of in Kurdistan have Seyyid 

Isa (sometimes called "Qutb al-Arifin", "Pole of the Gnostics") in 
their silsilas. 

I reproduce below a typical example of such a silsila (as usual, 

only the most important persons in the chain are mentioned). It 

is that of the khalifa Haj Seyyid Wafa Salami at Sine, Iran, as he 

dictated it to me~nd as it is recited during the weekly ceremonial~. 
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I write the names in the Persian form that he also used. 

The origin of everything is, of course, Allah: that is why the silsila 

begins with Him. Allah revealed - through the angel Jabra'il - to 

Muhammad not only the Koran but also its esoteric meaning, and all 

~he turuq. Muhammad instructed his nephew and son-in-law Ali in 

what is now known as the Qadiri way. From there the silsila con-

tinues to: 

3 Hasan-e Basri 

4 Habib-e Ajam 

5 Doud Ta'i 

6 Ma'ruf-e Karkhi 

7 Junaid-e Baghdadi 

8 Abu Bakr Shibli 

9 Ali Hakkari 

10 Abu Yusuf Tarsusi 

11 Abu Sa'id Maghzuni 'l-Mobaraka 

12 Abd al-Qadir Gilani 

13 Abd al-Jabbar (son of Abd al-Qadir) 

14 Ahmad-e Rifa'i 

15 Ahmad-e Badawi 

16 Ibrahim Dasukhi 

17 Isa Barzinji & Musa Barzinji 

18 Isma'il Wuliani 

19 Ali Qos-e Dolpembe 

20 Husain (son of Ali Oas) 

21 Haji Solh Abd as-Salam (son of Husain) 

22 Haj Seyyid Wafa Salami 

(qutb) 

(qutb) 

(qutb) 

(qutb) 

This is a relatively short silsila; sometimes much more elaborate 

ones are given, sometimes even shorter ones. Of course, as in or-

dinary genealogies, only the most important or famous people are 

mentioned, but there is another reason why there may be a gap of 

centuries between two succeeding links in this chain. A person may 
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get his sufi training and i jaza from a shaikh with whom he has studied, 

but it frequently happens that he gets a vision of a great shaikh 

of the tariqa, long dead, who initiates him. This spiritual link 

is then considered more important than any other, and the persons 

that were physically / temporally in between are eliminated from 

the silsila. Evidently, in this way one could also absorb in one's 

silsila shaikhs who never had any "real" relation with the tariqa, 

but who have earned a great reputatation or who were very orthodox 

and association with whom might be a useful protection, a fa~ade 

behind which heterodox practice may safely hide. The line between 

an honest conviction of a spiritual link because of a (spontaneous 

or induced) vision on the one hand, and conscious manipulation on 

the other is very thin. The presence of Junaid of Baghdad in this 

silsila may be an example of early manipulation. Junaid, the master 

of sobriety and orthodoxy, figures in the silsilas of many orders, 

in contrast with his contemporary Abu Yazid of Bistam, prototype 

of the ecstatic and intoxicated mystic who loudly gives vent to his 

experience in unorthodox, shocking language - and who is conspic-

uously absent from silsilas,although his influence was and is at 

least as great as Junaid 1 s24• The silsila down to Junaid is ident-

ical with that given in quite a few other orders (see e.g. the early 

silsila reprinted in Trimingham (1971): 262). Trimingham, incident-

ally, notes that Ali was not included into silsilas until the 11th 

cent. AD. According to the earliest preserved silsila Hasan-e Basri 

received the tariqa from the traditionist Anos ibn Malik, who had 

received it from Muhammad (ibid.: 261). 

In two other khanaqas (in the same town Sine, and in Mehabad, re-

spectively) I elicited an alternative silsila, where Abd al-Qadir 

Gilani is linked with Ali not through the above saints (whom sun-

nites and shiites alike venerate), but through the first seven Imams 

of the twelver shi'a. This in itself is not amazing, since the seyyids 

Isa and Musa are said to have been descendants of the seventh Imam 

Musa al-Kazem, so that this silsila may be thought to represent the 
25 genealogical rather than spiritual ancestry of the two brothers • 
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For shiites however, the imams are carriers of esoteric knowledge 

par excellence. It may well be for this reason, and out of political 

considerations (Iran is a shiite state, and Sine has a large shiite 

population, though nearly all Kurds there are sunnis) that some 

shaikhs have opted for this silsila rather than the other one. The 

Qadiri, especially those of Sine, have a reputation of being very 

tolerant to shiism; they and dervishes of the (shiite) Ne'matollahi 

order visit each other's meetings sometimes. They explain this tol-

erance, so contrasting with the prevailing mutual contempt of sunnites 

and shiites, by saying that the differences between sunna and shi'a 

exist only on the superficial, exoteric (zahiri) level, but that 

on the esoteric (batini) level, the only level at which a dervish 

should consider things, there is no difference at all. 

Abu Bakr Shibli, a pupil of Junaid, also figures in the Qadiri silsila 

given in Brown (1868: 50-51), as does Abu Sa'id Maghzuni 'l Mubaraka 

(the name as given is obviously a corruption of Abu Sa'id Mubarak 

Mukharrimi, a Hanbalite theologian who instructed Abd ul-Qadir; not 

in a sufi path however, but in Hanbali law and theology). The inter-

vening two saints, Ali Hakkari and Abu Yusuf Tarsusi (numbers 9 and 

10) however, do not figure in any other silsila I have seen; no-

where in the literature I consulted were they mentioned. 

In all silsilas that I collected the two centuries between Abd al-

Oadir' s time and the introduction of the order into Kurdistan re-

main rather obscure. Abd al-Jabbar is Abd al-Qadir's son, on whom 

the literature is virtually silent. The reason why he is included 

may be that his tomb is so conspicuous: situated at the entrance 

to his father's mausoleum, it is like a guardian to this popular 

place of pilgrimage. The next three probably have nothing to do 

with the Oadiri order: Ahmad ar-Rifa'i, a contemporary of Abd al-

Oadir (he lived 1106-1182) was a popular saint in southern Iraq 

who had a large following in his own time and can rightly be con-

sidered the founder of the Ri fa' i order (called "howling dervishes" 

because of their loud dhikr and extraordinary ecstatic states in 
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which they walk on fire, cut themselves with skewers and knives,. 

etc. 26). Tradition claims that there was a relation between Abd 

al-Qadir and Ahm~d ar-Rifa'i, who are sometimes called uncle and 

nephew (Brown, 1868: 52). In Ri fa' i legends Abd al-Qadir also 

figures as Ahmad's spiritual preceptor, but the historical evidence 
27 

suggests that there was no relation whatsoever between the two • 

Ahmad Badawi (15). and Ibrahim Dasuqi (16) were both founders of 

Egyptian orders that apparently remained restricted to Egypt alone. 

They are said to have been disciples of Rifa'i, although chronology 

makes this improbable28 • Why the latter two are included is a mystery 

to me; they or~ absent from the other Qadiri silsilas I collected. 

Ahmad ar-Rifa'i may have been included because of the similarity 

of Rifa'i and Kurdish Qadiri practices: a very loud dhikr, which 

is recited while standing, and is accentuated by violent jerks of 

the body; the cutting oneself with skewers, knives and swords, the 

swallowing of broken glass, iron nails, poisoni etc. (see the descrip-
. . 

tion of Qadiri meetings in section IV. i). It is the Rifa'i order, 

and not the Qadiri, that is especially known for these practices. 

Brown, in his voluminous work on the dervish orders of the Ottoman 

empire (1868) never mentioned such practices for the Qadiri order, 

nor have I ever heard or read of Qadiri dervishes indulging in them 

elsewhere than in Kurdistan. It is, therefore, not inconceivable 

that the Kurdish branch of the Qadiri order underwent (later) in-
29 · fluence from the Rifo'i order • There are, to my knowledge, no 

Rifa'i khanaqas in Kurdistan proper, but there may hove been in the 

past (as some people told me), and there still are a few not .far 

away from Kurdistan in Syria and Iraq. 

This silsila (as well as all others) thus leaves it a mystery from 

where and how the brothers Isa and MOsa Berzenci received the tariqa30• 

The Kurdish branch of the order is not mentioned in Triminghom's 

elaborate list of Oadiri groups and offshoots (1971: 271-273), 

nor hove I found clues elsewhere in the literature. This apparent 

isolation from the other Qadiri branches may also account for the 

peculiarites of the Kurdish Qadiris. 
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.... 
It seems that at least from Seyyid Isa down the tariqa was only 

transmitted from father to son (not from shaikh to any of his dis-

ciples). According to Edmonds (1957: 70) all Oadiri shaikhs of 

southern Kurdistan (except the Talebanis) trace their (genealogi~al) 

descent from a certain Baba ResOl Gewre, who is in the 9th generation 
. A 

from Seyyid Isa. Baba ResOl had 18 sons" through 6 of whom his line 

continued; all 6 had also arrogated the title of shaikh. The fol-

lowing generations also left a considerable progeny, so that at 

present there are many branches of this family, living all over 

Kurdistan, each of which can boast a number of practising shaikhs. 

The lower part of the silsila thus indicate~ how the shaikh is re-

lated to the other branches of the Berzenci family. 

In the Appendix to this chapter, a family tree of the Berzenci shaikhs 

(largely based on information from Edmonds (1957) is reproduced as 

Table I. Ali Oos of Dolpembe (number 19 in the silsila) is seeh 

there in the third generation from Baba ResOl. 

The relations with the other branches of the family are immediately 

clear. 

IV. e Other saints of Kurdistan 

By the beginning of the 19th century the Qadiri order was the only 

one active in Kurdistan, and Qadiri shaikhs were apparently the only 

religious leaders of importance. 
In earlier times several suf i orders were present in the towns 

of Kurdistan, as is apparent from Evliya Chelebi's Seyyahatname 

(passim). Besides,there always were other holy men (also called 

shaikh, or ewliya, saint), who did not have a direct association 

with any particular order, but performed the same roles as the 

"tariqa shaikhs": spiritual preceptor, miracle worker and mediator 

in conflicts. Some saints who became famous all over the islamic 

world lived in Kurdistan, where their shrines are still places of 

pilgrimage. I visited, for instance, the tombs of the following: 

- Uwais al-Qarani (called Wesulqrani by the Kurds): a Yemeni 
contemporary of the Prophet who never met him, and, accord-
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ing to legend, was initiated by the Prophet's spirit after 
the latter's death31. (Kurdish informants told me that 
Muhammad saw Wesulg~ani in heaven when he made the mi' raj, 
the nightly voyage through heaven). His shrine near Bitlis 
(Turkish Kurdistan) is one of the most frequented places 
of pilgrimage in Turkey. 

- Abu 'l-Wafa (d. 1107), a Kurdish former highway robber who 
after his conversion became so famous a saint that he was 
called Taj al-Arifin, "Crown of the gnostics". It was 
through him that the Baghdad sufi tradition influenced the 
Turkish popular mysticism of Anatolia (Trimingham (1971): 
49/50, 70). People still visit his grave in Siirt. 

- A person who would have become very famous if he had written 
in Arabic instead of his native Kurdish was $ex Ehmed, 
generally known as Melaye Cezeri (d. 1160). He was a great 
suf i, and left a diwan of very fine mystical poetry which 
is still very popular among the (educated) Kurds. 
People still tell that when $ex Ehmed was giving spiritual 
instruction the stone on which he sat became so hot that 
women could bake bread on it. 
His tomb in Cizre (in the medresa sor, the red school) attra§2s 
pilgrims, though it is not reputed to have miraculous powers • 

- In the village of Tillo (now renamed Aydinlar) near Siirt, 
came to live the 18th-century (Turkish?) scholar and mystic 
Ibrahim Haqqi Erzurumlu whose Ma'rifatname is one of the 
last encyclopaedic works of science, philosophy and gnosis. 
From this work it is clear that he had embraced the 
Naqshbandi path, though he does not seem to have transmitted 
it to others. 

Beside these great persons there were many lesser figures, some of 

them true ascetics who were permanently lost in contemplation, others 

ruthless, power-greedy individuals who consiciously manipulated the 

pious religiosity of their simple fellow-men, most of them combining 

a certain measure of both features. 
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Most minor towns and important villages have one or more 
· shrines of local saints. Often their names are forgotten 

and they are simply called "the shaikh". Their shrines are 
the objects of a devotional piety: people visit them to 
say on especially effective prayer, or because they hope 
for cure of a disease or a protection against danger. 
Some shrines are thought to have general keromet, others 
are especially effective against specific diseases, or 
barrenness. These shrines (and also other places possess-
ing keramet; see also note 16) are generally called "ziyaret", 
(place of) pilgrimage. The visitors usually leave some 
money, and tie a rag or a strip of their clothes to the 
shrine or an adjacent tree, but are reluctant to tell why 



they do this (possibly because the answer, if they thought 
about it, would be hard to bring in line with orthodox Islam). 

Some of the local sheikhs may have wielded considerable influence 

during their lives, if only as advisers to powerful local rulers. 

However, they did not, as far as I know, establish dynasties or send 

out khalifas, and therefore the impact they had on society remained 

limited in time and place. After their deaths people may have con-

tinued to visit their shrines, but this became an increasingly mean-

ingless pious act. 

There were then, around 1800, only two lasting shaikhly dynasties 

in Kurdistan, and both were associated with the Qadiri order: the 

Berzencis and the Sedate Nehri. 

IV. f Qadiri sheikhs in Kurdistan 

Several factors contributed to the greater and more permanent in-

fluence of these shaikhly families. In the first place, as Qadiris 

(and, as they claimed, even descendants of the great Abd al-Qadir) 

they shared in the prestige of the great sheikh, whose reputation 

had only increased after his death. He was and is popularly known 

th h th h . h . . h l" . . l h" h 33 as e g aw or . ig est saint in t e mus im spiritua ierarc y 

and it had become common practice for people on their way to Mekka 

for the great pilgrimage (hajj) to visit his shrine in Baghdad. 

Secondly, the Berzenci family (and to a much lesser degree also the 

Sedate Nehri) managed to implant themselves in several parts of 

Kurdistan. 

Influence, power and riches acquired by one generation were passed 

on to the next, which could consolidate and increase them. Inherit-

ance of the shaikhly status may in their case have been seen as more 

justified and more natural than with other sheikhs since they were 

seyyids (and even, maybe, descendants of Abd al-Qadir himself), 

and thus possessed already another inheritable status. 

Thirdly, in addition to the functions other sheikhs also performed, 

they led the only dervish brotherhood in Kurdistan. (The urban orders 

had disappeared, and the Naqshbandi order was to be (re-)introduced 
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after 1808). They (or their khalifas) presided the weekly meetings 

where dervishes performed a collective ritual. The real dervishes 

constituted only a small proportion of their followers, but they 

were very devoted and excellent propagandists for their shaikhs. 

The practice of sending khalifas into areas where the order had 

not yet spread its influence covered at last the whole of Kurdistan 

with a Qadiri network that had a small number of local centres: 

the leading branches of the family. The network was not fully central-

ized: a number of branches refused to recognize the authority of 
34 the central branch at Berzenc • The Berzenci shaikhs managed to 

acquire tremendous amounts of land and considerable worldly power, 

if only because of their influence over tribal aghas and feudal 

lords. Early this century one of them, $ex MehmOd (see Appendix, 

Table I, nr 10), gained world renown as a Kurdish nationalist leader 

and anti-British politician, who in 1922 even proclaimed himself 

King of Kurdistan. 
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$ex MehmOd's revolts 

Sex MehmOd was at that time the head of the Berzenci family 
and as such probably the most influential man of southern 
Kurdistan. The British, who had occupied Iraq in the First 
World War, planned aft~r the Armistice (Oct. 10, 1918) . 
the establishment of a number of semi-independent Kurdish 
buff er states between Mesopotamia and what wa~ left of the 
Ottoman Empire. $ex MehmOd was an obvious leader to be 
selected for a key position in this system of indirect .rule. 
The shaikh was thus appointed as a ruler (hukmdar) of a 
large part of Kurdistan, to be "assisted" by a (British) 
political officer. His first adviser, major Noel, with 
whom there were apparently no serious conflicts, was soon 
(April 1919) replaced by the strongwilled major Soane, who 
thought he knew best what was good for the Kurds,and who 
was known to hate the equally strong-willed shaikh. The 
result was an anti-British revolt in which all the local 
tribes (with exception most sections of the Cof) participated. 
The shaikh set himself up as an independent ruler. It 
took a large-scale military expedition to put down this re-
volt; the shaikh was sent into exile. In 1922, however, the 
British saw themselves forced to bring Sex MehmOd back to 
Silemani because the Turks seemed quite successful in their 
anti-~ritish propaganda among the Kurds. British and Turks 
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(Mustafa Kernel's nationalist) were then engaged in a fierce 
propaganda battle for the favour of the Kurds. The real 
issue of the competition was whether the oil-rich province 
of Mosul (which included most of southern Kurdistan) would 
be included into republican Turkey or into a British-man-
dated Iraq. Kurdish nationalists demanded the creation of 
an independent state. The British promised (semi-) independ-
ence and hoped to regain Kurdish loyalties by reconciling 
Sex MehmOd. The fear of losing Mosul's oil made them over-
come their fear of new rebellions by the shaikh: " ••• we 
had despaired of keeping out the Turks with our own re-
sources and had brought back Mahmud to consolidate Kurdish 
national feeling as the sole means of doing so ••• ", the 
political officer Edmonds wrote in an unusually lucid state-
ment (1957: 304). To the great indignation of the British, 
the shaikh continued his attempts to carve out an independ-
ent Kurdish state under his own leadership, trying to play 
Turks and British against each other and maintaining in-
tensive communications with nationalists in other parts of 
Kurdistan. Just over ~ month after he had been appointed 
ruler of Kurdistan he assumed the title of King of Kurdistan 
(Nov. 1922). He had established secret contacts with the 
Turks, and by Feb. 1923 he was in open rebellion against 
the British again. His capital Silemani was bombed by the 
RAF and troops were dispatched. In May the shaikh had to 
retire across the Persian frontier, from where his tribal 
troops continued to make forays into 35aq. In June 1927 
he made his submission to the British • 

Except the Caf (who were not and are not under the religious in-

fluence of the Berzencis~ all tribes of Silemani district supported 

the shaikh in these revolts, as well as several tribes north of that 

district 36• The revolts would have been more generalized and much 

more difficult, if not impossible, to put down if not a century 

earlisr the Berzencis' virtual monopoly of religio-political influence 

had been broken. In KerkOk province the vast majority of the pop-

ulation (80%, according to an Assistant Political Officer's report 37) 
had rejected the British proposal of bringing the province under the 

authority of the then newly appointed Sex MehmOd. When the shaikh 

revolted, only a very small part of the population there (in a ter-

ritory adjacent to Silemani) supported him. An important reason 

was that in this province another dynasty of sheikhs had established 

itseLf, the Talebanis, and most inhabitants of the province of KerkOk 

owed (religious and political) allegiance to them rather than to 
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the Berzencis. 

The Talebani sheikhs 

From British sources it is clear that at that time the Talebani 

family was the most influential one of the province (e.g. Edmonds 

1957: 269-271); they were rivals for power with the Berzencis. 

Since the latter often took an anti-British stand, it is not sur-

prising that the Talebanis were rather pro-British. In the 1920's 

several districts of the province had a resident shaikh of this 

family, who lived surrounded by relatives and dependants, much in 

the style of a tribal chieftain. 

A B .. h f h . 38 . ritis report o t e time gives 
family; "including peasants attached 
follows: 

the strength of the 
to the family, as 

- Shaikh Hamid: 700 houses, 300 horse, 400 foot 
- Shaikh Muhammad Ra'uf: 200 houses, 50 horse 
- Shaikh Tahir: 150 houses, 60 horse" 
The family thus commanded some military strength as well. 
These three are not the only Talebani sheikhs. The most 
influential shaikh of the family is not even mentioned in 
this list: ~ex Eli (suceeded later by his son Mihemed 
Eli), who resided in the town of KerkOk, where he was the 
most influential notable. 

Although most of the family's influence at this time seemed tribal 

rather than religious, it was due in the first place to the religious 

influence of past generations 39• Their position was rather recent. 

Towards the end of the 18th century Mela MehmOd, the founder of the 

dynasty, received ijaza to teach and transmit the Qadiri tariqa from 

an Indian shaikh Ahmad who had travelled to these parts. Mela MehmOd, 

a commoner of the Zengene tribe, then gained such a fame as a shaikh 

that the paramount chief of his tribe gave him a daughter (or grand-

daughter) in marriage. Religious status was thus linked with tribal 

"nobility", which made it easy for his descendants to succeed to 

their ancestor's position. It is not very clear whether the author-

ity of the family ever went far beyond the large Zengene tribe, nor 

whether they ever had their followers organized into a regular dervish 

order (the evidence seems rather negative here). One member of the 

family, Celal Talebani (of the Koi Sencaq branch) rose to great 
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prominence in the Kurdish nationalist movement of more recent times. 

He was a member of the political bureau of the Democratic Party of 

Iraqi Kurdistan and become a distinguished guerrilla strategist, 

and ultimately Borzoni's main rival for paramount leadership of the 

Kurdish nation. The successful start of his career was undoubtedly 

due portly to the fame of his f omily (beside his undeniable personal 

qualities). Another member of the family, Mukerrem Toleboni, is a 

leading member of the Iraqi Communist Porty and at present (1977) 

on Iraqi cabinet minister. 

This f omily thus evidently curtailed the influence of the Berzencis 

in KerkOk province; there is a branch of the Berzenci family in this 

province (at Krip~ine), but apparently it hos most of its murids in 

other parts of Kurdistan (it hos many kholifos in Persian Kurdistan!) 

A more severe blow was dealt to Qodiri - and therefore to Berzenci -

influence when the Noqshbondi order was introduced into Kurdistan, 

early in the 19th century. This order spread in on amazingly short 

time all over Kurdistan. Some Qodiri shoikhs were converted to the 

Noqshbondi path, at other places new shoikhs appeared, who in turn 

were to send their kholifos into the surrounding areas. Soon a 

large port of the common people hod transferred their pious respect 

and veneration ~ as well as their financial contributions - from the 

Qodiri to the Noqshbondi tariqo, or from Qodiri to Noqshbondi shoikhs. 

All this is attributed to the activities of one exceptional person, 

Mewlona Xalid.' He had, after on initiation in the Qadiri path, 

travelled to India where he had received ijazo to instruct and trans-

mit the Naqshbandi path. Upon his return to Kurdistan he instated 

many shoikhs and sent them out to all corners of Kurdistan. 

IV. g The Naqshbandi toriqo and the Noshbandi order 

The Naqshbandi tariqa finds its historical origin in central Asia. 

The shaikh from whom it derives its name, Boho ad-Din Naqshband 

(1318-1389, of Bukhara), was neither the inventor of the toriqa nor 

the first organizer of the order. The association of the path with 
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him is however more justified than in the case of Abd al-Qadir, 

since he is known to have been an important reformer of this tariqa, 

which already existed in his time and the rules of which had been 

laid down for the first time by Abd al-Khaliq Ghujdawani (of Ghujdawan, 

near Bukhara, d. 1220). Baha ad-Din acknowledged this spiritual 

ancest~y40 , and in many texts of the order Abd al-Khaliq and Baha 

ad-Din are considered as co-founders of the order. The official 

silsilas of the order have to trace the tariqa back to Muhammad, 

of course (see p. 265 ); they do this through (Caliph) Abu Bakr. 

The person who brought the tariqa from the central islamic lands 

to central Asia is Yusuf Hamadani (1049-1140; see also note 30 for . 

his reputed relation with the Qadiri order).· Abd al-Khaliq is called 

Yusuf's fourth khalifa41 • This official pedigree of the tariqa can-

not conceal the. undeniably central Asian (more specifically, Buddhist) 

influences in the mystical techniques used. Some of the eight basic 

rules formulated by Abd al~Khaliq as well as the three Baha ad-Din 
42 later added to them are nearly identical to some of the instruc-

tions given to buddhist meditators, (especially in Tibetan buddhism) 

while they are not at all like what I encountered in the other islamic 
42a orders • 

As said before, in Baha ad-Din's time the path existed, but an order 

had not yet been organized; this was done - as is generally assumed -

by a rather obscure disciple of the second generation, Nasir ad-Din 

Ubaidallah al-Ahrar (1404-1490). Later disciples spread the tariqa 
to India and Turkey (around 1500 AD). It is in Delhi, and not in 
Turkey (or in Mekka, the major center of Naqshbandi propaganda), 

that Mewlana Xalid received his initiation in the order, from the 
sheikh Abdallah Dehlawi 43• 

Mewlana Xalid (or, as his real name was, Ziyadin Xalid; Mewlana is 

an honorific title) was a Kurd of the Caf tribe. After a religious 

education in medreses at Sine, Silemani and Baghdad he became a 

mulla at Silemani. Kurdish Naqshbandis still tell the story of how 

an inspired dream sent him on a quest for mystical knowledge to India. 

On his way to India, or maybe shortly before, he spent a period at 
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the feet of Sex Ebdullah, the head of the Sadate Nehrt (see Appen~ix, 

Table II), who initiated him in the Qadiri path. It is significant 

that it was with ~ex Ebdullah, and not in his hometown Silemani where 

the leading Berzenci shaikh resided that Ziyadin received the Qadiri 

tariqa. His tribe, the Caf, was also in later times antagonistic 

to the Berzenci shaikhs, and the leading shaikh of this family, ~ex 

Me'rOf of Node was to become Mewlana Xalid's deadly enemy. In Delhi 

Ziyadin studied for several years with Shaikh Abdallah; after 

he had received ijaza to transmit the Naqshbandi tariqa he returned 

to Iraq (ca. 1808), where he lived alternately in Baghdad and Silemani 

until in 1820 he had to fly from the latter city and established 

h . lf . D 44 1mse in amascus • He was an extremely effective missionary 

for the Naqshbandi tariqa: he succeeded even in converting some 

Qadiri shaikhs to it, among whom his own former instructor ~ex Ebdullah, 

and $ex Ehmedi Serdar of the SergelO branch of the Berzenci family 

(both lineages have remained Naqshbandis ever since). Moreover, he 

attracted large numbers of disciples45, some of whom he instated 
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as shaikhs of the order. These new shaikhs in turn became secondary 

centres for the spreading of the order: they too appointed khalifas 

of whom some became shaikhs in their own right. Thus a rapidly ex-

panding network was laid over Kurdistan (see map 13, where only those 

shaikhly families that became very well known ore drawn in the map; 

they represent but a fraction of all Noqshbandi shoikhs in Kurdistan). 

The influence these families acquired made them later play key roles 

in Kurdish nationalism. ~ex Ubeydullah, ~ex Seid of PalO and Mela 

Mistefa Barzani, leaders of important nationalist movements, were/ 

are descendants of shaikhs that received the Naqshbandi tariqa from 

Mewlona Xalid. 

As might be expected, the rapid growth of the Naqshbandi order caused 

much jealousy among Qadiri shaikhs, notably with those who had be-

fore been the most influential persons of Kurdistan and now lost 

that position. ~ex Me'rOfe Node, head of the Berzenci family at 

Silemani,became Mewlona Xolid's sworn enemy. He was in league with 

the clergy of tho~ town, who were not very happy either with the 

great influence and superstitious veneration Xolid comman~ed. A 

certain amount of rivalry and mutual jealousy always remained be-

tween Naqshbondi and Qadiri shaikhs. 

IV. h Why did the Nagshbandi order spread so rapidly? 

Nearly all authors who wrote anything about the orders or about 

shaikhs in Kurdistan have commented on the rapid spread of the Naqsh-

bandi order immediately after it had been introduced by Mewlona Xolid. 

None have however tried to give an explanation of this remarkable 

phenomenon that took account of more than the extraordinary person-

oli ty of the shaikh. Unsatisfactory as personality characteristics 

are as an explanation for any social phenomena, the shaikh's person-

ality becomes certainly irrelevant when we try to understand why 

the order was to play such an outstanding political role in Kurdistan 

after his death. In my opinion, an explanation has to be sought 

for in either or both of the following two factors: 

1. the characteristics of the Naqshbandi order (that distinguish 
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it, for instance, from the Qadiri order); or 

2. the particular social situation of Kurdistan at the time of the 

introduction of the order. 

1. Relevant characteristics of the Naqshbandi order 

In the opinion of many Naqshbandis the rapid spread of their order 

is due to the spiritual superiority of the Naqshbandi tariqa and 

the moral superiority of their shaikhs. Although I personally share 

their conviction that the Naqshbandi meditations, especially as prac-

tised under the guidance of a really wise and enlightened man as 

~ex Osman of DurO (see p.319), have greater spiritual value than 

the gross techniques of inducing ecstatic states that are practised 

in the Oadiri order,to me that can never be an explanation. There 

is no reason why worldly success might be due to moral or spiritual 

superiority. Moreover, I think that for social phenomena one should 

attempt to find a sociological explanation46• Of primary socio-

logical relevance is, of course, the organizational pattern of the 

order. It is conceivabl~ that the Naqshbandi order is organization-

ally more efficient, and more prone to autonomous growth than the 

Oadiri. One difference that was noted before may be relevant: the 

khalifas of Qadiri sheikhs do not, in general, become sheikhs them-

selves, nor do their sons automatically become khalifas again. 

Shaikhhood was restricted to the Berzenci seyyids and the Sadate 

Nehri; the Taleboni family is the only case known to me of Qadiri 

sheikhs who hod recently received shaikhly ijoza. Several of Mewlona 

Xalid's khalifas however also became tariqa-tronsmitting sheikhs, 

that is, they could appoint their own khalifas, who in turn could 

appoint khalifas again. This possibility was however used to a limited 

extent only. Most Naqshbandi khalifas did.!:!.£!. become "transmitting 

shoikhs" and most shoikhs appointed only few kholifos. This dif-

ference between the two orders can be represented graphically (Fig. 

80). Lineages of tariqa-transmitting shoikhs are represented by 

black dots, their khalifas by open circles, connected with them by 

a line. The three structures on the left represent the three families 
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of Qadiri shaikhs in Kurdistan with their khalfas. As one of these 

families, the Berzenci, has several branches, I have represented 

them by a number of black dots. The broken lines between them in-

dicate that their connections are not strong ties of allegiance as 
-Q 

exist betweenkhalifaand sheikh • The difference between the graphs 

of Qadiri and Naqshbandi orders is that ~ith the first the dots on 

the periphery can not become secondary growth centres, while the 

latter resembles a crystal that by its very presence precipitates 

further crystallization on its periphery and may· swallow smaller 

crystals. This graph makes it understandable how the Naqshbandi 

order could pull some Qadiri sheikhs with their followers to tis 

side and incorporate them into its structure (Fig. Sb). Although 

the principle of growth is rather adequately represented, these 

graphs suggest more integration than really exists, both for the 

Berzenci family and for the entire Naqshbandi order. Soon after. 

Mewlana Xalid's death,conflicts between Naqshbandi sheikhs that 
~ lived too close to each other became apparent • At present the 

links with the centre of the graph are virtually non-existent. 

There is no generally acknowledged head of the Kurdish branch of 

the Naqshbandi order, none is recognized as the successor of Mewlana 

Xalid. According to some, the sheikhs of Biyare/Tawela are Mewlana 

Xalid's successors; others recognize ~ex Ehmede Kefter at Damascus 

as the nominal head of the order, in no case has this any organ-

izational consequences. Murids visit only their own sheikhs, and 

show respect to their sheikhs' murshids (or their descendants), not 

to any more central person. Thus, the order has broken apart into 

a number of regional clusters that continued to act as centres of 

propagation. The present situation is represented in Fig. Sc. Some 

parts of the network are completely unconnected with others. In 

fact, very antagonistic relations may prevail between shaikhly line-

ages. On the other hand, some lineages cemented very intimate ties 

with favoured others by sending their sons to study with each other 

and by establishing marital ties. The Appendix gives family trees 

of important shaikhly lineages, which show some of these ties. 
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The partial disintegration of the Naqshbandi network is one of the 

reasons why the order never achieved in Kurdistan what the Sanusi 

order did among the Beduin of Cyrenaica: unification of the seg-

mentary tribal society by superimposing a centralized structure on 

it. But the fact remains that the Naqshbandi organization has an 

inherent capacity for more rapid growth than the Oadiri and that 

it permits - temporarily, at least - greater integration. More-

over, locally or regionally some Naqshbandi sheikhs did achieve what 

the order failed to do for the whole of Kurdistan: they provided 

a focus for less particularistic loyalties of tribesmen (s~e the 

discussion of ~ex Seid's revolt in Chapter V). 

Thus the organizational structure of the Naqshbandi order facilitated 

its rapid expansion, partly at the expense of the Oadiri order; but 

does it really explain it? I do not think so. In fact, this organ-

izational structure is not unique for this order; it is rather the 

Oadiri reluctance to make anyone a shaikh who is not a sheikh's 

son that is special. The Naqshbandi tariqa as well as other turuq 

have been represented in Kurdistan before by some shaikhs, 49 but 

this never gave rise to the development of the order into a net-

work that encompassed th~ whole of Kurdistan or considerable parts 

of it. The conclusion seems inevitable that something in the social 

situation must have changed, which suddenly facilitated the spread 

of the order and/or the proliferation of shaikhs. 

2. Socio~political changes in Kurdistan (early 19th century) 

It is not difficult to find a suggestion of what this change may 

have been: the first half of the 19th century was a period of great 

upheaval and important political changes in Kurdistan, expecially 

in those parts that belonged to the Ottoman Empire (see also p. 220 

ff.). Rich, whom I had occasion to quote many times already was 

an exponent of one of these important changes (that carried the 

others in its wake): the penetration of European imperialism. 

From 1808 to 1821 he was the Resident (balyoz) of the British East 
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50 India Company at Baghdad • It is of course not a coincidence that 

he is our best contemporary source on Kurdistan in that period. He 

was soon to be followed by a long series of European explorers of 

Kurdistan, most of whom had beside their missionary or scientific 

concerns also the commercial and political interests of their re-

spective countries as their charges. The christian missionaries 

especially left a deep imprint; they stayed longer than the others, 

and their actions - among which the building of (fortress-like) 

churches and schools - were more conspicuous. Rumours and fears 

that the European powers (mainly Britain, France and Russia), whose 

great influence on the Ottoman administration did not pass unnoticed, 

were allying themselves with the local christian groups (in an obvious 

identity of interests) against the muslim~ 51 led inevitably to an 

exacerbation of the tension between Kurds and the christian groups 

of Kurdistan. In such circumstan~es it is evident that religious 

leaders, by manipulating anti-christian and anti-foreign feelings, 

can easily gain influence. That is exactly what happened. 

These developments were closely interrelated with another one: the 

destruction of the semi-independent Kurdish emirates (German officers 

helped the Ottoman army on a few occasions to accomplish this52). 

Since the incorporation of Kurdistan into the Ottoman Empire (eaFlY 

16th century) the -Ottomans had pursued a policy of indirect rule 

over large parts of Kurdistan through local dynasties (see 'Chapter 

III). In the i7th and 18th centuries central control had weakened 

rather than increased, but early in the 19th century the sultans -

beginning with Mahmud II (1808-1839) - introduced a series of military 

and administrative reforms which aimed at centralization and direct 

rule. Centrally appointed governors broke the power of the dynasties 

one by one. With these dynasties (who had kept relatively large 

territories together under their powerful and severe, but generally 

just rule) order and security also disappeared. The emirates fell 

apart into many quarrelling tribes led by petty chieftains who were 

all equally eager to fill as much as possible of the power vacuum 
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left by the departure of the mirs. The harsh, but reliable rule of 

the mirs made place for lawlessness and insecurity. The entire 

country became.haunted by feuds and tribal disputes. The Ottoman 

administ~ation was as yet not capable of restbring equilibrium: 

chieftains resented its presence, and for the commoners it was too 

much a foreign institution to be trusted. The only thing the Otto-

man officials could do was to execute, imprison or send into exile 

the chieftains that made too much trouble. Pacification, however, 

is not the same thing as restoring peace. In such periods of crisis 

and anomy an understandable and common response of people is to (re~ 

turn to religion in order to find there the peace and security that 

is so lacking in worldly daily life. 

As noted several times before, shaikhs are the only indigenous, non-

governmental authorities who ~re generally outside the tribril organ-

ization and are, therefore, capable of playing a mediatory, tension-

reducing role. In such a period of sudden tribal antagonisms and 

rampant power rivalries there is a desperate need for shaikhs, the 

only ones who may check complete chaos. And shaikhs- except the 

few who have exclusively other-worldly interests - are only to6 

eager to make use of such situations in order to further extend their 

own influence. The unrivalled description of such politicaL ~ani

pulation by a shaikh is ''The tale of Suto and Toto", a true story 

told to Nikitine by the scribe of the shaikh in question (Mihemed 

Sidiq of Nehri), and translated in Nikitine and Soane (1923). 

But of course shaikhs are not always automatically available when 

and where needed most. They may seem God-sent, but there is always 

on human agent involved. The agent in this cos~ was Mewlana Xalid, 

who had come at a fortuitous time (arrival from India to Iraq in 

1808, death at Damascus in 1826). The power of most mirs was already 

waning when he started his propaganda, but a few emirates experienced 

a last period of splendour: Botan, Hekari, Saban, and Soran (see 

p.221f). At that time the need for sheikhs thus does not seem to 

have been very pressing. Where mirs ruled, law and order (the mir's 

law and order, not the Ottomans') generally prevailed, as several 
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53 h reports make' clear • And, indeed, the first generation of shaik s, 

sent out by Mewlana Xalid himself, do not seem to have had the enor-

mous influence that their sons were to acquire. 

Central Kurdistan was "opened up" by missionaries from 1835 on, after 

Reshid Muhammad Pasha, at the head of a large body of Ottoman troops, 

had suppressed Mihemed Pa~a "Miri Kor" of Riwandiz, and the ambitious 

and tyrannical, but effective Muhammad Pasha "Inje Bayraqdar" had 

been appointed vali (governor) of Mosul province (which included 

most of central and s~uthern Kurdisian). Muslim - christian rela-

tions in Kurdi~tan now grew rapidly worse. In 1843 Kurds of the 

Botan emirate invaded the Tiyari district (p~pulated by tribal Nestorian 

christians), killed nearly 10,000 men and carried many women and 
54 children away as slaves • As even Layard admitted this massacre 

was at least partly provoked by the construction of a fortress-like 

h 1 d b d . h b Am • • • • 55 B t L d sc oo an oar 1ng- ouse y er1can missionaries ~ u ayor 

blamed especially for the anti-christian feeling among the Kurds 

of Botan the fanatical ~ex Taha who lived at the court of Bedr Xan 

Beg, the mir of Botan56• 

Meanwhile the subjugation of semi-independent Kurdish rulers was 

continuing at full pace. In 1834 the mir of Riwandiz was taken 

prisoner. Behdinan, which had been conquered by him, did not r~gain 

autonomy but was from then on ruled directly by the vali of Mosul 

(who did not prevent, but even incited tribal strife in a deliberate 

divide-and rule policy). The German Von Moltke accompanied in 1839 
Ottoman military campaigns that reduced a number of minor Kurdish 

rulers. In 1845 the Ottomans, urged by British protests at the 

atrocities against the Nestorians by Bedr Xan Beg's Kurds managed -

be it with great difficulties - to subdue this· powerful ruler and 

his ally NOrullah Beg of Hekari. Finally, in 1847, the last Saban 

ruler, Ehmed Pa~a, was defeated militarily by the vali of Baghdad. 

In the general chaos and lawlessness that followed the destruction 

of the emirates the sheikhs flourished. Whereas previously none 

of the sheikhs of whom we know was predominantly a political leader, 
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from this period on nearly all important political leaders in Kurdi-

stan were shaikhs or at least belonged to shaikhly families. A closer 

look at the most important shaikhly families of Kurdistan shows that 

their political ascendancy closely followed the collapse of the 

emirates (see also the Appendix for more details). 

1. The Sadate Nehri. For some time already the mir of ~emdinan 

and these shaikhs seem to have exercised a form of double rule 

in this district (~outh of Hekari) 57• ~ex Seyyid Taha I be-

came quite influential in the emirate of Baton by playing on 

the religious emotions of the Kurds and inciting them against 

the christians. After the capture of Bedr Xan Beg he escaped 

to Nehri, residence of the minor Mir of ~emdinan, Musa Beg. 
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In 1849, when Layard visited Nehri, Musa Beg was probably the 

last mir who had not formally subjected himself to the Turks. 

His position was precarious however, and he was losing his in-

fluence to Seyyid Taha (Layard 1853, I: 376). In the time of 

Taha's son Ubeydullah all worldly power had passed into the 

hands of the shaikh58, who came to rule over a large territory. 

In the late fourties there was another new authority rapidly 

gaining influence to the south of ~emdinan: the new chief of 

the Zibari tribe, Nemet A~a. Formerly this tribe had belonged 

to the emirate of Behdinan, but when Nemet A~a succeeded his father 

it was the vali of Mosul who sent him a cloak of investiture 

( and thus formally made him into a vassal; this is, incidentally, 

the earliest example that I found of such a relation of indirect 

rule where a tribal chieftain is involved, not a mir). This 
59 chief rapidly imposed his power on neighbouring tribes as well , 

and even on parts of ~emdinan. Chiefs of other tribes paid tri-

bute to the vali of Mosul through him. It was possibly to counter 

the rise of Nemet A~a that Seyyid Taha dispatched his khalifa 

Ebdurrehman Barzani (also known as Tacedin) to the village 

of Barzan in the Zibari territory. Ever since, until the pre-

sent day, the shaikhs of Barzan and the aghas of the Zibari 

have been sworn enemies. 



2. Barzan is located at the southern edge of the Zibari country, 

bordering on the territories of other, minor tribes: an ideal 

spot for a shaikh to establish himself, physically between groups 

between which he might mediate to settle conflicts. Soon the 

Zibari aghas saw the Barzani shaikhs as their most dangerous 

rivals; the history of Barzan is largely one of wars between 

the shaikhs and the Zibari aghas. It is significant that by 

1910, however, the main rivals of the then shaikh of Barzan, 

Ebdusselam II, were apparently not the Zibari aghas but two 

other shaikhs: Mihemed Sidiq of Nehri and Behadin (?) of Bamerni
60

• 

I have not been able to trace the latter's orgins. He was also 

a Naqshbandi shaikh and (in the words of a British political 

officer) had "a great spiritual influence throughout the hills, 

which he to a certain extent, and his son Rauf to a greater ex-

tent, have used to further their own private ends, and enrich 

themselves at the expense of the Christians 1161 • Badger, who 

wrote extensively on the political intrigues in the Behdinan 

district after the dissolution of the emirate, did not mention 

any shaikh. The rise of both shaikhly families there thus post-

dates the fall of the emirate with some time. 

3. A strong point in favour of the hypothesis is that not only the 

Naqshbandi shaikhs but also the old Qadiri shaikhly family of 

Berzenci achieved its most significant political power only after 

the eclipse of the Saban emirate. For, as Edmonds informs us 

(1957: 73/4), it was not Mewlana Xalid's jealous rival ~ex Me'rOf 

but his son Kok Ehmed who achieved great prominence and 

from whom dates the leading role the family played in the area's 

politics. Its ascendancy thus coincided pretty well with the 

decay and collapse of Saban rul~. 

A directly related fact is that all shaikhly families who achieved 

some political prominence in the past century resided and had their 

followers in the parts of Kurdistan with the highest degree of "trib-

ality'', i.e. areas inhabited by small tribes with a high incidence 
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of blood feud and other tribal conflicts. Among large tribes with 

a strong leadership (such as the Caf, who never came under the in-

fluence of the Berzencis and most of the time even opposed them
62

), 

and in the purely feudal areas (such as the plains of Diyarbekir 

and Erbil), where tribal conflicts do not or very.little occur, no 

shaikhs of great influence ever arose. This seems to contradict 

the observation that shaikhs often recruit their most devoted fol-

lo.wers from the most exploited, the lowest strata of society, notably 

from among the non-tribal peasantry. The shaikhs of Barzan became 

the champions of the exploited, non-tribal peasantry against the 

Zibari (and othe~ aghas. As Barth noted, the Hemewend aghas were 

afraid the misken might use the Qadiri order to organize themselves 

against them. I found also that the most active and devoted dervishes 

were generally small or landless peasants, lumpen-proletarians or 

petty craftsmen. It might be thought therefore that· the "feudal" 

areas, with a large population of exploited peasants, are ideal places 

for shaikhs to settle and mobilize a following. However, these 

low-class followers are of little importance in the rise to power 

of a shaikh (with the possible exception of the Barzani shaikhs). 

Virtually all shaikhs are rather aristocratic: they deal preferably 

with tribal chieftains~ Manipulation of these chieftains and their 

conflicts is the most effective way of manipulating entire tribes, 

and this is the course usually taken. The great shaikh Ubeydullah 

of Nehrt, for instance, had much power because many chieftains (and 

therefore, entire tribes) owed him allegiance; the same was true 

for ~ex MehmOd Berzenci. Frequently shaikhs marry daughters of trib-

~l chieftains; for the shaikh this means a recognition of his high 

status, for both parties it is some guarantee (not a reliable one, 

however) that they will not treat each other too ruthlessly in power 

rivalries and will assist each other against third parties. Once 

a shaikh's power has been established, and a network of local groups 

of followers who meet regularly has developed, this existing net-

work may conceivably be used by members of the order for other purposes, 

even for class-based action. This is, however, not a factor in the 
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establishing of the sheikh's power. Moreover, it is hard to believe 

that the shaikhs would allow their murids to transform the order in

to a means of class struggle. ~ex Letif Berzenci himself, the murshid 

of Barth's revolutionary misken, was one of the biggest land-owners 

of the province. 
A third important socio-economic change that took place somewhat 

later, was to consolidate the position of a numbeF of influential 

shaikhly families: the land registration (tapu). This was one of 

the major administrative reforms introduced in the Ottoman empire, 

in the second half of the 19th century (see Chapter III, section 

1). It .was the aghas, shaikhs, rich merchants and local government 

officials who profited from this measure. They we~e the persons 

with whom the tapu officials came into contact, and they managed to 

hove most land registered in their own names. The lands that shaikhs 

acquired in this way were supplemented by land grants from followers. 

It had been oge-old practice to endow land for pious foundations· 

(vaqf): the proceeds of the land (or a part thereof) were to pay 

for the upke~p of a mosque, shrine, etc. (see p. 184). Shaikhs who 

were granted vaqf lands usually treated them as their privately 

owned lands·. Thus the Berzenci sheikhs became ~me of the richest 

landowners in the Silemani district. Their riches in turn increased 

their political_ power. 

The argument of this section may be summarized as follows: 

Due to Mewlana Xalid's proselytizing activities, the number of shaikhs 

in Kurdistan had increased during the first three decades of the 

19th century. Missionary activity and fears of christian domination 

due to European influence mada the Kurds especially susceptible to 

propaganda stressing their muslim identity and directed against 
christians. The general chaos and lack of security that followed 

the decay and collapse (or destruction) of the Kurdish emirates made 

many people turn to religion (i.e. to the shaikhs) to find the security 

and assurance that was so lacking in their daily lives. Thus the 
influence of sheikhs among the population at large increased. Due 
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to the absence of the strong authority that the mirs had formerly pro-

vided, there was a dramatic increase in the number and seriousness 

of tribal conflicts and of power rivalries between competing petty 

chieftains. Shaikhs were the only authorities who, by virtue of 

their being outside the tribal organization, could bring such con-

flicts to an end. By doing so they often managed to add to their 

own influence and riches at the expense of the rivalizing parties. 

Thus, sheikhs became the most influential indigenous leaders of 

Kurdistan, and the obvious foci of nationalist sentiment. The land 

registration gave many sheikhs the opportunity to consolidate their 

worldly powers and become recognized landlords. 

IV. i Rituals of the Qadiri order 

Up to this point, I have only dealt with the history of sufism and 

of the dervish orders active in Kurdistan. In this and the follow-

ing sections I shall describe how the orders ~perate at present in 

Kurdistan. 

My first contact with dervishes, on a previous trip (1973), 

was with a group of Oadiris in the town of Mehabad (Persian Kurdi-

stan). Twice a weekt on Thursday and Monday night (for muslims, 

who reckon the day from sunset to sunset, these are the nights of 

Friday - the religious holiday - and Tuesday), the Qadiri dervishes 

of Mehabad come together in their meeting place (khana9a or tekiye) 

for a ritual meeting (majlis). There are two khana9as in town, one 

of the murids of ~ex Ebdulkerim of Krip~ine, one of those of ~ex 

Baba's descendants of Xewsabad (see Appendix, Table I, nrs 7 and 

11 respectively)63• Only on special occasions - such as a visit 

by a shaikh from another town - do the dervishes visit each other's. 

khanaqas. Since both shaikhs reside elsewhere, the ceremonies here 

are led by their deputies (khalifa). I attended majlises in each 

of the khanaqas several times. I shall describe here the interior 

of the Krip~ine khanaqa and the proceedings of one majlis there. 

Inside it looks like a simple mosque: there is a mihrab (prayer 

niche, directed to Mekka), but no minbar (pulpit, as present in 
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mosques where the Friday prayers are performed). On the same wall 

hangs a drawing representing the prophet Muhammad, and two other 

portraits, of ~ex Ebdulkerim and his grandfather. There is also 

a green flog with the names of Allah, Muhammad, and the four (rightly 

guided) Caliphs (Abu Bakr, Omar, Osman and Ali) embroidered on it. 

All other khanaqas that I visited looked more or less like this. 

Some have more portraits, flags and the silsila of their sheikh in 

writing on the wall. In theory a majlis can be held anywhere, even 

in a private room. But all Qadiri groups I met had a specially 

built khanaqa, paid for from contributions by the dervishes and other 

disciples of the sheikh. Portraits of shaikhs, flags, frame- and 

kettle-drums, and the sharp objects used during the ceremonies (see 

below) distinguish the khanaqa from an ordinary mosque. Naqshbandi 

khanaqas are generally more austere. Naqshbandis moreover quite 

often hold their majlis in ordinary mosques. 

The majlis was to begin after maghrib, the sunset prayers. One by 

one the dervishes came in - those with lowest status first, those 

claiming a higher status by virtue of professional or financial posi-

tion taking care to arrive somewhat later than the others. When 

entering, everyone gave a "salam aleykum!" to those present already, 

went to the wall with the mihrab and kissed the mihrab and the green 

flag (a kiss with the lips, followed by a quick reverent touch with 

the forehead). Some also kissed the wall under the portraits of 

the sheikhs and of Muhammad. Then they sat down with the others, 

smoked a cigarette (!), drank a glass of tea (which had meanwhile 

been prepared by a boy), and talked quietly about the events of the 

day. When the khalifa entered all stood up, to sit down again only 

after he was seated. They were sitting roughly in q circle, the 

khalifa in front of the mihrab; the better dressed people sat closest 

to the khalifa. After a while the khalifa gave a sign that he wished 

to start; cigarettes were extinguished, tea-glasses carried away. 

The khalifa opened with a short prayer (in Arabic): one of the stand-

ard prayers for the Prophet and his people, for his Companions and 

the early saints of Islam. He then continued to invoke divine blessing 
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on the Ghawth-e A'zam and the entire silsila of the Qadiri order, 

as well as over the silsilas of the Naqshbandi, Suhrawardi, Kubrawi 

and Chisti turuq. During these prayers he left some moments of 

silence for everyone to whisper his own (but equally standardized) 

prayers. After these prayers all dervishes joined in the zikr (Ar. 

dhikr: "remembering", recitation of the divine name). Formulas 

such as: 
"ya hu, ya hu, ya man hu, ya man laise allahu" 
"ya allah, daim allah" 
"ya allah, mawlam allah" 

were loudly and rhytimically recited. A blind dervish with a strong 

and beautiful voice led this invocation, indicating which of the 

many formulas to recite, and how many times. I had seen this blind 

man every day, sitting in the street opposite my hotel, and begging. 

It had struck me that he never indulged in the (moderate) self-humilia-

tion so common among beggars, especially in Iran; here in the khanaqa 

he possessed undeniably a great dignity, as hls strong and self-

assured voice sang - in accentless, classical Arabic - the zikrs. 

He was the only one who seem~d to have put on clean clothes for the 

occasion; the others wore their everyday working clothes. His white 

turban indicated that he had achieved a certain degree of formal 

religious learning (it is one of the mulla's attributes). On a 

long tesbih ("rosary") he counted the number of times each zikr had 

to be recited (some ten different zikrs, most·of them recited seven 

times). Then followed the silsila of ~ex Ebdulkerime Krip~ine, re-

cited by the same blind dervish. The only irregularity in this 

silsila was that it also included Boho ad-Din Naqshband (which sug-

gests that ~ex Ebdulkerim also has an ijaza to instruct in the Naqsh-

bandi path, for in ordinary Qadiri silsilas Boho ad-Din is never 
mentioned).· 

Then again a zikr (called the zikri heqq): the dervishes recited 

the shahada (confession of faith), "la illaha illa 'llah" (there 

is no God but God"), several hundreds of times, standing up now, 

and swaying the upper part of the body in cadence with the incanta-

tion. (on the "la ill~ha" bowing to the left, on the "illa 'llah" 
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to the right64). The incantation alone had a hypnotic effect on 

me; for the participants this effect must have been much stronger,. 

combined as it is with rapid, rhytmical breathing and movements of 

the head and upper body. The "la illaha illa 'llah" gave way to 

the shorter "Allah, Allah, Allah, ••• ". Drums joined in, the bodily 

movements became ever wilder. By now the dervishes had one by one 

pulled off their turbans and untied their long hairs (Oadiri dervishes 

generally let their hair grow long; normally it is tied up and hidden 

under a turban, but during the zikr they undo it, which adds fierce 

looks to an otherwise already quite impressive performance). Some 

. now experienced (or feigned) a form of ecstasy, and uttered wild 

shrieks during this zikr. When, after several hundreds of "Allah, 

Allah"s the recitation was stopped, the drums conti~ued and the 

dervishes' movements became even wilder. Suddenly one jumped up, 

grabbed a skewer (some 40 cm long, 5 mm in diameter, with a. wooden 

head to which short metal chains were attached), and, shouting loudly, 

carried it around the khanaqa, holding it up, so as to draw every-

body's attention to it. Though he seemed to be in a state of trance 
he made sure the khalifa and I, the foreign visitor, took good notice. 

He then kneeled down in front of me and, opening his mouth widely 

and pulling his head far backward, put the skewer with its sharp 

point on the back of his tongue. Pressing strongly he pushed the 
skewer through his lower jaw, so that its point tame out under his 
chin. He got up and walked around the khanaqa. After some 5 min-

utes he pulled the skewer out again, and pressed the wound close 
with his thumb. There was not more than just one drop of blood. 

A few minutes later we shared a cup of tea. Meanwhile others had 

taken similar skewers, bared their trunks and put the skewers through 

their sides. Another had taken a sword and started beating his bare 
chest with its sharp edge, inflicting himself superficial wounds. 

Again another swallowed a handful of iron nails, washing them down 
with a glass of water. All this - though spectacular enough in it-

self - was done rather artlessly, and it was evident that there was 

no trickery involved. Later, in other khanaqas, I was to see more 
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similar acts: glass was chewed and eaten, poisonous chemicals 

(desinf ectants) swallowed, bare electric wires touched - sparks 

showing that the wire was live indeed. Or two men would hold the 

sword horizontally, with its (very) sharp edge turned up; a third 

would, with bared torso, bend down over it and let a fourth climb 

on his back, so that the weight pressed his belly deep over the 

sword's sharp edge. The sword later had to be removed very carefully, 

and left a noticeable scar. The khalifa would then press the skin 

together again and put some of his saliva on the wound. Abd al-

Qadir is said to have first applied this method of healing wounds 

thus inflicted. It was his keramet that made the method work, and 

Qadiri khalifas may apply it successfully because of Abd al-Qadir's 

keramet, that is transmitted along the Qadiri silsila. 

Not all dervishes inflicted themselves wounds. Some only performed 
a hopping dance in front of the others. Others again did nothing 

special at all, and just continued their rhytmical movements and 

rapid breathing. When at last the drums stopped, all sat down 

and fastened their hairs and turbans again. Tea was brought, 

and the atmosphere was very informal and relaxed again. After a 

while one of the dervishes took a frame drum, and accompanying him-

self on it, sang a religious poem. After a few more poems - during 

which some dervishes showed again the signs of entering a trance -

the khalifa ended the meeting with a short prayer and all went home. 

The Qadiri majlises that I attended (at Mehabad, Sine and Bane in 

Iran, and at AmOde in Syria) all followed more or less the same 

pattern. During the zikr the lights are usually subdued or completely 

extinguished, which probably facilitates entering a state of trance. 

Though the trance states seemed very genuine (in the few cases where 

they were not genuine that was obvious, and people visibly suffered 

pain), the dervishes usually took care to attract as much attention 

for their acts as they could, uttering loud shrieks before starting. 

Many made sure that I, the outsider, saw every detail. The most im-

portant audience, however, was obviously the khalifa (who represents 
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the shaikh, who represents Abd al-Qadir, who represents Muhammad, 

who represents God). The khalifa, on the other hand, made sure that 

the dervishes did not do themselves any serious harm under trance. 

If so, he told them to stop, touched their wounds, and smeared some 

saliva on them. None of the dervishes I saw ever inflicted himself, 

any really serious wounds: vital organs were avoided. The only 

amazing thing is that no one gets dangerous infections: the skewers, 

knives and swords used are never thoroughly cleaned, leave alone 

desinfected. The dervishes themselves believe they are protected 

from harmful consequences by the keramet of the very holy Abd al~ 

Qadir, which is transmitted to the present shaikh and khalifa. As 

they say, only after a person has received permission from the shaikh 

or his khalifacan he perform these dangerous acts. Anyone else who 

will inflict himself such wounds with skewer or sword, will surely 

die. 

The question why the Qadiri dervishes indulge in these self-mutilat-

ing practices can be approached on different levels. The historical 

origins of the practice are lost in darkness. It may have come from 

India or Central Asia, as some think, but there is no compelling 

reason to believe so. The dervishes do ,!!2i inflict themselves wounds 

by way of self-torture or self-mortification, nor is this done with 

the intention of inducing ecstatic states. This seems to distinguish 

the Kurdish practice from Central Asian or Indian practices, where 

these intentions are generally present (this does not of course, 

prove that the practice is not borrowed). A number of rationales 

of the practice are current among Qadiri adepts. One shaikh called 

the performing of self-wounding "a very high 'ha!' (mystical state), 

that only certain people can attain". He hastened to add that he 

never had such a 'hal' himself; it is a sign of special grace. The 

shaikh, obviously, received other graces. At any rate, this shaikh 

apparently meant that these actions are done unvoluntarily, that 

it is divine compulsion that makes the dervishes pick up swords or 

skewers. 
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Most Oadiris whom I questioned agreed that there are two reasons 

why in their tariqa this practice is given such importance. On 

the one hand, it shows to adepts as well as to outsiders that Islam 

is the one true religion and that especially the Oadiri path is 

blessed with supernatural powers (for it was Abd al-Qadir who re-

ceived the ability to miraculously heal such wounds). Indeed, after 

several spectacular performances I was invited to convert to Islam 

now that I had seen how God protects His faithful. 

Once I even had trouble to escape an involuntary circumcision: 
the khalifa believed the performance had been so convincing 
I had no other choice but to become a muslim. When I re-
f used he wonted to help me do one of the sword-acts, in order 
to give me additional proof of the power of religion as minis-
tered at his hands. This was not simply joking or teasing 
the outsider: he put similar pressure on local boys who had 
also come to see the majlis. 

On the bther hand, the dervish who dares to perform these acts shows 

thereby his trust in God and in his tariqa, and thus proves him-

self somehow spiritually superior (trust in God, tawakkul, is ac-

cording to classical sufi literature a stage on the mystical path). 

This point brings us to another level on which the question Cwhy?) 

can be - partially - answered. Not all enter a state of trance, 

and not all who are in trance go for skewers or sword. Invariably 

those who do so are the poorest people, those with lowest status 

in everyday life: jobless, petty craftsmen, petty traders. Here 

in the khanaqa they can compensate for their low status, and be 

superior to others - with a superiority that is mainly other-worldly, 

but in their perceptions not exclusively so. 
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One of the dervishes I know well is a newspaper-seller -
not a very lucrative job in a place where hardly anyone 
reads newspapers. He is not very bright, and wherever he 
comes people tease and mock him. Once when I sat talking 
with some young people he came by, and greeted me. One of 
my companions, to my embarrassment, made a mocking, rather 
insulting remark, which visibly hurt him. I ignored this 
remark, answered his greeting as normally as I could, and 
mode some small talk with him. HP then invited me to come 
to the khanaqa that night: "If you come I'll show you sorre-
thing really good. They (indicating my companions) don't 



understand anything of those matters". 

The dervish believes that he does these things for God, ultimately, 

but he wants the other dervishes, and especially the khalifa, to 

see them too. For what good is it to know oneself superior if one 

cannot share that knowledge with others? (This is also a reason 

why I, an outsider, never had any difficulty in being admitted to 

the majlis). 
Twice I attended a majlis to which the khalifa could not come. The 

dervishes performed the zikr, and sang and recited a lot of poetry, 

but skewers and sword remained in a corner65 , and even the signs of 

ecstasy were very modest. On the other hand, one day when two sheikhs 

were guests in the iewsabad-khanaqa in Mehabad many dervishes, of 

both local Qadiri groups, came to the majlis, and the zikr was the 

most ecstatic one I have seen. Many performed their most spectacular 

acts - including a ~eebl~ old man who was not properly in trance 

and well nigh fainted with pain after the sword was removed from 

his belly. 
Sheikhs and khalifas stress this aspect of compensation for worldly 
inferiority in their instruction to the disciples.· My presence was 

often the occasion for lengthy discussions before and after the 
majlis proper, between the khalifo or shaikh, myself and those 

dervishes who stayed. I was told repeatedly (and the dervishes 
reassured) that, ~ure enough, there ore worldly riches and worldly 
knowledge and science (ilm), but that these have only ephemeral 
value. What really counts are spiritual treasures and the science 

of the heart, which. are to be found in the khonoqa only. 

The order thus provides an outlet for frustrations, induces a quiet-
istic attitude, and has in general a counter-revolutionary function. 
This is not necessarily so, maybe: also a number of messianistic 
movements - about which our knowledge is unfortunately very scanty -
were associated with the orders (see below, section IV. o). Most 
of these movements, however, can only be called "revolutionary" by 
stretching the meaning of this term. They were all characterized 

by the absolute obedience of followers to the shaikh, for whom they 
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would happily have themselves killed: an attitude basically ident-

ical to that of the dervish who thrusts skewers through his body. 

A last remark on trance states: entering such a state is not so 

easy for everyone, most people have to learn how to do it; some 
have strong inhibitions or fears and never arrive. Possibly common 

belief is correct in assuming that "simple" people enter trance rela-
tively easily and "educated" people only with difficulties or not 

at all. My impressions, at any rate, confirm this. This might be 
another reason why it is always the "simplest" people who perform 

the skewer and sword acts. Entering trance becomes easier with ex-
perience, so much so that trained dervishes can apparently enter 
trance at will whenever they want, and frequently even do so un-

voluntarily: trance may be "triggered" by a drum rhythm alone, or 
by a religious poem, as I have witnessed several times. The sword-
and-skewer acts seem to become equally "automatic". Sometimes I 

saw dervishes who had unexpectedly (?) entered a trance make move-

ments as if they were cutting or piercing their bodies. 
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A Ne'matollahi dervish told me a rather amusing story con-
cerning this seemingly unvoluntary inclination to hurt one-
self when in trance. The Ne'matollahi are a shiite, aristo-
cratic dervish order who also have a khanaqo in Sine; one of 
the Qadiri khalifas there has very good relations with these 
Ne'matollahi dervishes. ·He and his murids sometimes visit 
the central Ne'matollahi· khanaqa in Tehran, where they· find 
an enthusiastic audience for their singing of sufi poetry. 
One of these Qadir± dervishes had become a Ne'matollahi, 
and participated in their weekly majlises i~ Sine. Once 
he suddenly entered a trance during a recitation of poetry; 
he looked around him for something sharp, but since the Ne'-
matollahi order frowns upon self~mutilation, nothing of the 
kind was available. He then jumped up and thrust his head 
violently against the wall; the frightened Ne'matollahi 
dervishes were too slow to stop him. When h~ fell back they 
feared for his life - the collision made a sound as if his 
skull had burst.. When he came to, he appeared unharmed, 
however; the sound had been that of a crack appearing in 
the wall. 

I witnessed something similar during a zikr in AmOde (Syria), 
but I am not sure whether what I saw was not an attack of 
"ordinary" epilepsy. A young man suddenly started rolling 



spasmodically over the ground and beating his head against 
the wall. His strength was extraordinary: it took 3 strong 
men beside myself to keep him from knocking his brains out. 
There was nothing anymore of the (semi-) voluntariness: 
it was completely compulsive. 

Some dervishes are probably "real" epileptics, i.e. their sudden 

loss of conscious body control is due to some biological malfunction-

ing. Most have learned to go into trance easily, and their behaviour 

in these states is often similar to or identical with that of an 

epileptic during an attack. It is probably due to this external 

similarity of these two different states that epileptics are often 

held in high esteem by dervishes and pious people. 

The songs and poetry used in the ritual are of several kinds. Some 

are poems from the "high" sufi tradition (e.g. from Rumi's Diwan-i 

Shams-i Tabrizi), or poems by shaikhs of the order imitating the 

style of this tradition. Others relate important events from the 

history of Islam, or the piety and miraculous activities of some 

great shaikh. I even collected such a dervish song (sung by a very 

old Qadiri dervish) that dated from World War I, and preached holy 

war against the Christian nations66• 

IV. The Nagshbandi ritual 

The majlis of the Naqshbandis is quite different from the Qadiri 

majlis. Naqshbandi majlises also usually take place once or twice 

a week, betweer. the sunset and night prayers. I shall describe 

the ritual (called khatma among Naqshbandis) as I observed it in DurO, 

the village of ~ex Osman (see Table III, nr 3 in the Appendix). 

The khanaqa there is at the same time the village mosque. People 

come to the mosque for sunset prayers, led by one of the mullas who 

are permanently or temporarily residing with the shaikh. After these 

prayers - during which, as usual, everybody is lined up in parallel 

rows facing the qibla (the direction of Mekka) - they sit down in 

a circle, the lights are extinguished and the khatma starts. The 

shaikh himself is not always present (in fact, he usually isn't), 
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and even when he is, he does not play any overt role in the ritual. 

The inner experience of those present is much stronger, though, when 

he attends - as everybody claims. 

One of the mullos, or several olternotingly, recites prayers for the 

Prophet and koronic texts, chosen rather arbitrarily. In between 

there ore silences in which the participants recite silently ("with 

the inner voice") certain suros or oyyats (chapters or verses from 

the Koran). The mullo who leads tells them which ones to recite; 

each is recited a number of times. 

Then follows a meditative port, the "contemplation of death". In 

silence the participants ore imagining their deaths, or rather, what 

follows after death: lying in the grove, being interrogated by two 

angels about one's life. This contemplation lasts 5 to 10 minutes. 

The silence is broken by loud sighs and sobs (much louder than one 

would normally cry; I suppose they ore signs to the others of how 

vivid one's imagination is, and how painful the awareness of one's 

imperfection; also they create on atmosphere that helps people to 

come in the right mood for this contemplation). 

The next and most important meditation that the mullo who leads the 

ritual announces is the "robite jtex" (Ar.: robito = tie, connection), 

in which the murids present (attempt to) establish a spiritual link 

with the sheikh. With closed eyes the participants visualize the 

sheikh in front of them and, when the image is clear and sharp enough, 

imagine that the sheikh leads them before the Prophet Muhammad, who 

in turn leads them near the Divine Presence. This meditation takes 

some 10 to 15 minutes and is usually done in complete silence here. 

Recitation of some more suros and of the silsilo ends the Noqshbondi 

port of the mojlis. Because $ex Osmon hos also a Qodiri ijazo, a 

short Qadiri zikr is added to the ceremony, (~ex Osmon is, to my 

knowledge, the only Noqshbandi shaikh who combines both zikrs in 

one ceremony. Other Naqshbandi sheikhs calim to have an ijza of 

the Qodiri tariqa, but never have the Oadiri zikr performed). The 

shahada ("la illaha illa 'llah") is said, rhytmically, some 100 

times; then a long-drawn and wailing "allah, ••• ", some 200 times; 
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and a staccato "allah, 6llah, 11 . . . ' again 200 times. No spectacular 

show of ecstasy is admitted; swords and skewers are said to belong 

to a vulgar and reprehensible conception of mysticism, and have no 

place here. When the khatma is over it is nearly time for the night 

prayer. Lamps are lighted, the call to prayer is given, more people 

come in from the village, and collectively the night prayer is per-

formed. 

Beside the combination with the Qadiri zikr there is something else 

that is different in DurO from other places: the khatma is here 

performed twice every day, ofter the morning prayer and after the 

sunset prayer. At most other places it is done only once or twice 

a week. 

The only other place where I was present at a khotma67 was in Syria, 

in the village Helwa of ~ex Elwan (son of Brohim Heqqi, see Table 

IV, nr 23 of the Appendix). This shaikh led the ritual himself, 

assisted by the khodim (xodim, a sort of sexton, responsible for the 

upkeep of the khqnaqo). After the prayers for the prophet everyone 

was to recite (sil~ntly) some suros or ayyots. The shaikh would 

soy, for instance, "Ikhloss osh-shari fa" (al-Ikhlass, suro 112), and 

then the murids would recite this sura 33 times, counting the numbers 

on their tesbihs (rosaries). Thus a number of verses was recited. 

Since the khotma started well ofter sunset here, the time for the 

night prayer hod already arrived ofter this. The shoikh led the 

participants in prayer~ Then everyone sot down in a circle again, 

and the shoikh held a sefmon (fulmindting against radio and tele-

vision and all the Devil's other inventions that weaken people's 

religious zeal). After the sermon the meditations started: first 

the meditation on death; then the khodim ordered everybody to close 

his eyes for the robite ?ex. The lotter lasted very long here, but 

did not have the intensity that is so apparent even to outsiders 

with $ex Osman. Several of the murids tried to induce a trance by 

hyperventilating or by making rapid shaking movements with head or 
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hands. Towards the end the shoikh's assistant told two of the murids 

to get up, and the three of them walked around the khonaqa, singing 

monotonous hymns (in Arabic, which I did not understand). The shaikh 

also went around the circle, whispering in each murid's ear "Allohu 

akbor" ("God is the greatest"), upon which they stopped their medi-

tations and movements, and opened their eyes. The shoikh sot down 

in front of the mihrab and recited his silsila. The khotma was over, 

the murids flocked around the shaikh to kiss his hands and ask some 

private questions, or just to take their leave. 

The meditations in the Naqshbondi ritual 

Several aspects of the Naqshbondi khotma reminded me strongly of 

Tibetan buddhist practices the first time I encountered them (the 

label "central Asian" may be more appropriate than "buddhist", since 

in the other buddhist schools they do not occur or take a much less 

important place). As I became more acquainted with the Noqshbondi 

order I realized, however, that they ore given a quite different 

content here: 

1. The silent recitation of koronic texts, repeated many times, 

reminds strongly of the recitation of mantras (in several schools 

of (Tibetan) buddhist meditation the students ore given a ptivote 

mantra, which they ore not supposed to reveal to anyone else, 

and which they therefore hove to recite silently). According 

to R. A. Nicholson (1963: 17), "The sufis leox-ned the use of 

rosaries from Buddhist monks ••• " 

2. The Tibetan buddhists also have a practice of meditating-on death. 
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There, the emphasis is on the inevitable, inherent decay of any-

thing worldly. The Kurdish Naqshbandis however meditate only 

upon what will happen to them after death. 

As a simple "sof i" told me: I imagine how after my dying 
my body is washed, wrapped in cloth and put into the grave. 
After all relatives have left the grave an angel comes and 
questions me: "Who is your God?" and I give the answer I 



know to be correct: "Your God is also mine". He then asks 
"What is your religion?" and I answer: "Islam". "Who is 
is your prophet?" "Your Prophet and mine is Muhammad." 
"In what do you believe?" "In the Holy Koran." After these 
questions the account of my life is made. The two angels 
who have written all my good and evil deeds now balance them 
against each other. If the balance is negative I shall burn 
in my grave until the day of resurrection68. On that day 
the decision shall be made as to whether I shall go to Hell 
or Paradise. I visualize all these events vividly, and that 
makes me reflect on my daily life ••• " 

Among Naqshbandi murids there is less than full agreement on 

how one should meditate on death. Several told me their shaikh 

had never given them instructions on how to practice this medi-

tation. I have the impression that many shaikhs have their own 

interpretations. This may be a consequence of too great mis-

sionary fervour in the past on the part of shaikhs who rather 

had many, half-instructed khalifas than only one or two thoroughly 

trained ones. This may account for the many other heterodoxies 

in this reputedly so orthodox order as well. 

Some relatively ed~cated murids told me that they meditate on 

the four questions of the angel only (every muslim is taught 

the answers to these questions), and on the deeper, esoteric 

meaning of the answers. 

A shaikh in Turkey (~ex Seyfdin Aydin, of Inkapi, near Siirt) 

told me that neither of the above-mentioned are the correct way 

to meditate on death. He instructs this form: "I an lying in 

the grave, ~11 alone, without anyone to help me. Only with God 

can I still have a relation, all of mankind has fallen away". 

When I suggested him that this meditation may have a non-islamic 

origin he quoted me a hadith (tradition) according to which the 

Prophet Muhammad used to meditate on death every day after his 

morning prayer. 

3. The rabita.Tibetan tantric meditation involves the visualization 

of the Buddha or of deities from the Buddhist pantheon, and ul-

timately some form of identification of the medi tat or with the 
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object of his meditations. In the rabita the murid visualizes 

the shaikh and the establishing, through the shaikh, of a contact 

with the Divine. Again, though this is the basic idea, the con-

tents it is given vary. In the vision of some, the shaikh brings 

the murid before the Prophet or even before God. More usually, 

it is visualized in some way how God's grace falls upon the shaikh 

and is then reflected on to the murid. Many visualize this as 

a ray of light emanating from God and touching the shaikh's fore-

head (according to some the light, before reaching the shaikh, 

passes along his entire silsila), from where it is mirrored into 

the murid's heart. The moment that this light touches the heart, 

the murid says a few hundred times "Allah!" - his heart should 

cry out the Divine Name with exaltation - and experiences union 

with God. Several physical techniques may be used in addition 

to produce ecstasy: rapid breathing, shaking of the entire body 
69 or only head or hands, etc. • 

A meditation resembling this one does not occur - to my knowledge 

- in other turuq; I think a Buddhist influence can hardly be 

denied. There is some ~vidence that the Naqshbandi tariqa in 

its historical orig~ns was already influenced by (central Asian) 

Buddhism70• In its· Indian period it may have acquired more 

syncretistic traits - although in India the Naqshbandi order 

is said to be the most orthodox (i.e. non-syncretistic) of all 

orders in its practice (Subhan: 190) 
Whatever the interpretation one may give to this method of medi-

tation, it is a very effective one in that it produces the strong 

feeling of being in communion with the Deity, and has a definite 

cathartic effect. In no other order is the shaikh so clearly 
/ 

an intermediary between God and mankind. This makes understand-

able the tendency to deification of the shaikh, or at least to 

putting him on the same level as the prophets, which is some-

times noticeable among less educated Naqshbandi murids. This 

is, incidentall~ why the Wahhabis 71 suppressed the dervish orders. 

They did not oppose suf ism as such but attacked the saint worship 
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into which it had degenerated; the idea that there could be an 

intermediary between man and God was (is) anathema to them. 

We in the West generally make a rather sharp distinction between 

dream or imagination on the one hand and (empirical) reality on 

the other - even though it is recognized that there are non-

trivial relations between the two: dreams may predict future 

events, vivid imagination of a state of affairs may produce the 

same bodily effects as that state of affairs itself, as in 

stigmatization or certain ''psychosomatic"diseases. Westerners 

(and westernized orientals) will generally dismiss a pe~son's 

experiences during meditation as simply a prodtict of the mind. 

In Kurdistan however - and, for that matter, in the entire islamic 

world - dreams are thought to be the experiences of the spirit 

when it has left the body during sleep. What one dreams has 

a real existence, at some other place. Against the background 

of such an understanding of mental phenomena it is not surprising 

that many simple people do not make a strict distinction between 

what they perceive during meditation and "real" occurrences, 

and that they believe their spirit is really brought in contact 

with the Divine, through the shaikh72 • It is natural, there-

fore, that people attribute special powers to a shaikh who can 

apparently effect this. This goes some way towards explaining 

why it is especially among the (Kurdish) Naqshbandis that the 

devotion of the murids for their shaikh is nearly total, and 

their obedience to him a blind and unquestioning one. It is 

said of the shaikhs of Barzan that their followers would with-

out questioning .even jump off the edge of a precipice if their 

shaikh told them to do so73 • Some of the revolts led by shaikhs 

also gave occasion to notice the blind obedience with which an 

entire population followed their shaikh. Several Naqshbandi 

shaikhs, especially, were in periods of crisis acclaimed a prophet, 

or the Mahdi (Messiah) by their followers (see below, section 

IV. o). More than among Oadiris, extravagant forms of heterodoxy 
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developed in the Naqshbandi order - in particular among simple 

uneducated peasants. 

Orthodoxy and heterodoxy 

Both the most strict orthodoxy and extremely heterodox beliefs and 

practices are to be found in the Naqshbandi order. As said before, 

in India (where the Kurdish branch of the order has its roots) it 

has the reputation of being the most orthodox of sunni orders. In 

Kurdistan also, some Naqshbandi shaikhs preach an orthodox, legalistic 

conception of Islam. More conspicuous, however, are those around 

whom heresies flourish 74• A .sect as the Heqqe, for instance, which 

was established by the Naqshbandi shaikh Ebdulkerim of SergelO, is 

accused of sexual promiscuity and ritually impure practices; the sect 

established a form of primitive communism in a few villages of Iraqi 

Kurdistan (see the notes to Table I of the Appendix). The followers 

of ~ex Ehmed of Barzan were in the 1920's accused of eating pork 

and drinking wine; his family has a well-established reputation for 

extravagancies (see Appendix, Table II). More wide-spread than such 

practices are the heterodox beliefs, sometimes even held by the fol-

lowers of the most austerely orthodox shaikhs: 

in some parts of Turkish Kurdistan it is believed that on 
the day of Resurrection the shaikh will put his murids into 
his pocket and carry them across the narrow bridge straight 
into Paradise75 - a belief that seems to find its origin 
in a vulgarized and extrapolated interpretation of the rabita. 

- Many people in Turkish Kurdistan told me that their sheikhs 
can fly through the air; they understood this quite liter-
ally. One shaikh had in this way assisted one of his murids 
who was a soldier during the Turkish invasion of Cyprus, 
so that he could, by himsel~ take 20 Greek Cypriot soldiers 
prisoners. 

- Some. sheikhs were acclaimed the Mahdi (Messiah); see sec-
tion IV. o. 

There are at least two factors that may have contributed to the de-

velopment of such heterodoxies in the otherwise orthodox Naqshbandi 

order. One was mentioned above: the meditations practised lead to 

the attribution of supernatural powers to the shaikh. An other factor 

is that, in the period that the order expanded rapidly, several 
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disciples who were insufficiently instructed may have been made 

khalifas, so that both existing heterodox practices and half- or 

misunderstood elements from the "high" sufi tradition were incor-

porated into the order. 

Scholars sometimes distinguish two opposing tendencies in Islam, 

representatives of which are, indeed, often seen to oppose each other: 

the emotional, devotional, mystical religious practice of (popular) 

sufism on the one hand and the legalistic one of the ulama (clergy), 

which is purely intellectual, on the other76• In Kurdistan, however, 

both tendencies are often not strongly opposed, sometimes even com-

bined. One of the most fanatically orthodox movements, the nurcu 

movement in Turkey (resembling the Islamic Brotherhood in Arabic 

countries), found its origin in Kurdish Naqshbandi circles. Naqshbandi 

sheikhs strongly back this movement: many of the (semi-illegal) centres 

of traditional legalistic religious education are connected with 

Naqshbandi shaikhs. This may in part be due to AtatUrk's closing 

the tekiyes and persecuting the sheikhs, so that these assumed the 
77 only role of religious authority that remained: that of mulla • 

But also where the orders can freely function there is often a com-

bination of both tendencies in Islam: in DurO ~ex Osman has many 

mullas around him, and the village is a centre of orthodox learn-

ing as well as of mystical practice. Several Qadiri sheikhs also 

double as ulama: thus members of the Berzenct family at Silemant, 

and some sheikhs at AmOde (Syria). These sheikhs have among their 

followers some rigidly orthodox as well as people who worship them 

as saints and hold heterodox beliefs about them. 

IV. k Shaikh and khalifa; relations with other sheikhs 

A sheikh may appoint one (or more) of the most zealous and loyal of 

his disciples as his khalifa and send him to another area to spread 

- the tariqa, or rather, the shaikh's influence. The formal require-

ments for becoming a khalifa are not many: one has to have a certain 

degree of scholarly religious education (like a mulla's), and one 
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has to perform a ~ille or xelwet, a fourty days' period of seclusion, 

passed in worship and meditation, fasting in the daytime, and eating 

and drinking minimal amounts at night. 

It depends on the shaikh, apparently, whether anything more is re-

quired. He may, after the murid has performed a ~ille, give him 

the ijaza (permission) to teach the t6riqo, and to lead the majlis. 

Among Qadiris this includes permission to let dervishes cut them~ 
selves etc., and the competence to cure their wounds. The khalifa 

continues to owe obedience to his sheikh. As said before, among the 

Qadiris khalifas do not, in general, become sheikhs in their own 

right, and cannot appoint their own khalifas. Among the Naqshbandis 

this is possible, but it is not at all clear to me under which cir-

cumstances a Naqshbandi sheikh allows his khalifa to become a sheikh. 

It seems to be against the sheikh's economic and political interests, 

for when the khalifa becomes a shaikh in his own right, he becomes 

more independent and a competitor of his murshid. In the loyalties 

of the murids (which find financial expression), he takes prepon-

derance over the original shaikh, who continues to exert indirect 

influence only. I know of two cases where a khalifa became a shaikh 

against the wish of his murshid. Ebdurrehman Barzani (Taced!n) 

was a khalifa of Seyyid Taha of Nehrt. When he died his brother 

Ebdusselam succeeded him against the wish of Seyyid Taha, and even 

proclaimed himself a shaikh. And among the Heqqe sect, leadership 

has been taken over by Mame Riza's khalifa Harne SOr. In these cases 

the actual power balance was decisive: the khalifa had a power base 

independent of his sheikh and could thereby make himself independent. 

This is, however, not the rule: many khalifas were made shaikhs 

by their preceptors. A relation of respect, allegiance and even 

obedience should ideally continue to exist, also in later generations. 

Thus, some families of shaikhs ore socially superior to other families, 

because on ancestor of one family was the murshid of an ancestor of 

the other. 
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One of the shoikhs whom I know told me that the intelligence 
service of a Middle Eastern country once attempted to put 
pressure on him through the son of his father's murshid, 



who worked for it. My informant experienced a strong crisis 
of conscience, because he felt it almost impossible not to 
obey this superior shaikh and at the same time, as he said, 
found it revolting to do so. 

No such checks exist on conflicts between sheikhs who are not murshid 

and khalifa originally. Where such sheikhs live so near each other 

that they have to compete for the same murids, rivalries are the 

rule rather than the exception. Rivalries may be so intense as to 

lead to open warfare, as between ~ex Ehmed Barzant and ~ex Re~id 

Lolan, spiri~ual leader of the big Bradost tribe (both were Naqshbandis). 

Fights occurred periodically from the 1920's to the late 1960's, 

when they were a confusing factor in the Kurdish nationalist war: 

the Brodost, because of their traditional enmity with the Borzanis, 
78 sided with the Iraqi government • 

Most sheikhs are mild in their attitude to their rivals; they con 

of ford to do so, for their murids ore much more fanatical in de-

nouncing other sheikhs and extolling the virtues of their own. It 

is they who blow up rivalries to serious proportions. 

IV. l 

The murids of ~ex Ehmede Xiznevi, for instance, avoid contact 
with other muslims, whom they consider impure. It is es-
pecially the murids of rival sheikh Brohim Heqqi and his 
sons who ore considered unclean. If one of them hos drunk 
water from a cup,the murids of Xiznevi will refuse to touch 
it, they consider it polluted. One of Brohim Heqqi's murids 
took revenge: he went to ~ex Ehmed's village Tell Ma'ruf, 
drew a pail of water from the village well, drank from it, 
and threw the now polluted water back into the well ••• 

The sheikh and his followers 

The following of a sheikh is much wider than the group of people 

who regularly visit his or his kholifas' khanaqa and participate in 

the majlis. Often an entire tribe considers itself murids of a cer-

tain sheikh. Thus, of two important tribes around Mehobad, the Mame~ 

and the MengOr, the former are "murids of Xewsabad" (i.e. of ~ex 

Baba Seid and his succes~ors), and the latter of Xoneqa (a village 

of another local Oadiri shoikh). As for as I found out, no tribe 

of this area is entirely murid of Krip~ine; the Krip~ine khanaqa 

in Mehabad draws only (poor) townsmen. 
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The relation of most tribesmen with "their" shaikh is a rather shallow 

one: if the shaikh does not live too far away most will visit him 

once or twice a year and bring him a gift in money or in kind. If 

a child is ill, a woman barren, or when a long voyage has to be made 

(e.g. on entering military service), they visit the shaikh and ask 

him for a prayer and/or an amulet. Again, in case of conflict (from 

minor quarrels over inheritance up to full-blown blood feuds involving 

a number of murders) they may go to the shaikh for mediation or ar-

bitration. Many shaikhs have their followers among several tribes, 

so that they can play a role in settling inter-tribal disputes (not 

infrequently they choose a strategic spot for their residence, on 

the boundary of two or three tribal territories). 

In spite of the use of the term "murid" (which implies a spiritual 

relation with the shaikh) the relation of the common tribesmen with 

their shaikh is almost entirely devoid of spiritual content - among 

Qadiri even more so than among Naqshbandi, it seems to me. People 

do not visit the sheikh in order to receive spiritual instruction 

but to get an amulet that might protect them or their children from 

danger and disease, or to receive other benefits ("blessing") from 

contact with the shaikh. For this reason, it is important for sheikhs 

to have a reputation for miracle-working. Some sheikhs are successful 

practitioners of herbal medicine, some are clairvoyants, many are 

accomplished practical psychologists that know how to make an im

pression on people; these may attract visitors from far away. 

Murid in a stricter sense are those followers who practice a spiritual 

discipline. "Sufi" and "dervish" are the terms used throughout the 

islamic world for such people; the terms largely overlap. In Kurdi-

stan, however, the term "derwe~" is used for the followers of the 

Qadiri tariqa and the vagrant "begging monks", whilst the term "sofi" 

denotes followers of the Naqshbandi path (the latter term is also 

generally used to address old and pious men). Naqshbandis are quite 

outspoken in refusing the title "derwe~", which to them has negative 

connotations of backwardness and superstition. 
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A person who wants to become a dervish or suf i has first to do pen-

itence (tobe, Ar. tawbah). This is a conversion to a purer life 

and a forswearing of all sins. Tobe has to be done in front of a 

shaikh or khalifa, whose murid one is from then on. In the Qadiri 

order it is usual that after his tobe the dervish receives permission 

to use sword and skewers without risk of.harm; from that moment on 

Abd al-Qadir's keramet protects him. 

Some shaikhs let only those murids do tobe who are ready to devote 

their further lives to a spiritual discipline (in general, elderly 

men). Other shaikhs let everyone do tobe, independent of age; I 

suspect they do this to consolidate the flock of followers. Es-

pecially where there is much competition among shaikhs, such as in 

the Syrian Cez!re, they spend much time and energy travelling around 

and taking tobe from as many people as possible. The original con-

ception of tobe as a one-time conversion, a turning away from the 

world, such as is to be expected from older people only, has been 

changed there. Five or six-year old children are forced to do tobe, 

and not just once, but every year.again - apparently a confirmation 

of their allegiance to the shaikh. In the perception of the common 

believers tobe here has become a periodical ritual purification. 

It is a common sight here to see a shaikh and his most intimate 

followers, most of them with long black beards and wearing impeccably 

white clothes, tour the countryside in a row of automobiles. In 

every village they stop and the shaikh invites people to come and 

do tobe - and also receives financial contributions from them. 

Doing tobe is here very much a matter-of-fact thing. I 
saw a group of people do tobe in a Qadiri khanaqa in AmOde. 
The shaikh stood with arms outstretched, five murids (among 
whom an eight-year old boy) put their hands on him and re-
peated word for word a prayer the shaikh said. The shaikh 
paid hardly attention to these murids; after the prayer he 
immediately continued joking with others present, although 
the ceremony wasn't over yet. A can of water was brought, 
which the shaikh consecrated by saying a prayer over it, 
sipping some water, saying a second prayer and blowing or 
spitting in it. Then the shaikh and the five murids each 
took a sip from the can, whereupon the can was passed around 
the others present, who also each took a sip. 
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For some ceremonies here, such as the rain prayer (which is only 

rarely performed nowadays79), it is said that the participants have 

to be tobedar (i.e. in the state of purity resulting from penitence, 

not yet broken by new sins). The shaikhs ~ho led these ceremonies 

used to take tobe from all participants first. 

IV. m The economic power of shaikhs 

As said before, many shaikhs combine a reputation of piety and holi-

ness with a shrew commercial and political insight. A reputation 

of having much keramet ("special graces", the ability to work miracles) 

is in fact one of the surest ways to become rich: the holier one 

is said to be, the more murids one gets a~d the more daily visitors, 

who, on the one hand, have to be served tea and food, but on the 

other bring gifts in money and kind~ Many shaikhs also own con-

siderable tracts of land, from gifts, sale or usurpation. 

Because working fora shaikh is said to be especially meritorious, 

shaikhs can afford to exploit their peasants even more than other 

landlords do, and continue to demand "seigneurial" services while 

tribal aghas can no longer do do. Sons of peasants have to work 

in the households of the shaikh and the resident murids, wait on 

the guests etc., generally without any reward other than the blessing 

of being in the shaikh's presence. 

Shaikhs may own other economic resources as well. The sheikhs of 

X.lzan for instance own many grain mills in a wide area north of Lake 

Van (far from their own village). Some of these are still water~ 

run, but most of them are motor-driven - shoikhs only object to modern-

ization when it conflicts with their interests. Villagers take turns 

working in the shoikh's mill, without payment (for who would dare 

to demand payment for a service to the shaikh?). And there are many 

paying customers: people prefer a shaikh's mill to any other be-

cause it is thought to confer a certain bereket (blessing). The 

network of khalifas that the shaikh hos in this area also provides 

him with supervisors whom he can trust. 

Economic power of a shaikh and his political influence reinforce 
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each other. An obvious example is provided by the land registration 

(see Chapter III, section 1). Shaikhs who had political leverage 

at the ti~e that registration was carried out succeeded in becoming 

the owners of large tracts of land. Being rich and respected, they 

are desirable sons-in-law for tribal chieftains. Marrying into 

chiefly families in turn increases their political prestige and 

potentially also their influence. Moreover, since they are allowed 

to marry four wives, a marriage does not necessarily ally them to 

one specific tribe only. 
Having intercourse with chiefly circles, they may be called upon 

in cases of conflict, which a 9lever shaikh can always turn to his 

advantage. The shrewder .ones may even stir up conflict between two 

chieftains, in order to dominate them both. An excellent example 

of how a shaikh may thus even succeed in appropriating a chieftain's 

possession's is the (true) tale of Suto and Toto (Nikitine and Soane, 

1923). 

It is probably not the manipulation of chieftains, but the (over-) 

exploitation of peasants that may ultimately lead to the downfall 

of shoikhs. In 1959 rebellious peasants, stimulate~ by the Oassem 

government, chased many landlords, including a number of shaikhs, 

from Iraq into Iran80• Below, in section IV~ p, a.revolt of peasants 

against a shoikh (in Bomerni) will be discussed in more detail. 

IV. n Two shoikhs: ~ex Osmon of DurO and ~ex Soido of Cezire 

~ex Osman 
DurO is a small village in a fertile volley in Persian Kurdistan, 
near the Iraqi border, just northeast of Hewroman. It hos some 30 

houses beside the shaikh's buildings. Since the Persian land re-

form some land has been distributed among the villagers, but most 

of it is still owned by the shaikh: fields of cereals, orchards, 

vegetable gardens. During the short time that I spent in the village 

people were not very forthcoming with information on the exact owner-

ship relations and the division of the crop between the shaikh and 
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his share-croppers. There are a few shops whose owners make a decent 

living because of the large numbers of people who come to visit the 

shaikh and stay for a couple of days. There are two khanaqas and 

hostels for theshaikh's visitors. In winter a modern and spacious 

complex of buildings outside the village, in the plain, is used, in 

summer one resides in the cooler village on the slopes overlooking 

the plain. 

The permanent residents include, apart from peasants and shopkeepers, 

the shaikh with some relatives, a number of close murids and a number 

of mullas and students of theology. The shaikh has made his village 

a centre of orthodox learning as well as a place of pious pilgrimage. 

There are fluctuating numbers of faqihs (students of the sheriat), 

from all sunni groups in Iran - mainly Kurds and Turkomans. Two 

bodyguards (one the son of a Hewrami chieftain) and a few servants 

form the last category of permanent residents. Peasants and their 

children also act as servants, when required. The resident murids 

include not only Kurds from all over Iraqi and Persian Kurdistan, 

but also a converted ex-christian (Assyrian), Turkomans from north-

eastern Iran, Arabs from Libanon and even an American convert to 

Islam who had been sent here by on Egyptian shaikh. Among them 

there ore a few elderly men who seem not to have any interest in 

mysticism but stay here mainly because of the security of living 

at the expense of the shaikh, without the risk of being thrown out. 

These murids spend their days reading the Koran, or just sitting 

and doing nothing. A considerable amount of time is spent in prayer, 

since they perform not only the obligatory number of rak'ohs, but 

also the not-obligatory-but-advised ones, each of which they perform 

without haste (unlike most common muslims, who rather hurriedly per-

form their prayers). After the prayers they say tesbihs, i.e. re-

cite short Arabic phrases as "Allahu akbar", "istaghfirullah","al-

hamdulillah'', 33 times each (or a multiple of that number), count-
. h h 81 ing t em on t e rosary • 

There is a khatma here twice every day, at dawn and after sunset. 

Most of the resident sofis and some of the temporary visitors attend. 
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Most common villagers come to the khanaqa-mosque for ordinary prayers 

only, and do not participate in the khatmas. 

The resident murids do not receive any extra attention from the sheikh; 

there are no special hours of spiritual instruction, as with other 

sheikhs (the American murid complained that the sheikh spent all his 

time receiving visitors who just came to kiss his hand; none of the 

oriental murids complained, however). Just being near the sheikh, 

experien~ing his spiritual presence in the rabita, and regularly 

exchanging a few words with him should apparently be enough. 

The resident mullas instruct the students in Arabic and f iqh (islamic 

jurisprudence). They also have to answer visitors' questions of 

doctrine, and lead the khatma and the communal prayers. One of them 

acts as the sheikh's secretary. 

Every day many visitors come to DurO: in summer some 5 to 10 a day, 

in winter sometimes as many as 30 or 40. Most come for their period-

ical ziyaret (visit), some for a special reason, such as asking for 

counsel, for a cure for a sick person, or f~r a protective amulet. 

A visit to the sheikh may be a time-consuming affair. Usually many 

people are waiting to be admitted into the sheikh's presence, jostling 

each other. One of the sheikh's bodyguards leaves them in, two or 

three at a time, during audience hours only. The shaikh takes his 

time: people have often to wait an entire day before they at last 

can see the shaikh and kiss his hand. Rich or influential persons 

are admitted before the others. Before a visitor can leave the vil-

lage again he hos to ask his leave from the shaikh, which means that 

he has to wait again until he is received in audience. And then 

the shaikh may simply refuse him permission to go. 

I met persons who had been waiting to go for five days. They had 

urgent work to do in their fields, and everyday they asked the shaikh 

permission to leave. Everyday he refused because, he said, it would 

be better if they stayed another day. I suspected that the sheikh 

did this to teach them equanimity, but started to doubt my supposition 

when I discovered that he never let rich and influential people wait 

so long - but maybe that is because these people would otherwise go 
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without permission? One day a high government official was flown 

in by helicopter from Sine. All poor visitors were sent for a walk 
and the official was immediately received in audience, after which 

he left at once. 

Two times the shaikh allowed me to sit next to him during his au-

dience hours. Here too, a clear status distinction was observed: 

common people remained standing in front of the shaikh, the rich 

and influential were invited to sit down. One of the bodyguards 

let the visitors in and out. The shaikh chatted friendly and un-

hurriedly with them - most were quite nervous and had to be put at 

ease. He asked them who they were, whose relative they were, how 

they made a living, how the harvest had been, and inquired after 

the well-being of other people from the same village. When the 

visitors came for no special reason but just brought a courtesy 

visit, the communic~tion remained limited to this small talk. If 

the visitor wished, the shaikh gave him an amulet from a pile beside 

him: a piece of paper with a prayer or a few ayyats from the Koran 

in his own handwriting (so that the effectiveness of the text itself 

was supplemented with the sheikh's keramet). Everyone also received 

a handful of sweets brom a big bag: a servant pas$ed them into the 

hands of the shaikh, ~ho then gave them to the visitor: thus they 

·carry the sheikh's bereket (blessing). On leaving, the visitors 

kissed the sheikh's hand, and most slipped some money into his pocket. 

Many visitors brought a sick person with them. The shaikh first 

inquired "where it hurts" and took a long and quiet look at the sick -

without touching him, he just stared intensely at him, and reflected. 

When he had made up his mind he gave some herbs, simple drugs, band-

ages, etc. If the disease seemed serious he gave a note for a doctor 

in town who would help without asking payment. In cases he thought 

psychosomatic he gave the sick only a handful of the above-mentioned 

sweets. When I asked him how he made a diagnosis he answered that 

he had learned traditional medicine from his father, and that h~ 

received divine inspiration on how best to help these people. 
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The amulets are of several kinds. There are amulets to protect 

children from falling and from similar petty dangers, amulets to 

cure barrenness etc. They are all simply pieces of paper with a 

relevant quotation from the Koran. People usually sew them into 

a piece of cloth which they then attach to their clothing. One day 

I saw the shaikh prepare a rather special amulet of a famous type: 

a gulebend ("bullet-stopper"). $ex Osman is one of the very few 

shaikhs (maybe the only one remaining) who are said to have the ability 

(and required holiness) to make these useful prophylactics against 

bullets and explosives82 • The man who had asked for it was a Kurd 

from Iraq, teacher in a village that was regularly bombed (this was 

during the 1974-75 war). The amulet consisted of a long text, con-

jurations and Koran verses. The shaikh put it between two squares 

of cardboard, wrapped it in cottonwool, and had it sown in cloth. 

He told the man to tie it to his upper arm and keep it under the 

armpit, but turn it up as soon as there was danger. 

$ex Osmon has a great reputation for curing the mentally deranged. 

Several were brought to him during my stay. They stayed for some 

days, and I have to admit that in their outward behaviour they showed 

a remarkable progress in these few days. 

A description of $ex Osman's milieu is incomplete without all the 

tales of his holiness and extraordinary feats. I shall limit myself 

to the two that I find personally most interesting. 

A mulla of Sine who had but a vague acquaintance with the 
shaikh saw in a dream the prophet Muhammad (dreams of Muhammad, 
Fatima and Ali ore rather common among the pious sections 
of the islamic population; they are interpreted as real ap-
paritions of these holy persons). The prophet adhorted him 
to visit $ex Osmon mo lie frequently, "for he is my beloved 
(habibi), remember that". The mullo at first did not pay 
much attention to the dream. A few days later it repeated 
itself in identical form. The mullo then travelled to DurO 
the next morning, where he related his dreams to whoever 
would listen (my informant claimed to have heard the story 
from the mullo himself). 

The following is a miracle story that is also an interesting 
comment on how the Shah of Iran is seen by his subjects. 
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It was told to me by a pedlar with whom I travelled north 
from DurO. He was extremely sceptical about shaikhs in 
general ("frauds and exploiters", he called them) but full 
of praise for $ex Osman. Three years before, he told me, 
the shaikh had been invited in audience with the shah (this 
is true, I could check it). In the audience room, he con-
tinued, the chairs for the shah's visitors are all "electrical", 
so that if any of them would try to harm the shah, the latter 
can immediately electrocute him by pushing a button on his 
arm-rest (!) The shaikh wanted to show to the Shah whom he 
had in front of him, and by applying his miraculous powers 
to his seat switched off electricity in the whole town of 
Tehran. Whatever technicians tried, they did not succeed 
in finding the cause of the black-out and repairing it. 
When all had failed - several hours had meanwhile passed -
the shaikh smiled to the Shah, said something appropriate 
on man's powers and God's, and restored light to Tehran. 
Since that time the Shah knows that ~ex Osman is the great-
est saint alive, and pays him a visit every year. 
Later I heard from residents of Tehran that there had, in 
fact, been an unexplained black-out in that town three years 
previously; it was generally ascribed to sabotage. Since 
it coincided more or less with the shaikh's audience with 
the shah, some murids apparently made a connection between 
the two events, whence this nearly classic tale of confron-
tation of the powers of the world with those of God found 
its formulation. 

$ex Sa.tda 

Another great sheikh was $ex Sa.tda of Cezire (Cizre), who died in 

1971. I spent some time with his son NOrullah, who taught me to 

live as a muslim. Wherever I met Kurds from Turkey or Syria, I 

found that they knew and generally respected $ex Saida. Only young 

and politically progressive nationalists considered him a traitor 

and one of the evil powers that kept and keep Kurdistan backward. 

The shaikh had always kept aloof from the nationalist movement and 

revolts; he is even said to have informed Turkish authorities about 

nationalists active in the area. When AtatUrk closed the tekiyes 

and persecuted many shaikhs for their connections with the Kurdish 

nationalist or with anti-secular revotls, $ex Saida was always left 

in peace. He even received a robe of honour from AtatUrk (so people 

say). Thus he could increase his influence, at the expense of other 

shaikhs. His tekiye too was closed, but he continued to hold khatmas 
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covertly in a mosque. A medrese under his leadership could continue 

to function, although elsewhere these centres of traditional religious 

learning were closed. Nowadays this medrese still functions. It 

is part of the semi-clandestine network of the reactionary religious 

org~nization of the nurcus; through this medrese I came into contact 

with some fanatical muslim activists (see below, section IV. q). 

The christians (mainly jacobites) of the area were not exactly happy 

with ~ex Saida. He was a strong anti-christian propagandist, and 

a main contributor to the tenseness of the relations between muslims 

and christians in the area. Christians are physically attacked by 

(Kurdish) muslims. Midyat (half-way between Cizre and Mardin) is 

an originally christian town, consisting of two separate agglomera-

tions; there is a continuing influx of muslims from the countryside, 

and the christians have already been forced to evacuate one of the 

city halves. They warned me, not to go to Cizre, because christians, 

even European ones, ore in danger of life there (a gross exaggera-

tion, but illustrative of the fear under which the christians live 

here; they cannot count on protection by the government). By now, 

the vast majority of the christians that used to live here have left; 

not as a consequence of the brutal liquidation policy of the Young 

Turks (against which they managed to defend themselves), but of more 

subtle methods to make their lives unbearable. The town of Hazax 

(new name: Idil; between Midyat and Cizre) hos a heroic fame: during 

the persecutions arid massacres of christians, the jacobites of the 

area had entrenched themselves here and def ended the town for years, 

until the end of the World War and the Turkish War of Independence. 

Now the town has been islamicized by a clever and peaceful policy 

of ~ex Saida. He hod a mosque built in this 100% christian town. 

The mosque attracted people from the villages around, who settled 

near it - the association of this mosque with the holy ~ex Soida 

exercised a strong pull. Also members of nomadic tribes who settled 

chose this place. The government also ployed its role: the christians 

were.not allowed to resist this muslim invasion, that would have 

been "undemocratic" and and "discriminatory11
• There is a muslim 
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majority in this town now; many christians have left, some were con-

verted to Islam. The believers all consider this an excellent ex-

ample of jihad ("holy war", for the protection or propagation of 

Islam), and its success contributed to the shaikh's reputation. 

Beside being a hero of the faith the shaikh had other qualities which 

made him holy in the eyes of his followers: "He was not like other 

people of this world: in winter he would bathe outside, in a tub 

of ice-wateri and in the oppressively hot summer he would sometimes 

light a stove in his room". "He was lost in contemplation for days 

on end, nothing could ~ake him up from it, only for the daily prayers 

would he interrupt this contemplation, to return to it immediately 

after. 11 The miracles he performed are innumerable, they vary f ram 

the banal to the most fantastic. When one of his old murids was 

caught smuggling a small amount of tobacco across the border,the 

shaikh changed the tobacco miraculously into sawer (broken.wheat), 

so that the murid went free. 

Most miracles that are told about the shaikh involve clairvoyance. 

One of his pupils told me the following story: 

When I was in military service, and had still another year 
to serve, I came to Cizre on a week's leave. Before going 
back, I paid a visit to the sheikh. He said "you have an-
other six months to go, haven't you?" At that time I paid 
no attention to the old man's "mistake". The shaikh urgently 
requested me to make a phone-call from the first place where 
my bus would stop the next day; he did not say why. I did 
not understand this demand, but promised him. But in the 
first two places where I had to change buses I did not have 
time to call the sheikh. My third bus got into an accident. 
If I ha~ made the phone call to the sheikh I would not have 
been in this bus. I was brought to a hospital, from where 
I had someone call the shaikh. The shaikh himself was not 
at home, but had instructed a son to ask if I were unharmed! 
A doctor in the hospital who treated me asked if I were per-
haps a sheikh, for in .a dream he had seen a person dressed 
in white who had told him to go to the hospital and help me. 
I stayed in the hospital for some months, had a re-examina-
tion by a military doctor, and after some delays I could 
leave military service, exactly six months after the accident!" 

I heard more stories of this kind, most of which obviously were embel-

lished but must hove some basis of truth. The sheikh was probably 
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a real clairvoyant, but pious imagination has exaggerated his powers 

out of all proportion. 

IV. o Messianism 

Long before people rise in revolt against a state of affairs that 

they experience as oppressive or exploitati~e, protest against it 

is expressed symbolically, e.g. in myths, folk-tales, jokes, and 

the like. Wertheim (1971) called such cultural elements "counterpoints"; 

they form an undercurrent that runs counter to the dominant system 

of values. Some of these counterpoints have a greater potential than 

others of leading ultimdtely to collective action by the exploited 

segments of society. Especially potent are the (religious) expecta-

tions of a millennium, an utopian state, to be brought about by the 

collective. action of believers, usually led by a messiah-like figure. 

In many cases, messianistic movements can be interpreted as proto-

1 . 83 revo utionary • 
As protest movements wereoneof the focal points of my interest, I 

searched for messianistic/millenarian ideas and for the occurrence 

of past movements of a messianistic ~haracter. In an islamic con-

text one would expect messianism to be associated with the concept 

of the Mahdi (see p.253 ), and I started therefore by questioning 

people on this and related concepts. To my surprise relatively few 

people knew at all what the Mahdi is, and even fewer had concrete 

ideas as to when the Mahdi would ~rrive and what the millennium would 

be like. Nevertheless, during the past century several mahdist re-

volts have occurred in Kurdistan - as I discovered later from the 

literature. The role of Mahdi was in all these cases played by 

sheikhs (see below). Only much later did I become aware that also 

a number of movements of which the leader was never called Mahdi 

had distinctly messianistic aspects. For instance, the weird be-

haviour of the Heqqe sect, with its reversal of norms and values, 

recalls some other messianistic movements. The new leader of this 

sect established an "utopian" community in his village, where every-
thing is shared collectively, even women. My informants called the 
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village a "kolkhoz", and were fascinated by the free sexual relations 

said to exist there. (For more information on this sect, see the 

Appendix, notes to Table I, nr 4). Early nationalistic movements 

also hod apparently messionistic/millenorian characteristics. Par-

ticipants believed they could establish a new, better society simply 

by a massive rising, in obedience to the leader (a shoikh, again); 

it was expected to come about by a great onslaught, and the partici-

pants did therefore not (or little) engage in strategic considera-

tions and long-term planning. The movements were usuclly clothed 

with religious phraseology. These movements all hod in common that 

they were reactions against western penetration onci the challenging 

of traditional values. Probably the most important 19th century 

(proto-) nationalist movement was led by $ex Ubeydulloh, of Nehrt's 

famous family of shaikhly seyyids (see Appendix, Table II). 
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In 1880, $ex Ubeydulloh led many tribes of central Kurdistan 
in a large revolt84, directed at first against the Persian 
government and intending the establishment of on independent 
state. The outbreak of this revolt was stimulated by in-
ternational developments that seemed to make a Kurdish state 
feasible. In the Turkish-Russian war of 1877-1878 the Ottoman 
empire hod proved itself very weak. It was forced to accept 
a special defense treaty with Britain, which was to assist 
the Ottomans against further incursions by the Russians and 
also to protect the Sultan's christion subjects in the Asian 
provinces. Many of those christians lived in Kurdistan. 
In Hekart $ex Ubeydullah and the Mar Shimun (the religious 
and political leader of the Nestorians) exercised a sort 
of dual rule without much control by the Ottoman government. 
After the British-Ottoman defense treaty became known, the 
shaikh tried to enlist support from the British (through 
the Mar Shimun, Armenian clergymen and American missionaries 
at Urumiye) in order to achieve full independence for a 
Kurdish state under his leadership. He was pressed to do 
so by an acute awareness among the Kurds of neglect and 
national oppression in both the Ottoman and the Persian 
empires - to which the American missionaries of that time 
attest. On both sides of the Persian-Ottoman border the 
shaikh was the most respected (and obeyed) Kurdish leader, 
the natural embodimeht of Kurdish nationalist aspirations. 
Tactical considerations made him decide to act against Persia 
first: it seemed weaker than the Ottoman empire, and the 
government of the latter seemed willing to support him in 
such a venture. The Ottomans did not want to alienate the 
shaikh, whose services they considered they might need against 
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Armenian separatist aspirations. The establishment of a 
semi-autonomous Kurdish state on formerly Persian territory, 
but under the suzerainty of the Sultan, was probably what 
Istanbul envisaged when it offered Ubeydullah help. 
visaged when it offered Ubeydullah help. 
In October 1880 the shaikh sent his tribal troups (among 
whom also the very bellicose Nestorians of Hekari) across 
the Persian border. Tribes of Persian Kurdistan (Mame~, 
Me~gOr, Zerza, Gewrik, Bane, Herki/Begzade) immediately joined 
them. A 15,000 strong army under the shaikh's son Ebdulqadir 
took the town of SaOcbulaq (Mehabad). The shaikh himself 
with another 8,000 laid siege to Urumiye (Rezayeh). 
The ~unni) clergy of Mehabad had private interests to press, 
and issued a fetva to the effect that the revolt was a jihad 
("holy war") against shiism. The neighbouring town of Mianduab 
(inhabited by shiite Azeri Turks) was attacked, and. 3,000 
inhabitants killed. The American missionary Cochran (at 
Urumiye) persuaded Ubeydullah to postpon~ the attack on 
Urumiye, which gave Persian troops the time to arrive from 
Tabriz and attack the Kurds unawares. The shaikh's men were 
dispersed over a wide area. A part of them were already on 
the march to Tabriz, which they intended to take, when they 
were faced with sup~rior Persian military units (mainly Azeri 
Turks and Khamseh tribesmen of Fars). Soon (in November) 
the Kurdish troops were put to flight, and in December the 
shaikh was back in Turkey again. The Azeris took revenge 
on the local sunni Kurds then. Thousands of families escaped 
with the shaikh's retreating men into Turkey; many more were 
massacred and their villages burnt. 
Through the intermediary of Russia and Great Britain, Persia 
put pressure on the Ottomans to punish the leaders of the 
rebellion. Using the time-honoured method of inciting tribal 
strife, sending other tribes against the shaikh, these could 
arrest Ubeydullah and his relatives. They were first brought 
to Istanbul, later sent into exile to Mekka, where the shaikh 
died in 1883. . 

An instance where messianistic ideas and nationalism are more 

obviously connected is the shaikhs of Barzan. Nearly all shaikhs 

of this family had a prophetic, messiah-like, even semi-divine re-

putation among their followers. Their village, Barzan, had always 

been a sort of utopian society. Refugees, whether christian or muslim, 

were always welcome there; this contributed to its becoming a centre 

of Kurdish nationalism. The land of the village used to be considered 

collective property. Two of the shaikhs were actually called Mahdi 

(Messiah) by their followers: Ebdusselam I and his son Mihemed (see 

Appendix, notes to Table II). The former, in a turbulent period of 
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tribal wars and armed conflict with ~ex Ubeydullah of Nehrt, was 

acclaimed Mahdi by his enthusiastic followers, who invited him to 

march with them to Istanbul and take the position of Caliph from the 

Ottoman sultan. When he refused, they beat him up severely, and 

according to some accounts even killed him by throwing him out of 

a window, with the argument that, if he were really the Mahdi he 

would be able to fly and thus save his skin. 

His young son Mihemed, diplomatically, went to the powerful rival 

$ex Ubeydullah of Nehrt and requested from him the ijaza to teach 

th~ tariqa. The friendly relations thus re-established between the 

two leading families of sheikhs in this area proved very prof itcible 

to $8x Mihemed when $ex Ubeydullah was captured and exiled after his 

great revolt of 1880: all tribes now looked on Mihemed as their 

sole religious authority. Again, enthusiastic followers acclaimed 
their shaikh the Mahdi. Precise information on the circumstances 

of this movement are lacking: there must be a close connection 
with $ex Ubeydullah's revolt, in which many of Mihemed's present 

followers had participated. The best source is Nikitine (19250), 

whose Kurdish teacher, a former secretary of $ex Mihemed Sidtq of 

Nehrt, told him the history of the family of Barzan (a clearly biased 

report). I reproduce here sections from Nikitine's paraphrase 

of this account: 
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" ••• Then $ex Mihemed's disciples started again calling him 
the Mahdi, under the pretext that, according to the hadith, 
the name of the Mahdi should also be Muhammad, and thus (so 
they said), "our shaikh is a true Mahdi". They started to 
buy arms. It is well known that, of all tribes of Kurdistan, 
the Z!bari, $1rvani and MizOr! are the most savage. They 
provided $ex Mihemed with devoted troops, numbering over 
5,000 men. When they had all gathered, they declared that 
nobody would be able to resist them. "We shall go to Mosul 
and take that place; from there we shall march on Damascus 
and from Damascus we shall attack Istanbul;we shall catch 
that good-for-nothing Hamid (Sultan Abdulhamid) by his leg 
and throw him from the throne, and we shall put His Holiness 
the Mahdi in his place. He must take the place of the Prophet's 
representative." 
When the "ulama" of all these tribes got the air of these 
plans, they said: "Stop it! This is impossible; the govern-
ment will annihilate you." The murids replied that certainly 
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these mullos were "kofirs" (unbelievers), renegades ••• " 
Nikitine's informant continued with a description of the 
punishments they .meted out to these mullas. After a few 
exemplary and cruel executions all the other mullos escaped 
to the nearest towns, where they went in hiding. " ••• The 
Mahdi's troops then split up in two columns, one took the 
rood of Aqro, the other that of Riwondiz. Both marched oh 
Mosul. They arrested the qoimmaqams (governors) of Aqra 
and Riwondiz, gave them a sound beating and destroyed their 
houses. Intelligence of these events reached Mosul, where 
Salih Zeki Pasha was then vali ••• " This vali, an intelligent 
man, decided to avoid armed clashes with the shaikh, and 
to subdue the movement by a ruse. When the sheikh's troops 
approached Mosul the vali rode out and told them that for 
some time he and his garrison had been awaiting the coming 
~f the Mahdi. He declared his and their willingness to place 
themselves under the Mahdi's orders and march against Abdulhamid. 
He invited the shoikh to stay in his own house. The sheikh's 
troops, if divided into thre~ groups, could be loged in the 
barracks. The naive shaikh and his followers gladly accepted 
this respectful offer - with predictable results. The 
shaikh and his aides, who had been imprisoned in a high build-
ing on the Tigris, could escape by letting themselves down 
on their long cummerbands and swimming to freedom, for "the 
people of Barzan swim better than fish and do not fear water". 
The title of Mahdi, however, was discarded from now on. 
(Nikitine 1925a: 150/1). 

Though we do not know with certainty, it seems that one of the main 

external causes for this movement was the defeat and capture of ~@x 

Ubeydullah at the hands of Persian and Turkish troops. The Ottoman 

administration was clearly perceived as the power of evil against 

which the Mahdi had to struggle. The fact that the Ottoman Sultans 

hod in reality usurped the title of Caliph provided a nice extra 

argument. However, in order to acquire an insight in the genesis 

of ~uch messianistic movements we need more informati6n than is now 

available about local circumstances of the time, more precise data 

as to who these enthusiastic disciples of the shaikh were, etc. 

Also the def eat of the Ottoman empire and the occupation of southern 

Kurdistan by the British seems to have triggered off what resembles 

a messionistic movement. The British political officer Edmonds noted 

it in passing: 

"At this time (1920) an active missionary campaign was being 
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conducted by the Oadiri sheikhs in most parts of Sulamania 
liwa (province); it was quite common in any village after 
dark to hear the rapid padding of some convert racing about 
between the houses shouting the words of the zikr like one 
possessed, and several cases came to my notice of hardened 
scoundrels who suddenl made declarations of re entance and 
turned into model citizens". dmonds 1957: 237; underlining 
mine). 

Similarly, the rapid socio-political changes in the young republic 

of Turkey created much uncertainty, especially among the religiously-

minded, uneducated peasantry. AtatUrk was called several times the 

Dajjal by shaikhs, because of his secularist reforms. The obvious 

implication was that the shaikh himself was the Mahdi - as some ex-

plicitly claimed. In some cases, this led to a popular movement with 

strongly messianistic traits. Again, the information is scanty. 

I translate an (unsympathetic) account of one such revolt in Turkish 

Kurdistan: 

"In 1935 a certain Xalid from the village of Kayintar in 
the district Be~iri of Siirt province proclaimed himself 
a Naqshbandi sheikh (sic!). In december 1935 $ex Xalid, 
who sent his murids to the district Eruh and its environs, 
wanted the people to accept him as the Mahdi. $ex Xalid's 
men got involved in a popul6r rising, and started shedding 
blood. When $ex Xalid and his men were dispersed and pun-
ished by the government his place was taken by his son $ex 
Qudus. $ex Qudus went into the mountains, and started prop-
aganda for shaikhdom and the orders. As a result of heavy 
persecution by the government $ex Qudus fled to Syria; here-
with the incidents reached an end." (dr. ~. Ozek, TUrkiye'de 
gerici akimlar ("Reactionary Currents in Turkey"),. Istanbul, 
1968: 160) 

The only rising with messianistic elements about which I have been 

able to collect more detailed information is the nationalist revolt 

led by $ex Seid in Turkish Kurdistan in 1925. On the one hand, some 

elements in that movement remind of $ex Xalid's: on the other hand, 

there were also elements in it that distinguish it from the latter 

and make it into a more purely political movement. $ex Seid's revolt 

is discussed in the next chapter" 
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IV. p Loss of influence of the sheikhs 

The most important single action that damaged the sheikhs' power 

and influence was AtatUrk's closure of the tekiyes in 1926 and his 

persecution of sheikhs - both direct reactions to Kurdish national-

ist and reactionary movements as described above, which seriously 

threatened AtatUrk's project of welding Turkey into a coherent and 

secular state. The measure was applied with AtatUrk's customary 

drive. As early as March 1926 a British consul wrote: "Tekkies 

and zavies, being hotbeds· of curruption, ignorance and superstition, 

are being demolished, shaikhs have been so exterminated that the 
85 very word is a term of reproach'' • Quite a few sheikhs were executed 

(first of all ~@x Se!d and his collaborators; later also others who 

had no direct relations with the revolts), others were exiled, i.e. 

forced to live outside Kurdistan under permanent supervision. Many 

other shaikhs fled across the Syrian and Iraqi borders. To all ap-

pearances, the influence of the orders was soon reduced to virtually 

nothing. But covertly, their activity continued, as became apparent 

in the 1950's when the Democratic Party government allowed religious 

sentiment open expression again. Several shaikhs now again came 

to play~ role in Turkey's politics under the banner of this party, 

which even allowed them to appeal (be it covertly, and very moderately) 

to Kurdish national sentiment86• A military coup, led by kemalist 

officers, made an end to D.P. rule (May 27, 1960), and temporarily 

the shaikhs had to keep a low profile again. Gradually improving 

education and freer political discussion drew many young people de-

finitively away from the shaikhs' orbits. But still, in 1965 and 

subsequent election years shoikhs and relatives of shaikhs managed 

to be elected into parliament, not because they represent certain 

political ideas, but simply because they are among the best known 

and most influential persons of their provinces. And although "modern-

ization" and the crystallization of class contradictions make religion 

lose ever more influence among both the bourgeoisie and the proletariat, 

revivalist movements (see next section) are still gaining influence 

among other segments of the population, especially the small-town 
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petty bourgeoisie and the peasantry. Some shaikhs clearly profit 

from this latter development. 

On the whole, though, shaikhs play a less prominent role in Turkish 

Kurdistan than half a century before. They are fewer, and have less 

direct influence. I met several persons whose father had been a 

practising shaikh, but who had not succeeded to his function (nor 

had anyone else). They still had a religious function, but a much 

less important one: that of village mulla - often with a salary 

paid by the state. 

In Syria, sheikhs were never persecuted. Because they were not forced 

to go underground, it is easier to trace their loss of influence 

there. It appears that, until the 1950's their influence remained 

virtually unimpaired. According to some of my informants, as a 

result of the influx of many sheikhs from Turkey, the grip of religi9n 

on people even increased: the Kurds became more pious and bigoted 

than they had been before the 1920's. The economic and political 

developments of the late 1950's and the 1960's, however, brought rapid 

change. Roads were constructed, and many schools were built. Tractors 

changed the production relations in agriculture, while in the towns 

it became possible to find some (not much yet} work in the "modern" 

sector. Radios became available, and with them the voice of Nasser 

reached every village (Syria had joined the United Arab Republic 

in 1958). Nasser, who'strongly stressed Arab nationalism instead 

of islamic solidarity, indirectly also strengthened Kurdish nationalist 

feeling. Due to the radio people were also rather well informed 

about the Kurdish war in Iraq that started in 1961~ During the fol-

lowing Years more and more people started stressing th~ir Kurdish 

rather than their muslim or Syrian identity. Religion rapidly lost 

its grip on the young. Most sheikhs here had always opposed Kurdish 

nationalism. These now paid the price for this as wall as for their 

allowing (or even stimulating) superstitions: they are being con-

demned as reactionary enemies to the scientific world-view and as 

traitors to the Kurdish case alike. Their consequent loss of fol-

lowing was dramatic. 
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In the 1930's the small town of AmOde counted between 30 
and 50 shaikhs, each with his own followers. On Fridays 
they used to walk in procession to the main mosque in town, 
their murids following the, beating drums. During prayer 
in the mosque the shaikhs took the first row. T.he murids 
all took place behind their own shaikhs, so that the import-
ance of each shaikh could immediately be seen from the 
number and the quality (status) of his murids. 80 - 90% 
of the population were in that period murids of one shaikh 
or another. 
It was in this same town that the most active members of 
the Kurdish National League XoybOn (an organization of mainly 
intellecutals, founded in 1927) were forced to live by the 
French mandate authorities. The shaikhs made XoybOn's act-
ivities in town well nigh impossible by long fulminations 
against these nationalist freethinkers .("ew kafir in, kO~tina 
wan hilal e'', "those are unbelievers, killing them is per-
missible", someone summarized the gist of these tirades). 
Especially the Oadiri shaikhs (who all were seyyids, and 
thus Arabs) stressed that Islam knows only two nations: 
that of the believers and that of the unbelievers. Kurdish 
nationalism was - they said - a devilish plan tq divide the 
islamic nation. 
XoybOn never won the competition for popular loyalty. It 
was not through XoybOn's efforts, but as a result of the 
economic and (external) political developments sketched above, 
that the shaikhs lost loyalty. There are only two practising 
shaikhs left in AmOde, and their murids are not exactly the 
brightest of town. 

Not all followers of a shaikh have the same loyalty towards him. 

Those who are exploited economically by him, such as the peasants 

on his land, are a category apart. When these lose their veneration 

for the shaikh and their belief in his divine mission, the exploita-

tion is no longer perceived as justified, and they may even revolt. 

It seems that external stimuli are necessary to trigger a rising 
of the peasantry (as it is also external political de~elopments that 

cause the shaikhs to lose their influence). The following case is 
87 an example of such a revolt • 

In the late fifties the peasants of Bamerni, who had with-
out questioning paid their contributions to ~ex Behadin 
(who had died in the early 1950's), refused to let his son 
Mes'Od, who was less respected, continue to exploit them. 
~ex Behadin had, until his death, wielded a great influence 
even beyond Kurdistan88: the Iraqi monarch and the then 
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Prime Minister Nuri Said were among his disciples. The king 
had an airstrip made near the village in order to facilitate 
his visits to the shaikh. (The shaikh, incidentally, had 
an iron in more than one fire: when the monarchy was over-
thrown in 1958 by Oassem,one of the shaikh's relatives, Xalid 
Neq,bendi, was among the officers who had planned the coup 
and took control). 
The shaikh and part of his large family (some 200 persons), 
together with a number of murids,lived permanently in the 
village. Beside gifts, the shaikh's income derived mainly 
from 3 villages (Serseng, Kedi, and Bebet) where he owned 
all land (which was sharecropped by the villagers). In Bamerni 
itself the shaikh owned about half the land; the rest was 
the property of independent small-holders. It was this latter 
category that were to revolt against the shaikh and refused 
to comply with the unreasonable economic claims he made. 
The share-croppers of Bamerni and the three other villages 
never participated. 
After Behadin's death and the succession by his son Mes'Od 
protest rose on two issues: 
1. The airstrip. Money for its construction had be~n paid 
to the shaikh, but most of it remained in the family, and 
the amount paid as wages to the actual workers (villagers 
of Bamerni) was ridiculously low. The villagers demanded 
back payments from Mes'Od, and when he refused they went to 
court (in 1958, after the fall of the monarchy). 
2. Irrigation. The water in Bamerni is not sufficient for 
all the village lands. The shaikh always took care that 
his land was watered first, so that it was always the inde-
pendent small-holders who bore the entire burden of water-
shortage. They became increasingly vocal in their protests. 
The events that now followed were closely connected with 
the development of Kurdish nationalism in northern Iraq. 
In March 1959 the (nasserist) military commander of Mosul, 
Abd al-Wahhab Shawwaf, revolted against president Oassem. 
Many pro-Oassem Kurds, among whom peasants from Bamerni, 
went to Mosul and assisted loyal troops in putting down the 
revolt (at that time Oassem still kept promising the Kurds 
recognition of their national rights). 
Shortly after the return of the victors to Bamerni a group 
of young men, armed with sickles, axes, etc., attacked the 
shaikh's fortified quarters, loudly shouting abuses and in
sults. All of them belonged to the group of independent 
small-holders, some had been to Mosul. Elderly, pious pea-
sants tried to stop them. A shot fell, and everybody re-
turned to their houses. Some days later shots were fired 
at the shaikh, from a hill opposite the khanaqa. 
There had been signs of discontent before, and once even 
a few peasants had fought with a number of murids (both 
parties armed with sticks), but this was a serious escala-
tion. At an other occasion (also shortly after Shawwaf's 



revolt), peasants showed their contempt of the shaikh by 
playing the zOrne and dancing in front of the shaikh's 
castle (until that time, the zOrne had been banned from 
Bamerni; the shaikh had condemned it as a devilish instru-
ment). Clashes between peasants and the shaikh's men con-
tinued, and became more violent. By the end of 1959 (or 
early 1960) 2 peasants ~nd 3 murids had been killed. The 
government sent a large gendarmerie unit to restore order •. 
The shaikh did not feel safe, nevertheless, and took refuge 
in Mosul. 
After the conflict between the nationalist Kurds (led by 
Barzan! and the Democratic Party of Kurdistan) and the 
Oassem government had come into the open, many villagers 
joined Barzani's guerrillas, while $ex Mes'Od and his rel-
atives sided with the government (the old conflict between 
the shaikhs of Barzan and Bamerni may have influenced this 
alignment). Peasants of Bamerni now also attacked the gendarmes 
stationed in their village. A number of peasants were ar-
rested and sent to jail in Dehok, but the gendarme ultimately 
evacuated Bamerni. The sheikh, far away, had no means of 
exacting a share of the villages' crops. For the peasantry, 
the nationalist case thus coincided with their liberation 
from exploitation. Members of the shaikh's family, not 
unnaturally, actively joined pro-government troops, in the 
hope of re-gaining their lands. 

As (nearly) always and everywhere, it was not the most ex-
ploited and destitute peasantry who revolted, but the mid
dle peasantry, who had a certain degree of independence but 
also felt oppressed by the shaikh 88~They did not protest 
when $ex Behadtn still lived; he was respected, and appar-
ently deemed to merit the privileges he claimed. When he 
was succeeded by a less meriting son it was easier to ques-
tion the legitimacy of these claims. Protest grew into 
open revolt only after an external crisis in which the pea-
sants proved that they could play a decisive role in politics, 
even at the state level. 

One more thing should be noted on the shaikhs' loss of influence: 

it is especially noticeable in tl-e more de-tribalized areas (where 

ther~ are therefore fewer tribal conflicts) and in those places 

where the ·government (or the nationalist movement, as in Iraq) has 

sufficient authority to resolve conflicts. Where this is not the 

case (as in southeastern Turkey), shaikhs continue to exert power. 

This indicates how important the role of conflict-solver is for the 

shaikh's position. 
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IV. q Islamic revival: nurculuk 

Of the islamic revival movements one originated in Kurdistan and has 

a connection with the Naqshbandi order. A short note on it there-

fore concludes this chapter. It is generally called by its Turkish 

name "nurculuk" ("nurcu", as its adherents are called, means "follower 

of the (divine) light"). This movement became important after the 

second world war; it is now the most powerful current of traditionalist 

Islam in Turkey. Its founder was a man who called himself Seidi 

Kurdi ("Kurdish Seid), an extraordinary person in many respects. 

I have heard fervent opponents of nurculuk talk admiringly of his 

courage, honesty and respectable character. For his followers he 

is a great saint, who could be at different places simultaneously, . 

walk through closed doors etc., and who was the greatest living scholar 

and the most inspired· interpreter .of the Koran. 

Seid was born in 1873 in the village of NOrs, in the province Bitlis 

(T~rks therefore prefer to call him Sait Nursi), and received his 

early education in Xizan, with ~ex NOr Mihemed "(see Table V of the 

. Appendix). He became a mulla and was soon known all over Kurdistan 

as a very learned scholar. He was also a moderate Kurdish national-

ist. In 1907 he went to Istanbul to plead with Sultan Abdulhamid 

for the establishment of a university of Eastern Turkey (he was 

to pursue this project all his life). This university was to be a 

pendant of the famous al-Azhar mosque and university, and was to 

be built in Kurdistan. He also wanted the Sultan to open schools 

where education was in Kurdish, because Turkish schools were useless 

for most Kurdish children, who knew not a single word of T0rkish. 

In Istanbul he was in contact with the local Kurdish nationalists, 

and also played a leading role in an armed rising of reactionary 

religious elements against the Young Turks' rule89• In the Balkan 

War of 1911 and in the First World War he commanded militia troops, 

and distinguished himself by his bravery and by (reputedly) saving 

the lives of 1500 Armenians whom he was ordered to kill but sent 

across the Russian front lines into safety. Loter he was mode a 

prisoner of war by the Russians, escaped from Russia to Germany in 
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1918 and returned to Istanbul that same year. In the War of Inde-

pendence he took the side of Mustafa Kemal (AtatUrk), not of the 

Sultan-Caliph, probably because the latter was seen as a tool in 

the hands of the European powers. But soon he discovered Kemal's 

plans for the complete secularization and westernization of Turkey, 

and from then on he was permanently in opposition. After Kemal's 

suppression of the Kurdish revolts, and elimination by decree of 

anything Kurdish, he continued to call himself Seidi Kurdi, the only 

public person who dared to bear such a name. Like so many influential 

Kurds, he was exiled and several times imprisoned; In those years 

he wrote a huge series of pamphlets (some 135, it is said), which 

could be published after 1950 under the general name of Risale-i 

Nur ("Treatise on the (Divine) Light"; the name "nurcu".derives from 

this titl~ These pamphlets, written in an ugly, 19th-century Ottoman 

Turkish (which few people fully understand) pretend to give an in-

terpretation of the Koran that is appropriate to the 20th century. 

In fact, they are extremely traditionalist and propose a return to 

the pure and undiluted ~slam of ths Prophet's time. Because this 

means, among other things, abolition of the Constitution and re-

placing of present civil law with the sheriat, the basic ideas of 

nurculuk are inimical to the foundations of the Republic of Turkey, 

and the movement was therefore forced into illegality. Under Demo-

cratic Party rule (1.950-1960) religious conservatives and reaction-. 

cries were allowed more freedom of expression,. and the number of 

nurcus sharply increased. To this day however they remain semi-

illegally organized, so that their numbers are difficult to estimate. 

Many medreses (traditional-type schools), especially in Kurdisian, 

are centres of nurcu propaganda. Several Naqshbandi sheikhs, too, 

easily fit into this network; since the closure of the tekiyes in 

Turkey the tendency away from mysticism proper to a more legalistic, 

orthodox conception of Islam that is noticeable with this order 

elsewhere as we1190 , has become very apparent in Turkish Kurdistan. 

Because of Seidi Kurdi's personality - a highly commendable one 

according to Kurdish norms: high principles, courage, and "Kurd-
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ishness"- not only the bigoted, but many other traditionally-minded 
91 Kurds are attracted to nurculuk • But claims that Turkey counts 

4 million nurcus (on a total population of just over 40 million) 

are obviously exaggerations92• 

Nurculuk has never put forward a concise and succinct statement of 

its aims and program. These are apparently thought to be expressed 

sufficiently clearly in the Risale-i Nur. It stands for an extremely 

strict observance of religious rules, but for much more about which 

its spokesmen express themselves only in the vaguest of terms, be-

cause many of its political aims are contrary to the Constitution 

of Turkey. The nurcus whom I met had only vague and general ideas 

on the aims of the movement. Strict obedience to religious prescriptions 

and recommendations (all of which are taken literally) is what they 

always mention themselves. Equally striking are the political con-

sequences of that attitude: the movement resists all modernization 

and fights what it considers corruptions of Islam. It is extremely 

intolerant of less bigoted muslims and even preaches hatred of the 
. . d t. . l" t 93 

heterodox alevis. It is virulently anti-communist an an i-socia is , 

and also (but less violently) opposes western influences. Shaikhs 

may have joined this movement because it is directed precisely against 

those factors that weaken loyalties to the shaikhs. 

Appendix 

To supplement this chapter, I give family trees of the most impor-
tant shaikhly families of Kurdistan, showing also the important murshid-
khali fa relations existing between some of them, and short biographical 
notices on some of the shaikhs. 
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Notes to Table I: Branches of the Berzenci-f amily. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

This is the ancestor of the branch to which belongs Haj Seyyid 
Wafa SQlami, whose silsila is given in the text. 
Ehmedi Serdar received the Naqshbandi path from Mewlana Xalid 
and became himself a leading Naqshbandi shaikh. 
Haci Sex Osman was a distant relative of Qadri SOr, from whom 
he received the Naqshbandi ijaza. 
Sex Ebdulkerim (of SergelO), though continuing to call himself 
a Naqshbandi, introduced practices so different from the ordinary 
ones, that one might speak of a new tariqa or a sect. His 
followers are called Hegge. Several of their practices were 
equally repulsive to the surrounding orthodox muslims and to 
the British administration: men and women were seen bathing 
together in the water tank of the village mosque, taking even 
dogs with them into the water (the absolute peak of impurity!), 
a.nd similar things (see Edmonds 1957: 204-206 for a description). 
In 1944 his successor Mame Rizo was arrested and put in an intern-
ment camp in southern Iraq. Hundreds (according to Edmonds) 
or thousands (12,000, according to Mame Riza's cousin Eli Eskiri!) 
of peasant followers left their villages and started off to 
join their leader in his exile. This forced the authorities 
to bring the shaikh back to Kurdistan where they gave him house-
arrest at Silemani, so that his followers could easily come 
and visit him. 
Edmonds attributed Mame Riza's arrest to a simple administra-
tive blunder, but Eli Eskiri was anxious to point out that the 
reason was his cousin's aid to Mela Mistefa Barzani, who had 
just escaped from house arrest in Silemani and made his way 
back to Barzan, where he led a fresh rebellion against the 
government. Mame Rizo had sent 50 men to Barzan to assist Mela 
Mistefa. 
The Heqqe sect still exists; a khalifa of Mame Rizo, Home SOr, 
has usurped its leadership. His village is organized, my in-
formants soy, as a "kolkhoz". The land is worked collectively; 
everything, women included, is collective property. Home SOr 
himself is apparently the only one who is more equal than the 
others in this "egalitarian" society: he disposes of much money, 
and in spite of his 70 years still arrogates the ius primoe 
noctis of all the village girls, as people say. 
Eli Eskiri and his father are not sheikhs. Eli is a prominent 
nationalist politician and guerrilla leader. He is at present 
(1977) the most important leader of the guerrilla war that is 
being waged against the Iraqi government. 
Ehmedi Xaneqa was in the 1920's the leading Kurdish personality 
of the town of KirkOk, and (together with the Talebanis) his 
relative Sex MehmOd's main rival for power in southern Kurdistan. 
In 1923 he was heavily involved in pro-Turkish propaganda among 

.the Kurds, probably because the British hod brought bock his 
rival Sex MehmOd as their asset against Turkey. His arrest 
(by Edmonds himself) effectively checked Turkish influence in 
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Mewlana Xalid 

Table I Branches of the Ber.zenci family mentioned in the text 

Seyyid Isa 
I 
I 
I 

Baba Resill "Gewre" 

- -- --,-·--
Ebdussamed Baba Eli (many other sons, from whom 

of Serge1il of Wenderene branches as far as India and 
I I Medina descend) 

Haci $ex Yusilf Mihemed of Node 
I 

Eli Ismail Eli Qose Dolpembe Ehmedi Xez'i 
1 I ( 1) I 

Yusuf Ebdulkerim Mistefa 

~ 
I I I · ~ Osman Seracdin 

Sileman Huseyn Me 'rilfe Node(8) ~r::;;,'{)' (Table III) 
I I · I 0'<> 

Ehmedi Serdar(2) Huseyn "Buye xo~" Kak Ehmed(9) ~'{)'<>; 

~ Qadri Sur Ebdul~erim II Mihlmed ~ $ex Ba b~a-S_e_i_d~ 
/ I I "Pi9kol" (11) 

0 Huseyn Ebdulqadir 8 id M 1-~r ~ N ·d· sman I f Kr. i e ne .1:u ecme in 
( 3 ) o 1 P9 ne I I I 

Ehmedi Xaneqa( 6 ) Ebdul~erim III Mehmud(10)=Ey~e(~) Hesen 

Haci $ex 

I 
Haci $ex Riza C1) I 

Re'uf Baba Eli Letif Necmedin II 

/~-...-----, 
Haci $ex Ebdulkerim 
Mistefa _,,,, I 

Mame Riza 
(4) 

Eli Eskiri 
(5) 

Arrows indicate transmission of the tariqa (initiation and/or 
succession), straight lines genealogical links 

N 
'tj-
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the province of KirkOk (see Edmonds 1957, passim). 
(7) $ex Ebdulkerim of Krip~ine (Iraq) is at present maybe the most 

influential Qadiri shaikh in Kurdistan: he has many khalifas 
in Iraq and Iran - I visited them at Mehabad, Bane and Sine. 
During the last period of th~ Kurdish war in Iraq (since 1966, 
if I am well informed) he sided with the government.against 
Barzani. 

(8) Ma'rOf of Node was the leading Berzenci shaikh at Silimani 
when Rich visited that town (1820). He conspired with the ulama 
against Mewlana Xalid. Since the latter's departure from Silimani 
(note 44) his descendants remained 'undisputed as the major re-
ligious and (after the fall of the Saban emirate) political 
leaders of the town and its surroundings. 

(9) Kok Ehmed acquired great fame as a miracle-worker. In spite 
of his antagonistic relations with Mewlana Xalid (according 
to some Naqshbandis he even attempted to assassinate this saint 
at the instigation of his father), he later established cordial 
relations with Xalid's main suc~essor, $ix Osman of Biyare. 
These two shaikhs initiated each other· in their respective paths 
(Edmonds 1957: 74-78). . 

(10) On $ix MehmOd, who proclaimed himself King of Kurdistan, see 
p. 278/9 and the literature mentioned in note 35. 

(11) $ex Baba Seid was either a descendant of Kok Ehmed or a more 
distant relative who had a spiritual link with him. He came 
from Iraq and established himself in the village Xewsabad.near 
Mehabad (Persian Kurdistan). The name of the village suggests 
that he too had the reputation of being the ghawth. 
Lehmann-Haupt met him in Mehabad in 1898, and wrote that he 
had some 8,000 followers. From christian missionaries in Urmiya 
(Rezaye) Lehmann-Haupt heard that the shaikh and his immediate 
relatives had accepted Christianity and had been baptized secretly -
although outwardly they remained muslims and continued to practice 
the Qadiri tariqa (Lehmann-Haupt vol I: 232, 272). But the 
villages over which the shaikh had control were freely accessible 
for the missionaries, and later - after being much pressed by 
the missionaries - the shaikh made his conversion public. During 
the First World War Mehabad was invaded by Turkish troops. 
When these heard of the shaikh's conversion they demanded that 
he revoke it, and when he refused, hanged him. His brother 
Necmeddin succeeded him. (After Rev. F.G. Coan, Yesterday in 
Persia and Kurdistan. The passage on $ex Baba is quoted in the 
Bulletin mensuel du centre d'~tudes Kurdes (P~ris}, 1950 nr. 10: 
p 6-7). 
The latter's son Hesen recently died and was succeeded by a son, 
Necmedin II, who still resides at Xewsabad. The followers of 
the family are mainly from the Mame, tribe; most members of this 
tribe pay regular· visits to Xewsabad. I met a brother of the 
present shaikh at Mehabad where there is a khanaqa of followers 
of Xewsabad which I visited several times. The meetings of 
dervishes at this khanaqa are not significantly different from 
those elsewhere. No one at this khanaqa, nor anyone at the 
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Table II The Sadate Nehri and the shaikhs of Barzan. 

Mela Haci 

I 
Mela Saleh 

I 
I 

~~$ex Ebdullah(1) $ex Ehmed 

;(' ~--'-' ___, Mewlana Xalid I K-- I 
$ex Saleh s. Taha I 

"- I 

(only those branches that are mentioned in the text) 

~ (7) 

$ex Aiadin ~ $ex Ubey~ullah (2) ( ) 
$ex Ebdusselam I 8 

$ex Tacedin 
of IBarzan 

Mihemed Sidiq (3) S .Ebdulqadir I 
~---'-I __ $ex Mihemed 
I I I s. Taha II(5) s. Muslih S.$emsedin Ebdullah Mihemed ~ ·---------. 

Mihemed Sidiq Ebdullah Efendi $ex EbdJsselam II $ex ~hmed (10) Mela Mistefa(11) 
($ex "PU!fo") Gilani (6) (9) ~ 1 J. I 

$ex Osman _ 
s. Ebdulezb S. Ebdulqadir I I I I 

Ubeydullah Loqman Idris Mes'~d •.. 

( s. Seyyid) 
~ 
~ 
M 



other Qadiri khanaqa in town ever mentioned ~ex Baba's conversion 
to me. The shaikh has apparently been canonized again and his 
peculiarities been smoother over. There is even a street (or 
rather, an alley) that is named after him. 

Notes to Table II: The Sadate Nehri and the Barzani family 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

~ex Seyyid Ebdullah was Mewlana Xalid's instructor in the Oadiri 
tariqa; later he and his brothers received the Nawshbandi in-
itiation from his former murid. From that time on he and his 
successors were to practice the Naqshbandi tariqa only. Around 
that same time the family moved to Nehri, chief village of the 
~emdinan district, after which the family came to be called. 
The family had been residing .in central Kurdistan for several 
centuries: legend has i~ that they descend from a son of Abd 
al-Qadir Gilani, Abd al-Aziz, who had come from Baghdad to Aqra, 
and whose son Abu Bakr established himself at Hekari (Nikitine 
1956: 212). . 
Ubeydullah is the shaikh who led the large nationalist revolt 
described in the text (p. 328). 
It is not clear whether Mihemed Sidiq, Ubeydullah's successor, 
was also sent into exile after the revolt, and if so, when he 
returned. At any rate, at the beginning of the 20th century 
he was living at Nehri, and was considered the most influential 
shaikh of central Kurdistan (Dickson 1910: 370; Nikitine and 
Soane, passim). His power rivalry with the shaikh of Barzan, 
Ebdusselam II, caused a lot of unrest in the Oramar district 
(lying in between the two sheikhs' territories). He ruled 
directly over the sedentary Herki, the Girdi, the Zerza and 
the XOmarO tribes, together some 13,000 persons, and had influence 
in a much wider territory (Nikitine & Soane 1923: 77n). ~ex 
Mihemed Sidiq was the shrewd protagonist of the tale of Toto . 
and Suto (Nikitine & Soane 1923) who expertly exploited a rivalry 
between aghas and acquired power and possessions at their ex-
pense. 
After his death (in 1911) a short but intense struggle for suc-
cession eAsued between his son Seyyid Taha and his brother 
Ebdulqadir, in which the former won the upper hand. 
Seyyid Ebdulqadir was exiled to Mekka with his father, and could 
.not return to Istanbul until after the Young Turk revolution 
of 1908. That same year he was one of the founders of the first 
Kurdish political club, the KUrdistan Taali ve Terakki Cemiyeti 
(see Ch. V, section d). He played a role in nearly all Kurdish 
nationalist activities in lstanbul, became also a member of the 
(Ottoman) Senate and of the High Council. . 
In 1925, after the great revolt of ~ex Seid, - with which he 
probably had nothing to do - he and his son Ebdullah were executed. 
Seyyid Taha II, who had succeeded his father, was more a tribal 
leader and even a modern politician than a religious leader. 
After the outbreak of the First World War he went to Russia 
and tried to enlist support for the cause of an independent 
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(6) 

(7) 
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Kurdistan - under his own leadership, of course. After the 
October revolution he returned to Turkey, but he had to keep 
moving because of Turkish assassination designs. In 1919 he 
contacted the British occupation authorities of Iraq at Baghdad, 
and pressed for a united Kurdistan under British protection. 
When the British remained non-committal, he went to Iran, where 
he joined Ismail Axa "Simko", chief of the ~ikak tribe, who 
was in armed revolt against the Persian government. In October 
1922 he returned to Iraq and offered the British his services 
against the Turks (who were at that time making active propaganda 
in Iraqi Kurdistan and even had a military unit at Riwandiz, 
which the British had been forced to evacuate). The British 
realized this time that they needed the seyyid, who was a man 
of great influence in the district of Riwandiz, and owned land 
there. They appointed him as qaimmaqam (governor) of the pro-
vince. Due to Seyyid Taha's influence over the tribes the Turks 
could now be expelled, and British rule restored. Several years 
later (in 1932) Seyyid Taha accepted an invitation by Shah 
Reza of Iran to come to Tehran; he was poisoned there. 
~ex Ebdullah Efendi established himself (in 1941) in the village 
of Dize, in Mergiwer (Persian Kurdistan, territory of a settled 
section of the Herki tribe). Known as a wise and pious man, 
and a staunch nationalist, he enjoyed great prestige. Even 
today people speak of him as "the best-loved man of Kurdistan". 
He and his brother Mihemed Sidiq "controlled an immediate fol-
lowing cqrresponding to that of a medium-sized tribe (about 
8,000), but their influence reached farther afield" (Eagleton 
1963: 20). When (in 1945-46) preparations were made for the 
autonomous Kurdish republic of Mehabad (supported, even stimulated 
by the Soviet Union), a large number of tribal leaders chose 
him as the favourite person to become the leader of (northern) 
Persian Kurdistan. The Soviets ho~ever considered him a British 
agent and tried (successfully) to prevent his election as the 
President of the short-lived republic. 
Neither of this sons continues to hold the shaikhly mantle. 
Ebduleziz attended military academy at Baghdad and became a 
high officer in the Iraqi army (a marshall, according to some 
of my informants). Later he moved to Rezaye, where he quietly 
lives in town. Ebdulqadir lives in Dize, and is a common land-
lord. The village, once buzzing with life and commercial ac-
tivity (due to the great numbers of pilgrims-visitors) is now 
in a state of sorry decoy. 
About the earliest sheikhs of Borzon the information is rather 
partisan and contradictory, According to some sources (e.g. 
Damaluji, quoted by Jowideh 1969: 145) Tacdin was a khalifa 
of Mewlano Xolid himself, according to others of ~ex Seyyid 
Taha of Nehri. The most complete source I found does not call 
the first Barzani shaikh Tacdin, but Ebdurrehmon (Nikitine 1925a). 
Probably the two can be identified: the name Tacdin (Ar. Taj od-
Din, "Cro,wn of Religion") is an honori fie. According to the 
same source, Ebdusselam I is Ebdurrehman's younger brother, 



(8) 

: (9) 

(10) 

( 11) 

not his son. 
However that may be, Tacdin, after a period of religious ed-
ucation and spiritual instruction at Nehri, returned to his 
native village of Barzan, where he soon became a rallying point 
of the poor peasantry who were exploited by the Zibari aghas 
(see also p.292/3). These peasant followers of the shaikh, to-
gether with the many refugees from all over Kurdistan, who were 
always welcome at Barzan, ultimately formed a kind of tribe, 
with a very strong personal loyalty to the shaikh. 
Ebdusselam I, brother or son of Tacdin, had been appointed khalifa 
by S. Taha's brother ~ex Saleh (who had succeeded him), against 
the will of Tacdin. After the latter's death he acclaimed him-
self a shaikh, which caused him the enmity of ~ex Ubeydullah 
(who had meanwhile succeeded Saleh at Nehrt). Ubeydullah said 
that Ebdusselani and his disciples had be·come. mad and victims 
of the Satan; early this century the Barzanis were still com-
monly called "the madmen" (diwane). But Ubeydullah also sent 
tribal troops against Ebdusselam, because the latter's in-
fluence continued to increase. In spite of military defeats 
Ebdusselam's disciples even acclaimed their shaikh the Mahdi, 
and the poor man, probably afraid of new reprisals by Ubeydullah 
if this went on, went into hiding. His son Mihemed, who suci-
ceeded him, re-established cordial relations with Nehri by meek-
ly going to Ubeydullah and ask him for his instruction in 
the tariqa. Ubeydullah made him his khalifa. The alternation 
of harmonious and inimical relations between the two shaikhly 
houses was to continue, however. After Ubeydullah's capture 
and exile from Kurdistan, Mihemed too was acclaimed the Mahdi 
by his followers; the Mahdist revolt was summarily described 
in the text. 
Ebdusselam II is the shaikh who was involved in a perpetual power 
conflict with Mihemed Sidiq of Nehri (3) and Behadin of Bamerni. His 
relations with Seyyid Taha II (4) were quite cordial again, the latter 
even once took refuge in Barzan from persecution by the Ottomans. 
Several times Ebdusselam raised the banner of revolt against 
the (Ottoman) governor of Mosul province. In 1916 he was cap-
tured and hanged in Mosul. 
Ehmed Barzani, who succeeded his brother as the religious leader 
of the Barzan community, was well nigh permanently in revolt 
against British rule and the Iraqi monarchy that replaced it. 
Besides, he was in perpetual conflict with his neighbours the 
Zibari aghas and with ~ex Re~id Lol~n who had much influence 
over the Bradost tribe. These rivals accused him of horrible 
heterodoxies, such as allowing or even prescribing the drink-
ing of wine and the eating of pig-meat. 
His younger brother Mela Mistefa early distinguished himself 
as a leader of campaigns against the family's traditional local 
enemies and against government troops. In 1944 he led his own 
.first major revolt (in Barzan, after escape from Silemoni where 
he hod been sent in exile, together with ~ex Ehmed). In order 
not to have to fight too many enemies at once he made peace 
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Table III 'l'he shaikhs of Biyare/Tawela and of Palu 

Haci Huseyn 
I 

Mewlana Xalid 1:,. 

Rak Ehmed ~Osman Seiacdin~dO Erbili ------ + 
I ~ ~ex El1(5) 

MihJ~m-e-d~~~~~~-0-m~1er I 
Behadin I Mehmud 

I I I Husamed1n(2) Necmedin Aladin(3) 1 _____.---::7 j Seid(6) Ebdur~ehim Me~di 
~ ,/ Osman(4) j 

~ex Emin(CNE~qr,b)endi relatives Selihedin Eli ~iza Xiyas1edin 
airo in Deir az-Zor 

with the Zibaris, and married a daughter of the Zibari chief-
tain (this woman was later to have a great personal influence 
in the Kurdish nationalist movement)~ For nearly two years 
he fought a guerrilla war, always on the move, and avoiding 
major battles with the Iraqi army. In 1946 he went to Iran 
and became a general of the short-lived Kurdish republic of 
Mehabad; after the defeat of the republic he made a long Odyssea 
through Iraq, Turkey and Iran into the Soviet Union, where he 
remained in exile for 11 years, until the coup by Qassem in 
1958, when he was invited back to Iraq. From 1961 to 1975, 
with but short interruptions he led the war of the Kurds against 
successive Iraqi governments. More than anything else, it is 
Barzani, with his tremendous charisma, his legendary life his-
tory and military successes against superior armies, who has 
contributed to the now very general national consciousness and 
pride of the Kurds. 

Notes to Table III: The Sheikhs of Biyare / Tawela and of Palu 

(1) ~ex Osman Seracdin (Saraj ad-Din) was Mewlana Xalid's major 
successor in the Silemani region. He belonged to the family 
of aghas of the twin villages of Biyare and Tawela in Hewraman, 
east of Silemani, just on the Iraqi side of the border. He 
established cordial relations with Kok Ehmed: the sheikhs in
itiated each other in their respective turuq. Since that time 
the sheikhs of this family instruct both the Naqshbandi and 
(a somewhat "civilized" version of) the Qadiri paths. The Berzencis 
who descend from Kok Ehmed do not, however, instruct the Naqshbandi 
path. 

(2,3)In Edmonds' time the cousins Husamedin (at Tawela) and Aladin 
(at Biyare) were among the politically most influential leaders 
of the area: "For the former I conceived great respect, for 
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his moral authority was invariably exercised actively in the 
interests of law and order, •••• His cousin, in contrast, was 
a restless and grasping old man who, while careful to maintain 
an appearance of co-operation, lost no opportunity of using 
his pull with the administration in attempts to establish formal 
title to lands which had been in the possession of unsophisti-
cated villagers for generations; he received a small salary 
and was quite shameless in his persistent demands to get a rise." 
(Edmonds 1957: 156). 

(4) ~ex Osman moved from Biyare in Iraq to DurO on the Persian side 
of the border after Qassem's coup, when many landowners in Iraqi 
Kurdistan were threatened by muqawama ash-sha'biyya ("Popular 
resistance forces"). It was at this village of DurO that I 
visited ~ex Osman two times (see p. 305, 319). 

(5) ~ex Eli was the great-grandson of a certain (Qadiri) shaikh, 
Hoc Huseyn (who possibly belonged to the Berzenci family), who 
had left his native town of Silemani for Damascus and later 
the Diyarbekir region, where he opened a tekiye (khanaqa). 
Eli studied in his youth at Diyarbekir and Cezire. At the latter 
town he met the Naqshbandi shaikh Ehmed of Erbii, a khalifa 
of M~wlana Xalid. In due time Eli was initiated in the Naqshbandi 
tariqa, and went to Damascus, where he spent five years at the 
feet of Mewlana Xalid (according to another informant, himself 
a shaikh, ~ex Eli was not initiated in the Naqshbandi toriqa 
by ~ex Ehmed, but by ~ex MehmOd Sahib, a half-brother of Mewlana 
Xalid). Then his master sent him to Palu, northeast of Diyarbekir, 
to open a branch of the order there. Problems with government 
officials made Eli move east to the MO~ and Bitlis regions, 
where he made many disciples. He won several Qadiri shaikhs 
(1 halifas of his ancestors?) over to the Naqshbandi tariqa. 
Towards the end of his life he returned to Palu. (see Rondot 
1937: 46). 

(6) His grandson ~ex Seid had great influence among the Zaza-speak-
ing tribes NE of Diyarbekir (Palu, Lrce, Hani, ••• ). In 1925 
he led the first massive nationalist revolt in Turkish Kurdistan. 
He was assisted by relatives who were also sheikhs. Also his 
brothers and sons played leading roles in the revolt and sub-
sequent developments, all of which will be treated in 
chapter V. 

Notes to Table IV: Other important Nagshbandi families 

(1) Xalid Cezeri was a khalifa of Mewlana Xolid. He established 
himself at the village of Besret, NW of Cezire (Cizre) in pre-
sent Turkey. I am not sure whether the links down to Brahim 
Heqqi are all genealogical. The surname of the second Xalid 
suggests that he belonged to the Zibari tribe, and may there-
fore be a khalifa rather than a descendent of the preceding 
shaikhs. 

(2) Brahim Heqqi left Besret for northeastern Syria after AtatUrk 
started persecuting the sheikhs in Turkey. He had a reputation 
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Table IV Other important Naqshbandi families 

Mewlana Xalid 

"' Erahim Cezeri 
J, 

Xalid Cezeri(1) 
I 

Saleh libki ~ 

Mehm'ftde Eyne many khalifas 

~ ~ 
. Xalide Zebari Hesene N'ftranA 

I Huseyn 
I 

Qasim el-Hade 
I 

'"' ~ Erahim Heqqi(2) 
Sex Saida(3) ,/ I I ~ Mihe-1 m-e--'d--E-1-Jan ( 4) 

~ex Isa 
? (Diyarbekir) 

t' ~ther shaikhs in N'ftrollah Zeki 
Ehmede Kefter(5) Damascus 

(Damascus) 

of great holiness: he is the ghawth (mentioned in note 5) 
whose clothes never got wet when it rained. 

(3) ~ex Saida, a khalifa of Brahim Heqqi, remained in Cizre (see 
p. 325 ). He had great influence among the tribes of south-
eastern Turkey, and a great reputation as a miracle-worker and 
a clairvoyant. The sons of his own preceptor studied under 
him. 

(4) ~ex Elwan has a khanaqa in the village of Helwa, near Dugir 
(in the Syrian Cezire). I attended a khatma there, and was 
not much impressed by the shaikh. 

(5) ~ex Ehmede Kefter was mentioned by some Naqshbandi murids in 
western Kurdistan when I asked them whether the order had a 
supreme head. Others contested this. 

Notes lo Table V: More influential Nagshbandi families 

(1) ~ex Sib){etullah', residing at Xizan,. east of Bitlis, was known 
in a wide area as "the ghawth" (see note 5). My information 
on his family is very incomplete, and sometimes contradictory; 
I am not sure the family tree as I give it is 100% correct, 
nor are the dates given unambiguous. . 

(2) Celaledin is said to have led, during the Russo-Turkish war 
of 1877-78, a party of 30,000 Kurds on a plundering foray as 
far as Bayezid (Dickson, 1910: 370). 

(3) ~ex $ehebedin led a pan-islarnist revolt (with Kurdish national-
ist overtones) against the Young Turks in 1912 or 1913. Other 
leaders were a $ex (or Mela) Selim and a $ex Eli, also from 
Xizan. Many chieftains had previously promised support, but 
failed to give it when necessary. The revolt was suppressed, 
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Table V More influential Naqshbandi families 

Mewlana Xalid 

-~ 

/ 
Seyyid Taha 

(see Table II) 

Sib~etullah(1) ~ 

I I~ 
Celaledin(2) 1 ~ex Ebdurehm.an Ta~i 

I / (Ta~, BHH.s) 
N~r Mihemed ~ 1 ~ 

I ' Ebdulqadir 
-1 ---'--)-~, ' Hezani 

~ehebedin(3 Selahedin(4) I ! 
___ __._I ___ ' ' Mihemed Selim! 

Ka~ran Abidin ' Hezant(s) ~ 
Inan Inan 1 1 

~ex Fethullah ~ 
lt'.'(tomb in Bitlis) ~ 

t ~ Ziya'd1n(5) 
~ · ~ I ("HezreM Nilr11tn 11

) 

: ~Mesfui. ·1 '-...~I 
I I 

t 
Mihemed Isa Seyda(7) 1 

Xizan Hezan Derbasiye · Nilriptn 

Ehmede Xiznevi 
I (6) 

Ezedin 

Tell Ma'ruf 

----~,-·-------~---'------,-~~------" --



and the leaders took refuge in the Russian consulate at Bitlis. 
At the outbreak of World War I, the Turks took the consulate; 
the rebels were hanged. (reports on this revolt are all con-
tradictory; see Nikitine (1956): 195; Chirguh: 19: Safrastian: 
74; Jwaideh: 328/9; Turkish newspaper DUnya, June 4, 1977). 

(4) During the time of the great revolts (1925-1930) Selahedin col-
laborated with the kemalists, who gave him temporary authority 
over the district. After 1950 he was active in the Democratic 
Party (of Turkey) where he was one of a group with moderate 
Kurdish nationalist ideas. His sons did not succeed to shaikh-
hood, but chose political careers. Kamran became a senator, 
and even a vice-secretary-general of NATO (he is considered 
one of the staunchest pro-Americans of the entire country). 
He was a cabinet.minister in the right-wing National Front 
government that governed Turkey from August through December, 
1977. Abidin is a member of Parliament for the province of 
Bitlis. The family has larg~ land-holdings in several parts 
of northern Kurdistan. 

(5) ~ex Ziyadin is usually called "the Hezret (an honorific title, 
"His Holiness") of NOr~in" (a village between MO~ and Bitlts). 
The Hezret was a man of exemplary holiness, with no interest 
in (nationalist) politics; his nephew and successor, Mes'On, 
though sympathizing with the nationalist cause, always managed 
to stay aloof when anything serious was going on (such as ~ex 
Seid's revolt of 1925). 

(6) ~ex Ehmed of the village Xizne (in Turkey) moved to Syria during 
AtatUrk's persecutions of the sheikhs, but his influence in 
Turkey remains to this day. His coming to Syria had effects 
there not unlike those following Mewlana Xalid's return from 
India to Silemani. Masses of Qadiri murids sudd~nly flocked 
to his side, which provoked hatred and jealous counter-propaganda 
from the side of the Qadiri sheikhs who had since long been 
established here and now suddenly saw their following (and in
comes!) dwindle. They called him a kafir, but without much 
effect. For several decades ~ex Ehmed exercised virtually un-
rivalled influence in NW Syria, from his village Tell Ma'ruf 
(which some of his less religious opponents mockingly call "the 
Vatican"). 

(7) ~ex Mihemed fsa is the son of another khalifa of the Hezret, 
who had his followers mainly among the Cibran tribe. The Cibran 
participated in ~ex Seid's revolt, and this shaikh, too, fled 
to Syria. His son, ~ex Mihemed Isa became prominent in nation-
alist circles, and was among the four founders of the Kurdish 
democratic Party of Syria (1956). 

(8) Another khalifa of the Hezret, Mihemed Selim of Hezan, was to 
turn against ~ex Seid, the only sheikh in the region who did 
so. 
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CHAPTER V 

~ex Seid's revolt 

V. a Introduction 

In February 1925 a large area of Turkish Kurdistan rose in revolt. 

Towns, seats of Republican Turkish administration, were taken, Turkish 

officials expelled or taken prisoners. Charismatic leader of this 

revolt was a Naqshbandi shaikh with great local influence, ~ex Seid; 

the explicit aim of the rebellion was the establishment of an in

dependent Kurdish state, where the islamic principles, violated in 

modern Turkey, were to be respected. 

At first sight, this nationalist revolt does not seem much different 

from the. preceding ones, such as that led by ~ex Ubeydullah of Nehri 

in 1880 (see p. 328). On closer inspection, however, it appears 

that some elements were present that distinguish this movement from 

earlier ones. The revolt had been prepared by a political organiza

tion, that exploited the shaikh's charisma in order to mobilize a 

mass following that it did not have itself. The sheikh, however, 

was much more than a mere figure-head; he assumed supreme leadership 

of the military operations. 
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There is a parallel here with the Kurdish war in Iraq (1961-
1975), where Borzoni (not a sheikh himself, but of a shoikhly 
family) hod a similar ambivalent relationship with the Demo
cratic Porty of Kurdistan. It was largely due to the exist
ence of a ~and the dissemination of political propaganda 
that these movements, unlike Ubeydulloh's, did not die with 
the removal of their leader. 

~ex Seid was captured two months after his revolt broke out, and 

hanged some months later. Guerrilla activity by his followers was 

however to continue for a few years. A later revolt (the so-called 

Ararat revolt, culminating in 1929-1930) is, in fact, the continua

tion of ~ex Seid's revolt. 

In my opinion ~ex Seid's revolt opened a new stage in the history 

of Kurdish nationalism, a stage that is not yet past. Because the 

revolt also exemplifies the roles of sheikhs and oghos in interaction 

with the state, I have chosen it as the subject matter for this con

cluding chapter. At first a few remarks hove to be mode on the con

text of the revolt. 
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A note on the sources for this chapter 

The sources used for the first section, dealing with the earlier 
phases of Kurdish 11 nationolism 11

, have been discussed in previous 
chapters, and do not need mentioning again. The second section is 
largely based on standard works on Turkish history: Lewis (1961), 
Shaw & Shaw ( 1977), AvcioQlu' s Milli Kurtulu~ T orihi and the works 
of Aydemir; where other sources were used they ore referred to in 
the footnotes. The rest of the chapter is based on a number of inter
views and a study of most of the available written sources. I have 
not stayed in the central areas where the revel t took place, but did 
interview elderly men in other areas (south of t-he affected districts) 
as well as a number of people who had escaped to Syria after the 
revolt. Most accounts were of limited value. The revolt is con
sidered one of the great episodes of Kurdish history, and most in
formants hod told their story-so often, polishing and embellishing 
it each time, that it was very difficult to discover the factual 
basis. I received essential informotj on from th"' following infor
mants, (all living in Syria), who were all in a position to get a 
more or less correct insight (and who ore considered authorities by 
the Kurds): 
Mela Hesen Hityar. He was 20 years old when the revolt broke out, 

and a subalternol officer in the Turkish army, stationed 
at Silvan (Meyaferqin). A distant relative of Sex Seid, 
he remained close to the sheikh during the revolt. After 
the sheikh's capture· he was one of those who continued guer
rilla warfare, until he too was wounded and token prisoner 
(1927). After the amnesty of 1928 he was released. When, 
that very year, he heard that the Ararat district was in 
revolt, he went there and fought until that revolt, too, 
was quelled. Then he lived in hiding in Turkey for some 
time and ultimately found refuge in Syria. 
In his account he gives ~ex Seid on even more central role 
than the other sources do, and - .though he does not deny the 
sheikh's sincere piety - he claims that. the sheikh was pri
marily motivated by nationalism, and used religious phrase
ology instrumentally, in the service of this nationalism. 
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HemdOh Selim. Originally from Von, he was one of the founders of 
the Kurdish students' union Hevi, in 1912. During the World 
War he was an officer at Erzerum; ofter the armistice he 
re-appeared in Istanbul in nationalist circles, as a prominent 
journalist. He seems not to hove been directly involved 
in ~ex Se.id's re-volt, though he hod contacts with AzadL 
In 1927 he was one of the founders of the Kurdish League 
XoybOn (headquarters in Syria) and one of the planners of 
the Ararat revel t. He was extremely reluctant to talk about 
his own role, but gave useful information about less persopal 
matters. He appeared very well-informed. 

sex Hihemed Isa Seyda. Still a child during the revolt. His father 
was a sheikh belonging to the Cibran tribe, and participated 
actively in the revolt. The young child and his mother were 
imprisOned for some time, while the father was at large; 
they were released because the mother was Circassion, not 
Kurdish. In 1929 they escaped to Syria. The sheikh is fre
quently visited by tribesmen from Turkey, and it is from 
them that he hos his knowledge of the occurrences during the 
revolt. 

Arif Beg. A Zaza Kurd from Maden, who was an agri~ul turol engineer 
in government service at Diyarbekir in 1925, and hod some 
knowledge of the state of affairs in the villages of the 
plains around that time. 

Then, of the written sources, ·the following preyed to be of interest: 

Zinner Silopi, Daza KUrdUstan. Silopi is the pseudonym of Qadri 
Beg Cerni! PaJo, leading member of the KUrt Taali Cemiyeti 
of Diyorbekir. 

M. ?erif Firat, Do9u illeri ve Varto torihi. FiraLbelanged to the 
l_eoding family oK the Xormek tribe, that actively opposed 
the revolt. In this curious book the author tries to prove 
that all Kurds are r~ally Turks and to show that the alevi 
tribes, especially his own tribe (the Xormek ore alevi Kurds),. 
hqve always been faithful defenders of the Republic of Turkey; 
all Kurdish nationalists ore called traitors. Nevertheless, 
the book is an important source for the events in the north
eastern sector of the rebellious area. The author, who was 
a school teacher, gives what seems an accurate account. 
\rhe book hos an interesting history. After it appeared for 
the first time, in 1945, the au.thor was murdered for it. 
After the military coup of 1960 p-resident-prime minister 
GUrsel, who started an offensive against Kurdish nationalism, 
hod it reprinted by the-Ministry of Education, and wrote 
himself a recommending foreword, praising the author as a 
great idealist. A third impression appeared in Ankara, 1970). 

M. Nuri Dersimi, Kurdistan tarihinde Dersim. Dersimi was a young 
veterinarian, o membe~ of Kurdistan Toali Cemiyeti, who ployed 
ori octi ve role in the Ko~gir.i revel t ( 1920/1) and followed 
subsequent events from nearby. His account of ~ex Seid' s 
revolt, however, seems to lean heavily on Firat. 

Of other near-contemporary Kurdish sources the following merit men
tioning, in spite of their propagandistic nature: 

S. Bedr Khan, The case of Kurdistan against Turkey. Philod~lphia, 1928. 

(anon.) Les mos sac res Kurd es en Turquie. Publi~ation de lo ligue 
nationale kurde Hoyboun. Cairo 1928. 

dr. B1etch Chirguh, Lo question kurde, ses origines et ses causes. 
Coiro 1930. 

The three brochures mentioned above were all published under the 
auspices of XoybOn, and reflect th'e opinions of this exile organiza
tion. The authors were active in _Istanbul in 1918-1921, however; 
on this period their information is first-hand. For ~ex Seid's re
volt, again, the stream of refugees to Syria gave them excellent . 
infonnation, too. Additional useful information I found in the 
Foreign' Office files in London (Public Records Office). 
Of the Turkish -sources, newspapers ore interesting; they reflected 
the official view, which was rarely reflected elsewhere. I consulted 
the newspaper Cumhuriyet for the year 1925. Aydemir 1 s and Avcio9lu' s 
works give some information not easily found elsewhere. I have not 
been able to find on important book that may be relevant, this is: 
Beh~et Cemol, ~eyh Sait isyoni (Istanbul 1955). 
Secondary sources I used many; when quoted, they are referred to 
in the notes. 
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v. b History of Kurdish notional consciousness 

Kurdish nationalism as a socially significant force is a rather re

cent phenomenon. That is not to soy that in the post no Kurdish 

"notional'' awareness existed. The linguistic difference with others 

was obvious, and there ore quite early indications that also other

wise Kurds sow themselves as different from Turks, Arabs and Persians 

(not to mention their non-muslim neighbours). Thus e.g., the 17th

century Kurdish poet Ehmede Xoni prefaced to his epic poem Mem 0 

Zin a section entitled "Derde me" ("our ills"), in which he lamented 

the Kurds' division, which caused them to be subjected by the Ottomans 

and Sofovids, or previous empires. His hopes were for a king to 

arise from amidst the Kurds: 

"If only there were harmony among us, 
if we were to obey a single one of us, 
he would reduce to vassalage , 
Turks, Arabs and Persians, all of them. 
We would perfect our religion, our state, 
and would educate ourselves in learning and wisdom ••• 111 

Xoni was, and is, widely read in Kurdistan. Manuscripts were copied 

and kept by melos ("village priests"); students would learn frag

ments of Xoni by heart along with koronic suros, Hofez, So'di and 

others. Mem 0 Zin is universally considered the notional epic of 

the Kurds. It is likely therefore that Xoni's lament adequately 

reflects the notional feelings of educated Kurds in the post few 

centuries. 

Although Xoni's longing for Kurdish grandeur may hove been shored 

by many, one would be wrong in assuming that it ever led to a strong 

solidarity among Kurds vis-a-vis others. It never mode contending 

chieftains refrain from allying themselves with non-Kurdish outsiders 

against their f~llow Kurds, it never mode them unite against a foreign 

enemy. And this is, in fact, the essence of Xont's complaint. 

Only a strong king would be able to make the Kurds stop fighting 

each other, liberate them from foreign domination, and bring them 

progress and prosperity. With Xoni we do not yet find on idea cap

able of inspiring a popular movement. He did not preach abstract 
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ideals like love for or loyalty to the nation. The strong and wise 

leader is of overriding importance. And, indeed, until the 1920's 

popular support for movements of a (more or less) nationalist char

acter was motivated by loyalty towards their leaders rather than by 

nationalist sentiment. Since then, nationalism has become a very 

significant motivating force, but nevertheless loyalty to one of the 

(nationalist or other) leaders often overrides the ulterior interests 

of the nation. 

Periods in nationalism. 

A periodization of Kurdish (proto-) nationalist movements readily 

suggests itself. The earliest phase was characterized by local rulers' 

attempts to make themselves independent of the central state appara

tus, to restore a "golden age" thought to have existed in the past, 

or to thwart attempts by the central government to impose closer 

central contol. It is doubtful.whether the label "nationalist" may 

be applied here; such movements are part and parcel of politics in 

the periphery of empires. Some of these local rulers, however, clearly 

saw themselves as the kind of Kurdish king that Ehmede Xani had 

called for. The best known instance of these movements is Bedir 

Xan Beg's assertion of nearly independent rule over a much enlarged 

territory, as a reaction to European penetration of Kurdistan and 

Ottoman attempts to curtail his powers (see p. 222 ff). 

With the abolishment of the emirates this phase came to a close -

although most later movements retained the same element of reaction 

against the imposition of ever more effective central control. In 

the preceding chapters the specific conditions and social changes 

of the following period have been discussed, and it was shown (sec

tion IV. h) how sheikhs came to the fore as the most prominent poli

tical leaders. The conditions of this period also constituted a 

fertile soil for the growth of millenarian expectations; sheikhs 

were the natural candidates for messianistic roles. Thus, the sheikhs 

of Barzan and Ubeydullah of Nehri had a large following among the 

poor peasantry, who expected them to bring about a new and better 
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world. Maybe ~ex Ubeydulloh's revolt (see p. 328) is the "purest" 

instance of this phase of development of Kurdish nationalism. The 

shoikh himself hod nationalistic intentions, as is clear from his 

correspondence with American missionaries. He wonted to establish 

on autonomous Kurdistan (eventually to become fully independent), 

to which end he tried to enlist foreign support, and planned a step-

by-step strategy The shoikh's nationalistic motivation and rational 

planning (which may hove been sh~red by the tribal chieftains sup

porting him) contrasts with the irrational zeal of the moss of his 

followers. The lotter were motivated not so much by nationalism as 

by loyalty to the shoikh personally and by the belief that under his 

leadership a single campaign would destroy oppression and poverty 

and a new world would come about If "magical and "rational" attitudes 

may be seen as opposite ways of reaching desired ends, the participants' 

attitude may be called "magical''. Not all participants had the 

some motivation; many (tribesmen, especially) simply joined the re

volt because their chieftains did. 

Thus, this second phase of nationalism was characterized by (guosi-) 

millenarian expectations, and the leading role of shoikhs. There 

was also, among the participants, a definite feeling of being ex

ploited and oppressed,
10 

although there was as yet little awareness 

of how this happened. These characteristics were not to disappear 

with the advent of a later stage of nationalism, but rather under

went gradual changes. Experience showed that the millennium did 

not arrive with a single stroke, that the mere following of a holy 

leader did not suffice. Also, the Kurdishness of the millennium 

received ever more stress. The idea that all Kurds form a single 

notion that belongs together and des~rves on independent political 

existence gradually gained field. 

Kurds: a nation? 

Previously, "Kurdishness" was a rather floating concept. It refer

red to different groups, depending on the context and the speaker. 

The term "Kurmanc" (Kurd) could refer to Kurdish tribesmen as opposed 
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to, for instance, Turkish tribesmen, Ottoman townspeople or christian 

subject peasantry; it could refer to speakers of the Kurmanci dialect 

as opposed to speakers of Zaza or the southern dialects; or it could

refer to the (Kurdish) peasantry as opposed to their own aghas or 

the Ottoman administration. The yezidis, speakers of the same dialect, 

but despised ·as "devil-worshippers", were often considered not to 

be Kurds by the muslim Kurds. On the other hand, many tribal chief

tains, and sometimes entire tribes, prided themselves on (real or 

fictitious) Arabic descent. Kurds 1'.'ho entered- the civil service 

and other town-dwellers often preferred to call themselves Osmanli 

(Ottoman); to them the very name of Kurd (as that of Turk!) implied 

backwardness and boorishness. 

The concept of the nation as we know it
2 

was foreign to the Middle 

East. The only solidarity group wider than the family or tribe that 

is recognized in islamic doctrine is the umma, the community of musli~s. 

In the Ottoman Empire one's juridical position depended on the religious 

community to which one belonged: muslim, Greek (orthodox), Armenian 

(gregorian) or Jew. The latter three communities had a certain auto

nomy in juridical and administrative matters. Within the muslim com

munity there was a strict division between the sunni majority and 

the alevi• (shiites), who were considered heretics. The Ottomdn 

sultans, from the mid-16th century down, boasted the title of Caliph, 

leader of all true be1ievers3• As such they commanded the religiously 

sanqtioned loyalty of all (sunni) muslims, no matter which langudge 

they spoke. Both clergy and -Ottoman officials stressed the unity 

of sunni Kurds with sunni Turks, sunni Arabs and the other sunni 

ethnic groups. Differences between sunni and ~levi muslims (c.q. 

between sunni Kurds and alevi Kurds) were fanned into enmity by the 

same authorities, because of Ottoman-Safavid rivalries. Especially 

Sultan Abdulhamid II (who ruled from 1876 to 1909 and who stimulated 

· pan-islamic propaganda at home and abroad) succeeded in consolidat

ing the strong loyalties of all his sunni subjects. The Hamidiye 

militias were another successful means of binding (sunni) Kurds to 

the sultan. Kurdish tribesmen's loyalties to the Sultan-Caliph (though 
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not to the empire) overrode their national loyalties, even when (around 

the turn of the century) nationalism in the modern sense had started 

to move people. 

This is illustrated by a passage from the memoirs of the 
Kurdish nationalist Qadri Beg. His nationalism had been 
awakened or strengthened during his study in Istanbul, where 
the first nationalist organizations flourished. In 1914 
he was drafted into the army and assigned to a brigade that, 
to his great pleasure, consisted almost entirely of Kurdish 
tribesmen (Hesenan and Cibran tribes). He expected to be 
able to discuss Kurdish "national ideals" with the Kurdish 
officers, but was disappointed: "Alas! These tribal officers, 
because they had strong ties of loyalty to the Caliph of 
Islam, did not want to hear anything about the national prob
lems of the Kurds. 11 4 
Not all tribal chieftains were devoid of nationalism in this 
period, but it was not until the Caliphate wcs abolished 
by Mustafa Kemal (AtatUrk) in 1924 that a wave. of more or 
less nationalist-inspired revolts. erupted in Kurdistan. 

More foreign even that the concept of the nation was that of the 

nation-state. All Middle Eastern states were multi-national, while 

several peoples, such as the Kurds and the Armenians (and the Jews, 

if these may properly be called a nation) were represented in more 

than one state. Another characteristic of the Middle East was that 

often more than one ethnic group inhabited a same territory. Ethnic 

groups all had their own occupational specializations, and depended 

on each other to a certain extent. Thus, the areas of settlement 

of Kurds and Armenians largely coincided. Cynical as this may sound, 

it was the Armenian massacres that made a Kurdish state feasible; 

Nationalist currents in the Ottoman Empire 

It was from Europe that these concepts hailed; it was Europe, too, 

that fanned the nationalisms. This is not the place to write the 

history of nationalism among the Empire's nations5; I shall sketch 

the basic outlines only. 

Greek and Slavic nationalism were quite actively stimulated by Europ

eans. Russia also took a keen interest in the Armenians, its obvious 

(potential) allies in its confrontation with the Ottoman Empire. As a 

reaction to these threats, a number of new, and partly conflicting 
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ideologies took root in leading intellectual circles of the Empire 

(last decades of the 19th century). Ottomanism was a kind of patriot

ism based on citizenship in the Ottoman state. It stressed the common 

interests of all Ottoman citizens, independent of language or religion. 

Pan-Islamism found its strongest champion in Sultan Abdulhamid (1876-

1909) himself. It had a definite anti-colonialist tinge. Pan-Turkism, 

the romantic idea of uniting all Turkic peoples in a single political 

unit, may originally have been a reaction to, and imitation of the 

Czar's Pan-Slavism. These ideologies came to fruition within the 

same social stratum: the military and civil officials and urban-

based landlords. The Young Turk movement originated among the most 

enlightened and best educated of this stratum, in the 1880's. It 

was a political movement, strongly influenced by French liberalism 

and positivist philosophy. The Young Turks embraced a program of 

constitutionalism (as against the Sultan's absolutism), Ottomanism, 

and political freedom (initially, the movement called itself "new 

Ottomans"; the name of "Young Turks" was a label foreigners attached 

to it and that became generally accepted). Significantly, many of 

its first protagonists were non-Turkish muslims. Two Kurdish intel

lectuals, Ebdullah Cewdet and Ishaq Sukut!, played important parts
6

• 

The sultan's loyal subjects embraced Pan-Islamism, which was rejected 

by the Young Turks: it denied the equality of all Ottoman citizens 

and provided a justification of the sultan's absolutism. Gradually, 

however, the Young Turk movement came under the charm of (Pan-) Turkist 

ideas. European turcophiles as Leon Cahun made an important contri

bution to the acceptance of these ideas, through their contacts with 

leading Turkish intellectuals. As the christian nationalities seemed 

to reject Ottomanism, their and the Turkish nationalism mutually 

reinforced each other's development. After the Young Turk revolution 

(1908) the Committee of Unity and Progress, which remained in the 

background but possessed the real power, did little to hide its in

creasingly chauvinistic Turkish nationalism. It seems that the national

ism of the other muslim nationalities arose largely as a response 

and reaction to the increasing prominence of Turkish nationalism 
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and Pan-Turkist aspirations. 

In order to place the Kurdish nationalist movement of those days 

in its proper historical context, a few words have to be said about 

the upheavals of the (First) World War and the Turkish War of In

dependence. 

V. c End of the Ottoman Empire and birth of the Republic of Turkey 

In 1908 Young Turk officers of the Committee of Union and Progress 

forced Sultan Abdulhamid to restore the Constitution and accept elec

tions for parliament
7

• The (slightly revised) Constitution promised 

legal equality for all citizens (independent of religion or language) 

and considerable civil liberties. For a short time, optimism and 

Ottoman patriotism prevailed. Soon however, it became only too clear 

that the Empire's ills were not to be healed by the very existence 

of a Constitution. Within half a year, it lost more territory than 

in the preceding 30 years together. These external problems, and 

an abortive counter-revolution in the spring of 1909, gave the Com

mittee of Union and Progress the excuse for an increasingly authoritarian 

rule: three members (Enver, Talaat and Mehmed Cavid, as ministers 

of War, the Interior and Finance, respectively) assumed ever more 

dictatorial powers. In 1914 this triumvirate sent Turkey into the 

First World War .as an ally of Germany and Austria, hoping to re-

co~quer lost territories and to ''liberate" Turkic peoples under Russian 

rule (!n the Caucasus and central Asia). 

Armenian massacres and Russian invasion 

In May 1915, orders were issued that all Armenians were to be evac

uated from Eastern_ Anatolia, as it was feared that they would take 

the side of the Russians and attack the Turkish armies in the back. 

Some Armenians reached the camps in northern Iraq and central Syria 

where they were to be concentrated; many perished on the way, or 

were killed downright by Turkish gendarmes or jealous Kurdish neigh-
8 

bours • Many more were killed when a short-lived Armenian state, 
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established at Van under Russian protection, was destroyed by Ottoman 

reinforcements (July 1915). 

Early in 1916 Russian armies invaded Eastern Anatolia, forcing many 

muslims to flee south and westward. During that year the Russians 

advanced beyond Erzincan. From the south British troops from India 

advanced into Mesopotamia. Ottoman defense was more effective there, 

and at first the British were repelled. In February 1917 they recaptured 

Kut al-Amara (400 km south of Baghdad) which had been taken and evac

uated in their first campaign. Then they advanced further north, 

in order to capture the oil wells of KerkOk and Mosul and to join 

forces with the Russians in the north. The Bolshevik revolution, 

ho~ever, temporarily reversed the situation. Russian troops were 

withdrawn from the occupied territories. They left most of their 

arms in the hands of the Anatolian Armenians that remained. In the 

southern Caucasus,· Georgians, Armenians and Azerbayjanis established 

an independent Transcaucasian Republic (Dec. 1917), which was recog

nized by the Ottomans. Armenian para-military units, either penetrat

ing from this republic, nr formed among the Anatolian Armenians, 

now took revenge on the muslims ,living among them and massacred many. 

Early in 1918 Ottoman armies pushed eastward from Diyarbekir and 

Erzincan, forcing many Armenians os refugees into the southern Cau

casus. Kurdish militias played their part in these operations. 

Armistice and partition of the Empire 

These advances•on the eastern front (even oil-rich Baku, on the Caspian 

Sea, was temporarily taken) could not compensate for losses in the south 

and west. On October 31, 1918 the Ottoman government saw itself forced 

to accept an armistice and tolerate occupation by allied troops. 

Partitioning .of the Empire, as previously agreed upon by the British 

and French representatives Sykes and Picot, went into force. France 

took Syria (including the Lebanon) and Cilicia, Britain Palestine, 

Jordan and Iraq. Istanbul and the straits had formerly been claimed 

by the Russians (for whom they were of vital importance). As the 

new Soviet regime, however, had renounced all imperialist claims, 
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imposed central control on all guerrilla bands and prepared for war. 

The first successes were won on the eastern front. In 1919 an Armenian 

Republic had been constituted in the southern Caucasus (as a successor 

to the Transcaucasian Republic). In the spring of 1920 armed Armenian 

bands started to raid eastern Anatcilia from this base, in an attempt 

to take by force the provinces promised at Sevres, now that it be

came clear that the Turks would never cede them voluntarily. Due 

to the upheavals of the preceding years the Armenians had become 

h 11 . . . h . 11 d . . a rat er sma minority in t e eastern provinces , an it seems 
12 

that all military activity originated from across the border • 

In Oct. 1920 Kazim Karabekir, commander of the eastern front, ad

vanced against the Armenians, pushed them back behind their frontiers 

and forced the Republic's government to accept a peace treaty in 

which it renounced all claims to Anatolian territory and accepted 

a borderline that still stands (apart from a few minor revisions). 

On the western front victory was not so easily won. The Greeks con

tinued their offensives and advanced further into Anatolia. Not 

until Sept. 1921 .was the Greek offensive broken and were the Greek troops 

put to flight. In the summer of 1922 the Turks completely destroyed 

the Greek armies in Anatolia. The Allies had to accept the new Turkey 

as a fact. The Treaty of Sevres was meaningless now. In November 1922 

a new peace conference started at Lausanne. In the resulting treaty 

(signed July 24, 1923) the territorial integrity of Turkey, as de-

fined in the National Pact, was recognized, with the sole exception 

of Mosul province. This province, roughly comprising southern Kurdi

stan, contained the important oil deposits of Mosul and Kerkuk. 

The British, whose northward advance had been largely motivated by 

the presence of these deposits, were unwilling to abandon their con

trol of them. The future of the province was to be decided in bi-

1 t l t lk b t T k d B . . 13 A . d K d a era a s e ween ur ey an ritain • rmenians an ur s 

were not mentioned in the treaty; Turkish sovereignty of the eastern 

provinces was implicitly acknowledged. 
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The Republic of Turkey 

Turkey's independence was won. No efforts were spared to weld it 

rapidly into a viable modern state. On Oct. 29, 1923 the Grand Na

tional Assembly accepted a new constitution which declared Turkey 

a republic. Mustafa Kemal was elected its president. The ex-sultan 

AbdUlmecid, who had been put on the throne less than a year pre

viously, retained the off ice of Caliph, but Mustafa Kemal made him 

understand that this was not to have any political content. The 

following March the caliphate was entirely abolished. Many more 

measures followed that reduced the role of Islam in public life: 

clerics were pensioned off, the traditional religious schools (medreses) 

replaced by a modern secular education system and, the sheriat courts 

abolished (1924). As a reaction there were a number of minor revolts 

by muslim conservatives. Fanatical leaders at several places con

vinced simple peasants that Mustafa Kemol was the Do j jal ("Anti-Christ": 

see p. 253, 332). The resulting messianistic revolts did not, in 

general, present any real threat to the new regime. 

Next to nationalism and secularism, populism (halk~1l1k) was another 

cornerstone of the new regime. The basic idea was that all citizens 

of the republic were equal regardless of class, rank, religion or 

occupation. Religious discrimination was abolished and conflicting 

class interests denied, with the ultimate consequence that socialist 

parties and trade unions were banned. Populism became the ideological 

justification for a policy of nation-buildin~ that denied the exist

ence of a separate Kurdish (or Laz, Circassian, etc.) culture, and 

made the Kurds into Turks by decree. Historians were ordered to pro

duce "sc{entific proof" of the ~dentity,of the two nations. Under the 

guise of struggle against "feudalism" a law was passed that gave 

the government authority to expropriate large landholdings in the 

eastern provinces - a weapon against aghas and sheikhs. The expro

priated lands were to be given not to the local landless Kurds, but 

to Turkish or turkicized settlers from elsewhere (mainly mUhacirs, 

muslims from the Balkan who come to Turkey after 1923). In fact, 

as early as 1923/24 several influential sheikhs and aghas were 
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14 
removed from the area Until 1925 this policy, which later was 

to develop into its logical consequence of forced assimilation, was 

visible in its outlines only. The Turkish government did not want 

to alienate the Kurds, because of the Mosul question. 

The Mosul question 

Britain and Turkey did not reach an agreement on the status of this 

oil-rich province and the delineating of the Turkish-Iraqi border 

within the stipulated time (see note 13). The matter was therefore 

referred to the League of Nations, which appointed a three-man com

mission of investigation. Turkey proposed a referendum among the 

population of the province. Agents were active all over southern 

Kurdistan, making anti-British, pro-Turkish propaganda. The British 

refused the referendum; they considered the question one of border 

delimitation only. They .tried, meanwhile, to buy Kurdish good-will 

with vague promises of autonomy or independence. The investigating 

commission visited the disputed province in Feb. 1925, to probe the 

local situation and the population's wishes. At the moment they 

were investigating in Mosul, ~ex Se!d's revolt broke out in Turkey, 

and was soon followed by severe repressive measures. Understandably, 

there were Turkish suspicions that this revolt was a British machina

tion, intended to prejudice the commission's findings. 

The commission, incidentally, concluded that the Kurds constituted 

a majority of Mosul's population, and that there were strong arguments 
15 

for the creation of an independent Kurdish state • Oil, however, 

carries more weight than most arguments. Britain did not intend to 

part with it. In June 1926 Turkey and Great Britain signed a treaty 

in which Turkey surrendered all rights to Mosul, in exchange for 10% 

of the oil produced in the area, and the British promise to refrain 

from agitation on behalf of the Kurds and Armenians in the future
16

• 

The British occupation of Iraq had given rise to significant social 

and political developments in southern Kurdistan. Kurdish national 

consciousness was more developed here than in the north. The present 
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chapter, however, is confined to the developments in northern Kurdi

stan. Events in Iraqi and Persian Kurdistan are left out of consider

ation, except insofar as they had direct relevance for the situation 

in northern Kurdistan. 

v. d The first Kurdish political organizations 

Not unnaturally, the first Kurdish nationalist organizations were 

formed in Istanbul, by Kurds of prominent families who occupied of

ficial positions in the Empire and were influenced by the nationalist 

ideologies originating from Europe. The first
17 

organization, the 

name of which is variously given as Kurt Terakki ve Teavun Cemiyeti 

(Kurdish society for progress and mutual aid) or Kurdistan Taali ve 

Terakki Cemiyeti (Society for the elevation and progress of Kurdistan), 

appeared on the scene in 1908 in the liberal atmosphere following 

the Young Turk revolution. As founding members we encounter repre

sentatives of the foremost Kurdish families: 

Mihemed ~erif Pa~a. Of the Baban family. In the 1890's he had been 
the Ottoman minister at Stockholm. He was a staunch supporter 
of Sultan Abdulhamid, and opposed to the Young Turks. 

Emin Eli Bedirxan. Leader of the Bedirxan-clan (the descendants of 
Bedr Xan Beg) in Istanbul. 

~ex Seyyid Ebdulqadir. Son of ~ex Ubeydullah of Nehri. He became 
president of the Ottolll{Jn senate. 

These aristocrats shared the "Ottomanist" ideals of the Young Turk 

movement but not its liberal ideas. Their attitude towards the "com

mon" Kurdish people was extremely paternalistic. They had no serious 

contacts with Kurdistan. For all three was true what Major Noel, 

in 1919, reported for the Bedirxan family: they were "only a name 

in (western) Kurdistan, but a name that commands respect; ( ••• ) the 

family can still command fidelity and services in Bohtan (the region 

of their origins) 1118• 

Three less well-known co-founders of the organization 19 established 

a Kurdish school and publishing-house that published a magazine ("Kurdi

stan"). Another great name associated .with the school is that of 

Seidi Kurdi, who already enjoyed fame as a religious scholar, and 

rias later to become an influential islamic revivalist (see p. 338). 
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The Kurdish population of Istanbul consisted not only of such notables 

and students: there was a large number of Kurdish migrants in menial 

jobs, especially that of porter (hamal)
20

• Most of them lived in 

the same quarter (Gedikpa,a mahallesi), where many tribes had their 

own hans (caravanserai-like structures, offering primitive lodgings). 

Apparently, these migrant labourers never participated in the Society, 

which remained an exclusively upper-class concern. 

Soon the Young Turks closed down the Society, either for the anti

Union and Progress attitudes of its leading members, or because it 

was a Kurdish (rather than Turkis,h or Ottoman) society, or for both 

reasons. Rivalries between the Bedirxans and Seyyid Ebdulqadir made 

suppression of the society very easy. As an organization it was 

succeeded by the Kurdish students' union Hgvi ("Hope", founded in 

1912), which was a slightly less aristocratic club. A leading role 

in it was played by members of the family of Cemil Pa,a - a family 

of Diyorbekir that owed its greatness to high Ottoman offices rather 

than to a more "traditional" leading role in Kurdish society. Moit 

other members were also sons of urban, ottomonized notables. They 

belonged to the same social stratum OS most Young Turks; their roman

tic nationalism parallelled that of the Turkish nationalists of their 

time. Their contacts with "common" Kurds, again, were quite super

ficial. In 1914, with the outbreak of.the war, Hgvi fell apart be

cause its members were drafted into the army and were sent to for 

apart places. Qadri Beg's disappointment at his discovery that 

Kurdish tribesmen did not at all share his nationalist ideals (see 

the quotation on p. 360) is illustrative for the isolation of the 

nationalist intellectuals before the war. 

Organizations as the Kurdistan Taali ve Terakki Cemiyeti (and to 

a lesser extent, Hgvi) could not, and would not lead a moss move

ment. Politics, to them, was a gentlemen's game. People associated 

with the former organization tried to attain independence for Kurdi

stan (under their rulership, of course) by intriguing with the Allies: 

Mihemed ~erif Pa,a offered in Dec. 1914 his services to the British 

Expeditionary forces in Mesopotamia; the offer was declined
21

• 
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Members of the Bedirxan family contacted the Russians. Two of them, 

Kamil and Ebdurrezzaq, seem to have been appointed governors of 

E d B . 1,.. . l d . h R • · 22 
rzerum an it is respective y uring t e ussian occupation • 

As is usual for such families, they did not put all their eggs into 

one basket: in 1919 we find. another member, Xelil, as the (Ottoman) 
23 governor of Malatya • 

The war brought not only young urban Kurdish nationalists into con

tact with Kurdistan, it also brought great changes in Kurdistan itself 

.The old Hamidiye was - under another name: militia - mobilized again. 

Many more tribes were enlisted now than in the past. As a consequence 

of the Russian invasion many Kurds (hundreds of thousands) fled to 

the west. When, after the October revolution, Russian soldiers were 

withdrawn and left the remaining Armenians to defend themselves, the 
24 

Kurdish tribal units drove nearly all of these towards the Caucasus • 

Witll the disappearance of the Armenians, most of eastern Anatolia 

become almost exclusively Kurdish territory25• A Kurdish nation state 

was feasible now. Kurds of Iraq and those in exile, later also those 

at Istanbul discussed. Kurdish territorial claims with the Allies, 

who took these seriously. News of this came back to Kurdistan, and 

stimulated Kurdish nationalism there. Also, many Kurds who at the 

beginning of the -war were still completely under the influence of 

pan-islamic propaganda started to suspect Young-Turkish intentions 

.with respect to the Kurds. There were rumours that the Kurdish re

fugees in the west were intentionally dispersed, so that they would 

nowhere constitute more than 5 percent of the total population26• 

A story that, even if it is not factually correct, has sym
bolic value, is the following. Xalid Beg, a chieftain of 
the Cibran tribe and colonel in the army (not the militia)# 
was one of the Kurds ·who distinguished themselves in the 
re-conquest of eastern Anatolia. ~ex Seid's brother Mehdi, 
a relative of Xalid, noticed that on the day of the final 
victory over the Armenians, when every one else was merry
making, Xalid Beg looked very sad and sat brooding silently 
in.his tent. Mehdi sat down with him and inquired what the 
reason of Xalid's black mood was~ After some insisting 
the colonel told Mehdi the thought that had entered his mind 
and did not leave him at rest: "Today we have whetted the 
sword that will one day cut our own throats! 1127 Xalid Beg 
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later became one of the planners of ~ex Seid's revolt. 

After the war was over the caliphate lost much of its claims to the 

Kurds' loyalty since the Caliph became but an instrument in the hands 

of the Allies (especially the British). In fact, kemalist propaganda 

claimed that he was a prisoner and that he therefore could not say any

thing authoritative. Rumours that an Armenian state was going to 

be established in eastern Anatolia agitated the Kurds and no doubt 

contributed to the vehemence with which they helped the Turks expell 

Armenian militants. According to British sources (which may be biased 

or give a wrong interpretation), immediately after the Armistice 

Turks close to the Committee of Union and Progress stimulated Kurdish 

nationalism as a weapon against the British, and promised a form of 

autonomy within a Turkish-Kurdish state
28

• The idea of Kurdish in

dependence suddenly appeared widespread (although few of the contem

porary witnesses are reliable: all had their own reasons to present 

the Kurds as less or as more nationalistic than they really were). 

What Kurdish independence (or autonomy) was to mean, however, was 

a point on which opinions diverged. Not only the old aristocrats 

with high official careers and the urban "middle class" wished in

dependence, also many tribal chieftains and sheikhs clamoured for 

it. All wanted to play leading roles in the independent Kurdistan, 

nonewanted to be subordinated to any of the others. To improve their 

chances, many established contacts with one or more of the relevant 

external powers: the government of Istanbul, the Allies (c.q. the 

British), and the kemalists (the Russians could, after the revolution, 

no longer be counted upon to create and protect a Kurdish vassal 

state). 
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The old aristocrats did this in grand style. thus, Sureyya 
Bedirxan (Emin Eli's eldest son) sent the ,British govern
ment a letter in florid style in which he demanded that 
the territories that had once been ruled by his ancestor 
BedrXan Beg be given back to him - rather as a fully owned 
private property than as an independent state under his 
rule29. 
Mihemed ~erif Pa~a (who attended the Peace Conference as 
the Kurdish representative) explained in one of his letters 
to the same government that most Kurdish chieftains were 



still too primitive for a western-style democracy. Elections 
would only lead to an intensification of inter-tribal con
flicts. What was needed was an educated Kurd acquainted 
with administrative and military matters, assisted by British 
advisers and Kurdish ministers. Prestige of the ancient 
great Kurdish families was to be preserved by uniting these 
in a Federative Council, to be presided by the m!r that H. 
M. Government was to appoint... Modestly he added that he 
was ready to assume this hard and responsible duty30. 
Seyyid Ebdulqadir, on the other hand, remained a supporter 
of the caliphate and did not expect or demand anything from 
the British. He remained close to the Istanbul government, 
and stated that he wanted only Kurdish autonomy within the 
Ottoman state, under the caliph's suzerainty. The modesty 
of his demands was, undoubtedly, not unconnected with his 
position as president of the Ottoman senate31. 
These urbane, aristocratic nationalists continued to negoti
ate about the future of Kurdistan without any form of con
sultationof its population. On the other hand, many "tradi
tional" leaders continued to play the "traditional" power 
game in the changed environment. Their "nationalism" meant 
little more than the desire to enlarge their o~n economic 
and political powers. The idea of a united Kurdistan did 
not hav~ any meaning or appeal to them. Traditional_enmities 
and rivalries determined the chieftains' actions as much 
as before. Chieftains who all called themselves Kurdish 
nationalists were to take opposing sides in several of the 
Kurdish nationalist revolts that followed. 

Beside these old authorities, however, there was a new generation 

of dedicated urban nationalists that was going to play an important 

role in the following years. 

Nationalist organizations after the war and the kemalists 

On the whole, it can be said that after the war the urban nationalists 

had a better contact with the Kurdish village population than a de

cade previously (although the contacts were with chieftains rather 

than commoners). The Kurdistan Taali Cemiyeti (Society for the Eleva

tion of Kurdistan), founded in Istanbul in 1918, with parallel organ

izations in Diyarbekir and a number of other towns in Kurdistan, 

counted among its members not only representatives of the older genera

tion of nationalists (the former KUrt Terakki ve Teavun Cemiyeti) 

and of the urban ~iddle class, but also representatives of the tribal 
·1· 32 mi ieu • Moreover, the Society claimed to represent 10,000, later 
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• 
even 15,000 of Istanbul's Kurdish population (which is about 50% 

of the total). British observers in Istanbul took this claim seriously, 

especially after the Kurdish guilds of that town had declared their 

allegiance to Seyyid Ebdulqadir33• The Kurdish students' union Hevi 

was also revived; its members included many young intellectuals as 

well as several prominent tribesmen. After a split in the K.T.C., 

the Hevi group merged with the younger and more radical elements 

of the former organization in the Tepkilat-i Is;tima'iyye ("Social 

Organization") 
34

• 

A salient point is that, although most leading members of these organ

izations were Kurmanci-speaking sunnis, they also attracted alevi 

and Zaza-speaking Kurds. In 1920 young members of the Kurdistan 

Taali Cemiyeti fomented a rising in western Dersim and Sivas, among 

the alevi Kurds. A large number of tribal chieftains united behind 

the demand of autonomy for Kurdistan. They sent ultimative telegrams 

to the Grand National Assembly demanding release of Kurdish prisoners, 

withdrawal of non-Kurdish officials from Kurdistan, recognition of 

autonomy, and later even complete independence35• The demands of 

these chieftains (no doubt inspired it if not dictated by the members 

of K.T.C. in their midst) went beyond narrow provincial or sectarian 

interests. Their Kurdistan included sunnis and clevis, Kurmanci-
36 

and Zaza-speakers • Support from other parts of Kurdistan was,_ 

however, not forthcoming, and kemalist troops could suppress the 

rising without great trouble. One of the reasons for the failure 

was the lock of inter-regional coordination, due to bod communica

tions and poor organization. The rising had not been planned centrally 

and there had not been previous co.ntocts with influential persons 

in other parts of Kurdistan. Also, most sunni Kurds sow at the time 

only on .9lci, rising in it; they saw no reason to spontaneously sup-

port it. 
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In this respect, not much hos changed yet. Kurdish olevis 
in general think of themselves primarily as Kurds, dnd con
sider the religious difference as secondary. There are even 
Turkish-speaking clevis who identify themselves with the 
Kurds rather than with the Turks - at least verbally -



because both Kurd and alevi are discriminated against in 
Turkey. Sunni Kurds, however, share the sunni majority's 
prejudices against the clevis. In areas ·where sunni and 
alevi Kurds live together (such as Malatya, Elazig, Erzincan) 
islamic fanaticism and fascist propaganda found a willing 
ear among the sunni Kurds, to the extent that now (1978) 
a virtual civil war between. clevis (both Turks and Kurds; 
politically leftist) and sunnis (both Turks and Kurds: 
politically of the extreme right) has been·touched off. 

A third important reason why the rising failed is that many other 

chieftains of Dersim, as well as of other parts of Kurdistan, had 

confidence in Mustafa Kemal and supported him. They perceived that 

they needed him to consolidate or increase their power. Many aghas 

knew Mustafa Kemal personally, for he had been appoin~ed commander 

of the 16th army corps at Diyarbekir in 1916. He had stopped Russian 

advances and many, not unnaturally, considered him their protector. 

He had made friends with many chieftains, and assured them of his 

love for the Kurds. To the Erzerum and Sivas congresses he hod in

vited prominent Kurds - even Kurdish nationalists - and he promised 

that Kurds and Turks were to h~ve fully equal rights in the independ

ent Turkey. In the first Representative.Committee (see p.365) a 

few Kurds were appointed, and in the Grand National Assembly the 
37 Kurds were proportionally represented • At the beginning of the 

first unrest in Dersim he invited the instigators. for talks. The 

only one who went, El1Jan (chieftain of the Ko~g1r1 tribe), ·was 
38 

made a candidate for the Assembly • 

In the years 1919/21 Mu.stofa Kemol 's contacts with Kurdish chieftains 

appear better than those of the Kurdish nationalist .organizations. 

As the KUrt Taali Cemiyeti of Diyarbekir told Major Noel, in spite 

of a quite general nationalist feeling (?) they had been deterred 

from proclaiming on independent Kurdistan, "owing to the Turks having 

won over two of the principal local notables who are influential 

among surrounding tribes ••• 1139 

Incidentally, the members of this society were not the unself
ish, idealistic nationalists as which they liked to present 
themselves (as opposed to corrupt and treacherous chieftains 
who supported the Turks). Up to the spring of 1919 they hod 
been zealous for a form of Turco-Kurdish nationalism, and 
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had cooperated with Young Turk elements, as that seemed most 
rewarding. Later that year they turned against the Turks 
and propagated the idea of a fully independent Kurdistan. 
A sarcastic British observer explained this change as an 

effect of cupidity awakened by U.S. president Wilson's "four-
teen points", which allowed for the self-determination of· 
nations: 
"Since then, however, the tantalising version of President 
Wilson's doctrine that everybody should do as he liked, 
slowly dawned on their horizon with all its alluring pos
sibilities, and erstwhile Turco-Kurds are now convinced that 
if they shout loud enough, President Wilson will hear them 
and allow them to mismanage Diyarbekir by themselves, and 
to continue to fatten on the Christian property that they 
stole during the massacres, without even having to share 
the spoil with the Turks. 11 40 

Even apart from the confidence which Mustafa Kemal inspired, it is 

not surprising that many Kurdish chieftains turned to him: he had 

power that he might delegate to them, whereas the nationalist organ-

izations did not have that themselves. They might count on the Allies' 

good-will and the provisions of Sevres, but most chieftains correctly 

perceived that the Allies were in the first place the Armenians' 

friends, not the Kurds'. Mustafa Kemal was the most likely person 

to protect "Kurdish" lands from Armenian claims.· Thus it could 

happen that in November 1919 the Kurdish delegation at the Peace 

Conference saw its efforts to convey the demands for Kurdish inde

pendence crossed by a series of telegrams from Kurdish chieftains 

to the Peace Conference, protesting that they did !!.21 want separation 
41 from the Turks • 

Azadi 

After the definitive victory of Mustafa Kemal's nationalists, the 

Kurdish nationalist organizations at Istanbul ceased their activi

ties. In fact, they had already well nigh dissipated before that 

date. Prominent members who had been compromised by too close con

tacts with the Allies fled. A number of them were to establish in 

Syria, in 1927, a new nationalist orgainzation, XoybOn, which, due 

to its close cooperation with the Armenian Dashnak, enjoyed British 

and French good-will. In XoybOn the old aristocratic and paternalistic 
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atmosphere prevailed. It was later to play some part in the Ararat 

revolt (which,according to some members, it had organized), for which 

French and British good-will proved useful. 

In Turkey itself, however, a new, clandestine, Kurdish organization 

was founded in 1923. It was called ~ ( 11 Freedom 11
)

42 
and had a 

different composition than the preceding organizations. Not urban 

notables (except a few with much personal influence), but mainly 

experienced military men formed the nucleus of this organization. 

Significantly, its central branch was not at Istanbul or Ankara, 

but in Erzerum, seat of the 8th army corps. Central persons of 

Azad! were Xalid Beg (one of the aghas of the Cibran Tribe) and 

Yusuf Ziya Beg (a descendant of the m!rs of Bitl!s). The former 

was one of the few chieftains' sons who had attended the tribal mil

itary school founded by Sultan Abdulhamid II for his Hamidiye cadres; 

he enjoyed the respect of most tribal militia commanders. He was 

a colonel in the regular army. It was probably due to his urban 

education that he was much more of a nationalist than the other 

tribal officers. Yusuf Ziya Beg was a person of great influence in 

Bitl!s; he had been elected its deputy to the Grand National Assembly, 

which gave him the possibility of travelling and contacting many 

people without arousing suspicion. 

The first preparations for the organization had been made by a number 

of officers; then they approached influential persons all over Kurdi

stan (as there were new elections for the Assembly in 1923, Yusuf 

Ziya could do that easily under the guise of a campaign for re

election). In 1924 Azad! convened its first congress. Of those 

attending it, one of the most fervent nationalists was $ex Se!d, a 

Naqshbandi shaikh who was related by marriage to Xalid Beg, and who 

had been invited because he had great influence among the Zaza

speaking tribes of the districts northeast of Diyarbekir. The militia 

(Hamidiye) commanders who were present were more reserved, but the 

shaikh convinced them of the need to fight for Kurdish independence, 

as the Ankara government's policies became increasingly threatening 
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to the Kurds43• The congress took two important decisions: 

1. a general rising of Kurdistan was to take place, followed by a 

declaration of independence. The rising had to be planned in 

detail, and every participant was to have full instructions on 

the actions expected from him. As this was to take much time, 

May 1925 was set as the tentative date of the rising. 

2. It was generally felt that foreign assistance was necessary. 

There were three possibilities: the French (in Syria), the 

British (in Iraq), and the Russians. Many of the militia com

manders, who had always seen Russia as their chief enemy, and 

felt, for religious reasons, much closer to the Turks than to 

the anti-religious Bolsheviks, refused even to consider the 

last possibility. As it is said, it was again ~ex Seid who 

turned the tide and convinced the others that it was better to 

receive aid from the unbelievers than to suffer the same fate 

as the Armenians44• A courier was sent to Georgia. The Soviets 

answered that they appreciated the oppression of the Kurds, but 

were not in a position to help them. They promised however, 

,!l2i to assist the Turks in suppressing any Kurdish rising. The 

British, too, were contacted, but remained non-committal, as 
45 

usual • 

V. e Sex Seid's revolt 

The religious factor 

Throughout 1924 preparations for the rising continued. The circum

stances were favourable for nationalist propaganda: with the aboli

tion of the Caliphate (March 1924) the most important symbol of 

Turkish-Kurdish brotherhood disappeared. It became possible to con

demn the Ankara government as irreligious, an accusation that seemed 

to be confirmed by other measures it took. This argument carried 

more weight with many of the - very emotionally religious - Kurds 

than any other. There were other grievances as well. If Kurdish 

accusations are correct, the fear of Kurdish nationalism led the 
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Ankara government to take measures that could only make Kurdish 

nationalist sentiments more general. In the name of populism, the 

Kurdish language was forbidden in public places (1924); in the name 

of the abolition of feudalism Kurdish aghas, but also intellectuals, 

were sent in exile to western Turkey. A new law (nr. 1505) stipulated 

that land of Kurdish large landlords could be expropriated and given 

to Turkish speakers who were to be settled in Kurdistan
46

• Azadi's 

propagandists took up the grievances resulting from this, and found 

many willing ears. 

It does not seem, however, that any concrete strategic plans were 

laid down. Most efforts were directed at assuring the support of 

influential persons in 'all parts of Kurdistan. A general rising in 

all of Kurdistan and the proclamation of a Kurdish government were 

apparently deemed sufficient for the establishment of an independent 

Kurdistan. It was known that the Turkish camp was divided internally, 

and that there was a strong current of conservative, in part religiously 

inspired, opposition to Mustafa Kemal. It would therefore be doubly 

advantageous to give the coming revolt also a religious appearance. 

In the first place many Kurds would join who would not do so other

wise, while the government and the Grand National Assembly would 

not be a single monolithic bloc in opposition to the rising. There

fore, it was attempted to establish contact with the exiled ex

sultan Vahideddin
47

• If this sultan-caliph were to give public sup

port to the rising, the chances of its success would be better. 

For the same reason, ~ex Seid and the other co-operating sheikhs 

had important parts to play. Azadi expressly had chosen shaikhs 

as the overt leaders for the revolt. In at least three, not un

related ways, they were to be of vital importance: 

- They had a large personal following, and possessed im

portant fi~anci~l means (Turkish sources often stress the 

latter aspect: ~Ix Seid is often called "an owner of large 

flocks". According to Mela Hesen, the shaikh was so rich 

because his sons were big animal dealers: he never took 

money from his murids). 
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It was the sheikhs who could give the rising a religious 

appearance, and thereby attract many more people outside 

the circle of their personal following. 

- In their traditional role of mediators and conflict solvers, 

they were quite indispensable. 
As an example of how the need for a sheikh may be felt I give 
the following: it took place during World War I, and in
volved the same ~ex Seid. Ebdurrehman Bedirxan,48 who re
sided in Tiflis then, approached the sheikh with Russian 
promises that if the Kurdish militias would turn against 
the Turks, the Russians would help them to establish an in
dependent Kurdistan. The sheikh first discussed this pro
posal with Kor Huseyin Pa~a, chieftain and militia commandet 
of the Heyderan tribe. Kor Huseyin was afraid that his 
perennial rival, Xalid Beg of the (equally powerful) Hesenan 
tribe, would use this as a pretext to attack him, and made 
his co-operation conditional on a promise on Xalid Beg's 
part to participate. Xalid, on the other hand, was afraid 
that Kor Huseyin might attack him in the back~ and demanded 
a similar guarantee of his participation. Both needed the 
sheikh, as a go-between, a notary, and a guarantor of each 
other's promises. 
(The plot, however, was betrayed; the sheikh was sent away, 
to his ancestral village in PalO; Kor Huseyin and his tribe 
were sent for from the dangerous front. Both later reacted 
positively to Azodi's proposals, but only Xolid actually 
participated in ~ex Seid's revolt). 

It is probably due to this role of mediators and the respect that 

transcends tribal boundaries, that during the revolt four of the 

five fronts of the rebels were commanded by sheikhs, while ~ex Seid 

himself had the supreme command of all operations. 

A contemporary view of the state of affairs in 1924 

Most sources on the events of this period ore rather biased. They 

are partisan and, in the case of written memoirs and oral informants, 

coloured by hindsight, later interpretations and wishful thinking. 

It is interesting, therefore, to find on account of the situation 

as it was given by a number of Azodi members to British intelligence 
49 interrogators in September 1924 • They were officers in the Turkish 

army; the story of their desertion from it follows below. Their 

account largely corresponds with my reconstruction from other sources. 

According to them, many of the Kurdish army officers had nationalist 
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sympathies. No less than 50% of the officers and the rank and file 

of the 7th army corps (stationed at Diyarbekir) were Kurds, while 

even many Turkish officers sympathized with the Kurds
50

• Relations 

with the Turkish anti-kemalist opposition, were claimed, but these 

claims were so vague that they were not believed. As objectives 

of the Kurdish national movement they stated the following: 

- Organize a series of immediate, simultaneous rebellions 

throughout Turkish Kurdistan: 

Establish a national government (after some pressing for 

the name of a likely leader, the Bedirxan family was men-
. d51) tione · ; 

- Develop education, agriculture and mineral resources as 

an independent state. 

According to these informants, Azadi had no fewer than 18 local branches, 

most of which had army or militia officers as leading members. Apart 

from this party organization, they gave a list of influential aghas 

in the southeastern provinces who would support a nationalist move-

ment. Their interrogators commented that they gathered little im

pression, however, of real organization, or definite plans of action. 

Among the best-known and most influential of Azadi's leaders, 
they mentioned: 
Xalid Beg Cibran (head of central branch, Erzerum); 
Kor Huseyin Papafmilitia commander of the Heyderan 

(head of the Menazgird branch); 
Xalid Beg of the Hesenan, militia commander 

(head of the Varto Branch); 
Yusuf liya Beg, ex-deputy (head of the Bitlis branch); 
Ekrem Beg of the Cerni! Papa family (head of the Diyarbekir 

branch); 52 
Seyyid Ebdulqadir Efendi (head of the Istanbul branch!) 
The list of tribal chieftains who would certainly join a 
rising once it started included Haci MOsa Beg (chief of the 
Xwiti tribe and once member of the Representative Committee, 
see p.365), $ex Selahedin of Xerzan and Cemile ~eto of the 
Pen~inaran (from the western, mountainous part of Bitlis), 
who all had been in "passive rebellion" since August 1924, 
backed by Azadi. Other influential chieftains mentioned 
were MehmOd Beg, the son of Ibrahim Papa of the Milan (MehmOd 
was once, in 1919, considered a suitable candidate for king
ship in a small Kurdish state under British Protection), 
and the sons of Ebdurrehman and Sileman Axas of $irnax. 
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It is noteworthy that ~ex Seid was not mentioned, neither 
among the members of Azadi, nor among the chieftains who 
were expected to join. 

Ehsan NOri's mutiny and desertion 

The names of the deserters who gave the British all this information 

are not mentioned in the documents, but there cannot be any doubt that 

they were Ehsan NOri and his comrades, whose escape to Iraq is con

nected with the first in a series of mistakes and setbacks that 

ended in the failure of the revolt53 ~ A regiment of the 7th army, in 

which a number of prominent Azadi members were officers (Ehsan NOri, 

Riza - a brother of Yusuf Ziya Beg -, Rasim XOr~id and Tewfiq Cemil) 

was, in August 1924, sent on a punitive expedition against the Nestorian 

Assyrians of Hekari, who had shown themselves disobedient to the 

government. While they were at Beytu~~ebab they received a cipher 

telegram from Yusuf Ziya (who, through Azadi contacts, could use the 

military telegraph). This personage had been in Istanbul to sound 

out Turkish opposition circles. The telegram contained a report of 

his findings. His brother Riza and the other Kurdish officers, how

ever, misunderstood it for a sign that the general rising had started. 

They mutinied and, taking many arms, went into the mountains, followed 

by four companies that consisted almost entirely of Kurds. They 

tried - in vain - to persuade local Kurdish tribes to join in the 

revolt. When they realised that there was no general rising, and 

that their position was very precarious, they destroyed the heavy 

arms, and fled to Iraq. Here they were hospitably entertained. 

In 1929-1930 Ehsan NOri (then with the title of Pa~a) was to re-

appear as the great military leader of the Ararat revolt, the tactical 

genius of Kurdish resistance. 

This mutiny led to reprisals. The Turkish government realised the 

seriousness of the Kurdish nationalist threat. Searching for the 

deserters' allies, it rolled up part of Azadi. Yusuf Ziya Beg, Xalid 

Beg .(Cibran) and a number of associates were arrested. The rebel

lious Haci MOsa Beg was also caught and sent to jail. Yusuf Ziya 
54 

and Xalid were later killed in prison; Haci MOsa Beg was released • 
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Lists of.names hod been found; nevertheless only a few more arrests 

took place. $ex Sel:d, as several other leading people, was called 

a witness in Xolid Beg's trial. As he feared to be arrested too, 

he refused to come to court, and instead left the Xinis district 

(where he ordinarily resided) for 9ebeq~Or, where the government hod 

1 . l 55 as yet itt e power • 

New plans for the revolt 

With the arrest of Azodl:'s leading minds, plans hod to be modified. 

The impression one gets of the months following the arrests is 

one of great confusion. Many contradictory plans were put forward, 

hardly any accepted for execution. Several plans were mode for the 

liberatiori of Xalid Beg and Yusuf Ziyo Beg from their Bitlis cells, 

none materialized. Many of the chieftains who hod at first promised 

their participation were frightened, and avoided contact with the 

others. Even those who wanted to continue were uncertain and did 

not agree on what should be done. In this situation $ex Sel:d, whose 

influence hod been substantial until then, emerged as the paramount 

leader. He knew what he wished, hod the capacity to convince others, 

and a great reputation for piety, which was useful when his other 

arguments were insufficient. He hod left Xinis for the 9ebeq~Or -

Palu - Ll:ce - Han! area, both in order to avoid arrest and to co

ordinate preparations for the rising that he wanted to take place 

as planned beforeo It was among the small, poor, Zaza-speaking 

tribes of this area that his family hod for generations hod many 

faithful followers (murids). Here he could feel safe to meet who

ever he wished. The townlets.had only relatively small gendormerie 

contingents, and outside them government hod as yet ·little power. 

Nor would it arouse much suspicion if the sheikh travelled through 

this area, as this is the annual habit of many sheikhs. In making 

such a tour they give their murids an easy opportunity to see them, 

to do tobe and to give financial contributions; they resolve con

flicts and counsel people (see p. 317). Resolving conflicts was 

an especially important task this time: if the revolt was to succeed, 
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inter~tribol conflicts should be resolved first; otherwise, some 

tribes could be expected to turn against the revolt for the mere 

reason that their enemies participated. 

The first important conflict brought to the shoikh's atten
tion is a cose in point. Before reaching the Zaza-speaking 
area he conferred with leaders of the (Kurmonci-speoking) 
Cibron tribe, relatives of Xolid Beg. This formerly nomadic 
tribe shores its habitat (Korliovo, Varto, Bulonik)with a 
number of (Kurdish) olevi tribes, of which Xormek and Lolon 
ore the most important. Formerly these sedentary tribes 
hod been subject to the Cibron~ and only in the post decades 
hod they gradually emancipated (see p. 139-140). After they 
hod become militias in the World War, they resolutely resisted 
attempts by the Cibron to reimpose their dominance. This 
led to armed clashes, and a permanent feud. This feud could 
sub;tantiolly impede the Cibron's actions if it were 
to persist during the revolt. $ex Seid wrote a letter to 
the Xormek chieftains, inviting them in the name of religion 
to join the other Kurdish tribes in a jihad ("holy war") 
against the Ankara government. As the Xormek are olevis, 
however, the shoikh's word did not carry any special weight 
with them, and he did not succeed in making them join the 
revolt or even only ending the feud between Xormek and Cibron. 
Indeed, immediately after the revolt broke out, the two tribes 
attacked each other. The Xormek and Lolon fought the rebel
lion much more effectively than the gendormerie and ormy56. 
This negative example is atypical, however. According to 
my informants, the shoikh resolved many petty conflicts on 
this tour. 

The tour also gave ample opportunity to give instructions on the 

approaching revolt to trusted men• Other leaders also come to see 

the shoikh and discussed strategic problems with him. My informant 

Melo Hesen even claims that there was on Azodi congress during, or im

mediately preceding the shoikh's tour, followed by a council of war, 
57 where strategic plans were worked out • At the congress only chief-

tains of the districts astride the Murad river (the eastern branch 

of the upper Euphrates) were present, mainly representatives of the 

Zaza-speaking tribes
58

• Many were quite hesitant, but it was decided 
59 

to go on with the revolt in Morch • 

The plans worked out in the following meeting were extremely simple. 

All tribes were to participate under the leadership of their own 

chieftains. They were to toke full control of their area of residence 

and chose away Turkish officials and gendarmes or make them prisoner. 
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Then they were to join one of the "fronts" that were to be formed. 

On these fronts, the rebels were to take the towns, and persuade 

local tribes to join their rebellion; the government's counter-attacks 

were also to be warded off at these fronts. The fronts - where the 

real military operations were to take place - were to be commanded 

by sheikhs who had influence locally, and knew the local conditions: 

1. The northern/northeastern front was to be under the supreme com

mand of ~ex Ebdullah of Melekan. Sections of the front were to 

be led by the sheikhs of ~an (Ki~i - ~ebeq~Or), Xalid Beg of the 

Hesenan (MO~, Varto), ~ex Seid's. son Eli Rizo and Mehmed Mla 

Xelile Xeto. 

2. The Xerput-Elaziz front was to be commanded by ~ex ~erif of Gokdere. 

3. The Er~ani front by ~ex Seid's brother Ebdurrehim. 

4. At the Diyarbekir front Heqqi Beg was to be in command on the 

eastern bank, Emeri FarOq on the western (both were Zaza - chief

tains). 

5. The Silvan (Fergin) front was to be under ~ex ~emsedin's command. 

~ex Seid, assisted by a small war council, was to have the supreme 

command of all operations60• 

When, not much later, the revolt broke out prematurely, these plans 

were largely followed. 

Outbreak of the revolt 

The sheikh continued his tour to Lice, Hani, and Piran. Everywhere 

he gave instructions to those who came to meet him, and discussed 

strategic questions with those who had specific leading tasks. In 

the village of Piran, on February 8, a minor incident prematurely 

precipitated the revolt. A few outlaws, persecuted by the gendarmerie, 

put themselves under the sheikh's protection. The gendarme unit that 

was after them demanded their extradition, which, due to the tense 

atmosphere, led to an exchange of fire between the sheikh's men (the 

sheikh was accompanied by a large armed body) and the gendarmes, of 

whom .at least one was killed
61

• The shaikh, realising that his pre

parations for the rising were not completed yet, wanted to hush up 
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the situation, but it got rapidly out of hand. The people of Han!, 

hearing of the incident, chased away the governor and all Turkish 

officials from their town. Near L!ce, a mail-van was held up (Feb

ruary 10). It was no longer possible to stop the rising; the leaders 

had to make the best of it. On February 14, Darayen! (Darahini) 

was taken; it was made a temporary capital and seat of government. 

The shaikh appointed Feq! Hesen of the Modan tribe as the governor. 

He then returned south, collecting more tribal troops around him 

as he went. L!ce and Han! were taken; from there the rebels marched 
62 on in the direction of Diyarbekir. They were several thousand then , 

and easily routed an infantry battallion sent from that town. The 

town itself was not yet attacked: it was nearly impregnable without 

heavy arms. ?ex Se!d made his headquarters at Tola, north of Diyarbekir. 

From there he remained in contact, through couriers (telegraph lines 

had been cut~ with the other fronts. He asked for reinforcements 

on the Diyarbekir front, and sent envoys to MehmOd Beg (son of Ibrah!m 
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PaJa) of the Milan, urging him to lay siege to Diyarbekir from the 

south; there was no answer. Reinforcements did arrive from the Silvan 

area. The "war committee" that was to coordinate operations had 

assembled by now. It consisted, beside $ex Seid himself, of: Fehmi 

Bilal Efendi, Sediq Beg (of Medrag), $ex Ismail,_ Re~id AXa (of Terkan), 

Saleh Beg (of Hani), Sediq (of Piran) and Mela Mistefa (of Lice): 

all were Zaza-speakers of the central area of the revolt. 

The offensive towards Diyarbekir began on February 29: the town 

was surrounded by a large number of Kurds (10,000 according to one 

of the besieged, see note 62), and the military commanders of the 

garrison were invited to surrender. On March 2 the attack started, 

but due to the thick walls and the strong garrison it could not be 

take~ by force. Contact had been established with Kurdish inhabitants 

of the city, and in the night of March 7/8 a small band of besiegers 

managed to enter the town with help from within. In a bloody fight, 

however, most of them were killed, and the others expelled again. 

Meanwhile at the other fronts, more progress had been made, and a 
I ' 

number of successes were obtained: 

1. The sheikhs of £an (Ibrahim, Mistefa and Hesen) took ~ebeq~Or 

(February 17); they also advanced on Kixi, but were repelled 

by the local Turkish garrison, assisted by warriors of the Xormek 
63 / 

and Lolan tribes • 

2. $ex Seid's brother Ebdurrehim took Maden (February 29) and ~ermik. 

At the latter town his troops were reinforced by $ex Eyub with 

500 men from the district of Sewerek who had first occupied the 

central town of their district. Together they advanced on the 

important town of Erxani and took it. Then they went south to 

reinforce the siege of Diyarbekir, the most important target
64

• 

3. On the northeastern front, several operations took place simulta

neously. The Hesenan took Menazgird, the Cibra~ Bulanik; $ex 

Eli Riza took care of coordination. The latter tribe clashed 

with the Xormek and Lolan many times, at several places. It 

was these tribes, too, that hampered the occupation of the town 

of Varto at first. On March 11 at last that town was taken (by 
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The d'1sl:ricb •I) revolt ~ lhe. e.ri.:I. o~ tvl-arch 
(~~ter ll.e. daJ7 Clu .. ~vri_yet, Ma~•h '-7, 1~'l.s. Bla~k ahJ wh:l·r arrows 

;,d."cate "'ov.,.,e.t-s o\'- jo".c~,.,e.~~ and re.be! •h.op>, re•recliJe~ ) 

Cibran troops) in an attack coordinated by ~ex Ebdullah. Many 

of the 120 gendarmes stationed at Varto were Kurds and Naqshbandi 

murids; they assisted the. rebels at the critical moment. Part 

of the Kurdish troops were now sent to Xinis (which was raided 

by Hesenan and Cibran under ~ex Eli Rizo and their own chieftains); 

another group was sent south to reinforce the rebels in the plain 

of MO~. These were to take MO~ and Bitlis, and to liberate the 

Azadi leaders imprisoned in the latter town. The local tribes, 

however, did not join the revolt. News came that Xalid Beg 

(Cibran) and Yusuf Ziya Beg had been executed in their prison 

cells. The efforts were then concentrated in the northeastern 

d
. . 65 irection • 

4. Spontaneous outbursts in sympathy with the rebels occurred at 

several places, even as far west as ~emi~kezek and PotUrge (in 

Malatya) 66
• 

In general, the minor towns in the rebel area and at the fronts could 
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be taken without serious resistance. Turkish gendarmes and officials 

fled or surrendered; Kurds simply took their places. About the cap

ture of one major town, Elaziz, information from Turkish and Kurdish 

sources ~oneof which is first-hand) is usefully complemented by 

the observations of a European resident of that city
67 

Rebels under the command of ?ex ?erif and Yado ~a (a Zaza 
chieftain, called a robber-bandit by Firat) had first taken 
Palu, and advanced on XerpOt and Elaziz. The (mainly Turkish) 
population of Elaziz heard the first rumours that the rebels 
were approaching on March 23. On March 24, there was the 
sound of shooting. The vali (provincial governor) fled, 
as did some other officials. That same day some 300 Kurds 
entered the town67a, sacked the government house and the 
Department of Justice, and opened the prison. The released 
prisoners showed the Kurds the houses of the officers and 
the rich, "so that the first could be made prisoner and the 
second looted". Porters and woodcutters of town (mainly 
Kurds) happily joined in the latter activity. Later ~ex 
?erif entered the town and promised the inhabitants to main
tain order (in which he was not to succeed). On March 25 
the looting continued; the military depot and the tobacco 
monopoly were plundered. Military and gendarmerie did not 
offer any resistance to the Kurds; they had either 6~ed or 
gone in hiding (the ex-vali of Elaziz later claimed that , 
his gendarmes did not dare shoot at the Kurds since the latter 
had tied korans to their bajonets - a trick only a few years 
younger than the k-0ran itself). Resistance was organized 
by the civilians of the town, after the main body of insurgents 
had left in the direction of Malatya. The Kurds had not 
left anyone in command at Elaziz; what remained was an un
organized band without discipline, that seemed mainly interested 
in looting. Leading citizens organized resistance groups 
that expelled them. 

By the end of ~arch, the main thrust of the Kurdish attack was over, 

and the Turks had brought sufficient forces into the area to start 

a massive counter-offensive and quell the rebellion. 

Suppression of the revolt 

The Turkish military forces in the East (7th army corps at Diyarbekir 

and 8th corps at Erzerum, under the command of MUrsel and Kazim Kara

bekir Pa~a, respectively) were inadequate for dealing with the revolt. 

The 7th army corps had many Kurds in its ranks. Although there is 

no evidence of actual desertion, this may have contributed to the 
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The revolt in Turkish newspaper cartoons (Cumhuriyet) 

Feb. 26, 1925 : "According to 
competent person this will be 
the rebels' situation in two 
weeks' time". 

March 7 : Military operations 
in the rebel area begin. 

ineffectiveness ·of the army's counterattacks. Units sent against 

the rebels were simply wiped out, and the survivors were taken prisoner 

by the Kurds. The 8th army corps was very late in turning against 

the rebels. My informants attribute this to Kazim Karabekir's general 

opposition to Mustafa Kemal (he was the president of the conserv~tive 

opposition party Terakkiperver Cumhuriyet Firkasi). The main resist

ance against the revolt came at first from the Xormek and Loldn tribes 

of the Ki~i-Varto area, who came to the support of the small garrisons 

of these towns and also attacked the rebels elsewhere (especially 

the Cibran). 

The Ankara government proclaimed martial law in the eastern provinces 

(February 23). The situation became so serious that Mustafa Kemal 

decided to take closer control of the affairs of state. The prime 

minister Fethi (Okyar), who was too hesitant, and not unfriendly to 

the opposition, was forced to resign, and Mustafa Kemal's trusted 

second man Ismet Pa~a (Inonu) appointed in his stead (March 2). 

Two days later a law on the reinforcement of order (Takrir-i SUkun) 

that gave the government extraordinary powers was passed through 

parliament. On a large scale troops were sent to the eastern pro-
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March 28 : "Our forces have surrounded the rebels from three 
sides. They will be contained within an iron ring formed by 
the bajonets of the Turkish army". 

vinces; t .his become possible because the French gave p"ermission to 

use the Baghdad railway (that passed through Syria) for troop trans

ports. Altogether at least 35,000 well-armed Turkish troops were 

deployed against the rebels; some foreign diplomats gave even higher 

estimates
69

• The Turkish air force bombed the rebels continously. 

Mustafa Kemol also ordered other Kurdish chieftains to join the Turkish 

forces and help them to quell the revolt. In fact, several tribes 

went to the Diyorbekir front - refusing to do so would be tantamount 

to rebellion - but monog~d to ovoid real confrontation with the rebels. 

Others did attack, but only ofter it hod become clear that the rebels 

were going to lose. 

When the huge armies approached Diyorbekir, the rebels lifted the 

siege, and retreated from the plains into the mountains to the north-· 

east (March 27). The Turkish troops laid on enormous ring around . 

the rebellious area, thus preventing the rebels from escaping to other 

parts of Kurdisto.n. Gradually they contracted the ring, thus pushing 

all rebels together in the ~ebeq~Or~Genc-Lice area. A few violent 

open bottles (April 3-8) had disastrous results for the Kurds: many 

were killed, wounded or token prisoner. It was only then that the 

Kurds reorganized themselves into small guerrilla bands instead of 

large tribal armies. Such bonds could escape from the iron ring 
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routed. Success attracted more nationalists, and in 1930 the "Ararat 

revolt" presented an even more formidable threat to the Turkish govern

ment than ~ex Seid's rebellion had ever done. This revolt was also 

quelled, ultimately. But not until 1938 (after a third great revolt, 

in Dersim, and many lesser ones) was Turkish Kurdistan pacified -

at enormous human costs. 

v. f External and internal support for the revolt 

British aid? 

There was one party that could but be extremely pleased with the 

revolt: the British, who in Iraq were up against strong pro-Turkish, 

anti-British propaganda omong the Kurds. There was some maliciou~ 

pleasure in London: "Revolt provides a useful comment on the Turkish 

claim, which plays a large part in their Mosul case, that the Turks 

and Kurds are indissolubly united by racial and political affinity"72 • 

It is not surprising, therefore, that the Turks suspected, and public- · 

ly accusedi the British of instigating this revolt. The Third In

ternational also took it for granted that British Imperialis~ was 
73 

behind this revolt • Both the British and the Kurds have always 

denied it. Representatives of Azadi i4:i ' approach the British for 

J~ ,>/_ 
,..,.. .•• ;.,;, i Iii .Jf) 
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material and political support, several times even. The British 

also knew, through the deserting Kurdish officers (Ehsan NQr.i: and 

others / see p. 382 ) that a revolt was at hand. It seems unlikely, 

however, that they ever gave any form of assistance. The Turks never 

produced any serious evidence to substantiate their allegations, 

except one "British agent" called Tampling or Templey, a person who 

had previously been in the Allied police and was now a private de

tective at Istanbul. He had ~ntered a "highly compromising" corre

spondence with Seyyid Ebdulqadir. The British disclaimed him and 

called him a "Turkish agent provocateur1174• 

Arms 

Though the Kurds would have gladly accepted any arms offered from 

outside, it does not seem that they received any. The fire-arms 

that they used dated from the First World War or even before. The 

militias had all had their own arms. Russian soldiers who retreated 

in 1917 frequently sold their rifles for some bread. Many more arms 

were taken from the Armenians. YaqOb $ewki, a Kurdish general in 

the Ottoman army (at the Caucasus front) told his men after the armi

stice !!.Qi to deliver their arms to the British (as officia1 instruc

tions were) but to distribute them among the local (i.e. Kurdish) . 
population. Due to all these sources there were enormous amounts 

of arms in circulation in Kurdistan. After 1923 the republican gov

ernment had started collecting these - a process not completed in 

1925, since most Kurds were quite reluctant to give up their arms75 • 

Nonetheless, most of the Kurds fought with very primitive arms. 

According to an eye-witness at Diyarbekir, they fought with. piques 

and sabres, but fanatically, and made many of the better armed Turkish 
. ld" . 76 so iers prisoners • 

Turkish opposition 

Through Yusuf Ziya Beg, Seyyid·Ebdulqadir and others, Azadi had at

tem~ted to establish contact with the Turkish anti-kemalist opposi

tion - without. tangible results. At no stage was there any co-
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opercttion between these two oppositional movements. Some Kurds had 

sympathy for Kazim Karabekir's Terakkiperver Cumhuriyet Firkasi, 

but there is no evidence that the latter party ever showed interest 

in the Kurdish revolt, Mustafa Kemal' s a·ccusations notwi thstanding
77

• 

The 8th army corps, which stood under Kazim Karabekir's command, 

dealt more leniently with the rebels than other armies, but that is 

still a far cry from even passive support. There was little opposi

tion to the severe reprisals taken upon the Kurds. 

Similarly, there is not a trace of evidence that ex-Sultan Vahideddin's 

agitation lay at the root of the revolt, as is claimed in other Turk

ish sources. There was certainly no co-ordination of the Kurdish 

planners with religious reaction in other parts of Turkey. As Toynbee 

noted: " ••• it is noteworthy that the revolt did not spread among 

the Turkish population of Erzerum, Trebizond, and ~msun, who were 

almost as backward and reactionary as their Kurdish neighbours, and 

who not long afterwards ••• rose on their own account ••• against the 

A k ' . . f "78 n ara government s westernizing re orms. 

(Cumhuriyet, March 2, 1925) 
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V. g Participation among the Kurds 

A striking fact is that the majority of the Kurds who participated, 

the nucleus that rose in revolt immediately ofter the incident at 

Piron, were Zaza-speaking Kurds of the small tribes in the mountain

ous Lice-Honi-~ebeq~Or districts. These were the tribes where ?ex 

Seid (and the other participating sheikhs) hod his greatest personal 

influence. Of the other tribes, apparently only the Cibron and the 

Hesenon ployed important parts. These have their habitat in Karliovo -

Vorto - Bulonik and in Menazgird and surroundings, respectively, 

contiguous to the Zaza-speaking territory. Outside this central 

area of the revolt, spontaneous outburst were recorded in Sewerek, 

PotUrge(eost of Molotya) and near ~emi~kezek. After Morch 20 there 

was again on increase in activity: a number of tribes (no details 

known) rebelled in accordance with the original strategic plans, 

th d . h . l 79 us expon ing t e area in revo t • 

In the case of the Zaza tribes, participation was well nigh complete. 

According to Mela Hesen (who belongs to one of these tribes, the 

Zirkan), "it was not as in the time of the militias, when only a 

certain number of men from each tribe would participate in a campaign; 

this time every man came out to fight." 

It should be noted that in these tribes, nearly every man 
had his own piece of land and a few animals. I.e., they 
belonged to the stratum that is most easily mobilizable in 
rural revolts80. Secondly, the chieftains did not have 
economic power over th,e commoners, nor were they much richer. 
There were thus no conflicts of interest to make commoners 
refrain from participation at the demand of the aghas. 
Thirdly, these tribesmen were (and still are) known as ex
tremely pious, even bigoted. The influence of sheikhs was 
even greater here than elsewhere. 

It is not known whether the (Kurmanci-speaking) Cibran and Hesenan 

participated entirely too. Both tribes are rather large, and did 

not have paramount chieftains, but a number of aghas each. One of 

the Cibron aghas, Qosim Beg, reputedly betrayed ?ex Seid when the 

latter tried to escape to Iran, but there are no indications that 

any section of the tribe ever turned entirely against the rebellion. 
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It is not without interest that the operations by these tribes were 

coordinated by ~ex Ebdullah and ~ex Eli Rizo, in consultation with 

the chieftains of the tribes. 

Of the other tribes that had reacted positively when first approached 

by Azadi, many kept aloof. Several even turned against the rebel

lion. 

Thus, for instanc~informants from the ierzan district told 
me the following chieftains there had "signed'' to join the 
revolt: 
Cemile ~eto of the Pen~inaran, 
Emin Perixan of the Reman, 
Ehmede Eshed of the Re,kotan, 
Mehmed Eli of the Re,kotan. 
When the revolt broke out, only the Re,kotan chieftains 
rose in (passive) rebellion. They did not send contingents 
to join Sex Seid, but did nothing to affirm their loyalty 
to the Ankara Government either. Turkish officials were 
afraid and fled from the district. A Turkish regiment was 
sent from Diyarbekir to pacify the Re,kotan district; it 
was completely routed. The other tribes still kept aloof 
(or, maybe there was some fighting between Reman and Re,kotan 
already going on; my informants could not remember when that 
started, nor whether-there was an old feud between the two 
tribes). When Turkish reinforcements arrived, Emin Perixan 
joined these in a combined attack on the Re,kotan chieftains. 
Cemile ~eto also responded to the Turkish call to attack the 
rebels; he is said to have joined the Turkish troops at the 
Diyarbekir front. He was one of the chieftains who had be
come friends with Mustafa Kernel at Diyarbekir in 1916. 
Nevertheless, after the suppression of the revolt he was 81 brought to court with the leading rebels, and was also hanged • 

Outside the central area where the revolt had a mass character, 

participation and non-participation or even opposition of tribes to 

the revolt was apparently determined to a large extent by the same 

kind of considerations that had for centuries determined tribal politics 

and policies vis-a-vis the state. Motivation of the commoners - be 

it religious or nationalist - played no part worth mentioning yet. 

Chieftains joined or opposed according to what seemed the advanta-

geous thing to do an~ to ~hat their rivals did; the commoners simply 

followeli the ch;3f:ai s. When chance turned against the rebels, and 

they were on the losing hand, several tribes that had remairted neutral 
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until then suddenly began to oppose them. 

According to Firat, (a section of) the nomadic Beritan had 
first joined $ex $erif's forces on their way to Elaziz, but 
later, when these had to retreat east for the approaching 
Turkish troops, these Beritan (or another section of the 
same tribe) attacked them82. 

The case of the alevi tribes Xormek and Lolan was different again. 

It is true that they had a feud with the Cibran, but that was not 

their only reason for opposing the revolt. It was the orthodox 

sunni, anti-shi'i ideology that had always been the justification 

of their discrimination and oppression by the Cibran. Mustafa Kemal's 

Turkey was a secular republic; for the first time clevis had officially 

equal rights, and law protected them. An independent Kurdistan, 

under authority of sunni sheikhs, could only be to their disadvant- -. 
age. 

Non-trioal Kurds 

The plain of Diyorbekir was (and is) inhabited by ·non-tribal Kurds 

(with a·small minority of christians and jews). They were tenants, 

share-croppers or labourers. The land on which they worked was owned 

by mainly towfl-dwelling (Diyarbekir) landlords. These appallingly 

poor peasants did not participate in the revolt. Apparently, they 

were not even invited to do so; with the characteristic contempt of 

the tribesman for the "reyet" they were deemed unfit to fight. Arif 

Beg, who knew the plain well, thought that these peasants would, to 

a man, hcive reLelled if only their lords had told them to do so; 

I doubt this, however. Contemporary reports from other, similar 

parts of Kurdistan (plains of Mosul, east-central Kurdistan) suggest 

that the subject peasantry, even if they had vague nationalist feel

ings, were more strongly motivated by resentment of their lords83
• 

Indeed, in the later Kurdish risings in Iraq, which were more wide

spread than $ex Seid's revolt, the non-tribal peasantry did not partic

ipate on any significant scale, but did rise ·against the landlords 

several times. 

The peasantry of the Diyarbekir plain thus had neither the economic 
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independence which makes rebellion a feasible thing, nor (probably) 

the motivation to rise: the revolt was not directed against their 

exploiters, but against a government that promised to curtail the 

power of these exploiters. 

Urban notables 

Nationalism had its first defenders and propagandists among the ur

ban notables: absentee landlords, high officials, people of the 

professions. Also the kemalists, however, largely depended on this 

stratum. A high proportion of the town population in eastern Anatolia, 

especially of the notables, was Turkish, or turkicized; Kurdish 

nationalists, therefore, were often a minority. Diyarbekir was in 

this respect an exception. Of the two chief notable families there, 

the Pirin~~izade sided with the kemalists (and received high offices 

in reward), while the Cemilpa~azades (descendants of Cemil Pa~a) 

had the reputation of being nationalists. There was a large Kurdish 

Club in town (Kurt Taali Cemiyeti), which boasted a thousand members. 

It does not seem, however, that these played roles of importance in 

the revolt. They certainly did not try to organize a rising in 

town in support of the revolt (but that may be due to the early 

arrest of some leaders). According to an outsider present· in town 

during the siege, the Cemilpa~azades had prior knowledge of the re

volt, but were very afraid to compromise themselves, and never really 

became involved. In fear, the eldest member of the family, Oasim, 

left Diyarbekir for Istanbul in February. Another member, Mehmed, 

is even said to have collected some warriors from his villages and 

have fought on the Turkish side84• Active members of the Kurdish 

Club were imprisoned before they had the opportunity to lead the 

Kurdish population of town against the garrison. In the trials after 

the suppression of the revolt several of them were found guilty of 

conspiring for the establishment of an independent Kurdistan
85

• 

In the ot11er towns of the area ~here was no organization compar

able to Diyarbekir's Kurdish Clubo Notables of Elaziz may have 
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spontaneously welcomed the first rebels as defenders of the faith 

and the caliphate, but when undisciplined bonds continued looting 

their town, these same notables expelled them and later helped Turk

ish troops to pursue the rebels. 

Urban lower class 

Whereas the middle classes of most ~owns in the east were (and ore) 

largely Turkish, most menial jobs were done by Kurdish immigrants 

from the surrounding countryside. These were unorganized - as is 

to be expected from a lumpenproletoriot - but showed sympathy with 

the rebels. In Diyorbekir many of these lower class Kurds were Zozo

speokers, belonging to the tribes that were in rebellion. It was 

they who one night let let rebels enter the town. They did not, 

however, rise in general rebellion (without organization and with

out arms, that would have been very difficult, too). 

Similarly, in Eloziz the lower class Kurdish population joined the 

rebels only in looting their town. It does not appear that they 

also joined them as warriors. 

v. h The Nogshbondi order and the revolt 

At several points in this chapter it was stressed that (Noqshbandi) 

sheikhs ployed a crucial port in the revolt. A comparison with the 

role of the Sonusi order in the resistance of Cyrenaico's Beduin to 

the Italians may therefore be illuminoting
86

• The Sanusi order was 

responsible for coordinating the Beduin tribes' actions. It was 

a centralized, hierarchical orde.r. Each tribe or sub-tribe hod a 

zawiyo, a lodge, where a khalifa of the Sonusi resided. The khalifo's 

authority was recognized because of his holiness and the charisma 

he derived from the Sanusi, and because he was an outsider, not a 

member of any particular tribe, and therefore not party to any con

flicts. In fact, many tribes and sub-tribes asked the Sanusi to 

send a khalifo to them; it became a matter of prestige for a tribe 

to have its own kholifo. The superimposition of this centralized 

structure on the segmentary tribal Beduin society made concerted 
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action possible, and welded the Beduin into a strong and coherent 

notion. Without the Sonusi order, there would probably not be on 

independent Libya. 

The Noqshbondi order in Kurdistan was in a somewhat different posi

tion. It is on order that extends geographically from Egypt to 

Central Asia and Indio (also in the perception of its murids), and 

hos therefore less of a "notional" character than the Sonusi order 

(which was restricted to Cyrenoico). Secondly, it is not.central

ized: neither the entire order, nor the Kurdish section hos a gen

erally acknowledged head (see Fig Sc, p. 296). This is not to soy 

that hierarchical relations do not exist. Some shoikhs enjoy more 

general respect than others, and may demand obedience from certain 

other shoikhs, who ore their kholifos, or sons of their fathers' 

kholifos (or kholifos of their fathers' kholifos, etc.). The net

work, however, is only partially ordered in such hierorchiol rela

tions. And as there is no generally recognized head, there ore many 

conflicts among Noqshbondi shoikhs, especially among those who live 

close to each other and compete for the some murids. 

The families of Noqshbondi shoikhs with the most wide-spread in

fluence in northern Kurdistan were those of NOr~in (between MO~ and 

Bitlis; the Hezrete NOr~in (~ex Ziyodin) enjoyed wide fame around 

1925), and of Xizon (descendants of the "ghowth"; see the· Appendix 

of Ch IV, Table V). The Hezret hod always stayed out of politics; 

he was one of the few shoikhs entirely devoted to the spiritual life. 

Late in 1924, ofter the arrest of the Azodi leaders, the governor 

of Bitlis negotiated with the Hezret's brother's son and successor 

MesOn and with ~ex Selohedin of Xizon, and secured their promises 

to refrain from activities against the government
87

• These shoikhs 

and the tribes where they hod direct influence stood, indeed, aside 

from the revolt. Their kholifos, however, did not feel bound by 

these promises one way or the other. One of the Hezret's kholifos 

(~ex Mihemed Isa's father, of the Cibron tribe) was to participate 
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in the revolt; another ($ex Mehmed Selim of Hezan, in Erzerum) was 

to fight it actively. 

It was only the sheikhs who had influence among the Zaza-speaking 

tribes of the ~ebeq~Dr-PalD-Lice area who, in mutual agreement, led 

the revolt and furnished the integrating network. $ex Seid and 

$ex Ebdullah, who had both been invited by Azad! because they were 

the most widely respected of all Zaza-sheikhs (together with $ex 

$erif who had military experience),· coordinated the western and 

eastern sectors, respectively. Before the outbreak of the revolt 

they had conferred extensively about the course of action to be taken. 

Once the revolt broke out they had to act rather independently-0f 

each other, since the distances were large and communication dif· 

ficult. 

Both sheikhs had also murids among the Kurmanci-speakers. $ex Ebdullah 

came from Melekan in the Solhan district, which is close to the 

Kurmanci:-speaking area. $ex Seid seems to have made deliberate, 

att~mpts to win influence among the Kurmanci-speakers. Original~y 

from PalD, with family holdings in other parts of the Zaza-territory, 

he had built a second tekiye in the Xinis district, and had married 

a woman from the Cibran'~ leading family. The shaikh's family re

lations certainly contributed to his emergence as the central leader. 

His sons travelled widely as animal dealers, which made it possible 

for them to perform courier duties as well. Eli Rizo for instance 

had, prior to the rising, sold an enormous flock of sheep in Aleppo; 

he may have met Kurdish nationalists in exile there; it is certain 

that he then went to Istanbul and visited Seyyid Ebdulqadir and tried 

to establish contact with the Turkish opposition88 • The money from 

the sale of the animals was to serve the financing of the rebellion. 

Eli Rizo later became second in command in the northeast, which may 
\ 

have been a means of controlling $ex Ebdullah. $ex Seid's brother 

Ebdurrehim led the Er~oni operations. Another brother, Tahir, played 

a minor role early in the revolt: it was he who robbed the mail-van 

of Lice. 
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A third shaikh of influence was ?ex ?erif of Gokdere. In the First 

World War he had been a militia colonel, commanding Zaza-tribesmen 

of ~ebeq~Or and PolO. His military experience proved very useful. 

The other shoikhs hod more strictly local influence, and were active 

only locally, following previously made plans and instructions from 

?ex Seid and the war committee
89

• 

Unfortunately, I hove not been able to reconstruct the murshid

khali fo relations connecting these shaikhs with each other. It 

seems, however, that it was not the formal network of the order, 

but informal links between shaikhs who shared common political ideals 

that constituted the integrating factor. 

In Cyrenoico too,it was ultimately the general loyalty of the Beduin 

to the Sanusi (the head of the order), and the general anti-Italian 

agitation by his khalifos, rather than the order's potential for 

military organization that proved decisive. Both in the wars of 

the Sanusi order against the Italians and in ?ex Seid's revolt the 

fighting units were tribes or sub-tribes, generally led by their 

own chieftains. In the lotter, the coordinating role of shoikhs 

was very conspicuous, and the shoikhs took active part in combat. 

The family of the Sonusi stood aside from the actual fighting, but 

his khalifos and close murids untiringly urged the Beduin to con

tinue their resistance against the Italians and, in fact, ployed 

l d . "l"t 1 90 0 h h 1 h . . ea ing mi i ary ro es • n t e w o e, one gets t e impression 

that ?ex Seid's revolt was better coordinated than that of the 

Sonusi's Beduins, the Kurdish sheikhs played their coordinating 

ports better than their Beduin counterparts. That is undoubtedly 

related to the fact that the Sanusi dispatched his kholifos to a 

tribe or sub-tribe each, whereas in Kurdistan the shoikhs hod followers 

among more than one tribe. 

v. i Religious vs nationalist character of the revolt 

The revolt was neither a purely religious nor a purely nationalist 

one. The nationalist motivation of those who planned it is beyond 

doubt, but even among them many were also emotionally affected by 
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the abolition of the caliphate. $ex Seid certainly was a very pious 

person, and honestly indignant at the secularizing reforms taking 

place in Turkey, but - as my informants insist - he was at least 

as sincere a nationalist. One of his closest collaborators in the 

revolt was Fehmi Bilal Efendi, a blasphemer who mocked religion in 

public. The sheikh kept him as his right-hand man because Fehmi 

was a capable person and a convinced nationalist. The primary aim 

of both $ex Seid and the Azadi leaders was the establishment of an 

independent Kurdistan. The motivation of the rank-and-file was 

equally mixed, but for them the religious factor may have predominated. 

The planners and leaders of the revolt, at any rate, thought that 

religious agitation would be more effective in gaining mass support 

than nationalist propaganda alone. Partly for this reason, sheikhs 

were chosen as figure-heads for the revolt. The movement was called 

a jihad ("holy war"); $ex Seid assumed the title of amir al-mujahidin 

("commander of the warriors of the faith 11
)
91 • This by itself, how

ever, does not mean that religion provided the impetus behind the 

revolt. The report that Kurds tied Korans to their bajonets (see 

p. 389 ), as well as some of the declarations of participants at the 

trials, strongly condemning the sinful anti-religious reforms in 

Turkey, may give the impression that the revolt had the character 

of a messianistic movement in the name of old-time religion. Tying 

Korans to one's weapons, though, is only an effective method if one 

expects the enemy to respect the Koran. The way the revolt broke 

out and immedigtely spread suggests that a strong anti-Turkish or 

anti-government feeling motivated the masses, at least in the central 

area of the rebellion. The participants' zeal received additional 

fuel from the religious justification given to their action. 

After $ex Seid and other leading sheikhs had either been killed or 

captured, or had escaped, nothing of the messianistic appearance of 

the movement remained. Neither the guerrilla bands that continued 

war against the government and its troops, nor the leaders of the 

Ararat revolt that followed, used religious phraseology. Nationalism 
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seemed undiluted, then. To a certain extent, this nationalism was 

based on quite "traditional" motivations, and took the form of "tradi

tional" rebellion against state authority. The Ararat Revolt started 

with the Celali tribe's refusal to accept external authority (~ 

external authority). The yuerrilla bands followed the tradition of 

social banditry - a phenomenon endemic in Kurdistan (as everywhere 

where the norms of society conflict with the laws of the state). 

These "traditional" motivations have certainly also played their 

part in the nationalism of the participants in ~~x Seid's revolt. 

Already ~ex Seid's departure from Xinis to the for him 
safer Zaza area had much of the social bandit's taking to 
the mountains to escape persecution by the state. Similarly, 
one of the participating Zaza chieftains, Kerem A~a of the 
Zirkan, had been "on the run" for over a half year when the 
revolt broke out: he had killed a Turkish captain and six 
regulars, and had lived as an outlaw since (Firat: 196/7). 
The outbreak of the revolt was precipitated, again, by the 
attempt of gendarmes to arrest outlaws under the protection 
of the sheikh. 
Yado, who together with ~ex ~erif led operations at the 
XerpOt-Elaziz front, had some renown as a social bandit before 
that time. After the sheikhs' apprehension he resumed his 
old existence in the mountains around ~ebeq~ur until 1927 
when he escaped to Syria (Silopi: 105). 

The borderline between social banditry and politically motivated 

guerrilla warfare is difficult to draw. The same may be said for 

the boundary between "traditional" resentment of government encroach

ments and "proper" nationalism. Kurdish nationalism in this century 

has always remained in the indefinable in-between, and still largely 

finds itself near that vague borderline. 

The relationship of nationalism and religion is different again. 

For the mass of participants in ~ex Seid's revolt, religious and 

nationalistic loyalties cannot be separated: they coincided and 

were virtually identical. Nationalist sentiment arose out of, or 

was al least stimulated by, religious feeling and primordial loyal

ties to the sheikhs. Nationalist loyalties began, however, to lead 

l . f f h . d h l h . . 92 
a i e o t eir own. an ave no onger sue strong associations • 
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CH APT E R VI 

Concluding remarks 

I want to return here to two questions that were among those with 

which I set out originally and that, although they were too abstract 

to attempt answering them directly, repeatedly came back to my mind: 

1. How did/do the primordial loyalties arise, why are they as they 

are, and what makes tb~m so strong? 

2. Under which circumstances do the primordial loyalties break down 

and/or give way to other ones (especially those of nation 

or class)? 

Each of these questions can be asked on different levels of abstrac

tion. I do not think that the question "Why do tribes exist?" is 

a very meaningful one, and I certainly do not feel capable of an

swering it. "How do tribes arise?", on the other hand, refers to 

empirical reality, and indeed in the course of this book a number 

of processes by which tribes come into existence were mentioned. 

Similarly, the question "Why are tribesmen loyal to tribal chieftains?" 

.is too abstract, but one might attempt to answer the question "How 

do chieftains achieve and maintain their position of leadership?" 

It is on this level that some answers have been suggested in the 

prec~ding chapters. I shall not summarize all of them, but ~ want 
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to stress here a few points that I consider important. 

In the tribe, kinship is a basic organizing principle. In small 

tribes especially, people are loyal to their fellow-tribesmen be-

cause they are kinsmen. One might try to explain kin loyalty from 

the economic and/or psychological security experienced within the 

(extended) family or lineage, but that is a circular reasoning, for 

the security is a consequence of the same kin loyalty that it should 

explain. I shall not attempt further to explain this kin loyalty 

but accept it as given for the present purpose. In some cases, 

tribesmen have common economic interests, e.g. communally held 

(pasture) land, which is a solid base for group solidarity. Similarly, 

common locality (often implying common economic interests) i• a clear 

reason for group solidarity. As said, villages correspond often 

to a segment of a tribe, and consist in other cases of a number of 

(not closely related) shallow lineages. 

The same kin loyalty plays a role in »segmentary opposition'': in 

cases of a conflict between two persons, relatives of each rally 

to their support. If the people in conflict are related, their kins

men support the party with whom they hove closest blood ties (those 

with equal distance to both remain neutral). Conflicts, especially 

the violent ones, are between (kin) groups, not individuals. Nearly 

all conflicts therefore acquire a feud-like character (see Chapter 

II, section c). Conflicts betw€en two groups can in general only 

be resolved through the mediation of someone whose authority is 

recognized by both groups. Ipso facto, this mediator should not 

belong to any of the conflicting groups. This point con hardly be 

stressed enough, since it has important consequences for the nature 

of leadership in Kurdish society. As units increase in size, the 

probability of conflict increases more than proportionally1• In 

small tribes, a respected kinsman may act as the chieftain; he 

rules by consen:, and only rarely do conflicts occur in which his 

authority may b~ called into question. Larger tribes, however, will 

ultimately be broken up into a number of smaller ones as a result 
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of a feud or other conflict, unless there is a mediator whose authority 

is recognized by all, This explains why the chieftains of large tribes 

and emirates nearly all claim(ed) foreign descent. It is not so 

important whether these claims are true: the essential factors are 

1) sufficient distance from each of the sections constituting the 

tribe, and 2) charisma. A prestigious foreign descent lends the 

chieftain both. 

Chieftains may be expected to spread the legend that their ancestors 

were invited by the tribes to come and lead them. ?eref Xan's story 

of how his ancestors became the rulers of Bitlis (p. 198) is a good 

example. Such may have been true in some cases (as it was true for 

some of the European royal houses); in many others it probably was 

not. The rise of Haco (or rather, of his family, the mala Osman) 

to power over the Heverkan confederation (p. 110-116) seems a good 

example of how such a chiefly lineage, separate from and above the 

confederation's tribes and sections, may arise from within, instead 

of being invited from elsewhere. 

As it is conflicts (both internal and external) that make a paramount 

chieftain necessary to the tribe, chieftains who wish to increase 

or maintain their powers find an excellent way of doing so through 

the manipulation of conflicts. A chieftain should of course resolve 

conflicts to a degree sufficient to give his tribesmen a feeling 

of peace and security, but he should not completely eliminate them, 

for in so doing he would make himself dispensable. We saw that in 

the emirates of Bitlis, Hekari and Botan conflict had been, as it 

were, institutionalized in the juxtaposition of two confederations 

of tribes. 

In yet another way chieftains made (and make) themselves almost in

dispensable to their tribesmen: as intermediaries in all contacts 

with the state. In Chapter III we saw how important this factor is. 

As the grid of the administrative network of the Ottoman state and 

its successors became finer, the significant political roles were 

played by chieftains of ever lower levels: after the mirs, chieftains 
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of large tribes, then chieftains of smaller tribes (and/or sections 

of tribes), then village oghos. In the course of this process, the 

role of shaikhs become more important, Their political significance 

also derived from their role as mediators: in most coses they ore 

outside the tribal organization, and hove at least a derivative 

charisma. When the mirs were deposed, a port of their functions 

fell into the hands of shoikhs: they resolved conflicts between 

tribes, and on the occasions where collective action involving more 

than one or two tribes occurred, this was coordinated or led by shaikhs. 

The above may explain port of the political processes in Kurdish 

society, but as on explanation of Kurds' loyalty to an agho or a 

shoikh it is not satisfactory. Aghos and shoikhs gather followers 

around them, and succeed in this not only because they ore so adept 

in the game of ''divide and rule". Even where they owe their ~osition 

to the perpetual mediating in conflicts and the balancing of groups 

against each other, they are accepted as mediators because of some 

other quality that they hove, a certain charisma. in some coses this 

charisma finds its origin in the leader's own personality, in many 

other cases it exists only by his association with a great hero or 

saint. Certain leading families command great respect because of 

their (reputed) descent from great ancestors: early heroes of Islam, 

or more recent powerful chieftains who became fomo~s by success in 

war. Occasionally still chieftains emerge who have charismatic 

qualities themselves.Although such ''great chieftains" may behave in 

a way that con hardly inspire great love in their subjects (see again 

the description of Hoco's career, p. 112 f), by their very success 

they attract many loyal followers, and a texture of mystifying ideology 

is soon woven around their real behaviour. Circulating oral epics 

hove the some ideological function as history text-books in European 

primary schools: chieftains' actions ore embellished and idealized, 

the political status quo is justified, and admiration for and love 

of the rulers or~ propag~ted. Shoikhs hove similar ossociotions 

which lend them on even stronger charisma: their murshid's reputa

tion reflects on them, they have a silsilo full of great names, and 
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all sorts of miracles are associated with their tariqa. The fact 

that in popular conception they ore intermediaries between God and 

man lends them even more prestige. Moreover, some shoikhs seem to 

possess "paranormal" gifts, and in the majlis the murids may hove 

stroage experiences which are easily attributed to the shaikhs' 

miraculous powers (see Chapter IV, sections i and j). 

We may attempt to understand the nature of this charisma better 

by studying situations where it is lost or breaks down, First of 

all it should be noted that not all followers or subjects of a leader 

are equally loyal. Non-tribal subjects often resent their subjuga

tion and exploitation. In the post this resentment may have been 

tempered by the relative security resulting from protection by their. 

overlords. However, as the state became more and more copable.{ond 

willing) of protecting them from physical attacks, they hove repeatedly 

made clear that they wished to be liberated from their exploiters. 

In Iraq they resented their Kurdish oghas as much as they had resented 

Ottoman officials bef~re2 • During the 1950's peasant anger erupted 

in a number of large-scale revolts; in the following decade only 

very few of the non-tribal Kurds participated in the nationalist 

war. Apparently, no ideology was strong enough here to veil from 

these non~tribal peasantry the naked exploitation to which they were 

subjected; they perceived themselves clearly as a class. As Barth 

noted (seep. 261), the mi~ken living under the Hemewend were said 

to even attempt to transform the Qadiri order - a focus of primordial 

loyalties - into an instrument of class struggle. 

However, even where the non-tribal groups hove liberated 
themselves from their tribal overlords, new systems of pri
mordial loyalties may arise within their stratum: patron
client relationships as found almost universally in peasant 
societies. Barth noticed that among the misken there were 
a few persons who owned a diwanxane. This usually indicates 
that these persons act in several ways as patrons for those 
who visit the diwanxane regularly. 

The closest and most loyal followers of a tribal chieftain are his 

retainers (if he-has a retinue) and his close relatives. Even when 

the latter are in conflict with him, they may (but need not) immediately 
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close their ranks against outsiders. After these follow his other 

fellow-tribesmen, and finally the members of client tribes. The 

last may be resentful of domination, especially where this is com

bined with economic exploitation (in the form of high dues exacted), 

but they are more susceptibl~ to arguments of tribal ideology than 

the non-tribal peasants. After all, they are tribesmen, and there

fore more "noble" than those who are not. For them as well as for 

the other followers, association with a powerful chieftain may be 

psychologically rewarding. As soon as the chieftain's success is 

seen to end, however, the client tribes break away, and many in

dividual members of the tribe may transfer their loyalties to some 

other chieftain. Similarly, shaikhs have several types of followers, 

with d~ffering degrees of loyalty to them. The most loyal are prob

ably those murids that live with their shaikh or visit him regularly. 

Then there is a wide category of persons, often living far away, 

who visit the shaikh only rarely, but who consider him so holy that 

they would immediotely obey him if a situation occurred where he 

asked them to do something for him. 

For instance, there are people all over Kurdistan who talk 
admiringly of ?ex Osman (of DurO, see p.319f), although many 
of them do not even know his name and simply call him "the 
shaikh of Tawela" (his ancestral village). The holiness 
of his family is exemplary. ?ex Osman's potential influence 
is therefore even more considerable than his present actual 
influence. 

Most shaikhs own at least some land; many own considerable tracts. 

The peasants on the shaikhs' land generally suffer severe economic 

exploitation, while they see the shaikh and his murids living lei

surely off their labour. The exploitation may long be accepted be

cause the shaikh is seen as holy, and it is meritorious to work for 

him. These exploited peasants however are the first followers to 

question the legitimacy of the shaikh's claim to their loyalty, and 

in times of cri~~s they may withdraw it. 

412 

Thus, ~vx Osman felt forced to flee from Tawela in Iraq to 
Iran at the time of violent anti-landlord agitation under 
Oassem. I know no details, but apparently the shaikh could 
not trust his own peasants. In DurO too, I noticed that the 
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villagers - who hod theoretically become the owners of their 
lend under the land reform, but continued to be exploited 
economically - behoved less than friendly to several of the 
resident murids, and did not show the shoikh the some degree 
of respect that the outsiders showed. 
The best instance of the withdrawal of loyalty from a shoikh 
that I recorded i~ the chasing away of ~ex Mes'Od from Bomerni 
by the some villagers that hod obediently and loyally allowed 
his father Behodin to exploit them (p. 335/7). 

This suggests at least two ways in which loyalties of tribesmen to 

the ogho and of murids to the shoikh may weaken and ultimately break 

down: 

1. As the relations become more openly exploitative, and the ogho 

or shoikh compensates less for the exploitation in other ways, 

their followers may start questioning the usefulness of continu

ing the relation (in at least some cases it is not the peasants 

but on ogho who is the first to break the "traditional" relation

ship with the mohy obligations it carried for him, and who changes 

it from a "multi-stranded" relation into a purely economic one, thus 

increasing exploitation, and making his continuing claims to loyalty 

less legitimate). 

2. Since ideologies justifying these leaders' positions ploy such 

on important port, everything that weakens these ideologies will 

also weaken the primordial loyalties. Modern education and radio 

both spread values other than the tribal ones, and it may be 

expected that the young, educated in state schools, will coll into 

question oghas' and shaikhs' authority. Especially in Turkey, school

teachers and textbooks condemn aghas and sheikhs as backward, reactionary 

and undemocratic elements, and this must have its effects. 

It con hardly be denied that these two processes are occurring. 

However, the primordial loyalties and the ideologies on which they 

ore based show a remarkable resistance to change. Both are weaken

ing, but only very gradually. I shall illustrate this with an ex

ample. 

In the village of Sorgulde~t (a pseudonym), in the plain 
southwest of Hardin (Turkish Kurdistan1 the relations of 
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production have become more clearly capitalist than in most 
other parts of Kurdistan that I visited. One might there
fore expect the primordial loyalties to have weakened more 
here than elsewhere. The villagers (96 households) belong 
to the trlbe Derbas which is spread over 10 - 15 (?) villages. 
Each village has a village agha. The aghas of all Derbas 
villages are closely related. Two generations ago, all lands 
surrounding this village were registered in the name of 
the then village agha. The v!llagers worked as his share
croppers. Of this agha's two sons, one succeeded him as 
the village agha, the other was compensated by receiving 
a much larger share of the land, not an unusual arrangement. 
Their family now consists of two branches: the present agha 
with his two brothers (each owning some 60 hectares), and 
the landowning branch (the "owner of the car" and his brother, 
who each own some 400 hectares). As a result of a partial 
landreform in the 1950's, some 30 households own 10 - 15 
hectares, another 10 households own 5 - 10 hectares, while 
the remainder are completely landless. Before the landreform, 
all villagers were share-croppers, who paid the owner of 
the land on which they worked 50% (formerly even more) of 
the produce. Most of the traditional share-cropping arrange
ments have now been ended, however. Only a number of relatives 
of the agha receive land in usufruct from him on this basis. 
The "owner of the car" (who also owns a harvester, a tractor 
and a lorry) cultivates all his and his brother's land 
mechanically; his former share-croppers can only work as 
as day labourers, for a short period every year. (There 
is a two-crop rotation system in use; one year wheat or 
barley is grown, allowing mechanized cultivation, the next 
year lentils, which are still reaped with the scythe). The 
small landowners are also becoming dependent on the "owner 
of the car": about half of them let him cultivate their 
land mechanically, in exchange for 50% of the crop, a new 
type of share-cropping arrangement that is rapidly gaining 
field in the entire Middle East. In some cases they do so 
voluntarily; the "owner of the car" then pays all expenses 
(seed, fertilizer, labour, etc.) from his own pocket. In 
most cases, however, the small landowners are compelled to 
enter into this arrangement because they are endebted to 
him. Until their debts (and a high interest) have been paid 
back, they are obliged to iet him cultivate their lands; 
moreover, in this case they also have to contribute half 
of the expenses. 
A process of concentration of economic power into the hands 
o.f the "owner of the car" is thus taking place. This entre
preneur feels no primordial obligations to his fellow tribes
men, and easily dismissed the share-croppers from his land. 
His cousin fhe agha, who still takes the tithe for the up
keep of the diwanxane, has not revoked all share-cropping 



arrangements, but it is only close relatives who use his land. 
The incomes of most villagers have declined over the post 
decade. They are out of work most of the time. 80 or 90 
percent of them work a few months each year in the Adana 
region (cotton and citrus plantations) as seasonal lobourers. 
Many complain about exploitation, especially by the "owner 
of the car"; they accuse also, bqt more reluctantly, the 
agha. On some of the walls of the village houses the slogans 
of social justice broadcast by the (social-democrat) Republican 
People's Party are written. I heard, however, that in the 
last elections all villagers had unanimously voted for the 
reactionary religious Party of National Salvation, the party 
supported by the agha. Several of the villagers told me 
privately .that they abhor this party, but nevertheless voted 
for it in order to preserve the peace in the village. "After 
all, we are all relatives, and it is better to maintain 
amiable relations"3. One of my acquaintances in the village, 
who had four or five years of secondary education, was a 
self-proclaimed leftist and Kurdish nationalist. He was 
probably the most politically conscious person in the village. 
When talking about aghas in general, he denounced ~hem; later, 
however, he confided to me that he too would vote for 

. his agha's party in the next elections. His-emotional feel-. 
ings of loyalty towards his agha, in spite of his rational 
arguments to the contrary, became even clearer in a'heated 
discussion with another Kurdish friend, a teacher from else
where, who argued the necessity for Kurdish and Turkish pro
gressives to cooperate. · My acquaintance became more and 
more excited, until he burst out emotionally: "I shall never 
trust those Turks! The leftists are as much desirous crf 
colonializing us as the others. If one day a confrontatio~ 
comes, I shall st~nd side by side with my agha, against the 
Turks!" If such are the emotions of the villager most ex
posed to external influences, who moreover belongs to the 
poorest of the village (no land, no regular· job), it is clear 
that primordial loyalties are still very strong indeed. 
An important factor is, of course, that it is- not the agha, -
but his cousin who exploits the villagers. Relations with 
the agha have therefore not yet become too strained. 

I have come across one case only where a clear br~qk in primordial 

loyalties seems to have occurred. The community where it occurred 

is not a reai tribe, however, ~lthough loyalties resembling the tribal 

ones used to exist. 

The town of ~irnax and its surroundings (see p. 140 f, 224) 
ore dominated politic ally by four families of aghas, the .'; ·'· 
male Agit (the most powerful one), the male Ebdurehman A'Xa, 
the malo A'Xaye Sor and the male Osman A'Xa. I shall refer 
to them, in this order, as A, B,. C and D. There ar-e otheF 
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"aghas", related to these families, but they have neither 
riches nor influence. The other Kurds of the town and the 
villages ("kurmanc") were, and in part still are, tied in 
exploitative patron-client relationships to these families 
of aghas. Many also were retainers of one of the families. 
The four families were in permanent rivalry with each other. 
Kurmanc told me how until 15 years ago ("we were still young, 
and politically unaware then") they went out at night to 
raid villages belonging to a rival agha, stole animals and 
even killed peasants. Their loyalty and obedience to the 
agha was unconditional and unquestioning. Elections (it 
is- the elections of the mayor of ~irnax that are especially 
important) were until recently also an affair of the aghas 
only. In 1965 and 1969 A and C put up the leading candidates 
(of Republican People's Party and Justice Party respectively, 
"left" and "right" in Turkey's politics); they were in coali
tion with B and D respectively. The outcome was purely a 
matter of arithmetics: the kurmanc allied to A and B voted 
RPP, those allied to C and D voted JP. A's candidate there
fore carried the victory both times. In 1969 some signs 
of change were already perceptible, the loyalty of the kurmanc 
seemed to have become less unquestioned. C's candidate pre
sented himself as very progressive, and addressed all kurmanc, 
promising measures to decrease their subjugation to and de
pendence on the aghas. This had as yet little noticeable 
effect in the elections. In the following years, however, 
a number of influential kurmanc started preparations for 
a coup against the aghas and propagated the idea that in 
the elections of 1973 the kurmanc should have a candidate 
of their own. Putting up an independent candidate. would 
be a costly affair, they needed a party that would accept 
their candidate. The Justice Party, aware that in the exist
ing conditions it was never going to win with a member of 
C as its candidate, was ready to put the kurmqnc candidate 
(a local official) on its list. 
In election time of 1969 there 1-md been some shooting be
tween members of A and C; a smouldering blood feud was the 
result. In face of the danger of a kurmanc revolt, however, 
the families made peace. C declined to put up a candidate 
and supported that of A, so that the elections of 1973 were 
between the candidate of all aghas and the candidate of the 
rebellious kurmanc. The aghas apparently felt that their 
position was at stake, they attempted to terrorize the 
kurmanc into obedience. A relative of the aghas' candidate 
killed two kurmanc in the streets of ~irnax (among whom a 
cousin of the kurmanc's candidate); four more people got 
killed in the surro~nding villages. Election day showed 
that these methods were no longer effective; out of 2400 
votes cast in town, over 1600 went to the Justice Party, that 
is, to the kurmanc's candidate; in some villages this pro
portion was even higher. Incidentally, the man who had 



killed the two kurmanc was, after much delay, arrested and 
condemned to a few years of imprisonment. He was set free 
again in the general amnesty of 1974, and lives in western 
Turkey since. When I asked whether ultimately blood revenge 
would be taken, my informants smiled excusingly: it is as 
yet unimaginable for a kurmanc to take revenge against 
an agha. Moreover, when the man came to see his relatives 
occasionally, he was extremely well protected (which suggests 
that the aghas do not find revenge so unimaginable anymore). 

The aghas' absolute control over the kurmanc has apparently 
been broken, but not completely: nearly 30% of the kurmanc 
continued to vote for the aghas' candidate. That is not 
so surprising, as many kurmanc are economically dependent 
on one of the aghas' families. Moreover, there may have 
been conflicts among the kurmanc of which I am unaware, 
which made some kurmanc vote against their candidate. On 
the other hand, a number of the poorer aghas (of families 
other than the four powerful ones) supported the kurmanc's 
candidate4. It seems unlikely that the aghas will ever be 
able to command the loyalties of the kurmanc as they did 
before, even if they would succeed in (re-)imposing their 
dominance by economic means. However, the kurmanc's class
like behaviour is not a guarantee against new systems of 
patronage developing within the kurmanc stratum. ·rt is, 
in fact, quite likely that these will emerge. 

I visited ?irnax in 1976, two and a half years after the 
critical elections. The atmosphere was subdued, there was 
tension in the air, as there had been ever since the elections. 
People took safety precautions, and avoided leaving their 
houses at night. At wedding parties there was no outdoor 
music and dancing, the party remained inside. The people 
with whom I spoke talked much about the past confrontation 
of aghas and kurmanc. The details they gave were often con
tradictory; I have therefore given only the barest outline 
above. The obvious question to ask is why the, originally 
quite strong, loyalties of most kurmanc to their aghas have 
broken down, and why this happened in those years. I looked 
for indications of increasing exploitation or other changes 
in the (economic) relations between aghas and kurmanc, but 
did not find them. The degree of mechanization of agri
culture is low (due to the unevenness of the terrain); 
nevertheless peasants of several villages where nothing else 
seems to have changed, have since a number of years ref used 
to pay the aghas their tribute, in a few cases defending 
themselves with firearms. The only semblance of capitalist 
relations existing in the area concerns a lignite mine near 
the town that is owned by family A, operated by a private 
company from·western Turkey, and where some 200 men from 
?irnax work. These workers had no relation whatsoever with 
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the kurmanc's reyolt, however; they are relatively privileged. 
It is mainly persons from the agha stratum, and loyal kurmanc, 
that find work there. When I asked my informants ho.w they 
explained the general revolt against the aghas, they put 
forward two points that are highly relevant: 
1. Whereas the aghas are in general "lazy" and do not study 

hard, many of the kurmanc send their children to secon-
dary school and let them learn as much as possible. The 
prevailing leftist atmosphere in Turkey's schools in 
the late sixties and early seventies may have had its 
effects. Another consequence is that several kurmanc 
came to qualify as local government officials because 
of their education, and thus acquired - theoretically 
at least - a certain independance vis-a-vis the aghas. 
The kurmanc's candidate was such an official. 

2. Several of the kurmanc spent short periods in Iraqi Kurdi
stan (where many of them have relatives), and participated 
in the nationalist war there (in the late sixties). 
As they say themselves, this experience made them 
more aware of oppression at home. Moreover, they accuse 
the aghas, especially family A, of always having col
laborated with the Turkish secret police in the pacifi
cation of this part of Kurdistan. Nationalist and "class" 
sentiments thus coincide (or are made to coincide). 

I think that the explanation has to be sought in a combina
tion of factors. The above two are important, and they ex
plain why the turning point lies around 1970. It should 
also be noted, however, that the kurmanc were never a mono
lithic group. Those living in town, near the aghas,·and 
maybe also a part of th.e villagers, had quasi-tribal loyal
ties to their aghas. They sometimes acted as their retainers. 
Many of them still talk and behave as tribesment, quite un
like non-tribal people. The majority of the villagers, how
ever, always were in the same position as the non-tribal 
peasantry elsewhere. They were exploited economically, and 
the only protection that they enjoyed was that the agha would 
take revenge if one of them was killed (even that protection 
is no longer given: a month before my stay in ?irnax,pass
ing nomads had killed a peasant; one of the aghas was ready 
to organize a revenge raid, but the other aghas refused to 
cooperate, and the murder remained unrevenged). Loyalty of 
these peasants towards the aghas probably never existed. 
When the town kurmanc also started opposing the aghas, the 
village and urban kurmanc reinforced each other's resistance. 

These two examples make clear that it is not possible to give simple 

predictions as to under which conditions, and how, primordial loyal

ties will be replaced by other ones. The variety of primordial loyal

ties, even within a relatively small community, is too wide; moreover, 
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primordial loyalties do not remain themselves until they break down, 

but their nature changes. The element of patronage,. always present 

to some extent in tribal and religious loyalties, becomes more prom

inent. Similarly, national and class loyalties are not all of one 

kind. Three types that are easily distinguished might be labelled 

as, successively "reactive" (i.e. originating in a reaction against 

an out-group perceived as national or class oppressors), "solidarist.ic" 

(i.e. originating in positive identification wi.th the own nation 

or class, that is perceived as such) and "paternalistic", or rather 

"filialistic" (i.e. a loyalty !!.21 primarily to the nation or class, 

but to a gr~at .and charismatic nationalist or social revolutionary 

leader). These are ideal types; maybe one should call them aspects 

of these loyalties. The same person may be influenced by all three 

types' of loyalty, in different situations, or even simultaneously. 

The last type of loyalty might as well be classified with the pri

mordial ones; it is not very different from the loyalty to a tribal 

chieftain o~ a religious leader. The diff~rence between primordial 

loyalties and those of nation or class may thus be thought to be 

'' a matter of definition only, or alternatively one might say that 

very few people cire "truly" nationalist or class conscious. Typically, 

primordial loyalties involve relatively small groups, .with face

to-face relations between the members, and they are strongly oriented. 

towards the person of the leader, a paternal figure. The latter 

aspect especially is easily, and frequently, transferred onto the 

wider lOyalties. In the view of the nationalist- o~ socialist theo

retician the prevailing worship of national or revolutionary leaders 

may represent a corruption of the "real" national ~r class aware-

ness. From the viewpoint of a nationalist or class movement this 

is probably true; for many individuals however, the "filialistic" 

loyalty may be a transitory stage from the primordial loyalties to 

"solidaristic"/"reactive" loyalties. 

In the past 15years Kurdish national awareness in all parts.of 

Kurdistan has increased tremendously. That is noticeable especially 

in Turkey. Many Kurds who were gradually being assimilated (i.e. 
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turkicized) began to re-assert their Kurdish identity. This is !J.21 

primarily a consequence of the nationalist propaganda spread by in

tellectuals; the latter's efforts had but little effect. The main 

contributing factor was the military successes of Barzani in his 

war against the Iraqi governments, which gave the Kurds something 

to be proud of. Barzani's feats were told and retold, acquiring 

mythical proportions; he became a super-hero. He had the style of 

a great chieftain of the old days; moreover, he was the son of a 

shaikh. All this made him a unique focus of emotional loyalties. 

Ultimately, this admiration for and loyalty to Barzani was also 

transferred to the Kurdish people and the Kurdish identity. Strong 

national awareness, and a stressing of the Kurds' separateness de

veloped, and these became to a certain degree independent of the 

attitude towards Barzani. A similar development had earlier taken 

place around ?ex Seid and the other leaders of his revolt. The 

rank and file of the participants in the revolt followed its leaders 

out of tribal and/or religious loyalties, but in the course of the 

revolt "reactive" and "solidaristic" nationalist loyalties were 

stre~gthened. After the sheikh's execution, Kurdish national aware

ness remained; it was probably stronger and more wide-spread than 

before the revolt. Energetic attempts by the Turkish authorities 

to create loyalties to the political entity of Turkey (and to its 

leader AtatUrk) were only partially successful. Thus, loyalty to 

a nationalist leader in these cases also stimulated national loyalty. 

It is more difficult to imagine a similar development of class loyal

ties, although theoretically it is possible. The reverse, however, 

may also happen; and there are more instances of this process. Once 

nationalist sentiment had become a factor to be reckoned with, local 

politicians used it for their own purposes. It occurred several 

times that followers of rival leaders fought each other in what was 

objectively a common power rivalry, but with nationalist motivations 

on both sides. Less extreme, it has become a common practice for 

chieftains and shaikhs (more usually, the hard core of followers 

around the shaikh), to accuse their rivals of not being sufficiently 
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nationalist, of being traitors, collaborators with a government that 

oppresses the Kurds nationally. Within the nationalist movement in 

Iraq, elaborate systems of patronage have developed, while many of 

the existing primordial loyalties (ties with chieftains, especially) 

were reinforced. 

There is clearly no irreversible trend for primordial loyalties to 

give way to wider ones. The term "primordial" is a well-chosen one 

indeed, for even in a context determined by "modern" loyalties the 

primordial loyalties retain a great vitality and continually re

assert themselves, modifying national or class loyalties. It appears 

much easier to entertain such narrow loyalties than wider ones. 

Maybe nation and class are too wide and too abstract concepts for 

being capable of continually satisfying individuals' need to belong 

to an identifiable group. 

Both nationalists and social revolutionaries should be aware that 

it is not sufficient for primordial loyalties only to be broken once 

and for national and class loyalties to be asserted at only one 

occasion; a "permanent revolution" appears to be necessary~ Economic 

factors alone cannot predict which loyalties will be asserted in 

which situation; these only determine necessary conditions, but are 

not sufficient in themselves as explanations. In the two clearest 

cases of revolt with a class character, that of Bamerni's peasants 

against ~ex Mes'Od and that of ~irnax's kurmanc against the aghas, 

external political factors provided the decisive impulse. 
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SOME ORIENTAL TERMS FREQUENTLY USED IN THIS BOOK 

The words are given in the form in which they occur in the text, 
which is the Arabic for terms used throughout the Middle East, the 
Turkish for terms referring to the Ottoman Empire, and the Kurdish 
for specifically Kurdish terms. Between brackets the corresponding 
forms in Kurdish c.q. Arabic are given. 

agha (K: a~a) chieftain (of tribe or section thereof). 

baraka (K: bereket) blessing, especially as carried by anything 

bavik 

beg 

that is or has been in contact with a saint. 

shallow lineage. 

"feudal" lord: chieftain invested with an office as 
a governor. 

beglerbegi (Ott. Emp.), governor of large province (eyalet or 
beglerbegilik, consisting of a number of sanjaqs). 

dervis.h (K: derwgif) someone following a spiritual discipline, be it 
as a "begging monk", be it as a member of one of the 
mystical orders. In Kurdistan the term is generally 
reserved for disciples of the Qadiri order. 

eif1r, e~1ret (Ar: ashira) tribe, both in the organizational sense 
and as a "caste" setting itself ~part from non
tribal subjects. 

eyalet large Ottoman province, consisting of a number of 
sanjaqs. 

Ekrad begligi "Kurdish sanjaq", province incorporated in the Otto
man Empire, where governorship is hereditary within 
a Kurdish ruling family. 

fetva (Ar: fatwa) (religious) decree, issued by an expert.of ca-

ijaza 

jizye 

keramet (Ar: 

khalifa (K: 

khanaqa (K: 

kharaj 

nonical law (mUfti) in answer to a concrete legal 
question posed to him. 

permission, especially to teach the doctrine and 
method of a tariqa. 

poll-tax paid by non-muslim subjects in muslim 
countries. 

karama pl. karamat) special graces (received from 
God), especially the power to perform miracles. 

xel1fe) "deputy"; a person who has received from a 
shaikh the permission (ijaza) to teach a tariqa. 

xaneqa) place where dervishes and sufis hold their 
ritual meetings. In Kurdistan the terms xaneqa and 
tekiye are used as synonyms. 

1. (kharaj-i erziye) a tax paid on land originally 
held by non-muslims. 
2. =jizye. 

khatma (K: xatime) the ritual meeting of the Naqshbandi order (the 
Arabic dictionary meaning is: "recital of the entire 
Koran"). 

khutbe "sermon" in the Friday prayer. 
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Mahdi the islamic Messiah-figure. 

majlis (K: meclis) "gathering": the ritual meeting of the members 
of a mystical order. 

mezheb (Ar: madhhab) one of the four basic schools of religious 
law and ritual practice, systematizing the rulings 
laid down in the Koran and the Traditions. 

mezin "great", "old": elder of (small) tribe or lineage. 

misk§n (Ar. miskin) "poor","submissive", "servile". Term used in 
sout'hern Kurdistan to denote the subject (non-tribal) 
peasantry. 

mir (Ar: amir) ruler of semi-independent principality (emirate). 

murid (K: mirid) "disciple": follower of a shaikh, both in a narrow 
and in a very general sense. 

murshid (K: miripid) "teacher", "instructor": someone who instructs 
in a specific tariqa, generally the shaikh of an 
order. 

mllfti expert on (religious) law. 

naqib lll-eshraf representative and administrator of the seyyids 
of a certain district. 

ojaqliq autonomous district in the Ottoman part of Kurdistan, 
under its own ruling family, paying no tribute to 
the treasury and not regularly contributing soldiers 
to the sultan's armies. 

qadi judge in a court of (religious) law. 

qebile (Ar: qabila) (small) tribe, subtribe. 

rayet (K: reyet, Ar: ra'ya, pl. ra'aya) "flock": the tax-paying 
subjects; originally the non-muslims in muslim 
empires, later all those who did not belong to the 
military class. In Kurdistan the term is used es
pecially for the non-tribal subject peasantry. 

sanjaq 

seyyid 

shahada 

"standard": administrative territorial unit in the 
Ottoman Empire (province), governed by an appointed 
sanjaqbegi. 

descendant of the prophet Muhammad. 

muslim confession of faith: "la illaha illa 'llah, 
Muhammadun rasulu 'llah" ("there is no God but God, 
Muhammad is t:he prophet of God"). 

shaikh (K: ip§x) "old man". In Arabic this term has a wi~ range 
of meanings, but in Kurdistan it only denotes saint
ly peTsons, especially the heads of the mystical 
orders. 

sheriat (Ar. shar', shir 1 a) the canonical law of Islam. 

silsila 

sipahi 

li!iifI (K: sofi) 

"chain" : spiritual pedigree, chain of transmission 
of a spiritual path. 

(Ott. Emp.) member of the "feudal" cavalry, granted 
with a "fief" as a reward for his services. 

mystic. In Kurdistan the term is generally used for 
members of the Naqshbandi order, but also for old 
and pious men. 
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ta1fe (Ar: ta'ifa) tribe, olan, brotherhood (term used for tribes 
and their subdivisions as well as the dervish orders). 

tariqa (pl. 

tekiye 

timar 

tire 

turiiq; K: ter1qet) spiritual path: a mystical method 
or system associated with a great sufi master. 
Around most of the turiiq orders emerged that adopt
ed the name of the tariqa; with one tariqa, however, 
a relatively large number of only loosely related 
orders may be associated. In common parlance the 
term is also used for the orders, not for the path 
only. 

originally a dervish lodge. Synonymous with khanaqa 
now, at least in Kurdistan. 

"fief" granted as a reward for military services 
by the sultan (or the beglerbegi) to a sipahi or 
(in later times) civil official. 

section of a tribe. 

toM (Ar: tawba) "penitence": a forswearing of all past sins and 
declaration of intent to lead a pure and sinless 
life. Required before entrance into an order. 

turiiq 

val I 

yurtluq 

zikr (Ar: 2£ikr) 
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plural of tariqa. 

governor of a large provinee (in Ott. Emp. identical 
with beglerbegi). 

identical with ojaqliq. 

"remembrance": recitation of God's name or short 
pious formulas, either mentally (among the Naqsh
bandis) or aloud (as among the Qadiris and many 
other dervish orders). 



Notes 

Notes to the Introduction 

1. These cases were the Mexican, Russian, Chinese, Vietnam- 5. See also Thaden van Velz.en 1 s critique of what he callf:I 
ese, Al·gerian and Cuban revolutions. the ''big man paradigm" (as embra-ced by Bailey, Barth 

et alJ, "Robinson Crusoe and Friday: stren~h and weak-
2. These aspects were stressed (and much exaggerated) by ness of the big man paradigm", Man! (1973): 592-612 .. 

official Ira.qi propaganda. It should, however, be noted 
that also the Iraqi regimes often allied themselves vith 6. 
Kurdish traditional authorities in their attempts to 
oppose Barzan1. · 

3. This change is readily- perceived from the following 
work.a: 
O'Ballance (1973; this book contains numerous errors 
and should not be- used unless with extreme care; the 
changes in the Kurdish movement are, however, ade
quately reflected in it), Vanly (1970), Nebez (1972). 

4
• ~~~ki! ~;; 4 t~~=d f~:i~gei!~t:r!:1 g!~:r:~!~ i~!~~1-

a;o. amnesty la.w under which Be1j1ik9i came free .. 

It would be an injustice to Alavi if I did not mention 
that he, too, stresses this fact: "life find that the fac
tional mode of politics in peasant societies is not a 
repudiation of the model of class conflict; the two 
depict different modes of pol! tical alignments, in 
different conditions. Furthermore, primordial loyal
ties, such as those of kinship, which precede mani
festations of class solidarity do not rule out the 
latter; rather they mediate complex political proces
ses through which the latter are crystallized" (Alavi 
1973, 59). 

Notes to Chapter I 

1. With exception of the faot that the makers of the 
original map reckoned ale-a the Lure and the Bakhti
yaris as Kurds, which I think is unjustified. I have 
corrected this. Copies of the original map are to be 
found in many publications, e.g. Rambout (1947), 
Vanly (1970). 

2. Figures of the Devlet iatatietik EnetitUau, (DiE, State 
Institute of Statistics, Ankara): Genel ntlfus sayimi 
1955. 

:;. I added the statistics for the sub-provinces with a 
Kurdish population, ma.de an estimate of the percentage 
of non-Kurds in each, and subtracted the numbers thua 
calculated from the total. Figures from: D±E, Genel nU
fua sayilni 25-10-1970. idari b~ltlnl19 (Ankara 1973). 
In the absence of any relevant demographic data I 
assume that the rate of population increase of the 
Kurds equals that of Turkey as a whole. Similarly, 
I oalcula ted the number of Kurds outside Kurdistan 
proper in 1975 from Vanli 1B 1965 estimate, using 
the global growth rate for those years. The people 
who left Kurdistan between 1965 (Vanli •s figures) 
and 1970 (the date of the census figures of Kurdi-
stan) are not accounted for. Thus the real number of 
Kurds in Turkey may be higher than the figure given. 

4. The census is taken on a single day in October each 
five yea.rs, by a large number of half-trained count
ers /interviewers. A.a in Turkish Kurdistan many vil
lages cannot be reached from the 11rovinoial centre in 
less than two days, it is well possible that the cen
sus is taken less scrupulously there. Nomads whom 
I met said. that they were never counted. 

5. A.T. Wilson (1931): 18n; H. Field, The anthropology 
of Iraq, part I, number 1 (Chicago, 1940): 104/5. 

6. 1966 census, SUJDlll&rized in Alme.nae of Iran 1975 
(Tehran 1975), 336. 

7. Almanac of Iran 1975: 428. The same figure was given 
in preceding years, because of na. tura.l incre&se the 
number should be around 3.5 million in 1975. Figurea 
on population growth and estimates for 1975 are also 
baaed on the Almanacs of 1975 and 1976. 

8. A good description of this economy is given by 
Rtttteroth ( 1959). He calls these semi-nomads 
"Yaylabauerntt, after the (Turkish) word for moun
tain-pasture. 

9. Both Turkey and Iran ha.ve follo..,ed policies of for
ced settlement of nomads, under AtatUrk and Reza 
Sha.h, respectively. See e.g. Be9ik9i, KUrtlerin 
'Me6bur1 Iakan 1 i(Ankara 1977) a.nd P. Salzman, 

11Nationa.l inte~tion of the tribes in modern 
Iran". M.E,J. (1971), 325-336. 

10. 

Governments have alao in a leea direct way foroed 
nomads to settle: by enforcing control on the borders 
they compelled thoae nomads whose summer and winter 
pastures lay in different countries to change their 
migrations or stop them completely. ' 

~~nn~:~!~, t~~~:s ~ :::c~~c!!s~YT~=~oi~e09~f.a-
The Turkish journ&list Fikret Otyam made a fascinating 
report on the nomadic Ber!tan tritie and their many 
difficulties (originally in the daily Cumhuriyet, re
printed in Karasevdam Anadolu, !stanbul, 9agdaliJ yay. 
1976). Sociologist Be1ij1ik9i published a. study on the 
large El1kan tribe, which I have unfortunately not 
been able to find: Dogu'da. detf.ljlim ve yapisal soru.nlar 
(Ankara, nopn yay. 1969). Some of this material ap
peared in the peri-odica.l Forum, issues of 15/9, 1/10 
and 15/10/1967. --

11. Peter and Mu.gal Andrews drew my attention to the fact 
that the Kurdish black tent diff'ers from those employed 
by other nomadic peoples (Arabs, some Turkio groups, 
Pashtuns) in that the stakes stick out through the tent 
roof, which they hold up by a. stra.:p, instead of suppor
ting it f'rom below. Indeed I found this to be true of 
all Kurdish tents, both in Kurdistan proper and in 
Khorasa.n. 

12. These effects were noticeable very early for some indus
tries .. Around 1840 the missionary Badger noticed that 
the "many large calico printing manufactories" that had 
a few years before nourished in the (central Anatolian) 
town of Tokat had "well nigh disappeared" because the 
owners could not compete with the cheaper and better im-
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(Notes to Chapter I, continued) 

ports from Liverpool and Manchester (Badger, I: 23). 
Von Moltke travelled a.board one of the Blaok Sea steam-
ers in 1838, and noticed it carried over a million 

marks 1 worth of manufactured goods (Von Mal tke 1882~ 
199). As a result of the new trade routes, several of 
the large tolJJtB of Kurdistan that had previously been 
important centres of trade (especially Diyarbekir and 
Bitl!s) began to lose their importance (which Badger 
noticed already). 

16. I prefer to mention a few gocid books only: La.ya.rd, 1849, 
I: 275-309 and 1853, I: 46-95 (Laya.rd was friended with 
leading yezidis in ~~xan, and interceded on ,behalf of 
the yezidia in Istanbul); Edmonds, A pilgrimage to Lalish 
(London 1967); E.3. Drewer, Peacock Angel (London, 1941). 

?~e!~~ 1 c~~!~~;,e~:~a~ • u~:~~~~ ~~~
11

& ~~~. IhJ(~;~;~: 
111-119, 218-254; A. M.ingana, "Devil-worshippers: their 
beliefs and their sacred l:iooka". J.R.A.S. (July 1916)! 

It used to be commonly accepted that Xuxdiah is a north- 505-5 26 • 
western Iranian language. MacKenzie however challenged 17, Ch III, sec k. A fuller description, based on a perusal 
this idea and showed that Kurdish may in fact ba.ve more of most relevant sources, is to be found in J. Joseph's 
in common with the southwestern Iranian languages. (Ma.o- excellent study ( 1961). 

Kenzie 1961 )• 18. quoted in Vanly (1970): 81. 

14. :~~e: ;~: ~~:~~;~s :a~p:~0'"" the wide divergences 19. Hasan al-Bakr, in power since July 1968, wanted to colile 
n1 eat brea.d'' 111 ate bread" to terms with the Kurds, but apparently preferred Ta.le-

Ii.Kurdish 
S.Kurdiah 
SE.Kurdish 

ez nan dixwem min nan rward ban! as a partner in negotia.tions. Ba.rzan! obviously 
min nan exam i · l i d did not like this, he ::..oneidered himself the sole repre-
min n&n exwem m~n nan_1!!. xwa: sentative of the Kurds. For Ta:lebani on the other hand, 

ml.n nan xward.!!!. negotiating with the government was one of the best ways 
11 1 see you well" "I saw you well" to increase his influence in Kurdistan. In October 1968, 

N.Kurdie}l ez te 9~ dib1nim min tu Y~ d!t Barzan!'s men attacked Taleban1, inflicting serious de-
s.Kurdish min t1l yak eb1nim (min) 9akim til dit feats on his forces: Taleban1 a.eked and r-=ceived help 
SE .Kurdish min t-0. yak ebinim (min) til ~k d1!. from Baghdad. From then on, both he and the Baghdad 

(;!: :~~~ia~:e r!:~~~!~;~ ~~!~~ :~! ::-~~-rr- re;:=nt fought TuLrzant, in an obvious alliance of in-

15, 

are the past and present stems of "to eat", d1t
and b!n- of "to see"). 

On Zaza there is only the mate-rial collected by Mann 
and analyzed by Hada)lk (Mann/Radank, 1932). Mann also 
collected material from several Gilrani dialects (Mann/ 
Hadan.k, 1930). -Only the Hewramt dialect has been stu
died in more detail: MacKenzie 1966; A~M. Benedictsen/ 
A. Chr'istensen, Les dialectes d 1Awroman et de Pltwl! 
(K~l:lenhaVn 1921 ) . Literary texts irt Gfu-8.n! were pu
bl.i.sb9d and analyzed by Soane (1921), religious texts 
in archaic Gti.ran1 dialects were edited and translat-ed 
by M. Mokri in several books and articles. 
On the pro:Perly Kurdish diale eta there is a large body 
of literature. The most important descriptive grammars 
are: R. Lescot & K. Bedir Khan, Grammaire kurde, dia
lecte kurma-ndji (Paris, 1970); D.N. MacKenzie, Ku.rdish 
dialect studies, vol I (London, 1961); E. MacCarus, 
A Kurdish gram.mar. (NY 1958). 

20. Essential readin.s oli the Kurdish war in Iraq:, 

On the early phases: u. Dann, Irak under Kassem (NY: 
Praeger 1969); D, Adamson (1964); D.A. Schmidt (1964); 
D. Kinna.ne, Kurdistan a.nd the Kurds (OUP, 1964); 
H, Arfa (1966); A.R. Gbasaemlou (1965). 
On the late sixties up to the 1970 agreements: Vanly 
(1970); Nebaz (1972). 
On the 1970 agreement: G. Sa.lomon1 "Peace with the Kurds'~ 
New Outlook 14/4 (May, 1970): 35-42, 14/5 (June 1970): 
)2-40. . 
The mos"': up-to-:date publication that is generally avai
lable is H. Short & A. McDermott, The Kurds, 3rd., re
vised ed. (Lbndon: Minority Rights Croup, 1977). 
The extent of u.s. involvement in the last war was a 
well-kept •ecret~ until the Pike-repoi·t (of a Congress 
committee investigating CIA activities) was leaked to 
the press and published in The Village Voioe. It ha.a 
·""'"~n published as a book since: The Pike Report on the 
Cl.A ~London: '.Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation, 1977). 

Notes to Chapter II 

1, Leaoh (1940): Barth (1953, 1960); Rudolph (1967), Other 
relevant works are the writings of Rondot (1937) and 
HUtteroth (1959, 1961). 

2. Rondot (1937): 16-22. 

3. M. Sahlins uses similar diagrams in his textbook 
Tribesmen ; he identif;Les one of the levels with the 

v~llage. The reaQ_er should be warned that these five 
levels are dis+,inguished here only for the purpose of 
the discuasion and do not necessarily correspond with 
the unite actually found°among th& Kurds. 

4. It is of couxse not accidental tbat these two concep
tual~y q_ui te different things oa.n be identically repre
sented. The relationships between the elements have 
been reduced here to the structurally identical ones of 
filiation and of' segmentation; a.nd both systems contain 
onl:r one type of elements, individuals and segmentary 
groups-t xespectively. 

5. Barth (1953): 25. The only place where I succeeded in 
Compiling a census of household composition was four 
villa.gas in the Balik area. I accompanied a medical team 
there tba1' was· inoculating all villagers; thus a census 
was easily made. I ahall ca.11 the villagers A, B, C and 
D, and use categories 'that allow comJ?8-rison with Barth: 

incomplete 
widow + children 
elementary family 
polygamous households 
el;fam. + huaband's mother 

+ unmarried siblinP"S 
el.ram. + hustand's u.illna:rried 

siblinga 
el.fa.m. + husband 1 s father 
pa trilineal extended family 
total 
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A C --.--n total 
1 1 

'i ,; ': " l' 
1 ; 2 ~} 10 

40 35 32 26 133 

5a. Adequate. --statistics do not exist. The 11Village Inven_torr 
Studies" (Ministery of village affairs, Ankara, 1964/65) 
_give !!.2!!!.2, indication: in the (Kurdish/Arabic) pr<:;ivince 
of Urfa in Turkey out of the 644 villages 
48 belong entirely to one person (i.e. ill agricultural 

land is fully owned by one person), 
29 belong entirely to one family, 
28 belong entirely to one lineage, 
These figures do not give full credit to the degree of 
_concentration of land and ownership by lineages: some 
lineages own more than one village, others mm ~ of 
several villages and are therefore not i:r..cluded above. 
In the face of the threat of land.reform the lineage is 
quiok to distribute its land among its individual mem
bers, infants included. Even if the law does rlot permit 
th:i.s there is a whole allay of methods to persuade the 
officials executing the law to adopt a more favourable 
interpretation (I have witnessed this in Syria, Iran 
and Iraq; in Turkey land.reform has been a farce until 
now). 

6. "rhe ending -an is originally the suffix of the plural 
(oblique caae)._ but in tJ:ibal names it is no longer de
clined: be.fore an adjective of qualifying noun the -an 

~~;~~ ~=f~u!11!~ ~!~rla~~~o~;d8~~~!~~ ~~=~~~o a 
serxej;, thQ _Eltka.n ('OFE'i'tkan .area) north of the .bo;rder. 
This form in ... an denotes the tribe as well as the area; 
j.t is_ not only uaeq. for K~~ish tribes, though: ~.g. 
ttTirkil.n" denotes the Turks a.a well as any area where 
Tuxks live, and by extension sonietimes also the (multi
national) state of Turkey. 
An:y individual of the El!kan tribe is called El!k1; also 
anything- peculiar to the tribe (their dialect, a Song, 
their sheep) is called El1k:1; this is sometimes too, 
applied to the tribe as whole, but never to the terri
tory. Often these tribal names in -an are derived from 
personal names (e.g. "Elikan" from "El1k"). Also the 



(Notes to Chapter II, continued) 

emirates were often called after a pereont the diatriQt 
of Behdtna.n (northern Iraq) perpetuates the, name of the 
emirate that was founded here in the 14th century by a 
certain Bihad1n (Baba ad-Din); "Bihadinan", (later 
Behd1nan/Bad1nan) thus denoted the people and land of 
Bihadin. 
Some tribes are una.rabiguoualy called after an area, in
stead of the other va.y round, e.g. the Pijder. "Pijdei·" 
means "beyond the orevic& 0

• The name was first given as 
a general label to all small tribes of this specific 
region by their western neighbours; when they were 
uni tad under a powerful leadership they adopted the name 
themselves too, even people living not exactly- "b"y-ond 
the crevice" are nov called Pijd~r. 

10. Rondot: 22. · 

11. Although there is no certain evidence, there are some in
d!catioDJJ that colleotiva rights in agricultural land 
were formerly vested in the village community. It is 
doubtful, hovevert whether musha 'a tenure as deecribed 
by Weulersse for Syria (where land was owned communally 
but £armed individually per household and periodically 
redistributed equally a.mong all male adults) ever existed 
in Kurdist&n proper. In the mountain villages of central 
Kurdistan every villager qua villager had a right to 
cultivate & parcel of the vi1lage land, a right tMt_ is 
still claimed. A distinction between ovnerahip and p-0~- , 

session, between share-Cropper and small-bolder )'las still 
uncleu. 

7. I use the term "shooting11 rath,er than "fighting" because 12 • 
it is more descriptive of what actually happens in these 
tribal confrontations. The primary intention is appar9Jlt-

La.mbton claims that this was a general tendency of all 
islamio governments: 1:The early Muslims may well have 
been influenced by consideration.a of' general agrioul tu
ral prosperity to treat the village as a unit, reali
l!:ing that if the peasant had some interest in his land 
and. s-ome degree of local self-government he would be 
more likely_ to cultivate the better. In any case~ what
ever the motive, the tendency in aa.rly Islamic times w:e.s 
tor the village to be treated· a.a a corpora.ta unit, and 
this tendency continued down to the 20th century A.D .. " · 
A.K.S. Lambton, Landlord and peasant in Persia. (London, 
1953): 3. 

ly not so much to kill many people ("w-hioh would start 
interminable, vehement bloodfeuda) as to impress and 
scare the enemy. This seems to be true for tribal warfare 
in general (see e.g. the ana.ly'sis of the major battles 
between Mohammed 1 s partisans a.nd their Meocan adversa-
ries in M. Rodinson 1 s "Mohammed") - e-xoept when these 
tribal f'ights were imbedd&d in some larger war. In recent 
times, since arms a.nd ammunition have become illegal and 
very expensive, tribal battles ha.ve become a. form of 
conspicuous oonsumpti-0n. Of this particular battle (which 
took place vhen I was- in Batman) I was told "The Eekiran 13. 
fired continuously for 24 hours. They have many gun.a, 

To say that all men of the villaee are presei:it and 
assist in the ri tee mentione¢ would be a ~eri.ous exag
geration. The piety varies quite muoh f'rom one village 
to the next, depending on both the personality of the _ 
headman (or headmen) and on socio-eoonomical fi£1.otors. 
Rarely more' than half of -the adult men were present 

they a.re 8. powerfur triQe 11 • No one ws killed however. 
Of another battle (between the nomadic Teyyan and Jtrka.n, 
June 1975} -proud· pa.rticip&nts told me they had shot "one 
million cartriges 11 , vithout even vounding anyone, hovever. 
This contrasts with o::i,der.reports, however. Ross, a doc
tcr who visited the m1r of Riwandiz in 1833 wrQte: 11The 
e·lement of the Koord ••• is w&.1'·· •• I ha.Te seen boys of 12 
and 15 suffering under the most _severe ~lmd~, recsiyed 
in recent f'igbts. :t understand their ~ttles are very 
sanguinary ••• " (in: Fraser (1840), I: 73/4). 

a. Barth (1953): 3s.;:;, 

Ba. It is said that ~ the past, when lturdieh emirs (mtrs) 

at the frid&y praiers that I safl (in_ wint-&r more than 
in BUIZllZler, because then there is nothing else to do). 
In the sole xain-prayer I wi tn~ssed only the young 
boys of the vil!a.ge and so~ elderly men partioipated;,,, 
the latter prob&blj beoaUBe- -during the ceremony tl).ey ~ 
vere to eat food speo-ially prepared by ~he women of' 
the villa&e. The adolescents of the village watched:- tbe 
:prooel(rti.ings _i':i'om a di.stance, sornevhat mockingly. 

ruled virt"Qally independ6ntly in Kurdistan, their severe 13a. 
but just -rule prevented such oonf'licts. Turkish govern- 14• 
ment officia.ls are generally accused of stimulating 

Rondot: 22-26. 

Rieb; vol 'r, 280n. Rich claims that sections :from ill 
tribes of Loristan and Persian Kurdist<o.n lived under 

tribal conflicts, as par_t of' a divide and rule policy. 

9. Acoo-rding to Turkish law, mountainous lands, including 
pastUree, cannot be privately owned. They are state 
lands; but_ like state lands in the plains they a.re 'fre
quently usurped by loca.Uy powerful people vho treat 
them as their pr¥1ate property. Htltteroth (1953: 150-
52) claims that ibis is due to the introdµction of a 
new administrative division (ma.de in the mid-thirties) 
in Vbich the whole land was neatly- cut up and divided 
into provinces, sub-provinces,. regions·, municipalities 
and villages. The head of the municipality (elected, 
ge:ne:t1£.liy the most powerful man) tended to consid&r the 
land aWni:nistrativ.ely included i?f hie "territory" as 
his prope"rtt, - and started to demand rent from the no-
InJ;1.ds. If nomads would refuse to pay he would simply 
forbid theI!l entrance into bis terri tocy, according to 
HUtterotb. Tnus may have happened in a few cases, but 
I doubt vhether it is val.id as a general des-cription. 
Htttterotb underestimates the element of naked po"'er 
~d manipulation in theae relations. It is not just 
any bead Of a munioi_pali ty wbq can demand rent from
nomade (in fact, the inhabitants of the village of 
Kal in the ea.me uea pay rent to t-he nomadic Teyyan 
who consider the village lands theirs and have .avffi
oient p-awer to back up th;ts claim). Aa the municipa
lity he$d 1 e ol~i.m to rent is not in accord with the 
law he cannot automatically c'OUiit on state (Le .. 
gendarmerie) support. Only those who have tht::"ir own 
armed men of ha"'?'e personal relations with uowerful 
officials can think of' exacting rent. The G1rav1 clear-
ly have such relations: the present (1977) Minister of 
Defense and deputy for the province of Van, Ferit 

. Helen, ~d.-e narrowly allied With the G1rav1 (some people 
even claim he is .a G1rav1 himself). -

9a .. In 1975, this rent was said to a.mount to TL 70,000 
{ca US $ 5,000) f'or maybe a hundred Teyya.n households 

-Who -sta.ied on the ~ee !6r Scime·) or 4 -monttiB on1y~' 
Also in another wa.y ara the Teyyan economioa.lly exploited 
by·oe-rtain G1rav.t.-- On my·-way toT Teyya.n tent camps I 'met 
a Gtra.vt trader who bought the cheese produced by the 
nomads. Intermediate- traders ma.ke huge profits. The p:rice 
of a kilogram of' chees-e was in 1975: 
on the Teyya.n SUlllm:Eir pas tuxes 
ing on quality) 

TL to - 12 (depend. 

i.11 Pervaxi, a nearby distriot centre TL 15 - 16.50 
in Van and Siirt, provincial capitals TL 20 - 25. 

Caf protection. The Gaf thus could mob_ili2e a.n army of 
300 moun-ted men and over 1000 infantry. 

15. Edmonds (1957): 146. 
16. The beet desori_ytion ~f tl1e hierarchical or~~tzs.tion 

of tho Caf is given by Barth' (1953), 34-44· -- ' 

17. l!illingen ( 1870) < 283'. 

18. ibid.' 204. 

1Ba. Taylor- (1865): 55 gave the contemporary etreiigth of the 
Milan as 600 tents. A. Jaba (1670) quoted older figure:J 
(pre-1850) and aac+ibed 4000 te~ts to the Milan. Frag
menta--ry data on later developments i:o. Sykes (1908): 
469ff; Rondot (1937): 34-38, and in the· official paper 
''Notes on Kurdish tribes •••• " (~ghdad. govt.press, "!919). 
Ibrah!.m's suooess- ·\al.El enhanced by hi~ appointment as a 
commander of the irregular Ha.midiye troops-. fli:e caree-t' 
is described i:::io-re extensively in that connection in 
Cli III, sec.m. 

19. For insta:noe, there is a tribe called Eltkan in the 
.Hev3rkan con£$dere.tion, while further east the.re is 

19 ... 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

, another small group oa.lled El1kan. Since El~k is a not 
,uncommon pars.anal name, these, two gr-oupa may be inde
pendently called after different El tks. But among the 
Xel1can (S.\i/. of the Tor Abdt.n mountains) I eru:iountered 
a. clan oalled Heeinan; 150 km further east there is a 
major tribe ·of the same name. "Resin" m~ans. "iron_" 
(this is also. the popular etymology among both group~); 
the n:ame is one Wch leas likely to havt> 'been adopted· 
independently by two unrelated groups. 

Important enumerations of tribes in the She.rsfname 
(1596), Jabs (1870), Sykss (1908}, and a number of 
official publications by- the Britieh occupying aut\Y.i
rities in Iraq (1918-1920). 

Leach (1940): 13/4 •• , •• 
Barth (1953): 36-37. 
Rudolph (1967): 23, 27. 
e.g. Barth (1953.): 35; Edmonds (1957): 145-149. 

24. On the Abl-e Haqq religion see ~norsky 1 s article "Ahl-i 
Hakk" in the Encyclopa.edia of Islam and the literature 
quoted there. In Kurdistan the religion is confessed in 
~hree separate area.a: near Kirkdk, west of Kerma.nshah 
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(Notes to Chapter II, continued)· 

(in thf' mountains north of the Baghdad-Kermanshah road), 
and between Kermansha.h and Hamed.an; the last-mentioned 
two regions formerly formed one vast Ahl-e Haqq area, 
but have been separated by the advancing state religion 
(Shi 'a is lam). The second o.f these groups, comprising 
the GUran confederation (some groups excepted) and sec- 42. 
tions <1f the Sencabt and Kelbor tribes are sometimes 
called the Ahl-e Haqq of lla.lehtl after the DalehO. mou.n-
tains where their main places of pilgrimage ar~ located. 
For all Ahl-e Haqq this area is what Mekka is for the 43. 

trib"'ll affilli~.tione, in common opposition to t!-ie to'.oln .. 11
, 

while 1 O\ol!lSman and nomad, as Arabs, feel one against the 
and the Ital.:i<:Ln invasion brongh1- A.rab and. Turk 

J. ·~; lcc.lrr; 
542. 

8.$ :noslemS DppcSing the unbelievers. f:vans-
(1949): 1,~.3. 

Tre 

According to ario-'.:her account 
the emira-::e i,;as ;,.lready split 
of conquE>st. 

hrntory· of J'ersia. ( r,ondon 1815): 541-

lI'.USlims. The local Ahl-e Haqq are heterodox even by the 
standards of their sect. 4~. Ronde t: 25-26. 

25, Rudolph (1967): 27. 45, 
26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

Ali Razm-ara 1 JUfhrafia-ye nizami-ye Iran (Hili tary 
geography of Iran), volumes "Posbt-e Kuh", °Kermanshahan", 
"Kordestan", and 11Azerbayjan-e Bakhteri 11

• (Tehran A.H. 
1)20 (A.D. 1941). 

E.g. the Bilbas, who were a confederation of seminomadic 
tribes living east of Kirlctlk, are also called an "eiiret 11

• 

I never came across a term generally used in the meanir_g 
of "confedersttion11 • It should be noted that European ob
servera called many tribes 11 confederations tt because of 46 · 
the looseness of ties between the constituent clans and, 47. 
I suppose, because o-f preconceived notions that a tribe 
should be a tight, corporate unit. A clear criterion to 
distinguish trJbe and confederation does not exist, no 46. 
these labels retain a certain degree of arbitrariness .. 

"gilran" (or "goran") is the name gi\Ten, in eastern and 
southern Kurdistan to the non-tribal, subjected peasan-
try, synonomously vith the term 11misken" in certain parts 
of Iraqi Kurdistan .. It, should not be confused with the 
tribal name 11G-O.Xan 11 • See the discussion in sections II. 
k and 1. 

C. Sandxeozki (1857), II: 263. 

Rudolph ( 1967): 28-29. 

Hay (1921): 65. 

32. Rudolph (1967; 28) emphatically deniee that it is ever 
used with that connotation. I do not think. however, that 
the term "11" is a proper synonym of "ej1ret" in its 
primary meal!.ing, as Rudolph does. The term is of Turk-

w!~~ ~:i~~:t t:~i ~~~~==d a!:~~ia ~:!b:i t~0~~:::~a !~~~s t~s 50 • 
Lambton ("Ilat 11 , Encyclopaedia of Islam) the term vas 
used in Persia in Ilkhanid times, and then denoted QQ.
madic (or semi-nomadic) tribes. In this meaning it was 51. 
still used by 19th century travellers. 

33. See, e.g. Garthwaite (1977) on the Bakhtya.rL 

34, Hay (1921): 65. 

35, 

35a. 

36. 

Rondot: 4, 15. 

Koran 5: 45; 2': 178 (Mr D&vood's tr&nelation, Pengu.in
books). 

Barth (1953): 72-77. 

52. 

I t0ard very frag;;1entary versions of the in Tur-
kish Kurdistan; men~ions it (1908: and noti-
ces a general of the legendary with 
their present namesakes. 3everal informants mentioned 
not 2, but 3 original tri'bes. Froni the third, the Baba 
Kurd!, the southern tribes (as well ae many that moved 
into central Kurdistan) derived. Firat (a Kurdish au
thor) gives names of tribes belonging to each of the 
three groups. (Firat 1946: 10-23, 144-149). 

Rondot: 25. 

38.rth _. "Segmentary opposition and the theory of games: 
a study of Pathan organization". J.R.A.I. .§2. (1959): 5-21. 

A notorious instance ia that of the Pijder (see also p 94/7) 
one of whose chieftains, Babekr lla, was a favoUI'ite of 
the British officials. Edmonds, one of the Political Of
ficers who had dealings with this man, writes in retro
spect that in the tribe being pro-Babekr or antj-Babekr 
became synonymous with being pro- or anti-government 
(Edmonds 1957: 230), 

One is tempted to call quarrelling the "traditional" 
road to power, and recourse to outside support (usu
ally the state) the "modern" one. B°'.lt this latter road, 
generally more secure and often more yrofitable, has 
been gone for many centuries; the Kurds have always 
lived on the frontiers of empires, If the word tttradi
tional 11 is applied to tribal society, it should cer
tainly not be thought to imply tha. t this "traditional 
sooiety~s isolated. from outside influences and that 
ite social organization was autonomous .. See Ch III. 

E.g. Hay (1921), Edmonds (1957), and reports from poli
tical officerEi in the Foreign Office files (fublic Re
cords Office, London). 

Described (for the Caf) by :Barth (1953): 34-44· 
On the Berk! there is no recent reliable material. Effec
tive closure of the borders has split the tribe into 3 
separate groups (in Turkey, Iran and Iraq). The !legzade 
have lost much of their traditional authority, and live 
among the Iranian H-erk1 as a separate tribe now. 

The Caf Begzad~ are divided into 3 branches; two of these 
have a common ancestor 7 generations removed (at Barth's 
time), the third is also related but somewhat further re-

(~:!~h:~~ {~!i~oa~9~;~d4D: be drawn '.from an.y of these 

37. Taylor ( 1865), 51. 

3s. Koran 2:- 179, immediate1y follo..,ing the previous quo-
ta.tion. 

39. 

53, Nikitine (1925: 11-14) claims the the mire of Bitlts, 
Botan, Behdinan, Hekar1 and Riwa.ndiz belonged to one and 
the ea.me family - probably incorrectly, but the fact 
that he was apparently told so is significant. I was often told that in the past the elders of the tribe 

40. 

41. 

41c.. 

(rt apt) came together when there was a ~onflic+,1 an~ 54 • 
tri.erl. to resolve it. All important decisions were said 
to have been taken by such a council, both in the e~iret 
and or. low(~r levels~ I have nevl?'r, however,heard of a 
concrete case wh13re this actually happened. 

Quoted by Rondot (1937): 34n. 55, 
Earth's Btatistics are wUortunately not very extensive 
either: out of t:re 21 marriages of tribal He.mew-end whic-J 
h€ traced, 9 were w-ith father's brother's daughter,an
other h with other relatives. Among the non-tribal pea
san-i::cy the tendency to father's t.rother'e _daughter ma!.'- 56 .. 
riage is muc~ less marked: out of 53 marriages 6 vere 
vith father's brother's daughter, 12 with other rela.-
tivea (Barth 1953: 68). . 
ThASC latter nu:mbers arA not much higner than what migh 
be expected if partners were assignt>d l:y ch~nce~ depen
dent onl.~,r on physical prox 0 mity. Yq impression is that 
father 1 s brothe~'s daughter-marriage is more frequent 
among the t1·ibes of northern Kurdistan th3.n among the 
Hemevend. 57 • 

Thus seemE'd to be the ca.so i.n the a-.1t:r-r ;:iolot;is.ts 1 fa
vourite prototype of a segmcnt,iry :rnciety, the Bedu~n. 
In the words of Eva.1:s-Pri tchard 1 the Bedu (of Cyrenaica) 
is ''loyal t_j his bait againEt ether -!::ri;:rut 1 to his 'ai]a 
against other 'aila.t, and tc his qabila against other 
qabail. Nevertheless he nas a strong feeling nf COIIl!r.un~on 
with all the Be•louin of hiB cour,try, regaJ·dless of their 
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A son of the a.gba of the Xelican, who has seen all his 
judiciary powers taken avay from him by the Turkish 
administration, told' me 11 the agha of today is no longer 
a real agha, but more of a ma.gill: he does not rule any-
more ( "hukm. na ke 11 ) • --

The title of agha thus means something else in Kurdish 
than in Turkish ( "aga"). The Turkish aga is the rich man 
of the village, the owner of the land,who does not neces
sarily erercise political power; the Kurdish agha is the 
man who rules, but may be quite poor. 
11 It is on his guestbouae that a chief's reputation large
ly depends. The more lavish his hospitality, the greater 
his claim to be called a 1 piao 1 or 'man' 11 (Hay 1921: 
47). In northern Kurdish there a.re two forms that corre
spond to the Persian word for "man 11 ("mard"): "merd 11 and 
"m~r 11 • The. first means 11 generous", the second 11 man", but 
vith strong over-tones of 11courageous". An agha must be 
both m~r and merd. 

A recurrent theme in Kurdish folk-tales is that of the 
tragic lover whose beloved has disappeared, and who then 
builds a tea-house at a crossing of roads, as the surest 
way to get information on the beloved's whereabouts. 
During the Kurdish war in Iraq the guest-house vas where 
couriers and fighters coming back from the fronts slept 
when passing by; this provided the villagers with their 
main information on the state of the \lar, more concrete 
than the propaganda broadcast by radio. 



(Notes to Chapter II, continued) 

58. "In reality the guest-house in most places is more of 
a village club than the private property of the head
man". (Hay 1921: 52). 

59, Leach (1940): 28. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

The same pattern of rising or remaining seated for a 
person who enters a room or passes by is still univer
sally observed. There are even gradations in the re
spect shown by rising: one may simply make a gesture 
as if one is going to rise without actually doing so; 
or get up, but not further than a crouching position 
and immediately sit back again; stand up straight; or 
stand up with bent head a.a a sign of the highest re
verence. 

The disruptive effect of seasonal labour migration on 
relations between the common villagers should not be 
over-estimated, however. Usually they go as a. group. 
In Turkey, recruit&rs for cotton or fruit plantations 
in the west visit these villages in winter, and have 
the villagers sign a contract. These recruiters use 
the tradi tiona.l network of family and tribal rela
tions, and make one or tvo elderly men of the village 
responsible for the others. In the we-st the migrants 
have hardly any con ta.ct with others than their co-vil
lagers. 

Barth (1953): 104. 

Edmonds (1957: 224)and Boie (1965: 36-37)write that 

fend themselves, and the Mengllr probably did not feel 
like risking a ooni'lict with the military powerful Pijder 
for the sake of tbs Mam.er;. 'I'he domination by the Pijder 
remained purely economic. Mamer; would never think of 
joining the Pijder in a conflict with another tribe, and 
conflicts that could not be resolved internally were 
brought before El1 A!:a, not before Ba.bekr A!a for hiB sons. 
In the late 50 1 a Babekx tried to a.pproprate the Mamer; 
lands fully (this was the time that a new and definitive 
land registration vas carried through in the region), 
and the Mameir resisted. Qassem's coup and the anti-land.
lord movement made the Mame~ nearly independent for a 
few yea.re, but in 1961 Eabek:r's eons sent some 300 horse
men to attack the Mameip: 4 villages were burnt down, 14 
Mamei;: were killed. The Ma.mei' left their villages and 
took refuge at a safe distance. They remained resolute, 
hovever, and refused ever more to pay zekat to the Pij
der; the following political developments prevented fur
ther similar acts by the Pijder. (Thie is how the Mamer;. 
described the incident. They may have lll.ixed up the se
quence of the events. Comparison with press reports from 
those years suggestes the identification with an inci-
dent that was described as a. clash of the Pijder with 
the People' a Resistance Forces (PRF, the anti-landlord 
militants) in May 1959, after -which the Pijder also 
occupied a numer of frontier and police posts. Here-
upon the PRF with Iraqi air force support were reported 

the term zekat is used strictly for the tithe of cereals; 
they give a long list of other "feudal" dues or taxes, 

to have forced the Pijder across the Persian border .. 
(quoted in E. O'Balla.nce, The Kuxdish Revolt 1961-1970 
(London 1973): 71). If this identification is correct 
it would suggest a more active role of the Mame~ in, 

but do unfortunately not tell us which ones were quite 
general,_ and where the other ones were exacted, nor 
whether they were exacted equally from tribesmen and non
tribal subjects, so that their contribution to our under
standing of the nature and dynamics of Kurdish 1tfeuda- 71a. 
lism 11 is limited .. 

or immediately previous to the incident. It would aleo 
explain why, after 1961, the Pijder have neve:i." tried 
to come back and submit them again .. 

The quotation is from P. Anderson (1974): 108n. Thotight
provokin~ remarks on the rise of suoh retinue systems in 
several (in most the retainers were recruited from out
side the tribe!) in a review article by Owen Lattimore 
T1§57), esp. p 52. (Anderson referred to this article, 
too) .. 

That zekat as exacted by the aghaa is a usurpation of the 
11alms-ta.x 11 seems net unreasonable in the case of the vil
lage a.gha. who uses it to maintain his guest-house; feed
ing hungry travellers is included in the prescriptions 
concerning- alms (e.g. Koran 92: 17-18; 70: 22ff), so 71b. 
that there is a certain correspondence between the uses 
of zeka.t in islamio theory and in tribal practice. 
On the place of zekat in isla.mic law, and 'the precise 
legal specifications see Juynboll ( 1930) ! 80fL 

Wbe.n I visited the $ekir section -of the Balik in 1975 
(this sec ti-on was not viai ted by Leach) they denied 
this, and said they had never given the agha. such a 
large share of the crop as Leach mentions (5o%) -
Leach never actually observed how muob was given and 
seems to doubt his own data, which contra.diet Hay's 
(Hay mentions the ubiq_uitoua 10%). The $ekir never 
paid more than 10%, acc. to their o-wn claims. 'l'hey 
added that occasionally b~gar, unpaid labour dues, 
was peri'ormed. But their memories of these things were 
clearly not very sharp, and I would regard them as 
tenuous evidence. 

65. Leach: 15. 

66. On tapu registration, see Ch III. seo. 1. 

67, Leach: 17. 

68. Leach! 18. 

69. Hay' 68. 

70. Edmonds (1957): 224-225. 

71 • This has his tori cal rea.sons: both the Mengtlr and the 
Ms.melijl once :formed part of a large confederation, Bilbas, 
vhioh in the 1830's vas reduced by the m1r of Rivandiz, 
Kor Pa9a. Pa.rt o.f the confederation (the majority o.f 
Mame~ and Mengilr) thereafter migrated to Persian Kurdi
stan. The confederation does not exist any more, even 
its name is rarely mentioned, but among the original 
component tribes a sense of belonging together still 
persists. The Iraqi Mamer; have no powerful chieftain. 
In th~ir winter residence, the villages, they gravi
tate towards Elt Ah of the Mengi1r (who used to be the 
most powerful man of the area). On the summer pastures, 
across the Iranian fronti-er. ( ! ) , distant from those of 
the MengQr, but contiguous with those of the Iranian 
Mame,, Mela Qader Ebbas, chieftain of the Iranian Ma.mer;, 
is recognized aa the supreme authority, or Ktxa Be.w!s 
A%a, nominally chieftain of the Iraqi Ma;fj but resident 
in Iran (my ini'ormants were inconsistent on this point). 
Here is a clear case of separation of political and eco-
nomic domination: until 1961 the (Iraqi) Mamefj villa-
gers vere forced to pay their zeka t to Pijder agha.s 
(Babekr branch; see the descr. of Pijder on p 94 ff). 
Every year Babekr's armed men came to collect the tithe; 
sometimes they also took people with them to perform 
b~gar. The Ma.mefi were to weak (only 6 villages) to de-

72. 

74. 

75. 

E.A. Thompson, The early Germans (Oxford, 1965), para
phrased by Anderson (1974): 107 /8. 

I wonder whether the M!ravdel1 would understand Edm.~nds' 
distinction between the (apparent) legality of their 
rule over the Nilrad!nt and the illegality of their sub
jection of other groups. 

Hay: 11 
.... tbe 'llisest and greatest of the many tribal ohiei's 

I have met .... "; "Notes on the tribes of southern Kurdi
stan" (Baghdad, govt press, 1919), p i6: 11 ••• a fine man, 
strongly in favour of la.v and order~.". 

Edmonds (1957): 217. 
11Not,es on the tribes of southern Kurdistan", p 11 .. 

75a.. Information on the events of the past 30 years -from 
intervieva with a. few Pijder subjects and one agha, Feb./ 
March, 1975. 

76. Described by Barth (1953), 53-55. 

77, Barth (1953), 56, 

78. Barth (1953): 59. 

79". Naval Intelligence Division , Iraq and the Persian Gulf 
(1944): p 375. 

80. "Notes on the tribes of southern Kurdistan": 10. 

81, Hay: 165. 

82. Quoted in A.T. l/ilson (1931): 112. 

83. This point is made, among others, in P .. Anderson (1974): 
151n. There was a native peasantry in the Crusader State, 
which was to form the -serf olass, but all its former 
overlords had been removed, and with them, the poli tioal 
organization and specific mode of production .. 

84. e.g. Rich, II: 108-110; Forbes (1939); 409-411; Von 
Moltke: 246; Sykes (1908): passim: Lehmann-Haupt II/1: 
240. 

85. "Diary of Major E. Noel on special duty 17-IV-1919 11 

(Baghdad, govt pr). 

86. Montagne (1932): 58. 

87. The proud Mtra.n tribe, who were the most respected 
nomads of Central Kurdistan had to give up their 
migra tiona because of the closure of the Turkish
Syrian border, after whioh they remained in Syxia. 
Until 1945 the-y continued to live under the tent, 
and r.efUsed to start cultivating; even now many still 
refuse to touch the plough. Mechanization solved this 
problem: now they can hire machinery vi th the opera
tors so that they can cultivate without lovering, 
thero.Belves to the level of a common peasant. 
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(Notes to Chapter II, continued) 

88. A. Legally also Mihemed 's descendants and Osman each 96. The turbulent history of this tribe is rather "'ell do
CUl!lented. The first Europeans who passed through their 
territory did not yet give much information: Rich mere
ly mentioned them (I: 281); Fraser (who passed in 1834) 
called them the terror of the many times more numerous 
Caf (184'J: I, 167) and Ainsworth (18138) found them 

89. 

had part of the land in tapu holding, but they did 
not receive the tithe. Clearly at that time it still 
was ~id to the political leader, not a rent 
to him as a landowner. 

B. I have not found out vhether the flocks were divided 
among Eb'6s.s 1 descendants or also o-w-ned communally a.nd 
administered by the paramount agha. However, I have 
never come across a case where animals were not thus 
distributed after the death of the owner. Unlike land, 
they are generally private propt;Tt~/. Therefore it is 
probable that here too each mentei· vf the f-amily had 
some private income from his flocks. But anir::.als do 
not provide much ca.ah income where "':;h<:o:::'c is hardly 
any urban population nearby. Moreov;;;.r, the nUIDber of 
sheep the family could keep was necessarily limited 
ainoe they no longer migrated, Agriculture, on the 
other hand, became ever more im_portant as a source of 
income, but it was monopolized by the agha. 97. 

My informants claimed that this arrangement was new at 
the time - which seems hardly credible. The particular 
s:l.tuation of the Cez!re, hovever, caused a prolifera
tion of arrangements of this type, so that it may not 
be a serious exaggeration to speak of a "nev class". 

in open rebellion against Turkish authority. Most in
formative about this rebellion, al-•c'at thei1· explolts 
as robbers and their exile to Cyrenaica and return 
a.re: 
Lehmann-Haupt II/ 1 : 2e7. 
'.:~oane (1912): 171-163. 
Edmonds (1957): 39-40. 
Naval Intelligence Division , Iraq_ and the Persian G-ulf 
( 1944): 263' 268, 37 4. 
11 lfotea on the tribes of Southern Kurdistantt (Govt. Press, 
Baghdad, 1919): 11. 

90. I do not know which of the branches of the family held 
this particular village in tapu; my informants said that 
that did not matter yet, only the paramonnt chief could 

As a. definition this is still unsatisfactory. The diffe
rences are not absolute, bi.;.t a matter of degree. 1.rJith a 
little stretching of the concept, any two Kurdish tribes 
can be considered "ethnically different": interaction 
between tribes is much less frequent and intensive than 
within tribes; their histo:ries may be virtually indepen
dent; and between any two tribes there are differei:ices 
of dialect. The problem is that there "'ere (and still 
are) no ~ uni ts beyond the tribe;. delimitation of 
an ethnic group is therefore alway-a arbitrary. 

91. 

sell it. · 

Traditional wisdom perceives father's brothers and bro
ther1s sons as rivals, -whereas maternal uncles and ne
phews are thought to assisi; each other, (because there 
a.re no economic conflicts of interest between them): 
"xala xwarzt rs. kirin, (maternal uncles help their 

nephews up, 
a.pa bra-zt da kirin ~ paternal uncles JJUt their 

nephews do~ 
These inherent conflicts may be the reason why father's 
brother's daughter-marriage is preferential: they are 
a ~y of reco:cciling two possibly contradictorJ inter-
~ate. Cf. a related argument in Barth (1954). A :::nater

na.l uncle may give a daughter to a nephew simply to help 
him, but parallel cousin marriages have a more political 
content. 
Xal!b 'e generciei ty to'.rards bis nephews is not a cheap ges
ture, since the bride-price for daughters from chiefly 
families is normally a.t least LS 6,,JOO c=- $ 1,500 (if the 
claimant is related; for a stranger the price is double 
that amount or even more). 

93. 

99. 

~-lee K. Es.dank, "Einleitungll in Hann/B:adank 1930 
(pp 1-94); 

;,K;!:~~s~(~:i~~ (1943) and art "Senna" an<l 

:1acKenzie's art 11 Guran 11 in E.I.2 is short but has a 
uaeful ~dditional remarkn; also hiB artir:le of 

iL: pertinent. 

3uropei'in linguists call this language uausally 11 Gilrani"; 
locally it is sometimes called "ma.yU", after the form 
of '1he saye 11 these dialects have in common and which 
distinguishes theI!l from the kurdish dialects; as far as 
I know native speakers do not have a name for the whole 
dialect group; they only name the sub-dialects, e.g. 
Hewra.mant, Pe.we!, 1 0mran1, ••• 

~~~t~!~3~a~~:e~~a~h~~~~=~ew!!a;:~; ~:0~ ~~s 
Kurdisoh - Persische Forschungen, Abt I, s. XXIII, 

91a. On the significance of standing up for a person, see 
note 60. 

.hro.J11. I (191J9); the material in Gil.rani dialects that he 
had collected was - after his dea. th - edited and publi
shed by Karl Hadank (!'rann/Hadank 1930). The Danish lin
guist Benedictsen c'ollected some material of the related 
dialects of Hewraman and Pe.we in 1901; he also realised 
that these dialects were notKurdish, but it ',.,ras 9nly in 
1921 that his notes were posthUIDously published, edited 
by A. Christensen. The third serious study is that by 
HcKenzie (1966), which ia unfortuna. tely based ;;i:olely on 
-.rhat he elicited from a single native speaker whom he 

92. 

93a. 

93b. 

94. 

95. 

On El!k 1 his revol ta and protection of the christiane 
there are also some remarks to be found in the :British 
Foreign Office files (F.O. 371),numbers 1919: 44-A/ 
107502/149523/16 3688/3050. 
Eltk 1 s brother-in-ar:II!s, the christian Sem 1 ful Banna, is 
the subject of many heroic tales told by the christian.E 10:J. 
of Tor Abdin. 1 OOa. 
This is the same phenomenon that is also frequently n0~ 
ticed in election time in Turk:\,sh Kurdistan. Local fac- 101 • 
tiona or feuding tribal .sections ally them8elves with 
op):loeing political parties. Each 4 years, -when el~ctions 
are approaching,- old conflicts flare up again, and more 
violently then before the association with political par
ties! 

According to a Gtrav! informant, in his village out of 
60 families 20 are G!ravt, in a neighbouring Village 10 
out of 5-0 families. All the land is ovned by G1rav1. 
I could not discover holi high the share of the crop 
exacted is, but gathered it is well over 5~. 

There are some examples of a mass exodus of the mis:k~n, 
however. In the early 1830's, when the authority of the 
Ba.ban princes vas weakened by intestine struggles and 
when the plague ravaged the country (1831/2), peasants 
massively left their lands and went north, to th~ areas 

met in England. -

S_oane (192~; K. Fuad (197,~, XVII, XXI - XXIII. 

La~bton, art "Ilat" in E.I.2; Minoreky, art 11 Kurden" 
in E.r •1 ; I>rincrsky 1943: 75. , 

The poem is about the conversion of the Kurd (nomad) 
Abid!n, who was a mu.slim, to the ahl-e haqq religion 
by i ta founder Sol tan Schak, who is called a g(l.ran. 
According to the tradition Sol tan's father, ~ex fa-i, 
was a seyyid who came from Hemedan and established 
himself in Hr;:,wraman; Sol tan Sohak appa.re:nt.ly spoke 
He-wram:t; all his deeds and miracles are set in Hew
raman. 
Interestingly, the very influential (lturdish) ehaikhs 
of Berzence (of whom ~~I Mehm-Qd, the famous national
ist leader, politician and rebel, is the best known) 
claim descent from :;:ex f:ai 's brother ~~x Mllei (who h&d 
come with him from Hemedan). The population of Hew-
ra.man is not ahl-e haqq no-w but muslim, and the in
fluence of the orthodox islamic :Berzenc:t shaikhs is 
very great. 

under the control of the powerful and severe but just 1 ')2. KUI'ds do not employ the label 11Kurdtt in a single 
m!r of Ri wandi z. (Fraser 1840, I: 177). sense: it refers to different groups, depending on the 

Described by Lynch II: 421-423, Christoff ( 1935): 24ff; ~o~!:xI~ ~~m~~i:e~0;~; i~r~~~!n~~y :n h~!~~!~. l~~e;;r:~y 
Frtldin 1944: 18-19. indicates that one speaks Kurdish. When I asked people 
Below a certain minimal number o! ewes (variously esti- in ethnically mixed areas whether they were Kurds of 
mated at 80-200) nomadic husbandry is not profitable or Turks or Persians I frequently got ans-w-ers such as 
even imriossible. Aa amonr7 othr~' nom8r'l'; (see e.f!. Barth "I am a Kurd as well as a Persian and a Turk 11 , When I 
1962: 350, a.nd his description of the Basseri case in insisted and asked what they originally were, some ans-
Nomads of South Persia) it is the poorest and the very wered 11 my father also speaks all three languages". 

:~:0:~ ~= !~~hf!~~~1!01~0 ~!!;:~ ~ini;~t~od~!!:~;~t 1~•). ~oane 1912: 377ff. 
their trading connections and .to be near the sources of 1 ~4. It is not true that there are no non-tribal peasants 
political power. The kind of settlemed. that interests furthettorth, but is is truethat these are not called 
us here, however, is the. t of the poor, "gtb:'an 11 there. -
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(Notes to Chapter II, continued) 

105. There is another enclave of people speaking a related 114. Rabino (1920): 22. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

language, the so-called Zaza of northern ltUl'distan. 
Zaza is the name these people and their language are 115 · 
given by their neighbours; they name themeelvea Di.milt. 
It appears to be agreed now by linguists that this name 
is derived from 11 Daylami" (MinorEky 1928: 91, 105; Ha-
dank in Mann/Hs.dapk 19 3 J: 18-1 9; and in Mann/Ha.dank 
1932: 4 ... 6). The Day la.mites were an Iranian people ori
ginally living _south of the_ Caspian Sea. It is known 
that they e:z::pa.nded wee tward. In the 9th century they 
adopted shiism,- proba1;lly of the Iamaili variety. A 
dynasty from among them, the Buyids, c-onquered_ large 
parts of Persia and in 945 even took :Baghdad, which coat 
the caliph his last remaining powers though not his ti-
tle. They only let him remain in office to lend an appear-

:;{;Z~ ~~y 1~~m!;!Y p!~Pi~e;~m~(:o~~~~ :~~a~~a!~~~. the 
con.quest is at least suggested by place-na::;nes. The Arab 
geographer Yaqut mentio'ne~ a place called Da,.ylamista.n, in 
Sehr!zol7 (Minorsky 1943: 81). The Egyptian author Shihab 
ad-Din a.l- 1 Umari wrote that the Mongol invasions cauaed 
enormous displacemente of" population groupa; the Kurdish 
inhabitants of $ehr!zor migrated to Syria and Egy'pt, and 
their place we.a taken by another nation that was not pro
perly Kurdish (according to Shihab ad-Din; Minoraky 1943: 
83-84). The name of the newcomers is not decipherable, 
but Minorsky felt they could hardly be anything else but 
the Gilran. This identification seems to me a little 
doubtful: elsewhere Shihab ad-Din called the GUran simply 
by this name and called them 11 a nation of Kurds 11 • At the 
time ,he wrote (1343 A.D. I these inhabited the mountains 
of ~ehrtzor and Hemedan ibi~). 

Important la.tar eouro&a are the chronicle N~kitine dis
covered in manuscript and a.ummari~ed in Niki tine 1925; 
and the book "Tarikh-e Ardalan 11 (in Persian) by the 
,R'urdish poetess Masture (printed ed._; with an introd. 
by Ra.er Azadpu:r, n.p. (Sanan~j), n.d.). See also 
R1:5hrborn (1966): 79"-80 and the sources quoted there. An 
extre!llely important document bas recently been found and 
published: the memoirs of Me ~man :Beg, a prince of the 
Erdelan family who ruled for .a. short time in ~ehrtzor 
at the time that the Ottomans were establishing their 
rule there (in the late 1530's). These memoirs were writ
ten in 1577 in Osms.nli Turkish; they deal with the cru
cial :Period wl;ten the principaLi ty was split up, due -to the 

~v:~i~~~~l~h~~;w~::e!~: •• t:~ t~~t~~!i~~d=~~~r;=~i~~~p 116. 
They are published (in facsimile, with a latill trans .. 

-oription and an introduction) in Parmaksizoglu 1973. 

Thus I interpret a passage in Me 'miin .Beg ts memoirs (seE 
note 106): 11 

••• 0ne of the Kurdish emirs educated by (a• 
the court of?) Beg~ Beg (Me 1 m1ln Eeg's father) called 

On the origins of the Gilran confederation and its 
exact relations with th-e Gilr&n mentioned by Shihab 
ad-Din al- 'Uma.ri and $eref Xe.n, opinions differ. 
Minora-ky apparently considered the present confed
eration (minus the Kurds that recently attached 
themselves- to it) as descendants of these -original 
G"O.ran. Rawlinson (-a Bri tieh -officer-who commanded 
a regiment of G'\lran tribesmen for the Persian 
prince that governed Kir.:aan~ah) eta.ted that, the 
KelJ?.or (a very large Ku.xdish tribe;: t"ice a.s. numerou• as the Gftran and living to their- south) c"ti!.Imed 
that the G11ran were but an offshoo~ of their :tribe, 
and that this Gill'an informants themselves admitted 
this to be true (Ra-w-linson 1839: 36). A v-aria.nt is 
Mann and Rabino 1 s opinion that the Gilrap confede
ration was formed thr.oUgh conquest of the original 
(Gtlran.1-spea.k~ng) sedentary populo.ti-on by Kurdish 
tribes, notably the Kelhor and Zengene (Rabine 1920: 
8-9). The rulers of tlw Gfu:an confederation, however, 
were not Kelhor, al though they intermarried with the 
Kelhorl'eadera (personal information), 
What did happen is that the Kelhor chieftains in the 
18th/19th centuries pushed back the in1'luence of the 
G1l:ran rulers, which waa once more considerable th'an 
around 1900. (This may lie at the root of Mann and 
Rabino's opinions). Around 1808, when the Persian 
prince Mohammed Ali Mirza ino-orpora ted the dis trio t af 
Zohab (whieh includes t}le G11ra.n terri tori,.es, and had 
formerly nominally belonged to the Ottoman Empire) into 
Persia., he appointed the rulers of the G1lra.n to the 
governorship (Rabine, 1920: 15-16J Soane, /1912: 382). 
The relations of the Gthan and the ~lhor a.re rather 
intensive. Some Kelhor are ahl...-e ha.qq (the :majority are 
ordinary shii tee, however}. There is a. ory-ptice.l re-
mark in the Sharafname in the section dealing with the 
rulers ("'omarA va hokkam'') of the Kelbor (under whioh 
label ~erer Xa.n apparently grouped all tribes from Kir
man¥ah a.nd northern Loriatan): "th&ir (i.e. these ruler~~ 
tribe is called (or considered) Gilra.n" ("ashiret-e IsbB.n 
ri G\i:N.n m!kh&na.nd 11 Sharafname p 408) .. Whatever this 
may mes.n, it establishes a long-lasting rela.tion between 
G1lran and Kelhor, but not one of SimJlle domination of 
one by the other. 

Thus the Sha.rafname and the chronicles of Erdelan, ,Sl!e 
note 106. Accor.ding to these sources Baba 1'rdel was a 
descend.ant of the Merwa.nid dynasty. His descendant 
Me 1 m1ln Eeg disclaimed this ancestry ~f Baba -Erdel i in-
stead he claimed as ancestors - in accordance with the 
ouatom among ruline- :families in hie time - some Arabs 
olose- to the Prophet (P&.rmakaizoglu-1973~ faso. 2B). 

Raci ~lh Bag, held the liwa of Ea ban as a fief .•. " 117. 
(Pa.rmaka.izotlu 1973, p 11A of the faCsimile), ~~;,n~~;s::!~~e~r=~ t~~U:o~;~~ :eR!~:t:u~~:e~~r!~!n 
Sharafname, (ed. M. 'Abbasi, Tehran, n.d,) p 383: KurdiStB.l:'.4- wherti still some sections of the tribe re-
"piishide na.dnad ke. a_sl-e hokkim-~ Br8.dost az tiiyfe-ye ma.in. ThEfy had been tributary to the Erdelan princes 
Gtix§.n a.at" ("it is not unknown that the rulers of Bra.- there. Many tribe-a of southern Kurdistan, however, have 
dost' C;riginate from the G'flra.n triben). a tr-a.di tion o.f having come from further north (see e.g. 

Minorsky's art. "La.k" in E.I.1,.where he notes this for 
E.g. the extraordinary shaped hat Rich noticed on the Kelhor and other Lek!-apeaking {X:u:rdi'ah) tribes. 
Hevram! soldiers; Eadank (--in Mann/Ha.da:rik 1930: 5-10) 
discus.ass this extensively as a cultural item fori;uer- 118. Thu& Sandreczki (1857) II: 263. 

i~~~(~~l=~s~~n',1w~~e~~;;t~ i!h:~i~i~~e f~~~ t~~1bas 11 9' 
tr~bes ~se to denote their -subjected non-tribal peasants; 
it refers obviously to the same hat-type). The hat iE no 
longer worn. Among the Kurds, the Hewram1 enjoy great 
rell?wn as skilled craftsmen, capable of ma.king just any-
thi~ out of wood. 120~ 

Qarma.ti Ismaili, propaganda made much progress among _the 
Dayle.mi tea in the 11th century A.D. It won a.t least the 
temporary allegiance of Daylamite leaders like Aafa.r, 
Mardawij a.:ttd la. ter Of some rulers of the Mueafir!d 
dynasty. Se~. W, t1a.de1Ung, ttismatiliyya. 11 ,, -~ :r2. 

110_. ~~;~dS;~~~~r Q;uatrem~re's translation, by Minorsky 

The religion of the Dersim Ku:rde has been s'erioualy 
misrepresented- by many western authors, who based them~ 
selves ma.inly on information by orthodo~ muslims (who 
detest the alevi'a). The best accounts in a western l&n
guage are by my knowledge still Molyneux-Seel (1914) and 
'!'rovbridge (1909). More material is to be found .in two · 
books written by local people (in Turkish): dr. Nuri 
Dersimi (1952): 21-32; M.:;. Firat (1970): 231-254. Theee 
two vorka are interesting in that they give much in.for
mat~on on ~ituals and religious folklore. However, they 
~void mentioning the l!lOre heterodox tene~s. Trowbridge 

111. Shaxafname: p 23-24 (ed. Abbaai). 

112. These are the Caft Teyat and the Ca.ft Qadir Mu.rid 
Weye!. They joined the G-rlran around 1850, ace. to Mi
norsky (a.rt. 11Senna 11

1 E.I.1). See also Rabino (1920), 
22 and Nikitine ( 1922): 79 n2. 

113. The Qelxa.n! do not have their own cems (religious assem
blies) al though they ma;i partioipa te in a cem vhen they 
happen _to ~e ~a. village. They do not know any of the, 121 
religious songs which play such an important part in the 

4 

ahl-e haqq religion. The Qelxan! I talked with showed 
little.interest in- reincarnation - a ma.jqr tenet. Afte:r 122. 
a death thei;o mourning is loud and conspicuous, whereas 
the real ahl-e_ haqq should - at lea.st in theory - not b'e 
too mournful, .for the spirit does not die but)ias freed 
i teelf from a clumsy body and will soon be reborn in a 
j"OU!lg one.- The only religious activity in which the 
Qelxant indulge are their pilgrimages to the ahl-e haqq 
shrines and religious leaders. 

is more informative on this point. 

According to Radank and otliera, the moat likely deriva
tion of t

1dimil! 11 is, from "~ylam.t 1". See note 105. 

A story that .recurs several times is that of a. miracle-
working contest: one of two rival magicians or aaints 
challenges the other by- riding towardt him mounted on a 
lion, using a serpent as a whip. The other reacts by 
mounting (or ordering a disciple to mount) a brick va.11 
and ordering the wall to gallop, upon which his rival 
recognizes him as his superior. According to a song I 
recorded in Da.lehtl the victoroua miracle-worker was 
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(Notes to Chapter II, continued) 

Sol tan Sohak, his rival a certain Plr Mtkan. Molyneu.x
Seel heard a similar story in Dersim - the rivals were 
local seyyids here, and he vs.a even shown the va.11 
(Molyneux-Seel 1914: 58). Lucy Garnett (1912,163) re
told the same story with Ha.ci Bektai (vho bas a similar 
poei tion for the alevi' s as Sol tan Schak for the ahl-e 

129. !1inorsky (1943): 78, st.. 
130. :-'.inorsky (1943): 77_7c., 

1)1. ",\ nation is a historically evolved, stable co!nrrmnity 

haqq) in the me.in role. The story bas even wider circu
lation: I bought a cheap religious print in Pakistan 
that depicts the contest. The protagonists are two lo-
cal saints Hazrat Shah MirA Sahib (on the ·w-all) and 
Hazra.t Shah Mudar Sahib. 

123. Even in Dereim, ma.ny- of the small tribes are Kurma.nc!- 132. 
speaking, see the list in Deraimi (1952)~ 42-56. 

124. In Dalehtl the only reference to Haci Bekta~ was in a 
poem by the local mystic NdrO.z (d.ca. 1850) 11 

•• tacer-e 
hocr-e Haci Bektar; im 11 

( 11 I am a trader of Haci Eektali 1 

cell"), a pbr&ae that was not understood by any-one there. 
The people who knew his. name considered him as in incar
nation of one of the seven lea.ding spiritual personali
ties. 

of language, economic life, and psycholo-
rr.ake-up, in a community of cultureu. 

3 talin, Marxism and the national question ( 191 3), 
\.Jell became Jn 1917 

for Nationalities in 
nary Russia (see e.g. E.!L Carr, The Bolshevik revo
lution, vol ::::281ff. 

the 
of 

01' the historical and linguistic 
1940). He believed a 

common ~;ed1an basis t·e. the main reason of the unity 
of Kurdish culture, especially language. The able lin
guist McKenzie, however, using other linguistic evi
dence and arranging it differently, gathers that Kur
dish is not a northwestern Iranian dialect ~as Median 
and r'arthian), but a southwestern one. The people who 
spoke these dialects had however a social structure 
similar to that of the Medea. 

The Ka.kat, however (an ahl-'e haqq oommuni ty living near 
Kerk\ik, and said to have come from Hewraman originally) .. 
identify Haci Bekta9 with Soltan Sohak: Soltan once left 
his disciples in Hewra.man and went to Anatolia in the 
appearance of Haci Bektaftl. For 100 years he wandered 
a.bout Anatolia, and then returned to Hewrairan, where the 
duration of his absence was perceived as less than 24 

133, Thus e.g. Lebmann-Ra.u:pt, II, pt 1: 43s on the inhabitants 
of Sastln. Similar observations in MinorskJ''s art "Kurdenn 

124a~ 

houxs (Edmonds 1969: 9~)., The same story was told to ri:i.e b:y134· 
dr. Bahram Elahi, spiri tua.l leader of a Tehran-based 
branch of the ahl-e haqq (grandson of Haji Ni 'matullah, 
the reformer on whose writings so many studies of the 
s.hl-e haqq lean too. heavily). 

In an article I read after finishing this chapter (Trow-
135 ' 

bridge, 191J9) I found a confirmation of this supposition. 
Trowbridge •s alevi informants (unfortunately he did not 
indicate from vhich pa.rt of Turkey they were; Trowbridge 
resided in Ainteb = Gaziantep ) told him that 11 the geo
graphical center of their religion is in the town of 
Kirind, Ke~manBhah province, Persia 0

• They even gave him 
(correctly) the names of the leading seyyids of the Dale-
h11 region (o.c. 342)! This implies that around 1900 ale- 1:56. 
vis fz-om Turkey went on pilg-.cimages to the ahl-e haqq 
saints and shrines. 137. 

125. Ha.dank in Hann/He.dank (193iJ); 33-42. 

126. The best descriptions are by Edmonds (1957, 1969). 

127. 

12 . 

The ahl-e haqq of Daleh1l venerate SFL tan, as do the 
yezidis; ';)1eyknow his yezidi name of Melek Tails. 
Some ahl-e haqq in DalehU told me they consider the 
yezidi to really belong to their own religion. 

Minorsky (1943: 77) quotes a text from Socin (Kurdische 
Sammlunger., S 174): "I was not a Jew, nor a Muslim, 

Nor a Christian, nor a Goran' 1
• 

uG-oran 11 apparently indicates here a fourth religion, 
which lends credibility to the etymology gebr-an) goran. 
Or would the term indicate not Zoroastrianism but ahl-e 
haqq, the religion of the GUran? 
It should be noted that there are no ir.dicatJons of a 
significant zoroastrian influence on the alll-e haqq 
religion. The ahl-e haqq of DalehU do worship 3atan, 
but for them he is not the evil principle as Ahriman 
is in 2oroast:rianisrn. Fire is treated with respect by 
the ahl-e haqq, but so is it by many l!IUSlim Kurds 
(urinating on a burning fire is considered extremely 
shameful in most parts of Kurdistan). 

138. 

(E.I. 1). 

The very fact, that Ottoman law books forbode the re 1 aya 
( collllllon subjects, mainly peasants) to have themselves 
registered as sipahi (members of the military 11 nobili
tyn) suggests that this was a rathe-r common practice, 
at least in aom9 parts of the em.pire. 

Lehmann-Haupt (vol. I: p 239-29C1) mentioned the exis
tence of Kurdish and nestorian subjected peasl:intr.'(. 
Rioh related the adventures of the first Turkish mes
senger who crossed the territories of the nestorian 
tribes. The man was more frightened by them than by the 
fiercest Kurdish tribesmen. To his horror he fo\Uld out 
that they did not even know of the existence of the sul
tan (Rich I: 275-280). 

Hfitteroth 1959: 57. The Ermen.1-Varto spoke Kurdish, and 
had forgotten most of their religion. 

Soane (1912: 406-407) listed 20 important tribes, of 
which 9 call themselves 11 kirmanc 11 J of the southern 
tribes these are: Pijd.er, Bilbas, $iwan and Eaban. 
The others ( 11kord 11

) include (southern tribes only:) 
Merlwan, Bane, Caf, Hemewend, $erefbeyan1, B€cilan, 
Hew:ram1 ( ! ) , Ghan ( ! ) , Kelhor and Sencabt. I do not 
understand what the b~sis for this distinction is; it 
is certainly !1Q.1 linguistic: the second group is quite 
varied linguistically, and the dialects of the Caf and 
Baban (second and first group, respectively), on the 
other hand, differ little. 

!~r:!s(;~::~ !~d i~h!h:e~u~~o~~h!~s(~e~~) e~;·.,,,~~~h 
a taboo rests. It is extremely shameful for a Kurd to 
play such an instrument. The same prejudice rests on 
the~ (fiddle) in some areas. The~ (a long
necked lute), howevert may be played by Kurds without 
inviting contempt. "Even aghas may play itu, people 
said to indicate how acceptable it iE. 

Notes to Chapter III 

1. n ••• moat tribes aeem to be secondar-.r :phenomena in a very 
specific sense: they may well be the product of :proces
ses stimulated by the appearance of_ relatively highly 
organized societies amidst other societies -which a.re or
ganized more simply. If this can be demonstrated, tri
balism can be vie"Wd a.a a reaction to "the formation of 
complex political etruotures rather than a necessary 
preliminary step in its evolution". M. Fried (1968):15. 

2. E.A. Thompson, ':ine ear·ly -Jermans (0xfora, lJ65). SUlilllla
rized by P. Anderson in Passages from Antiquity to Feu
dali~m (London, 1974)! 107-109. 

3. One aspect was noted by several anthropologists; P. 
~own coined the term 11 (colonial) satrapy" for it. 
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(P. Brown, "From anarchy to satra:py", AA 65 (1963): 1-
15): 11 giving native officials unprecedented pO\rnr or 
allowing them free reign and supporting them with the 
force of colonial administration". She d-escribes an 
example from New Guineat where she did fieldwork, and 
quotes colleagues vho remarked on the same phenomenon 
elsewhere. In some cases chieftains were created where 
previously there were none, in others 11although some 
sort o-f traditional leader existed before colonial rule 
was established, his social role changed greatly after 
he was recognized as a chief with administrative autho
rity" (13). I believe that the influence of sta.tes on 
tribes is even more fwidamental than is apparent from 
:these cases. 
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(Notes to Chapter III, continued) 

4. See art. "Shah-sewan 11 in E.r.1- (by V. Minorsky). 
Richa:vd Tapper (1974) showed that the accepted notion of 
the Shahsavan as created by Shah Abbas is untenable. The 
Shahsavan Of Erdebil probably did not become a confede
ration witil the late 17th century. The term 11 shahi
aevan11 bad been used previously (since Shah-Isma' il) 
for those who rallied to the shabts appeals for loyal 
warriors, but there iB no evidence that these were orga.
nized into (pseudo)tribal units of the name then. 
Breaking up and regrouping tribes was a common practice 
of the shahs, but the term 11 oreation of a tribe 11 should 
not be ta.ken strictly literally. 

leots have a strong common Median base, while MaoKe'nzie 
adduces strong arguments for his thesis that Kurdi•h 
belonga to the southwestern group of Iranian dialects 
(instead of the northwestern g:roup to which Median is 
supposed to have belonged). He there tore argues that 
the Kurds do not descend from the Medians, but from 
another Iranian grou:p, that had fi.rst moved down t-0 
the southllestern part of Iranian territory &nd from 
there moved into Kurdistan (1'!a.oKenzie 1969). It seems 
to me that both authors give undue weight to linguis
tic evidence; the grou:p that gave the Kurds most of 
their language "WB.S not neceasa.rily the group that gave 
them most of their gen-es. 

5. Thia revolt by itself was not sufficient to shake the 
government; it had a stronger impact because it coin
cided with other revel ts, both politically progressive 

14. numerous examples are given in Minoreky's article 
"Kurdentt (E.I.1). 

and reactionay ones, against the rule of the shah and 15. 
hie reform programme. See: P. Avery, Modern Iran (London, 
1968): 504. 

6. The Italian econometrist/sociologist Pareto ( 1848-1923) 
propoaed a general theory of poll tical change (which, to 
bim, was nothing but a circulation of elites), according 
to which every elite, after having boen in power "be-
comes softer, more humane, and less apt to defend its 
own power 11 , and is then soon overthrO'.·m by a new, more 
vigorous elite. His study was translated ae: V. Pareto, 
The rise and fall of the eli-i:.es (Totowa, N.J. 1968). 

16. 

7. Not always did tribesmen arrive at the dominating posi-
tion by pure conquest of the land and of its 
settled inhabitants (who might or might 
already well-developed state a:ppara tun). In several ca-
ses foreign tribesmen were welcomed local _people as 
mercenaries who could prote-ct them. higher r'orms 
of social organization developed out of such a symbiosis. 
An e:i:ample is the Mitanni empire (2nd millennlum B.C.). 
The Hur:rites, a people in northern Mesopotamia., who spoke 
a non-Semj_ tic, non-Jndo-Aryan language, were not united 
into one state until they \l&re joined by a g.coup of war
rior tribes. '.f'hese were Indo-Arya.na, who Qau.e westward 
from the Gu.rgan plain (SE of the CaBpia:r~) and came to 
live among -the Hurrite1L They were austere warriors, 
horse-men with an a.rmy of wa:r-ca.rt3. Without conflicts 17 • 
(appa.rently) the Indo-Aryans became the ruling stratum 
of what developed into the Mitanni empire~ Accor-ding to 
G:L.irah.l!lan (19-77: 26) the evidence suggests that ~ 
guest took place: the Iudo-Ar-Jans simply or.ganiz.ed the 
state, a thing the Hui-rites t:ht-meelves had not been ca-

of. In the words of another expert "the co~·e:xia
of bot1', so heterogeneoua componen-ts of the popu

lation - Hur:ritee and Indo-Arya.ne - appears, aft~r the 
sources, so close, that one bas coined -ihe erpression 
of symbioi::iisH (H. Otten, "HethiteI·, Hurriter und Mitan- 1.s. 
nin in Fischer Veltgeflchichte 3. Die altorier.talische 
Reich{l 1 II: 129). 

8. A topic that f do not want to go into here, but only 
point at, is the conceptual confua:i.ona that lie in the 
lurch because the same term 11 triben is used for so ma;n._y 
conceptually difft.rent unite, as e.g. the p:r<e-state 
political unit, the half-integrated tribe in the peri- 20~ 

Kurdish nationalists have therefore quite ambiguous· 
feelings about this famous Kurd. For the ea.me reasons 
the Iraqi government baptized the Kurdish para-mili
tary units it recruitad to combat the Kurdish nation
alists (from 1962 on) "Saladin brigades" (firean 

Salah id-Din). In Euxope these brigades a.re better 
known under the name the Kurdish nationalists gave 
them: oe9 (jash: 11 donkey-foal 0 ). 

B1rzan!'s position was certainly not due to outside 
support alone. The old reputation of his family 
(s:haikhB and inveterate nationalists), hia mili ta:ry 
prowess and aucceasee as a guerilla. leader, increased 
nationalism among the population, all these factors 
contributed, as 'W'ell a.a his M.aohiavellan talents for 
manipulation .. However, the increasing support he re
oelved .from Iran (ia.nd, since 1972, from the U.S.A.) 
significantly oha.nged the nat-Ul"'e of his :r11.le; which 
ever more resembled the shah' e rule in Iran. The!Oin
ieters he appointed in 1974 were responsible to him 
alone, -and so was the mili ta.ry; vhile internal seou
ri ty (and political oppression) was the affair of bis 
secret ae:rvioe Pa.raetin - established in 1966 by the 
shah's SAVAK a.a a rather exact copy. The revolutionary
c-ouncil, a. sort of pa.rli&.ment that had existed from 
1966 to 1970, W"ae never reinstated. 

An important source for the history is a 12th century 
chronicle by lbn al-Azraq al-Fariqi. The sections dealing 
with the Merwanids were published in Egypt and are now 
av&.ilable in a Turkish translation by M.E. Bozarslan: 
Ibn f-iJl-E.zrak • Mervani Kflrtleri t&rihi (HHistory of the 
Me:rwauid Kurda") Tatanbul: Koral, 1975. References 
are to this edition. An excerpt of the document, with 
some notes, is Amedroz'a -'irticle (1903), while some addi
tional information is contained in the FJ.I. articles 
"Kurden'1 (Minorsky) a.nd 11Marwanidan" (K. V. Ze"tterst6en). 

Ibn 'Ul-Ezra.k, f)9: "Wihen A dud ad-Daw-la died Bad became 
(even) more powerful, and hie following increased'',. 

Diyar Bek.r, now the name of its central town, was origin
ally the name given to the ya.et province including Am.id., 
Meyyaferq!n, Mard1n and (sometimes) Cez!re, and e:xten.Q.-

ing a.a far ea.at as La.ke Van. 

Ibn 1 -01-Ezrab T5. 
phery of an empire~ and' the tribe that rules an empire. 21. IOid, 74-75. The inhabitants of Mosul took ca.:re that Bad 
On the one. hand, thsee types of 11 txibes 11 have much in \fS.S given a proper muSlim funeral, which i-B an indica-
common, and, :in f&ct, the same unit may asaume all three tion of the respect he commanded there. 
appearances at different tiwes, on the other hand, there 
are some essential differeD-"<S. 22. 
T take the pragmatic e.pproe'!h in this book: I ca.11 
"tribe" and "tribal 11 what the Ku:rds themselves call so, 
wit'bout much philosophizing on llhat a trib.e "realJy" is. 
On p 145-147; aumma.rized the ma.in characteristics of 
the Kurdish tribEts aa ! found them. 

Ibid. 115: 11Emir Abil Neer fortified bis rule. Apart from 
Amid, he took every corner of (the province) Diyar Bek::r 
under his sovereignty. He corresponded with the kings 

9. In the Ottoman Empire, the bureaucracy too waz classi-
fied as "military11 ,. 23. 

(in the plural; so probably not only with the Byzantine 
emperor but also with the Armenian sovereigns:), the 
Caliph and the Buyid Baha a.d-Dawla. Thue his rule wae 
strengthened a.nd no one dared oppoa,e him.". 

Ibid. 118-120.- The author concluded: 11 Thus Nasr ad
Dawla 's glory became more ex.al ted and his power in
creased, and the country attained stability". 1b. 

11. 

12. 

'E:.g. Rich, I: 88. 

Ghirahman (1977): 51; R. Labat in l<"iecher Wieltgeachichte24. 
4. Die a.ltorientaliache Reiche, III~ 19. 

25
• 

Nationalist- Kurds have adopted this date a.a the starting 
point of the ''Median" or "Kurdish" time reckoning. Kurd ... 

ish calendars for 1977 thus bear cthe date of 25s9. 
26. 

Amedroz: 133/4. 

Minoraky, 11Kurden" 1 E.I.1, ~ 1218. The Beinewt (or 
Becnew-1) were an impol:"tant (nomadic) Kurdish tribe, 
territory whose territory was north of the Tor Abdin. 

See e.g. o. Tu.ran (1973): 231/2; also note 28. 

Probable it is, but not beyond doubt. The historical 27. Ibn 1ul-Ezrak: 82. 

~:i~~~c=~b~=c~o(~~:1e!r.' ino~:~ ~; t~~n::~e~;4~)pert 28. 
makes it plausible that many Medians settled in what is 
now Kurdistan and became &ncestors to the Kurds; statis
tics about population movements, however, do not exist. 
From the fact alone th11t Median kings ruled over nor
thern Masopotamia for quite some time one can conclude 
next to nothing about the ethnic composition of their 29. 

:~~c~~~o:~h( 1 ~~~~u~~!!~u~:!d~:~ ;::r~u!~i:~ ~~-

Armenians were in the majority in the northern and 
eastern parts of the Merwanids' dominions (Xerpilt, M0.9, 
:Bitl!a, the a.r-ea around Lake Van), while in Ma.rdtn, 
!{isnkeyf, Meyy-a.i'erq!n and Am.id jaoobi te Syrians :pre
dom.ina.t~d. Jews were almost entirely town-based, ma.in
ly in the vestern half (Turan 1973: 232). 

In this period the Kurds 11were in general a mountain 
people 11 , who "practised animal husbandry and brigand. 
age, and occupied themselves but little with a.grioul-
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ture" (Turan 1973: 236). Turan adduoes the 12th cen
tury traveller Ibn Jubay-r, who related that Kurdish 
highway robbers -were a veritable plague in the dis
tricts that he passed (Nestbln, Qo9hisar, Moslll). 

30. Tbn 'ill-Ezrak: 169. The Turkish translation uses the 
rather general term "beylikler" ("princedomi>'' or "go
vernoratee"), Amed.roz, in bis resume, speaks of "terri
torial gra.nt 11 • 

31. Ibn 1\il-Ezrak: 169. This must have been in the order of 
1~ of the total annual revenue of the Me-rwanids • terri
toriei:i, as might be gathered from a latp.r figure. :'.n 
Saljuq times someone was made a governor of the 9c'!..lil>C.> 

territories upon p-romising a rever1•J0 ~f O!ll! :nil} ion dn,ars 
in 3 year's office(ibid. 202). 

50. This beylik (princedom) was established in 1378 when the 
Turkish chieftain Zeyn.a.d-Din Qara.ja Zul-Qadir conquered 
Mer'a1;1 and Elbistan. His son further expanded his posees
:sione. Ottoman and Mamluk sultans frequently intervened 
actively in the succession to rulership of the beylik by 
supporting their favourite candidates, It became nomi
nally a vassal state to the Ottoman Empire, but iain
tained a precarious autonomy, which came to an and wheni 
in 1')1.4, Sultan Selim killed its la.st ruler Ala ad-Ilawla 
for Lot Joining him in ':he battle of Celdiran. 

51. The Ustajlu \ifere one of the first T'::rkish tribes to join 
Isma 1 il in 15,10 (l·~;<.zaoui, ". It seems probable 
tllat Muhamma:d Beg was their (or one of their 
chieftains). On this .s.~1pointment the shah lent him the 
title of~ (Sarwar; ))). 

32. This does not contradict the fact that many tribal chief- 52. Sarwar: 52/4, 72; Sharafname: passim. On Muhammad Y.han 
Ustajlu 1 s pillage of Cez!re see also the contemporary 
Aramaeic document translated by A. Scher (1910~ 123/6), 
11 Pillage dt> Gc.Jzarta et de ses villages 11

• A pa.rt of this 
,Jocurnent io ~L·anslated Oelow in t.his book (p 167). 

33. 

tains and other accepted local rulers are of' foreign ori
gin. Being an outsider may be an a.ss,et - but only if one 
baa other (e.g. charismatic) qualities as well. 

In the preceding chapter I drew attention to the same 
process on a lower "level of integration 11

, l/hen, in 
Atatttrk 1 s tilne~ many tribal leaders and shaikhs were 
killed or sent into exile the number of inter- and in
tra-tribal conflicts increased, and were difficult to 
bring to an end, because pera.ons 
thority to do so were lacking (see p 

34. Sharafname, p 498 of the Persian edition by M. Abbasi. 

35. The historica,l review is based mainly on the following 
sources: The Sharafname (References are unless indica
ted otherwise, to Cha."J\Illoy's translat.:.on • \ti'here lite
ra.l quotations are given I have translated these from 
the Persian text, after the Tehran edition M. Abbasi); 
Iskanda.r Beg Turkmen, 1Alam-ara-ye 1Abtasi 
Afshar, Tehran 1350 (1971)i J. van Hammer:. 
des osmanischen Reichea, Pesth, 1827-1835 (1·J -ml. 
'W. Hinz (1936); H. Sohr...,eide (1965); M. Schmidt-Dumont 
(1970); M. Mazzaoui (1972); Gh. Sarwar (1939); F. 31.imer 
(1976); S.J. Shaw (1976); I. Parmaksizo~lu (197}). 
other sou:rces _used will '.:.-t} mentioned in the notes, 

36. Cahen (1968);· 316. 

37. Hinz (1936): 51; Gahen (1968): 361/5; Mazzaoui (1972): 
10; Sharafname: passim. 

38. Sharafname II/1: 248-252. 

39. In the Ta.rikh al-Ghiyati (ed. Schmidt-Dumont, 197 1J) no 
Kurdish tribes or leaders are mentioned in "this connec
tion, nor in the other sources adduced by the editor. 

40. Binz (1936)~ 51, 136/7; S:ha.rafname: passim; Minorsky, 
11 Kuxden". 

41. Sharafname II/I: 3; Tehran ed. 216. 

42. Schmidt-Dumont (1970): 78/9; Mazzaoui (1972): 11/2. 

43. Hinz (1936): 53/4; Schmidt-Dumont (1970): 74. 

44. On Safi ad-Din's life, and his orthodox religiou0o atti
tudes, see especially Gobrweide ( 1965) :- 96-117, and Haz
zaoui (1972): 46-51. 

45. According to Fadl allah ibn Ruzbihan Khunji (late 16th 
century), a steunch aunni and therefore strongly opposed 
to the :=::afavidS, followers "openly called Shaikh Junayd 
God, and his son .son of God ••• In his :praise they said 
'he ie the Living One, there is no God but he 111

• (v. 
Minorsky, Persia in AD 1478-1490, an abridged transla
tion of the Ta.rikh-e 1 Alem-ara-ye Amini (London 1957): 
63). 

46. The "tribes" mentioned :in this connection are: Ustaj lu, 
Shamlu, '.Rumlu, Tekelu, Zul-Qadir, Afshar, Qajar, Varsaq, 
(Mazzaoui, 1972: 81; Sfu:ner, 1976: 18/9). These are not 
all Qizilbash groups; at other occasions others are men
tioned, e.g. Q.arama.nlu, Bayat, Bayburtlu. Nor should it 
be thought that these grou,ps were entirely Q.izilbash, 
or even that all members who were Q.izilbash joined 
Isma'il. Teke (SW' Anatolia), Rum (central Anatolia) and 
Sham (Syria) \ifere large, and but vaguely delineated, re
gions, of which the popula ti.Jn included sunni muslims, 
moderate shiites and extremist shiites, of "'hom so:rne 
were Qizilbash. Thus we find Tekelu, Rumlu, etc. both 
on the Safavid and on the Ottoman didea in later years. 
In 9eldiran for instance, Zulqadir chieftain.a WP.rP in 
command on both sides (seethe lists in Sarwar, 1939: 79-80 

47. See e.g. Slliner, 1976: 53/6. More on the i;e miikezek will 
be found in the sections f and i of this Chapter. 

48. Sarwar (1939): ,a.zzaoui (1972): -;o-82. 

49. Sarwar (1939): 43-57. 
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53. '?his will be illustrated by the case studies in the next 
section. S'ee esp. lleka1·1, p 174 ff. 

54. These K' rdish chieftains we:re: 
i'1elik Xe111 of Bisnkeyf , ~ah Ell of Ceztre 
¥...tr ~emsed!n of Bitl1s , M1r Da.11d of Xtzan 
Eli Beg of Sas'O..n , M1r ~ah Mihemed S!rwi, 
an·d 10 others. Th€ last-nai:ned two "'ere not imprisoned 
by Shah; all ot"!l.ers were. (Sharafname, II/1: 289-
291 

55. Tr:rnslated into French by Scher (1910): 123/6. 

56. 3ee e.g. So):1!:'Weide (1965): 145-158. 

57. Ibid, 162. See also :;; • Al tindag, "Selim 1 11
, 

Ans!::Cloped.isi, 
Islam 

58. As related above, Muhammad Beg hild received tliP title 

59. 

of khan from Shah Isma'ilt upon his appointment at Diya.r 
Bekr. 

Detailed accounts of the- battle of 9eldiran and the 
d-evelopments that preceded it, in: Von Hammer, GOR 2: 

~~~!~; s S~~~~=~ln~u{ 1 ~;~: p~;~~;~ :~d w:~~d:~1~n!3 ar-
ticle "Selim I" in Islam ,Andiklopidisi, vol ,10 (by $. 
Altindag). The events in the Ottoman lands receive ex
tensive treatment in Sohr;..reide (1965): 138-164. 

60. Sharafname II /I: 295 ff. 

61. See Von Rammer, GOR 2: 433. 

62. The- follmoring Kurdish H!rs were- mentioned as actively 
figh"ting the Qizilbash: 
111.:c :;;eref of Bi tl1s, who retook the toVIl of Bi tlta; 
Melik Xel11, formerly of Hisnkeyf and S~ 1 ird, w"ho :;:etook 
both; 
Ttihemed Beg of Sasful and Hez1'.1, who conquered Herzen and 
fought the Qizilbash; 
Seyd Eh.med Tieg Rifk1, who took the caatles of Etek and 
Meyya.ferq!n; 
Qasim Beg }!erd1s1, who conquered Pal1l and planted the 
Ottomans' banner on its wstle; 
Se!d Beg of Soran, who took Kerk:O.k and Erb11; 
~ah El! Beg of Cez1re; and others, altogether 25 chief
tains (Von Bammer, GOR 2: 433/4). 
The Sharafname mentione e:z:plioity the follo"'ihg chief
tains who assisted M1r ~eref to regain BitU.s and ward 
ofra subsequent a.ttack from Iran~ Mihemed Beg of Bez1l; 
Mir Da-0.d of Z!zan; M!r ~ah Mihemed ,;:trw1; and the m1rs 
of Muks and Ispa'ird (Sh It/I: 297). 

63. See section IIL g below. 

64. Para.phrased after the Sharafna.me, II/I: 296/7. 

65. The historian Abu'l-Fasl, son of Idr1a Bitlts1 (!)~ 

66. More detailed (tholl8h very incomplete) nar:c-atives of 
the events in Kurdistan in this period are to be found 
in: Sarwar (19'9); Van Hammer, GOR 2: 433-461; Sharaf'
name II/I: 294/B and passim. 

67 • The khutbe is a sort of ceremonial sermon pronounced at 
the Friday pra.yer meeting, "'hioh contains nrayera for 
the prophet, the four (rightly guided) caliphs, the 
present caliph (when there still was one), and usually 
for the ruler who was regarded as sovereign. Baving one's 
name read in the khutbe thus .... a.a tantamount to proclaim
ing full independenoe. The same is true for the minting 
of coins. 

68. Sharafname I/2: 1s4. 
69. Ibid. 
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70. Ibid. I/2: 114-132-. On their relations with the Mehm.-0.dt 
and Dimbuli: also II/I: 158-177. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74, 

The history of these Nestorians is deaoribed in J. 
Joseph's T:tie Nestorians and their Muslim Neighbours. 
(Princeton, 1961). Before their maaa exodus- the Nee
torians constj,tuted a high proportion of the popula
tion of Hekar1. Cuinet gave the folloving statistics 
for the province (sanja.q) of Hekar! a.round 1870: 
Kurds 165,000; Assyrians 97,000, of vhom 521 000 "auto
nomous" (the tttribal" Neatoriana). 
11Ku:rden11 , E.I. 1 • 

After its incorporation into the Ottoman Empire Van had 
been ma.de into an eyalet, administered by a. centrally 
appointed vali; the government of most subdietricts re
mained in the hands of Kurdish ruling families, as appa
rent from Evliya 9elebi's Seyahatname (Book IV: 1226/B 
in the edition of Temellrurs.n and Aktas. For a discussion 
of this form of indirect rule, see p 189 ff:. 

Seyd Mihemed was appa:rantly suspected of having acted ao 

83. 

a go-between for Sultan SU.layman 'a rebellioUB son Mustafa 84. 
and the Persian Shah Tahmasb (Sha.rafns.me I/2: 127). 

75. Sbara.fname II/I: 1-16. 

Ibid II/I, 2. As said seve:t'al times- before, many of the 
chieftains of large tribas, confederations or emirates 
are of foreign origin; and even when they are not, they 
often claim so. Especially heroes of Isl~ are .likely to 
be invoked as ancestors. Thus the 9emi~kezek family ~
~ to d-eeoend from the Abbaeids. 

77. ~It is not possible to say hoW many of the 9emi,kezek 
subjects vere shiites, but the number probably was 

85. 

~~fl!~:~:~eth;11~a~~id ~~!e~;~~ ::g~;i::· i:~::b!~~ 86. 

seem too .hight it- ha.a been questioned, ale:o because· 
d 'Ohason was not a contemporary. However, other sour
ces, more contemporary, give reason to believe it is 
correct. In fact, it i.a even a conservative estimate 
compared to the others. See the disoussion (by Mutaf
cieva) in: Y.P. Mutafoieva & S.A. Dimitrov, Sur l 16tat 
du ayat~me des ti.mars dee XVIIe-XVIIIe es" (Sofia: 
Acad6mie Bulgare des Sciences, 1968): 10 f. 

'!'he term re's.ya ("the flock"; Plural of .a:~.X!!) denoted 
at first only non-muslime subjeots, who were obliged to 
pay taxes to the muslima vho had subjected them. Thie 
always remained the primary meaning of the term, and 
thus is it used in Ottoman law-books. However, it·oame 
to l:.e used, by extension, for ill dependent peasants, 
both chriatian and mualim. (In Hekar1 tribal chriati&ns 
(ABBYJ:'ians) dominated mu.slim r'e 1aya! eee'p 138). 
Not all ref a.ya were peasants, many were merchants or 
craftsmen. Especially in -the European parts of the em
pire, large groups of' privileged chrietian re 'aya exis
ted. 

In fa.ct, quite a f'ew members of the peasant class ma
naged to reoeive timarst a.a it apparent from the fre
quent fulminations in law books that condemn this prac
tice. See e.g. the laws in Von H8.Ilimer'a Staa.tsverf'as ... 
aung, vol I: 350, 366, 371/2). 

~:e~ •(~~~s~i!:)~1~!i~~~ ~ ~a%f ~~o~i:h~::s 
50% qullar of the aul tan or begs (the remainin~ 4% 
were qadie, bishops(!), and pa.lace favourites). 
Inalcik (1973): 114. Ina.loll: :published his source a.a: 
Hier! 835 ta.rihli auret-i defter-i eancak-i Arvaiiid 
(T.T.K. Yayinlarindan XIV. aeri,No 1, Ankara 1954). 

The sheriat was thu.e interpreted that the sovereign 
bad a right to a certain fraction of' these children. be:r of ighas fought on the Safavid ~ide in 9f!ldiran. 

As-written in the text, after this bS.ttle some 9emifiketek 
returned to- the Ottoman Empire; others, however, remained 

. Recruiting agents want a.round the empire to select-, 

78. 

so. 

81. 

in Irart. Seref Xan ment"i.oned 1,000 9emi~kezek families 
-who were Qizi,lbash in Iran. A century later Shah Abbas 
vas to e:end these- as frontier guards to Rhorasan (see p 
Z15ffj, At present the majority of the population of the 
district of 9emifke~ek are alevis (shiites). Aooording 
to Darsi.mi (1952), all its inhabitants are alevis, vhich 87. 
may be an exaggeration. Cuinet'e statistics for ca 1870 
are not entirely olea.r1 because the categories a.re not 
defined: 
10% Armenian; 50% Q,izilbash; 20'f-, Muslim and 2Cf'/, Kurd. 
(Cuinet, II: 392). 
Thie aiib--ee.ction ie b&eed mainly on the folloving works; 
P.A. von ~ieohendorf (1871); J. von Hammer, Des osma.ni
echen Reiohea Staatav&rfa&1sun~ und Staata-verwaltUI:\S• 2 
Bda (Wien, 1815); H. Inaloik (1955)• H. Inalcik (1973); 
A.h. Lybyer (1913); s.J. Shav (1976); K,H. Karpat (1974). 

The agoM wae a s~lver coin, of approximately o. 7 g;i:-

by the middle of the 16th century. Both the weight of 
the aqche and the rate of exchange against other coins 
used ,ehanged ov-er .time. The rate of devaluation is ilnme
-diately apparent from the weight of aqches minted un-
d~r the following sultana: · ,-

Mohmed I 11413-1421l 1,121 gr 

~~\"::d/·I· im=i~~6 ~:~~5 : 
Murad rn 1574-1595 0.4~~ gr 
This devaluation necessitate~ regular revisions of the 
rs.tee of taxation, which generally lagged considerably 
behind. The above figures were compiled by N. Beldi-
ceanu, in "La criSe mon6taire ottomane au XVI-~me eiltcle 
et son influence sur lee principautf!s roumainea" t 
Siido.st-Forschungen XVI/I (Mt1nchen, 1957): 70-86. A more 
complete list on p 74 of tl::at article. 
An indication of the purchasing power of the aqche is 
tha. t the price of 1 kile (ca.. 25. 6 kg) of wheat in east ... 
e.rn Anatolia aro1,illd 1515 wa.s- 8 aqchea, that of 1 kile 
of barley 6 aqohes (Hinz 1950: 185 n). 

The di.fference betveen zeamet and timar is not simply 
ona of level of revenue, as the .specifications general
ly given seem to imply. They belonged to dii'ferent ~ 
of gra.nte~s;. also was the unit of revenue for which one 
had to maintain a jebeltt dif£erent in both types of fief. 
The tima.r-holder had to maintain one for every 3,000 
a.qches; the zeamet-holder for every 51 000 aqohes, above 
a vertain min~ (Shaw, 1976: 125; Inalcik 1973: 113). 

BS. 

In :pra.9tice, some ti.ma.rs bad higher revenues than some 89. 
zeamete. Thus in Palestine in the 16th century the high-
est ti.ma.r revenue was 191 225 aqches, the lowest zeamet 
revenu~ 101 000- (B. Lewis 1954: 481-2). 

Inaloik (1973): 108. 
82. Von Tischendorf: 49 (after d'Ohason). '!'his figure may 

them. Those who seemed fit receiveO. the beat profes-· 
aio:nal training available. On this "slave institution" 
(or devsnirma syetem) aaa Lybyar (1913): 45-61, 90-119 
and Shaw (1976): 112-168t a.nd,es:peciaJ.ly B.D. Papoulia 
Ursprung und '\rleeen der 11 Knabenlese im osma.nisohen Reich 
(Mllnchen, 1963). 
These taxes are a rather ooni'usin.g au,bject. A survey is 
given by von Hamm&r in Staatsverfasaune, vol. I. Von 
Hammer also gave ewnmary of a number of' qanunnamea, 
dealing with ta.zation. The work remains very theoreti
cal, hovever, and gives little indication of how taxa
tion waa actually applied. The same may be said of the 
more syatema. t!c and concise resum6s by Lybyer ( 1913): 
175-182) and Shaw (1976): 119-129. 
J.,. better insight is provi~ed by ,the few detailed stu
die-a of specific areas (baaed ¢n archival materials) 
that have s-0 far appeared, e.g. s.J •. Shaw, The finan
oie.l, and admin.istrative organization and development 
of Ottoman Egypt, 1517-1798. Princeton 1962; M.T. 
GtSkbilgint XV-XVI. asirlarda Edirne ve Pa9a live.al.- -
Vakif':J.a.r-MIIlkler-Mukataaler. Ista.nbul 1952; Ba ~wis, 
"8-t'u.diea in the Ottoman archives - I" BaS.O.A.,S. 16 
(1954}. 469-501. -
In recent ;reaxs a number of qanunnamea have been pu
blished, all of vhich (by my knowledge) however deal 
with European pe.rts of the empire. To date, very r-ev 
atudiee dealing 'W'i th the Kurdish provinoes have a:ppeal"'
ed. The beat that I know of is Hinz (1950) and the 

works of B.La Barken that he quotes; also relevant 
are N. G{Sy-6.ni;: , XVI. YUzyild& Mard'in sa.noaki (Is ta.n bul : 
Edeb. Fak -1969), and I. Hiroglu 11XVI yttzyilin ba!Jl&
rinda. Erzinoa.n 9ehri (1516-15)0~", Ta.rib Dergisi 28-29 
(1975). 

"The- jiziye belonged to the Bait al-Mal (central treasury, 
from vhich military expenses 'Were pa;id. MvB) and, unlike 
some other revenues, was never granted to· fief-holders 
or holdex-a Of khaas" (Lewis 1954: 485). 'Not infrequent
ly, however 1 the jizye of a certain district was asn!gned 
as the regular pay ( ojaqliq) of a s:pecif'ic military unit 
(Inaloik "Djizya.(ii;ottoma.tf',E.I.2). Every rule, however, 
has its exceptions. Thus &a we shall see, in Iii tlte half 
of the jiziye was the local ruler's. E.r.2 A seminal stu
dy on the jiziye iB Hadtibet'fi6, 11D~izja !li haraC", Prilozi 
3/4 (1952/3): 55-135 &nd 5 (1954/5)• 43-102. 
(French summary in second-part, :p 100-102). 

Von Hammer gave the folloving stipulations as the 
average for the· empire (16th or 17th century): 
for a ohiftlik one pa.id 42 aqches per annum ("'oa. 130 kg 
of vheat, see note 79), for half a c~iftlik 21 aqohes 
per &JUlum; those holding less paid 12 a.qches, 6 aqohes 
or nothing at all. The 42 aqches were divided among the 
a ip8.hi &nd the officers in proportions tha. t differed per 
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province. Frequently 27 were for the sipahi, 12 for the 106. 
subashi, 3 for the sanja.qbegi; elsewhere, 27 were for the 
aip&hi and the remaining 15 all for the sanjaqbegi (Von 
Hammer, Staatsverfa.asu.ng, I: 187). 

90. ~=r~~:~~yoft te!8 d~~:n:~~~dh!~~=r~n(o~~a a~~e:)o- 107. 

91. 

or slightly leas. 

Canonic.al apecificationa of the zekat are to be found in 
Juynboll (1930: 80ff). Zekat is only to be pa.td when 
one's income exceeds a certain threshold value. The spe
cifications for ag'rioultuxal crops and flocks a.re: 

Von Hammer, Staateverfassung, II. 266. The eyalet of 
~ehr1zor was much larger than the plain of the same name 
in southern Kuxdistan1 it included ell of Sileman1 and 
Kerk1lk districts, and thus mountainous area.a -which were 
hard to control. 

Birken 1 a list of aanjaqs of Diyar B1:>kr (:Birken 1976: 
185-195) includes several ones that were at one time or 
another ruled by autonomous Kurdish rulers on a heredi
tary basia, and that are not incl11ded in Von Hammer's 
(and Evliya'a) list: Fasur;-cungu;;:, Xenook, Rilwan, 
Xoza.t, Mard!n, Po~a.d!, 3~erek, Zeriq!. See also the 
list for 1B31 in Akbal (1951)1 1~22. 

10% of the orop from field and ga.rdena (incl vineyards 
a.nd orchards). In case of artil~icial irrigation only 5% 
has to be given. 

1U8. After Birken 1976: i;4. 

From a flook of 1 to 39 sheep/ goa te nothing has to be 
given. 

40 to 120 
121 to 200 
201 to 399 

more than 400 
three 11 

one anirrla.1 per 150. 

92. Inalcik (1973), 111/2. 

93. These later taxes, often introduced as a on6-ti.me con
tribution to the financing cf a epecial project, e.g, a 
military campaign, and afterwards institutio11..a.lize1l as 
annual tributes, have been little studied yet. See e.g. 
M. Bowen; 11Ai.rarid" (E.L2); B. Cvetkova, ucontribution 
A l 'iHud~ des i.mpl'its ext:reordina.irea (avariz-i divaniye 
ve takalif~i Orfiye) en Bulgaria nous la domination tur
que". Rocznik Orientalietyozny 1.2. (1959): 57-65 .. 

94. The die tricte a.re: 3rzincan, Xerir3.-c, Ma.rdiu and Birecik. 
The 2pecifica.tions of taxation are summarized by \of, Binz 
(1950): 183, ,201. , . 

95. Thie qanunname ia a1.lJll!l)8.rily translated b:r Von Hammer in 
Ste.ateV'erfasaung, vol. I: 245-?4B. It ;.ias first issued 
by Sultan SU.leyman I (1520-1566) and latei amplif-1.ed 
b;v Sultan Ahmed I (1603-1617). 

96. Inalcik 1973! 116. 

109. 

97 ~ An excellent study on the introducti-0n and development 
of the il'tizam-sysCero is: B.Cveikovaf "Recherches e>ir l;; 111, 
syst€.me d 'a.ffermage (11 tizam) dans 1 1 Empir·e Ottoman au 

9s. 

cours du XVI8 -:X--VIIIe a. par rapport aux bulgares"• 
Rocznik Orienta.lis'tyczny g:Jj2 (Wa1:saw, : 111-132. 
On the economic CTiaia that obliged the to adopt 
this ·aystem, see: 1L Ina1cik, "Oama.nli Jmpa.ra. to1'lugunun 
kurululj' ve inkirpaf devrinde T'd:rkiye 'nin iktisa.di 
ttzerinde bir tetkik mfulasebetiyle", I'elleten J.V, no 
(1951)' 629-690. 112. 

For a description of the way the Ottoman land regi1Ile was 1; 3. 
effected by the alternating weakening and strenthening 

Th0 evidence is all of a negative kind. Virtually the 
sources on Ottoman policy toward5 the Ku-rds in this 

are the (which was, however, written 
years after and a chronicle of Selim's rule 

\,(l'itten Idris hirnBelf and finished 
'l-F'asl. latter text has not been ml.for-
tunately, but both Von Hammer and Sarwar used manua

copies extensively, and neither of th.em mentioned 
of Kurds. The Sharafnam'°' does not 

any Kurds inhabiting the Armenian The 
Fr·ench tra'rnller who crossed 

Tavernier, Les six vo:ra.ges .•• 

According to the 18th-century 
Chamchean, quoted by W. KBhler 

(1679) T: ;05/6. 

of central government control, see Karpat (1974), '.:~haw 
(1976). 

99. On this division aeoe Von Hammer, GOR 2! 4:,6, 7, 050/1, 
677 /so. 

114. It ia' also conceivable that these muslima were con
verted ex-christians, but it would be difficult to 

100. Yon Rrunnwr (GOR 2: 650) gave the following 
Ktt:rd hCikumetleri : Pal-0., Egil, Gene, Hez'O., 
Ekrad beylikleri : 8e2:man, Qillb, Mihran1, Rteq, Pertek, 

9ebex91lr, i;ermik, Terell~ 
Ordinary !Jtto:me.n sa,n jaqs ; Diyai·bekr-centre, Xerpi'.lt, 

·Ertan1, Suwerek, Ues1b1n, Hisnkeyf, 
Meyyaferq1n, Aq9eqal 1e, S~'ird, 
Sincar, i;emi!ik<:zek, 

Evliya 9elebi gives an identical list (I: 125 and IV: 
1116 in Temelkuran and Akta:t' edition). Both are pro
bably based on qanunnames from the second half of the 
16th century, as is apparent from e.g. the omission of 
Bitl1a (which was part of Jhyar Bekr until the consti
tution of the beylerbeyilik of Van in 1548, when it 
became part of that province), and the inclusion 
Hisnkeyf and lfemiikezek among the ordinary aanjaqs 
1515 they were left autonomous, see the histories 
these emirates, p 172f, 179f). 

101. Bitl1a ia not mentioned in Von Hammer's list (note 92), 
but it had clearly the ate.tern o:': an Ekrad begligi. 

115. 

116. 

those in i:he hills were converted while 
plain remained christian. 

The number of 24 occurs several times as the number 
of tribes in a confederation; it must 'ri..ave had a sym

the Tu..rkish Oghuz tribes were said to 
9); in the Caucasus a Kurdish 

cnc>Ceop ''" +, oo was k.'1own as "YirmidBrt", which is Tur{.'.
ish for "twenty-foUT". 

The Eilbao1 consisted of: 1 Kele<y1r1; 2 
Bali~yig1; 4 Xiyart1; 5 G'!'.l..rl; 6 Berlrt1; Sekr1; 
B Garis! or Karst; 9 B!durt; 10 Bela. Ku:rdL 
and the 9,_e'ol'al1a1 of: 11 Zerdi'.'iz1; 12 Endak1; 13 Pertaf1; 
14 Kurdik! or Girdik1; 15 Suhrewerd1; 1 6 EaiJa:Y.:1; 17 
Tulidl; 18 EstUdkl or Izt1l.k1; 19 Ez!zan (Sharafnam.e II/1: 
232; or p 494 iit the Tehran edition). The number of sub
tribes given is almost certainly determined by !ieref 
Xan's wish to arrive at a total number of 24 qeblles. 
It ehould be noted that the Kurdiki (0r Girdikt; 
Arabic script allows both :r:eadings) who are given 
as a subtribe of the Q.ewalisl (nr 14) • are elsewhere 

~~~t~~~=~i a~o!~~e!~rfs~~!;~~=sii/~~ ~~9 ): tlis before 
The famous traveller Evliya i;elebi himself was an eye-
witness, and was narrowly involved in the events at 117 • Evliya probably inferred this number from the number of 
Bitl!s (see also p 196). A sl'.o:r·t su_,.:nary of the re- aghas he met a.t Bit11s (also 70). 

102. 

levant parts of Books rv and Y of his :Book of Travels 
is given by A. Sakieian (1937). 

118. 

103~ Evliya, Book I (Von Hammi:.. 'S i:rans:i.<!t1d1), part I, 
p 24 (pa.rt of this section is lacking in the printed 
Turkish ea ~ '\ 

104. Ibid. 

105. Ibid, I/1~ 104 (Von Hallllll.~r); T: 134 (Tei:nelkuran lo Akta~). 
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Evliya'a estimates are not consistent. Shortly after his 
fi.rst arrival at Eitl1a ha mentioned ;r),000 soldiers 
(Evli.ya IV: 1162) - probably a repetition of the mir 1 a 
boa.st; later he gave a figure of around 47 ,ooo (Ibid 
1227). Tavernier was the mir's ~est ; ; ,bably some time 
before Evliya. (he does not mention \ihen he was at Bitlia). 
He reported that Ebdal Xan could put 20 to 25 thousand 
horse in the field at a.ny time he wanted, as well as a 

j 



119. 

120. 

(Notes to Chapter III, continued) 

large number of f'oot-soldiera, hardy herds'lllen {Tavernier, 
I: 304). Thia compared very f'avom::ably vith the milita-
ry paver of the beglerbegi of Diya.r Bekr (20_.000 horse) 128 
and the s&njaqbegi of Mard1n (2#000 horse) whom Tavernier • 
had also visited. 

This reminds one of the struggles for succession in the 
Ottoman a.a well as the Persian Empire (or, i.."'1.deed, in 
a.11 monarchies that do not possess strict rules cf suc
oession). In the Ottoman Empire the main political for
ces (Turkish sii:ahia, Janissaries, the couxt) often each 
had their ovn favourate candidate. During succession 
struggles changes in the balance of power bet-ween these 
groups oame out into the open, and ...,ere consolidated -
for some time, until the next succession. 

Mihemed Afa GelhokL The Gelhok1 do not occur l.n ~eref 
X&n' s list of 24 tribes, nor elsewhere in the 3harafname. 
This agha. and his -son Hae! ~eref, however, played impor-

129. 

IV1 116;. (Evliya erroneously called all ohristlims ill 
:Bitlta JaoobiteeJ. 

.Around 1870 the districts of the former emirate had 
the folloving religious/ethnic composition: 

muslim yezidi christian 

70,500 (65%) 1,000 (1%) 37,000 (34%) 
Bitl1s 
(incl. Axlat) 
lift¥ 66, 750 (54%l 1,000 (1%) 55,500 (45%l 
Xinus 16,750 (63% - 10,000 (37% 
40,000 of the 254,000 mus lime of the vilayet (province) 
of Bit11s (districts Bitl1s, !1119, Geno, and S@ 1 ird) 
were still full nomads. After V. Cuinet, La Turquie 
d'Asie, telme I; 138;t&le II, 526/7. 

Non-muslims subjects (reaya) were not allowed to carry 
weapona in the Ottoman Empire• Nevertheless t many in
stances are known where Kurds and their chrietian neigh
bour-a/subjects fought shoulder to shoulder against a 
common enemy. tant poli tioal roles in Bi_tl!.s. Previously Mih8med A'J.a 

had entered Aqqoyu.:nlu service in order to find the m!r's 
.family in its exile. Be ha.d then persuaded tw.o elder 
brothers of ~ah Mihemed to escape and return to :Bi tl1s. 
"While he was preparing a. total rising of the Rojeki 
these two brothers kept themselves in hiding in Ileka.r!. 
In tribal ware the:i;-e they ..,ere accidentally killed be-

130. The best source on the role of Baban in Iraqi history 
is still Longrigg (1925)(pa••i.m). 

fore the revolt that should have brought them back to 
:Bitl!a started. 

131. This "feudal 11 organization predated incorporation in 
the Ottoman Empire. The first· Baban prince mentioned 
in the Sharafname, Ptr Buda9,, was said to have instal
led mir-i liwa (sa.njaqbegis) in the districts under 

121. The Turkish scholar N. Sevgen found the original edicts 
(hUkm-U eherif) instating ~erefedin in 1578i he re~ro
duced them, with a renderi~ in simplified (modern) Tur
ki•h in B.T.T.D. nr 2_ (1968)' 74/6. 

his sovereignty 1 and have given these drum and standard 
as insignia - the same as the Ottoman sultans were to 
give to their sanjaqbegie (this may be a projection of
more re-cent practices back into the past, how-ever). 
(Sharafname II/1: 136) In 9eref Xan' • own ti.me ( 1597) 
11 each of t'he aghae of the different tribes was placed 
over a district of this country .... 11 (Ibid 144)~ 

123. 

The term "kha:.ca.jff w-as used ambiguously in the 16th cen-
tury: sometimes it denoted a ·tax (paid by ohristians) 
the rate of which depended on the amount of land held 
(and therefore interpreted as a le:nd tax); sometimes it 
waa a fixed aUJ:Q.1 &nd appaxently identical with the 
j izye, the land tax wae then called kharaj-i erziye, in 
order to distinguish it. The fa.ct that "jizye and kharaj 11 

are a fixed sum here seems to suggest that only the poll-

132. 

tax is me-a.nt a.n-d that land-tax is not yet included in it.133. 
It i.a, however, a rather high sum. European residents of 
Diy&rbekir in the e ... rly 16th century under the Aqqoyunlu 
paid 55 a.qohes as jizye (Hinz: 1950: 182n, after early 
documents published by 0.L. Earkan);, no figures for the 
jbye paid by peasants have, by my knowledge been publish 

~!e!~ ~!o~~e~o!axU:P~~:~~~t t~!m"~~:~~e r~;:~ this 134 • 
poll-tax and the land tax. 135. 

In the 16th century, he 'ilas seo@nd only to the Grand 
Vizier and the Sheykh ill-Islam (the highest mUfti of 
the ernpire). 11His influence stemmed from his power to 
provide access to and communication with the sultan 
and exploitation of hare:::n rivalries and factions. 
(Shaw, 1976' 115). 
This section is based mainly on ini'ormation that mem
bers of the ruling families of these tribes provided 
to me. I have made little use yet of the written sou.r
oes available (chronicles, looal histories and travel 
reports), which ~ have not yet been able to a.na.lyze 
sufficiently. 

Sharafname II/1: 189-191. 
11 Derebey", in E.I.1 (by J.R. Mordtmann/B .. Lewis). 

The original text (first printed edition) gives the term 136. There is muoh literature both weste7'Jl an'd oriental 
"ntn::er", a word of Mongolian (meaning "friendu, "compa.- on M1r1 Kor and hie revoit. The most intereeti ' 
niontt) that is often used to denote a sort of retainers. primary sou.roe in a western language ia Fraaer(1a40) 
In the 16th century.registers ?f ea.stern Anatolia "nlSkers 11 vol r: 63-e3. It oontaine an account .of a visit by 
&re frequently mentioned, but l.t ie un:lear what precise- nr. Ross, physician of the British residency at Ba.gh-
ly they were. I. ¥.droglu (Tarih Dergis1 28-29 (1975): dad to the mtr. Many other sources are 8 d in th 
72n) calls the term a synonym of "sipahi" but that is best secondary accowits I know: Jwaideh (1~60): 14;-173 
obviously wrong: there are too many n~kera in the urban and Nebez (1970). ' 
registers he J)reeenta. B-eldioeanu gives a good disc~u.seion 
of the term in a. review of another vork by Mb:'o~lu (Tur- 137 • I sketch here only the main even ta; a full historical 
oiaa IX/1 (1977): 278/9). description a.nd analysis I intend to give elaewher:e. 

124. ~e na.qib 1ll-ashl:-a.:f is the officially recognized leader/ 1)8 .. The follo..,ing is based on oral information, collected 
ad.mini~tra.tor of all seyyide (or~), descendants in Bota.nt spring and aummer o-f 1976. 
of the prophet, in a certain district. 139. The names of the tribes and other groups composing these 

oonf"ederations are: 125. The printed edition of Evl~ gives the incredible amount 
of BO kie-e ("purses"), which ,,.was equivalant to 3.2 mil
lion aqohes (around 1660 a kiae amounted to ca. 40,000 
aqchea 1 aco. to Von Hammer, Staa-tsverfassung, II~ 171). 

126. Orthodox Islam recognizes four rites or legal schools 
(mezheb); there are only minor differences in the in
terpretation of the sberiat between these schools 
(e.g. on how the hands are to be held during prayer-, 
on what breaks ritual purity. etc.). However, following 
one :rite rather than another is often a matter of arti
culating onet-s belonging to one ethnic group as against 
others. (Sunni) Kurds are nearly all shafeites, their 
eunni neighbou:rB (Turks, Arabs) hanefites. 
According to Von Rammer every nriifti of the empire had 
to make hie legal decisions according to the rulings of 
Abu Ha.nefi. The only exoeptiona he mentioned were Mekka, 
Medina-, Cairo, Aleppo, Jerusalem and Dama.sous. Theee 
towns are inhabited by a majority of followers of other 
rites; beside the hanef'ita mufti there were abo muftis 
of other aohools there, who were, however, only al~owed 
to make decisions in questions "immediately concerning 
the rites" (Sta.,a.tsverfassung, II: 391). Against this 
background, the independence of Ili tl1s is erlraordinary 
indeed. 

127. Evliya enumerateC. 20 city quarters, and said that 11 
of them w-~re inhabited by Arabs and Jacobitee (Evliya 

140. 

Coxsor (~)an, Did'O:ran, Elika.n, Soran (?), Ga.riaa.n 

ih!],§l_t : Ba tu.An, Kii;an, Teyyan, X3rika.n, Mua4refan 
Hi'C!"Bsua.n: S~rt1, G1teyan, Hewtr1 (all three nomadic), 

Goyan (semi-nomadic), and the non-tribal 
Kurdish and .Armenian peasants of the su'b
diatricte 9il:nax and Silopi. 
Garisan (nomadic), Dtrsevt, Xesx@r1, 
Ertl.xi, 9ttf1, C1lan 

Two other tribes of the Cez1re distriot, the Harunan 
and Hesinan, did not belong to any of these oonfedera
tiona. 

Ceztre was in this time no longer an auton-omous httkumet 
a.a in the 16th century. Bed:r Xan :Beg va.s not only the ' 
of'.fioially recognized m1r, he was also mtttesaelim {pro
vincial governor) and a miralay ( 11colonel") of the 
'asa.kir-i :redife (reserve militias, formed after 1833), 
according to Ottoman doauments published by N. Sevgen 
l-n B.T.T.D. 11 (Aug. 1968), 49. 
(Mira.lay is a. rank that corresponds with the level of 
sanjaqbegi). 
Von Moltke related how Bedr Xan Beg acquired the latter 
title. In May, 1838, he had surrendered to Reshid Pasha 
(after a siege lasting 40 days). lre then participated 
in. the subjection of his former "ally" Setd Beg (at 
which also Von Moltke was present) and reoei.ved the rank 
of m.iralay of a redi.fe-re.giment that di t not yet exist 
s.s a reward .(Von Moltke 1882: 256.) 
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(Notes to Chapter III, continued) 

141. \ihat the third part of this three-lilrer refers 
entirely obscure to me; no one could give me a 
tory e:rpla.na.tion. 

142. According to Sa.£raatian (1948): 55. 

to ie 
satiefac-

14~. The missionaries Wright and Breath, who visited Bedx Xan 

allows these tax-farmer's to exploit these provinces as 
they want, in order to indemnify themselves. However, 
they live in the fear that a oompeti tor make a higher 
bid before they have had sufficient time to become r:i,ch. 
And once they have b&come rich\ it is the fisc they have 
to fear" (Von-Moltke,_ 1882: 48 • 

Beg in 1846 gave a few instances of the seourity in those 157 • A full translation of the Land Code is to be found ins. 

~~:t~!nK~!:!:~;.w~~~i~~m:r~a!~:o::~~ :!~hB;~:th Fischer, Ottoman Land Laws ••• (London 1919). 
to Bader Khan Eey"t Missionary Herald (Nov. 1846): 158. A map in Dowson 1931 (plate I) eh:1·,.;e that most of the 
378-383. On their way from Urm.iye t<e m1r they apent plains of Iraqi Kurdistan had bee-~0 registered, as well 
the night in a village of (self-conti;:eee~) formei· robbers, as a number of valleys. But a large~ part of 13ehd1nant 
who admitted that before Bedr Xan's time they would cer- Riwandiz, Pijder a.nd ~ehr1zor still remained UllI'egie-
tainly have robbed them of their belonginge (380). A.fter tered, 

~~=~~=::m:!~hr!:d~ !~~~~n~;~~:!;, "i;~0:t;:;m:m::~. 159. Longrigg (1925): 307. 
which too often, in these countries, :pervert the oouree 160. Dowson (1931). Dowson made hie' study of land problems in 
~f ~)stice and nullify the force of law, are unknown here" Iraq _at the request of the government of Iraq. 

38 • · 161. Thie was not an entirely new phenomenon; formerly timar-
Thia term (Ar. ghulS.m) is used in a wide range of mean-

in8· In the Ottoman Empire it was the term used to de..-
note the (private) slaves of members of the ruling 
olai:is, recruited through the devahirme system, sale or 
ca.ptuxe in war. Thence it acquired the secondary mean-
ing of bodyguard. It has strong oonnota.tions of 

vaesalry rather than servitude. It is still used in 
Kurdistan now for the (big) aghas' retainers. 

Aocord~ to a list of allied chieftains in Bletch 
Chirguh (1930): 14 .. This brochure (a publication of 
the Kurdish national league Xoyb1ln) was urobably written 
by Bedr Xan 1 a descendant $ureya. Bedirxan. 

The documents dealing with Bedr Xan 13eg that were found 
in Ottoman archives and published by N.Sevgen in the 
B.T.T.D. 11-19 (1963/9) suggest an other reason for the 
revel t. There were plane for administrative reorganiza-
tion, according to which Botan was to be split, and di
vided between the two eyalets Diyar Bekr and Mosul. 

holdera, mUltezima and other officials, had developed 
that life-style. It became more generalized then, and 
was no longer aeeooiated with officialdom only. 

162. Art. 23 of the Land Code stated that whoever rented 
land from i ta legal possessor could never acguire per
manent rights. 

163. The beat, and most reliable source is Dowson's study 
(1931). A note on the situation as the :British found it, 
on Turkish praotioes in recent times and 13ri tish meas
ures, is to be found in the government paper "Review 
of the Civil Ad.ministration of the occupied territories 
of al-'Iraq, 1914-1918" (Baghdad, govt press, Nov. 1918). 
In 1932 the government of Iraq issued as law no 50 the 
Land Settlement Law {text enclosed in FO 371/17874/03284), 
which. brought some recognition to t'raditional forms of 
tenure also. 

164. Lt. Col. E.B. Howell, "Note on Land Policy", Baghdad 1919; 
quoted by P. Sluglett (1976)' 239. 

Bedr Xan vehemently protested against these plans, "Whioh, 
be. thought, were designed to break hie power. 165. See Slugiett (1976)' 249-253. 

147 .. According to Bed:r Xan 1 s visitors Wright a.nd Breath 
(••• note 143). 

148. Ibid.;Mi•eionary Heraid il (1846): 381. 

149. Of course, it is conceivable that the m1r wanted to 
keep his real designs hidden from hie visitors. But 
that would contrast much with the behaviour of all la
ter nationalist leaders, who, without exception";tried 
to enlist foreign support through the intermediary of 
whatever foreigners were around. 

150. '"Visits of Messrs. Laurie and Smith to Aaheta. and Jula.
merk" Missionary Herald il (Apr. 1845): 120/1. 

151. La.yard, who cannot be aooused of nurturing sympathies 
for Bedr xan, visited the Tiya.r1 district not long 
afUr the ma.seaorea by the Kurds and saw the ruins of 
these buildings.. He ad.mi tted that Kurdish fears and 
suspecions were understan~ble; 11 There are circumstan
ces connected with the ma.ssaores of the Nestoriane most 
painful to contempli;t.te ...... " La.yard {1849), I: 179. 

152. This is the version Laurie and Sniith (see note 150) 
gave of the changes leading to the first Neetorian 
massaore. Othex sources give slightly different ver
eions. In all, Bedx xan is the main responsible_ of the 
attack, and it -w-as directed primarily against the Mar 
Shimun. Several Nestorian opponents of the Mar Shi.mun 
remained not only unharmed but even received gifts from 
Bedx Xan because they ha.d previously proclaimed their 
loyalty to him (Smith and Laurie's letter (note 15cj, 
p 118). 

153. This impression is confirmed by documents in the Otto
man state uobivea. Sevgan{E.T.T.D. _g;t {Sep 1969): 43) 
gives a partial list of tribal chieftains that jo!n&d 
the insurgents. The dietriots that sent most support 
were 91.rwa.nt Ertl:J: and X1zan. -There is no indication as 
to the participation of the nomads. • 

154. Eepeoially the brochure "k question Kur.fo ••• " by 
Eletoh Chirgub. 

166. Abdulhamid's image in tne west, as the- brutal, ruth
less, bigoted, paranoid tyrant and enemy of progress 
has been spread by biased European contemporaries. 
Recent historical studies tend to stress that the re
forms did not come to a halt suddenly, but were con
tinued under hie. rulet and, secondly, that for many 
of his reactionary measures he had hardly any choice 
at all, given the international situation and impe
ra.list agitation inside the em_pire. See- e.g. ::;haw and 
Shaw(1977), 172-271 and Duguid (1973). 

167. A short description of this revolt is given in the 
Appendix to Chapter IV(T1ibtc :n:. nr l). 

160. For a fuller description of the background and also 
of the context of the sultan's other measures see 
Shaw & Shaw (1977) and Duguid (1973). ' 

169. This is a sUJtunary of Shaw & Shaw (1977): 2'16. The pri
mary sources these authors used a.re contemporary Bri
tish commlar reports fro:n eastern Anatolia. 

170. 0~;). (1973): 145/6t after consul Anderson at Diyarbek:r 

171. Haj. E. Noel, "Note on the Kurdish situation" (Baghdad, 
1919). Enclosed in FO 371 1919, 44A/112202/3050. 

172. ·wnat I know of Miatefa Paia is mainly based on inter
views with his descendants at Qerai;ox (NE Syria) in 
Ma.y, 1976, and a few remarks by Lehma.nn,..Haupt and Noel 
that canfirm this information. 

173. The Hamidiye had the same military ranks as the ordi
nary army: onbashi (headman of ten), yttzba.shi (headtnan 
of hundred, 11captain"). I do not know which of the 
tribes were originally enlisted in Mistefa Paia 's 
Hamidiye regiment. In the Balkan War (1912/3), when the 

~~!t~=i~!~: ':e:n r~~~~~e£:d:g th~e~:e r~!~:;ii ~;::), 
siating of four tribes only: M1ra.n, Kirran, Teyyan and 
X~rikan. 

155. 
174. Lehmann-Haupt r, 363/5; II, 228/9. 

The best discussions I know are by Lewie (1968, esp. pp 
175

• 
75-128) and Shaw and Shaw (1977, 1-171). Oral information, from representatives of several tribes. 

Thie point is elaborated upon by Duguid (1973, esp p 152). 
He also suggests that the Hamidiye were meant by the sul
tan to counterbalance the influence of local urban-

156. 

For southern Kurdistan, the short ge:vernorship of Midhat 176. 
Pasha in Baghdad (1869·1872) 1il'B"I t0 b:ring th~ application 
of re.form legislation. See Longr.igg ( 1925): <:"98-324. 

This is illustrated, e.g. by the following observation 
Von Moltke made in id38: m:;_-.. e s;,;..'..a of offiCes remains 
the great, main source of the etate 1 s income. The candi

<d&te borrows the purchase money at a high rate of inter
est from an Armenian business house, and the government 
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based notables, vho filled most offices. 

177. 11 ~fotes on Kurdish tribes (on and beyond the borders of 
the Mosul vile.yet and westward to the Euphrates) 11 • :Bagh
dad, goyt press, 1919. Enclosed in FO 371 1919: 44-A/ 
149523/3050 (Pubi.Rec.Off). 



(Notes to Chapter III, continued) 

178. E.g. M. Wiedeman, "Ibrahim Pasohas GH1ok und Ende", 
Asien §. (1909); 34-37, 52-54; Ziya G1'kalp, 1l1lxt a•iret
leri hakkinda sosyolojik inoelemeler (contemporary manu
script, published in 1975 a.t Kamal, Ankara); H. Sykes 
(1908); 469ff; E.B. Soans (1926); 43; B. Nikitine (1925b); 
15; Rondot (1937); 34-38; Loll81'igg (1925); 286ff. 

action and deliberate ma.asaore during the First World 
\r/ar. These figures were calculated by Shaw & Shaw 
(1977); 316. Arllleni&n uation&lists illaim that over a 
million Aneniana were killed. Shaw & Slia.w attribute 
this number to the fal11e assumption that the;I.'e were 
2. 5 million Armenians in the empire before the war. 
The f'iguxes the authors give 11.re based on Ottoman o_en
sue figures. 179. 

180. 

Thia episode is described by Rondot (19}7: 35/6). A 
Kurdish ballad referring to it vae published in the 
Kurdish journal Hawar nx 24 (Da.masous, 1934: repr-. 
Berlin 1976): "DelalA Beriy~", Kurdish text -with 
French tranalation and commentary by c. Bedirxan. 

E.E. liapolyo, Ziya Gaka.lp. Ittihadi, te:rakki ve 
me9r11tfyet tarihi (Ankara ·1941), 43. 

181. According to Wiedemann (sea.. note 17s-). 

182. Capt. Woolley. FO 371 1919; ME44/91479/3050 (publ. 

184. 

ms. 

Noticed e.g. by Leaoh (1940). Th€. Sa.lacy of the :Paramount 
chieftain of the Balik was -stopped a few years before 
Leach's visit (19~with the result' that his influence 
as tribal leader d~olined rapidl~,.- 11 ; also, 11 the Be.lik have 
scarcely a.ny functioning unity as a tribe at the pree;ent 
time" (Lesch 1940; 19). 

See Vanli (n.d. )i Be9ik•l (1969)1 Jle~ik•i (1977); Rsmbout 
(1947); 23-45; D.D.K.O. dava doeyaai (Ankara; Kamal 1975). 

183. 

Rec.Off.). 186. 
l>ugu.id (1973): 149. After the British consul at ErzerO.m. 
Population statistics show a relatively small decrease 

R .. stavenha.gen, 11 8-even fallacies about Latin America" 
in: J, Petras & M. Zeit~in (ede), Latin America: 
Reform or revolution ? Greenwich: Favcett, 1968 (this 
article was originally vritten in 1965); A.G. Frank, in the numbers of A.r:m.enians as a consequence of these 

masaaores (the figures are, however, for- the entire em
pire; locally there may have been dra.µ:iatic decreases): 
year number of Armenians percentage of total 

1882 
1895 
1906 
1914 

1 .125 million 
1.167 million 
1. 280 million 
·1. 295 million 

population 
6.47 % 
6.12 % 
6.10 % 
6.11 % 

(Shaw & Shaw, 1977: 205) 
Of these 1.:; million Armenians some 200, 000 were to 

"The development of underdevelopment"_, Monthly Review, 
Sep. 1966 (reprinted several time-s since); A.G. Frank, 
Capitalism and Underdevelopment in La.tin AmerciaJ New 
York, 1967. Frank's exposition, especially, is too 
radical and not entirely borne out by "the facts. The 
ba-aic idea a~ summari-ze-d here oan however hardly be, C-on
teeied. - For a review of discussions on Frank's a.nd re~ 
lated interpretations, see A. Foster-Carter, "The modes 
0£ production controversy», New Left Review ~197 (Jan./ 
Feb., 1978); 47-77. 

perish as a result of depor:tation, famine, disease, war ~B?. Many examples in Perry ( 1975 ). 

Notes to Chapter IV 

1. I am, o;f course, not the first to identify these tvo 
external means whereby individuals may gain pow-er over 
others, One of the great anarchist Bakunin's ea-ea.ye ie 
entitled "God and the State"; he ldentified these two 
as· the main enemies of the free individual and ·the ma
jor impediments to an ege.li tarian society without op-
re a ion. 

2. Husain ibn Mansur al-Halla.j was cruoif~a (I) in Bagh
dad in 922 for having exclaimed r_epea tedly "ana '1-haqq_ 
11 1 am God 11 (lit:· 11 the-'t"ruth 11

, "Rca.lity"), and reciting 
verse in which he stated in no uncertain terms that the 
distinction between himself and God bad ceased- to e:det. 
After his cruci.fixion Mansur was consider&d a saint by 
many. Some Q.a.diri shaikha (spuriously) include hilll in 
their silsila (spiritual pedigree). Q,a.diri dervishes in 
Sine, uneducated people, sang for me a religious poem 
about Hallaj,. and gave me a perfectly orthodox explana
tion of the Ilana.' 11-haqq". Still, those who would ser
iously repeat Halls.j's claim would probably be treated 
as bl~shphemiets and be ostracized - or worse. 

3. According to official BritiSh sources [J~x Ehmed3 Ba.r
zan1 (elder brother of Mela Mis-tefa• the nationalist 
leader) was proclaimed an incarnation of God by one of 
his disciples in 1927 (Report by H.B.M. '.a Government 
to the Council of the League. of Nations on the Admini
stration of Iraq. 1927: 23, quoted by Trimingb'am 
(1971..): 125). 'Iii- is not clear.what attitude Ehmed hiin
self took; according t-o Longrigg, who ·does not hide 
bis prejudices and calla the shaikh "half-mad11 , "this 
Mlf-witted Dere Bey, obscurely prompted by some re
sentful megalomania, procl&-imed himself Al.might: and 
.gained some. converts by the preaching- of a devoted 
Mu_lls. 11

• (Longrigg 195-3: 194). At -any rate, the disciple 
died not much later, and everyone for>got about the in-
cident. , 

4. The Abl-e Ha.qq o:f DaleMi are now divided -into two oppos
in~ camps, a.ssooia.ted respectively with Baba Yadiga.r 
and Ibrahilll, incarnations of divine emanations that li
ved in tbe area 5 centuries ago. The Yadigaris now deny 
that Ibrahim was au.oh a high incarnation, they ascribe 

"S.n ordinary human soul to him, and even aocuse hilll or 
having murdered Yadigar in one of his incarnations (in 
fa.ct, another saint, Ali Qalandar, who is thought to 
have been an incarnation of Baba Yadigar, was kille'd un
mysterious circumstances). The Ibrahim.is simply deny 
this accusation, they do not' entertain symmetrical 
beliefs about Ya.di.gar. Some erudit! Ibrahimis told me 

that the whole story (to which indeed there is no re
ference in the older soriptu.Xes of the Ahl-e Haqq) was 
me.de up by Seyyid Berake in a (suoces.ful) attempt to 
weaken hie. (Ibrahim.i) political rivals. 

5.--Several Kurdish shaikhs in later times· became kncrwn (in 
limited circles) as the ghawth of the time: :j3:i:: Eba.wttte
lam I of Barzan arrogated this title, while ~~x Sibl:'et
ull.!l.h of X1zan (near Bi tlis) is still generally re
f-erred to as• ghaw"t-h of· Xtzan"). I }mow nothi~ about the 
circumstances under which the title was associated with 
them. S~x Osman of Durl is another candidate for the 
title. When I via:i ted him for the second time I met g 

group of Lebanese Naqshbandis who had come to stay wit~ 
him, and confided me that they were convinced that he 
is the ghawth of this age. I heard one other shaikh be 
calle;l ghawth, in a context that makes clear how _diluted 
and banal concepts of the "high" sufi tradition may be
come when they filt!ir do~ to popular, devotion.al mysti
cism. An agha with whom I stayed (in the Syrian Ceztre) 
once overheard ·me talk with his son about the concept of 
ghawth, rather academically. Be interrupted us: "Ghawth, 
ghawth, •. you are- talking a.bout the ghawth while you do 
not even know what a gbawth is. Let me tell you hov- a 
ghawth may be recognized. \trhen he walke in the rain, his 
clothes do not get wet. My ·own shaikh, Brahtm Heqq!, was 
a ghawth.; many times I have seen how be went out in pour
ing rain without getting wet ••• " 

6. Lucy GarTiett learned from her informants (mainly der
vishes, apparEmtly) a slightly differeht version of this 
hierarchy, ·which l reproduce here, mainly because it 
shows that the idl?a of this spiritu.a.l hierarchy was 
still ~uite alive in Turke;Y- early this 'century. BelQw 
the ghawth there are (descending order): 2 11 faithful 
ones"; 4 "intermediate- ones" (evtad); 5 "lights" (envar); 
7 "very good" (akhya:t1; 40 "absent onestr (rija.1-i gh,a:ib} 

~~i~:~)-(C:r~=~~,~;~ 2 : a~1_;7 r.ea t" number of abdal ("holy 

7. 11.Avliyau is the Arabic plural form of "wali 11
1 "saint"; 

but in Turkish a.nd sometimes in Kurdish it is treated as 
a singular; it gets for instance plural suffixes. (The 
spelling is "evliya" in Turkish and "ewliya 11 in ¥.:uxdish). 

8. On the development of this concept, and the diffe:('.ent 

~~:~!~~e:n~~;~~~i:~!o~t~t~~=~n t~n i~.~~ 1 ~i~~=~=~t 
in his "Dictionary of Islam.11

, quotes the traditions con
cerning the Mahdi that he heard in India and that are to 
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(Notes to Chapter rv, continued) 

be found in the collection Mishkat ul-Masabih. There is 
a weal th of literature on the Mahdi concept and on the 
Mahdist revolts that have occured all over the Islamic 
world. See the literature q_uoted in the E.I.art. I know 
of no more recent systematic review. 

9. I have given the events here in the sequence in which 
they •.,rere told me. In other versions the Da.jjal's com
ing precedes the Mahdi's, and Isa loses his function. 
This is the ver<:! ion that was the few 
Hahdist revolts in Kurdistan of sec-
tion TV. o ). Obviously this version is po
tentially more useful as the theory behind anti-foreign 
and anti-modernist revolts: foreign invaders (British, 
Russian) or secularist reformers (Atatfrrk) are easily 
identified with the Dajjal. 

10. These Qadiri seyyids, who belong to but a few families1 
respecting the law of value and scarcity, do not allow 
anyone but their sons to become shaikhs. The 
they thus hold led many people that only 
may become ehaikha in thi-s orde-r of 
manta, and also Garnett 1912 ! 
is at least one family of Qadiri 
who are not seyyids: the Talebants 

11. The revolt of the m!r of 
defeat were described in the 
221/2. 

11a. iilithin the group of mullahs there is a certain g!'ada
tion a.a to the amount of learning and ri tua,l 
ces. The imam is the prayer-leader, the khatib the 
mullah wh~ allowed to say the khuttP ~ ?r.ida:/ 
prayer. 'l'he latter function requir;;err;Qre learning. 

12. It may seem strange that the shailr.h in 
term 11gangster", and maybe Mela He sen 
back from a later period; but it is ~he 
shaikh was in regular contact with 
in Istanbul, who in turn had frequent contacts with 
all kinds of European and American re pre sen ta tives • and 
had quite accurate knowledge of what was happening 
abroad. 

13. Reqqe is the name given to the foll·wers .of 
rodox Uaqshbandi shaikh Ebdulk8rir:! of 
and his successors. See the notes to 
the Appendix. 

14. A good survey is to be found in Trimingham 1971, ch 
III: 11 The formation of Ta 1 ifas 11

• 

15. Trimingham found the term "ta'ifa" 
as A.H. 200 (ca. BOO A.D.) in 
proper, however, did not really 
century A.D. (1971: 67ff). 

16. Obviously, popular mysticism, with 
saint worship and mira.cleworking in it, 
much from pre-ielamic religious 
pecially .clear in central Asia, 
mualim saints, planted with flagpoJ e8, 
tinguishable from Buddhist shrines 
vri ting on the flags; Bomething 
KUTdistan. Here one still finds 
or rocks covered with rags tied onto 
who came here to effect a cure for a disease or so. 
More usually one sees such rage tied t(_, shrines of 
saints of all kinds, or to a tree near the shrine; in 
some cases ho..,ever there ia no that here has ever 

When Ali asked the prophet Yha t he ought to do in order 
to obtain divine assistance, his uncle answered him 
ttCall loudly and without ceasing on the name of Allah! 11

• 

When Abu Bakr and the Frophet, on their nightly escape 
from Mekka, were hiding in a cave Muhammad exhorted his 
companion to recite mentally the Zikr 1 or invocation of 
the Divine ~rame", (Garnetc 1912: 122). 

19. Trimingharn (1971: 103) make$ the following, simplified, 
division into stages: 
.'..'.1.irst (khanaqa) ~: the Golden age of mysticism. 
Master and his circle cf pupil,s, .frequently itinerant, 
having minimum regulai:,.ion::i for livll1g a common lii~e. 
lea.ding in the tenth to the formation of undiffe-
rentiated, unspecialized and convents. Guidance 
under a master becomes an accepted principle. Intellec
tually and emotione.111' an aristocratic movement. Indivi
dualistic and coumunal methods of contemplation and 
exe1.-cises for the i..."l.ducement of ecstasy. 
Second (tariqa) ~· 'Thirteenth century, ,::;el,Juq_ period. 
Formative period "'A.D. 1100-1400. The transo-ission of a 
doctrine, a rule and a method. Development of continua
tive teaching schools of mysticism, eilsila-tariqas, de
riving from an illU!D.i..nate. Bm.irgeois mv:emeut. Conform
ing and ma.king Q.ocile the mystical spirit within orga
nized Sufi::;m to the standards of tradition and legalism. 
Development of new types of collectivistlc methods for 
inducing ecstasy. 
'Third (ta'ifa) sta~. Fifteenth century, period of foun
ding of the Ottoman Em:pire. The transmission of an alle
giance alongside the doctrine and rule. :;ufism becomes 
a ;1opular moveruent. Hew foundations formed in tariq_a 
lines, into numerous or "orders!! 
fully with the saint 

2'). Most authors assume that this is the Caspiar: pr~1vince 
Gilan; there is however a.nother district Gilan, in 
ern Kurdistan (aouth of the Bagbdad-Kirman~ah 
Most Kurds take it for granted tha"t thic is Abd al
Qadir 1 s birthplace. 

21. About Abd a.1-Qadir and tDe 
best account that I found is 
See also: Schimmel ( 1975): 
1J0-11C (very uncritical, but on 
and written information from dervishes, and therefore 
valuable). 

22. According to Gibb & Bowen (1957 vol II: 
was founded in J?.aghdad around 1200 A.D. 
duced into Asia }linor and EUI'ope until the 

23. According to a manuscript found in 3ileman:t that came 
into Minorsky' s possession, a genealogy of the 
of Kurdistan (such as were used by the authorities 
check self-proclaimed seyyids' claims), two brothers, 
Seyyid isa and 3eyyid MUsa. sons of Baba 
to Berzenc in or around 760 AH "" 1358 A.D. 
"Etude d'une ":itre de prc,priete •••• " in 
cherches de Kurdologie (:Paris, 
ment not only fixes the 
duction of the Qadiri into 
but is also of importance for the chccon.ol<,;rJ 
Ahl-e llaqq relJgion: the same 
to tradition, also the father-

or rather 
Sohak himself, 

imaginary figure is, 
this document. 

been a grave, which suggests ·l::' "n tl-. sur 24. Similarly, .Viansur is never mentioned in sils.L-
vivals of some primitive na.ture worship. When las, although most a great respect and adrn-
people usually answer that the place is ration for him. In fact, several Qadiria told _me that 
a holy man whose name is now forgotter: - clearly a ra- Mansur is in their silsila, although whe.n they recited 
tionalization of what would o":herwise be a pagan prac- the silsila, he was never mentioned. 
tice. 

25. Trimingham (1971: 262) mentions this same 
17. There is no historical reason to consider these four aila. for Ma. 1 rt.lf of Y.arkh, who beside silsila 

turuq as most basic 1 although to the adepts they may given above, was also associated with the imam 
represent four basic attitudes and types of mystical Musa ar-:Kiza. 

~~c:~ii~~;m~~t!h~o~~~=~~d!e a~~y~~~~:\4!~~~;~~, n~~~ 26. The classic de8cription of Rifa' i seances in north 

the great differences in basic outlook and method be- !~~i~~s!~:Y0~·~he :~~e;~ ~~;~~:;1(~~n~;,, 
tween Naqshbandi and paths are proverbial. 
One sbaikh with whom stayed, NUrullah, son of ~~:x 27. According to Trimingha.m (1971: 37) "the way of Ahmad 
Satda of Ceztre, told me that his father had an ijaza. ibn 1 Ali ar-Rifa 1 i is no der:!-vative from the Qadiriyya 
in a number of different turuq, among ,.,rdch the a.s has been claimed.. On the contrary, he himself inheri-
Su.hrayardi, and that he himself, too, had been initi- ted a family silsila and his order came into existence 
ated in all of them. lie declined, however, to tell me as a distinctive Way from his lifetime i4hereaa the 
more about .i;-, the ;_mly pat:i he~ ,,a5 ~-•e Qadiriyya did not emerge as a khirqa line until much 
Naqahbandi one. As orders the Kubraviyya. and Suhra- later". 
wardiyya do not t>Xi~Kurdistan." 28. 2chimmel (1975): 248-249; Trit-:ingham (1971): 38. 

18. Lucy Garnett heard .something aioilar from her - obvious-
ly better educ-ated - informants. They quoted the follow. 29. It is worth noting that Rifa'i dervishes bring the 
ing traditions: specific traits of their order in connection with 
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30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

(Notes to Chapter IV, continued) 

Adb al-Qadir, from whom Ahmad ar-RH'a' i is said to 
have received the :Power to heal the wounds inflicted 
by swords and other sharp objects during their per
formances (e.g Browm 1868: 281). 

Some people claim that the brothers 1sa and MUsa des
cended from Abd al-Q.a.dir himself. Edmonds ( 1957: 
68-70) pattially reproduces a. family tree as he heard 
it from a leading member of the Berzenci family, and 
accordiM to which $e:i:: iaa is a descendant (?),in the 
7th generation, o.f the 7th imam Musa a.1-Kazim {and thus 
not a descendant of Abd al-Qadir). In Sine I found (in 
the khanaqa of Xellfe Feteh) a written version of this 
same family tree; it gives the same 6 intermediary names 
betwea-p, Musa al-Kazim and Seyyid Isa, but in a more com
plete fOrm and with addition of their place of residence, 

had much inf'luenoe, and even - according to a surviv
ing partioipa.nt - from some Ba.lchtiyari (a tribal 
group that lives far southeast of Kurdistan proper, 
in Iran). 

37. ''Progress report A.P.O. Kirkuk for period ending Dec. 
29, 1-918 11 (Publio Records Office, FO 371 files 1919! 
44!/122190/144). 

38. "Notes on the tribes of southern Kurdistan 11 , Baghdad, 
1919. 

39. 

:!~~ :~r~e Ia~o:i~ ~~e!~~~;i;!~:t~o~v~:is~1!1~!:ed in 4o. 

Edmonds, who knew many members of the faniily, calls 
them 11an e:x:oellent exampl_e of a house Vhioh in quite 
modern times rose to a. position of weal th and world
ly power by virtue of- the religious influence of its 
dervish founder" ( 1957: 269-270). 

An early biogxaphy of Baha ad-Din, partially trans
lated in Mol6 1959, relates an initiatory dreli.ID of their dates: 

Seyyid Musa al-Kazim !:Baghdadl d. 799 
Seyyid Isma' il Mu.haddas Asparu 
Geyyid Sol tan Abdullah Sine) 
Seyyid 1Abd al-Aziz Shahr-e Rey) 

41. 

Baha ad-Din, in which he appeared befor-e Abd al
Khaliq (38-40). 

Seyyid Shaikh )fuhatnma.d Mansur Zara.nd) 
Seyyid Sha~kb Baba Yusuf ~amadani iGholtanl 1

1
0
3

4
14

9--
1
1

3
14

8
0
5 4

2. 
Seyyid Shaikh Ali Hamadani Ghol tan 
Seyyid ~Jha.ikh Isa Berzenc 

!llole (195;J: 36, 37; a full eilsila of' Barui. ad-Din, 
compiled ft-om a number of manuscripts is given b;y
Mol6 on p. 65. 

These rules are quoted in Trimingham ( 1971): 203-204 
and Subhan: 191-192. Among Abd al-Kha.liq 's 8 rules 
are the folloving: Yusuf Haroadani is a well-known mystic with central Asian 

connections (after study in Baghdad he lived in Merv and 
Herat; both the Naqshbandi and the Baktaehi orders a.re 
influenced by him,. see Trimingha.m (1971: 52-54 and Mole 
(1959), passim). 
1 Ali Hamada.ni (who may have been Isa and Musa' s 
his dates correspond well with the documented arrival 
both brothers in $ehrizor around 1360) is also r-elatively 
well-known. He was a Kubra-wi ( ! ) • .... a.a born iri Hamad.an and 
also died in central Asia (Trimingham 1971: 57). There- is 
.no other evidence that he may have been a descendant of 
Yusuf Ram&da:ai. Some e;aution wi t!l respect to this family 
tre8 is necessary: the brothers Isa and Musa are knmm 
to have come from Hamadan, and Yueuf and Ali are the on
ly mystics of fame llfhO were born or lived near that town; 
they are therefore the most 1 Deely :persons vi th whom 
later Qadiri 's migb,t 'l.tte:rn:pt to associate the!I!selves. 

Trim.ingha.m (1971): 12-13. SchJ.JlUCel (1975 : 28-29) q_uo-':es 
a tT'aditio:n "that the frophet k_"'le-w of Wais' -piety, and 
ref~rred tc· him with the words "The breath of the Merci-
ful comes to me from Yemen". 

On Mela;}~~ CezerS. there is li ttlf: lit-
erature. thou·gh hie is without doul't best Ki.a'd-
ish poet of the past .. There is a short n0tice it Jata 42a. 

(1870: 7-8). H. llartmari 
:Diwan that he acquired 
Wiener Z.f .d. Kunde 
112) and la. ter published 8. 

manuscript (Berlin, 19C.4 S. 
number of poems fro:i: the- Dtwan were 
ized script) in the Kuxd.ish magazi:r1e 
36 (Damascus i 9"41, reprinted Ber En 
issue alao contains two poems in b}' 
Roger Lescot. In 195e. the nrufti of Qamiijll, Ahmad bin 
al-mulla Muha.wnad, published an edition of the Diwan 
with a commentary, (in Arabic) that de 
a.way With all that might be ,ffensive 
ly_ orthodox (llfhi6h is appro:*.mately all tiJat is essen
tial in the Diwan). 

See :p251/3~Abd al-Q.adix is evan .-:;.::;nsidered higher "than 
the other incumbents of this :position; he is often 
called "ghawth-e a'za.m.", naupreme helper 11 • When in Zurd
iStan people speak of the gha:wth ( 0~ews" in Kurdish) 
it is usually Abd al-Q,adir vho in meant. An indica. tion 
of his popularity is the fact that his name is '.1.Sed in 
excla.ma.tions and oa.ths: "ya !:ews!"; "bi !:ewa! G!lan! 11

• 

The Sadat~ Nehrt seem not to have built u:p such a net
wo:rk, nor did the famil;y split into a number of (com
peting) branohaa .. It seems that there was never more 
than one shaikh at a time. 

The history of i~x Mehm11d' s revolts from the British 
:point of view is told by Edmonds ( 1957: Ch III and IV 
for the first revolt, passim for the later ones); I..ees: 
(1928) and Elphinstone (1948). More sympathetic to the 
Shaikh are Rambout (1947: Ch III) and Jwaideh (1969 : 
Cb X and XI). 

'l'he shaikh succeeded in winning the support of a. sec
tion of the Caf tribe thanks to a conflict in the lead
ing family (t.eesi 1928: 257 ff)~ Similarly, minor sec
tions of some tribes took the side of the British. The 
shaikh also receive'd strong support from the hardy 
Hewra.ml tribesmen, among whom his family had a.lwaye 

43. 

44. 

-
11bt5eh dar dam", 11awareness vbile breathinglf. N"ot a 
breath may be inhaled or e:rhaled in a state of fo-r
getfulnes of -the Divine Presence. (Ba.ha ad-Din later 
Baid "the external basis of this tariqa is the breath"); 

- unazar bar qada.m", 11vatch1ng one's stepsu. A suf'i in 
walking should al'oiays have his eyes on his footsteps. 
This he is directed to do in order to restrain his mind 
from wandering, and to be able to ccncentr&te hie atten
tion on the Divine Presence; 

-
11kha.l·..-at dar anjuman", 11solitude in a crovd 11 • The aim 
is to achieve euch power of concentration that, while 
busy in the affairs of the world, one may be able to 
meditate upon God; 

and among the 3 rules Ba.ha ad-Din added: 
- '

1
""'11.q_llf-i zamAni", 11 telllporal pauae 11 : keeping account 

of how one is spending one's time, Whether rightly or 
W'l"Ongly; 

- wuqUf-i qalbi", "heart pause 11 : to form in the mind a 
picture of one's heart with the word Allah engraved 
unon it in .Arabic letters. 

The - ea.me or very similar instructions of meditation teoh
were given me when I studied buddhist (vipaeeana) 

it~ Bodbgaya for a short while~ 

( s~~:~~ )i~~~a!~q~~!n!:~:t:i{~h~11~r~=~~d Q:~!~1th!he 
(extremist) Ahl-e l:Iaqq sect. Also in the literature I 
Bought i:rf vain for related ideas. 

Uone of my Naqshbandi in.for-,nants was very informative 
about the part o.f the silsila preceding Mevlana Ka.lid. 
Between Baha ad-Din and Abdallah of Delhi only one shaikh 
is commonly inserted, Ba.qi bi 'llah. A more sompl~t1;1 ail
~ila, beginning with Ba.ha ad-Din's disciple Ya' qub Charkbi 
1-S copied after an Ottoman manuscript, the Mi.rat al-Mu9-a
sid, by H.A. Rose in an appendix to Brown's book (p 444). 
This manuscript w.s apparently vri tten by a.n adept of the 
Kurdish branch of the ordar, since it does not mention 
any of the Naqshbandi sha.ikhs who lived in Turkey before 
the coming of Mewlana Xalid. A list of Na.qahbandi saints 
in India, appended to Subhan's book, J!l.akee it possible 
to identify Mewlana Y..a.lid' s instructor as Shah Abdallah 
Ghula.m Ali, who died in Delhi in 1824. 

Several authors have written of Mewlana Xe.lid's repu
tation, and of' his sudden nightly departure from Sil~-
ma.nt; first of all_ Rich, who happened to be in 
Sil~manr a.t the time of the incident. Other im_portant 
sources are: Edaonds (1957: 72-73, 77-78); Nikitine(1925: 
156-157; 1956, 21~-215); Trimingham (1971, 124) and D.N. 
MacKenzie, 11A Kurdish creed 11 (in: A locust's leg. Stu
dies in honour of S.H. Taqiza.de, London 1962: 162-170). 
Mewla.na Xalid's standing at Silt1man! was very high; the 
princely family paid him the higlu<st respect. The prince 
even publicly placed him above himself, for he "used to 
stand befor-e him (the Shaikh) and fill his pipe for him" 
(Rich, I: 320). When members of the ruling family swore 
a solemn o&th to each other (not to make a secret pact 
with outside powers against ea.oh other) they did so in 
front of the Shaikh-t and they- promised each other that 
all letters from Persia or Turkey either of them might 
reoaive would be opened in ~tix Xalid '.s house, in pre
sence of all the others (Rich , I: 147-148). Then, 
suddenly and unexpectedly this high personage fled .from 
the town. The next morning flich wrote in his diary; 
11 0ctober 20.- Thia morning the great Sheikh Kheled ran 
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45. 

46. 

47. 

(Notes to Chapter IV, continued) 

away. Nctwithst&.nding his escape we.a secret, he managed 
to carry his four wives with him. It is not yet known 
what direction he ha.a taken. The other da~r the Koords 
placed him even above Abdul Kader, and the :Pasha used 

51, Kurds and local christians had identical expectations 
of the presence of the missionaries. Armenian, Jacobite 
and Nestorian christians who converted to the Roman 
catholic or protestand churches never made it a secret 

to stand before him an~ fill his pipe for him; to-da.y 
they say he was a bl.fir or infidel, and tell numbers 
of stories of his arrogance and blasphemy. Ile lost his 
consideration on the death of the Pasha's son. He said 
he would save hie life, and tha.t he had in::iIJec':;ed God's 
registers concerning him, &c. The caue.- of his flight 
is variously reported. Some say he has been Jlk...}dng mis
chief be tweer. the Pa.aha and his 'b:t'others, who had de
sired that he should be confronted with them. Otr_ers 
say that he had ±'armed the ~:.£.Jp;~ of establishing a new 
sect, and ma.king himself temporal as otel l aB api:n_ tual 
lord of the country. Of course a great deal more ia 
laid to hie charge than he is really guil t,y of. All the 
regular Ulema a::h.d Seyds, with Sheikh ¥..aroof at their 
head, bated Sheikh Khaled, vho, as long as his power 
lasted, threw them into the baokground 11

• (Rich, I: 320-
321; my underlining), Other reasons have bee-n put for
vard for Mewlan4 Xalid 1 a sudden departure. Edmonds, for 
instance, wa-s told (appare.ntly by :partisans of the Ber
zen9iS) that he was put to flight after his failure in 

:i:~~1~e ~~i~a~0(i~~~' :i ~~e1~ ~~;~~. ~~~e~~! 
flight and sudden loss of cha::!:'isma cannot have been the 
result of such a direct confrontation, for ~tx Me'r1lf 
did not manage to take the prominent place in Sil~mani 
Mewlana Xalid had left ec:pty. It vas only his eon, Kak 
Eh.med, vho was to fill it later. (for these Berzenc!s 
see the Appendix to Ch IV, Table I.) The arguments Rich 
put forward seem more convincing, The shaikh may have 
failed in some ooup to take mo-re secular power into his 
hands, exploiting the internal rivalries in the ruling 
family, His sudden loss of charisma is easy to expla,in: 
nothing succeeds like success, and nothing fails like 
failure. Aleo one should not forget that Rieb was the 
guest of the ruling family, and the reactions he des
cribed are those of the people he met in that milieu. 
Others m.ey have ramai:ned loyal to the shaikh, vi tness 

52. 

that'. did so to obtain French or British (later 
protection. Many British missionaries and 

other agents complained that the Kurds "misunderstood 11 

their motives and invariably considered them as fore
ruJlllert: of British conquest. Rich CJC}:>e:tienced difficul
ties in explaining to his hosts that his country had 
such a large and powerful army only because other states 
had them too, .:md thG. -r: .:i ·.raged waJ <:> of conquest in In
dia only be ca.use it wa.s attacked by enemies there. Rich 
laughed a.-w-ay the s. reJative cf the Ba-ban 
prince that the designs on Iraq_ (Rich 
I: 96ff). One year later the same Rich, in conflict 
with the vali of Baghdad on the comme:rr;ial liberties 
the British were to get, sent warshif>S up the 'l'igris! 
It was, however, to last another century before the 
British finally occupied :rraq military. 
Ainsworth, another British agent, related a similar 
incident; in 1340 he travelled in central Kurdistan~ 

(~~~=~~!:~s~). a ~o;~r~~ !:~~i~~~~:~s~~~:;,~ain who 
addre--eaed them: ''What do you do here? Are you not aware 
that Franks are not allowed in this country? No d iss Ulu-
lation! I '.!lust know who you are, and what is b.isi-
ness. Who brought these people here?" One of Chal-
daeans turned around' in a baughty :peremptory way' and 
said "'.:"". 'rbe Kurdish chieftain, who was all alone, 
looked at the members of the group and said, q_uietly 
and deliberately: "Your are the forerunners of those 
who to take this country; therefore it is best 
that should first take what you have, ...-ill 

have our property". (W, F. 1342, 

H. von Moltke ( 1 s41), passim. Moltke was one of the Ger
man officers Who acted as military advisers to the Otto
man army. He participated in the siege of the castle of 
the Kurdish ruler Se!d Beg, and in the pacification of 
northern Kurdistan. 

the. fact that the Uaqahbandi order did not lose all 
followers in S:i.lilmant. Mevlana Xalid w-as suo-ceeded here 
by his khali.fa., ~~x Osman of Biyare (~a.st of Sil~man!.), 
who is known to have had many murids. 

53. As soon as Mid: Kor had established himself he managed 

According tO Rich many people put Mewlana Xalid on near
ly the same level as the Prophet, and called his 'Words 
"inspired" 11 (Rich I: 140). He vas said to have 12,000. 
disciples,- "in various parts of Turkey and Arabia" (1bid. 
141 ). . 
I do not mean to say that other factors (e.g. , psycho
logical ones) do not contri.bute to social phenomena, tut 
that explanations involving these fac_tors are often not 
falsifiable and therefore of dubious value. Too often also 
a.re such factors invoked in order to hide the fact that 
a. decent sociological explanation has not been found. 
I have toyed with the idea that the Naqshba.ndi order may 
have gained ground over the Qadiri order because of the 
very intimate relation between murid and murshid th&t 
established in the Naqshbandi ritual (rabita, se02 p 
and for which there is no equivalent in the Qadiri 
This may have led to giea ter devotion ":.o the ahaikh 
Naqshbandi disciples and thus make the order gro-w. I 
it not possible, however, to arrive at a formulation that 
was both satisfactory and falsifiable. 

The relations betveen some of the branches are even anta
gonistic, and maybe some should be drawn completely 
separately - which would further stress the unconnected
nese of "the Q.adiri graph. The branch at Silfmant claims 
to be the leading one, but is not generally recognized 
as such by the others, 1: have therefore not given it a 
central position in the graph, and drawn broken lines 
between all bra.itches. 

to an end to in his 
The British passed 1834. 

11 The whole craft and practice of robbery 11 , he wrote 1 

"has been cut short by a s1-11fill1ary process: whoever is 
caught possessing himself of the goods of others is 
punished on the spot, or put to death, without 
and again: " •.• were any man in the countries where 
away of the Heer is fully established, to see a purse of 
gold on the road, he would not touch it, but ieport the 
fact to the head of the next village, whose duty it would 
be to Eend for it and keep it, until properly claimed" 
(Fraser 1&40: I: 65-66), Chronicles written by local 
christians (in Syriac) contain almost identical state-
ments. Scher (1910) published a translation of a num
ber of' these chronicles, I quote a relevant fragment: 
"· •• An old man told me the following story: 11 1 went once 
from ~eqlawa to Ri.,andiz; ! found on the road a purse 

full of gold. Out of fear of Mtri Kor, I didn•t dare to 
touch it. I had taken vith me a sack of dates, to distri
bute among relatives and friends I had in Riwandiz; I 
lost the sack on the road. When I came back from Riwandiz, 
I saw the purse of gold still in the same spot. The sack 
of dates was also there; nobody had dared to touch itn. 
I said him: 11But you should have taken the purse of gold; 
nobody would have seen you". "But maybe 11

, he said grave-

4s. The three shaikhe whose rivalries disturbed the peace in 
the Oramar district so much around 1910 (see p260). 

ly, "the people of M1r! Kor kept themeelvea hidden in an -
ambush; and if I would have had the bad luck to touch the 
purse. they would have brought me to the :pasha, who would 
have had me slaughtered immediately". (3cher 1910: 138). 
Not in all emirates law and order vere thus strictly 
maintained. Rich wxote (in 1820) that the rulers of Ami!di. 
were videly respected because of their descent (from the 
Abbas id Caliphs), but bad no effective authority over 

!~~ ;!~~~:e w~~!~~e t~~~:\~!m ~(~~~h~e~~i ~~~: and did 

49. 

50. 

were all Naqahbandis. Perpetual power conflicts between 
~t:a: Ehmed of Barza.n and ~~x Rerjlid Lolan, spiritual leadeJ' 
of the Bra.dost tribe, pla:red an important rOle in the 54. 
Kurdish national movement, and were eagerly exploited 55 • 
by the Iraqi government. See also the notes to Table II 
of the Apper.~ix: for earlie::: confl:ic - l,-::tween the 3adate 56. 
Nehr~ and the shaikhs of Barzan, 

E.g., Ibra.h"n Haqqi Erzurul'llu, who T'"";:;ided at Tille, near 
Siirt ('J.\u,._~--. Kurdistan) ,.a.s ,, _ .;..c,_-· ____ _._i; :in important 
section of his famous Ma 'rifatname is an e:ii:::position of 
the Naqshband-1 path. 

According to the (secret) handbook urraq and the Persian 
Gulf", prepared by the (British) naval Intelllgence Di
vision (1944), Rich .,as "for long the f·econd man in Iraq 11 

(p 264). 
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Layard (1849), I: 173. See also :p 226/7 o±· this book. 

Ibid, 179, 

La.yard (1849): 228. ~~x Taha " •• exercises an immense in
fluence over the Kurdish population, who· look upon him 
as a saint and worker of miracles"; he "was urging Beder 
Khan Beg to :prove his religious aeal by shedding anew 
th0 blood of the Chaldaeans 11 

- which the mir waa to do 
that very year. This Shaikh thought so highly of him
self that,when he rode into town he veiled his face in 
order not to be polluted by the mere sight of christi
ans and other impurities (ibidem), From a remark in a 
later book by Layard (1853, I: 376) it is possible to 



(Notes to Chapter IV", continued) 

identify him a.a ~ilx 'rah.a. I of the Sadat1' Nehrt (see 
A:ppendix, Table II). 

tion of the rabita (see TrimiI18bam 1971: 212-213). 

-57. See a.rt. 11 ~amdinin" in E.I.1 (by B. Nikitine). 

The only reoen t des er i"Otion (from second hand) of the 
lfa.sqhba.ndi ritual as it is pr&.ctised in Eg;ypt(Habib:46-
48) does not even mention the death meditation a.nd the 
rabita. 58. Ubeydullah extended hie rule over a very large terri-

tory, and had ambitione to found an independent Kurd
ish state. In 1880 he marched at the head of tribal 
troops into Persian Kurd'iatan, which he wahted to be-
come the first mioleus of hia- Kurdish state. See the 
notea to-~'l'atie rr-·uf the Appendix. 

70. E.g., in the rules of the tariqs. (see note 42). Some early 
theosophic aut_hore who influe·nced the order, ha<l. th-Pm.selves 
probably undergone buddhillt influence, e.g. Hakim at-Tir
Dlidhi (see pl51 ; o. Ya.1.1-ya (Melanges Massignon ?: 412) 
claims detecting hindu influences in a t-Timidhi). 

59. La.yard mentioned the following tribes: $irwan, Girt, 
Bra.dost, ~emd1nan (!). Nemet ila dominated the whole 
area from Aqra to the Persian frontier. (La.yard 1853, 
I! 370-374). 

71. The Wahhabi movement ~s the most austere of late 18th/ 
19th century islamio revivalist movements. It preached 
return to \t.'hat it considered "originaltt Islam, and reject
ed all innovations. Its conception of religion was ex
tremely legalistic. Its political leaders (fram whom the 
ruling dynasty of Saudi Arabia descen~ had by 1814 con
quered nearly all of Arabia proper and the territories 
north of there as far as Aleppo. Later they _were pushed 
back, into the- Arabian peninsula, but. the ideological 
influence remained (and seams to increase again, thanks 

60. Dickson ~910} 370. 

61. ReJiort of A.P.o. Ama.dia, Ma.rah 1919. FO 371 files, 1919: 
44A/147629/3050. 

62. Excep1: in 1920, when_ a: section of this tribe, because 
of a- Conflict within the leading family, temporarily 
took the side -of the Shaikh- - without hovever becoming' 
his follovera. (Lees 1928) 

65. 

66. 

68. 

Murida often refer to the residence of their shaikh 
rather than to hie :personal name; they are attached to 
a d>ynasty of shaikhe rather than to the :Present incum-

~=~=.~~' !:1~!r~~eie~~~:~~t~~; ~e~Yk~~~!~e i!h:~:~:~s 
a.re usually called the 4neqa1 Xewsabad and the Xaneq_at 
Kripqine. 

This is only the first part of the shahada: the second 
(

11 Muhamma.dun rasul ullah 11 ) affirms that Muhammad is 
God's Propbet.Trimingham (1971: 201/2) quotes some eso
teric ]ntecyretations of the t-.-10 parts c,f this formula 
(negat1on and affirmati-on) 0n which sufia are supposed 

72. 

to meditate while reciting it. None of my Qadiri inform
ants ever mentioned them - but then_, I never explicitly 73. 
asked them fl.bout this. 

Only later did I realize that this may have another rea
son: n:iaybe dervishes are not allowed to do their sword- 74. 
and-skewer acts vhen the khalifa i-e not :preaent. I never 
thought of asking this so explicitly. Some statements 
by dervishes suggest, in retrospect, this interpretation, 
It was often said that the dervishes cpuld perform these 
acts only by permission of the kh.alifa, but I never 
~!:r:!~~~ whether this permission has to be -given each 75 , 

'!'his song, incidentally, which blames the entire ..... ar on 
11 those· Armenian doga 11

, suggests that th~ orders may have 
been used by the Ottoman authorities to instigate the 
Armenian massacres. Until recently theae songs vere not 
only suilg in the khanaqa, but brought before a much wider 
audience by wandering dE"<rvishes who went from village to 
villa.-ge. At night they stayed in the diw_an"ane. and sang 
their songs (accompanied by the inevitable frame-drum), 
gave :Pious (thov.gh not always orthodox) talks, and sold 

·amulets. They spread, eape-oially their shaikh 1 s fa.me (by 
76 embellishing his exploits in the euJ:ternatura.l realm) and • 

may have be;en quite effective :propagandists. 

I stayed vith t\.ro Na.qshbandi ehaikhs in Turkey, but sin
oe the khanaqa.s are officially closed there (since 1927, 
bl' order of Atattlrk), khatmas are held infrequently and 
in secret only). 

Thia is more or lees wba t is expected genera+ly of life 
after death, although it differa slightly from ortho-
doxy1s view. The belief is quite general that before tbe77. 
day of resurrection the deceased already undergo aome 

to the oil dollars. See Margoliouth - 11'W'a.hhabiya", E .. I.1 
and the· literature quoted there). 

Many -philosophers in the western tradition (especially 
the &;ceptics and the analytical philosophers) ha,,,.e cha.1-
lengE:id the common-sense distinction betveen ·~real" and 
"imaginary", by attacking the foundations of 11reali ty": 
em:pi:t'ieal :reality is_, after all, also a construction of 
the mind. The psychology of percenti.on has also 0ont.ri~ 
buted to making the distinction a. blurred one. A person's 
claim that his spirit is brought into the presence of 
the Divine, for instance, can only meaningfully be denied 
if one assumes- the the Divine has a physical existence 
and that Its presence has s:patial dimensions. Other inter
pretations are possible,. in which the experienee can nei
ther be lab~lled simply "real", nor 11 imaginary 11 • 

Jiya.wuk, Ma.a 'at Ba.rzan al-mazlumah: 54, and Brifkani, 
Haqa 1 iq tarikliiya an al-(Jl.diyah al-Barzaniyah, both 
quoted by Jwaideh (1961), 140. ' 

rr(The Naq_shbandi order) ia also accept!i!d as orthodox, but, 
whether owing to the absience of any highly reapeotable 
Superior ..• in the neighbourhood, or owing to something 
in its teaching, uneducated msmbers of this order in KurQ
iatan seem to be particularly prone to manifestations 

of eccentricity" (Edmonds- 1957: 63). 

M.E. Bozaralan fulminates against this superstition (and 
many others) in his Islamiyet a9isindan ~eyhlik-a~lik 
(Ankara: Toplum, 1964). B. w-a.s at the time of writing 
milfti ·of Kulp (Prov. Diyarbekir) and a nationalist with 
social refo:tmist idsas. He wanted to attack shaikhdom as· 
an exploiting ins ti tut ion that kept the common people 
poor and ignorant. To IDake his criticism more effective 
he clothed it in a.xguments derived from the Koran 
and the hadi th (traditions), which make it resem-
ble the \ofahhabi 1 s (politically conaerva tive) criti-
cism. 

E.g. B. t>pooner, "The function of religion in Persian 
Society" lrGn 1 (1963): 33-95. Spooner makes a distinc
tion between the official religion ( 11 reli?"ion of th~ mos
que and the mull.a" 1 with the yearly cycle), which reaches 
the village from the great centres of religious learning, 
a.nd, the "religion of the shrine", which h~s deeper local 
roots~ Also within sufism .it ia possible to perceive a 
aimilar distinction: the asqetic versus the theosophic 
tendencies (;:iee e.g. Arberry 195J). 

I met s.-everal sons of sha.ikha who have the position of 

cl11imed ce 
are still called "Shaikh", but dis• 

.sh1_,_i}'..h0-. form of punishment or reward. A current hadith says that 
"grave is a garden of Paradise or a pit of He.ll 11 • Reli
giously educated add that after death the soul of the 
deceased remains in one of two abodes: the sijin (for 
the unbelieve:t-a) or the elliyin (for the believers). 
From those abodeS they aan see or experience some of the 
atmosphere of Hell and Parad.iee, respectively~ Sometimes 

7s. At the time this is rtitten, a small-scale guerrilla war
fare is going on in Iraqi Kurdistan. Two rival groU:PB, 
followers of Barzant and a coalition of leftiat groups 
under Talebani Op€;rate against the Ira.qi troops and· some
times clash with each other. The Bradost tribe has a,pps.-

it seems that these a.b~des--are (spatially) 1-denti.fied' 
with the grave. It is in the physical grave, at any rate, 
tl'La.t the angel ie ea.id to come and question the soul. 

The meditations as practised in Kurdistan do not fully 79. 
agree with those in the Nashbandi li tera tu.re. Shaikh 
Huhammad Amin al-Kurdi asb,-Sbafi'i al-Naqshbandi (d. 1914), 
one of the last classical sufi authors, was a Kurd of Er
bil. Hi<B prescription of the Naqahba.ndi ritual should be 
clos-eat to Kurdish practioe, but in fa.ct wha-t he writes 
about the meditation.a {in "Ta.nwir al-qulub", summarieed 
by Arberry (1950: 129-132) is rather vague and avoids to 
say a.nything that might give cause to unorthodox;. inter
preta.tionsi he mentions the ra.bita, but in bis formula.-
tiOn the Shaikh is not clearly an intermediary bstween 
God and man. The sa;;-can be said of as-Sanuai 's, de scrip-

rently resumed its enmity to the Barzan! groups, but does 
not collaborate with the government as in the past; to ... 
wards the Taleban! groups it remains neutral. 

The only for rain that I have witnessed 'Was not 
led by a but by the local mulla (Gir Nieran, near 
Qatni~li, NE Syria). But people told me another-form of 
rain prayer that used to be performed in the past. The 
villagers collected and washed a large nutnber of pebbles 
{70,000 or ::nore, it was said). Young men of the ~tillage 
picked these up one by one, ~aying an ayyat on each 
(there is a special ayyat on rain in the Koran), and blow
ing on each pebble, ~fter which they put them into a 
sack. It was essential for this ceremony that the men 
w-ho participate be all "tob€dar", in the state of ritu-
al purity resulting from penitence. Therefore the ahaikh 
who led the ceremony started by taking tote from everyone. 

44'3 



(Notes to Chapter IV, continued) 

90. 

Arfa (1966: 132/3) gives a list of names Ci .l.nfluential 91. 
landlord::: taking refuge in Iran in 1959, c..mong whoui ten 
shaikhs occur. 

t.11. Both the rN:ary and the rec1tatior are called "tesbih". 
An ordinary rot:.ary has 33 beads; sl.li'J..:; usually 11.&Ye one 
with 99 beads, in ) groups oi 33. I do not knuw wLat the 
reason for that !!umber is. 

82. A bullet-sto-pper is obviously an ol high value in 
bullet-ridden Kurdistan, and who can make the:n 
command the greatest respect. The most of 
gulebends wa.s Kak EhIDed, the Berzencl shaikh 
ta.n Abdulhamid II is said to have worn one 
gulebends), another his descendant ~ex 
fought very bravely in hiB revolts because, it is said 
they were inVD.lnerable due to the shaikh' s gulebends. 
Kak' Eh.med and ~~x Osman's great-grandfather 
tariqas, and thia is how ~~:x Osman may have 92. 
this skill. 'I'hese amulets are not an ,.oh 
a_peciali ty. In Khoraoan I also heard 
them. A man told me that a few 
witnessed an exptriment with a 
the neck of a cock; no one managed to 
mal. 'fhe maker of the amulet was s. certain 
Ru.sain; peoyle called him a jadug--<:Lr, sorcerer. 

836 It is especially La.nternari and Worsley who fm·cein.llv 

defend this interpretation. V. Lantern2-ri, 'i'he 
of the o:ppreased: a study of :nodern messianic cults 
(London/New York, 1963); P. Worsley, The shall 
sound: a study of "cargot• cults in Melanesia 1957). 

84. A balanced account of 
in .Joseph (1961) and in 
additional information in H. 
(1976)' 95-113. 

85. FO 371 files, 
I,ondon, ¥.arch 

E 2188/283/65 (Consta.ntinol-'le to 
1926). 

86. Thus e.g. 'i;~x: Selahed!n of Xhan 
4), who was influential fo:t· 
his su:pport, and due to 
of -parliament 1 

to '2xtu;r1 hls 
The exact rela.tionshi:p in 
thia shaikh and others with n•cLc.,~a" 
clear. In the period of the great revol ta 
~~r Selahed1n had always kept aloof from, or e·ren 
sed the na-tiona.lists, in order to safeguard his 
tion vis~ft..-gis the government. It was only wh"'n 
ty tried to win the votB a of all the diveTse c2.tegories 
of people that were for one reason or another disaffect1o1d 
with Atat1trk's policies, t:hat hP "Played nn nationalist 
sentiments among the K:i.rda. The only written source on 
the subject that I :have looated is a rather biased o~e: 
four days after the military coup had top:pled the D. F. 
government the daily Cumhuriyet (o:ppositional 1.mde~ the 
D.P. government, allied 'ofith the (kemalist) Republica.n 
People's Party) "revealed!! that a group of nreactiona.-
riesH in the n.P. had been preparing the establishment 
of an independent Kurdish sta-i:e - an exaggeration, to 
say the least. To make the -plot sound more dangerous 
the author of the artiole claimed that these Il.P.-
members were in league witb a son of ~~x Seid (the 
leader of the grea. t revel t of 1925), "1ho had seen 
touring the i,vuntryside in a iiussian-buii t ( ! jeep 
(Gumhuriyet, 31-5-1950). 

87. I owe mo.et of my information on This rising to :Sh:eed 
Bamern1, who is from the village in ques~ion. 

88. As early aOJ 1''-19 s. Bri "-is' .. te 'his 
sha.ikh: "(he has) great spiritual influence throughout 
the hills, which he to a certair> extent• and hia son Rauf 
to a gree-':t>.::- ,t, ba.·,re L thc:~r own ~1ri-

vate ends, and enrich themselves at tr,e 
Christians" (PO 371 files, 
Compare also the ~,~cord~ 

lng to w111c1 in the 
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Herk1-0rama.r district. 

See note 80 of Chapter V. 

i~~~d~!~~(r!~1:~~ !~e ~~i~~e~~~!~;le a~ai:~d~~). M~ch 
the revolt see B. Lewis, The emergence of modern '.Purkey. 
London (OUP) 1968, 2nd ed. : 214-216, and the literature 
quoted there. 
11 
••• in this (the Na.q_shbandi) orde:r there appears a pro

g:ressive development of its doct".'"ine, and that, for the 
must part, in keepine with the teaching of orthodox Is
lam. In con.eequence, of all sufi orders, this one is the 
most orthodox in practice". (Subban: 190, writing on the 
Indian Naqahbandis). 

One of a group of aghas who were exilE'd from 
Kurdistan in 1960 nationalist activi-tiee) in a 
public statement: 

11 Se!d1 Kurdi was a great scholar. His looks were 
V"ery imposing# Whoever saw him, felt respe-ct for 
the majesty in his looks. He would get vecy angry 
vith shaikhs who exploited and robbed the peuple. 
2e:tdi Kurdi was not a rairacle-vorker. Because he 
was very angry with the she.ikhs of Ea.stern Turkey 
and struggled with them, he came rarely to the 
East. The shaikhs w-ere sore with him because he 
':hre-w stones at their mechanism of exploitation. 
The Kurds love him <tS Setdi Kurdi even :::iore than 

'.::e.td_i NUrai, because he is one of those men who 
with their namert. (q_uoted by Ismail 

1969, 

Such exaggerated claims are made by leading members of 
the movement (e.g. N.P. XisakO.rek in: A.~. La~ a.o., 
Nurculuk (Ankara 1966): 114). A vague indication of the 
number of followeT'S of this movement may be inf'erred 
from tlection resul ta. Acco:i:ding to maay of my inform
ants, the movement has been a.ssocia.ted with, and even 
formed the mainstream of two political parties in Tm<-
key 1 the Milli Uizam Partiai (Party of national Order, 
founded in 1970 and closed down for anti-secularist 
propaganda in 1971) and its successor, the Mill! Selamet 
Partisi (Party of National Salvation, established in 1971) 
In the genera.) electiona of 1973 the MSP won 11.8% of the 
votes. The voters included however many other fundamen
talist muslims as well as peop)e who had other reasons 
to support this pa.rty. In 1977, the nurcu newspa.-pe:r Yeni 
Asye. ha.d turned against the MSP and supported the Justice 
Party instead. That year the MSP re-ceived only 8.6% 
of the votea thrown. The nurcus were the only ones who 
a.a a group turned their backs bn this party~ 'With due 
reserve one may ini'er that the number of rturcus is in 
the order of magnitudil of 3% of the population. 

There .ls an abundance of an'ti-connnunist quotations in 
nurcu literature; it is one of the features \<lhich s-eem 
to make the mmrcment palatable to the non-religious 
right. I translate a typical passage (from a letter by 
Se1d1 Kurd! to the office of the Prime Minister an<l to 
the Ministeries of Justice and Interior, 1948); 
u ••• I have one single aim: in thia ti.me, while I am 
approa.chlng my grave, we hear in our Fa therla.nd, an is
lamic country, the voices of Bolshe-vik owls (The owl 
is an ominous bird; its call is a r;if disas
ter. MvB). This voioe shakes the religious woncca,1orw 
-of the ialamic vorld. It ties the people, esJlecia.lly the 
young, to itaelf. All my life I have struggled against 
it, and h1;1.ve ca.lletl ihe yr.nuig and the ID.liSlims to Reli
gion. I struggle against ihe mass of unbelievers. T want 
to continue this struggle until the day that T appear 
before God's presence. All my activities a.re just this. 
Those \Oho keep me from these my duties may be, I fea.r, 
:Bolsheviks ••• " (quoted in A.'fj.. Ul.9 and othere - Nurculuk 
(Ankara.: Qi9ek yayinevi, 1968): 106). 
T:be anti-coIDl!lunism of the nurcu movement is becoming in
creasingly militant. ln 1976 the Party of National Sal
vat1on formed a nev, militant youth movement, the 
ak1no1lar. Many times armed groups of akl.l1c1lar attaoked 
leftist students or teachers, or a.levites (unorthodox 
shii tea, who to the nurcua a.re worse than unbelievers)• 
According to newspapa:r reports these ak1nc1lar receive 
:para-military training beside religious education in the 
so-called ·nur kamplar1 ( 11 ca'!jlps of the Light"). Their 
activities are especially oonspicuous in the areas of 
mixed sunni-alevi population (the NW :part of Turkish 
Kurdistan). 
Some literatUTe on nurculuk: dr. Cetin t)zek, Tlirkiye 'de 
gerici a.kimlar ("Reactionary currents ln Turkey") Istan
bul: Ger~ek yay. 1968): 18•'-1S·~ for '\..be' ·rision of a 
kemalist. From the nurcu point of vi-ew: N. :j:ahiner, 
BediUzzaman Sa.id Nurs1 (Istanbul: Yeni Aaya yay., 1974 
(2nd pr.)l; A.$. IA.9 a.o., Nurculuk (Ar::kara: r;i9ek 
yay. 1968 ; The Risale-i Nur pamphlets are published 
by :::;~zler Yayimevi, Istanbul. 



Notes to Chapter V 

1. In Kurdish: Ger d~ hebuwa me 1tt1faqek, 
VAkra bikir~ me 1nqiyadek 1 

Rom il Ere b 'O. Ecem temam! 
Hemeyan ji me ra dikir xulaml. 
Tekmil dikir me dtn .o_ dewlet, 
Tesh!l dikir me 1lm t1 h!kme t. 

Mem il Z!n v..s recently published in Turkey, in Roman 
soript a.nd with a Turkish translation by M.E. Eozars
la.n. A number of lines from the section "Derd~ mert 
however, had to be left out, to spare the Turkish 
censor' a sensibli ties. 

1a. \ilhen American missionaries visited the Urmiye district 
(Persian Kurdistan) in 1831, they found that the Kurds 
also welcomed them; they were taken for Russians, 
from whom the Kurds expected deliverance from Persian 
oppreasion. A Kurdish shepherd exclaimed: "Aha! You 
are just the men I have been vai ting to see for a long 
time. Dux government here oppresses, beats and kills us, 
This ifJ Kurdistan; the Kurds are many an the Ku:iul
bashes (Persians) are· f~w. '\rlhen are you coming to take 
the country and allow us a chance to beat and kill 
them?" (Eli Smith, Researches of. the Rev. E. Smith and 
the Rev .. H.G.O. Dwight in Armenia, Boston 1833, II! 
245. Quoted in Joseph 1961, 45). 

2 .. In fact, there is less than unanimity in the Ruropean 
tradition a.a to -what constitutes a nation. :;ee the 
disoues ion on p- 134. 

3. They assumed this title from 1533,when the last descen
dant of tho%! Abbaeid Caliphs, a. powerless and 
cuous- pe:i;:-son, died in Egypt. As the Ottomans 
then de facto masters of th€ central 
their claims were not seriously conteeted 
Dutch ielamologist Snouck F.urgronje, SeE, 
on· the caliphate of Vol. 3 of hiS Verspreide Gesch:r-1:
ten). 

4. Zinnar Silopi (vaeudon,_YID of Qadri Beg Cem11 Paiia), Doza 
K!lrdUStan; 38/9~ 

5. Interesting r~tnarks on the developn::ent of 
in the late Ottoman Empire a.re ~de by B. 

like the Arab territories waa occupied (by the "British), 
was claimed for Turkey. 

11. The only estimates -0f the ethnic composition of ea.stern 
Anatolia around this time seem rather biased in favour 
of the Kurds, but are probably not absurdly far removed 
from the truth. Ca-ptain Woolley, a British officer frie:nd-
1 v to the Kurds, report~d after an inspection tour in 
e~stern Anatolia th.at 90 to 95%_ of the population of the 
' 1si:x vilayets 11 was Kurdhh. ,{HJ 371, 19i9: ME 44/91479/ 
3050). Major Noel, after an~extensive toUI' through 
Diyarbekir, made the following informed estimates of the 
population of that :province: 

pre-war 
Kurds 750,000 
Armenians 120,000 
Syrians & C".1aldaeans 81 ,GOO 
Turke 3, GOO 

10,000 
371, 1919, 44A/105775/3050). 

12. ~'~~e:n i~y~~:i ;~:~s ~a:~c~~~~~i ~~~. (~;n~~~~i~;~~~', A~;~n-
pec ially part II: Intelligence in Transcaucasia. 

1 ). Art of the treaty stated that "The borderline be-
and lrao shall be decided in a -friendly 

gove;:nm-ents of Turkey a.nd Great Britain 
of 9 rrnnths. In cage- an agreement be

governementa shall not be reached during 
period, the issue shall be forwarded to the 

of the "League of Nations 11 (i;uoted in A.R. 
Ghassemlou, 1965: 06). 

1.1, On these measures: Aydemir, Ikinci Adam, l! 311-316. 

16. 

1
' ••• If the ethnic argument alone had to be taken into 

the c:onclusion vould Pe that an in-
should be created, since the 
of the population". Quoted 

report in Ghaasemlou (1965): 68. 

(1977): 376. Detailed discussion of the 
from the British point of view, in 
and l.ongrigg (1953). 

6. Cewdet, a medical doctor -who greatly adoired the achie7e-i7. 
menta of the Weat, was orie of the mo2t in.L'lciential 
11westernizers 11 among the Young Turk8, H'" wa.:3 to be a 

Apart from a. group around the jgb.rnal ~ that 
appeared from 1698 in Cairo. This group apparently. 
consisted exclusively of members of the Bedirxan fa.mily. 

7. 

major intellectual influence on that stangf' apostle 
of' Pa.n-Tu.I"kiam, Ziya G~kalp (who, ironical:i.y, W'3.8 a 
Kurd, too).· After World W'ar,I Ce ..... det was to join the 
moderate wing of' the Kurdish nationaliBt movenent. 

Previously, in 1876, the Empire had received it8 first 
constHution, providing for a. parliament In rn77 
Abdulhamid II, using crisis in foreign politics as a 
_pretext, bad au-spended parliament. The constitution 
-was never officially aboliabed, but it remained an 
empty letter for the rest of Abdulhandd 's reign. 

8 .. The;ra is lllUCh literature of ·"- propagandistic na.tu.re on 
th-eBe masaacrea. For reasons of war propaganda the Al-
lies circulated inflated figurr:'"' on the number of :people 
killed; f'or the same reaso-na ~ns and Turks played 
these figures down. Tuxkieh children still learn in 
school that it was the A.r::nenians who :nae sacred the T'u.rks 
instead of the other vay round. Important sou:rcea are 
those baaed on contemporary diplomatic correspondence: 
Deutschland und Armenien 1914-1-918 (Berlin 1919); 
The Treatment of the Armenians in the Ottoman Empire 
(British government blue book, edited by A. Toynbee; 
London 1916); H. Morgenthau. (U.S. Ambassador in Istan
bul), Secrets of the Boaphorus (Nt-w York, 1913). 

9. This representative Committee (l:leyet-i temsiliye) 
consist&d of 9 persons. Beside Mustafa Kemal himaelf and 
another military commander, Rauf Bey (Orba:r) it included, 
among othera: the Ktll:'dsih tribal chieftain Haci M-Usa Beg 
(X'W!ti tribe, of Modk!), tbe urban nobble 3edullah 
Efendt (from Bi tlis, an ex-parlementarian) and the 
Naqshbandi shaikh Pewzi Efendi (from Erzincan). Thia 
committee was never convened (according to Mustafa, 
Kemal, the Kurdish representatives never appeared at 
its meetings). At the Sivas econgress a new representa
tive commi tte was elected. Neither Rae! MO.sa nor ~~x 
Fewz! werE> cin the new committee. (~.S. Aydemir, Tek 
Adaru, n, 122/3. 

10. This was a step back from the demand of restoration of 
the Ottoman Empire. It seems to be a (realistic) con
cession to Arab nationalism. Southern Kurdistan, that 

18. 

19. 

Noel,from kleppo, 23/9/1919. Enclosed in FO 371, 1919: 
44A/141322/3050. 

Xeltl Xeya.11, son of a prominent family of Modk1, \iho 
had studied in Istanbul; Miri Katibzade Cemn, an urban 

~::~o~::J.z~r~~;:~i~e f(~~l~!f~r~;~~6L and Kurdtzade 

The newspaper ~' publiabed under the auspices 
of the Society, was a continuation of the paper of that 
name had previously been publi11hed at Cairo by 'JUI'eyya 
Bedirxan. This f':ame person, vhO had come to Ietanbul, 
remained its major contributor. (Jwaideh 1960: 298/9,. 
after a number of other sources:). 

20. This occupation was originally one of th8 Armenians 1 

specializations. In the 1890Te many of the Armenian 
porters had been killad in .;ne of the mansncres and 
Kurds had taken their place. 

21. 

22. 

Jwaideh: 370, after British official sources .. ~erif 
Paljla then retired to his luxurious villa in southern 
France. After the war, at the Peace Conference, he 
found himself at the right spot to defend the inte
rest of the Kurds. See also A.rfa (1966): 31. 

After the Russian revolution Ebdurre,zzaq remained in 
Anatolia, was arrested by the Turks and died. in prison 
in Mosul (from poisoning, it is ea.id). Ka.mil was in 
1919 sti~l said to be in Tiflia. (Jweideh 1960: 371; 
Silo:pi: 80; Nikitine 1956: 195). 

Sis name and function are mentioned in the correspon
dence on a diplomatic incident involving agitation of 
Kurds against the kemalists, Se:p. 1919 (Major Noel 
and a small grou:p of Kurds from Kilrdistan Taali Cemi
yeti stayed with this governor under compromising 
circumstances). 

24. Most of my informants claimed that all tribal militia 
units participated, Firat (an alevi local historian) 
however wrote that the former Hamidiye -unite (that 
"'ere all sunni) did riot at all partioiJJHte, and left 
the 11eacred duty of defending the Tuxkieh homeland" 
to the alevi units (especially hfa own tribe, the 
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(Notes to Chapter V, continued) 

Xormek). Firat: 1BO. 

'.?5. See the esti:nated statistics of ethnic composition 
of the population in note 11 above. 

tablished the Teikilat-i I~tima' iyye. Lea.ding members 
were: 
Em1n El! Bedirxan (president) and his sons Celadet 

and Kamran; 
Fertd Beg Bedirxan; 26. 

27. 

23. 

Major Noel quoted, in one of hie reports, Ottoman 
regulations concerning the -treatlll.ent of Kurdish re
fugees. According to art. 3, tribal chieftains, 
ahaikhS, :m.elaa and other influential persons were 
to be separated from the tribesmen, an.cf lodged sepa
rately, remote from their tribes, pre.."erc.8le .:n to\<l'ls 
under direct government surveillanr:2; .,,-,d a.rt. 12 
ruled that the refugees were to be divided into --r1all 
groups of no more than 300 person9 eac:-;. and to be 
sent to different zones, where tht>;V wer>:: ;,oi: to ex
ceed 5% of the population. ( 11Notea on thos 
Situation", enclosed in FO 371, 1919: 44A. 
3050). 
Tvo of m.v informants had heard this stnry from ~ex 
Mehd! tiersonally. 

See Jwaideh (p 3G.3-397), who quotes many British sources 
to that effect. Some informants told me similar things• 
but in vague terms, Mustafa Kemal, who · • ..-as at Diyar
bekir in 1916, as a. commander of the 16th army corps, 
is said to have made friends with many leading Kurds 
and to have made them similar promises. 

BabanzadeS ~ukru, Fa.ad and Rikmet Beg; 
Doctor Ebdullah Cevdet( the Young Turk "westernizer''); 
Doctor $ukru Mebmed Sekban 
Keme.l Fe'H"Z1 Beg (ex-officer, :productive journalist; was 

member of the first H&vt); 
Ekrem Beg, of the r:eJI.!.l T'a.wa. famil, ; 
Necmed1n Huseyn beg, from Kerkllk {,'1l.ember of the first 

H~v1); 
Hewlanzade flifeat Beg (journalist, ownbr of the Kurdish 

newspaper Serbeeti that was published in Istanbul 
in those days); 

Memd-ab Selim _Beg (one of the first members of the origin
al R~vi; la"'Yer ; son of a. moderately rich family 
of officials at Van) (Silopi: 59-60). 

The ?xistence of this organization was apparently ephem
eral, and many of its members remained in contact with 
Seyyid Ebdulqadir and his Society. This may hav-e had a 
very aimple reason: it was Seyyid Ebdulqadir \Tho enjoy
ed the support of the Kurdish masses at Istanbul. In 

29. Enclosed in FO 371, 1919: W44/59486/3".:l5::'. 

)J. tnclosed in FO 371 1 1919: w44/79991/3n5-1. 35. 

1920 the Kurdiah guilds, uni ting numerous lower-class 
Kurds in Istanbul, declared him the only person author
ized to speak in their na.me (FO 371, 1920: E )063/11/44). 

The rising is usually called after the tribe that played 
the most important part in it, the Ko9g!rL Dr Nuri Der
simi, a. veterinary and himself the eon of a Dersim agha, 
was sent to the alevi tribes of Sivas by a group of 
activist young people vithin the Ktl.rdistan Taali Cemiye
ti. He took a central part in the rising, and reported 
later on it in hie book, Kll.rdistan tarihinde Dersim. 

31. Silopi: 59; Dersimi: 12J. 

32. The leading committee of the Ktlrdistan Taali Cemiyeti 
consisted of the following persons: 
president: Seyyid Ebdulqadir (son of ~~x Ubeydullah) 
1st vice-pres.: Em1n Eli Bedirxan 
2nd vice-pres.: General Ftlad Paia (son of the former for

secr.-gen.: 
eign minister Seid Paia, from Sil~man!) 

General Remdi Paia, re tired member of the 
general staff 

treasurer: Seyyid EbdU.lla.h (eon of Seyyid Ebdulqadir) 
important members: 

mili ta.ry men: 
Colonel (Miralay) Xel11 Beg from Dereim 

(head of the Istanbul police) 
Retired colonel Mah.med Eli Bedirxan 
Retired lieutenant-colonel Mehmed Ero!n 

Beg of Sil~ma.n1 
religious at::.thQri ties: 

others: 

Xvec& Ell Efend1, a.n influential cleric 
lfeftq Efendt. a mU.derria (high clerical 

rank) from Erwas 
Babanzade ~ukru Beg, of the Ea.ban family 

(editor-in-chief of the newspaper 36. 
TercUman') 

Ba banzade FO.a.d Beg, of the Ba.ban faJJi.ily 
Fethullah :Beg (a tra.der) 
$ukru Mehmed Beg Sekba.n, (professor 

medecine) (Silopi: 
4 list of :prominent members, sent to the E:titish High 
Commission at Iatanbul in 1919, mentions the ::ia:ne people 
and a few more of the same classes; in this l;iBt also a 
few names from the tribal milieu a.:ppeared, the most con-

~~i~~~U:a~f o~~i~~ ~~e Ei!!~~r;e~f ~~e n~~!i~ ~ ~~=~!;~". 37 · 
Derei.m referred to in the text. (FO 371, 1919 ~ ME 44/ 
91082/3050). 
The Diyarbekir branch was a.t first apparently inde-pen
dently established (Silo:pi: 45). Most of its. members 
bad, b~fo..re the war, been students in !sta.nbul and active 
in Hi:;v1. A central role was :played by membera of the fa

~;~:~;!~ ~n b~~:;: ec:!~~~)·. d~~~!~t w~~~k t~!:e:~~l t 
(Komal, Ankara, 1975). 
The first ultimatum that the aghas sent (dated lfov. 15, 
1920) deme.nded that tbe Ankara government state its 
a.tti-tude towards autonomy of Kurdistan, that all Kurdish 
prisoners in the provinces of Elaziz, Malaty-d, Sivas, 
and Erzincan be released, that Turkish ·officials be with
d.rawn from areas with a Kurdish majority, and that the 
military troops dispatched to eastern Sivas be imme
diately withdra;w-n. The second ultimatum (dated Nov. 
25, 1920 and signed ''the tribal chiefs of western Dersim") 
111&8 more r&dical and demanded the establishment of 
an independent Kurdistan, encompassing the provinces of 
Diya.rbekir, Elaziz, Van and Bitl!s. The eigriatories 
threatened to ta.ke this independence by force if it 
were not granted voluntarily (Dsraimi: 128/9). 
11 0ur program was the following: at first the indepen
dence of Kurdistan was to be proclaimed in Dersim anC 
the Kurdish flag to be raised at Xozat (preSent'l'unc
eli, ohief lieu of Dersim. MvB); then the Kurdish 
national forces were to proceed from the directions of 
Erzi:ncan, Elaziz and Malatya toward Siv-as and were to 
deoand official recognition of Kurdistan by the Ankara 
government. The Turks would accept this demand, Since 
our demand vould be presented by force of arms 11 • 

(Dereimi' 130). , 

According to Dersimi the first Assembly had 72 Kurdish 
deputies (ibid. 125n). On a total of 437 deputies th.l,.s 
seems a reasonably proportional representation. Tables 
with the numbers of deputies per province in this and 
the following Assemblies are to be found in Appendix 
B of F. W. Frey, The Turkish political elite ( Ca,mbridge, 
Haas., 1965). 

mily of Cemtl Pa9a. Most of the other members mentioned )B. Dersi.Jni: 122-125. 

~~!~~"~.£~~~!m~f.;•:\;;""~Rln~·~~~~~c!~ !~:o two 39. FO 371. 1919, ME44/9os60/3050. 
doctors (Cewdet and Doctol?" FUad) played im:portant roles, 40. G. Bell, Review of the Civil Administration of Mesopo-
while religious leaders as the mU.fti Ra.ci Ibrahtm t&mia. (London, 1920): 67. Quoted by Jwaideh (1960): 396. 
Efendt, the na.qib tl.1-eehraf Bek;ir Sidq! Eeg, the reli-· There is another possible explana.tioh of this change. 
gioua scholar Xweca Hemd! Efendt and $~:x: Ehmed Gulweni Diyarbekir's KUrt Taali Cemiyeti counted among its mem-
gave their benevolent au:p:port. In the town alone, the bare persons: such as dr Ebdullah Cewdet, vbo had always 
Society had .wer a thouaard registered members (Silopi: been close to the young Turke, It is li"::ely that these 
45-47). Major Noel visited Diyarbekir in June, 1919, and respected intellectuals were responsible for the pro-
found the Society very active, and friendly to H.M. Turkish attitude preva-iling in the beginning, and that 
Goverrun ' :Yo 371: 1919: ·q.4~ 190£,." 1 ~ 'JD). more radical elements gradually overshadowed them. The 

~:;. FO 371, 1919, ME44/91082/3050, 44A/147752/3050; 
~ E 506'i 11 1/ 11 

Kurdish nationali_et sources do not mention any activi
ties of Cewdet'e after 1919. 

41. Lists of signatories of these telegrams in PO 371, 1919: 
44A/163679/16s763/3050, and in llereimi: 125. 34. The, _split in the organization (due to the old conflict 

betwe"'l Seyyid Ebdulqadir and the ~,, 4 .; ~xans, too?) 
occm._ _..f Se-;:ryid Ebdu.Lqadir ha.a Pl..L..Jl.icly declared 
that bis aim va.s B£l an independent Kurdistan (but 
rather a limited form of autonomy). Tha Blidirxans and 
most young na tionaliats left Seyyid Ebdulqa.dir and ea-
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42. In full: Oiwata Azadiya Kurd (Society of Kurdish Freedom) 
later re-baptized as Ciwata Xweseriya Kurd (Society of 
Kurdish Independence). In the literature on Kurdish na
tionalism there is amazingly little ·reference to this 
organization. Jwaideh, who does mention a number of shady 



44. 

46. 

47_. 

(N~tes to Chapter V, continued) 

Istanbul-based organizations with no more th&n a pa.per 
existence, nowhere mentions Azad1, which, according to 

Seyyi_d Ebdulqadir va.s also arrested. He admitted to have 
been visited by '$~x Se!d 's son EH Riza, but denie~ a:oy
rOle in the preparation of the revolt. Nevertheless, be 
was hanged. 

53. The Jtory is well-known in Kurdish nationalist oiroles. 

m;y oral informants, was the most significant ,organization 
of that Period. The rea.son may be that Azad! was active 
in Kurdistan itself, hidd-en to most outside observers, 
and never ma.de any foreign propaganda, as· did the other 
organizations. It was the oosmopoli tan aristocrats, as 
the BedirXans, who made the Kurdish problem known to 
Europe; Azad! had no, or few, such me.mbers. 

Members of Azad!. vho after an abortive mutiny took 
refuge in Iraq {see next section) told the British 
intelligence officers who interrogated them a long 
list of anti-Turkish grievances: 

54. 

1. A nev law on minorities aroused suspicion. Fears 
were that the Turks planned to desperse the Kurds over 55. 
western Turkey, and settle Tuxks in. their stead in the 
east. 
2. The caliphate, one of the last ties binding Kurds 
and Turks together, had bean abolished. 56. 
3. Use of the Kurdish language in schools and law courts 
was rel'ltricted. Kurdish education was forbidden, with 

!~~-~:~~!!n~~at education among the Kurds was virtually 57 • 

4. The word "Kurdists.n 11 (uaed as a geographical term 
previously) was deleted from ~11 geography books. 
5. All senior government officials in Kurdistan were 
Turks. Only on lower levels, carefully selected: Kurds 
were appointed. 
6. Against the taxes paid, there were no comparable 
benefits received from the government. 
7. The government interfered in the eastern provinces 58. 
in the 1923 elections for the Grand National, Assembly. 
8. The government pursued the policy of continuously 
setting one tribe against another. 
9. Tul:kish soldiers frequently· raided Kurdish villages, 
taking-a.way anima.lsj requisitioned food-supplies were 
often not or insufficiently paid. 
1 o. In the &rmy the Kurdish rank-and-file were discri
mJ.~ted, and generally selected for rough and unpleasant 
duties. 
11. The Tuxkish government attempted to e::qiloi t Kurdish 
mineral weal th, wi.th the aid of German capital. 
(FO '571, 1924> E 11093/11093/65). 

' 

Dereimi (p 173/4), Silopi (p 82/3), Memd<lh Selim (in
terview) and Mela Heeen Hi~yar (interview) gave virtu
ally identical accounts. 

Thia difference: in treatment shows that the Turkish 
authorities perceived that they had to dea.l with two 
different kinds of rebels, the. traditional chiefta.in 
whose loyalty was negotiable, and the motivated nation
alists whose demands could not se easily be bought off. 

According to Firat (197/8), the shaikh gave testimony in 
Xinis, denied all contacts with Azad!. and declared to 
be solely interestftd in religion and not. to have poli
tical aims. After being heard he was released. 

Firat gives mudh information on the Cibran - Xor:mek re ... 
lations ( 144-187). He also reprints ~3x Se1d's letter 
to the Xortnek chieftains (20Q). 

Mela Hesen was not present at these meetings. ae joined 
the shaikh one or two days la tar. His .account on the 
events and Firat 1 a contradict ea.oh other in many details; 
both contain obvious mistakes. ror the war plans I fol
low Mala Besen, but reservation is due. Many details he 
told me were clearly intended to impress me. There.fore 
I give only the barest outline; it may' contain factual 
incorrectnesses, but only minor ones. 

Mela He sen gave me the following names: 
Baba Beg Cebr! (father•a brother's son of Xalid Beg), 
Mehmed A'!f.a Xel!U Xeto (of $erefdt.n, east of r;abeq911r); 
Mehmed Beg Eru;'r (of Bulan1k), 
Mehmed Be~ ier1b, (Musiya.n tribe, r;ebeq9frr), 
Sedtq Be~ Medra.g (from east of Qebeq9:Q.r), 
Colonel Hae! Selim ila Zikt.! (of Dareyen1), 
Colonel ~~x $er1f (of Gokdere), 
Teyb Eli (secretary of Azad!; reprefi1entative of ~e~q-
gilr ), " 
Captain Yusilf ila (of -fureyenl). 
Emert Fartlq (Botiyan tribe, X&w;rO.k}. 
Heyder AX:a (TawO.s tribe, west of Xan~uk), 
Reqq! Beg (of L1ce), and 0 ma.ny otherl!l 11

• 

Hy only souxce on this congress is Hel.!. Hesen Ri~yar, 
who was not hi.rilaelf present, but knew Jilany of those 
;.tho were. Unfortunatelyt I have not been able to find 
independent confirms. tion of his narrative. 

59. -Mela R.es_en, (whose dal(,s ai;-~ not very exact) thou@.t ,"the 
revolt had been planned for Ma.y 1925, but all other 
sources mention mid-Ma.rob. 

According to Memd"O.h Selim, the Bri-tHlh had been appra'ac,h-60 • 
ad· through at least three different channels, through 
their consul in Trabzon; and through high-;?;"anklng Kurds 
in Iraq. 

Thus B. Chirguh, La Question Kurde: 31, and a nUlllber of 
later publications \<llioh are probably all baaed on thiB 
source. Also- Aydemir, lkinci ad.am, I: 312 shortly men
t;lona that "several shaikhs and a~s were removed from 
the area. 11

• For a lis,t of Kurdish grievances, as formu
lated in 1924 (and therefore not in retrospect only) eee 
note 43 above~ 

61. 

~ i!~v~:~r 9~~~;!d !~: ~~~~~~=i~:! ~::e:~ik:~=~d 62. 
and abolished the latter, C:ul tan Vtihideddin, vho had be 
been accused of' oollabo:tli<.''":.:118 with the l,3ri tish, did not 
wait for the kema.liats to enter Istanbul , and fled 
ab;;iard a British wa.rshi:p. The Assembly a.ppointed Abdul- 63. 
mE.oid II,. son of Sultan Abdulaziz (1861-1876) as caliph. 64 On Ma.rah 3, 1924, the caliphate W&B abolished, too. ' 
'J"om outside (Malta a.t first, later Arab.ia) Vahideddin 
tl'ied to organize opposition to the ,new regime, large- 65. 

Thus the planning according to Mela H&een. The vay he 
tells it is juet- a little too organizea.. Undoubtedly 
hia acoount of the strategic plans is influence_,d by the 
events at the fronts as they later actually took ~~ace. 
I quote him more ·fu11_y he:r:e beyatl}I~, ~ven if tbs aic-CoUD;t 
is not factually correct, it gives a, clear idea of' the· 
underlying oonception;. · 

The accounts of the incident differ in minor deta1la 
onl,y. Only Firat has a. slightly different version: when 
the ahaikb came to P1ran the local gen~e unit notice_d 
among his hundred (armed) companions f!Te outla'lia, whdm 
they trieO. to arrest. 

Ten thousand, according to Firat (204). An inhabitant of 
Diyarbekir estirr.ated the number of Kurds that laid siege 
to the town (8. much lager number) also a.t t0,00-0 ('FO 371, 
1925, E 3340/1091/44). 
DernimL: 178;- Firat: 208/13. 

Only Firat (204/5) mentions ~ex E!yub. According to :the 
other sources. it w-aa ~~::r Ebdu:rrehtm who 'took S~werek. 

Firat: 213-224; Silopi: 87/9; Dersimi: 178/9. 
ly ·in vain. Turkish sources even ascribe to him a pa.rt 66. Cumburiyet, Feb. 26, Karch 2, 1925; FO 371, 1925: 
in the prepa.ration of ~~z Se!d's -revolt (see e.g. E 2195/109t/65. · 

-Avciotlu, Hill! Kurtulu, Taxihi, III·; 1333/4. 

48. Thus my in.formant (M&la Hesen). Probably ~durrE!Z~q 
Bedirx&n vas meant. 

67. E.xtracts from an anonymous European' a q_iary, in a report_ 
from -the British military attach8 at Istanbul, a.nolos.ed 
in PO 371, 1925, E 2359/362/65. . 

49. Report "Kurdish nationalist s-ociety in East Anatolia", 
67

a. 
enoloeed in ·Fci 371, 1924, E1to93/11093/65. 

50. 

'51. 

52. 

Obviously the A.za.d! members exaggerated the degree of 
support for th~ Kurdish cause in order to make the 
British more -i-n-tereete-d in it, and more ready to- give 
it material support. 

It is not improbable that this name was suggested first 68, 
by the interroga tare. The Bedirxan family was known to 
be pre-British. 

All oth~·r informanTts claim. that Seyyid Ebdulq_adir was 
not involved with Azad!. He-'.may have been mentioned 
simply because he was known as one of the most influen
tial personalities among the Kurds. After the revolt, 

69'. 

According to Firat (206/8) and Deraimi (180/1) it all 
happened much earlier , and the rebels entered the tovn 
on March 6. They could take it withoud a fight, for the 
townspeople were religious and saw them a.a fighters for 
sheriat and caliphate. Acc9rdip.g~;to I)ersimi., ~~x ~e.tj:i_ 
appointed the m!!fll Mehmed Efendi aa vali (governor). 

Interviewed by the British military e.tiach6 at Istanbul. 
see note 67. 

The :British mil-itary attach~ a"C-Iata.n-"'bul ·e·stima-ted -in 
June 1925 that there, were 50,000 regular troops in 
ea-stern Anatolia (FO 371, 1925: E 3970/362/65L A Per
sian diplomat even estimated them at 80,000 ! (M. 
Forughi to the Persian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
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(Notes to Chapter V, continued) 

quoted in Ghassemlou 1965: 52n). 81. Firat (p 228) claims that Cem!H Qeto in July 1925 join-

70. Others before them (a.o. Xalid Beg of the Heaenan) had =~d t~~~~!:!t~i~~ ~;e~o:~~~s~:~~:~~s~e~~~~p!~ ~o~=v~it, 
reached Iran, and tried to use it as a base from which my informants mentioned this. According to a sarial in 
to return and wage guerrilla. war (Dersimi: 180). the Turkish newspaper DUnya, dealirg with Kurdish re-

71. Thus Mela Heeen. Also Firat (227-230) gives the impres- volts in Turkey, the mutually feuding Reman and Re~-
Sion that guerrilla activity remained considerable. Re- kotan tribes joined in an attack on Turkish troops in 
ports of it reached British and French intelligence August 1925 (DUnya, May 27, 1977) • 
services as ....all (FO 371, 1925: E564B/18B/65, E4996/221 1 :,2. Firat:i: 207, 208. 
65, and later diepatohes. 

72. Minutes by a.n anonymoua- high official at the Foreign 
Offioe on a coneular dispatch from Istanbul. 371, 
1925: £1229/1091/44. 

73. Documents of the Third International dealing with the 
Kurdish problem were collected and published in Turkish 
translation recently: Ktlrt Nilli Heselesi. Konllilist 
Enterna.ayonal Belgelerinde TUrkiye diziai - 2. Istanbul 
(Aydinlik yay.), 1 977. 

74. FO 371, 1925: £3346/3541/1091/44. 

75. Oral information. According to Aydemir 
312n) in total 160,0:JO. arms, of which 
were ool lected by the gov-er:nment in 

76. FO 371, 1925: E 3340/1091/44. 

77. ~~d~~!rs!:~ III: (~0~~ 1s). d;~~~=~=s 

Adam, I: 

famous "Speech" tried to discredit the rn'caKnper~c 
Cumhuriyet Firka.si by associating it 
volt, !mt adduced no evidence whatsoever 
384 of the G€r:uan KclI!al 

78. Toynbee, Survey of i11brnational· afffl.irs 1925 (London, 
1927): 5'>8 n). 

79. FO 31~, 
Paia in 

aa. 

after a spe-ech by Ismet 

33. On the subJect peasants 
RezayE> distric1,: Niki tine 
plains of northern Iraq! 

34. Hemo of an employee of the 
1hyarbekir, enclosed in :F'O 

Kurdistan and the 
196. 0n those of the 

(1931): 112. 

at 

85. Articles from the nevspaper Vakit, dated and 
14/5, 1925, translated in "Les massacres en Tur-
quie". Of the leading members of the Kurdish Club, Dr. 
PO.ad and Kemal Fe·;1zt were cond~mned to death. 

86. E.E. Evans-Pritchard, The Sanusi of Cyrenaica (London, 
1949), especially chapter III. 

87. Thus Fira-t: 196. According to Q€:x Mihemed faa, !'les11n 
was a nationalist, and had contaota with ~ex Seid, but 
refused to pa.rtlcipa.te because he thought the revolt 
was d00med to failure. 

8'3. Firat: 198; report of the trial of 
reprinted in "Lea massacres kurdes en 

Beside the three sha.ikhs mentioned and their relatives, 
the follqwing a.re named ac :rarti.cipants in 1iterature 
or by iniormants: 
$t1x ~1rin, a Kurma.nci-s.peaking Shaikh (the only one!) 
from Eleitgjrd; 
'rhe ehaikhs of 9an! Mis;;efa Besen, Ibrah'tm; 
$~x $emaedtn and his brother Seyfedin (according to 
some they were from near 3ilvan, according to others, 
from the village of Q.amisl1 in the liiyarbekir plain); 
S~x Eyub of Q.era.ba:t9'e (s~werek). 

90, Evans-Pritchard (1949): 166-168. 

91. Many sources mention the ~haikh's using this title. 
Firat (21)0n) reprints a letter the shaikh sent to thP 
Xormek chieftains, signed with this title. 

92. The religious factor continues to play a role, but 
not an overriding on~. lt.nn.y religious Kurds, for in
stance, stress their being shafeites, as OJl:posed to 
their hanefite (Turks, Arabs) or ahiite (Azeri 'l'urks, 
Persians) neighbours, To them, the sbafeitB IDt'Zheb .LS 
an essential aspect of the Kurdish identity. 

Notes to Chapter VI 

1. If we assume that the probabili':,y vf conflict -within a 
group is proportim,al to the number of relation::.c: between 
two persons possible within that group~ +;his 
ty increases quadratically with "the size of 

~:a~:b~~ ~~ (~~~)i~n;_n~o~st,~~e F~;t~~~ a 
cally minded, the following may give an indication: 
In a group of 10 persona, the number of poBsible two

perso~ relations is 45 
In a. group of 100 persons, the number of poBsible two

person relaticins is 4950 
In a group of 1000 persons, tho number of two-

person relations is 
As long a.a U ranges in the hu..'1G..c-eds, assumption may 
be rnore or leas correct, as all the group's members 
may see each other often enough to get into a conflict. 
l''or higher numbers the assumption is obvio1~:;;ly not cor
rect, sinoe not all possible two-person relations will 
ever be reali-z.,.,d. 
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2. :Political Officer Leachman reported from Mosul (in 
on the Kurdish peasantry of that province, that the 
were strongly anti-Arab, but that "the view of the cour.1.
try population is tilat, though we have freed them frorn 
Turkey, we have yet to free them from the tyranny of 
landowners, who are the only class in favour of Arab 
Government" (quoted in A.T. Wilson 1931: 112). 

3. I objected that the vote was sec-ret and that they could 
thus vote for the party of their preference without 
anyone else's knowing vho had voted for what. They an
s-wered tha't the agh9. required all whom he suspected of 
other SJ-lilpathies to swear on the Koran that they would 
vote for his party. 

4. ~irnax has also Armenian inhabitants, nearly a.11 crafts
men, a.l together oaybe 11J-2Ct% of the population. Their 
".roting behaviour is not clear (for obvious reasons they 
were reluctant to talk about it), but I have the impre-s
sion that mo(jlt of tt'C'ro supported the agha.~' candidate,. 
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BEKNOPTE SAMENVATTING 
(Short summary in Dutch) 

De Koerden zijn een islamitisch volk van overwegend boeren. Met hun 
aantal van ca. 14 miljoen zijn zij een van de grootste volkeren van 
het Midden Oosten. Koerdistan, hun woongebied, is verdeeld over 
Turkije, Iran, Iraq en Syrie, met enkele uitlopers in de Sovjet Unie. 
In al deze landen voelen de Koerden zich als volk gediscrimineerd, 
achtergesteld en on~erdrukt. Een aanzienlijk deel van de Koerden, 
kleine boeren en landloze arbeiders, wordt bovendien economisch uit
gebuit door grootgrondbezitters, woekeraars en handelaren. Mechani-
sering van de landbouw en opneming in het wereldhandelssysteem heb-
ben de tegenstellingen tussen bezitters en bezitslozen verscherpt. 
Gedurende de laatste eeuw heeft een groot aantal opstanden met een 
nationalistisch karakter plaats gehad in Koerdistan, en in de laat-
ste halve eeuw zijn (arme) boeren ook enkele malen tegen de groot-
grondbezitters opgestaan, soms zelfs met geweld. Beide soorten 
émancipatiebewegingen werden en worden echter voortdurend doorkruist 
doordat de loyaliteit van veel Koerden jegens een stamhoofd of een 
religieus leider in crisissituaties sterker blijkt don de gevoelens 
van solidariteit gebaseerd op abstracter begrippen als natie of 
klasse. Dat soort oer-loyaliteiten leidt een taai leven: wel ver-
anderen zij onder invloed van uitwendige foetoren, moor verdwijnen 
doen zij niet geheel. Op hun beurt beïnvloeden zij ook weer de aard 
van nationalisme en klassebewustzijn. Dit boek goot voornamelijk over 
deze oer-loyaliteiten, of liever, over de groepen en typen leiders 
die in het brandpunt ervan staan. 

Allereerst zijn daar de stom en het stamhoofd. Niet· alle Koerden zijn 
in stammen georganiseerd. In bepaalde gebieden leven tribale (tot 
stammen behorende) en niet-tribale Koerden als géscheiden kosten 
naast elkaar. De tribale Koerden vormen de (sociale) bovenlaag, de 
niet-tribale verkeren vaak in een positie van horigheid aan een 
stomhoofd of stamleden. Vroeger, toen veel meer stammen dan nu nog 
nomadisch of half-nomodisch waren, was het verschil tussen beide 
groepen duidelijker. De vaak geopperde veronderstelling dat de tri-
bale Koerden de "echte" Koerden zouden zijn, die als nomadische stom-
men een reeds aanwezige boerenbevolking onderworpen en verkoerdischt 
hebben, is in haar algemeenheid zeker niet juist. In de loop van de 
tijd zijn veel niet-tribale Koerden tribaal geworden en omgekeerd; 
oude stommen verdwenen, terwijl nieuwe als uit het· niet ontstonden. 
In theorie bestaat een stom uit de nakomelingen van één, of een 
beperkt aantal, gemeenschappelijke voorouders; in de praktijk klopt 
daar vaak niet veel van. Iedere stom bevat ook mensen van "vreemde" 
oorsprong die zich daar loter bij gevoegd hebben - vaak als aanhan-
gers van een of ander groot leider van die stom. Toch voelen zij zich 
als door een soort verwantschap met de stom verbonden. Het tot de 
zelfde stom behoren geeft de leden een onderlinge solidariteit en 
zet hen apart van andere stommen en van de niet-tribale Koerden. 
Die solidariteit geldt overigens niet alle stamgenoten in dezelfde 
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mate. Iedere stam bestaat uit een aantal deelstammen, die elk op 
hun beurt weer uit een aantal kleinere eenheden bestaan, enz. Op 
hoe lager niveau men komt, d.w.z. hoe kleiner de groepen zijn, des 
te sterker deze geledingen van de stam op "zuivere" afstammingsgroe-
pen gelijken; de geleding is langs lijnen van bloedverwantschap. Op 
"hoger" niveau (dat van deelstammen, of van de ordening van stammen 
in confederaties) spelen politieke factoren, vooral het volgen van 
een bepaald leider, een belangrijker rol. De gelede structuur van de 
stam is een van zijn belangrijkste kenmerken (voor een meer volledige 
opsomming van kenmerken die in hoofdstuk II aan de orde kwamen, zie 
pag. 145 e.v.). Deze structuur komt vooral tot uiting in conflicten. 
Als belangrijkst voorbeeld van zulke conflicten is de bloedvete uit-
voerig behandeld (pag. 59-69). Typerend is dat het bij zulke conflic-
ten nooit gaat tussen individuen, maar tussen groepen. Bij een con-
flict binnen de stam komen dus steeds twee deelgroepen (van hetzelf-
de niveau van geleding) tegenover elkaar te staan. Zulke conflicten 
kunnen alleen worden bijgelegd wanneer er tussen beide partijen bemid-
deld wordt. Daartoe is iemand nodig wiens gezag door beide erkend 
wordt; hij kan uiteraard niet zelf tot een van beide behoren. Om 
deze reden is het begrijpelijk dat zoveel stammen 1 vooral de grotere, 
stamhoofden hebben die van andere 'herkomst zijn dan de gewone leden 
(zoals vele Europese vorstenhuizen ook van vreemde herkomst waren). 
Sinds de macht van de werkelijk grote stamhoofden door de staat be-
knot is (en daarmee ook de grote stammen in feite uiteenvielen), 
njn het veelal sjechs, religieuze leiders, buiten de stamstructuur 
staand, die in conflicten een bemiddelende rol spelen. Sommige van 
deze sjechs genoten of genieten een bijna afgodische verering van de 
kant van de eenvoudige religieus denkende Koerden, wat hen in staat 
stelde belangrijke politieke rollen te spelen in de geschiedenis van 
Koerdistan vanaf het midden van de vorige eeuw. 
In verband met de machtspositie van stamhoofden en sjechs is het ver-
leidelijk te spreken van "traditioneel" gezag, als tegenhanger van 
het "moderne" gezag dat door de staat (of de nationalistische bewe-
ging) uitgeoefend wordt. Die term is echter misleidend. Zoals op 
zovele andere plaatsen werden stamhoofden in Koerdistan machtiger 
doordat (omringende) staten macht aan hen delegeerden. Evenzo is de 
politieke machtspositie die sjechs bekleedden en bekleden een gevolg 
van sociale en politieke ontwikkelingen in de 19e eeuw. Zo traditi-
oneel zijn die machtsposities dus niet. In hoofdstuk III laat ik zien 
dat ook de stam zelf niet zomaar een geleidelijk afstervend overblijf-
sel uit het verleden is, maar dat de stammen zoals die nu bestaan 
hun huidige karakter hebben gekregen als gevolg van een eeuwenlang 
contact met omringende staten. Rond 1500 waren stammen niet de be-
langrijkste sociale eenheden, maar waren ze verenigd in Koerdische 
vorstendommetjes (emiraten), onder heersershuizen die prat gingen 
op soms eeuwenlange voorgeschiedenis. In het begin van de 16e eeuw 
onderwierpen de meeste van deze Koerdische emiraten zich aan het 
toen machtige en snel groeiende Osmaanse ("Turkse") Rijk (dat overi-
gens zelf was voortgekomen uit een soortgelijk, Turks, emiraat). In 
ruil voor betaling van belasting en deelname van gewapende Koerden 
aan de veldtochten van de sultans verkregen de Koerdische 
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heersers (mîrs) erkenning van hun positie, wat deze consolideerde. 
Het geval van Bitlis (in detail beschreven op pag. 195-208) maakt 
duidelijk hoe groot de onafhankelijkheid ten opzichte van het Osmaanse 
Rijk bleef. De emiraten waren eigenlijk meer vazalstaten dan provin-
cies van het Rijk. Pas in de 19e eeuw kwam daar een eind aan, toen 
de sultans - op aandrong vanuit Europa - een beleid van centralise-
ring begonnen uit te voeren. De mîrs werden afgezet en verbannen; 
de emiraten vielen spoedig uiteen in elkoor bevechtende stommen en 
stammetjes, aangevoerd door stamhoofden en aspirant-stamhoofden die 
allemaal probeerden zoveel mogelijk van het ontstane mochtsvacuum op 
te vullen. De ambtelijke hierarchie van het Osmaanse Rijk werd gelei-
delijk uitgebreid, ook in Koerdistan. Steeds meer macht werd direct 
door ambtelijke gouverneurs uitgeoefend, steeds minder werd gedele-
geerd aan Koerdische leiders. Bovendien waren het leiders van steeds 
lager niveaus die in contoet kwamen met overheidsvertegenwoordigers 
(en daar plaatselijke mocht aan konden ontlenen). Het gevolg was dot 
stammen niet verdwenen, maar veranderden. Grote stommen treden nooit 
meer als een eenheid op, en de leiders die het sterkst kunnen reke-
nen op steun van hun stomgenoten zijn die van kleine stammen of van 
deelstommen (de typische Koerdische autoriteit van nu is de dorps-
ogho). In de laatste 4 eeuwen zijn de Koerdische stommen aldus onder 
invloed van contact met het Osmaanse Rijk (en njn opvolgers Turkije, 
Iraq en Syrie) voortdurend kleiner en minder gecompliceerd geworden; 
ze hebben a.h.w. de evolutionaire ladder in omgekeerde volgorde 
döorlopén. 
Een ander gevolg van het verval van de emiraten was de snelle op-
komst van sjechs als politieke leiders. Er waren altijd wel sjechs 
geweest, gerespecteerde vrome mannen met een reputatie van heilig-
heid, die met één been in de mystiek stonden en vaak met het andere 
in kwakzalverij. Pas toen de mîrs verdwenen waren echter, traden 
sjechs ook als politieke leiders op de voorgrond: ze waren toen de 
enige autoriteiten wier gezag door meer dan één stam erkend werd. 
In het geleidelijk ontwakende Koerdisch nationalisme hebben sjechs 
daardoor een belangrijke rol gespeeld. Van belang is dot de s jechs 
leidende posities innemen in de derwisj- of soefi-ordes. In hoofdstuk 
IV worden de geschiedenis en de rituelen van de twee in Koerdiston 
aanwezige or.des ( Qodiri en Naqs j band i) behandeld. Regeringen hebben 
- het meest radicaal in Turkije onder Atatürk - geprobeerd het gezag 
van deze sjéchs te breken, maar die pogingen njn tot dusver maar 
zeer ten dele succesvol geweest. Vooral in de economisch minst ont-
wikkelde delen van Koerdistan, waar bovendien stamconflicten nog 
veel voorkomen, is hun greep op de bevolking nog zeer stevig. Van-
uit diverse Koerdische kiesdistricten werden sjechs in het parlement 
van Turkije gekozen. 
Hoofdstuk V behandelt een van de eerste grote nationalistische op-
standen, die in 1925 in Turks Koerdistan plaats vond en geleid (of 
beter: gecoordineerd) werd door Sjech Sa'id (~°x Seîd). De motivatie 
van de meeste deelnemers (allen uit een betrekkelijk beperkt gebied 
ten noordoosten van Diyarbekir) was een mengsel van religieuze ver-
ontwaardiging over de seculariseringsmaatregelen die AtatUrk in Tur-
kije invoerde, protest tegen meer regeringsinmenging in zaken op 
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plaatselijk niveau, een bijna blinde gehoorzaamheid aan de eigen stam-
hoofden, en tenslotte werkelijk nationalistische gevoelens. De laat-
ste waren in belangrijke mate ontstaan als reactie op de reeds begon-
nen discriminatie tegen de Koerden. In deze opstand traden de Koer-
den op in stam-eenheden (als stammen of deelstammen), onder de eigen 
stamleiders. Grotere acties, waaraan meer dan een stam deelnam, wer-
den gecoordineerd door een van de sjechs (er wos een tiental sjechs, 
allen uit hetzelfde gebied, bij de opstand betrokken). De algehele 
coordinatie en leiding van de opstand was in handen van Sjech Sa'id, 
geassisteerd door een comité van enkele stamhoofden. Het was de 
deelname van sjechs die een gezamenlijk optreden van de vele kleine 
stammen van dit gebied mogelijk maakte. 
In hoofdstuk VI tenslotte tast ik voorzichtig naar antwoorden op de 
vraag onder welke omstandigheden de oer-loyaliteiten jegens stam-
hoofden of sjechs worden doorbroken en plaats maken voor een minder 
particularistische opstelling (nationalistisch of op basis van 
klasse). Verscherping van de economische uitbuiting door het stam-
hoofd of de sjech blijkt op zich niet voldoende voor de uitgebuite 
volgelingen om een eind aan die loyaliteit te maken; wel lijkt het 
een noodzakelijke voorwaarde. In de behandelde gevallen waar natio-
nalisme of klasse-saamhorigheid sterker bleken dan de loyaliteit 
jegens de "traditionele" autoriteiten, waren steeds externe fac-
toren aan te wijzen als (mede-)bepalend. 
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